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This data collection
was assembled through a collaborative
effort
between
the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Center for Demography and Ecology
of
the University
of Wisconsin.
The 1940 and 1950 Census Public Use Sample
Project was supported
by The National
Science
Foundation
under Grant
SES-7704135.
This
collection
contains
a stratified
l-percent
sample of
households,
with separate records for each household,
for each "sample line"
and for each person
in the household.
respondent,
These records
were
encoded from microfilm
copies of original
handwritten
enumeration schedules
from the 1940 Census of Population.
The universe
for the sample included
all persons
United States.
Geographic
identification
of
households includes
Census regions and divisions,
Standard
Metropolitan
Areas (SMA's),
Hawaii),
(SEA's).
The SMA's and SEA's are comprable
for
Public Use Microdata
Samples (PUMS).

and households
within
the
the location
of the sampled
States (except Alaska
and
and State
Economic Areas
both the 1940 and 1950

20
from and
consists
of
data collection
was constructed
The
independently-drawn
subsamples stored in 20 discrete
physical
files.
Each
of the 20 subsamples contains
three record types (household,
"sample line",
and person).
The 1940 Census had both a complete-count
and a sample
Individuals
selected
for the sample component were asked a set
component.
Only households with a "sample line"
person were
of additional
questions.
The collection
also contains
included
in the public use microdata sample.
records of group quarters members who were also on the Census "sample line".
and
Each household
record
contains
variables
describing
the location
records contain variables
The "sample line"
composition
of the household.
describing
demographic characteristics
such as nativity,
marital
status,
wage deductions
for social security,
and
number of children,
veteran status,
The person
records 'contain
such demographic
variables
as
occupation.
nativity,
marital
status,
family membership, education,
employment
status,
the data collection
is a code book
Accompanying
income, and occupation.
descriptions
of sample design,
processing
which includes
an abstract,
a data dictionary
(record layout),
category
procedures and file
structure,
Also included
is a procedural
history
of the
code lists,
and a glossary.
1940 Census.
The data collection
is arranged by subsample with each subsample stored as a
The 20 subsamples were selected
separate physical
file
of information.
Within each of the 20 subsamples, records are sequenced by State.
randomly.
Extracting
all of the records for one State entails
reading through
all
of
the 20 physical
files
and selecting
that State's
records from each of the 20
household
(household
subsamples.
Record types
are ordered
within
The
records
last).
characteristics
first,
"sample line" next, and person
of 2,133,800 records:
391,034 household
collection
consists
of a total
Each
and 1,351,732 person records.
391,034 "sample line"
records,
records,
Class IV
record type has a logical
record length of 138 characters.
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ABSTRACT
Census of Population,
1940: Public Use Microdata
Sample [machine-readable
data file]
/ conducted by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census. --Washington:
The
Bureau [producer and distributor],
1983.
TYPE

OF FILE:
Microdata.

UNIVERSE DESCRIPTION:
All

persons

and households

in the United

States.

SUBJECT-MATTERDESCRIPTION:
This
file
contains
a stratified
l-percent
(l/100)
sample of households
(constructed
from and consisting
of 20 independently-drawn
subsamples)
with
seQarate
records
for each household,
a "sample line" respondent,
and each
person in the household.
These records were encoded from microfilm
copies
of original
handwritten
enumeration
schedules
from the 1940 Census of
Population.
(Schedules from the 1940 Census of Housing were not microfilmed
and have been destroyed;
however, some housing information
is contained on
each household record.)
1940
census had both a complete-count
and a sample component.
The
Individuals
selected for the sample component were asked a set of additional
questions.
Only households with a "sample line" person were included in the
Qublic use sample.
The file also contains records of group quarters members
who were also on the census "sample line".
Subject
items
for a11 three
record types (household,
"sample line",
and person) are listed
on the next
page g

GEOGRAPHIC,AREAS:
Several
different
public use sample:
Hawaii),
standard
SMA's and
(SEA'S).
public use samples.

levels
of geography
are contained on the 1940 census
and
census regions and divisions,
States (except Alaska
and State economic areas
metropolitan
areas
(SMA's),
and 1950
census
for both 1940
SEA's are comparable

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION:
FILE SIZE:
The 1940
census public
use sample is comprised of a total of
household
(391,034
There are 3 record types:
2,133,800 records.
'sample
line"
(also
391,034
records),
and person
records 1,
(138
(1,351,732
records).
Each record type has the same length
characters).

vii

SORT SEQUENCE:
The file
is arranged
by subsample.
Within
each of the 20
subsamples, records are sequenced by State.
Extracting
all of the
records
for one State entails
reading through the entire file and
selecting
that State's records from each subsample.
Record types
are ordered
within
household
(household characteristics
record
first,
"sample line" record next,
followed
by records
for
all
persons (including
the "sample line" person)) in the household.
REFERENCEMATERIALS:
Bureau of the Census.
"Census of Population,
1940:
Public Use
Sample Tape Technical Documentation."
The documentation
includes
an abstract;
descriptions
of sample design, processing procedures,
and file
structure;
data dictionary
(record
layout);
category
and a
code lists;
glossary.
A procedural history
of the 1940 census (prepared by University
of Wisconsin researchers)
accompanies the documentation.
One COQY Of the
documentation
is included
with each file order.
When ordered separately,
the documentation
may be purchased from Customer Services.
U.S.
Microdata

FILE

AVAILABILITl:
The l-percent
(l/100)
file h as been released for the entire united States.
This Nationwide tape file is available
on 2 reels at 6250 bpi and 8 reels at
When released,
ordering information
1600
bpi at a cost of $140 per reel.
Contact
Customer
will be provided in the Monthly
Product
Announcement.
Services at (301) 763-4100 for more information.
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1940 Census Public
p-e--

Household

Use Sample Subject
--

Person record
---

record

Household ID
"Sample line" ID
Person ID
Household respondent indicator
Relationship
to household head
Group quarters/institution
type
Age, sex, race
Spanish surname

Subsample number
Household ID
Sampling weight/self-weighting
ID
Region/division
State
SMA and SEA
Metropolitan/central
city status
Farm residence
Number of persons
Household type
Number of subfamilies/.
secondary families
Race and age of household head
Respondent's relationship
to household
head
Number of subfamilies/secondary
families
Family wage and salary income
Number of wage and salary earners
Housing tenure
Property value/monthly
contract rent
Data quality
(allocation)
flags
"Sample line"

person

Information

Marital

status

School enrollment
Highest grade completed
Region/division/State
of birth
Foreign country of birth/citizenship
Employment status
Current occupation/industry/class
of
worker
Hours/weeks worked
Weeks unemployed
Wage and salary income
Nonwage and salary income of $50+
Family size, relationship,
type and
presence of children
Subfamily size, relationship,
type and
presence of children
Residence in 1935:
Country or outlying
area
Region/division
State
SMA and SEA
Metropolitan/central
city status

record

Household ID
"Sample line" ID
Sampling weight/self-weighting
ID
Father's/mother's
birth:
Country
Region/division
State
Mother tongue (1940 and 1980 codes)
Veteran status and period of service
Usual occupation/industry/class
of
worker
Wage deductions
for Social Security
Whether married more than once
Age at first
marriage
Number of children
ever born
Data quality
(allocation)
flags

Farm

Migration
status/distance
Same residence 1935-40:
House
Incorporated
place
SMA/central city
SEA
Data quality
(allocation)

ix

flags

DESCRIPTION OF THE 1940 AND 1950

CENSUSPUBLIC USE SAMPLEPROJECT

Interest
among academic social scientists
in creating public use samples from prior
censuses was expressed in the late 1960s.
In 1970, the Bureau of the Census met
with consultants
to determine the feasibility
and cost of constructing
public use
The funds required to create the public
samples from the 1940 and 1950 censuses.
use samples were estimated to be too large for the Census Bureau's own budget, and
discussions
were held with other Federal agencies concerning
the funding of the
project.
Officials
from the Office of Management and Budget, the Bureau of the
Science Foundation,
Census, the National
and the Center for Population
Research of
the National
Institute
of Child Health and Human Development expressed interest
in
the project
and noted that such an expensive and multi-purpose
project
could not be
supported by a single agency.
In June 1976, a conference funded by the National
Science Foundation was held in
Madison, Wisconsin to explore the uses of public use samples from past decennial
censuses and the Current Population
Survey.
A report on the conference,
"Old Data
for New Research,* is available
from the Center for Demography and Ecology at the
University
of Wisconsin.
The scholars in attendance provided an extensive
list of
academic uses of the proposed public
use samples in the analysis
of long term
social and economic change. One result of this conference was a decision to pursue
funds separately
for preparation
of public
use samples from early
decennial
censuses.
In November 1976, after
extensive
discussions
with staff
at the Bureau of the
members at the University
of Wisconsin (Winsborough, Taeuber,
Census, three faculty
and Hauser) submitted
a proposal for preparation
of public use samples from the
After lengthy
review,
1940 and 1950 censuses.
the project
was supported with a
beginning
date of March 1978.
Wisconsin
staff
was
The project
organization
included
two separate
staffs.
responsible
for financial
oversight,
equipment procurement (e.g.,
the computer and
related material
used at the Personal Records Service Branch in Pittsburg,
Kansas),
development
of
specifications
transcription,
editing,
for
sampling,
data
and other data processing
procedures,
allocation,
and preparation
of technical
documentation.
Census Bureau staff
was
responsible
for operations
including
of the Pittsburg,
Kansas production
site, management
computer programming, staffing
and preparation
of technical
documentation.
of data processing procedures,
A National
Advisory Committee was formed to oversee project activities
and evaluate
technical
decisions
on sampling and data processing.
The committee'met
several
times during the course of the project
to review the progress of the project
and to
assist in decisions
concerning sampling and data processing procedures.
The first
two years of the project
(1978 to 1980) were spent developing procedures
purchasing
and installing
the computer system in
for sampling and data entry,
Pittsburg,
Kansas, and writing
the sampling and data-entry
computer programs for
public
use sample.
In March 1980, a large scale pretest
of
the 1940 census
Three alternative
sampling and data
sampling and data entry procedures was begun.
transcription
procedures were compared. The combined computer-assisted
sampling and
used in
the public
use sample processing proved
direct
data entry
procedure
to be the fastest
and most accurate system.

xiii

began in October
transcription
Sampling
and data
1980.
TWO shifts
of
At the peak of production,
51 clerks
sampler/transcriber
clerks were employed.
worked during
the day shift
and 37 clerks
worked during the night
shift.
The
sampling and data transcription
processing
of 16 of the 20 subsamples in the 1940
The final
four subsamples were
census public
use sample ended in July 1981.
sampled and transcribed
in May through July 1982 after
the completion
of the
sampling and data transcription
of the 1950 census public use sample.
Processing
project
the final
four 1940 census subsamples was delayed to insure that sufficient
funds would be available
to complete the 1950 census public use sample following
a
reduction
in project
funding.
Program development and testing
for the editing,
allocation,
and coding
for the 1940 file
took place from 1981 through 1983.
Post-transcription
began in early 1983 and continued through October 1983.

xiv

procedures
processing

CHAPTER1. THE 1940 CENSUSOF POPULATION
Introduction
The 1940 Census of Population
and Housing was taken at a crucial
point in American
The decade of the 1930's presented massive economic problems for the
history.
Leaders from both the private
and public
nation.
sectors
sought statistical
which would better
help
them to gauge the extent
of economic
information
dislocation
and plan for attempts to revive economy. Public meetings and advisory
councils
were organized
to provide the Bureau of the Census with suggestions
and
comments regarding content,
procedures and schedule design of the 1940 census.
In response to demands for economic information,
the Census Bureau placed several
new questions
on the 1940 census population
schedule.
concerning
Questions
employment status
were refined
and expanded in order to obtain
more accurate
estimates
of employment and unemployment.
Specific
questions were asked on the
number of weeks worked in 1939, the number of hours worked during the week of March
and the number of weeks of unemployment.
24-30,
1940,
Information
was sought on
two types of income:
.( 11 income from wages or salary and (2) income from other
sources.
The decade of the 1930's brought significant
changes within
the Bureau of the
The size and expertise
of the professional
staff at the Bureau increased
Census.
dramatically.
one of the innovations
developed by the new professionals
at the
Bureau was extensive
use of sampling procedures in the 1940 Census of Population
and Housing.
Supplementary
questions
were asked of 5 percent of the population.
The 5 percent sample was also used for the early release of National
data based
upon tabulations
from the sample population.
Sampling procedures
were also
introduced
into the processing of census returns.
was used in
Sample verification
such operations
as preliminary
sample transcription,
coding, and card punching.
Another new feature of the 1940 census was the incorporation
of a housing census
in conjunction
with
the population
census.
Poor housing
and a crippled
construction
industry
had become major political
issues, and data were needed to
guide governmental
and private
agencies.
The housing census was designed by an
interdepartmental
committee.
Housing schedules were filled
out by the enumerators
conducting
the population
canvass and were processed along with the population
schedules.
summary of Enumeration
Chapter
III
of the Procedural
History
description
of the enumeration process.
brief summary.

Procedures

of the 1940 Census provides
The following
paragraphs provide

a full
only a

Field Division
of the Bureau of the Census was responsible
for conducting
all
aspects of field
activities
for the 1940 census, including
the enumeration of the
population.
There were 104 area managers in the field,
with responsibility
for
supervising
all Bureau activities.
The territory
for which area managers were
These district
supervisors
responsible
was divided among 529 district
supervisors.
were directly
responsible
for supervising
the enumerators who collected
the data.
In cities
with a population
over 50,000, district
supervisors
were aided by squad
leaders, who each supervised approximately
20 enumerators.

1.1

Enumeration began on April 2, 1940.
It was to be completed within
two weeks in
incorporated
places of 2,000 inhabitants
or more (based on 1930 census counts),
and
Special enumerations
were conducted on the
within
30 days in all other areas.
camps, trailers,
missions,
and
night of April 8th, to enumerate persons in tourist
and the following
night, April 9th for persons in hotels.
flophouses,
Each enumerator was responsible
for the enumeration of a geographic unit called
an
Enumeration districts
were designed to be small enough to
"enumeration
district."
allow
an enumerator
to complete the enumeration
within
the scheduled
time.
Boundaries
of enumeration
districts
were determined
by the Geography Division,
supervisors
headquartered
in Washington, and were examined for accuracy by district
When necessary,
district
supervisors
divided
some
before the enumeration began.
in order to ensure that each part could be
enumeration
districts
into
parts
enumerated in time.
Enumerators were given specific
guidelines
for carrying
out the enumeration.
These
instructions
included
visiting
every house, building,
tent,
cabin, hut, or other
All women, men, and children
place in which a person might be living
or staying.
(including
infants).whose
usual place of residence was in the enumeration district
"Usual place of residence"
was specified
as meaning where
were to be enumerated.
were encouraged to seek information
people "lived"
or had their "home." Enumerators
from a responsible
adult member of the household.
Instructions
were also given to enumerate all persons who were temporarily
absent,
who were in the enumeration district
at the time of enumeration but had no other
or who had moved into
the enumeration
district
after
the
place of residence,
enumeration
had begun but had not been previously
enumerated.
Residents of
For
institutions
such as jails,
prisons,
and orphan homes were also enumerated.
larger
institutions
were designated
as separate
convenience
in enumeration,
enumeration
districts
and, in most cases, were enumerated by an employee of the
institution.
cards" for all infants
born between
Enumerators were required to fill
out "infant
These cards were
12:Ol a.m., December 1, 1939, and 12:Ol a.m., April 1, 1940.
returned by enumerators when their canvass of the enumeration district
was complete
Infant cards were then
and sent on to the Census Bureau's Washington operations.
used in a separate study of the coverage of newborn children
in vital
statistics
birth registration),
and in the census itself.
programs (i.e.,
Enumerators failing
to find anyone at home at the time of a first
visit
were
instructed
to leave a preliminary
population
schedule, which
contained space for
questions on the population
schedule.
If the number
the household to answer the
of persons residing
in the household could be determined the enumerator left enough
space on the population
schedule to fill
in the household.
When such information
could not be determined,
the enumerator left no space on the schedule.
Households
and individuals
for whom space had not been reserved on the population
schedule
were enumerated on separate sheets of the population
schedule, beginning with sheet
enumerated out
number 61. Also included on these separate sheets were individuals
For these
of order but who were members of households enumerated in regular order.
number entered on the earlier
sheet was entered
persons, the household visitation
on the later
sheet, thus allowing
the person to be matched with the household for
Persons enumerated in these special canvasses of tourist
purposes of tabulation.
camps and other types of special places on April 8th or 9th were entered on sheets
These sheets had a special
of the schedule beginning
with sheet number 81.
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designation
in the column for the household visitation
number to indicate
person had been enumerated during these special canvasses.

that

the

All enumerators were provided with an "enumerator's
record book" in which they were
required
to record five types of situations:
(I) all households that had to be
(2) households in which members were not expected to be present during
revisited;
in the enumerator's
district
the period of the canvass; (3) households temporarily
but which claimed residence elsewhere;
(4) households refusing
to furnish
required
information;
and, (5) vacant city blocks in an enumerator's
district.
Enumerators
Upon
were required
to record necessary call-backs
to obtain housing information.
completion
of enumeration,
the record book
was turned in to the supervisor
for
inspection.
The supervisor
used the information
to determine the adequacy of the
canvass.
Upon completion of enumeration in an enumeration district,
the enumerator's
canvass
was extensively
checked by the district
supervisor's
knowledge of the territory,
an
inspection
of the enumerator's
completed schedules and record book, an examination
of rural
district
maps, and comparison of the completed schedules and the record
book with city directories,
voting lists,
assessors'
lists,
telephone directories,
and earlier
censuses.
When examination
indicated
that the returns for any district
were incomplete
or erroneous,
enumerators
were required
to make the necessary
In those rare instances
where the schedules of a
corrections
without
delay.
district
were too faulty
to allow proper corrections,
district
supervisors
were
required
to make a full
report to the chief of Field Division,
who had authority
to order a reenumeration
of the whole district
or any part.
served as records of progress
of
Daily
report
cards completed by enumerators
districts
and as a check for counting
and verifying
the population
supervisors'
The cards were filed
for each enumerator in order of their date and
schedules.
subsequently
formed a basis for payment of enumerators.
Area managers were required
to mail weekly reports
to the Washington office.
the activities
of the entire
Field
Consolidated
progress
reports
summarizing
Division
for the previous week were then produced and distributed
to area managers.
Upon completion
of each county in a district,
the district
supervisor
chief of Field Division
a certificate
of completion which certified
that
had been emumerated and that the
population
and farms in the county
was complete.
Following
this certification,
the district
supervisors
announcements of the population
of each county and each city of 10,000
more, and the number of farms in each county in their districts.

sent the
all of the
enumeration
made public
persons or

While these procedures were followed
for the enumeration of the majority
of the
population,
certain
special
situations
had unique procedures.
Most persons
residing
on Federal lands were enumerated by the Federal agency or service
with
Civilian
jurisdiction
over the area.
Military
posts,
naval stations,
and
Conservation
Corps camps formed separate enumeration districts
and were enumerated
Persons attached
to posts or stations
but living
by the respective
service.
outside
post limits
were to be enumerated as members of the households in which
they resided rather
than as members of the post.
The War and Navy departments
provided census data for other officers
and enlisted
men and for civilian
employees
the Coast Guard provided enumeration
on transports
and naval vessels.
Similarly,
of all officers
and enlisted
men and of all employees and their families
living
at
Regular census
their places of duty and working for the U. S. Lighthouse Service.
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enumeration
was made of the
places of residence.

families

of

those

in

the Coast Guard at their

usual

Most Indian
reservations
were enumerated by employees of the Office
of Indian
Persons having their usual places of residence within
the boundaries of
Affairs.
national
parks were enumerated by the National
Parks Service.
The necessary data
for seamen and other employees on vessels who did not maintain homes on shore was
obtained by the Bureau of Fisheries
and the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
The State
Department enumerated all employees and their
family members who were stationed
abroad.
Special provision
was made to enumerate the crews of vessels in foreign
and intercoastal
trade and on the Great Lakes.
Even though these crew members had
homes on shore they were not to be enumerated in the regular manner.
Description

of the Population

Schedule

Each page of the population
schedule had three sections:
(1) a "heading,"
for
and other identification
information;
geographic
(2) "person lines,*
for the
questions
asked of all persons enumerated; and (3) two "supplementary
lines,"
for
those questions
asked of the five percent sample.
Appendix I of the Procedural
History of the 1940 Census includes a reproduction
of the population
schedule.
On each population
schedule,
two of the person lines were set off by bold lines
and keyed to corresponding
supplementary
lines at the bottom of the schedule.
To
reduce sampling bias, five different
formats of population
schedule were used in
the enumeration.
Each format was printed with a different
set of designated sample
Chapter IS of the Procedural
History
of the 1940 Census describes
the
lines.
'sampling design in greater detail.
the heading on the population
schedule was to be
For each enumeration
district,
completely
filled
out before any persons were enumerated on the schedule.
The
first
person entry for each enumeration district
was to begin on a new sheet of the
The sheets of the population
schedules used to enumerate persons in
schedule.
regular order were numbered serially,
beginning with sheet number 1, with its sides
A and B. sheets for persons enumerated out of regular order were numbered serially
beginning
with sheet number 61~, and those used to enumerate persons in the special
enumeration on the nights of April 8-9 were numbered serially
beginning with sheet
Vacant lines were to appear only at the end of one of these three
number 81A.
groups of schedules.
The first
two columns of the person lines were for recording
the location
of the
household--the
name of the street,
road, etc.,
and the house number.
Enumerators
were asked to mark a heavy line across these two columns when enumeration ended on
any street.
were to be
General household data were recorded in columns 3 to 6. These entries
made only for the first
person line
of any household,
the one on which the
This information
included
a household visitation
household head was recorded.
number--a sequential
number provided to each household in the enumeration district.
a household was defined as ma family or any other group of
For census purposes,
living
together with common
persons, whether or not related by blood or marriage,
unit
in the same living
guarters."
In multiple
housekeeping
arrangements
buildings,
e.g.,
apartment houses, apartment hotels,
or tenements, there were as
occupied apartment or dwelling
units.
many households
as there
were separately
However, a hotel,
boarding house, lodging house, or institution
constituted
only
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Servants or hired hands
one household.
house and had no other usual place of
Also included in the general
household.
home or dwelling
unit was owned by a
estimated market value of an owned home
household lived on a farm.

and boarders or lodgers who slept in
residence were counted as members of
household data columns about whether
member of the household or rented;
or the monthly rent paid; and whether

the
the
the
the
the

Column 7 was reserved for the name of a person whose usual place of residence was
Names were recorded last name first,
followed by the given
with the household.
name and initial.
If the surname was the same as that of a member of the same
household enumerated on the line above, a long dash was entered rather than the
If an entire household could not be entered on one side of the schedule,
surname.
the enumerator was instructed
to fill
out all lines on the side and mark the box
'Household
continued
on next page" on the lower left
labeled
margin of the
schedule.
A special
designation
was made beside the name of the person in each
household who furnished
the information.
Column 8 of the schedule recorded the relationship
to the head of the household.
Lodgers, hired hands, chauffeurs,
and servants were designated as such in column 8,
and their relatives
were designated as "lodger's
son," "servant's
daughter,"
etc.
Institutional
occupants were designated
as officer,
inmate, patient,
pupil,
etc.,
except for prisoners
in penal institutions,
whose prison numbers were entered in
column 8.
Columns 9 to 12 were for sex, race, age at last birthday,
and marital
status.
Column 13 was used for response to the question of whether the person had attended
except correspondence
school, at any time since March 1, 1940.
school or college,
The last full
grade of school or college
completed by the person was entered in
State or country of birth
was recorded in column 15.
column 14.
Column 16 was
used to enter citizenship
information
for all foreign-born
persons and persons born
Four types of citizenship
status were recorded:
at sea.
(1)
"NA" --naturalized
(2) "PA"--declaration
of intention
to become naturalized,
i.e.,
"first
citizens,
and (4) "AmCit"--American
citizen
at birth.
In
papers" taken out, (3) "AL"--alien,
columns 17 to 20, the place of residence as of April 1, 1935, of every person was
entered (city,
county, State or country).
For persons under 5 years of age, a dash
was entered.
were recorded
For persons 14 years old and over, labor force and income information
Questions 21 to 25 were designed to classify
all persons 14
in columns 21 to 33.
years old and over according to their work status during the week of March 24-30,
Persons who had a job, business,
or profession
in which they worked for pay
1940.
or profit,
or who were actively
seeking
such work, were considered
to be in the
Persons in the labor force were categorized
using four groups:
labor force.
(1)
persons at work in private work or nonemergency Federal, State, or local government
work; (2) persons at work on, or assigned to public emergency project
work; (3)
into one of the two categories
above; and, (4)
persons seeking work, not classified
persons having jobs,
businesses,
or professional
enterprises
from which they were
temporarily
absent during the week of March 24-30.
Special instructions
were given
to
enumerators
in communities
in which there were only a few dominant industries.
to indicate
as "seeking work" those individuals
Here, enumerators were instructed
who were not actively
seeking work only because the industries
were shut down and
there were no other possible jobs to be sought.
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If persons did not fit into one of the above categories,
they were classified
as
"not in the labor force,"
and further
categorized
as:
(1) devoting most of their
(3) physically
unable to
time to care of the home and housework; (2) in school;
category including
retired
persons and people choosing
work; or, (4) in a residual
not to work.
For persons who were
at work in either
private
or nonemergency government work,
column 26 was used to record the number of hours worked during the week of March
Column 27 was used to enter the duration
of unemployment, as of the
24-30, 1940.
week ending March 30, 1940, of all persons seeking work or assigned to public
emergency work.
For persons with previous work experience,
this was the number of
weeks since
the person's
last full-time
private
or nonemergency government job.
For persons without
previous
work experience
of one month or more, and for
experienced
persons who were seeking work after a period of absence from the labor
force, the entry was the number of weeks since the person last began seeking work.
Weeks of public
emergency work (WPA, CCC, NYA, etc.) were counted as weeks of
unemployment.
Columns 28 to 30 were used to enter occupation,
industry,
and class of worker for
those persons in the labor force.
These columns were left blank for persons not in
the labor force.
The exact nature of the duties which the person performed in his
or her job was recorded in column 28 (occupation).
For persons who were employed
in more than one occupation
during
the week of March 24-30, the information
recorded concerned the occupation
at which the most time was spent.
Persons who
were seeking work and who had previous
job experience
were asked to give the
occupational
information
from the last job on which they worked one month or more,
including
public
emergency work.
For
those who were seeking work and had no
previous
job, the entry "new worker" was made in column 28, and columns 29 and 30
were left
blank.
Information
on the kind of industry
or establishment
(factory,
store,
in which these duties
were performed
was entered
in column 29
etc.)
(industry).
"pW"-- wage or salary
Column 30 was for the person's
"class of worker":
(1)
workers working for private
employers;
government workers,
at all
(2) "Gw"--all
levels,
including
public
emergency workers;
persons who were
(3) “E” --employers,
conducting
their
own business and employed one or more helpers other than unpaid
family members or domestic servants;
(4) "OA"--own account workers,
persons who
conducted their own business or professional
enterprise
but did not employ helpers;
and, (5) VIP"--unpaid
family workers who worked for a related family member on work
that contributed
to family income (housework and incidental
chores not included).
For every person age 14 and over, except most institutional
inmates, there was to
be an entry in column 31 indicating
the number of weeks worked in 1939.
This
number included
weeks on public
emergency work or performing
unpaid
family
employment.
A "0" was recorded for persons who did not work for pay or profit
during 1939.
The total amount of money wages or salary paid in cash or check to each person for
work done as an employee during 1939 was entered in column 32. This amount was to
include
commissions,
tips,
piece-rate
payments, bonuses and payment for work on
public
emergency projects.
This amount did not include
earnings by farmers or
those engaged in business or the professions
who did not work for wages or salaries
but rather
depended for their
income upon business profits,
sales of crops, or
fees.
Persons who did not receive
any money wages or salary
in payment for
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employment were given a "0" in this
"5000+'g was entered
wages or salary,

If a person made over $5,000 in money
column.
in column 32.

For each person aged 14 or over, either a "yes" or a "no" was entered in column 33
Did this person receive income of $50 or
in response to the following
question:
Included
in these other
more from sources other than money wages or salary?
sources were the following:
roomers or boarders,
business profits,
fees, rents,
and income in kind
interest
or dividends,
unemployment benefits,
direct
relief,
paid as wages.
Not included
as other sources were lump sum inheritance,
lump sum
reimbursements for traveling
expenses, and
compensation benefits,
occasional
gifts,
receipts
from the sale of land or securities.
not receiving
income
For persons
amounting to $50 from one or more of the allowable
sources a "no" was recorded in
column 33.
In those cases in which persons refused to provide the information
for columns 32
and 33, enumerators were instructed
to give the person the option of answering the
While the
questions
on a "Confidential
Report on Wage or Salary Income, 1939."
enumerators were instructed
to
person was entitled
to fill
out the form in private,
wait for the information
to be placed in an envelope addressed to the Director
of
Enumerators were
to the enumerator for mailing.
the Census, sealed, and returned
instructed
to report any refusals
to their supervisors,
and to make the necessary
entries
in their record books.
Column 34 was used to record
household member who operated
e.g., a greenhouse.

the number of the farm schedule
a farm or other place requiring

filled
out by any
a farm schedule,

The bottom of the population
schedule had a section for supplementary
questions.
The lines carried
the same line number as
Two lines were provided for responses.
two of the person lines,
e.g., lines 14 and 29. The supplementary questions were
asked of the member of the household whose name appeared on the person line that
of who the person was, e.g.,
had been designated as part of the sample, regardless
Column 35 was used to record the name of the person for
head, wife, child,
lodger.
whom the supplementary
information
was required.
The place of birth
(State or country)
of the person's father was entered in column
The
36 and the place of birth
of the person's mother was entered in column 37.
principal
foreign
language spoken in the person's
home in his or her earliest
was entered in this column if no
childhood
was entered in column 38.
"English"
In column 39 there was entered either a "yes" or "no"
foreign language was spoken.
I'Is this person a veteran of the military
forces of the
to the following
question:
widow,
or
United
Marine
Corps--or
the
wife,
States--Army,
Navy,
or
under-18-year-old
child
of a veteran?"
Column 40 contained
the response to this
dead?" Information
on the war or wars
question:
"If a child,
is veteran-father
in which the veteran or veteran-husband
or veteran-father
served was entered in
column 41.
Social Security
information
was obtained from three questions:
whether the person
had a Federal Social Security
number (column 42), whether or not deductions
for
Federal old-age insurance or railroad
retirement
were made from the person's wages
or salary in 7939 (column 431, and, for those who reported the deductions in column
43, whether the deductions
were made from (1) all,
(2) one-half
or more, or (3)
part, but less than half, of wages or salary (column 44).
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was entered about the person's "usual" occupation,
In columns 45 to 47, information
and class of worker.
industry,
This information
was entered in accord with the
instructions
for
entering
information
in columns 28-30 concerning
"current"
occupation,
industry,
and class of worker.
usual occupation
was that which the
person "regards as his usual occupation"
or the occupation "at which he has worked
longest during the previous
10 years."
If the person had never worked full
time
for a month or more, "none" was entered in column 45, and columns 46 and 47 were
left blank.
If the supplementary
line person was a wOrnan who had been married,
widowed, or
divorced
(based on the column 12 entry),
information
was sought on marriage and
fertility.
Column 48 contained
the response to the question of whether the woman
had been married more than once.
The age of the woman at her first
marriage was
entered in column 49.
The number of children
ever born to this woman, excluding
stillbirths,
was entered in column 50.
The population
schedule also included
columns A through 2. These were scattered
between the numbered columns and were used for office
coding.
During key entry of
the public
use sample these codes were transcribed.
Those that were used in
subsequent processing
of the sample are described
in the appropriate
sections
of
this technical
documentation.
For more information
on 1940 census procedures,
questions,
and definitions,
chapter
6 (Glossary)
of the technical
documentation
and chapter
III
of
Procedural HiStOry of the 1940 Census.
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see
the

CHAPTER2. SAMPLESELECTION AND DATA PROCESSINGPROCEDURES
Sample Selection

from Microfilmed

Population

Schedules

Population
schedules from the 1940 census are preserved on 4,576 one hundred foot
reels of 35mm microfilm.
The original
schedules of the 1940 Census of Population
and Housing and the punch cards produced from them were destroyed.
Copies of the
microfilm
are stored at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. and the Personal
Records Service Branch of the Bureau of the Census in Pittsburq,
Kansas.
All
microfilm
processing
for the public use sample project was performed by the Census
Bureau
at its
Pittsburg,
Kansas, facility.
The 4,576 microfilm
reels were
randomly assigned to 20 subsamples.
Final sampling of cases for transcription
was
conducted independently
within
each of the 20 subsamples.
This was done because
cost estimates were uncertain
and working with 20 independent replicates
provided a
means of coping with a premature end of the sampling and data collection.
The
microfilm
is organized
alphabetically
by State, within
States alphabetically
by
and within
counties
numerically
by enumeration
district.
county,
Thus, each
albeit
clustered,
subsample is a represqntative,
sample of the United States
population.
The 20 subsamples were processed separately
and public
use sample records are
The household
record
item SUBSAMPL identifies
each
sequenced by subsample.
The value in SUBSAMPLdoes not indicate
the order of processing;
the
subsample.
original
subsample numbers have been reassigned
to protect
the confidentiality
of
the microfilm
reels.
On the microfilm,
the population
schedules within enumeration
district
are arranged by sheet number with the "A" side followed by the "B" side.
Sheets numbered 1 through
60 list
households
that were contacted
during
the
original
enumeration canvass.
Sheets 61 through 80 contain individuals
and entire
households that were missed during the original
tour.
Sheets 81 through 100 were
used to enumerate persons living
in transient
types of dwellings
(hotels,
tourist
(See chapter
1 of the technical
documentation
for a
facilities,
flophouses).
summary of enumeration procedures and chapter III of the Procedural History of the
1940 Census for a detailed
description).
Within an enumeration
district,
This number is recorded
in
population
schedule.
Persons
households
that were listed
household visitation
number as

households were numbered in order of visitation.
column 3 ("household
visitation
number") of the
listed
on sheets 61 through 80 who were members of
on Sheets 1 through 60 were listed
with the same
the originally
listed household.

Sampling Procedures

for Household

Selection

The sampling procedure was designed to produce a household sample with each sample
household containing
one member who answered the supplementary
questions
at the
bottom of the population
schedule.
A systematic
random sample of population
schedules within an enumeration district
was made to select a particular
population
schedule.
A random selection
of one of the two supplementary
questions
lines at
the bottom
of the population
schedule was then made. This systematic
random sample
of 1 in 5 of all supplementary question
lines,
i.e.,
20% of the 5% census sample,
question
lines.
The
provided
an overall
sample of 1 in a 100 supplemental
household of the person listed
on the selected
supplementary
line was made the
*target"
household for selection.
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The probability
of including
the target household was calculated
as the inverse of
the number of persons included
in the original
listing
of the household,
i.e.,
a
l/h
for
target household of size "h" was selected for the sample with probability
Households with eight
or more persons were selected
with a
h = 1,2,...
7.
probability
of one in seven to insure an adequate number of observations
of large
chance
that
a
one
Since
the
household
had
households.
of its members listed
on the supplementary
question
line is proportional
to the
probability
provided an overall
1 in 100
household's
size, this 1 in h selection
sample of households and their members for households with seven or fewer persons.
of the selection
procedure,
five
person households
that
As an illustration
contained a person on a selected
supplementary
question
line were retained
in the
public
use sample at a rate of one in five after
a random start
for the first
selection.
For example, if the random start
value were two, then the second,
seventh, twelfth,
etc. five person households were included in the sample.
All single person target households were selected with a probability
of one.
If
the target
supplementary
line
person lived
not in a household but in "group
(persons
living
in institutions,
transient
type dwelling
units,
and
quarters"
persons living
in households with five or more persons who are unrelated
to the
household head), the selection
probability
was one.
by a computer program which
Operation
of the sampling
procedure
was directed
provided instructions
to the sampling clerks.
The clerks,
sitting
at stations
with
and video display
terminal,
were instructed
to find
a
a microfilm
reader
designated
population
schedule (based on the enumeration
district
number and the
of the population
schedule)
and a
"sheet number" entry in the heading section
The clerk then determined the type of household of
designated supplementary
line.
the person
line.
If there were. five or more unrelated
on the supplementary
If the
individuals
in the household listing,
it was designated a group quarters.
target
supplemental
question
line person lived
in an institution
(based on the
entry in the "institution"
item in the heading of the population
schedule or the
(listed
on population
relationship
description
in column 71, or was a transient
was designated
as a resident
in
schedules numbered 81 through 1001,
the
person
For target
line persons in group quarters,
the person record was
group quarters.
automatically
selected
for inclusion
in
the public
use sample.
For persons in
regular private
households,
the clerk entered into the computer the number of lines
The computer calculated
the number of persons
used to list
the private
household.
listed
in the household
and determined whether the household was selected
for
the clerk to proceed to
inclusion
in the sample.
If not, the computer instructed
another designated population
schedule and supplementary
line.
If the target supplemental
question
line person was selected into the sample, the
computer then instructed
the clerk
to transcribe
the items from the‘ population
schedule for,all
members of selected households and the single person record from
all nonregular
households (group quarters,
institutions,
transients).
Upon reaching
the
enumeration
district,
population
schedule
was to identify
and
not enumerated with
Household visitation
missing from sample

end of the microfilmed
population
schedules
for an entire
the clerk was instructed
to make a second pass through the
sheets numbered 61 through 80. The purpose of the second pass
transcribe
data for persons from selected households who were
the main body of the household
on Sheets 1 through 60.
number was
numbers or surnames, if the household visitation
households on sheets 1 through 60 and on sheets 61 through 80,
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were matched to determine if any persons listed
on sheets 61 through 80 were part
If persons on sheets 61 through 80 were found to be
of selected
households.
selected
households,
the data for these persons were
members of previously
transcribed
and later merged with the data for the rest of the household.
Data Transcription

Procedures

The verbatim transcription
of information
from the population
schedule
into the
computer occurred immediately
following
household selection.
Once a household or
group quarters
member was designated
for inclusion
in the
sample, the computer
of sections
of the population
schedule
and
displayed
a series
of facsimiles
instructed
the clerk
to type on the terminal
keyboard the information
from the
microfilmed
population
schedule.
Keyed entries
were transmitted
directly
into the
A separate facsimile
was provided
for the heading of the population
computer.
in the main lines of the population
schedule, and for
schedule, each person listed
the appropriate
supplementary
line.
Following
data transcription
for a particular
section of the population
schedule
the computer performed a series of on-line
edits and consistency
checks of the
data.
These checks included
range checks to insure that the transcribed
values
were acceptable
values,
and checks of inter-item
consistency.
When a check
indicated
that a transcribed
value was suspect, the computer instructed
the clerk
to rekey the item.
The rekeyed item was then subjected
to the edit check and a
If the
flag on the data record was produced to indicate
the outcome of the check.
rekeyed value still
produced a failed
edit check the item was not rekeyed a second
time and the rekeyed value was retained.
As an additional
quality
control
measure, ten percent of the microfilm
reels were
resampled and retranscribed.
A computer program compared the second sampling and
data transcription
with the original
and required
that the verifying
clerk rekey
This verification
provided quality
control
information
on a
any discrepancies.
clerk's
performance.
The public use sample household record item VERIFY indicates
which household records were verified.
This sample of verified
records contains
fewer transcription
errors
Users
than the remaining
portion
of the sample.
interested
in analysis
of the verified
subsample should
note that
sample
microfilm
reels rather than individual
household
verification
was done for entire
records,
and hence the sample of verified
records
is a clustered
sample (see
chapter 4 of the technical
documentation).
Editing,

Allocation,

and Coding Procedures

The first
stage in the post-transcription
processing
of the data was a computer
check to determine if valid 1940 census occupation,
industry,
and class of worker
codes were present on each person record.
Records which did not have valid codes
A computer listing
of these records was produced
were rejected
for hand coding.
containing
basic demographic information
and the alphabetic
entries
in columns 28,
Coders using the 1940 census occupation
and industry
coding manuals
29, and 30.
added the occupation
and industry
codes to these records.
The occupation,
industry,
and class of worker codes were then added to the person record file
in
the computer.
A similar
household

type of computer check was performed on the 1940 census relationship
to
head code in column A of the population
schedule.
Households which
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than specified
in the 1940 census "instructions
to enumerators,"
other
and
households that contained persons who could form subfamilies
or secondary families
were listed
on a computer printout.
Person
records which were erroneously
included
in the household listing
were flagged for deletion.
A clerical
review of
the listed
households
produced a set of relationship
to head codes.
Family
relationship
codes were added for households with complex subfamily
and secondary
family
structures.
The family
relationship
codes for the primary families
not
included
in the listing
were added to the person records later
in the processing
sequence.
Group quarters
records were also listed
for hand coding of the public
use sample person record item GQMEMB(group quarters membership).
A computer check was made to insure that the language listed
in the mother tongue
question
(column 38) was included in the 1940 census and 1980 census mother tongue
If the alphabetic
entry in column 38 was not on the 1940 and 1980 code
code lists.
lists
the record was rejected for hand coding.
The hand coding of occupation,
industry,
class of worker, relationship
to household
head, mother tongue, and family
structure
was done in Pittsburg,
Kansas, by a
clerical
coding staff.
The staff
used computer generated
listings
of the
households that required coding.
These listings
included person data for selected
fields
and the identification
number of the person.
The clerical
coding staff
The listings
were then sent to the Census
added the codes to the listings.
Jeffersonville,
Bureau's
facility
in
Indiana,
where
new
and the
codes
identification
number were keyed using the ENTBEXdata entry system.
The resulting
data tapes were returned to Pittsburq
and were processed to add the codes to the
data files.
s

The second stage of post-transcription
processing
included
three separate steps.
First,
a series of preliminary
computer edits was applied to the data.
These edits
included checks of the household's
structure
and listing
order,
e.q., deletion
of
blank person records,
merging of person records
from continuation
population
schedules
(sheets 61-80) to the main household listing,
deletion
of nonhousehold
member records,
deletion
of
duplicate
records,
and a check of the match between
Second, sampling weights were added to the
sample line and person line data.
household record.
Third,
the household records were sorted in a geographically
This sort was done so
contiguous
order using a Census Bureau listing
of counties.
allocation
procedure
would
obtain
values
from the most
that
the subsequent
geographically
proximate record with similar
socio-demographic
characteristics.
The third
stage of post-transcription
was the computer editing
of the data.
A
When a check failed,
the
series of consistency
checks was applied
to the data.
computer program tried
to internally
allocate
an appropriate
value from other
If this was not possible
the record was
information
in the person's
record.
a value was to be obtained
from another
flagged
for external
allocation,
i.e.,
Brief descriptions
of the public use sample computer edits for
person's
record.
specific
items are given in chapter 6 (Glossary)
of the technical
documentation.
of data for missing,
The fourth
processing
stage was the computer allocation
Allocation
was done separately
for each of
and inconsistent
entries.
illegible,
For each item which was flagged for allocation
there was a
the 20 subsamples.
series of matching criteria.
These criteria
defined those characteristics
which
For
allocation.
the "donor" record had to have in common with the record requiring
example, if Item 9 (sex) was missing or illegible
(and had not been previously
characteristics)
the sex of the most
internally
allocated
from
other
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age
geographically
proximate record which was the same race (black or nonblack),
status was allocated.
When more than one item in a
(seven age groups), and marital
the total
list
of matching criteria
for all items was
record required
allocation,
All values allocated
to a record came from a
used to search for a donor record.
This procedure was used to preserve the covariance
among
single
donor record.
allocated
values.
a donor record for regular
household members
The computer program for finding
searched through a maximum of 200 households
listed
in geographically
proximate
The allocation
procedure searched for potential
donors by alternatively
order.
in the households
listed
before
and following
the
examining
person records
The average search
household
with
the person requiring
an allocated
value.
distance
to find a donor record that matched on all matching criteria
was 19
A record could donate values to another record a maximum of three
households.
If a record meeting all the matching criteria
could not be found, the
times.
Such partialrecord which met the largest
number of matching criteria
was used.
from the
match donor records were an average search distance
of 12 households
The allocated
values were subjected
to the same
record requiring
allocation.
If the allocated
values
consistency
checks used in the prior
editing
program.
failed
the edit checks the allocation
program search resumed.
If allocated
values which passed the edit program checks could not be found, the
last allocated
values were left in the record if the original
entry was missing,
valid
entry but
or out of range.
If the original
entry
was a
illegible,
inconsistent
with other values it was allowed to remain in the data record.
no donor record could be found and the original
entry
was out
In a few instances,
missing,
illegible
or not an acceptable
value.
A value was then
of range, i.e.,
These values were calculated
from the first
subsample
assigned to the record.
Typically,
the assigned value was the
processed or from 1940 census publications.
categorical
items such as race and marital
status,
and
modal response for discrete
the mean value of continuous items such as hours worked and weeks of unemployment.
Geography items (1935 and 1940 place of residence,
place of birth,
and migration
using the enumeration district
number as the basic
status)
were coded separately,
all enumeration districts
and their associated
datum. A computer file which listed
A check was made
place and county codes was used to code 1940 census geography.
with the alphabetic
county and place names in the header of the population
schedule
Aggregated level
to test the accuracy of the enumeration district
based coding.
geography codes, e.g.,
central
city,
standard
metropolitan
area (SMA), State
were created as recodes of county
economic area (SEA), State, region, and division
and place codes.
Place of residence
in 1935 was coded by comparing the alphabetic
entries
of 1935
with files
containing
names of all
place, county and State codes (columns 17-19)
The resulting
places with populations
greater
than 2,500, counties and States.
numeric codes were compared with the 1940 census code in column D to check the
accuracy of the machine coding procedure.
The column D code was also used when the
alphabetic
entries
in columns 17-19 did not provide sufficient
information
to code
1935 place of residence.
Place of birth
(columns 15, 36, and 37) was coded by comparing the alphabetic
entry
with a computerized
list
of State and country names. The resulting
numeric code
for own place of birth
(column 15) was compared with the 1940 census place of birth
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code (column C) to insure accuracy of the machine coding procedure.
code was also used when the alphabetic
entry in column 15 was missing

The column C
or illegible.

Following
geographic
coding, the public use sample items were created by recoding
and combining the edited and allocated
data.
In most instances,
the creation
of
translation
of the 1940
the public
use sample items was a simple
census
enumerator's
entries
or 1940 census coder's entries
to the public use sample code
categories.
Data quality
flags were created by combining information
on the status
of the original
keyed entry
(original
entry was missing,
illegible,
or failed
and the source of the public
use sample data (original
entry,
internal
edit),
allocation
or external
allocation).
All public
use sample items were added to the archival
file,
which also contains
the data transcriber's
original
entries,
the edited and allocated
values, and data
Frequency distributions
for all public
use
quality
flags.
sample items were
calculated.
These distributions
appear
in
Appendix
B of the
technical
documentation.
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CHAPTER4. SUBSAMPLEREPLICATES AND THE VERIFIED RECORDSUBSAMPLE
Use of the Subsample Replicates
Microfilm
of the 1940 census schedules were randomly assigned to 20 subsample
The purpose of this grouping was
groups prior
to sampling and data transcription.
to provide insurance against an incomplete National sample if the sampling and data
transcription
procedure had to be terminated
before completion of the entire
1 in
100 sample.
Household records in the public use
Each subsample was processed independently.
item SUBSAMPL
sample file
are grouped by subsample.
The household
record
The grouping of households into
identifies
the subsample of the household record.
the 20 subsamples has two major consequences in analyses of the public use sample.
since each subsample was processed independently,
each subsample may be
First,
replicate
of the entire
The
considered
an independent
public
use sample.
of
independent processing .of each subsample has its major effect in the allocation
values
from donor records. Donor records are contained in the same subsample as the
record that received the allocated
value.
Analysts
may wish to extract
one subsample and use it for preliminary
testing
It is important
before the analysis
of all 20 subsamples in the public use sample.
to note that since each subsample is a random sample of microfilm
reels,
rather
a subsample is a clustered
sample of households.
than households,
Population
schedules from the 1940 census were arranged numerically
by enumeration district,
by State prior
to microfilming.
alphabetically
by county, and then alphabetically
This organization
produces a geographical
clustering
on the microfilm
reels and in
the sample of microfilm
reels that make up the 20 subsamples in the public
use
sample.
The second major consequence of the subsample structure
of the public use sample is
the need to search the entire public use sample to obtain all the records for any
State or large metropolitan
area may
Records from a particular
subnational
area.
1970
and 1980 public
use
be in each of the 20 subsamples.
Unlike
the 1960,
State are not grouped together
in the
samples, all records from any particular
State economic area (SEA) and other
State, standard metropolitan
area
(MA),
file.
These items
geographic location
identifiers
are contained on the household record.
Within a
may be used to produce subnational
extracts
from all 20 subsamples.
in a geographically
subsample, records are grouped by State (States are listed
There is no
contiguous
order starting
with Maine and ending with California).
geographic ordering of records below the State level within a subsample.
Selecting

the Subs-ample of Verified

Records

As part of the quality
control
check of the sampling and data transcription
of the
a ten percent
sample of the microfilm
reels were
microfilmed
population
schedules,
resampled and retranscribed.
The verification
of sampling and data transcription
was used to qualify
new clerks
and to monitor the work quality
of experienced
and data transcription
quality
of a clerk did not meet
If the sampling
clerks.
the
removed
from
the
operation
established
standards,
clerk
was
and required
to be retrained
and to requalify
before continuing
sampling and data
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.

If
transcription.
three month period,

the clerk required
retraining
and requalification
he or she was removed from the operation.

twice

in

a

The verification
process for both sampling and data transcription
consisted
of two
reel.
A microfilm
independent
samplings and transcriptions
of the same microfilm
reel in the verification
sample was first
resampled and a count of the differences
If the original
sampler and the verification
in selected
households was made.
or did not agree
in their
sampler did not find the same targeted
households,
description
of the household's
size and type (regular,
group quarters,
institution,
or transient)
a sampling difference
was recorded.
If the number of differences
the microfilm
reel was rejected
and reprocessed
through
exceeded the standard,
sampling and data transcription.
Those microfilm
reels
in the verification
sample which were not rejected
for
sampling where subjected
to an independent
reentry
of data.
A column by column
count was made of differences
in entries
between the original
data transcription
If these differences
exceeded the standard the
and the verification
transcription.
through
the data transcription
microfilm
reel
was rejected
and reprocessed
A microfilm
reel that was rejected
and reprocessed through sampling and
procedure.
data transcription
was' subjected
to the verification
procedures
a second time.
Information
from the logs of the verification
process was also used to inform
sampling/data
transcription
clerks of the types of errors they were making.
Records which are part of the verification
sample are coded "2" on the household
record item VERIFY.
Analysts
interested
in using households in the verification
sample should note that the sample is geographically
clustered
since the primary
sampling unit is the microfilm
reel..
use sample does contain
slightly
fewer
The verification
sample in the public
internal
or external
allocation.
The following
table
records
which required
(Figure
1) reports
the percent of person records that have data quality
flag values
of "0," i.e.,
the public use sample datum is a recode of the original
value from
the transcribed
population
schedule.
Figure 1 is based on a sample of 1,775
A comparison of
verified
records and 15,462 unverified
records in one subsample.
the percentages
between the verified
sample and the unverified
sample indicates
a
and unverified
records.
small
difference
in data quality
between the verified
Although the verification
quality
control
procedure did produce a slightly
higher
quality
transcription
of the population
schedule, the general procedures of on-line
edits and other quality
controls
used in the data transcription
resulted
in a very
high rate of acceptable data for all records.
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Percent

Figure 1.
of Person Records with Data Quality Flag Code "0,"
by Verification
Status of Person Record

ITEM

UNVERIFIED

VERIFIm

SEXDQ

99.73

99.72

RACEDQ

99.93

99.89

SPANISDQ

99.57

99.77

AGEDQ

99.50

99.66

MARSTADQ'

99.33

99.77

SCHOQIDQ

98.70

98.82

ENROLIDQ

99.69

99.66

CITZENDQ

99.26

99.27

EMPLOYDQ

98.45

98.82

HRWORKDQ

97.42

97.52

WKUNEMDQ

98.62

98.76

OCCUPDQ

98.11

98.65

INDUSDQ

99.09

99.61

CLASSDQ

99.00

99.55

WKWORKDQ

97.84

98.65

E-Q

90.77

90.99

NONWAGDQ

94.40

94.37

SURSIMDQ

99.93

99.99
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CHAPTER5.
Index

RECORDCONTENTS

to Household Record Items on the 1940 Census Public

Use Sample

Character
Location

Item
Name

Item
Description

Hl
H2-7
H8-9
HlO-11
H12-15
H16
H17
H18-19
H20
H21
H22-23
H24-26

RECTYPE
HHID
RECNUM
SUBSAMPL
HHNT
SELFWTHH
VERIFY
PERSONS
REGION.
DIVISION
STATE
SMA

H27-29
H30
H31-33
H34-41
H42
H43
H44
H45
H46
H47-49
H50
H51
H52-56

CCSMA
METRO
SEA
EDSIMIL
HHCOMP
FARM
SUBFAM
SECFAM
HHRACE
HHAGE
RESPON
HHCOMP40
FAMERN

H57

NEARS

H58

EARNSK

H59
H60-66
H67-70

TENURE
VALUE
RENT
F-Q
HHRACFDQ
HHAGEDQ
FAMERNDQ
NEARNDQ

Record type: household (H)
Household identification
number
Household record identifier
Subsample number
Sampling weight for household
Self-weighting
sample identifier
Verified
data record
Number of persons in household
Census region
Census division
State of residence
Standard metropolitan
area (1950 census
equivalent)
Central city of standard metropolitan
area
Metropolitan
status
State economic area
Enumeration district
match identifier
Household composition
Household on farm
Number of subfamilies
in household
Number of secondary families
in household
Race of household head
Age of household head
Respondent's relationship
to household head
Household composition
(1940 census basis)
Total primary family/individual
wage and salary
income
Number of wage and salary earners in primary
family
Number of primary family members with earnings
over $5,000
Mousing tenure
Value of property for specified
owner units
Monthly contract
rent for specified
renter units
Data quality
flag for FARM
Data quality
flag for HHRACE
Data quality
flag for HHAGE
Data quality
flag for FARMERN
Data quality
flag for NEARN
Data quality
flag for EARNSK
Data quality
flag for TENURE
Data quality
flag for VALUE
Data quality
flag for RENT
Zero filler

H71

H72
H73
H74
H75
H76
H77
H78
H79
H80-138

EAFWSWQ

TENUREDQ
VALUEDQ
==)Q
Filler
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Index
Character
Location
Sl
S2-7
S8-9
SlO-12
s13-14

to Sample Line Record Items on the
Item

Name
RECTYPE
HHID
RECNUM
SLWT
PRECNUM

s15
516-17
518-19
s20-21
s22
523-24
S25-26
S27-28
s29
s30-31
S32-34
s35
S36
s37
S38
s39

SHLFWTSL
STATHF
CTRYF
DIVISF
RHGF
STATEM

S40-42
s4 3-45
S46
s47
S48-49
sso-51
S52
s53
s54
s55
S56
s57
S58
s59
S60
S61
S62
S63
S64
S65
S66
S67
S68
S69
s70
s71
S72
S73-138

UOCCUP
UINDUS
UCLASS
MULMAR
AGEWED
CHILDS
STATEFDQ
CTRYFDQ
DIVISFDQ
REGF'DQ
STATEMDQ
CTRYMDQ
DIVISMDQ
=mQ
LANGlODQ
LANGSODQ
VET-Q
CHIVETDQ
MILITDQ
SSNDQ
DEDUCTDQ
UOCCUPDQ
UINDUSDQ
UCLASSDQ
MULMARDQ
AGEWEDDQ
CHILDSDQ
Filler

CTRYM

DIVISM '
REGM
LANG40
LANG80

VETERN
CHIVET
MILIT
SSN
DEDUCT

1940

Census Public

Use Sample

Item
Description
Record type: sample line (Sf
Household identification
number
Sample line record identifier
Sampling weight for sample line person
Person record identifier
(RECNUM)of sample line
person
Self -weighting
sample line person sample identifier
Father's
State of birth
Father's
foreign country of birth
Census division
of father's
State of birth
Census region of father's
State of birth
Mother’s
State of birth
Mother’s
foreign country of birth
Census division
of mother's State of birth
Census region of mother’s State of birth
Mother tongue (1940 census basis)
Mother tongue (1980 census basis)
Veteran status
Mortality
status of child's
veteran father
Period of veteran's
military
service
Social Security enrollment
Deductions for old age insurance or railroad
retirement
Usual occupation
Usual industry
Usual class of worker
Whether married more than once
Age at first
marriage
Number of children
ever born
Data quality
flag for STATEF
Data quality
flag for CTRYF
Data quality
flag for DIVISF
Data quality
flag for REGF
Data quality
flag for STATEM
Data quality
flag for CTRYM
Data quality
flag for DIVISM
Data quality
flag for REGM
Data quality
flag for LANG40
Data quality
flag for LANG80
Data
quality
flag for VFTERN
Data quality
flag for CHIVET
Data
quality
flag for MILIT
Data quality
flag for SSN
Data quality
flag for DEDUCT
Data quality
flag for UOCCUP
Data
quality
flag for UINDUS
Data quality
flag for UCLASS
Data quality
flag for MULMAR
Data quality
flag for AGEWED
Data
quality
flag for CHILDS
Zero filler
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Index

to Person Record Items on the 1940 Census Public

Character
Location

Item
Name

Pl
P2-7
P8-9
PlO
Pll-12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18-20
P21-22
P23
P24-25
P26
P27-28
P29-30
P31-32
P33
P34

RECTYPE
HHID
RECNUM
SLPERSON
RELATE
GQMEMB
INSTYP
SEX
RACE
SPANIS
AGE
AGEMO
MARSTA .
SCHOOL
STATBI
CTRYBI
DIVSBI
REGBI
CITZEN

P35-36
P37-38
P39-41
P42-44
P45-47
P48
P49-50
PSl-54
P55

EMPLOY
HRWORK
WKUNEM
CCCUP
INDUS
CLASS
WKWORK
EARN
NONWAG

P56
P57-58
P59
P60
P61
P62
P63
P64
P65
P66
P67-68
P69-70
P7l-73
P74
P75-77
P78-80
P81-82
P83

FAMUNIT
FAMSIZE
FAMREL
FAMTYPE
SUBFUNIT
SUBFSIZE
SUBFREL
SUBFTYPE
RESP
SURSIM
STAT35
CTRY35
sMA35
METR35
SEA35
CCSM35
DIVS35
REG35

ENROLL

Use Sample

Item

Description
Record type: person (P)
Household identification
number
Person record identifier
Sample line person indicator
Detailed relationship
to household head
Group quarters membership
Institution
type (1940 census basis)
Sex
Race or ethnicity
Spanish surname (1980 census basis)
Age in years
Age in months for persons under 1 year old
Marital
status
Highest grade of school completed
Attended school since March 1, 1940
State of birth
Foreign country of birth
Census division
of State of birth
Census region of State of birth
Citizenship
of person not United States
citizen
by birth
Employment status during week of March 24-30, 1940
Hours worked during week of March 24-30, 1940
Weeks unemployed up to March 30, 1940
Current occupation
Current industry
Current class of worker
Weeks worked in 1939
Annual wage and salary income in 1939
Income in 1939 of $50 or more from sources other
than wage and salary
Family unit membership
Family size of unit indicated
in FAMUNIT
Family relationship
summary
Family type and presence of own children
Subfamily unit membership
Subfamily size of unit indicated
in SUBFUNIT
Relationship
to head of subfamily
Subfamily type and presence of own children
Respondent indicator
Surname similarity
code
State of residence,
1935
Country or outlying
area of residence,
1935
Standard metropolitan
area, 1935
Metropolitan
status,
1935
State economic area, 1935
Central city of standard metropolitan
area, 1935
Census division,
1935
Census region,
1935
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P86-89
P90
P91
P92-93

FARM35
MIGSTA
MIGDIS
SAMHOU
SAMPLA
SAMSMA

P94
P95-96

SAMSEA
SACCSM

P97
P98
P99
PlOO
PlOl
P102
P103
P104
P105
P106
P107
P108
P109
PllO
Pill
P112
P113
P114
P115
P116
P117
P118
P119
P120
P121
P122
P123
P124
P125
P126
P127
P128
P129
P130
P131
P132
P133
P134
P135
P136
P137
P138

RELATEDQ
GQMEMBDQ
INSTYPDQ
SEXDQ
RACEDQ
SPANISDQ
AGEDQ
AGEMODQ
MARSTWQ
SCHOOLDQ
ENROLLDQ
STATBIDQ
CTRYBIDQ
DIVSBIDQ
REGBIDQ
CITZENDQ
EMPLOYDQ
HRWORKDQ
WKUNEMDQ
CCCUPDQ
INDUSDQ
CLASSDQ
WKWOFXDQ
mDQ
NONWAGDQ
SURSIMDQ
STAT35DQ
CTRY35DQ
SMA35DQ
METR35DQ
SEA35DQ

P84
P85

.

CCSM35DQ

DIVS35DQ
REG35DQ

FARM35DQ
MIGSTADQ
MIGDISDQ
SAMHOUDQ
SAMPLADQ
SAMSMADQ
SAMSEADQ
SACCSMDQ

Farm residence,
1935
Migration
status classification
Distance between 1935 and 1940 counties of residence
Lived in same house in 1935 and 1940
Lived in same incorporated
place in 1935 and 1940
Lived in same standard metropolitan
area in 1935
and 1940
Lived in same State economic area in 1935 and 1940
Lived in same central city of standard metropolitan
area in 1935 and 1940
quality
flag for RELATE
Data
Data quality
flag for GQMEMB
Data quality
flag for INSTYP
Data quality
flag for SEX
Data quality
flag for RACE
Data quality
flag for SPANIS
Data quality
flag for AGE
Data quality
flag for AGEMO
Data quality
flag for MARSTA
Data
quality
flag for SCHOOL
Data quality
flag for ENROLL
Data quality
flag for STATBI
Data quality
flag for CTRYBI
Data quality
flag for DIVSBI
Data quality
flag for REGBI
Data quality
flag for CITZEN
Data quality
flag for EMPLOY
Data quality
flag for HRWORK
Data quality
flag for WKUNEM
Data quality
flag for OCCUP
Data quality
flag for INDUS
Data quality
flag for CLASS
Data quality
flag for WKWORK
Data quality
flag for EARN
Data quality
flag for NONWAG
Data quality
flag for SURSIM
Data quality
flag for STAT35
Data quality
flag for CTRY35
Data quality
flag for SMA35
Data quality
flag for METR35
Data quality
flag for SEA35
Data quality
flag for CCSM35
Data quality
flag for DIVS35
Data quality
flag for REG35
Data quality
flag for FARM35
Data quality
flag for MIGSTA
Data quality
flag for MIGDIS
Data quality
flag for SAMHOU
Data quality
flag for SAMPLA
Data quality
flag for SAMSMA
Data quality
flag for SAMSEA
Data quality
flag for SACCSM
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How To Use The Data Dictionarv
The following
pages document the data item contents and record layout of the
Below is an outline
of the information
provided for each data item.
file.
1.

assigned 8-character
NAME. An arbitrarily
*PERSONS," "SUBSAMPL," "VALUBDQ."
A complete

title

mnemonic identifier,

description

e.g.,

of the data item.

2.

ITIM DESCRIPTION.

3.

for:
RECORDTYPE. Denotes information
or person (P) records.
person ts);

4.

within
BEGIN. The location
character
of th'e data item.

5.

occupied by the item.
SIZE/SCALE. Size is the number of characters
The reference
to scale is not applicable
since none of the data are
scaled.

6.

UNIVERSE. Identifies
households,
persons

7.

SEE GLOSSARYTERMS. A citation
glossary.

8.

whether the data item was taken direct
from the
SOURCE. Indicates
population
schedule or derived by combining information
from other
items.

9.

categories
of the
CODE DESCRIPTION. These lines describe individual
data item.
Each code for which a separate label
is provided is listed.
Codes for which the values are self-explanatory
(e.g., dollar
amounts
in an income field),
are not listed
individually,
but are defined in a
range listed
in the right-hand
column.

household

the 138-character

(HI;

"sample

data record

line"

of the first

the unit of observation
of the data item, e.g.,
14 years old and older, persons in group quarters.
reference

5.5

to applicable

terms from the
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DATA DICTIONARY
Household Record

Item

Descriptions

NAME: RECTYPE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Record type: household (H)
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 1
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
H

DESCRIPTION
Household record

NAME: HHID
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Household identification
number
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 2
SIZE/SCALE: 6
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Group quarters
SOURCE: Constructed
.
CODE
DESCRIPTION
xxxxxx
Household identification
number
NAME: RECNUM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Household record identifier
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 8
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE mOSSARY TERMS: Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

DESCRIPTION
Record number

NAME: SUBSAMPL
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Subsample number
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 10
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Subsample
SOURCE: Constructed
5.7

CODE
l-20

DESCRIPTION
Subsample number

NAME: HHh'T
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Sampling weight for household
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 12
SIZE/SCALE: 4 Note:
1 implied decimal (F4.1)
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sampling weight
SOURCE: Constructed
from household size
CODE
xxxx

DESCRIPTION
Sampling weight

for household

NAME: SELFWTHH
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Self-weighing
sample identifier
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 16
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sampling weight
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1
2

DESCRIPTION
Household not included in self-weighting
sample
Household included in self-weighting
sample

NAME: VERIFY
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Verified
data record
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 17
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1
2

DESCRIPTION
Unverified
data record
Verified
data record

NAME: PERSONS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of persons in household
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 18
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Group quarters
SOURCE: Constructed
5.8

CODE
1-99

DESCRIPTION
Number of persons
Note:

in household

Code is 1 in case of group quarters

NAME: REGION
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census region
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 20
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census region
SOURCE: Constructed
from DIVISION

2

DESCRIPTION
Northeast
North Central

3
4

West

CODE
1

south

NAME: DIVISION
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census division
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 21
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census division
SOURCE: Constructed
from STATE
CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

NAME: STATE
.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: State of residence
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 22
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: State
SOURCE: Constructed
from enumeration district
CODE
l-56

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix Al
5.9

number

person

NAME: SMA
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Standard metropolitan
area (1950 census equivalent)
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 24
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters in standard metropolitan
areas with a 1980 census population
greater than 100,000
persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Standard metropolitan
area
SOURCE: Constructed
from enumeration district
number
CODE
1-168

990
999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A2
Standard metropolitan
area not identified
confidentiality
reasons
Inap. (household does not reside in a
standard metropolitan
area)

for

NAME: CCSMA
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Central city of standard metropolitan
area
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 27
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: Households and group quarters in central city of standard
metropolitan
area with central
city and suburban
1980 census populations
both greater than 100,000 persons
Standard metropolitan
area
SEE GLOSSARYTER14S:Central city,
SOURCE: Constructed
from enumeration district
number
CODE
1-168

999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A2
Inap. (not central city of 1940 standard
area
metropolitan
area; standard metropolitan
not identified
for confidentiality
reasons)

NAME: METRO
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Metropolitan
status
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 30
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
Standard metropolitan
SEE c;tOSSARYTERMS: Metropolitan
status,
SOURCE: Constructed
from enumeration district
number
CODE
1

2

DESCRIPTION
Resident of standard metropolitan
Resident of nonmetropoli tan area

5.10

area

area

NAME: SEA
ITEM DESCRIPTION: State economic area
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 31
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: State economic area
SOURCE: Constructed
from enumeration district
CODE
l-502

number

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A4

NAME: EDSIMIL
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Enumeration district
match identifier
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 34
SIZE/SCALE: s
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Enumeration district
SOURCE: Constructed frczn enumeration district
number
CODE
xxxxxxxx

DESCRIPTION
Random number which is the same for
all households and group quarters in an
enumeration district

NAME: HHCOMP
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Household composition
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 42
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Family
SOURCE: Constructed
from SUBFAMand SECFAM
CODE
1

2
3
4
9

DESCRIPTION
Primary family/individual
only in household
Primary family/individual
and secondary
family/individual
in household
Primary family/individual
and subfamily
in household
Primary family/individual,
subfamily and
secondary family/individual
in household
Inap. (group quarters)

5.11

NAME: FARM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Household on farm
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 43
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Farmhouse
SOURCE: Column 6 of population
schedule
CODE
1

2
9

DESCRIPTION
Not a farmhouse
Farmhouse
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: SUBFAM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of subfamilies
in household
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 44
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family
SOURCE: Constructed from column 8 of the population
schedule
CODE
o-5
9

DESCRIPTION
Number of subfamilies
Inap. (group quarters)

in household

NAME: SECFAM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of secondary families
in household
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 45
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family
SOURCE: Constructed
from column 8 of the population
schedule
CODE
o-2
9

DESCRIPTION
Number of secondary families
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: HHRACE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Race of household head
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 46
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household head, Race
SOURCE: Column 10 of the population
schedule

5.12

in household

CODE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
white
Negro
Indian (American)
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hindu
Korean
Other
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: HHAGE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Age of household head
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 47
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household head, Age
SOURCE: Column 11 of the population
schedule
CODE
O-120

999

DESCRIPTION
0 to 120 years
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: RESPON
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Respondent's relationship
to household head
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 50
SIZE/SCALE: f
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Respondent, Relationship
SOURCE: Constructed
from columns 7 and 8 of the population
schedule
CODE

DESCRIPTION
Household head
Wife of household head
Related adult other than spouse
Related child (under 14 years old)
Nonrelated adult
Nonrelated child (under 14 years old)
No respondent indicated
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: HHCOMP40
Im
DESCRIPTION: Household composition
(1940
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 51
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Family
SOURCE: Column 8 of the population
schedule
5.13

census basis)

CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
9

DESCRIPTION
Primary family (individual)
only in household
Primary family,
related subfamily,
and
no lodgers in household
Primary family,
lodgers present, no
subfamilies
in household
Primary family,
lodger's
subfamily in household
Primary family,
related subfamily,
and lodger's
subfamily
in household
Primary family,
related subfamily,
and unrelated
lodgers present in household
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: FAMERN
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Total primary family/individual
wage and salary income
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 52 .
SIZE/SCALE: 5
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Family, Income
SOURCE: Column 32 of the population
schedule
CODE
o-99997
99998
99999

DESCRIPTION
$0 to $99,997
$99,998 or more
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: NEARN
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of wage and salary earners
primary family
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 57
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family, Income
SOURCE: Column 32 of the population
schedule
CODE
o-7
8
9

in

DESCRIPTION
Number of primary family members with
wage and salary income
Eight or more primary family members with
wage and salary income
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME:EARNSK
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of wage and salary earners
in primary family who earn over $5,000
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 58
SIZE/SCALE: 1
5.14

UNIVERSE: All households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family, Income
SOURCE: Column 32 of the population
CODE
o-7
8
9

schedule

DESCRIPTION
Number of primary family members with
own wage and salary income greater than $5,000
Eight or more primary family members with
own wage and salary income greater than $5,000
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: TENURE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Tenure
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 59
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Tenure
schedule
SOURCE: Column 4 of population
CODE
1

2
3

DESCRIPTION
Owned
Rented
Group quarters

NAME: VALUE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Value of property for specified
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 60
SIZE/SCALE: 7
units
UNIVERSE: Households in owner-occupied
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: House value
SOURCE: Column 5 of population
schedule
CODE
o-9999997
9999998
9999999

DESCRIPTION
$0 to $9,999,997
$9,999,998 or more
Inap. (renter-occupied

owner units

or group quarters)

NAME: RENT
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Monthly contract
rent
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 67
SIZE/SCALE: 4
UNIVERSE: Households in renter-occupied
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Rent
SOURCE: Column 5 of population
schedule
CODE
0
l-9997

9998
9999

DESCRIPTION
Free rent
Monthly contract
rent
$9,998 or more
Inap. (owner-occupied
5.15

for

specified

units

$1

to $9,997

or group quarters)

renter

units

NAME:FARMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for FARM
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 71
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
Original
entry or Inap. (not in universe)
entry failed edit
Internally
allocated
value, original
entry illegible
Internally
allocated
value, original
Internally
allocated
value, original
entry missing
entry failed edit
Externally
allocated
value, original
Externally
allocated
value, original
entry illegible
Externally
allocated
value, original
entry missing
Original
entry failed edit but retained due
to failure
to find acceptable allocated
value
original
entry illegible
N.A. (not ascertained),
N.A. (not ascertained),
original
entry missing
or failed edit

NAME: HHRACEDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for HHRACE
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 72
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for FARMDQ

NAME: HHAGEDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for HHAGE
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 73
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for FARMDQ

5.16

NAME: FAMERNDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for FAMERN
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 74
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for FARMDQ

NAME: NEARNDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for NEARN
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 75
SIZE/SCALE': 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for FARMDQ

NAME: EAPNSKDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for EARN5K
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 76
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for FARMDQ

NAME: TENUREDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for TENURE
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 77
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for FARMDQ
5.17

NAME:VALUEDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for VALUE
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 78
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for

FARMDQ

NAME: RENTDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for RENT
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 79 .
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All households and group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description
.

for

FARMDQ

NAME: Filler
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Zero filler
RECORDTYPE: H
BEGIN: 80
SIZE/SCALE: 59
UNIVERSE: All household records
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Columns filled
with O's
CODE
0

DESCRIPTION
Zero filler

5.18

Sample Line Record Item Descriptions
NAME: RECTYPE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Record type: sample line
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 1
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
S

(S)

DESCRIPTION
Sample Line record

NAME: HBID
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Household identification
number
RECORDTYPE: S
BBGIN: 2
'
SIZE/SCALE: 6
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Group quarters
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
xxxxxx

DESCRIPTION
Household identification

number

NAME: RECNUM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Sample line record
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 8
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
2

identifier

DESCRIPTION
Record number

NAME: SLWT
ITBM DESCRIPTION: Sampling weight for sample line person
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 10
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sample line person, Sampling weight
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
xxx

DESCRIPTION
Sampling weight
5.19

for sample line

person

NAME: PRECNUM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Person record identifier
(RECNUM)of
sample line person
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 13
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sample line person, Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
0
3-xx

DESCRIPTION
Blank sample line record
RECNUMof person record for sample line

person

NAME: SELFWTSL
sample line person sample
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Self-weighting
identifier
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 15
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNNERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sample line person, Sampling weight
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1
2

DESCRIPTION
Sample line person not included in self-weighting
sample
Sample line person included in self-weighting
sample

NAME: STATEF
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Father's State of birth
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 16
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNNERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Birthplace
SOURCE: Column 36 of the population
schedule
CODE
1-56

96
97
98

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix Al
In United States, location
Father born abroad
N.A. (father's
birthplace

not known
not ascertained)

NAME: CTRYF
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Father's
foreign
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 18
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNNERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Birthplace
SOURCE: Column 36 of the population
5.20

country

schedule

of birth

CODE
l-96
97
,98

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A3
Father born in United States
N.A. (father's
birthplace
not ascertained)

NAME: DIVISF
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census division
of father's
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 20
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census division
SOURCE: Constructed
from STATEF
CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
96
97
98

DESCRIPTION
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
In United States, location
Father born abroad
N.A. (father's
birthplace

State

of birth

not known
not ascertained)

NAME: REGF
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census region of father's
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 22
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census region
SOURCE: Constructed
from DIVISF
CODE
1

2
3
4
6
7
8

DESCRIPTION
Northeast
North Central
south
West
In United States, location
Father born abroad
N.A. (father's
birthplace

NAME: STATEM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Mother's State of birth
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 23
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
5.21

State

of birth

not known
not ascertained)

SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Birthplace
SOURCE: Column 37 of the population
CODE
l-56
96
97
98

schedule

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix Al
In United States, location
Mother born abroad
N.A. (mother's birthplace

not known
not ascertained)

NAME: CI'RYM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Mother's foreign
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 25
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Birthplace
SOURCE: Column 37 of the population
CODE
l-96

97
98

.

country

of birth

schedule

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A3
Mother born in United States
N.A. (mother's birthplace
not ascertained)

NAME: DIVISM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census division
of mother's
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 27
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census division
SOURCE: Constructed
from STATEM
CODE
1

.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
96
97
98

DESCRIPTION
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
In United States, location
Mother born abroad
N.A. (mother's birthplace

State

of birth

not known
not ascertained)

NAME: REGM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census region
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 29
SIZE/SCALE: 1
5.22

of mother's

State

of birth

SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census region
SOURCE: Constructed
from DIVISM
CODE
1
2
3
4
6
7
8

DESCRIPTION
Northeast
North Central
south
West
In United States, location
Mother born abroad
N.A. (mother’s birthplace

not known
not ascertained)

NAME: LANG40
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Mother tongue (1940 census basis)
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 30
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARY.TERMS:Mother tongue
SOURCE: Column 38 of the population
schedule
CODE
l-49

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A7

NAME: LANG80
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Mother tongue (1980 census basis)
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 32
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Mother tongue
SOURCE: Column 38 of the population
schedule
CODE
10-999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A8

NAME: VETERN
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Veteran status
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 35
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Veteran
SOURCE: Column 39 of the population
CODE
1

2
8

schedule

DESCRIPTION
Person not veteran, spouse, or
(under 18 years old) child of veteran
Veteran, spouse or child of veteran
N.A. (veteran status not ascertained)

5.23

NAME: CHIVBT
status of child's
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Mortality
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 36
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons less than
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Veteran
SOURCE: Column 40 of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
3
8

9

veteran

18

father

years old

DESCRIPTION
Child of dead veteran
Child of living
veteran
as child of veteran
Under 18 years old, not identified
N.A. (under 18 years old, veteran status of father unknown)
Inap. (age 18 or older, less than 18 years old and father
identified
as not being a veteran)

NAME: MILIT
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Period of veteran's
military
service
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 37
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons coded "2" on VETERN
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: veteran
SOURCE: Column 41 of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2

DESCRIPTION
world war I
Spanish-American
War, Philippine
Insurrection,
or Boxer Rebellion
Spanish-American
War and world War I
Regular establishment
(peace-time service only)
Other war or expedition
Period of service not ascertained
N.A. (veteran status not ascertained)
Inap. (not veteran, spouse, or child of
veteran)

NAME: SSN
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Social Security
enrollment
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 38
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons 14 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Social Security
number
SOURCE: Column 42 of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2

9

DESCRIPTION
Person does not have Social Security
Person has Social Security
number
Inap. (under 14 years old)

5.24

number

NAME: DEDUCT
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Deductions for old age insurance or railroad
retirement
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 39
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNNERSE: Sample line persons 14 years old and over with earnings
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Income, Deductions
SOURCE: Columns 43 and 44 of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
3
4

9

DESCRIPTION
No deductions made
Deductions made from less than half of
wages and salary
Deductions made from more than one half but not
all wages and salary
Deductions made fran all wages and salary
Inap. (under 14 years old, no 1939 wage and salary

NAME: UOCCUP
ITBM DESCRIPTION: Usual occupation
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 40
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNNBRSE: All sample line persons 14 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Occupation
SOURCE: Columns 45 and J of the population
schedule
CODE
l-998

999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A6
Inap. (under 14 years old)

NAME: UINDUS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Usual industry
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 43
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNNBRSE: All sample line persons 14 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Industry
SOURCE: Columns 46 and J of the population
schedule
CODE
l-998

999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A5
Inap. (under 14 years old)

NAME: UCLASS
ITm DESCRIPTION: Usual Class of worker
RECORDTYPE: S
BBGIN: 46

5.25

in 1939

income)

SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons 14 years old and
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Class of worker
SOURCE: Columns 47 and J of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
3
4
5
7
9

DESCRIPTION
Wage or salary worker in private work
Wage or salary worker in government work
mployer
Working on own account
Unpaid family worker
No usual occupation
Inap. (Under 14 years old)

NAME: MULMAR
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Whether married more than once
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 47
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line ever-married
females
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Marriage
SOURCE: Column 48 of the population
schedule
CODE

DESCRIPTION

1
2

Once
More

9

Inap.

than once
(males, never married

females)

NAME: AGEWED
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Age at first
marriage
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 48
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line ever-married
females
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Marriage
SOURCE: Column 49 of the population
schedule
CODE
l-98

99

DESCRIPTION
Age at first
marriage in years
Inap. (males, never-married
females)

NAME: CHILDS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of children
ever born
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 50
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All sample line ever-married
females
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Children ever born
SOURCE: Column 50 of the population
schedule
CODE
O-98
99

over

DESCRIPTION
0 to 98 children
Inap. (males, never-married
5.26

females)

NAME: STATEFDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for STATEF
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 52
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
0

8
9

DESCRIPTION
Original
entry or Inap. (not in universe)
entry failed edit
Internally
allocated
value, original
Internally
allocated
value, original
entry illegible
Internally
allocated
value, original
entry missing
Externally
allocated
value, original
entry failed
edit
Externally
allocated
value, original
entry illegible
Externally
allocated
value, original
entry missing
Original
entry failed edit but retained due
to failure
to find acceptable allocated
value
N.A. (not ascertained),
original
entry illegible
N.A. (not ascertained),
original
entry missing
or failed
edit

NAME: CTRYFDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CTRYF
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 53
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for

STATEFDQ

NAME: DIVISFDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for DIVISF
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 54
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

5.27

NAME: REGE'DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for REGF
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 55
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: STATEMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for STATEM
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 56
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: CTRYMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CTRYM
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 57
SIZE/SCALE: i
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: DIVISMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for DIVISM
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 58
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constcucted
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

5.28

NAME: REGMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for REGM
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 59
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: LANGIODQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for LANG40
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 60
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE:. All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: LANGSODQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for LANG80
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 61
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All Sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: VETERNDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for VETERN
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 62
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ
5.29

NAME: CHIVBTDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CHIVET
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 63
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: MILITDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for MILIT
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 64
SIZE/SCAL'E: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description
NAME:

for STATEFDQ

SSNDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SSN
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 65
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: DEDUCTDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for DEDUCT
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 66
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ
5.30

NAME: UOCCUPDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for UOCCUP
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 67
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: UINDUSDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for UINDUS
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 68
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE:' All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: UCLASSDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for UCLASS
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 69
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Consttucted
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for

STATEFDQ

NAME: MULMARDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for MULMAR
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 70
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ
5.31

NAHE: AGEWEDDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for AGEWED
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 71
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: Ali sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for STATEFDQ

NAME: CHILDSDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CHILDS
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 72
SIZE/SCALE; 1
UNIVERSE: All sample line persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description
id.*
‘i’4i: .

for STATEFDQ

Fliler
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Zero filler
RECORDTYPE: S
BEGIN: 73
SIZE/SCALE: 66
UNIVERSE: All sample line records
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Coluinns filled
with O's
CODE

0

DESCRIPTION
Zero filler

5.32

Person Record Item Descriptions
NAME: RECTYPE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Record type:
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 1
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
P

person

(P)

DESCRIPTION
Household record

NAME: HHID
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Household identification
number
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 2
SIZE/SCALE: 6
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Household, Group quarters
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
xxxxxx

DESCRIPTION
Household identification

number

NAME: RECNUM
ITE'4 DESCRIPTION: Person record
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 8
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Record
SOURCE: Cokstructed
CODE
3-xX

identifier

DESCRIPTION
Record number

NAME: SLPERSON
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Sample line person indicator
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 10
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sample line person
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2

DESCRIPTION
Person not on census sample line
Person on census sample line
5.33

NAME: RELATE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Detailed relationship
to household
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 11
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons in households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Relationship
SOURCE: Columns 8 and A of the population
schedule
CODE
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
99

head

DESCRIPTION
Head
Wife
Son, daughter
Stepson, stepdaughter
Son-in-law,
daughter-in-law
Grandson, granddaughter
Father, mother, stepfather,
stepmother
Father-in-law,
mother-in-law
Grandfather,
grandmother,
including
in-laws
Brother, sister,
stepbrother,
stepsister,
half brother,
half sister
Brother-in-law,
sister-in-law
Uncle, aunt, including
in-laws
Nephew, niece, including
in-laws
in-laws
Cousin, including
Relative
of head, n.e.c.
Roomer, boarder, lodger or his/her
relative
Domestic employee
Nondomestic employee
Relative of employee
Partner or friend and his/her
relatives
Ward, foster child
Nonrelative
of head, n.e.c.
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: G@lEMB
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Group quarters membership
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 13
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in group quarters
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Group quarters
SOURCE: Columns 8 and A of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
3

4
9

DESCRIPTION
Inmate of institution
or resident
in group quarters
mployee or staff of group quarters
Head of group quarters
Relative
of head, staff or employee of group quarters
Inap. (not in group quarters)

5.34

NAME: INSTYP
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Institution
type (1940 census basis)
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 14
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All institutional
inmates
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Institution
SOURCE: Column 26 of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
3
4

5

9

DESCRIPTION
Federal or State prisons or reformatories,
including
convict camps, penal farms, training
schools and other institutions
for juvenile
and all other penal institutions
delinquents,
under Federal or State control.
Local jails
and workhouses, including
all
penal establishments
not under Federal or
State control.
Mental institutions,
including
homes and
for
the mentally diseased, the
hospitals
feeble-minded,
and epileptics.
Homes for the aged, infirmed,
or needy,
including
almshouses and homes for the blind,
the deaf, incurables,
orphans, and disabled
or aged soldiers
and sailors.
"Other and not reported,"
including
institutions
that combine the usual functions
of two or
more of the foregoing types with no clear
majority
of inmates classifiable
under one
of the first
four categories.
This type also
includes
a small group of institutions
of
these general classes for which the information
reported was not sufficient
to determine the
specific
type.
Inap. (not institutional
inmate)

NAME: SEX
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Sex
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 15
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Sex
SOURCE: Column 9 of the population
CODE
1

2

DESCRIPTION
Male
Female

NAME: RACE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Race or ethnicity
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 16
5.35

schedule

SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Race
SOURCE: Column 10 of the population
CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

schedule

DESCRIPTION
White
Negro
Indian (American)
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hindu
Korean
Other

NAME: SPANIS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Spanish surname (1980 census basis)
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 17
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Spanish surname
SOURCE: Column 7 of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
NAME:

DESCRIPTION
Surname not on
Surname on 1980

census Spanish surname list
census Spanish surname list

1980

AGE

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Age in years
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 18
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Age
SOURCE: Column 11 of the population
CODE
0
l-120

schedule

DESCRIPTION
Under 1 year
1 to 120 years

NAME: AGEMO
ITPi DESCRIPTION: Age in months for persons under 1 year old
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 21
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: ~11 persons under 1 year old
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Age
SOURCE: Column 11 of the population
schedule

5.36

CODE
00-11

98
99

DESCRIPTION
0 to 11 months old
N.A. (age in months not ascertained)
Inap. (1 year or older)

NAME: MARSTA
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Marital
status
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 23
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons 14 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Marital
status
SOURCE: Column 12 of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
3
4
5

9

DESCRIPTION
Married, spouse present
Married, spouse absent
Widowed
Divorced
Never married
Inap. (under 14 years old)

NAME: SCHOOL
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Highest grade of school completed
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 24
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: School
SOURCE: Column 14 of the population
schedule
CODE
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
t2
13
14
15
16
17

DESCRIPTION
None
Elementary 1
Elementary 2
Elementary 3
Elementary 4
Elementary 5
Elementary 6
Elementary 7
Elementary 8
High school 9
High school 10
High school 11
High school 12
College 1
College 2
College 3
College 4
College 5 or msre

NAME: ENROLL
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Attended
RECORDTYPE: P

school
5.37

since

March

1,

1940

BEGIN: 26
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: School
SOURCE: Column 13 of the population
CODE
1

2

schedule

DESCRIPTION
Did not attend school
Attended school

NAME: STATBI
ITEM DESCRIPTION: State of birth
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 27
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE (;LOSSARYTERMS: Birthplace
SOURCE: Column 15 of the population

schedule

CODE

DESCRIPTION

l-56

See Appendix Al
U.S. state not ascertained
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
N.A. (birthplace
not ascertained)

96
97
98
NAME: CI'RYBI

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Foreign country of birth
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 29
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Birthplace
SOURCE: Column 15 of the population
schedule
CODE
l-96

97
98

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A3
Born in United States
N.A. (birthplace
not ascertained)

NAME: DIVSBI
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census division
of State
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 31
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census division
SOURCE: Constructed
from STATBI

5.38

of birth

CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
96
97
98

DESCRIPTION
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
south Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
not known
In United States, location
Born abroad
N.A. (birthplace
not ascertained)

NAME: REGBI
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census region of State of birth
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 33
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: .All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census region
SOURCE: Constructed from DIVSBI
CODE
1

2
3
4
6
7
8

DESCRIPTION
Northeast
North Central
south
West
In United States, location
not known
Born abroad
N.A. (birthplace
not ascertained)

NAME: CITZEN
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Citizenship
status of person
not United States citizen
by birth
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 34
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: Persons not United States citizens
by birth
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Citizenship
SOURCE: Column 16 of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
3
4
9

DESCRIPTION
Naturalized
citizen
Becoming naturalized
citizen
("first
papers")
Alien
unknown
Foreign born, citizenship
Inap. (United States citizen
by birth)

NAME: EMPLOY
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Employment status
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 35
5.39

during

week of March 24-30,

1940

SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over,
not institutional
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Labor force status,
Institution
SOURCE: Columns 21-27, E and F of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
99

inmates

DESCRIPTION
At work in private
or nonemergency
government work
At work in public emergency work
not working
Has job, temporarily
Unemployed, experienced worker
Unemployed, new worker
engaged in housework
Not in labor force,
Not in labor force, unable to work
Not in labor force, attending
school
Not in labor force, other activity
Inap. (under 14 years old, institutional
inmate)

NAME: HRWORK
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Hours worked during week of March 24-30, 1940
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 37
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over at work in private
or nonemergency government work during week of
March 24-30, 1940, not institutional
inmates
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Labor force status, work hours
SOURCE: Column 26 of the population
schedule
CODE
o-97
98
99

NAME:

DESCRIPTION
O-97 hours
98 or more hours
Inap. (not at work for private
or nonemergency
government work, under 14 years old,
institutional
inmate)

WKUNEM

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Number of weeks unemployed up to March 30, 1940
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 39
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: Persons seeking work or assigned to public emergency
inmates
work, not institutional
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Labor force status
SOURCE: Column 27 of the population
schedule
CODE
o-99
112
137
175
225
250

DESCRIPTION
0 to 99 weeks unemployed up to 3/30/40
loo-124
weeks unemployed up to 3/30/40
125-149
weeks unemployed up to 3/30/40
150-199
weeks unemployed up to 3/30/40
200-249 weeks unemployed up to 3/30/40
250 or more weeks unemployed up to 3/30/40
5.40

999

Inap. (at work on private
or nonemergency government work,
under 14 years old, not seeking work, not in labor
force, under 14 years old, or institutional
inmate)

NAME: OCCUP
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Current occupation
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 42
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over in the labor
not institutional
inmates
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Occupation, Labor force status
SOURCE: Columns 28 and F of the population
schedule
CODE
l-998

999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A6
Inap. (under 14 years old,
institutional
inmate)

force,

not in labor

force,

NAME: INDUS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Current industry
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 45
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over in the labor
not institutional
inmates
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Industry,
Labor force status
SOURCE: Columns 29 and F of the population
schedule
CODE
l-998

999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A5
Inap. (under 14 years old,
institutional
inmate)

force,

not in labor

force,

NAME: CLASS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Current class of worker
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 48
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over in the labor force,
not institutional
inmates
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Class of worker, Labor force status
SOURCE: Columns 30 and F of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
9

DESCRIPTION
Wage or salary worker in private work
Wage or salary worker in government work
mployer
Working on own account
Unpaid family worker
New Worker
Inap. (under 14 years old, not in labor force,
institutional
inmate)
5.41

NAME: WKWORK
ITEM DESCRIPTION: :Jeeks worked in
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN:

1939

49

SIZE/SCALE: 3,
UNIVERSE: eersons
14 years old and
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Weeks worked
SOURCE: Column 37 of the population

over,

not

institutional

schedule

DESCRIPTION
1 to 52 weeks worked in 1939
Did not work in 1939
Inap. (under 14 years old, institutional

CODE
l-52

98
99

innates

inmate)

NAME: EARN
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Annual wage and salary
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN:

income in

1939

51.

SIZE/SCALE: 4
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over, not institutional
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: InCOme
SOURCE: Column 32 of the population
schedule
CODE

DESCRIPTION

0000-5000
5001

$D To
$5,001

9999

Inap.

inmates

$5,000

or more
(under 14 years old,

institutional

inmate)

NAME: NONWAG
ITE:4 DESCRIPTION: Income of $50 or more from sources other
than money wages and salary in 1939
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 55
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: Persons 14 years old and over, not institutional
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Income
SOURCE: Column 33 of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
9

inmates

DESCRIPTION
person had less than $50 in income from sources
other than money wages and salary in 1939
Person had income of $50 or more from sources
other than money wages and salary in 1939
Inap. (under 14 years .old, institutional
inmate)

NAME: FAMUNIT
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Family
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 56
SIZE/SCALE: 1

unit

5.42

membership

UNIVERSE: All persons in households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2
3
4
5
9

DESCRIPTION
Primary individual
Member of primary family (includes
Secondary individual
Member of secondary family 1
Member of secondary family 2
Inap. (group quarters)

subfamily)

NAME: FAMSIZE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Family size of unit
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 57
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons in households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2-98
99

indicated

in FAMUBIT

DESCRIPTION
Primary or secondary individual
Total number of persons in family
indicated
in FAMUNIT
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: FAMREL
ITM DESCRIPTION: Family relationship
summary
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 59
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Relationship,
Family
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
9

DESCRIPTION
Family head of unit indicated
in FAMUNIT
Wife of family head
Child of family head (all ages)
Other family member
Primary individual
Secondary individual
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: FAMTYPE
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Family type and presence
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 60
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family, Relationship
SOURCE: Constructed
5.43

of own children

CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
Husband/wife and own children
under 18 years old
Husband/wife with no own children
under 18 years old
Female head with own children
under 18 years old
Female head with no own children
under 18 years old
Other male head with own children
under 18 years old
Other male head with no own children
under 18 years old
Primary individual
Secondary individual
Inap. (group quarters)

NAME: SUBFUNIT
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Subfamily unit membership
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 61
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in subfamilies
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2
3
4
5
9

DESCRIPTION
Member of subfamily
1
Member of subfamily
2
Member of subfamily
3
Member of subfamily
4
Member of subfamily 5
Inap. (primary family member not in subfamily,
persons not in primary family (coded 1,3,4,5,9
on FAWNIT))

NAME: SUBFSIZE
ITPl DESCRIPTION: Subfamily

size

for

family

unit

indicated

RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 62
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in subfamilies
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Family
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
2-7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
Number of persons in subfamily
indicated
in SUBFUNIT
Eight or more persons in subfamily
indicated
in SUBFUNIT
Inap. (coded 9 in SUBFUNXT)

NAME: SUBFREL
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Relationship
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 63
SIZE/SCALE: 1
5.44

to head of subfamily

in SUBFUNIT

UNIVERSE: All parsons in subfamilies
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Relationship,
Family
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION
Head of subfamily indicated
in SUBFUNIT
Wife of subfamily head
Child of subfamily head (never-married,
under 18 years old)
Inap. (coded 9 on SUBFUNIT)

1

2
3
9
NAME: SUBFTYPE

ITEM DESCRIPTION: subfamily
type and presence
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 64
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in subfamilies
Family
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Relationship,
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2
'3
4

9

.

of own children

DESCRIPTION
Husband/wife and own children
under 18
Husband/wife with no own children
under
Female head with own children
under 18
Other male head with own children
under
Inap. (coded 9 on SUBFUNIT)

years old
18 years old
years old
18 years old

NAME: RESP
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Respondent indicator
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 65
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Respondent
SOURCE: Column 7 of the population
schedule
CODE
1
2
8

DESCRIPTION
Person not respondent for household or group quarters
Person respondent for household or group quarters
N.A. (respondent for household not indicated)

NAME: SURSIM
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Surname similarity
code
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 66
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons in households
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Surname
SOURCE: Column 7 of the population
schedule

5.45

CODE
0

DESCRIPTION
Person record of allocated
household head
First surname listed
in household
Ordinal number of surname in household listing
Seventh or more surname in household listing
N.A. (surname not ascertained)
Inap. (group quarters)

1
2-6
7
8
9

NAME: STAT35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: State of residence,
1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 67
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: Al.1 persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: State
SOURCE: Columns 19 and D of the population
schedule
CODE
l-56

96
97
98
99

DESCRIPTION
.

See Appendix Al
In United States, location
not known
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: CX'RY35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Country or outlying
area of residence,
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 69
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS:
SOURCE: Columns 19 and D of the population
schedule
CODE

DESCRIPTION

l-96

See Appendix
Residence in
N.A.
(place
Inap. (under

97
98
99

1935

A3
United States
of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
5 years old)

NAME: SMA35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Standard metropolitan
area, 1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 71
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Standard metropolitan
area
SOURCE: Constructed

5.46

CODE
1-169
990
995
996
997
998
999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A2
Standard metropolitan
area not identified
for
confidentiality
reasons
Not in Standard metropolitan
area
In United States, location
not known
Abroad
(includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of U.S. and at sea)
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: MBTR35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Metropolitan
status,
1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BBGIN: 74
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTBRMS: Metropolitan
status,
Standard metropolitan
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1
2
6
7
8
9

area

DESCRIPTION
Standard metropolitan
area
Nonmetropolitan
area
In United States, location
not known
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: SEA35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: State economic area, 1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 75
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: State economic area
SOURCE: Constructed from column 18 and SEA
CODE
l-502

996
997
998
999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A4
In United States, location
not known
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: CCSM35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Central city of standard metropolitan
area,
RECORDTYPE: P
BBGIN: 78
SIZE/SCALE: 3
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Central city,
Standard metropolitan
area
SOURCE: Column 17 of the population
schedule and CCSMA
5.47

1935

CODE
1-169

995
996
997
998
999

DESCRIPTION
See Appendix A2
Not central city of standard metropolitan
area,
Standard metropolitan
area unidentified
for confidentiality
reasons
not known
In United States, location
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: DIVS35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census division,
1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 81
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census division
SOURCE: Ccnstructed
from STAT35
CODE
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
96
97

98
99

DESCRIPTION
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
not known
In United States, location
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: REG35
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Census region,
1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 83
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Census region
SOURCE: Constructed
from DIVS35
CODE
1
2
3
4
6
7

DESCRIPTION
Northeast
North Central
south

West
In United States, location
not known
Abroad (includes
foreign countries,
outlying
areas of United States and at sea)
5.48

N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

8
9
NAME: FARM35

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Farm residence,
1935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 84
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Farm
SOURCE: Column 20 of the population
schedule
DESCRIPTION
Not on farm
Farm residence
N.A. (place of residence in
Inap. (under 5 years old)

CODE
1

2
8
9
NAME: MIGSTA

and FARM

1935

.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Migration
status classification,
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 85
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Migration
distance
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

not ascertained)

1935

DESCRIPTION
Same State, same county, same house
Same State, same county, different
house
Same State, different
county
Same State, county not reported
Different
State, contiguous
Different
State, noncontiguous
Abroad
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: MIGDIS
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Distance between 1935 and
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 86
SIZE/SCALE: 4
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Migration
distance
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
xxxx
9997
9998
9999

1940

counties

of residence

DESCRIPTION
Number of miles between 1935 and 1940 counties
of residence
Not inter-county
mover (includes
place
of residence "abroad")
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)
5.49

NAME: SAMHOU
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Lived in same house in 1935 and 1940
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 90
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All ,Dersons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: House
SOURCE: Columns 17 and D of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
8
9

DESCRIPTION
Lived in same house in 1935 and 1940
Lived in different
house in 1935 and 1940
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: SAMPLA
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Lived in same incorporated
place in
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 91
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Incorporated
place
SOURCE: Columns 17 and D of the population
schedule
CODE
1

2
8
9
NAME:

1935

and

1940

DESCRIPTION
Lived in same community (incorporated
place
or nonplace residual
of same county)
in 1935 and 1940
Lived in different
community in 1935 and 1940
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

SAMSMA

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Lived in same standard metropolitan
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 92
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Standard metropolitan
area
SOURCE: Constructed
from SMA and SMA35
CODE

DESCRIPTION

1

Resident

3
4

1940

of standard metrbpolitan
area in 1940, with
residence in same standard metropolitan
area
Resident of standard metropolitan
area
in 1940, with
1935
residence in different
standard metropolitan
area
Resident of standard metropolitan
area in 1940, with
1935
residence outside standard metropolitan
area
Resident of standard metropolitan
area in 1940, with
1935
residence not ascertained
(includes
persons
known to reside in United States in 1935)
1935

2

area in 1935 and

5.50

5
6
7
8
9
10

Resident of
with 1935
Not resident
with 1935
Not resident
with 1935
Not resident
1940,
with
Not resident
1940,
with
Inap. (under

standard metropolitan
area in 1940,
residence abroad
of standard metropolitan
area in 1940,
residence in standard metropolitan
area
of standard metropolitan
area in 1940,
residence outside standard metropolitan
area
of standard metropolitan
area in
1935
residence not ascertained
of standard metropolitan
area in
1935 residence abroad
5 years old)

NAME: SAMSBA
ITm DESCRIPTION: Lived in same State economic area in
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 94
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVBRSE: All persons 5 years old and over
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: State economic area
SOURCE: Constructed
from SEA and SEA35
CODE
1

2
6
7
8
9

1935

and

1940

DESCRIPTION
Resident of same State economic area in 1935 and 1940
Resident of different
State economic area in 1935
and 1940
In United States in 1935, location
not known
Residence abroad in 1935
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Inap. (under 5 years old)

NAME: SACCSM
ITEEi DESCRIPTION: Lived in same central city of standard metropolitan
area in 1935 and 1940
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 95
SIZE/SCALE: 2
UNIVERSE: All persons 5 years old and over
Standard metropolitan
area
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Central City,
SOURCE: Constructed
from CCSMAand CCSM35
CODE

7
8
9

DESCRIPTION
Resident of identifiable
area central city 1940

standard metropolitan
with 1935 residence:

Central city of same standard metropolitan
area
Outside central city of same standard metropolitan
Central city of other standard metropolitan
area
Outside central city of other standard metropolitan
Not resident
of standard metropolitan
area
Resident of same standard metropolitan
area,
central
city status not known
Resident of other standard metropolitan
area,
Central city status not known or not identifiable
N.A. (place
of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Abroad
5.51

area
area

Resident of identifiable
standard metropolitan
area outside central
city in 1940 with 1935 residence:
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Central city of same standard metropolitan
area
Outside central
city of same standard metropolitan
Central city of other standard metropolitan
area
Outside central
city of other standard metropolitan
Not resident
of standard metropolitan
area
Resident of same standard metropolitan
area,
central
city status not known
Resident of other standard metropolitan
area,
central
city status not known or not identifiable
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Abroad
Resident of 1940 standard metropolitan
city status can not be identified
with

38
39

99

Inap.

25
27

'

28
29
33
34
35
37

(under

area

area whose central
1935 residence:

Same standard metropolitan
area as in 1940
Central city of other standard metropolitan
area
Outside central
city of other standard metropolitan
area
Not resident
of standard metropolitan
area
Resident of other standard metropolitan
area,
central
city status unknown or not identifiable
N.A. (residence
in 1935 not ascertained)
Abroad
Central city of standard metropolitan
area
Outside central
city of standard metropolitan
area
Not resident
of standard metropolitan
area
Resident of standard metropolitan
area; central
city status not known or not identifiable
N.A. (place of residence in 1935 not ascertained)
Abroad

20
23
24

area

5 years old)

NAME: RELATEDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for RELATE
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 97
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

DRSCRIPTION
Original
entry or Inap. (not
Internally
allocated
value,
Internally
allocated
value,
Internally
allocated
value,
Externally
allocated
value,
Externally
allocated
value,
Externally
allocated
value,
5.52

in universe)
original
entry
original
entry
original
entry
original
entry
original
entry
original
entry

failed edit
illegible
missing
failed edit
illegible
missing

Original
entry failed
edit but retained due
to failure
to find acceptable allocated
value
N.A. (not ascertained),
original
entry illegible
N.A. (not ascertained),
original
entry missing
or failed edit
NAME: GQMEMBDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for GQMEMB
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 98
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: INSTYPDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 99
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

INSTYP

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SEXDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SEX
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 100
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: RACEDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 101
SIZE/SCALE: 1
5.53

flag

for RACE

UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

flag

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SPANISDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SPANIS
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 102
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: AGEDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for AGE
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 103
.
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All &persons
SEE GOSSARY TERHS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: AGEMODQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for AGE140
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 104
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: MARSTADQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 105
5.54

for MARSTA

SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

flag

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SCHOOLDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SCHOOL
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 106
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: ENROLLDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for ENROLL
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 107
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: STATBIDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for STATBI
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 108
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: CTRYBIDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
RECORDTYPE: P
5.55

flag

for CTRYBI

BEGIN: 109
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

flag

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: DIVSBIDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for DIVSBI
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 110
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATDQ

NAME: REGBIDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for REGBI
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 111
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: CITZENDQ

l

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CITZEN
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 112
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

5.56

NAME: EMPLOYDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for EMPLOY
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 113
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

D?&XIPTION

See code description

for RBLATEDQ

NAME: HRWORKDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for HRWORK
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 114
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: kll persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: WKUNEMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for WKUNEM
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 115
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: OCCUPDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for OCCUP
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 116
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ
5.57

NAME: INDUSDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
RECORD TYPE:

BEGIN: 117
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

flag

for INDUS

P

flag

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: Q;ASSDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CLASS
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 118
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description
NAME:

for RELATEDQ

WKWORKDQ

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for WKWORK
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 119
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME:EARNDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for EARN
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 120
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for

RELATEDQ
5.58

NAME: NONWAGDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for NONWAG
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 121
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SURSIMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SURSIM
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 122
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: .Al.l persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RFLATEDQ

NAME: STAT35Dd
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for STAT35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 123
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: Cl'RY35DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CTRY35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 124
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

Se2 code description

for RELATEDQ
5.59

NAME: SMA35DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SMA35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 125
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: METR35DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for METR35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 126.
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SEA35DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SEA35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 127
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: CCSM35DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for CC.9435
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 128
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATBDQ
5.60

NAME: DIVS35DQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for DIV.935
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 129
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: REG35DQ
ITm DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for REG35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 130
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: 'All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: FARM35DQ
ITEl4 DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for FARM35
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 131
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: MIGSTADQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for MIGSTA
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 132
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DYSCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ
5.61

NAME: MIGDISDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for MIGDIS
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 133
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SAMHOUDQ

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SAMHOU
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 134
SIZE/SCAL& 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SAMPLADQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SAMPLA
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 135
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERNS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SAMSMADQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SAMSMA
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 136
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ
5.62

NAME: SAMSEADQ

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SAMSEA
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 137
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: All persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

NAME: SACCSMDQ
ITEM DESCRIPTION: Data quality
flag for SACCSM
RECORDTYPE: P
BEGIN: 138
SIZE/SCALE: 1
UNIVERSE: '74l.l persons
SEE GLOSSARYTERMS: Data quality
flag
SOURCE: Constructed
CODE

DESCRIPTION

See code description

for RELATEDQ

5.63

CHAPTER6. GLOSSARYOF TERMS
Introduction
use sample glossary
provides
definitions
of
The 1940 census public
descriptions
of instructions
to enumerators,
and summaries of the original
census and subsequent public use sample processing procedures.

terms,
1940

entry is a description
of the location
of
The general format of each glossary
column on the population
schedule that contains
the relevant
data, an excerpt
the Instructions
to
Enumerators,
1940
for the column, a description
of the
and a descript=of
the public
use sample processing.
census processing7
numbers in the "enumerator's
instructions"
section refer to the paragraph in
Instructions
to
Enumerators,
1940.
description
of the
A more detailed
procedures is available
in the Procedural
(Glossary

census enumeration
and
History --of the 1940 Census.

1940

1940

The
the

processing

INDEX OF TERMS
entry:
PUBLIC USE SAMPLEITEMS)

Age:
AGE, AGEMO, HHAGE
Birthplace:
CTRYBI, CTRYF, CTRYM, DIVISBI, DIVISF, DIVISM, REGBI,
REGF, REGM, STATBI, STATEF, STATEM
Census Division:
DIVS35, DIVISBI, DIVISF, DIVISION, DIVISM
Census Region:
REG35, REGBI, REGF, REGION, REGM
Central City:
CCSM35, CCSMA, SACCSM
Children Ever Born:
CHILDS
Citizenship:
CITZEN
Class of Worker:
CLASS, UCLASS
Data Quality
Flag:
AGEDQ, AGEMODQ,AGEWEDDQ,CCSM35DQ,CHILDSDQ,
CHIVETDQ, CITZENDQ, CLASSDQ, COUNTRYFDQ,
COUNTRYMDQ,CTRY35DQ, CTRYBIDQ, DEDUCTDQ,
DIVS35DQ, DIVSBIDQ, DIVSFDQ, DIVSMDQ, EARNSKDQ,
EARNDQ, EMPLOYDQ,ENROLLDQ, FAMERNDQ,FARM35DQ,
F-Q,
GQMEMBDQ,HHAGEDQ,HHRACEDQ,HRWORKDQ,
INDUSDQ, INSTYPDQ, LANG40DQ, LANGaODQ,MARSTADQ,
METR35DQ, MIGDISDQ, MIGSTADQ, MILITDQ, MULMARDQ,
N-Q,
NONNAGDQ,OCCUPDQ,RACEDQ, REG35DQ,
REGBIDQ, REGFDQ, REGMDQ,REIATEDQ, RENTDQ, SACCSMDQ,
SmOfJDQ, SAMPLADQ,SAMSEADQ,SAMSMADQ,SCHOOLDQ,
SEA35DQ, SEXDQ, SMA35DQ, SPANISDQ, SSNDQ, STAT35DQ,
STATBIDQ, STATEFDQ, STATFMDQ, SURSIMDQ, TENURE,
UCLASSDQ,UINDUSDQ, UOCCUPDQ,VALUEDQ, VETERNDQ,
WKUNEMDQ,
WICWORKDQ
Deductions:
DEDUCT
Enumeration District:
EDSIMIL
Family:
EARNS% FAMERN, FAMREL, FAMSIZE, FAMTYPE, FAMUNIT, HHCOMP,
HHCOMP40,NEARN, SECFAM, SUBFAM, SUBFREL, SUBFSIZE, SUBFTYPE,
SUBFUNIT
Farm :
FARM,FARM35
Farmhouse:
FARM
Group Quarters:
GQMEMB,HHID, PERSONS
House:
SAMHOU
House Value:
VALUE

6.1

the
from

FAMERN, HHCOMP,HHCOMP40,HHID, PERSONS
Household:
HHAGE, HHRACE
Household Head:
DEDUCT, EARN, EARNSK, FAMERN, NEARN, NONWAG
Income:
Incorporated
Place:
SAMPLA
INDUS, UINDUS
Industry:
EMPLOY, INSTYP
Institution:
Labor Force Status:
CLASS, EMPLOY, HRWORK,INDUS, OCCUP, WKUNEM
MARSTA
Marital
Status:
AGEWED,MULMAR
Marriage:
Metropolitan
Status:
METR35, METRO
MIGDIS, MIGSTA
Migration
Distance:
Mother Tongue:
LANG40, LANG80
Occupation:
OCCUP, UOCCUP
Race:
HHRACE, RACE
Record:
RECTYPE, RECNUM,VERIFY, FILLER, PRECNUM
Relationship:
FAMREL, FAMTYPE, RELATE, RESPON, SUBFREL, SUBFTYPE
Rent:
RENT
Respondent:
'RESP, RESPON
Sample Line Person:
. SLPERSON,SLWT, PRECNUM,RECNUM,RECTYPE
Sampling Weight:
HHWT, SELFWTHH,SLWT, SELFWTSL
school:
ENROLL, SCHOOL
Sex:
SEX
Social Security
Number:
SSN
Spanish Surname:
SPANIS
Standard Metropolitan
Area:
CCSM35, CCSMA, METR35, METRO, SACCSM,
SAMSMA, SMA, sMA35
State:
STAT35, STATBI, STATE, STATEF, STATEM
State Economic Area:
SAMSEA, SEA, SEA35
Subsample:
SUBSAMPL
Surname:
SURSIM
Tenure:
TENURE
WKUNEM
Unemployment:
Veteran:
CHIVET, MILIT, VETERN
weeks Worked:
WKWORK
Work Hours:
HRWORK
AGE. The age
schedule.
Enumerator's

of

the

person

is

transcribed

from column

11 of

the population

instructions:

Column 11.
Age at Last Birthday.
-- Enter the age of the
458.
person at his last birthday
before 12:Ol a.m., April 1, 1940.
Thus, a
occurred
on April
8, 1940,
person whose 18th birthday
should be
reported
as 17 years of age because that was his age on his last
birthday
before April
1,
1940.
For persons 1 year old and over, this
question calls for .the age in completed years at last birthday.
459.
Ages of Infants.
The entry in col. 11 for children
less than a
year old should indicate
age in completed months, expressed as twelfths
of a year.
Ask the following
question in each household:
"Are there
any children
in this household who were born on or after
April
1,
-19391"
For each child born after April
1,
1939,
ascertain
the actual
birth
date and determine the proper entry for col. 11 by referring
to
the table showing ages by birth
dates at the foot of the schedule.
6.2

Thus the age of a child born on May
Note that a child born after 12:Ol
enumerated.
Ages in
464.
reported
in a
not the exact
should inquire
exact
age is
"Unknown."
Post enumeration

2,1939,
a.m.,

should be entered as 10/12.
April
1,
1940,
is
not to be

Round Numbers.
The age of the person will
round number, like 30 or 45, or "about 50"
If an age ending in "0" or "5" is
age.
whether that is really
the exact age. If,
not known, enter
the approximate
age,

sometimes be
when that is
reported,
you
however, the
rather
than

processing:

The census processing
included
a newly developed procedure to allocate
ages. The allocation
procedure is described in chapter IV of the Procedural
of the 1940 Census.
---

missing
History

The edit procedure in the public use sample processing included the calculation
of
an "age discriminator-function"
score.
A person received points for having adult
characteristics,
e.g.,
an ever-married
marital
status,
force
being a labor
participant,
having a specified
level of educational
attainment,
and a relationship
to the household head or family head which indicated
the person was at least 14
of adult status
years of age. This composite score was used with other indicators
to test
whether
the reported
age was reasonable
given
the person's
other
Person records were flagged for age allocation
when there was an
characteristics.
inconsistency
between reported age and these indicators
of age.
These indicators
of age were also used to restrict
the allocated
age to the appropriate
age range
when age was missing.
In allocating
age for records with missing or inconsistent
column 11 entries,
an
acceptable
age range for the allocated
value was determined
from the code B
information
on highest
grade of school attended,
the adulthood status indicators
and the presence of information
in column 17 (an indication
that
used in the edit,
the person was at least 5 years old).
The household record item HHAGE contains the age of the household
record item AGEMOreports the age of infants
in number of months
the enumerator
failed
to specify
exact number of months for
recorded "0" in column 11, AGEMOis coded "98" (age in months not
BIRTHPLACE. The place
population
schedule.
Enumerator's

of birth

of the person

is transcribed

head. The person
for infants.
When
an infant,
i.e.,
ascertained).

from column 15 of the

instructions:

Place of Birth.
For
persons
born in the United
Column 15.
472.
or possession.
States, write in full the name of the State or Territory
For a person born in Washington, D.C., write D.C.
For persons born in a foreign
country,
enter the name of the
473.
country only as Belgium, Spain, Italy,
Japan, Sweden, etc.,
except as
Spell out the name of the country
noted in the following
paragraphs.
For a person born in any of those central
European areas
in full.
where there have been recent changes in boundaries,
enter in col. 15 as
country
of birth
that country
in which his birthplace
was situated

6.3

in Europe on that
on January 1, 1937. Note that the list of countries
date included Austria,
Czechoslovakia,
and Poland.
If you cannot find
out with certainty
the country in which the person's birthplace
was
State, or
located on January 1, 1937, enter the name of the province,
city in which the person was born, such as Bohemia, Slovakia,
Croatia,
Vienna, etc.
or Prague, Bratislava,
etc.,
Do not return persons as born in Great Britain,
but write the
474.
name of the particular
country,
as England,
Scotland,
Wales, etc.
Distinction
must be made between Northern Ireland
and Irish
Free
State
it is not sufficient
to report
that a person was born in
(Eire);
Ireland.
Canadians of French mother tongue, should
475. French Canadians, i.e.,
be distinguished
from other
Canadians and reported as Canada-French.
For
all other persons born in Canada, enter Canada, English,
even
though they may not actually
speak English.
If a person was born in Cuba or Puerto
476.
and not "West Indies."
the island,
477. If

a person was born at sea, write

Post enumeration

Rico,

enter

the name of

"At sea."

processing:

an alphanumeric
code for each person's
birthplace
was
processing,
In the census
entered in column C of the population
schedule.
Coding clerks were instructed
to
determine
the code from the entries
for other household members if there was no
entry in column 15. The coding instructions
for column C are included in Appendix
II of the Procedural History of the 1940 Census.
In the public
use sample processing,
the State or country of birth
was coded by
of State and country names.
matching the alphabetic
entry in column 15 with a list
When a match was found the appropriate
FIPS State code or (1950 basis) foreign
match was not made, the 1940 place of
country code was produced. When an alphabetic
birth
code in column c was used to produce the State or country of birth code. The
column C code provided information
on whether the place of birth was a U.S. State
cases
where the specific
location
was not ascertained.
or not in certain
Foreign country codes used in the 1940 census public use sample are the
basis codes which were revised to represent
1940 national
boundaries.
The birthplaces
of the father and mother of the sample line
from columns 36 and 37 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

1950

person are transcribed

instructions:
.
Place of Birth of Father and Mother.
In
Columns
36
and 37.
602.
entering
the place of birth
of father and mother in ~01s. 36 and 37,
follow the instructions
for place of birth of persons in paragraphs 472
to 477 (column 15 Place of Birth).
In case a person does not know the
State or Territory
of birth of his father or mother, but knows that he
or she was born in the United States, write "united States" rather than
*Unknown."
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census

,

Post enumeration

processing:

code for parent's
place of birth
was
In the census processing
an alphanumeric
A code was entered in column G
entered in column G of the population
schedule.
country
(excluding
U.S.
was born in a foreign
only
if
one of the parents
If both parents were born in a foreign country the father's
place of
possessions).
birth was coded in column G.
the State or foreign country of both parents'
In the public use sample processing,
birthplaces
were coded by matching the alphabetic
entries
in column 36 and column
places of birth
37 with a list of State and foreign country names. If the parents'
entries
were missing and the parents were part of the household listing
the place
of birth information
was transferred
from column 15 of the population
schedule.
CENSUS DIVISION.
States:

There

are

nine

census

divisions

consisting

of

the

following

England (CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT)
Middle Atlantic
(PA, NY, NJ)
East North Central (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI)
West North Central (IA, KS, MO, MN, ND, NE, SD)
South Atlantic
(DC, DE, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV)
East South Central (AL, KY, MS, TN)
West South Central (AR, LA, OK, TX)
Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NM, NV, UT, WY)
Pacific
(CA, OR, WA)
.
New

The census division
items (DIVISION, DIVS35, DIVISBI, DIVISF, and DIVISM) were
constructed
by recoding the State items (STATE, STAT35, STATBI, STATEF, STATEM).
codes ("Inap.")
were transferred
Missing data, not in U.S., and not in universe
Alaska and Hawaii are not
from the State items to the census division
items.
included.
CENSUS REGION. There
divisions
and States:

are

four

census

regions

consisting

of the following

census

Northeast
New England (CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT)
Middle Atlantic
(PA, NY, NJ)
North Central
East North Central (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI)
West North Central (IA, KS, MO, MN, ND, NE, SD)
south
South Atlantic
(DC, DE, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV)
East South Central (AL, KY, MS, TN)
West South Central (AR, LA, OK, TX)
West
Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NM, NV, UT, WY)
Pacific
(CA, OR, WA)
by
The .census region items (REGION, REG35, REGBI, REGF, and REGM) were constructed
recoding the census division
items (DIVISION, DIVS35, DIVISBI, DIVISF, and DIVISM).
were transferred
Missing data, not in the U.S., and not in universe codes ("Inap.")
Alaska and Hawaii are
from the census division
items to the census region items.
not included.
6.5

CENTRAL CITY. The central
city of a standard metropolitan
area is the largest city
with a population
of 50,000 or more. Any other city in the standard metropolitan
area with a population
of 25,000 or more and having a population
which is one third
or more of the largest
central
city
in the standard metropolitan
area is also
city
of
metropolitan
the
standard
area.
classified
as a central
The
names of the central
cities
are the names of the standard metropolitan
areas with
New Jersey" standard metropolitan
area
the exception
of the "New York-Northeastern
which has New York City, Jersey City and Newark as central cities.
See Appendix A2
for a listing
of standard metropolitan
areas.
The central
cities
in the 1940 census public use sample are those defined in the
The central
city
concept,
1950
census.
like
the standard
metropolitan
area
concept, was first
used in the 1950 census.
The user should note that a central
city defined in the 1940 public
use sample may not have met the population
size
criteria
in 1940.
central
cities
are not identified
in the 1940
AS indicated
in Appendix A2, certain
The reason for nonidentification
was to protect
the
census public
use sample.
confidentiality
of household records.
For a central
city to be identified
in the
1940 census public
use sample both the population
of the central
cities
of the
standard metropolitan
'area
and the population
of the standard metropolitan
area
outside
the central
cities
had to be 100,000
or
more in 1980.
For interstate
standard metropolitan
areas, the 100,000 population
in 1980 criterion
applied
to
each portion within a particular
State.
The code used to identify
central
city residents
is the same code as the standard
metropolitan
area identification
code. Persons living
outside of the central city,
suburban metropolitan
residents
and nonmetropolitan
residents,
and persons
r.e.,
living
in central
cities
which can not be identified
are coded into a residual
"999" on CCSMAand "995"
category,
e.g.,
on CCSM35. To differentiate
between
residents
of nonmetropolitan
areas and residents
of suburban areas and unidentified
standard metropolitan
areas the public
use sample items METRO or METR35 must be
used.
The person record item SACCSM is a detailed
cross-classification
of CCSMA and
Within four categories
of 1940 residence
(identifiable
1940
central
city,
ccsM35.
outside
identifiable
1940
central
city,
standard
metropolitan
area with
an
unidentifiable
central
city,
and nonmetropolitan
resident)
1935 place of residence
is classified
by central
city and metropolitan
status.
SACCSMwas constructed
by
cross-classification
of METRO, SMA, CCSMA, METR35, SMA35, and CCSM35.
ever born to ever-married
CHILDREN EVER BORN. The number of children
females is transcribed
from column 50 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

sample line

instructions:

Ever Born.
Column 50. Number of Children
Enter in this column
627.
the total
number of children
ever born alive to this woman during her
lifetime.
It
should
include,
therefore,
children
by any former
It should not include
marriage
as well as by her present marriage.
children
born to a former wife of her present husband, even though they
are members of her present household.
Stillborn
children
should not be
Children born alive who are now dead should be included.
If
included.
the woman has never had any children
born to her, write "0" in this
column.
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Post enumeration

processing:

There was no special processing of #is item as
public use sample processing a check was made to
If the entry was
to the numeric value
"0."
with similar
allocated
from a record
age,
and duration
of marriage.
residence,

part of the census coding.
In the
convert entries of "no" and "none"
missing or illegible
a value was
marital
status,
sex, race,
farm

The citizenship
status of foreign
born persons
CITIZENSHIP.
transcribed
from column 16 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

(see BIRTHPLACE) is

instructions:

of the Foreign Born.
-- An entry is to
Column 16. Citizenship
478.
be made in this column for all foreign-born
persons and for persons
born at sea, male and female, of whatever age, as follows:
"Na" (for naturalized)
if the person has become an American citizen,
either
by taking out second or final
naturalization
papers or through
the naturalization
of either parent.
"Pa" (for first
papers) if the person has declared intention
an American citizen
and has taken out "first
papers."

to become

"Al" (for
out first

nor taken

alien) if
papers.

the person has neither

born abroad)
*Am Cit" (for American citizen
or person born at sea was an American citizen

become naturalized
if

the foreign-born
at birth.

person

a foreign-born
woman became a
Prior
to September 22, 1922,
479.
naturalized
American citizen
when her husband was naturalized,
or if
she married an American citizen.
Since that date she must take out
papers in her own name; otherwise
she remains an alien.
Note that a
person must be at least 18 years
old to take out "first
papers."
Children
under 18 years ,old should not be returned "Pa" (first
papers)
merely because their parents have taken out first
papers, but should be
returned as "Al" (alien).
A foreign-born
person or a person born at sea was an American
480.
citizen
at birth
(a) if his father
was an American citizen
who had
resided in the United States before the time of the child's
birth,
or
(b) if the person was born after May 24, 1934, if either parent was an
American citizen
who had resided in the United States before the time
of the child's
birth.
Post enumeration

processing:

In the census processing
there was a clerical
review of the enumerator's
entry in
status for children
based
column 16. The review included assignment of appropriate
on their
parents'
status,
canceling
entries
for persons born in the U.S., and the
entry of a missing data code.
See Appendix II of the Procedural
History
of the
1940 Census for a description
of the 1940 census coding procedure.
In the public use sample processing
a consistency
If column 16 information
and column 16 was made.
6.7

check among column 15, column
C
was missing for a Sample line

If there was no information
on citizenship
person the entry in column R was used.
of born at sea foreign born children
(under 21 years) of a naturalized
parent in
the children
were assigned a naturalized
status.
If there was no
the household,
information
on citizenship
of born at sea foreign born children
(under 18 years)
or have their
"first
papers,"
the children
were
are aliens
and both parents
If there was no information
on the place of birth
or
assigned an alien status.
of American citizens
were coded as
citizenship
of a child
(any age), the children
the children
of naturalized
citizens
were coded as naturalized,
American citizens,
and the children
of alien parents (both parents having alien status) were coded as
No allocation
of citizenship
was made from another household's
record.
alien.
When no imputation
could be made a missing data code ("4") is reported
in person
record item CITZEN.
CLASS OF WORKER.The current
the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

class

of worker

code is transcribed

from column

instructions:

Class of Worker.
Column 30.
-- For each person for whom an
569.
occupation
is entered in col. 28, enter in col. 30 a symbol for class
of worker applying to that occupation as indicated
below:
For a wage or salary worker in private
work.........
For a wage or salary worker in Government work
(including
public emergency work).................
For
an employer, that is, a person who employed
one or more workers other than unpaid family
workers (or domestic servants)
in conducting
his own business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For a person who worked in his own account..........
For an unpaid family worker, that is, a related
member of the family who was employed without
wages or salary on work (other than housework
or incidental
chores) that contributed
to
the family income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PW
a

E
OA

NP

For a person who followed
more than one class of work in his
570.
enter the symbol for that class of work at which he worked
occupation,
For example, for a
the longest
during
the week of March 24-30.
carpenter
who worked as an employee two days of the week and on his own
account without
employees for three days of the week, enter "OA" for
"own account."
Wage or Salary Worker in Private Work.
-Enter VW" in col.
571.
30 for a person who worked for a private
(non-government)
employer for
wages or salary,
at piece rates,
on commission, or for tips,
and was
and direction
of an employer.
This
subject
to
the control
the salaried
president
of a bank or the
classification
will
include
salaried
manager of a factory
as well as the clerks
and laborers
Among the persons for whom "PW" should be entered are:
employed.
(other than unpaid family
Salesmen who work on commission; laborers
workers)
on farms or in small businesses
who receive only board and
waitresses
tips.
in kind;
who work for
lodging
or remuneration
Salesmen who work on commission under the direction
of an employer,
including
agents or canvassers who may receive little
supervision,
but
still
devote their time to selling
the products of one or two concerns,
6.8

30

of

as wage or salary
workers
in private
work;
should
be returned
commission merchants,
on the other hand, who solicit
business from
or from the general
public,
should be
large
numbers of sellers,
workers,
or if
they hire
assistants,
as
returned
as own-account
employers.
Enter Ic;W" for all
wage or Salary Worker in Government work.
572.
persons of whatever rank who were employed by a Federal,
State, or
local Government agency, whether on nonemergency or on public emergency
project
work (WPA, NYA, CCC, etc.).
Note that "GW" must be entered in
21 and for every
col. 30 for part of the group answering "Yes" in col.
one answering "Yes" in col.
22.
-- Enter "E" in col. 30 for a person who employed
Employer.
573.
helpers
or workers
(other
than unpaid family
workers or domestic
servants),
in conducting
his farm or his own business.
The term
does not include
the superintendent,
agent, manager, or
"employer"
person employed to manage an establishment
foreman,
or other
or
or the.boss of a gang. All such persons should be returned as
business,
wage or salary workers, for, while any one of these may hire or employ
persons,
none of them does so in transacting
his own business.
No
individual
who worked for a corporation
either
as an officer
or
otherwise
should be considered to be an employer.
In short, no person
who himself worked for wages, salary,
or commission is to be returned
as an employer.
Neither does the term "employer" include one who was
assisted
in his own business only by unpaid family workers.
Examples
of employers are:
The farmer who hires a man to help on his farm for
money wages'or for room, board, or pay in kind, or who pays money wages
to his son or other relative
for work on the farm; the independent
carpenter
or plumber who hires one or more helpers;
and the owner of a
business enterprise
who employes (sic1 any persons (other than unpaid
family workers) in his business.
-- Enter "OA" in col. 30 for each person
574. Working on Own Account.
who worked on his own account,
that is,
in his own business
or
and who did not employ any workers in his business other
profession,
than unpaid family workers.
Do not classify
a person as "OA" if he
pays any salaries
or wages either in cash or kind, or receives pay from
Farmers
an employer.
Examples of persons working on own account are:
who hire
no farm hands or workers;
owners of small
business
who hire
no workers;
and, other
establishments
doctors,
lawyers,
professional
men who work for fees and hire no workers; boarding-house
peddlers,
newsboys, etc., who neither employ wage
keepers, hucksters,
or salary workers, nor are themselves employed by another person.
Unpaid Family Worker.
-- Enter "NP" in col. 30 for a wife, son,
575.
daughter,
or other relative
of the head of the family
who worked
without
money wages or salary on the family's
farm, or in a shop or
store or other family enterprise
on work that contributed
to the family
income (not including
housework or incidental
chores).
Unpaid family
workers will be found mainly in farm households,
in households with a
member engaged in a small business enterprise,
and in households in
which one or more members work at home on their
own account or for
wages. Examples of unpaid family workers are: A son who worked without
wages on his father's
farm; a wife who worked without
wages in her
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and a daughter
who assisted
her mother
husband's
store or Office;
without
wages on sewing done in the home for a clothing
factory.
Do
such as hired hands
not enter "NP" for persons other than relatives,
who work for board and lodging or for pay in kind. For such persons the
proper entry is "PW."
Post enumeration

processing:

numeric codes representing
the five categories
used by
In the census processing,
An additional
code
the enumerator were added in the third
part of column F.
a person currently
seeking
indicating
#at
the person was a "New Worker," i.e.,
The designation
work who has no previous work experience,
was added by the coders.
"New Worker" in column 28.
of nNew worker" was based on the enumerator entering
The coding instructions
are reproduced in Appendix IV of the 1940 Census Procedural
History.
AS part of the public use sample processing
records which had missing,
illegible,
or inconsistent
entries
were hand coded by a clerical
staff.
The computer edit of
this item imputed a "government worker" code to persons in government industries
code to farmers with farm laborers
in the household.
When both
and an "employer"
occupation
and industry
required allocation
from a donor record the class of worker
When only class of worker required
allocation,
the donor
was also allocated.
record was matched on age, sex, race, employment status,
occupation,
industry,
and
whether the person had wage and salary income.
The usual class of worker code is transcribed
from column 47 of the population
The instructions
to enumerators
are reproduced in the glossary
entry
schedule.
coding instructions
are reproduced
in Appendix IV of the
INDUSTRY. Detailed
Procedural
History of the 1940 Census.
The public
use sample coding and editing
of usual class of
that for the current class of worker entry.
When usual class
T allocated
value if the person's current and usual occupation
same the current
class of worker was imputed as the usual
current
and usual occupation
and industry
were not the same,
was allocated
from a donor record which matched on age, sex,
employment status,
and current class of worker.
(DQ) flag
DATA QUALITY FLAG. The data quality
use sample datum and the status of the original

worker was similar
to
of worker required an
and industry
were the
class of worker. If
usual class of worker
race, household size,

indicates
the origin
transcribed
value.

of the public

The datum reported
in a public use sample item may be the original
entry that was
transcribed
from the microfilmed
population
schedule,
a datum imputed ("internal
allocation")
based on other information
in the person's
record,
a donated datum
from another person's
record ("external
allocation"),
or an assigned value from
calculated
frequency
distributions.
The data quality
flag indicates
the source of
the datum and the reason the original
entry was replaced,
e.g., the original
entry
or failed
the computer edit.
was missing,
illegible,
If an externally
allocated
value which passed the edit check program could not be
found the original
entry was retained
if that entry was in the range of the item's
When an externally
allocated
value which passed the
values (DQ flag equals "7").
edit check could not be found and the original
entry was not in the item's range
The data quality
the datum from the last donor record was retained
in the record.
flag values for these data are "5" or '6" (depending on the status of the original
6.10

Therefore
data with
entry).
have passed the edit checks.

the data

quality

flag

values

of "5" or "6" may not

For items which were subject
to external
allocation
and the original
entry was
missing or out of range it was necessary to assign a value in those few records
where no acceptable donor could be found. The modal value for discrete
categorical
These values were
items and the mean for interval
scaled items was assigned.
obtained from 1940 census publications
or calculated
from the first
subsample which
For most items this type of assignment was used for approximately
was processed.
100 records in the entire public use sample.
The possible values of the data quality
flag for an item depend on whether the item
For
subject
to edit,
external
allocation,
and has a missing data category.
(N.A.) codes can have data quality
flag
example, only items with not ascertained
Records with occupation
or industry
codes of
codes with values
of "8" or "9."
"998" (unclassifiable)
have codes of '8" or "9" in the corresponding
data quality
flag.

was

Data quality
flags for items which are aggregates or combinations
of other items
have the highest
numeric value in the data quality
flags of the component items.
flags FAMERNDQ,NHARNDQ,and EARNSKDQ
For example, the values of the data quality
are the highest value of HARNDQin the primary family.
The value of SACCSMDQis
the highest value of the data quality
flags of SMA35DQand CCSM35DQ.
The data quality
flags on the person record of a household head who has been
allocated
to the household because the transcribed
household lacked a head are all
code "0" on
Allocated
household heads are identifiable
by a unique
coded "6."
person record item SURSIM.
DEDUCTIONS. whether deductions for Federal Old Age Insurance or Railroad Retirement
were made from the sample line person's 1939 wage and salary and the amount of the
are
transcribed
from columns 43 and 44 of the population
schedule.
deductions
Were Deductions for
Federal Old-Age Insurance
or
Column 43.
Retirement
Made From This Person's Wages or Salary in 1939?
-- There must be an entry of either "Yes" or "No" in col.
(Yes
or No).
43, below, for each person 14 years old and over.
616.

Railroad

Enter
“Yes”
if any deductions
for Federal
Old-Age Insurance or
617.
Railroad
Retirement
were
made from the person's money wages or salary
were made.
during
the year
1939;
enter "No" if no such deductions
Deductions
for Federal Old-Age Insurance are made from money wages or
received
in
all
private
salaries
kinds
of
(up
to
$3,000)
(nongovernment)
employment except agriculture,
railroads,
charitable
and in
and other
nonprofit
organizations,
employment as sailors
domestic service
at the home of the employer.
Deductions
for
the
Railroad
Retirement
system are made from compensation earned in the
railroad
industry
for the first
$300 earned each month. Remember that
deductions
are made from salaries
for private
pension schemes, health
benefits,
etc., and that these are not to be included.

Column 44.
If so, Were Deductions Made From (1) All,
(2) One618.
. half or More, (3) Part, but Less Than Half of, Wages or Salary? --Enter
in col. 44 the symbol showing the proportion
of money wages or salary
for which deductions
were made for Federal
Old-Age Insurance
or
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Railroad
follows

Retirement
(leave col.

during the 12 months ending December 31,
44 blank if the entry in col. 43 is "NO"):

1939,

as

a. Enter "ln if deductions were made from all of the person's wages or
salary;
or, if the person received more than $3,000 in money wages or
(For Railroad
salary,
if deductions
were made from all of $3,000.
up to first
$300 earned each month.)
Retirement,
Enter "2" if deductions
were made from one-half
or more, but not
b.
all of the person's money wages or salary
(up to the limits
mentioned
in “a” above).
were made from part, but less
Enter "3" if deductions
C.
half,
of the person's money wages or salary (up to the limits
in "a" above).
post enumeration

processing:

In the census processing
Col.

COl.

42

"NO"
"Yes"
"Yes"
. "Yes"
Any other

than onementioned

the following

43

COl.

codes were added to column 44:
44

"Non/blank
"NO"
"Yes"

None/blank
Blank
Blank or Yes

Blank

Blank

combinations

Code for col.

44 (meaning)

0 (does not have SSN) "Yes"
4 (has SSN, no deductions)
5 (has SSN, amount of
deductions
known)
6 (has SSN, un.known
whether deductions)
Blank (Unknown SSN status)

In the public

use sample processing
a consistency
check of the entries
in columns
entries
and 44 was made. values for columns with missing or illegible
When this
internal
was imputed based on the entries
in the other columns.
allocation
could not be made values were allocated
from another person's
record.
The matching criteria
included household size, age, sex, race, employment status,
presence of 1939 wage and
occupation,
industry,
class of worker, farm residence,
social security
number (column
salary income (column 43 and column 44 allocations),
and social
security
deductions
(column 44
43 and column 44 allocations),
allocation).
32,

42,

43,

are the smallest administrative
Enumeration
districts
ENUMERATION DISTRICT.
Each enumeration district
was designed so
areas
delineated
by the Census Bureau.
See
that a single
enumerator could canvas the area during a two week period.
1940
Census
for
additional
History
of
the
chapter
III
of the Procedural
--description.
Post enumeration

processing:

The number of the enumeration district
is recorded in the upper right hand corner
This number served as the basic datum for all
of the ,population
schedule.
geographic coding in the 1940 census public use sample.
The household record
item EDSIMIL indicates
which household records are in the same
EDSIMIL is an eight digit
number which is the same for all
enumeration
district.
EDSIMIL is the HHID of the
households sampled from the same enumeration district.
first
household or group quarters record in the same enumeration district.
6.12

FAMILY. The family
on the 1970 census
Families
families.
household head, and
household head. The
of persons related
household head.

definitions
used in the 1940 census public use sample are based
family
concepts with additional
classification
of secondary
are classified
as primary families,
i.e.,
the family of the
secondary families,
i.e.,
families
of persons unrelated
to the
primary family may be divided into subfamilies,
i.e.,
families
to the household head in which the family
head is not the

The primary family consists of all persons who are related to the household head by
is only one person in the primary family,
If there
blood, marriage or adoption.
i.e.,
the household head, the person is coded as a primary individual.
A secondary
family
consists
of two or more persons who are related
to each other by blood,
or adoption,
but who are unrelated
to the household head.
Secondary
marriage,
families
consist
of a minimum of a married couple, e.g., a lodger and his wife, or
a parent and child
(regardless
of age), e.g.,
a housekeeper and her daughter.
Persons who are unrelated
to the household head and not members of a secondary
family are coded as secondary individuals.
The person record item FAMUNIT indicates
whether the person is a member of the
primary
family
(including
any subfamilies),
a member of a secondary
family,
a
primary individual,'i.e.,
the household head with no relatives
in the household, or
a person who is unrelated
to the household head who
a secondary individual,
i.e.,
is not part of a secondary family.
The person record item FAMSIZE is the number of
persons in the family unit to which this person belongs.
The person record item
FAMREL indicates
the person's relationship
to the head of the primary or secondary
The person record item FAMTYPE is a classification
of the sex of the
family.
family
head and the presence of own children
in the family.
Own children
are
defined as never married persons under 18 who are the son, daughter,
stepchild
or
adopted child
of the family
head.
The number of secondary families
in the
household is indicated
in the household record item SECFAM.
A primary family may contain subfamilies.
A subfamily consists
of a husband and
wife and any single children
under 18 or one parent (married or single) with one or
more single
children
under 18.
Children
of subfamily
heads who are themselves
ever married or over age 18 are not part of subfamilies;
they are coded "9" on
One member of a subfamily
must be reiated
by blood,
marriage,
or
SUBFUNIT.
adoption
to the head of the primary family,
i.e.,
the household head.
In the
public use sample subfamily codes, i.e.,
SUBFUNIT, SUBFSIZE, SUBFREL, and SUBFTYPE,
the head of the primary
family
and his spouse are not coded as members of a
subfamily;
they are coded "9" on SUBFUNIT. Therefore the total number of families
in the primary family is one more than the number of subfamily units.
Membership in a specific
subfamily
is coded in the person record' item SUBFUNIT.
The person record item SUBFSIZE is the number of persons in the subfamily to which
the person
belongs.
The person record
item SUBFREL indicates
the person's
relationship
to the head of the subfamily.
The person record item SUBFTYPE is a
composition
of the subfamily.
classification
of the family
The number of
subfamilies
in a household is reported in the household record item SUBFAM.
The coding of family membership was done by a clerical
coding staff.
The records
of households which contained
two or more persons who could form a subfamily
or
secondary family were processed by coders who assigned family membership and family
These codes were then added to the person records.
Households
relationship
codes.
which contain only primary families
without
subfamilies
had family membership and
relationship
codes added during the computer edit processing.
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The edit
check of family
membership included
tests
of the composition
of
subfamilies
and secondary families
to insure that the criteria
of what constitutes
Persons who were incorrectly
included
in a secondary or
a family
were met.
A test was then made to insure that the
subfamily
were removed from the family.
secondary or subfamily still
met the basic size and composition
requirements.
to ask migrants,
i.e.,
those persons who were
FARM. Enumerators were instructed
not living
in the same house or same place (a "city,
town, or village")
in 1935 and
in column 20
1940, if they lived on a farm in 1935. The response was transcribed
of the population
schedule.
In the public
use sample, persons are coded as living
on a farm in 1935 if they
answered "yes" to the column 20 question or they lived in the same house in 1935
and 1940 and the entry in column 6 indicated
the household lived on a farm in 1940
(see glossary entry FARMHOUSE).
FARMHOUSE. Whether the household
the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

lives

on a farm is transcribed

from column 6 of

instructions:

440.
Column 6. Does This Household Live on a Farm? This question is
to be answered "Yes" or "NO" for every household,
except that in a
thickly
settled
city district
a statement may be made in the space just
above and to the right
of the heading "Household Data"
of the first
schedule to the effect that there are no farms in the
enumerator's
and the column may then be left
blank.
district,
If the household
lives on a farm the answer should be "Yes," even though no
member
of the household
actually
works on the farm.
On the other, hand,
where a farmer and his family do not live on the farm, the entry for
this household should be "NO."
This question pertains
to residence
not to occupation.
Post enumeration

processing:

coders were instructed
to enter a code indicating
"Yes"
In the census processing,
to the farm question
for all household members if the household head lived on a
farm.
Coders were also instructed
to leave a "Yes" entry
for a particular
household even if there was a general entry for the enumeration district
that there
were no farms in the district.
When there were no entries
in column 6 and there
was no general
statement
that there were no farms in the district,
coders were
instructed
to make a "Yes" entry for the household if the household record had a
number in column 34 indicating
a farm schedule had been filled
out.
In the public use sample processing
if column 6 did not contain a valid entry, the
information
in column 34 or column M was used to impute farm residence.
Farm
residence for the household is reported in the household record item FARM.
are all types of living
arrangements other than
GROUP QUARTERS. Group quarters
private
households which were indicated
on the population
schedule.
These include
institutions,
e.g., prisons,
jails,
almshouses, and asylums, which are indicated
in
the "Institution"
line of the population
schedule's
heading.
Group Quarters also
include
all transient
lodgings,
i.e.,
those places enumerated on the nights
of
April
8th and 9th, 1940 (see chapter III
of the Procedural
History
of the 1940
Census).
Persons who were enumerated in transient
lodgings
were listed
on
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specially
numbered population
schedules and were sampled as individuals
rather
In addition
all selected households which contained five or more
than households.
persons unrelated
to the household head were defined as group quarters and sampled
The five or more persons unrelated
to the household head is the 1970
accordingly.
census group quarters definition.
Only the person in the group quarters
who answered the supplementary questions
at
the bottom of the population
schedule was selected for the public use sample.
In
editing
and allocating
the entries
for the sample line and person records of group
quarters
residents
some minor modification
in procedures was required since data on
other
persons
in the group quarters
were not available
for
interpersonal
consistency
checks and imputations.
in the same house in
HOUSE. Whether a person age 5 years old and over was living
1935
and 1940 was transcribed
from column 17 of the population
schedule.
The
person record item SAMHOUwas constructed
from this entry and the 1940 census
coder's entry in column D of the population
schedule.
HOUSEVALUE. The value
schedule.
Enumerator's

of the house is transcribed

from column 5 of the population

instructions:

Value of Home, if Owned, or Monthly Rental, if Rented.
Column 5.
If the home is owned, as indicated
by the entry "0" in col. 4, enter in
the current market
col. 5, on the line for the head of the household,
value of the home, as nearly as it can be ascertained.
Unless the home
been recently
purchased,
has
it will
be necessary to estimate
its
The estimate
should represent
the amount for which the home,
value.
including
(except on a farm) such land as belongs to it, would sell
under ordinary
conditions
not at forced
sale.
The assessor's
on which taxation
is based, is usually
valuation,
not a safe guide.
431.

Where a person owns a house with living
accommodations for more
than one household and his household occupies only a portion
of the
house rents part to another
house, as where the Owner of a two-family
estimate
the value of the portion
of the house occupied by
household,
the owner's household (which for a two-family
house may be about onehalf of the total
value),
and enter this amount in col.
5 for
the
The entry in col. 5 for the household or households
owner's household.
renting
a portion
of the structure
will
be the amount paid in monthly
Where any considerable
portion
of the house is
rental.
used. for
business purposes, such as a store, deduct the value of this portion -except that the value of one or two rooms used as an office
by a
dentist,
lawyer, or contractor,
etc., need not be deducted.
432.

For the home of a farm operator who owns, and lives on, his farm
(or who owns that part of the farm on which the dwelling
stands),
obtain
an estimate
of the value of the dwelling
in which he lives,
excluding
the land on which it is built.
(This figure should represent
a reasonable
fraction
of the value of all farm buildings
reported on
the farm schedule.)
433.

Whenever the value reported
to you for a dwelling
seems a great
439.
deal higher or lower than the 'value for similar
structures
in the same
neighborhood,
question your informant
further
to make sure that he has
6.15

properly
understood
the question
and that
market value of the living
quarters.
Post enumeration

the

value

is

the

current

processing:

In the public use sample processing,
if a valid house value entry was missing, the
datum in column L of the Population
Schedule was used to impute the value of the
house for homeowners. The value imputed was the mean dollar house value (column 5)
calculated
for the particular
column L value in the subsample (see Appendix II of
the Procedural
History
of the 1940 Census for a description
of the column L code
values) . When missing or illegible,
a house value was allocated
from a household
whose head matched on age, sex, race and tenure.
The value of the property
item VALUE.
HOUSEHOLD.Enumerators

for

were given

the household
the following

is

reported
instructions

in the household
to define

record

a household.

-- A household,
Household Defined.
420.
as the term is used for
is a family
or any other group of persons living
census purposes,
with common housekeeping
arrangements,
in the same living
together,
Although ordinarily
a household will
consist of a head, his
quarters.
and their children,
the persons in a household may or may not be
wife,
related by blood or marriage.
Include a servant,
hired hand, or other
employee who sleeps in the house as a member of the household for which
he or she works.
Consider
a boarder or lodger
a member of the
if *that
is his usual
place of
household
with
which he lodges,
residence.
as to what constitutes
a household is to be made on
421. The decision
the basis of the housekeeping arrangements and not the relationships
of
the persons making up the household.
For example, a couple with
married children
(with or without
children
of their
own) living
with
them in one house, apartment,
with only one set of cooking
etc.,
facilities
or housekeeping
arrangements,
comprise a single household.
On the other hand, if a married son or daughter or any other person
lives
in a separate portion
of the house that has its own cooking or
housekeeping
facilities,
such persons constitute
a household separate
from that of the persons occupying other portions
of the house, even
though the house may have been originally
built
for only one household.
Note that the household may occupy an entire house, or
422.
tenement, or "rent,"
or a
the house, such as apartment, flat,
section
of a building
devoted primarily
to nonresidential
a household may live
in a tourist
camp, a trailer,
Likewise,
tent, a freight
car, etc.
Persons Living
Alone.
423.
entirely
alone
constitutes
paragraph 425.

a part of
room or a
purposes.
a boat, a

-- For census purposes, a person living
a household,
except
as
indicated
in

In the sampling of the 1940 census public use sample, four "household"
types were
defined.
"Regular" households included all listed
households which contained fewer
than 5 persons who were unrelated
to the household head. Households with 5 or more
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persons unrelated
to the household head were sampled as "group quarters"
and only
one person's
record was included
in the sample.
Selected persons who resided in
institutions
(as indicated
in the "institution"
line
in the heading of the
population
schedule)
were sampled as "institutional
households"
and only one
Selected persons who were listed
on
person's
record was included
in the sample.
the population
schedules designated
for transients
(population
schedules numbered
81-100)
were sampled as "transients"
and only one person's record was included in
the sample.
In the public use sample the term "household"
refers to those households
regular
households.
"Group quarters"
include persons sampled as "group
"institutional"
residents,
residents,
and "transients."

sampled as
quarters"

Clerical
and computer checks were made to check that regular households contained
fewer than 5 persons not related
to the household head and that only the sample
record was included
in group quarters.
If a household
which
line
person's
of the household head was incorrectly
sampled as
contained more than 5 nonrelatives
a regular household,
all person records except that of the sample line person were
deleted
and the remaining
person record was reclassified
as a group quarters
member.
An additional
check was made for regular
households
to insure
records other than household members' were included in the household
clerical
check used the household visitation
number in column 3 of
schedule and the relationship
to head code to remove the records
were members of households
other than the selected household.

that no person
listing.
This
the population
of persons who

Each household and group quarters
member has a unique
household identification
number (HHID).
This household identification
number is the second item
on the
household,
sample line,
and person records.
The household record item PERSONS
contains
the number of persons in the household.
The value of PERSONSequals the
number of person' records for the household.
PERSONShas the value "1" for group
quarters members.
The household
record item HHCOMPindicates
whether the household includes
any
subfamilies
or secondary families.
The subfamily
and secondary family definitions
used in the HHCOMPclassification
are as defined in the glossary entry FAMILY.
The household record item HHCOMPlOgives the household composition
classification
In the 1940 census a subfamily was defined
based on 1940 census family concepts.
as a married
couple not including
the head of the primary
family,
i.e.,
the
household head, with or without
children.
Married couples who are lodgers are
counted as subfamilies,
but not those who are resident
servants.
to record as head
HOUSEHOLDHEAD. Enumerators were instructed
person who is regarded as the head by the members
of the,house,
father,
wife,
widow, or unmarried person of either
sex...."
This
on the first
line of the household listing
and the relationship
in column 8 of the population
schedule.
Post enumeration

of household "the
whether husband or
person was listed
"head" was written

processing:

The census processing
included several operations
which checked and reassigned
designation
of household head.
See chapter IV of the Procedural
History
of
1940 Census for a description
of these operations.
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the
the

In the public use sample processing,
all sample households which did not include a
person designated
as head, households where the person designated as head was not
and those households with two or
listed
on the first
line of the household listing,
more persons designated as head were inspected and recoded.
Approximately
600 households required
the allocation
of a household head record.
household head are identifiable
by the unique
The person records of an allocated
flags for all person
" 0" code in person record item SURSIM. The data quality
record items that were subject to external
allocation
are coded "6" for allocated
household heads.
INCOME. The wage and salary income in 1939 of the person is transcribed
32 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

from column

instructions:

Column 32.
Amount of Money Wages or Salary Received.
584.
This
question
must be answered for all persons 14 years and over except
inmates of the institutions
specified
in paragraph 504.
Enter an
amount or a zero (0) in col. 32 for each person for whom the entry in
col. 31 is one week or more. Enter "0" in col. 32 if the entry in col.
in paragraph 590. Note that for
31 is "0" and for the cases specified
persons
who have worked for business profits,
etc.,
rather
than for
money wages or salary during the year it is possible
to have an entry
of number of weeks worked in col. 31 and a "0" in col.
32.
32 the total
amount of money wages or salary
Enter in col.
585.
(including
commissions,
tips,
piece-rate
payments, bonuses, etc.) paid
in cash, or by check or draft,
to each person for work done as an
public
emergency project
work, in 1939.
employee, including
Do not
include
the earnings of businessmen,
persons
farmers, or professional
derived from business profits,
sale of crops, or fees.
Do not include
as money wages or salary,
income received
from any of the sources
listed
in paragraphs 587 and 593. Enter the total amount of money wages
or salary in terms of whole dollars,
regarding
sums of 50 to 99 cents
as one dollar.
For amounts above $5,000, enter "5,000+."
This means
that you are not to report the actual amount of money wages and salary
for persons who have received more than $5,000.
Keep this in mind in
enumerating
any household which seems likely
to have an income above
this amount.
Some persons
who might otherwise be reluctant
to report
wages or salary would be quite willing
to do so if they learn that the
amount above $5,000 need not be specified.
Include
in total
money wages or salary any amounts which have
586.
been deducted for Social Security
purposes (e.g.,
Old Age Insurance,
Railroad
Retirement,
or Unemployment Compensation).
Include also all
wages or salaries
earned by administrative
or project
employees on any
public
emergency program (WPA, NYA, CC, etc.)
regardless
of whether
such wages or salaries
were earned in the administrative
offices
of
these programs or on projects.
587.

Exclude

from total

a.
Sums received
charity.

as

money wages or salary
unemployment
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the following:

compensation,

direct

relief,

or

b. Income received in kind, such as living
quarters,
meals,
etc., even though received as payment for work performed.
c. Sums received

for

travel

and expenses incurred

supplies,

in travel.

In some instances,
588.
you will
find that the housewife,
or other
member of the household who is furnishing
you with the information,
will
not know the amount of money wages or salary on an annual basis.
In such cases, obtain an approximation
of the money wages or salary for
the year by multiplying
the number of weeks worked by the average
salary per week.
For example, a housewife may not know her husband's
total money wages or salary for the year but may IUIOWthat he worked 47
weeks during the year and that he earned $22.50 per week. In such a
$1,058 in this case,
case, obtain the proper answer to this question,
by multiplying
47 (total
weeks worked the entry in col.
31) by $22.50
(average amount earned per week).
Enter "0" in col. 32 for each person who worked one week or more
in 1939, but who did not receive any wages or salary as an employee
during that year. A zero (0) should be entered for persons who worked
only as unpaid family workers; for persons whose total wages or salary
were paid in "kind"
(that is, in use of living
quarters,
food, etc.);
and for persons who, during the year 1939, received income only from
as specified
in paragraph 593.
sources other than wages or salary,
590.

Post enumeration

processing:

In the census processing,
blank entries
were left blank unless column 31 (Weeks
Worked) was "0" in which case a "0" was entered in column 32.
If the entry in
column 31 was 5,000 or more the entry was canceled and "5000+" was entered.
In the public use sample processing,
missing or illegible
entries
in column 32 were
either
set to "0" or subject to external
allocation.
When other information
in the
person's
record,
e.g.,
the person was a "new worker" or had no work hours in 1939
(column 311, indicated
no 1939 wage and salary income was likely,
column 32 was set
equal to "0."
When there was no internal
evidence to determine
1939 wage and
missing
with
externally
salary
income,
and illegible
entries
were replaced
allocated
values.
Records were matched on age, sex, race, employment status,
presence of children
whether household head or not, school attendance,
occupation,
if wife, and weeks worked in 1939. If both the record requiring
allocation
and the
donor record had valid weeks worked entries,
the weekly wage of the donor record
was calculated
(column 32 entry divided
by the column 31 entry) and multiplied
by
the weeks worked entry
of the record requiring
allocation.
This value was used as
the allocation
for 1939 wage and salary income.
The household record item FAMERNis the sum of the wage and salary income of all
persons in the household's
primary family or the income of the primary individual
household head.
In calculating
this sum, the value 5,001 is used for each member
whose reported wage and salary income was more than $5,000.
The number of wage and
salary earners in the primary family (NEARN) and the number of earners whose wage
and salary income was greater than $5,000 (FiAFcN5K) are also household record items.
Whether the person received more than $50 in 1939 income from sources other than
wages and salary is transcribed
from column 33 of the population
schedule.
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Enumerator's

instructions:

Did This Person Receive Income of $50 or More From
Column 33.
591.
Sources Other Than Money Wages or Salary? (Yes or No).
There must be
33 for every person 14 years old and over except the
an entry in col.
inmates of the institutions
specified
in paragraph 504. Leave col. 33
blank only for inmates of such institutions
and for persons under 14
years of age.
The purpose of this question
is to find out whether the person
592.
received
$50 or more income during the year 1939 from sources other
than money wages or salary,
and not to ascertain
the amount of such
income.
Do not ask the total
amount of income received from sources
other than money wages or. salary.
Enter "Yes" for each person who received $50 or more from any one
593.
of the following
or any combination
sources:
Roomers or boarders
business
profits;
fees (obtained
by a professional
person);
rents;
interest;
dividends;
unemployment compensation; direct
cash relief;
old
annuities;
pensions;
royalties;
regular
(not
age assistance;
contributions
received
from relatives
occasional)
other
than the
members of the immediate family
in which this person lives
or from
income in "kind,"
that
is,
other
persons;
living
quarters,
food,
received
during
the year (from sources other than
supplies,
etc.,
the immediate family).
Note that income in "kind" is particularly
important
for certain
594.
such as farm laborers,
groups of persons,
household
servants,
and
other
employees. of restaurants
and
eating establishments.
In all
such cases, find
out whether or not the person has received
the
equivalent
of $50 or more in meals and/or lodging.
Note that if any family rents a room for as much as $5 a month
595.
for 10 months of the year, some person in that family (usually
the head
or the wife of the head) should have received an income of $50 or more
from this source,
and the entry should therefore
be "Yes" for that
person.
Note also that on almost any farm on which foodstuffs
are
grown or poultry
is raised
for home consumption
the value of these
products consumed in the course of a year will amount to more than $50
and some member of the family
(usually
the head) should be credited
with this income.
settlements
paid to a
Do not include:
Lump-sum insurance
596.
beneficiary;
lump-sum compensation payments paid after an accident or
for
other
damages; occasional
gifts
either
of money or of goods;
or
profits
from the sale of lands,
farms,
inheritances;
receipts
buildings,
businesses,
or securities
(unless the person regularly
earns
his living
by buying and selling
such properties);
or sums received for
travel
expenses.
Post enumeration

processing:

In the census processing
if a dollar
amount was entered
in column 33 a code
If no entry was
indicating
whether the amount was over or under $50 was entered.
made in column 33 the column was left blank.
If the enumerator had consistently
entered "NO" in the column 33 for persons residing
in CCC camps or NYA resident
projects,
the code was changed to "Yes" for all such persons who reported seven or
more weeks of employment in 1939.
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In the public use sample processing,
blank and illegible
entries
in column 33 were
subject to allocation
from a donor record.
Records were matched on age, sex, race,
employment status,
occupation,
receipt of wage and salary income, whether household
head or not, school attendance,
and presence of children
if wife.
INCORPORATED PLACE. Enumerators
were instructed
to record
the name of the
incorporated
place in the heading of the population
schedule.
In the geography
coding program, a check was made between this name and the place name associated
with the enumeration district.
In coding place of residence in 1935, the name of the place in column 17 of the
population
schedule was compared with a list
of incorporated
places with 1940
census populations
greater
than 2,500 in the 1935 State and county of residence.
The information
on 1935 place of residence
was used to code whether the person
resided in the central
city of a standard metropolitan
area in 1935,
i.e.,
the
person record item CCSM35.
The person record
item SAMPLA reports
whether the person lived
in the same
"community"
in 1935 and 1940.
Persons who lived in a same incorporated
place in
both years and persons who lived in an area of same county in 1935 and 1940 which
was indicated
as being neither
an incorporated
place nor a rural area are coded as
living
in the same community.
All other persons are coded as being in a different
community in 1935 and 1940.
INDUSTRY. The current
population
schedule.
Enumerator's

industry

of the person

is transcribed

from column 29 of the

instructions:

Enter in col.
29 the term or terms describing
the kind of
549.
industry
or establishment,
that is, the kind of factory,
store,
or
other place of business in which the person followed
the occupation
described in col. 28. In most cases there will be little
difficulty
in
determining
the industry,
since most persons are clearly
engaged in one
distinct
industry.
Difficulties
will
sometimes arise,
however, in
connection
with persons whose occupation
is connected with more than
one industry.
In such cases the person should be definitely
reported
in the principal
industry
in which he or his concern is engaged.
The
manager of a plantation,
for example, should be returned as the manager
of a farm, in spite of the fact that he also runs a store that supplies
groceries,
etc., to the laborers on the plantation.
550. For an employee who works for a concern that carries on different
activities,
the return
should be the industry
in which he directly
that represents
a major subdivision
of the enterprise
works, provided
and is carried
on in a separate building
or in a place physically
distinct
from other
activities
of the concern.
Thus, a miner working
in a coal mine, owned and operated by a steel mill,
should be returned
as engaged in the coal mining industry
(that is, in his immediate place
of work) and not as working for a steel mill.
On the other hand,
persons working in a department or other unit incidental
to the main
work of an establishment
should be returned
in the Industry
column
(col. 29) as engaged in the major activity
of the establishment.
For
example, the industry
return for workers in the power plant of a steel
rolling
mill should be steel rolling
mill;
that for workers in the box
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of an electrical
machinery
factory
should
be
making department
electrical
machine factory;
that for workers in the garage or the
warehouse of a departnent
store should be department store;
and that
for workers in the foundry of an agricultural
implement factory
should
be agricultural
implement factory.
Whenever possible,
avoid the use of the word "company" in col.
551.
29.
-An "oil
company" for example, may operate oil wells,
or a pipe
line,
or an oil
refinery,
or a cottonseed
oil mill,
or
it may be
engaged in selling
oil.
Likewise,
never enter a firm name in col.
29,
as "Jones and Co.," but state the industry
or
business in which the
person
follws
his
occupation,
as building
construction,
retail
hardware, etc.
Industrial
Homework and Other Work at Home.
For a person
564.
regularly
employed at home by an outside employer (person or factory)
sewing clothes,
on needlework,
making artificial
flowers,
etc.,
enter
in col. 28, for occupation,
a concise description
of the work actually
done.
Enter in col. 29, the kind of business for which the person was
employed.
Persons Assigned to Public mergency Projects
(WPA, NYA, CCC,
567.
(WPA, NYA,
etc. 1. For a person employed on a public emergency project
CCC, etc. 1, enter in col. 28 the occupation
at which he is working on
and in col.
the work program,
29 the nature
of the project
or
enterprise
in which he is engaged, as asphalt raker, road construction;
typist,
tax records survey; seamstress,
sewing
1 aborer, reforestation;
project.
works was transcribed
The usual industry
in which the person
persons from column 46 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

for

sample

line

instructions:

Lisual Industry
and Usual Class of Worker.
Columns 46 and 17.
623.
entries
to indicate
the usual
Enter in ~01s. 46 and 47 the appropriate
industry
and usual class of worker, in accordance with the instructions
for entering
these items in ~01s. 29 and 30.
(See pars.
548 to 575.1
The usual industry
and usual class of worker will be those, relating
to
his usual occupation,
which the person regards as the usual ones,
These entries
may or may not be the same as the corresponding
entries
in ~01s. 29 and 30.
Post enumeration

processing:

In the census processing
the coding of occupation,
industry,
and class of worker
(both current
and usual) was accomplished by a separate staff of coders following
the coding of other items on the population
schedule.
A detailed
description
of
the procedure
section
of the 1940 census
is presented
in the introductory
Alphabetical
Index of Occupations
and Industries.
Appendix IV of the Procedural
History of the 1940 Census is a reproduction
of the industry
coding instructions.
As part of the public
use sample processing,
records with missing,
illegible
or
inconsistent
occupation
and industry
codes were hand coded by a clerical
staff
if
alphabetic
descriptions
were present.
In the computer edit ,dhen the occupational
entry was consistent
with only one industry
code, the industry
code was set to that
particular
value.
When there were a range of industry
codes which are approprrate
for the occupational
code if the industry
code in col.umn F vas inconsistent
but the
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industry
code in column U was consistent,
the column U code replaced the column F
If a consistent
industry
code could not be obtained from the column U entry
entry.
a value was allocated
from a donor record
or determined by the occupational
entry,
which matched on age, sex, race, class of worker, and broad occupation group.
When
both occupation
and industry
required allocation
records were matched on age, sex,
race, highest grade completed, employment status,
and farm residence.
The class of
worker was also allocated
when both occupation
and industry
required
allocation.
industry
code
was
subjected
to similar
hand coding
and
The usual
Donor and recipient
records were matched
occupation/industry
consistency
checks.
and current class of worker. In
on age, sex, race, household size, current industry
allocating
usual industry,
if the donor record's
usual and current industry
entries
record's
current
industry
code was used for the
had the same code, the recipient
usual industry
entry if it was consistent
with the usual occupation code.
The industry
codes' (INDUS and UINDUS) numeric values were revised from the 1940
to use only
numeric
values.
The industry
code "998"
census code values
(nonclassifiable)
indicates
that neither
the original
coder nor the public
use
sample coder could classify
the alphabetic
description
in column 29.
INSTITUTION. Enumerators were instructed
to enter the name and type of institution
(if
not indicated
by the institution's
name) in the "institution"
line on the
heading of the population
schedule.
Enumerators were also instructed
to record the
range of lines
which listed
persons in the institution.
All persons in the
institution,
officials,
employees, inmates who lived in the institution
building
or
group of buildings
made up a single household.
However, if any officer
or employee
and his family lived in separate quarters (a detached house or structure
containing
they where enumerated as a separate household.
no inmates),
Enumerators
did not collect
information
on the labor
force
class of worker or income of institutional
occupation,
industry,
21-34 of the population
schedule were left blank).

status,
inmates

current
(columns

A type of institution
code was added to the person record only for inmates of the
See Appendix II of the Procedural
History
of the 1940 Census for a
institution.
This code is reported in the person record item
descr,iption
of the coding process.
if this code was missing or illegible
INSTYP. In the public use sample processing
the "other and not reported"
code (INSTYP equals "5") was assigned.
LABOR FORCE STATUS. The person record item EMPLOYis the 1940 census labor force
status code used in 1940 census publications.
It is based on the code in column E
of the population
schedule.
A description
of the column E coding is presented in
Appendix II of the Procedural
History
of the 1940 Census.
The person record item
EMPLOYand the labor force status code used in 1940 census publications
(described
in chapter IV of the Procedural History of the 1940 Census) differ
from the column
E code in that they include a specific
category for "new workers,"
i.e.,
persons
looking for work who have never been employed.
The person record item EMPLOYwas constructed
by replicating
the column E coding in
the computer edit program.
The coding procedure used the entries
in columns 21
through 27 and column E to recreate
the column E coding scheme.
The additional
category of "new worker" was added following
class of worker coding.
Enumerator's

instructions

for columns 21 through

25:

Entries
are to be made in ~01s. 21 to 33 only for persons 14
490.
Leave these columns blank for all persons under 14
years old and over.
years of age.
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These questions
are designed to give an
Columns 21 to 25.
491.
accurate
classification
of the work status during the week of March
of all persons 14 years old and over.
The answers to
24-30,
1940,
these questions will permit the classification
of such persons into two
large groups: (a) Workers in the labor force, and (b) persons not in
the labor force.
The labor force will be further
492.
information
collected,
as follows:

subdivided

on the basis

of the

Persons at work during the week of March 24-30, 1940,
in private
1.
Federal,
State,
or
local
Government work
work or nonemergency
Government work other than WPA, NYA, CCC, local
work relief,
etc.
( "Yes" in col. 21).
Persons at work on, or assigned to, public emergency project
2.
WPA, NYA, CCC, local work relief,
etc. ("Yes" in col. 22).
Persons who are seeking
3.
above ("Yes" in col, 23).

work,

and are not in either

of

work

the classes

Persons who have jobs, businesses,
or professional
enterprises
from which they were temporarily
absent during the week of March 24-30,
1940
("Yes"
in col. 24).

4.

The sum of all the persons in these four groups will be the total
493.
number of persons in the national
labor force during the week of March
24-30,

1940.

Persons not in the labor force March 24-30 will include all other
494.
persons 14 years old or over, that is those not working, not assigned
a job,
to public
emergency work, not seeking
work, and without
This group will
be subdivided
business,
or professional
enterprise.
into (a) persons who devote most of their time to the care of the home
and doing housework for their families
("HII in col. 25); (b) persons in
(c) persons physically
unable to work because
school ("S" in col. 25);
("U" in col. 25);
of permanent disability,
old age, or chronic illness
retired
persons, persons who choose not to
(d) other persons, including
work, etc. ("Ot" in col. 25).
The question in col. 21 is to be asked with regard to all persons
years old and over; and each of the questions in ~01s. 22 to 2.5 is
to be asked only if the answer to the preceding question is "No." Thus,
in reply to one of the questions
in
as soon as a "Yes" is received
enter a dash in each of the other columns in this
cols.
21
to
24,
25 for that person;
and do not ask the
and also in col.
wow,
the column to
questions
in this block (~01s. 21 to 25) that follow
which the answer of "Yes" is received.
495.
14

The questions
relating
to employment status are arranged on the
496.
schedule in the order in which they must be asked. Do not ask them in
any other
order.
Instructions
for each of these questions are given in
the following
paragraphs.
Column 21. Was This Person AT WORKfor Pay or Profit
in Private
497.
(Yes or
or Nonemergency Government Work During Week of March 24-30?
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There must be an entry of either
"Yes" or “No” in col. 21 for
No).
every person 14 years old and over, except that "Inst."
is to be
entered for inmates of the institutions
specified
in paragraph 504.
Enter "Yes" for any person who did any work, full-time
or part498.
time, during the week of March 24-30, 1940,
for pay or for profit
(a)
in any private
job, business,
or profession;
or (b) in any Federal,
State, or local nonemergency Government work.
Enter "Yes" also for any
person who worked during
the week at unpaid family work as defined
below.
Private
jobs, businesses,
and professions
include all positions
499.
except those where the person is paid directly
by a Government agency.
Nonemergency Government work includes
all Federal,
State,
and local
Government jobs or elective
offices
except project
jobs provided
on
public
emergency programs, such as WPA, NYA, CC, or local work relief
any work done for salaries,
wages,
programs. Work for pay includes
piece rates,
fees, commissions, tips,
supplies,
board and room, etc.,
and work for profit
includes
any work done in one's own profession,
business,
or store,
or on a farm which is owned or rented.
Unpaid
or
other
relative
family work is that done by a wife, son, daughter,
living
in the household who actually
assisted
without
money wages or
salary
on work which contributed
to the family income (such as in the
operation
of the family farm or family business enterprise)
at any time
work or chores, not
during the week.
However, housework, incidental
directly
connected with a family business enterprise,
and unpaid work
done in the household by persons who are not relatives,
are not to be
regarded as unpaid family work for purposes of this census.
500. Enter "NO" for each person who did not do any work in any private
or nonemergency Government employment during the week of March 24-30.
This will
include persons who were working on, or assigned to, public
emergency work (WPA, NYA, CCC, etc.) during the week.
501.
"Yes"

Some
of the important
special
is required are as follows:

classes

for

which

the answer of

person, such as a doctor or lawyer,
a. Enter "Yes" for a professional
whose professional
services were available
at any time during the week,
although
he may not have actually
performed
any such services
or
received any fees.
Enter "Yes" for a person with a business of his own (such as a
b.
a contractor,
or a peddler),
who
store
owner, a radio repairman,
that is who attempted to sell his wares or to
operated his business,
obtain orders, even though he may not have made any sales or performed
any services during the week.
operates a farm, even though
Enter "Yes" for a farmer who usually
C.
because of bad weather conditions,
temporary illness,
etc., he did not
actually
work on the farm during
the week. Enter "Yes" for the wife of
or other members of the farmer's
family,
only if they
the farmer,
actually
worked during the week on tasks contributing
to the income of
the farm and other
than home housework, occasional
work, or incidental
or other members of the
wife,
chores.
(Enter "No" for a fanner's
if they were engaged only on occasional
tasks, home
farmer's
family,
housework, or incidental
chores.)
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in his or
d. Enter "Yes" for each person who worked for pay or profit
her own home at any time during the week, as for example, a woman who
or who made artificial
flowers
that she intended to
took in laundry,
or did sewing at home for a clothing
factory.
sell,
e. Enter "Yes" for a person,
more boarders or lodgers.

generally

the housewife,

keeping

five

or

Enter "Yes" for a person who is working on a job involving
training
f.
for more advanced work.
Thus, student nurses and workers in company
training
schools and programs are to be regarded as working if they
receive
compensation in money or in kind (that is, living
quarters,
food, etc.).
Enter "Yes" for the administrative
employees of public
emergency
g*
programs who were employed in Federal,
regional,
State, district,
or
other
local offices
charged with the responsibility
of administering
any of the public
emergency programs set up to provide jobs for the
unemployed (WPA, NYA, CCC, State and local work relief,
etc.).
Enter
"NO" for all persons working on, or assigned to, specific
projects,
regardless
of whether such persons were in supervisory
or nonsuper
and regardless
of whether the project
is located in
visory positions,
offices
occupied by administrative
employees of the same programs.
For persons reporting
both (a) private
or nonemergency Government
502.
emergency project
work during
the week, enter
work, and (b) public
"Yes" in col. 21 if the person worked more hours in the nonemergency
work than in the public
emergency project
work; or if he left
the
emergency project
work during the week to take private
or nonemergency
Government work. For all other persons with both types of work, enter
'No" in col. 21 and "Yes" in col. 22. Never enter "Yes" in both ~01s.
21 and 22.
The entry of "No" is required
not only for totally
unemployed
503.
workers and for persons at work on, or assigned to, public emergency
14
years old and over as:
but also for
such persons
programs,
Housewives and other unpaid persons engaged in home housework only:
students
not also at work for pay or profit;
retired
and permanently
above with jobs,
disabled
persons; persons other than those specified
businesses,
or professional
enterprises
who for any reason did not
actually
work during the week of March 24-30, 1940.
Column 22. If Not, Was He at Work on, or Assigned to, Public
506.
Emergency Work (WPA, NYA, CCC, Etc.) During Week of March 24-302 (Yes
"Yes" or "No" in col. 22
or NO). -- There must be an answer of either
for each person with the entry "No" in col. 21.
For those for whom
"Yes" has been entered in col. 21, there should be a dash in col. 22.
507.
Enter “Yes” for each person who, during the week of March 24-30,
was at work on, or who, although not actually
working, was assigned to
work on a WPAproject;
on an NYA project,
on NYA Student Aid work; in a
CCC (Civilian
Conservation
Corps) camp; on local work relief;
or on
other public emergency employment provided by Federal, State, and local
Governments to furnish
employment to unemployed workers.
Do not enter
"Yes" for workers
employed by private
employers
even though such
employers are engaged in Government construction
on a contract
basis,
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as in the case of workers employed on Public
projects
(PWA). For a person with both public
private
or nonemergency Government work, follow
paragraph 502.

works Administration
emergency work and
the instructions
in

Enter "No" in col. 22 for a person with "No" in col. 21 who was
508.
(Note that
neither
at work on, nor assigned to, public emergency work.
for administrative
employees of the public
emergency programs "Yes"
will have been entered in col. 21 and a dash (-1 in col. 22.)
Note that if "Yes" is entered in col. 22, you must indicate
in
509.
col. 27 the number of weeks since the person last had a job of 1 month
or more in private
or nonemergency Government work, or if he never had
such a job the number of weeks since he last began to look for work.
(See par. 525.)
Column 23.
If Neither at Work
510.
Was This Person Seeking Work?
Work:
answer of either
"Yes" or "No" in col.
of "No" in cols..21
and 22. Enter a
with an entry of "Yes" in either ~01s.

Nor Assigned to Public Emergency
(Yes or No).
There must be an
23 for each person with an entry
dash in col. 23 for all persons
21 or 22.

Enter "Yes" in col. 23 for each person with an entry of "NO" in
511.
both ~01s. 21 and 22, who was seeking work. A person is to be regarded
to secure a job, or
as "seeking work" if he was making an active effort
For example, registration
in a
a business or professional
opening.
employment
office,
with
prospective
public
or private
contacts
placing or answering advertisements,
and efforts
to start a
employers,
or the practice
of a profession
are to be regarded
as
business
evidences of seeking work.
Enter "Yes" for each person who was actively
seeking work as
512.
indicated
above, and for each person who would have been actively
seeking work except for circumstances
such as those indicated
below:
Enter "Yes" for a worker in a community in which there are only a
a.
few dominant industries
(or only one industry)
who was not actively
seeking work because the plants or establishments
in the community were
shut down. For example, enter "Yes" for a miner (or a new worker) in a
mining town who would have been actively
seeking work except that the
mines were closed.
b. Enter "Yes" for a person without a job who would have been actively
seeking work except for a temporary illness
such as a cold.
Enter "Yes" for a person who would have been actively
seeking work
except for the fact that there was no work to be had, or no work to be
Note, however, that if such a person was on
had at his occupation.
layoff
with specific
instructions
to return to work within
four weeks
from the date of layoff,
the entry in col. 23 should be "NO' and the
entry in col. 24 should be "Yes." (See par.
516b).
C.

Enter "No" in col. 23 for each person with an entry of "No" in
513.
'COlS. 21 and 22 who was not seeking work as defined above. Enter "No"
if the person was merely looking for a better or different
job (unless
For a
he was on strike
and seeking work, in which case enter "Yes").
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detailed
in col.

listing
of some of the classes for which "No" is to be entered
23 see the instructions
for ~01s. 24 and 25.

Note that if "Yes" is entered in col. 23, you must indicate
in
514.
col. 27 the number of weeks since the person last had a job of one
month or more in private
or nonemergency Government work, or if he
never had such a job the number of weeks since he last began to look
for work. (See par. 525.)
Column 24. If Not Seeking Work, Did This Person Have a Job,
515.
(Yes or NO). -- An entry of "Yes" or "No" is to be
Business,
Etc.?
made in col. 24 only for persons for whom there is an entry of "No" in
cols.
21, 22, and 23. For persons with "Yes" in ~01s. 21, 22, or 23,
enter a dash.
Enter "Yes" in col. 24 for the types of persons listed
below who
516.
were not seeking work ("NO" in col. 231 and who had a job (other than
at public emergency project work WPA, NYA, CCC, etc.) or a business or
professional
enterprise,
at which they did not actually
work at any
time during the week of March 24-30, 1940.
A person on a paid or unpaid vacation.
The week of March 24-30,
will
be spring vacation
week for schools in some communities.
Enter "Yes" in col. 24 for school teachers and other school employees
who were on vacation during this week.
a.

1940,

A person with a job who was not at work because he was on a short
b.
lay-off
not exceeding 4 weeks and with definite
instructions
to return
to work on a specific
date.
C. A person
professional
recovery.

who was temporarily
ill
but who had a job, business, or a
enterprise
to which he was going to return
upon his

A person with a job, business,
or professional
d.
working because of temporarily
bad weather conditions.
treatment
of farmers, see par. 5Olc.I

enterprise
not
(For special

A person not at work because of an industrial
dispute
(strike
lock-out)
but who expected to return to his job upon the settlement
the dispute.

e.

or
of

Enter "No" in col. 24 for each person who was not seeking work
517.
for pay or profit
and who did not have a job, business, or professional
1940.
"No"
should be
enterprise
during
the week of March 24-30,
entered for persons such as housewives and other unpaid persons engaged
in home housework only; students not also employed for pay or
profit:
retired
and permanently
disabled
persons; persons who choose not to
work;
and persons not working during the week of March 24-30, who work
or seek work only
in limited
seasons of the year,
such as a
professional
football
player who does no other work, and the housewife
who may work as a saleswoman for pay only during the Christmas season.
Column 25.
For Persons Answering "No" to Questions 21, 22, 23,
518.
and 24: Indicate
Whether Engaged in Home Housework (H), in School (S),
Unable to Work (U), or Other (Ot).
-- There must be one and only one
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below for each person 14 years old or
entry in col. 25 as indicated
over with an entry of "NO" in ~01s. 21, 22, 23, and 24. Enter a dash
in col. 25 for all persons with the entry "Yes" in any one of ~01s. 21,
22, 23, or 24.
For each person

519.

with

an entry

of "NO" in ~01s.

21, 22, 23, and

24:
occupied during March 24-30
a.
Enter "H" if the person was primarily
with own home housework, even though she (or he) may work for pay or
profit
a short time during the year, as for example, during the canning
season or Christmas season.
b.

Enter

"S" if

the person was enrolled

"U" if the person was unable
chronic illness,
or old age.

Enter
C.
disability,

in school.
to work

because of permanent

Enter "Ot" for all others not at work, not seeking,
work,
and
d.
without
a job. These will
include:
(a) persons who work only during a
short season of the year, such as professional
football
players,
and
who were neither
working nor seeking work during the week of March
24-30,
1940;
(b) retired
persons still
able to work; (c) persons
who choose not to work; and (d) persons able to work who for any other
reason were not working, not seeking work, and without a job.
Post enumeration

.

processing:

When the person's
record did not provide adequate information
to code labor force
status an allocation
was made from a donor record.
The recipient
and donor records
were
matched on age, sex, race, relationship
to head, school attendance,
farm
residence,
and presence of an occupation,
industry,
or class of worker code.
MARITAL STATUS. The marital
the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

status

of the person

is transcribed

from column 12 of

instructions:

-- Write "SW for a single person
Marital
Status.
465.
column
12.
(one who has' never been married),
"M" for a married person (this
'Nd" for a widow or widower , and "D" for
"separated"
persons),
includes
a divorced person.
Post enumeration

processing:

a review of column 12 was made to insure that each person
In the census processing,
had an entry.
If there was no entry, clerks were instructed
to make an entry based
on information
on relationship
to household head (column 8) and age (column 111.
If this information
was inadequate to determine marital
status,
an "S" for single
was entered when there
was no spouse or children
of the person in the household
listing.
If the relationship
to household head (column 8) indicated
the person was a parent
and no spouse was listed,
persons were assigned a "widowed" code if they were over
age 55 and a "married spouse absent" code if they were under age 55.
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a series of consistency
checks were made to
In the public
use sample processing,
insure
that marital
status was consistent
with relationship
to household head,
and the sample line
fertility
and nuptiality
items.
When
family
relationship,
marital
status could not be assigned by internal
allocation,
marital
status was
When the relationship
allocated
from a record which matched on age, sex, and race.
that the person was ever
to head or fertility
and nuptiality
items indicated
the donor was required
to have an ever-married
marital
status,
i.e.,
married,
MARSTAcode of "l-4."
Inmates
of institutions
who had married entries were recoded
The marital
status of persons under 14 is not
to the married spouse absent code.
reported,
i.e.,
MARSTAequals "9."
MULMAR(whether married more than once)
MARRIAGE. Two sample line record items,
and AGEWED(age at first
marriage) were transcribed
from columns 48 and 49 of the
population
schedule.
Only ever-married
females,
i.e.,
females whose current
marital
status is other than single,
were asked these questions.
Post enumeration

processing:

In the public use sample processing
a computer edit check was made to determine if
there was a "yes" or "no" response for all sample line ever-married
females in
If the entiy was missing or illegible
a response was allocated
from a
column 48.
record which matched on household size,
sex,
race,
and
marital
status.
A
aget
computer edit check of the entry in column 49 was made to determine that the age at
first
marriage was not greater than current age and was greater than 12, or was not
inconsistent
with husband's age when a spouse was present.
If the age at first
marriage failed
these checks, an age at first
marriage was allocated
from a donor
record which matched on household size, age, sex, race, marital
status,
and whether
married more than once.
The allocated
age at first
marriage from the donor record
also had to be within
a range whose maximum was current age and minimum was either
age 12 or the current
age plus 12 minus the husband's age for those married only
once.
METROPOLITANSTATUS. The household record item METROindicates
whether a household
was in a standard
metropolitan
area in 1940.
Households which were in nonidentified
standard metropolitan
areas (coded "990" on household record item SMA) as
well
as households
in identified
standard
metropolitan
areas are coded as
metropolitan
households.
The metropolitan
status of each person's
1935
place of residence is indicated
in
As with the 1940 metropolitan
status
item, those
person record item METR35.
persons coded as living
in 1935 metropolitan
areas include persons in identified
and unidentified
standard metropolitan
areas.
Persons known to reside
in the
United States in 1935 but whose county of residence could not be ascertained
are
coded n6" on MBTR35. The 1940 and 1935 metropolitan
status items were constructed
by recoding SMA and SMA35.
MIGRATION DISTANCE. The person record item MIGDIS is the distance in miles between
Persons who where not inter-county
movers
the 1940 and 1935 counties of residence.
or who lived abroad in 1935 are coded "9997" on MIGDIS. The calculated
distance is
the number of miles
between the counties'
1970 centers
of population.
The latitude
and longitude
of these two points were used in the following
formula to calculate
MIGDSS:

MIGDIS = 69.055 * ACOS((SIN(LATA) * SIN(LATB))
l
COS(LONA LONB)))
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+ ( COStLATA) * COS(LATB)

where: LATA =
LONA =
LATB =
LONB =

latitude
longitude
latitude
longitude

of 1935 county
of 1935 county
of 1940 county
of 1940 county

MOTHERTONGUE. The mother tongue (Or native
transcribed
from column 38 of the population
Enumerator's

language)
schedule.

of the sample line

person is

instructions:

Tongue.
-- Enter here the principal
foreign
Column 38. Mother
603.
language spoken in the home of the person in his earliest
childhood.
if no foreign language was spoken.
Enter "English"
For foreign-born
persons
604.
spoken in the home before the
should be noted that the mother
the language of the country in
the mother tongue of a person
Russian, or some other language.

the mother tongue will be that language
person came to the United States.
It
tongue is not necessarily
the same as
which the person was born. For example,
born in Russia may be German, Polish,

For persons born in the United States,
enter the principal
605.
foreign
language, if any, such as French, Spanish, or Polish,
spoken in
the home in the person's
earliest
childhood.
Note that a foreign
language may have been spoken in the home even if both the person's
parents were born in the United States.
606.
tribal

For Indians,
language.

Post enumeration

the mother tongue or native

language

is usually

the

processing:

In the census processing
a numeric code for the person's mother tongue was entered
The coding instructions
for column H are
in column H of the Population
Schedule.
included
in Appendix II of the Procedural
History
of the 1940' Census.
In the
a check was made to determine if the alphabetic
entry
public use sample processing,
in column 36 of the population
schedule was included in the 1940 census basis and
If the
1980
census basis mother tongue coding lists
(see Appendices A7 and A8).
entry
was not included
on both lists
a clerical
staff
attempted
to code the
These codes were later added to the computer
language to 1940 and 1980 codes.
A computer check was made to determine
record
of the sample line
person.
consistency
among the column H entry, the 1940 code list and the 1980 code list.
OCCUPATION. The current
the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

occupation

of the person

is

transcribed

from column 28 of

instructions:

or
Occupation.
-- Enter in col. 28 an occupation
Column 28.
536.
the term "New worker" for each person who has an entry of any one of
28 blank for all
other persons.
The
21
to
24.
Leave col.
cols.
occupation
entry in col. 28 should be the word or words which most
accurately
indicate
the particular
kind of work done, as lawyer, ship
music teacher,
traveling
salesman, steamfitter,
file clerk,
carpenter,
etc.
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-- Return a person who was in charge of a farm as
Farm workers.
537.
whether he owned the farm or operated it as a tenant or
a farmer,
but a person who managed a farm for someone else for wages or
renter;
salary should be reported as a farm manager.
A man who directed
farm
labor under the supervision
of the owner, tenant, or manager should be
reported as a farm foreman or a farm overseer;
and a person who worked
on a farm for someone else but not as a manager or foreman should be
reported as a farm laborer.
A wOrnan who
538.
a woman
farmer;
garden work, in
should be returned

operated a farm or plantation
should be reported as a
who worked regularly
for wages at outdoor
farm or
the dairy,
or in caring
for livestock
or poultry,
as a farm laborer.

Unpaid Family Workers.
Enter in col. 28 the occupation,
such as
539.
farm laborer,
delivery
boy, salesman, etc., of a member of a family who
worked regularly
without
wages or salary
in the family's
farm, in a
shop or store from which the family obtained its support, or on other
work that
contributed
to the family
income (not including
home
housework or incidental
chores).
A person who worked regularly
as an unpaid family
540.
farm should ordinarily
be returned as a farm laborer.
The usual
population

occupation
schedule.

Enumerator's

of the sample line

person is transcribed

worker

on a

from column 45 of the

instructions:

--For
the purposes of this census,
Column 45. Usual Occupation.
the usual occupation
is that occupation which the person regards as his
usual occupation
and at which he is physically
able to work.
If the
person is unable to determine
this himself,
consider
as his usual
occupation
that occupation
at which he has worked longest during the
past ten years and at which he is still
physically
able to work.
620.

Enter
the particular
as defined
occupation
the same as
621.

in col. 45 the word or words that most accurately
describe
kind of work done by each person at his usual occupation
above in accordance with the instructions
for entering
(see pars. 537 to 568).
This occupation
may or may not be
that entered in col. 28.

For a person who has never worked continuously
for 1 month or
622.
more, enter "None" in col. 45 and leave ~01s. 46 and 47 blank.
Post enumeration

processing:

the coding of occupation,
industry,
and class of worker
In the census processing,
(both current
and usual) was done by a separate staff
of coders following
the
coding of other items on the population
schedule.
A detailed
description
of the
procedure is presented in the introductory
section of the 1940 census Alphabetical
Index
of
Occupations
and
Industries.
Appendix
IV of the Procedural History --of the
-1940 Census is a reproduction
of the occupation coding instructions.
As part of
inconsistent

the public
use sample processing,
occupation codes were coded by
6.32

records with missing,
illegible
or
if the alphabetic
a clerical
staff

In the computer edit of occupation
if the occupational
description
was present.
code in column u was
entry was missing for a sample line person, the occupation
from a donor record
used. If an occupational
code was missing, a code was allocated
which matched on age, sex, race, highest grade completed, and class of worker, and
When allocation
of usual occupation
was required
records were
industry
group.
matched on age, sex, race, household size, current occupation,
and class of worker.
In allocating
usual occupation,
if the donor record's
usual and current occupation
entries
had the same code, the recipient
record's
current occupation code was used
for the usual occupation
entry if it was consistent
with the usual industry
code.
The occupation
codes' (CCCUPand UOCCUP) numeric values were revised from the 1940
census code values
to use only numeric values.
The occupation
code "998"
(nonclassifiable)
indicates
that neither
the original
1940 coder nor the public use
sample coder could classify
the alphabetic
description
in column 28.
The color
or
RACE.
population
schedule.
enumeration.
IEnumerators were

race of the person is
The code categories

given.the

following

transcribed
are those

from column 10 of the
used in the original

instructions:

Column 10. Color or Race. Write "W" for white; "Neg" for Negro; "In"
for Indian;
"Chi" for Chinese; "Jp" for Japanese; Pil" for Filipino;
for Korean. For a person of any other race,
"Hi" for Hindu; and “Kor”
write the race in full.
Mexicans are to be regarded
Mexicans.
Indian or other nonwhite race.

as

white

unless

definitely

of

A person of mixed white and Negro blood should be returned as
Negroes.
Both black and
Negro, no matter how small a percentage of Negro blood.
mulatto persons are to be returned as Negroes, without distinction.
A
person of mixed Indian and Negro blood should be returned as a Negro,
the Indian
blood very definitely
predominates
and he is
unless
universally
accepted in the community as an Indian.
A person of mixed white and Indian blood should be returned
Indians.
if enrolled
on an Indian agency or reservation
roll,
or
as an Indian,
if the proportion
of Indian blood is one-fourth
or
if not so enrolled,
more, or if the person is regarded as an Indian in the community where
he lives.
Mixed Races.
Any mixture
of white and nonwhite should be reported
according to the nonwhite parent. Mixtures of nonwhite races should be
reported
according to the race of the father,
except that Negro-Indian
should be reported as Negro.
Post enumeration

processing:

persons with missing data were assigned the race of
census processing,
persons in the same household."
If the data were missing for the entire
household,
the race of the head of the previously
listed
household was assigned to
all members of the household.
In

the

“other

In the public use sample processing,
a data entry check for wild codes was made.
If the race item was missing or illegible
for a member of a primary or secondary
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When the racial
identification
family,
the race of the family head was assigned.
of an entire
primary family was missing,
the race of the head of household in the
same enumeration district
was allocated
to the entire family.
When the race of a
person who was not a member of a family was missing,
race was allocated
from a
record
and relationship
person
with
similar
to head
proximate
age, sex,
characteristics.
use sample file
contains
three record types:
RECORD. The 1940 census public
and person.
household "sample line"
Household records have the character
"H" in
item RECTYPE and the Value of item RECNUMis "1."
The sample line record, which
follows
the household record, has the character
"S" in item RECTYPE and the value
of item RECNUMis "2."
The person records,
one for each person in the household
and for the single group quarters resident
follows the sample line record and has
the character
"P" in item RECTYPE and the value of item RECNHMis "3" through "n"
(the number of persons listed
in the household).
The listing
order of person
records in the household is as follows:
family head (head of household)
Spouse of primary family head (spouse of household head)
Children
of primary family head who are not in a subfamily
Other relatives
of primary family head (not in subfamily)
Primary

1
Head of subfamily
Spouse of head of subfamily 1
Children
of head of subfamily 1

Head of subfamily 2
Spouse of head of subfamily 2
Children
of head of subfamily 2
Head of subfamily 3
Spouse of head of subfamily 3
Children
of head of subfamily 3
Head of subfamily 4
Spouse of head of subfamily 4
Children
of head of subfamily 4
Head of subfamily 5
Spouse of head of subfamily 5
Children
of head of subfamily 5
Head of secondary family 1
Spouse of head of secondary family 1
Children
of head of secondary family 1
Other relatives
of head of secondary family
Head of secondary
family 2
Spouse of head of secondary family 2
Children
of head of secondary family 2
Other relatives
of head of secondary family
Nonrelatives

of household

2

head who are not in a secondary
6.34

family

Within a particular
of age, oldest first.

family

group children

and other

relatives

are listed

in order

part of the quality
control
procedures the data for a subsample of households
were transcribed
twice and then examined for discrepancies.
A verification
clerk
using the microfilmed
population
schedule reentered
data in those fields
where
there
between the two independent
transcriptions.
was a discrepancy
This
verification
check was done on a sample of 10% of the enumeration districts.
The
household
record
item VERIFY indicates
which households
were included
in the
verification
sample.
Users of the verified
household sample should be aware that
sample of households
since all
it
is a clustered
households
in a selected
enumeration district
were
verified.
AS

The household record, sample line record, and person records are all 138 characters
To equalize
the record lengths
the household record and the sample line
long.
record contain "filler'
fields
following
the data quality
flag fields.
the person's
RELATIONSHIP. The person record contains several items which indicate
relationship
to the household head and the head of the family to which the person
belongs.
The person record item RELATE is a detailed
classification
of the
person's
relationship
to the household head.
RELATE was constructed
from the
enumerator's
alphabetic
description
of the person's relationship
to household head
in column 8 of the population
schedule and the 1940 census coder's entry in column
A of the population
schedule.
The coding procedure for RELATE included the following
rules.
A common-law wife of
the household head is coded "2' on RELATE. Adopted children
of the household head
are coded '3" on RELATE. Stepchildren
of both the household head and the household
head's spouse are coded "4" on RELATE. Only the spouses of own and stepchildren
are coded "22" on RELATE.
are coded "5" on RELATE. the spouses of foster children
The grandchildren
coded'"6" on RELATE include only children
of the household head's
adopted children,
and children-in-law.
or spouse's
children,
Children
of the
household head's or spouse's foster children
are coded "22" on RELATE. Relatives
of roomers, boarders,
and lodgers are coded "16" on RELATE. Relatives
of partners
and friends
of the household head are coded "20" on RELATE. Domestic employees
(coded "17" on RELATE) include persons whose entry in column 8 of the population
schedule indicates
that they "perform personal services for the household or some
of its members."
Examples of domestic employees are maid, servant,
chauffeur,
butler,
cook, companion, and housekeeper.
Nondomestic employees (coded "18" on
RELATE) include
persons whose entry
in column 8 of the population
schedule
indicates
that they "are employees whose labors contribute
in some manner to the
family income."
Examples of nondomestic employees are hired hand, farm hand, and
Relatives
of both domestic and nondomestic employees whc live
in the
laborer.
household
are coded "19' on RELATE.
If a relative
of an employee is also an
employee, e.g., a "hired lady" is the wife of a "hired man," the person is coded as
an employee rather
than a relative
of an employee.
The relationship
*partner"
as
used in the instructions
to enumerators refers to persons who are unrelated
to the
household head who share tenancy with the household head.
In addition
to foster
children
and wards, any orphans enumerated in the household are coded "21" on
of the household
head coded "15" on RELATE include
Relatives
such
RELATE.
relatives
as great grandchildren,
grandchildren-in-law,
grand nieces,
and grand
nephews as well as persons who were described simply as "relative."
Code "22" on
RELATE (nonrelative
of head not elsewhere classified)
is a residual
classification
which includes
relatives
of wards, foster children
and orphans, and those persons
for whom there is no evidence of being a relative
of any other household member and
whose relationship
to the household head is not classifiable.
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A computer edit check of the relationship
to the household head was made to insure
that
the relationship
to household
head code is consistent
with
the family
A two stage procedure was used to code family relationships.
relationship
codes.
The records of households with inconsistencies
between column 8 and column A, with
persons other than the household head or his wife, and households which contained
two or more persons who could form a subfamily
or secondary family were processed
by a clerical
coding staff which assigned family relationship
codes.
These codes
were merged with the household data.
The entire
file
was then processed by a
computer coding procedure which added family codes to those households that did not
contain
subfamilies
or secondary families
and performed a consistency
check of
family assignment and family relationship
codes.
The relationship
of the person to the head of the family is indicated
in the person
record items FAMREL and SUBFREL. FAMREL is the relationship
of the person to the
primary
or secondary family
head (see glossary
entry FAMILY).
SUBFREL is the
relationship
of the person to the head of the subfamily of the primary family.
RENT. The monthly contract
population
schedule.
Enumerator's

rent

paid by renters

is transcribed

from column 5 of the

instructions:

If the
435.
col. 4, enter
each month as
payment is not

home or dwelling
unit is rented, as indicated
by "R" in
in col. 5 to the nearest dollar
the actual amount paid
of the annual rental,
in case
rent, or enter one-twelfth
made monthly. -wDo not enter fractions
--of a dolla;.

If no money rent is paid, as where a workman receives the use of
436.
a house as part of his wages, enter in col. 5 the estimated monthly
rental
value based on the monthly rental
paid for similar
dwelling
units in the neighborhood.
In the case of a tenant farm operator,
that is, one who pays rent
437.
his dwelling
(rather
than for the
in some form for the farm, including
estimate the monthly rental
value of the dwelling
in
dwelling
alone),
This estimate should be based, if possible,
on the
which he lives.
rent actually
paid for similar
dwellings
nearby, making allowance for
the fact that rents are usually
lower in the open country than in town.
If there is no other basis for estimating
the rental value of the
438.
home of a farm tenant (or in some instances
a nonfarm tenant),
you may
consider
that 1 percent of the total
value of the dwelling
is a fair
seems to be a reasonable
For example, if $1,000
monthly
rental.
enter $10 as the monthly
estimate
of the total value of the dwelling,
rental
value.
Whenever the value reported
to you for a
439.
deal higher or lower than the value for similar
neighborhood,
question your informant
further
to
properly
understood
the question
and that the
market value of the living
quarters.
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dwelling
seems a great
structures
in the same
make sure that he has
value is the current

Post enumeration

processing:

In the public use sample processing
if a valid entry was missing from column 5 the
mean value of the household's
monthly rent code in column L was used as the
Average values for each column L code by tenure status were
reported monthly rent.
calculated
for each subsample processed.
These values were transferred
to the
The coding of column L is described
in Appendix II of the
column 5 entry.
When the column L entry could not provide
Procedural
History ---of the 1940 CenSUS.
an estimate
of monthly
rent a rental
value was allocated
from the record of a
household head who matched on age, race, sex, and tenure status.
The monthly rent
paid by the household is reported in the household record item RENT.
of which member of the household
RESPONDENT. The indicator
transcribed
from column 7 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

was the respondent

is

instructions:

Identification
of Persons Furnishing
Information.
Write an x
446.
with a circle
around it in col. 7 after
the name of the person who
furnishes
you with
the information
concerning
the members of the
household.
If you find it necessary to obtain the information
from a
person who is not a member of the household,
write the name of this
person in the left-hand
margin, opposite the entries for the household,
"Information
from John Brown, neighbor."
thus:
Post enumeration

processing:

The household record item RESPON indicates
the respondent's
relationship
If more than one person in the household was indicated
household head.
the person whose relationship
has the lowest code value
the respondent,
is indicated
as the respondent.

to the
as being
on RESPON

The person record item RESP indicates
if the person was the respondent
for the
Only one person in a household is coded as the
household or group quarters.
If more than one person was indicated
as being a respondent only the
respondent.
person with the lowest value on the item RELATE is indicated
as the respondent on
the item RESP. If no one in the household was indicated
as being a respondent all
persons in the household are coded n8" on RESP. Since only one person in each
in the public
use sample it is not possible
group quarters
was included
to
distinguish
between group quarters
where the sample person was not the indicated
respondent and group quarters where no respondent was indicated.
so that each
SAMPLELINE PERSON. The 1940 census public use sample was constructed
householdincludes
one person who answered the "supplementary
questions"
at the
bottom of the 1940 census population
schedule.
The single person selected from a
group quarters
is also a person who answered the "supplementary
questions"
on the
population
schedule.
Items from the "supplementary
questions"
are included in the
There are two ways to
sample line record of each household or group quarters.
identify
which person in the household is associated
with the sample line record.
The sample line record item PRECNUMis the person record number (RECNUM) of the
person to whom the sample line record items refer.
The person record item SLPERSON
indicates
whether this is the census sample line person.
In the sampling of the 1940 census microfilms,
approximately
100 households
were
selected which did not contain a sample line person, i.e.,
both the person record
and sample line record data were blank.
Typically
in these cases there was some
6.37

the person was not currently
residing
line which indicated
the person was in the armed forces or enumerated elsewhere
for some other reason, or the person
line
was left
blank
by mistake.
These
households
are included
in the public
use sample. The sample line record item
PRECNUM
has a value of "0" for these cases and all the sample line record items
notation
in

on the person

t??e household,

except

e.g.,

with zeros.
There
RECTYPE, HHID, and RECNUM are filled
with the sitllple line record in these households.

is

no person

record

associated
SAMPLING

WEIGHT.

household (household
record item SLWT).
indicate
whether the
item
SELE'WTHH) and
(sample line record

public
use sample
includes
a sampling weight
for
the
record item HHWT) and for the sample line person (sample line
There are also two self-weighting
sample indicators
which
household is part of a self-weighting
sample (household record
whether the sample line is part of a self-weighting
sample
item SELFWTSL).
The

The sampling
of households
from the microfilmed
population
schedules
involved
selecting
households
with
a probability
proportional
of the
to the inverse
The sampling
procedure
household's
size.
selected
sample line
persons and
transcribed
the data from the sample line record and the associated
household.
Since the probability
of a household including
a person who answered the sample
line
questions
is directly
proportional
to the household's
size (actually
the
number of schedule lines used in the household listing),
households were selected
with a probability
equal to the inverse of their size.
For example, a two person
household was selected with the probability
of one-half.
of large households
there was an
To insure
an adequate number of observations
oversampling
of households with eight or more persons in the household listing.
The household
These households were selected with a probability
of one in seven.
sampling weight
HHWT has a value of 100.0 for households with seven or fewer
household listing
(persons added to the household from
persons in the original
.(z';;l--.-v-m..
;'-Lli ry.) .
"l-t ';:.':is'?jiQ1<
r.; 5-e z -he SO;;C',LJ,I y,.
,,.lJa:ion
51i*d~5"
iiS
?G :
_UYL
with eight
or
sampling weight has a value of 700/(household
size) for households
more persons in the original
household listing.
For example, HHWTequals 87.5 for
with ei:jht
persons
in the original
household
listing.
UCCe
,?ersons in ‘households
that HhWT has an implied
decimal after
the first
character,
e.g.,
the weight of
87.5 has the value "0875" on HHWT.
A self-weighting
sample of households is available
by selecting
households coded
household sample includes all households with
"2" on SELFWTHH. The self-weighting
The self-weighting
seven or fewer persons in the original
household listing.
household sample also includes a random selection
of households with eight or more
The selccticn
procedure to produce the
parsons
in the original
household
listing.
self-weighting
household
sample excluded
large households
at a rate of 1 in
where h is household size equal to eight or more.
For example, every
h/(h-71,
eighth household of size eight was excluded to produce the self-weighting
household
sample.
In 'analyses
of household record items or person record items the full
weighted
See Chapter 3 of
sample or the slightly
smaller self-weighting
sample may be used.
*Guidelines
for Use of the Sample" for additional
the technical
documentation
information.
sample
included
on
probability
weights
the
The

line
record item SLWT is the sampling weight for the person data
Since the sample line person was selected
with a
the sample line.
SLWT
to the inverse
of the person's
household
size,
proportional
sample line record items
as a direct
proportion
to the size of the
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household in the original
less than seven persons.
more persons.

listing.
SLWT is

SLWT is lOO(household size) for households with
700 for persons from households with seven or

TO produce
a self-weighting
sample of sample line records the sample line record
The self-weighting
sample line record sample
person item SELFWTSL may be used.
includes
all sample line records for persons from households with seven or more
Sample line records for persons from households with less than seven were
persons.
excluded at a rate of 1 in 7/(7-h) where h is household size from one to six.

the full
weighted sample line record
In analyses of sample line record items,
sample or the smaller self-weighting
sample line record sample may be used.
See
"Guidelines
for Use of the Sample" for
chapter 3 of the technical
documentation
additional
information.
school or college
SCHOOL. Whether the person was attending
transcribed
from column 13 of the population
schedule.
Enumerator's

since

March 1,

1940

is

instructions:

Attended School or College Any Time Since March 1,
Column 13.'
Write IIYes" for a person who at any time since March 1, 1940, has
or been enrolled
in, any school,
college,
university,
or
attended,
Include
institution.
Enter
all
others.
educational
"NO" for
attendance
at a night school, extension
school, or vocational
school
Do not include
only if it is a part of the regular
school system.
correspondence
school work .of any kind.
466.
1940

Post enumeration

processing:

if
:3
:3 .h'as l?f. t '313nk the cc?.--r was instr;lc'r+.?
CBIiS'JS
_3-cXSSi.l3
co;zmn
I il cl*
the person was a student.
If there was not an
enter "Yes" if column 25 indicated
age with a
entry
indicating
student in column 25, coders compared the person's
in the appropriate
State ( see
school attendance
table
of ages of compulsory
If the person's age
Appendix II of the Procedural
History ---of the 1940 Census).
was within
the compulsory school age range a "Yes" was entered in column 13.
If
the person's age was not within this range a "No" was entered.

In the public use sample processing if there was not a valid entry in column 13 and
column 25 indicated
that the person was in school the person was coded as currently
When missing or illegible,
an enrollment
status value was allocated
from
enrolled.
a donor record which matc‘ned the person on age, sex, race and whether a farm
resident.
The highest
grade
population
schedule.
Enumerator's

of

school

completed

is

transcribed

from

column

14

instructions:

Highest Grade of School Completed.
Enter here, for
Column 14.
467.
the last full
grade of school completed,
that is, the
each person,
highest
full
grade that the person has successfully
finished
or from
Do not include half years or grades that
which he has been graduated.
were not finished.
This question refers only to the education obtained
468.
private,
or parochial
schools,
colleges,
or universities.
6.39

in public,
Education

of

the

obtained
at vocational
schools
is not to be considered,
unless
such
school
system.
For a
schooi
or
college
was a part
of the regular
the last
grade completed
will
be
the grade
parson
still
in school,
For a person
who
preceding
the one in which
he is now enrolled.
completed
his formal
education
in an ungraded
school
or in a foreign
country,
enter
the approximate
equivalent
grade in the American
school
of years
cannot readily
be determined,
the number
system,
or, if this
For a person
who obtained
his entire
the person
attended
school.
schooi,
enter
the approximate
equivalent
grade
education
in night
completed.
Enter
years

for a person who completed
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 or
or university
or a professional
school
(law
school,
dental
school,
engineering
medical
normal
school,
school,
or theological
school),
whether
or not the person was graduated
school,
from high school.
469.

more

C-l

at

For

470.
school,

to

persons

it

will

whose highest
be necessary
to

elementary-school
For

471.

formal

In the
numeric

grade completed
was in
ascertain
the equivalent
high-school
grades.

or regular

children

under

schooling,

Post enumeration

C-5,

a college

that

a junior
high
in terms of

age, and for persons who have
who never attended
school, enter "0."

school

is,

processing:

enumerators
entries
in column 14 were
census processing,
When column
codes in column B of the population
schedule.

had the entry

had no

"Un" (indicating

for persons
under
2 il;C j -.I :YJ 5 .

six

unknown) the code for

years

old

and a missing

data

translated

"none" was entered
code

into
blank or
in column B
for persons

14 was

was entered

li

a consistency
check was made between
the
use sample processing,
and tie colilrnn Ij antry.
?, consistency
check between col:an
3 ant
was missing,
illegible
or
the person's
age was aiso made. When the column B entry
determined
to be too advanced for the person's
age years of school was allocated
from a donor who matched the person's
sex, race, school attendance,
and age.

In

the

~CbGl'iTln

public

14

entry

SEX. The sex of the person
Enumerator's
452.
Post

is

transcribed

from

column

9 of

the population

schedule.

instructions:

Column 9.

enumeration

Sex.

Write

"M" for

male , and 'IF" for

female.

processing:

checked
the
consistency
between
sex
processing,
coders
the
census
In
If column 9 was blank coders were instructed
relationship
to household
head.
enter
the appropriate
sex code based on the relationship
to head entry.
In

the

edit
check
was made to insure
the
&-I additional
check was made
spouses.
between
sextyped
descriptions
of relationship
to household head in column 8 and
When the person's
sex could
not be determined
from family
or household
sex.
from a donor record
which matched on
relationships
the person's
sex was allocated
to household
head, and marital
status.
age, race, relationship

appropriate

public

use

sex for

sample

family

processing,

heads and their

6.40

an

and
to

Whether
the
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
number is transcribed
from column 42 of
Enumerator's

sample line
the population

person
has
schedule.

a Social

Security

instructions:

Does This
Person
Have a Federal
Social
Security
Column 42.
613.
-- There must be an entry
in col.
42 of either
"Yes" or "NO"
Nunber?
as indicated
below,
for each person 14 years old and over.

Enter "Yes" in col. 42 for a person who has been given a Federal
614.
Social
Security
number.
It does not make any difference
whether
he
knows the Social
Security
number; nor does it make any difference
if he
has lost
his
Social
Security
card.
If a person
ever had a Social
Security
number, enter "Yes" for him in col. 42.
Post

enumeration

processing:

a consistency
check was made among entries
in
In the public
use sample processing,
If entries
in column 44 indicated
that the person did have a
columns 42 and 44.
Social
Security
Number the entry
in column 42 was made "Yes."
If column 42 was
missing
or illegible
and the entry
could not be imputed from columns 43 and 44 an
allocated
value was obtained
from a donor record
which matched on household
size,
employment status,
class of worker,
and whether
the person lived
on
age, sex, race,
a farm.
In the public
use sample processing,
the person's
surname (see
SPANISH SURNAME.
glossary
entry
SURNAME) was compared with a list
of Spanish surnames developed
for
use in the 1980 census
(see J. Passe1 and D. Word, wConstructing
the List
of
Spanish
Surnames for the 1980 Census:
An Application
of Bayes' Theorem"
(1980)).
If tine person's
surname was included
on the list
the person was coded as having
a
Spanish
surname on t.?e person record
item SPANIS.
Ottierwise
the person xas coded
as not having
a Spanish surname.
A .zomputer prograin
was used to compare the transcribed
surnames with the list
of
1980 census Spanish
surnames.
The program first
processed
the transcribed
surname
to follow
procedures
used in the 1980 census clerical
coding
procedures.
This
included
creating
alternative
versions
of certain
surnames,
e.g.,
the surname "de
la Cruz" generated
the comparison
surnames "Cruz,"
"Lacruz,"
and "Delacruz."
The
various
versions
of the transcribed
surname were then compared with
the list
of
Spanish
surnames
used in the 1980 Spanish
surname coding.
Persons with
the same
surname similarity
code (person
record
item SURSIM) received
the same code on
STANIS.
were
assigned
Persons with
the surnames "Martin,"
"Roman,"
"Santos,"
and "Silva"
the SPANIS code based on their
birthplace
or parent's
birthplace.
The special
coding procedure
for these surnames is required
because of their
common occurrence
in
nonhispanic
populations.
Persons
with
these
surnames
who were born
in
Argentina,
Boliva,
Chile,
Republic,
Columbia,
Costa Rica,
Cuba, the Dominican
Ecuador,
El Salvador,
Guatemala,
Honduras,
Mexico,
Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay,
Peru,
or Venezuela
were coded as having
Spanish
Puerto
Rico,
Spain,
Uraguay,
surnames.
If persons
with these surnames did not have one of the listed
countries
as a birthplace
and the persons'
parents'
birthplaces
were enumerated
on the sample
line,
a check
was made to determine
if
either
parent
was born in the listed
countries.
If either
the mother or father
was born in the listed
countries
the
person was coded as having a Spanish surname.
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Persons with missing or illegible
surnames were allocated
a Spanish surname code.
If the person was a member of the primary family of the household, the SPANIS code
of a household head in the same enumeration district
was allocated.
If there were
not other
households
in the enumeration
district,
the age, sex and race of
For persons not in the primary family,
the Spanish
household heads were matched.
surname code was allocated
from a donor record that matched the person's age, sex,
to household head.
race, and relationship
STANDARDMETROPOLITANAREA. Standard metropolitan
areas (SIG's) indicated
in the
1940
census public
use sample are based on 1950 census definition
and population
size criteria.
The 1950 census documentation
describes
a standard metropolitan
area as follows:
standard
metropolitan
area is a county or group of contiguous
counties which contain at least one city of 50,000 inhabitants
or more.
In addition
to the county or counties containing
such a city or cities,
contiguous
counties
are included
in a standard metropolitan
area if
according
to certain
criteria
they are essentially
metropolitan
in
character
and socially
and economically
integrated
with the central
city.
A

of metropolitan
character
relate
primarily
to the
The criteria
character
of the county
as a place
of work or as a home for
concentrations
of
nonagricultural
workers
and their
dependents.
Specifically,
these criteria
are:
The county must:
(a) contain
10,000 nonagricultural
workers, or
(b) contain
10 percent
of the nonagricultural
workers working
in the
standard metropolitan
area, or (c) must have at least one-half
of its
population
residing
in minor civil
divisions
with a population
density
1.

af

2.
total

150 or more _;er square

nile

Nonagricultural

workers

employed

of

persons

the

and contiguous

must constitute

to the central

at least

two-thirds

city.
of

the

county.

The criteria
of integration
relate primarily
to the extent, of economic
and social communication between the outlying
counties and the central
county as indicated
by such items as the following:
Fifteen
percent or more of the workers residing
in the contiguous
1.
county work in the county containing
the largest
city in the standard
metropolitan
area, or
Twenty-five
percent
or more of the persons working
2.
contiguous
county reside in the county containing
the largest
the standard metropolitan
area, or

in the
city in

The number of telephone calls per month to the county containing
3.
the largest
city in the standard metropolitan
area from the contiguous
county
is four
or more times the number of subscribers
in the
contiguous
county.
A major difference
between 1940 census public use sample standard metropolitan
area
definition
and the 1950 census standard
metropolitan
area definition
is the
treatment
of metropolitan
areas in New England.
In the 1950 census, New England
standard
metropolitan
areas are defined
by towns and cities
civil
(minor
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In the 1940 public use sample, New England standard metropolitan
areas
divisions).
are defined in terms of counties as in the rest of the country.
Appendix A2 lists
In forming county unit New
the counties
which form standard metropolitan
area.
England standard
metropolitan
areas,
there were several
counties
which contain
divisions
which were part
of different
1950
census
standard
civil
minor
The assignment of a county
to a particular
1940
standard
metropolitan
areas.
area was based on the minor civil
division
with
the largest
metropolitan
As a result
of this assignment six 1950 census standard metropolitan
population.
areas in New England are not identified.
These 1950 standard metropolitan
areas
MA; New Bedford,
New Britain-Bristol,
CT,
are Lawrence,
MA; Lowell,
MA;
Stamford-Norwalk,
CT; and Waterbury, CT.
In the 1940 census public
use sample, certain
standard metropolitan
area are not
identified
because
of
confidentiality
criteria.
a standard
To identify
area within
a State,
the 1980 census population
of the standard
metropolitan
or more and the nonmetropolitan
population
of the
metropolitan
area must be 100,000
State must also be 100,000
or more.
It was also necessary to not identify
four
standard metropolitan
areas so that the aggregated nonidentified
metropolitan
area
within
a State
was greater
than 100,000.
For certain
interstate
standard
parts
of them are not identified
because the part in a
metropolitan
areas,
in 1980.
The listing
of the
particular
State had a population
of less than 100,000
county components of standard metropolitan
areas in Appendix A2 indicates
those
counties which are not identified
(SMA code equals "990").
Processing
Standard (FIPS) codes are used to indicate
STATE. Federal Information
current
State of residence,
State of birth,
State of residence in 1935, and States
of birth for both parents.
These codes are reported in Appendix Al.
Similar codes
are used on the 1950 census-1980 census public use samples.

State economic areas (SEA'S) are relatively
STATE ECONOMIC AREA.
homogeneous
They consist
of counties
or groups of counties
which have
subdivisions
of States.
similar
economic and social characteristics.
The aggregation
of counties within
a
State to form State economic areas used in the 1940 census public use sample is the
grouping
used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for
the
1950
census.
The
description
of the 501 State economic area groups is presented in Donald J. Bogue's
1951).
State Economic Areas (Washington: Government Printing
Office,
Appendix A4
is a listing
of State economic areas and the counties which form them.
The area
designation
in Appendix A4 is from Table C. of Bogue's monograph. Certain SEA's can
not be identified
because they did not have a population
of 100,000
or more in
These SEA's have been combined with other SEA's in the State based on
1980.
contiguity
and metropolitan
status,
e.g.,
in Alabama, SEA Area 2 and Metro Area B
are combined and have the same code on the public use sample items SEA and SEA35.
A detailed
description
of the criteria
for creating
SEA groups is also presented in
Bogue's monograph.
population
schedules, the 4576 microfilm
SUBSAMPLE. In the sampling of microfilmed
assigned
reels
to twenty
subsamples.
Each subsample is an
were randomly
The independence of the subsamples was maintained
throughout
independent
sample.
the public use sample processing.
Records which provided values for missing data
allocation
were selected
from within
the same subsample as the record requiring
values.
Each subsample is therefore
an independent
replicate
of the public
use
sample.
The household record item SUBSAMPLidentifies
the subsample number of the
To insure confidentiality
of the data the value of SUBSAMPLis not the
household.
original
order of sampling and data transcription.
The public
contiguous.

use sample file
is organized so that all records from a subsample are
Within a subsample, household records are grouped by State. States are
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listed
i2
California.

a geographically
vit1i.n
4 sta??,

cor1tiguou.s
households

order
beginning
arts not ordered

brith Yaine and ending
with
in any specific
sequence.

head or group quarters
:ne:aber respond.en% wan
S3RY"'I"
L.-L Y. The s*urname of the household
tr3nrcribed
from column 7 of the population
schedule.
For other persons
li.ste:j
in
to indicat?
*rhlther
%hY i~ous~~hol~.l 3 code 'Jas entacad
they had the same surllane.
When ,a ne,$ surname was encountsred
it was also transcribed.
The ordinal
pLacemen=
of the person's
surname jrithin
the household
listing
is in8icated
in the person
record
i tom SURSIM.
The surname of the person **as also compared to a listing
of Spanish
in the: 1930 census (see glossary
entry SPANISH WI_
SURNAX.8). Persons who
similar
to a previously
listed
person
were imputed
the same Spanish
(person
record item SPANIS).
Records of heads of households
that were
households
which lacked a household
head are coded "0" on SURSIM.
TENIJRE.
owned or
schedule.
Hnumerntor's

The tenure
rented
by

surnames used
had a surname
surname code
allocated
to

status
of the household,
e.g.,
whether
the dwelling
unit
is
the household
is transcribed
from column 4 of the population

instructions:

Home Owned or Rented (Tenure).
-- If the home in
Column 4.
328.
which the household
lives
is owned by the head of the household
or by
some related
member of his family
living
with the household,
enter "0"
(for
owned) on the line
for the head of the household,
regardless
of
whether
it is still
being paid for or is subject
to a mortgage.
If the home or dwelling
unit
is not owned, either
wholly
or in
429.
.
.\ \ iz.2
i.2il:;.~.l] ,;:1 p:.
'lr'_ I. i-2 5 <;I.- :.-I t!
L;;-- .: { Q'S ;.-jiJ-;L.j ,,* ,i.J 3v.3, .jy, -5 ,n,
paid.
head of ';le household I even though no rent is actually
4 30 .
is

Post

%at

i tio.ne :jh i c 11 i :j wned 517 a ;+rs.ln
of a lodger
should be returned

enumeration

,Ihsse position
as rented.

in

the

kc,:lse!lolci

processing:

the tenure
status
entry
in column K was used
In the public
use sample processing,
When tenure
status
could not be
when the column 4 entry
was missing
or illegible.
status
was allocated
from a household
determined
from column 4 or column K, tenure
tlhe 7alNle in ~col~rl.n 5 ,.qas
head recor:-l sqhich matzhe3 on age, racy?, sex, and .+iet:ler
$200 or more.
of persons
seeking
work or assigned
UBEMPLOYMENT. The number of weeks unemployed
from colon
27 of the
to public
emergency work up to Warch 30, 1340 is transcribed
population
schedule.
Enumerator's

instructions:

For each person seeking
Persons with Previous
Work Experience.
526.
emergency
work who has had previous
work
work or assigned
to public
experience
on a private
job or a nonemergency
Government
job lasting
one month or qore full
time, enter the number of weeks since t..e end of
vork of 1 month or more.
his last
private
or nonemergency
government
However the following
exceptions
must be observed:
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For a person who does not usually
work at one job for one month or
a.
nurse,
a stevedore,
etc.,
enter the number
more, such as a private-duty
regardless
of
of weeks since the person last worked at his occupation,
the duration
of the work.
a person
who,
at any time
since
his
For
b.
nonemergency
government
job of one month or more,
during
which he did not desire
work for pay or profit,
of weeks since he last began seeking work.

last
private
or
has had a period
enter the number

Persons without
Previous
Work Experience.
- For each person who
527.
has never worked in a private
or nonemergency
job for one month or more
(including
persons who have worked only on public
emergency projects),
enter
the number of weeks since the person last began to seek work. In
most cases this
will
be the number of weeks since
the person
left
school.
both for persons
seeking
work and for those on public
Note that,
528.
emergency work projects
(WPA, CCC,
emergency work, time spent on public
NYA, etc.)
and time spent on jobs lasting
less than 1 month (except
as
526a) are to be counted
as weeks unemployed
for the
provided
in par.
purpose
of this
question.
Make the entries
in whole numbers, counting
fractions
of half
a week or more as whole weeks.
Post

enumeration

processing:

Census processing
included
a check to insure
that
only persons
seeking
work or
employed
on emergency
work projects
had responses
in column 27.
If the entry
in
column 27 was greater
than 99 weeks the entry was replaced
with a code indicating
a
range of weeks of unemployment
duration.
These range values are used in the person
?,a.--? 3- 2_I_..
-97 -,7--r-x70*1
__-.__
r.‘.J.,-.. ,: t>A+ -n$pq
bY ^_. arz +'na
c.... Ti,dTpint-';
^-d>
of the rmges 'z.
In the public
use sample processing
if the entry
in column 27 was missing
for a
sample
line
person,
the average
number of weeks unemployed
calculated
fcr
a:;
oarsons
in the subsample
having
t'ne same column T code was assigned.
If this
Limputation
was not &possible,
missing
and out of range values
were replaced
with
allocated
values
from another
person record matched on age, sex, and race.
VETERAN. Whether the sanple line person
old child
of a veteran
18 year
under
population
schedule.
Enumerator's

is
is

a veteran,
the wife of a veteran,
or an
transcribed
from column
39 of the

instructions:

Is this Person a Veteran
of the Military
Forces of
607.
Column 39.
or a Wife, Widow, or Under-18-Year-Old
the United
States,
Child
of a
-- Enter
"Yes"
in col.
Veteran?
39 for
a man who served
in the
military
forces
of the United
States
(Army, Navy, or Marine Corps) in
time of war or peace.
This will
not include
men who are now in the
active
forces
of the United
States
or who performed
all
of their
military
service
in the National
Guard,
the Army, Navy,
or Marine
Reserves,
Reserve Officers'
Training
Corps, Citizens'
Military
Training
military
establishment.
Camp, or other branch not a part of the regular
608.
Enter
"Yes" for a wife,
widow, or under-18-year-old
child
of a
man (even though he may now be dead) who served in the military
forces
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of the United
States
40 and 41 blank
cols.
Whether
this
the population
Snunerator's

is

the child
schedule.

in time
for all
of

of war or peace.
other persons.

a deceased

veteran

Leave

is

col.

39 and also

transcribed

from

column

40 of

instructicns:

Column 40.
If a Child,
609.
is Veteran
Father
Dead?
(Yes or No).
must
be an entry
of
"Yes"
or
"NO" in
col.
40 for
each
There
under-18-year-old
child
for whom the entry
"Yes" appears
in col.
29.
Leave col.
40 blank
for
all
persons
who are not under-18-year-old
children
of veterans.
The period
population
Enumerator's
611.

in col.
following

of military
schedule.

service

of

the

veteran

is

transcribed

from column

41 of

the

instructions:
Column 41.
War or Military
Service.
-- There
41 for each person for whom "Yes" is entered
symbols are to be used in col. 41:

World War . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spanish-American
War, Philippine
Insurrection,
or Boxer Rebellion
.......................
Both the Spanish-American
War and the World
Regular
Establishment
(Army, Navy, or Marine
peacetime
service
only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Any other war or expedition
................

must be an entry
in col.
39.
The

........

W

........ S
War....
SW
Corps),
......... R
. . . ..i...
ot

For a person who is himself
a veteran,
the entry in col. 41 will
612.
refer
to the war or military
service
in which he was engaged.
For the
k.fs
or wi~A.ow of a veteran,
the entry
in col.
41 will
refer
to the war
or military
service
in which her veteran-husband
was engaged.
For an
under-18-year-old
child
of a veteran,
the entry
in col.
41 will
refer
to the war or military
service
in which his (or her) veteran-father
was
engaged.
Leave col.
41 blank for each person who is not a veteran,
or
who is not the wife,
widow, or under-18-year-old
child
of a veteran.
Post

enumeration

processing:

In the census processing,
the entries
in columns 39, 40, and 41 were used to create
a summary code in column I of the population
schedule.
The instructions
for column
I coding are described
in Appendix
II of the Procedural
History
of the 1940 Census.
---In the public
use sample processing,
the entries
in columns
39, 40 and 41 are
reported
in sample line
record
items VETERN, CHIVET, and MILIT.
The computer edit
program
included
a consistency
check of the entries
in columns 39, 40, 41 and I.
Additional
checks between the age of the person and period
of military
service
were
nade to determine
if the person was old enough to have served during
the indicated
period.
The item CHIVET includes
a code "3" for persons under 18 who were not identified
being a child
of a veteran.
These persons did not have a valid
entry
in column
Persons
under 18 who did not have valid
entries
in columns 39 and 40, i.e.,
veteran
status
of the father
is un!aown,
are coded "8" on CHIVET.
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as
40.
the

TJZEKS WORKED. The number
~schedule.
the population
Enmerator's

of

weeks worked

in

1939

is

transcribed

from

column

instructions:

?Iumber of :Jeeks Vorked in 1939 (Equivalent
Full-Time
Column 31.
576.
in col.
31 for every person
14 years
There must be an entry
blceks).
except
inmates
of the specified
institutions
(see par.
old and over,
504), even though during
the week of March 24-30 the person was neither
a job,
nor seeking
work.
blank
COl. 31 is to be left
at work, with
only for the inmates of the specified
institutions
("Inst."
in col.
21)
and for persons under 14 years of age.
Enter in col.
31,
in terms of full-time
work weeks, the amount of
time each person worked for pay or profit
(including
unpaid family
work
as weeks worked the amount
as defined
in par. 499) during
1939. Include
each person
worked on public
emergency work (WPA, NYA, CCC,
of time
local
work relief,
etc.)
during
1939.
Such public
emergency work is to
be counted
as
time worked during
1939, despite
the fact
that
it is
considered
time
unemployed
in col.
27, "Duration
of unemployment."
This apparent
inconsistency
arises
from the fact
that a major purpose
"Number of weeks worked
in 1939" is to afford
a
of this
question
comparison
with the amount of money wages and salary
received
which is
to be entered
in col.
32. Because money wages or salary
received
from
public
emergency work are included
in the answer to col.
32, the number
of weeks spent on such work is included
in col.
31.
577.

A full-time
work week is the number of hours locally
regarded
as
578.
a full-time
week for the given occupation
and industry.
If it is not
Lnom how many hours
should
be regarded
as a full-time
work week,
full-time
weeks worked by assuming
astimate
the numoer of equivaient
that there are 40 hours in a full-time
week.
vacations
wit‘n pay and ot'ner absences during
which the person was
579.
paid by an employer
are to be counted as weeks worked.
However, summer
vacations
of school
teachers
who did no other
work during
the summer
are not to be counted
as time worked.
Vacations
of employers,
own
and unpaid
family
workers
are to be counted
as time
account
workers,
However,
for employers
and own account
workers
who operate
worked.
their
business
only during
certain
seasons of the year, as in the case
of certain
contractors,
hucksters,
peddlers,
etc.,
enter for the number
of weeks .worked in such a business
only the number of weeks in which
they actually
operated
their
enterprise
during
the year.
In the case of workers
who are ordinarily
employed
only on a
580.
or a short-job
basis,
such as certain
newsboys and delivery
part-time,
estimate
the number of equivalent
full-time
weeks
boys t and stevedores,
worked by assuming
that
there
40 hours
in a full-time
week.
For
example,
for
a newsboy who was employed
throughout
the year for an
average
of 10 hours a week, enter
the number "13" for the number of
full-time
weeks worked (10 hours is one-fourth
of 40 hours per week,
and therefore
the number of full-time
weeks for the year is one-fourth
of 52 weeks,
In making
estimates
of this
type,
a good
or 13).
approximation
of
the
equivalent
full-time
weeks
worked
will
be
satisfactory.
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31

of

For a person who worked part time
during
all or part of the year
581.
estimate
the number of full-time
weeks worked by adding:
The number of
which he worked full
time or was absent with pay;
weeks, if any, during
and full-time
week equivalent
of the number of weeks during
which he
worked part time.
For example:
A spinner
states
that he worked full
was on paid vacation
for 2 weeks and worked part
time for 20 weeks,
time for 30 weeks.
He states
that he regards
the part-time
weeks as
weeks.
equivalent
to about one-half
of full
time,
or 15 full-time
The
number of equivalent
full-time
weeks worked is 20, plus 2, plus 15, or
37 weeks.
Make the entry
in whole numbers of weeks counting
a fraction
of
582.
one-half
or more as a whole week. Thus, a total
of 26 weeks and 4 days
of work during
the year should be entered
as 27 weeks.
"0" in col.
Enter
31 for
every person
14 years
old or over
583.
did
not work for
pay or profit,
or at unpaid
family
work for
equivalent
of one full-time
week or more during
1939, except
inmates
of the institutions
specified
in paragraph
504 (for
whom
entry
"Inst."
appears in col.
21).
Post

enumeration

In the
entered.

census

who
the
for
the

processing:
processing

any

entry

greater

than

"52"

was canceled

and

"52"

was

In the public
use sample processing
if a valid
entry was missing
from column 31 the
mean value of a sample line person's
weeks worked code in column V was used as the
Average values
for each column V code were calculated
for each
weeks worked entry.
These values
were transferred
to the column 31 entry.
subsample
processed.
The
:-:i L::qr'] --of the
cod1.q
of cc;:lmll -"' ii
~:escrl'r;ed
in .>ippn.i;:c
II oi -,:;2 ?rxedi;rai
for a person not on the sample line was greater
than "52"
--1940 Census. If the entry
the entry was divided
by five under the assumption
that days worked was recorded
in
value
was obtained
from a
an allocated
If no valiz
entry
was available
error.
reccrd
which
matched on age, sex, race,
class
of worker,
occupation,
employment
school
attendance,
presence
of children
if wife,
whether
the person is the
status,
and whether
the person
had wage and salary
or other
earnings.
household
head,
Records of "new workers"
were assigned
an "0" value for weeks worked.
the
WORK HOURS. The number of hours worked during
transcribed
from column 26 of the population
schedule.
Eumerator's

week of

March

24-30,

instructions:

If at Private
or Nonemergency
Government Work ("Yes"
Column 26.
521.
Number of Hours Worked During Week of March 24-30,
1940.
in col.
21):
26 for
each person
who was at work in private
or
Enter
in col.
nonemergency
Government
work ("Yes"
in col.
21) the total
number of
hours worked during
the week for pay or profit
(including
unpaid family
work other
than home housework
or incidental
chores,
but excluding
any
time spent on emergency work, as WPA, NYA, and CCC.
For a professional
person,
a business
man, a farmer,
or any other
523.
person
maintaining
his own office,
or operating
a business
or farm,
enter
the number of hours he spent in his office,
or in his place of
or in any work on his farm; include
also the number of hours
business,
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1940 is

he may have elsewhere
devoted
to his professional,
business,
If the exact number of hours is not 'known, enter
affairs.
~2btainabie
estimate.
This
entry
4 fractional
a k-hole hour.
524.

hours.

Post

enumeration

should
be in terms of
period
of 30 minutes

the
or

or
the

farm
best

nearest
whole number
should be counted

more

of
as

processing:

any entry
In the census processing,
Blank entries,
i.e.,
missing
data,
canceled
and "99" was entered.

for persons not
were left
blank.

currently
Entries

working
greater

was canceled.
than "99" were

In the public
use sample processing
if a valid
entry was missing
from column 26 the
mean value of a sample line
person's
weeks worked code in column T was used as the
Average values for each column T code were calculated
for each
hours worked entry.
These values
were transferred
to the column 26 entry.
The
subsample
processed.
coding
of column T is described
in Appendix
II of the Procedural
History
--of the
If the entry
for a person was greater
than "99,"
the value "99" was
--1940 Census.
If no valid
entry
was available
an allocated
value was obtained
from a
assigned.
record
which matched on age, sex, race,
school attendance,
presence
of children
if
wife,
and whether
the person resided
on a farm.
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CHRPTB? 8.

COMPARABILITY

ISSUES IN USIHS CENSIJS PLTBLIC USE SAAPLES

use
computer
TUSii'2
microdata
samples
are
tape
fiLes
contain
which
census
que';til>nnaire
responses
from a sample of housing
units,
providing
information
on
Cl*? charactsristiss
of each household
anA a11 the people in it.
The Census i3medu
sreates
public
use microdata
sanpks
from basic record information.
Within
certain
limitations
of sample size and geographic
coverage,
microdata
files
allojr
users
with
special
needs to prepare
virtually
any tabulation
from the available
census
questionnaire
items.

Records from the microdata
samples contain
no names, addresses,
or other detailed
information
in order
to avoid
the possibility
of identifying
any
geographic
individual
person or household.
?licrodata
samples include
only a small fraction
of
the population,
drastically
limiting
the chance that
information
for any given
individual
might
even be contained
on a file,
much less able to be identified.
Population
size
restrictions
are placed
on all
geographic
areas
identified
on
microdata
files.
Microdata
files
from the 1940, 1950, and 1980 censuses
identify
no geographic
area with fewer than 100,000 people.
The 1960 and 1970 censuses used
a more restrictive
threshold
and only
included
areas
with
250,000
or more
the amount of detail
provided
for
inhabitants.
Also; the Census Bureau limits
certain
subject
items (income,
residence,
etc.)
further
protecting
confidentiality.
Public
use microdata
samples have been created
from the 1940,
1950,
1960,
1970,
and
1980 decennial
censuses.
The 1960 and 1970 census files
have been available
since
the early
1970's,
and the 1980 files
were released
in 1983.
Microdata
files
from
the 1940 and 1950 Censuses of Population
have been produced by the Census Bureau in
collaboration
with the University
of Wisconsin's
Center for Demography and Ecology.
The 1940 census
file
is available
and the 1950
census
file
is expected
to be
available
early
in 1934.
These five
availabLe
a;iail3hia,
as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

microdata
sets constitute
the largest
and longest
for
nicrodata
level
analyses.
When all
five
it will
be possibie
to cOlStrUC^- .
SUCll
3.i13l~tiilFllly

census time-series
yet
microdata
files
are
>lSZ,'!ll =i!xe--;0rFs3s

Cohort-specific
fertility
rates
Yigration
trends of various
population
groups
Household
composition
and living
arrangements
Education
and income relationships
Occupational
structure
and employment history
Ance.s tr- y, nativity,
and parzntaqe
Veteran
status
and military
service

This extended
time-series
allows
for not only detailed
descriptions
of changes in
the structure
of the population,
but also strengthens
the baseline
measurement of
social
and economic
conditions
over time.
Data comparability
issues
necessarily
limit
the utiLity
of the microdata
files
for
time-series
The major
analyses.
issues
affecting
data comparability
are:
sampling
size and plan;
geographic
areas
identified;
and technical
characteristics.
subject
content
and detail;
Sampling
Each of the five
microdata
files
The 1360,
the census
universe.

Comparability

as a sample of households
drs.;Jn froln
was created
and 1980 census
microdata
samples
per?
1970,
8.1

Not
all
microdata

of

the censuses employed identical
sampling
strategies.
The 1960 and 1970
were drawn from built-in
samples of the 20% and 5% (1960) and 15% and 5%
(1970)
household
questionnaire
samples.
Additional
questions
were asked of each
member of d household
receiving
a "long
form"
questionnaire.
Only households
receiving
both of the "long
forms"
were included
in the 1960 and 1970 microdata
The 1980 census did not involve
the use of any built-in
sampling
plan.
files.
However,
it did not use a single
"long form" questionnaire
and households
receiving
a "long
in the 1980 census microdata
files.
form" were included
In the 1940 and
additional
questions
were asked only
of certain
individuals,
not
1950
censuses,
entire
households.
Sampling
of these individuals
were accomplished
by designating
certain
lines
of the. schedule
forms as "sample lines."
Only households
containing
a "sample line"
person are included
in the 1940 and 1950 microdata
files.
each of
the
five
microdata
samples
contain
at least
a 1% sample
of
While
several
of the census years include
other,
larger
samples.
The 1970
households,
microdata
Eiles
include
6 independently
drawn 14 samples.
Bach 1% sample contains
one-fifteenth
of all
15% basic
records
or one- fifth
all 5% basic records.
The 15%
for the following
categories:
and 5% questionnaire
samples were produced
county
characteristics.
and neighborhood
The 1980 census
microdata
groups;
States;
for
the following
categories:
A.
54,
include
3 igde>endently
drawn samples
states;
3. I%,
s:Is.zi's;
and c.
7%, urban
and rl1r31 areas.
Subject
-;I
**-4 ---i_. Tl1;7

-%i:13r

*:;.*gti9ns,

hokae

Content
f,‘-?a
i -

Cz*‘.lj:is

Comparability
..91zrrJ2,1=9

Cl2s

‘-,:; i : t 11 .I

t 1s

fllL

‘-..,
_ 31.y -? -

The 1360,
1370,
and 1380
.of ?oFulation
information
collected
in each census.
census
files
also contain
the full
range of housing
items on the questionnaire.
schedules
from the 1940
and 1950
censuses
of housing
were not
Unfortunately,
uhen enumeration
activities
for
future
reference
and were destroyed
microfilmed
items
(i.e.-tenure,
value/rent,
etc.)
are
were completed.
Only a few housing
There is no housing
information
on the 1550 file.
included
in the 1340 file.
Fiqra
2 shows general
subject
content
comparability
among the
five
census
~~31:...:azi
zi
1 >..A.--3.
AU
Qverall
subject
content
comparability
across
the five
files
is limited
because of
the five censuses did not ask all of
First,
and most important,
two major reasons.
The 1940 and 1950 censuses
asked basically
the same questionsthe same questions.
sex, race,
-a fundamental
set of demographic
and socioeconomic
items including:
family
and household
relationship,
family
income,
marital
status,
Spanish
origin,
mother tongue (foreign
language),
employment
education
(years ,>f school attended),
foreign
country
of birth,
several
status,
occupation,
industry,
class
of worker,
and father's
and
children
born,
veteran
status,
of migration
status,
measures
mother's
places of birth.
the
subject
content
of the decennial
census
1960
census,
Beginning
with
the
in the 1340 and
Building
upon the basic
items collected
expanded
considerably.
an increasing
array
1370,
and 1930 censzses
have provided
1350 censuses;
the 1360,
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Sampiinq

Comparability
Public

Size

Use Microdata

Samples

1940

1950

1360

1370

1%

1%

1%

State

1380

A-5%

2%

County

Group

B-l%

Chars

C-l%

2%

Neigh.
2%

Plan

"Sample
line"

Public

Use Microdata

:3-i::
Fopulation

Household
"long form"

"Sample
line"

2 household
"long forms"

Samples

: 35,3

llPer30nU
record
Rasic item

"Person"
record
Fewer basi
items

"Sample
line"
Record
Informatio:
limited

"Sample
line"
Record
Additional
basic
items

very few
items

No

Household
"long form"

7 ,3
I _

Many items

7

:,

Many items*

Many

items

Most items
similar
to
'60/'70

Housi;1q

items

Many

items

Yany items*

lany

items

Most items
similar
to
'60/'70

and 5%
samples

*15%

8.3

of demographic and socioeconomic
items including:
individual
income amounts by
additional
detail
on education and school attendance,
work
source, &poverty status,
transportation
to work (place and means), and more information
on
disability,
Additionally,
housing information
increased in this period to
employment status.
as:
telephone
availability,
include
such items
presence
of basement,
air
number of automobiles,
number of bedrooms, and major appliances
conditioning,
(washing machine, clothes dryer, dishwasher,
and food freezer).
Differences
in the category structure
of individual
subject items is the second way
that comparability
is affected among the five microdata files.
Even when the files
carry the same subject items, they may not be comparable because of differences
in
the coding of specific
item categories.
Further,
changes over time in concept
definitions
also inhibit
subject
content comparability.
Household relationship
is a good example of problems in comparability
caused by
changes in specific
item categories.
While the overall
concept of household
relationship
did not change between 1940 and 1980, several
of the individual
categories
were altered.
Many more categories
of persons in households were used in
1940 and 1950 than in subsequent censuses.
For example, individual
categories
such
as cousin, uncle/aunt,'
and nephew/niece were included
in 1940 and 1950. However,
1970, and 1980,
these categories
were aggregated into one category titled
in 1960,
Another change in household relationship
concerns the "head"
"other
relative."
household head was always defined as a male, if
category.
Used in 1940-1970,
present.
In the 1980 census, the head of household was replaced by the term
The householder
can be male or female and the category
"spouse"
"householder."
with the male
(male or female) replaced
the "wife" category used in conjunction
head of household.
The coding of occupations
presents
another example of the conflicts
involved
in
Although occupational
titles
may remain constant
over
intercensal
comparability.
For example,
time,
the activities
which
define
an occupation
may change.
"accountants"
were classified
as clerical
occupations
in the 1940 census and then
Changes in
as a professional/technical
occupation
in subsequent
censuses.
making
individual
categories
have occurred
in all
the censuses
occupation
comparisons possible
only at broad occupation
group levels.
Also, the occupation
classification
system was substantially
changed just before +be 1980 census.
Attempts
have been made to increase
subject
content
comparability
in several
For example,
instances,
by providing
consistent
coding systems wherever possible.
several
items in the 1940 and 1950 microdata files
have been coded twice--giving
and categories
from the 1980 census.
Further,
many
the original
code structure
structures
individual
subject
items can be recoded by users when the category
children
ever born,
persons in household,
race,
allow.
Examples include:
employment status,
highest grade of school attended, and veteran status.
Geographic

Area Comparability

Basically,
limitations
to geographic
Geographic comparability
is a larger problem.
and criteria
modifications
or
comparability
involve
either
concept definitions
Figure 3 details
the
developmental
changes in the geographic
areas over time.
comparability
of geographic areas on the five microdata files.
States

can be identified
on all five microdata files
(except Alaska and Hawaii for
The four census regions and nine divisions
are also identifiable
and 1950).
The West region and Pacific
on all five files
given the following
restriction.
1940

8.4

region
division
do not include
Alaska
and Hawaii
for the 1940 and 1350 files.
the 1960 census
file
does not carry
separate
region
and division
Additionally,
by aggregating
the States
into
these areas c,an be constructed
However,
codes.
their
respective
regions
and divisions.
Regions
and divisions
are available
as
separate
items on the 1970 and 1980 microdata
samples.
have
certain
comparability
limitations.
classifications
also
Wetropoli tan
Yetropolitan
areas used in the 1940 and 1950 files
are based on the definitions
and
criteria
for 1950 standard
metropolitan
areas (SMA's),
since SMA's did not exist
at
the time of the 1940
census.
The 1960 microdata
file
does not allow
for the
identification
of any individual
metropolitan
areas or any area below the Statelevel.
The 1970 and 1980
files
use standard
metropolitan
statistical
areas
(SMSA's);
1970 SMSA's must have a population
of 250,000 or more to be shown while
1980
SMSA's need only contain
100,000
or more persons to be identified.
The criteria
for defining
metropolitan
areas (i.e. -metropolitan
character,
social
and economic integration)
have changed through this period.
Also,
the metropolitan
area
classification
is
a good example
of
developmental
changes
over
time.
Metropolitan
areas have evolved
from densely
populated
areas,
with
little
concern
for
delineating
the social
and economic boundary
of the area in 1940,
to
the
trends
and the desire
to define
a
current
criteria
reflecting
suburbanization
standard
geographic
unit
having
social
and economic
integration.
Further,
individual
SMSA's identified
on the 1970 and 1980 census microdata
files
do not
necesarily
constitute
the same geographic
areas.
For example,
the Atlanta
SMSA was
comprised
of 5 counties
in the 1970 census and 15 counties
in 1980.
The dichotomous
metropolitan/nonmetropolitan
five
files.
However,
concept
and coverage
classification
is not available
on the 1940
or. c.le 136d,
1370,
and 1980 files.

classification
is available
from all
The urban/rural
differences
do exist.
and 1950 census files,
but is included

Although
no% comparable
over the five
decade period,
Tao additional
geographic
ar=~S
-ar2 important.
State economic areas (SEA's),
identified
on both the 1340 and
1950 files,
are relatively
homogeneous subdivisions
of States.
While SEA's are not
found
on the other
census microdata
files,
summary statistics
for SEA's can be
prepared
for the other
census years.
County groups were identified
on both the
no comparability
1970
and 1930 microdata
files.
Unfortunately,
there
is almost
between
the 1970
and 1980 county
groups
except
for
identified
SMSA's.
County
groups are not available
from the 7940, 1950,
and 1960 census files.
Technical

Characteristics

Comparability

Each of the microdata
files
consist
of a series
of fixed
length
logical
records
of
Each housing
unit
record
is followed
by a
two types
-- housing
and person.
variable
number of person
records.
Person
records are sequenced by household
relationship
categories
etc.)
by age within
categories.
(head,
spouse,
child,
Additionally,
the 1940
and 1950
census
microdata
files
contain
a record
for a
"sample line"
respondent
immediately
preceding
the regular
person records
for each
household.
The overall
comparability
of technical
characteristics
for
the five
files
is shown in Figure
4.
Geographic
area codes,
subsample
identification,
and serial
numbers appear only on
the housing
unit
record
for the 1960,
1970,
and 1980 census files
person
records.
The 1940 and 1950 census microdata
files
carry
a unique 6-digit
household
code on
all
three
record
types:
Nevertheless,
most
household,
"sample line,"
and person.
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Figura

3:

Gecgrsphlc

Area
Public

Comparability
Use Microdata
1950

1940

Region/Division
State

Samples

X

X

49

49

Areas

Areas

SMA'S

SMA'S

4:

SEA's

SEA'S

Technical

Characteristics

Public

No.

of

Records*

Record Length
(characters)
No. of Tapes*
6250/1600

X
51

(St)

X
51

(A)

x

(Cl

X (NC)

Metro./
Nonmetro.
only*

*Not
for

FLgure

X

X*

Metropolitan

Other

1970

51

Urban/Rural

1980

1960

SMSA's
>250,000
(CG)

SMSA's
>100,000
(B)

County
Groups

County
Groups

>250,000
(CG)

>100,000

(A&B)

available
all States

Comparability

Use Microdata

Samples
1960

1940
2.2

1950
2.8

2.3

million

million

million

1970

1980

State
2.8 million

A-16
million

County Group
2.8 mnilllm

B-3.2
million

Neigh. Chars
2.8 million

c-3.2

million

138

159

120

120

193

2/8

3/11

4/13

State

A-22/99

bpi

4/13

County

Group

B-4/17

Chars,

C-4/18

4/13

Neigh.
4/13

*Estimates
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-

tabulations
of person
characteristics
Each housing
record
person
records.
records
follow
it.

involve
contains

manipulating
both
household
and
a field
indicating
how many person

Records for households
on the microdata
files
from the 1960, 1970,
1980 censuses
#A
are sequenced
by geographic
area.
The 1960 census microdata
file,
and the Statelevel
microdata
files
from 1970 and 1980 censuses are sorted by State and in larger
by various
urban/rural
and metropolitan/nonmetropolitan
components
within
States,
The 1970 census
county
group
and neighborhood
characteristics
each State.
microdata
files
do not identify
State of residence.
The remaining
samples from the
1980 census identify
many States
but focus on other
geographic
schemes (B-SMSA'S,
and C-urban/rural).
1940 and 1950 are
unlike
the other
microdata
files,
census public
use samples for
Within
each of the 20 subsamples,
arranged
by subsample.
records
are sequenced by
Within
a State,
households
are not ordered
in any particular
geographic
State.
Extracting
all of the records
for one State entails
reading
through
the
sequence.
entire
file
and selecting
that State's
records
from each of the 20 subsamples.
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Appendix

Code
01
02
04
05
06
08
09
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Al:

FIPS State

State
Alabama (AL)
*Alaska (AK)
Arizona (AZ)
Arkansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Code
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

(AR)

California
(CA)
Colorado (CO)
Connecticut
(CT)
Delaware (DE)
District
of' Columbia
Florida
(FL)
Georgia (GA)
*Hawaii (HI)
Idaho (ID)
Illinois
(IL)
Indiana (IN)
Iowa (IA)
Kansas (KS)

(DC)

(KY)

(LA)

Maine (ME)
Maryland
(MD)
Massachusetts
(MA)
Michigan
(MI)
Minnesota
(MN)
Mississippi
(MS)

Missouri

*Alaska
and
for subject
and STATEM.
"region"
and

Codes

State
Montana

(MT)

Nebraska (NE)
Nevada (NV)
New Hampshire
(NH)
New Jersey
(NJ)
New Mexico (NM)

New York (NY)
North

Carolina

(NC)

North Dakota (ND)
Ohio (OH)
Oklahoma (OK)
Oregon (OR)
Pennsylvania
(PA)
Rhode Island
(RI)
South Carolina
(SC)

South Dakota (SD)
Tennessee (TN)
Texas (TX)
Utah
Vermont

(UT)
(VT)

Virginia
(VA)
Washington
(WA)
West Virginia
(WV)
Wisconsin
(WI)
Wyoming (WY)

(MO)

Hawaii
items

are not included
in the 1940 census public
use sample
STATE and STATBI; they are valid
for CTRYBI, STATEF,
Alaska and Hawaii are also not included
in any of the
"division"
subject
items
(see glossary
index).

A.1

A.2

Area (SMA)
A2: Standard Metropolitan
Codes and County Components

Appendix
Akron, OH SMA=OOl (central
Summit
Albany-Schenectady-Troy,
Albany
Renesselaer
Schenectady
Albuquerque,
Bernalillo

identified)

NM SMS=003 (central

Altoona,
Blair

PA SMA=OO5

Amarillo,
Potter
Randall

TX %A=006

Asheville,
Buncombe

(central

NY ~~A=002

Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton,
Lehigh, PA
Northhampton, PA
Warren, NJ - SMA-990

Atlanta,

city

City

city

identified)

identified)

PA %A=004

(central

city

identified)

NC SMA=OO7
GA sMA=OO8

Cobb

De Kalb
Pulton
Atlantic
Atlantic

City,

NJ .%A=009

Augusta, GA-SC SMA=OO8 (central
Richmond, GA
Aiken, SC
Austin,
Travis

TX

SMA=Oll

(central

city

Baltimore,
MD SMA=O12 (central
Anne Arundel
Baltimore
Baltimore
(independent
city)
Baton Rouge, LA ,%A=013
East Baton Rouge
Bay City,
Bay'

city

identified)

identified)
city

(central

identified)

city

identified)

MI %A=014

Beaumont-Port
Jefferson

Arthur,

TX %A=015

(central

A.3

city

identified)

Binghamton,
Broome

NY SMA=O16

Birmingham,
Jefferson

AL

Boston, MA S~~=018
Essex
Middlesex
Norfolk
Suffolk
Bridgeport,
Fairfield
Brockton,
PlymOUth

Canton,
Stark

(central

city

city

OH SMA=O22 (central

Cedar Rapids,
Linn

Charleston,
Fayette
Kanawha

city

IA

city

city

identified)

SC SMA=O24
(county)
W

%A=025

Chattanooga,
TN %A=027
Hamilton,
TN
Walker, GA - %A=990

(central

city

city

(central

SMA=O28 (central

Cincinnati,
OH .%A=029
Hamilton,
OH
Campbell, KY
Kenton, KY
Cleveland,
Cuyahoga
Lake

identified)

.%A=023

Charlotte,
NC SMA=O26 (central
Mecklenburg

Chicago, IL
cook, IL
DU Page, IL
KZU¶e,IL
Lake,IL
Will,IL
Lake, IN

identified)

%A=020

NY SMA=OZl (central

Charleston,
Charleston

identified)

identified)

CT SMA=O19 (central
MA

Buffalo,
Erie
Niagara

(central

%A=017

(central

OH SMA=O30 (central

identified)

city

city

identified)

identified)

identified)

city

city

identified)

identified)

A.4

Columbia,
Richland

SC SMA=O31 (central

city

identified)

Columbus, GA SMA=O32
Chattahoochee,
GA
Muscogee, GA
Russell,
AL - SMA=990
Columbus, OH SMA=O33
Franklin
Corpus Christi,
Nueces
Dallas,
Dallas

TX SMA=O~~

TX SMA=O35 (central
(county)

Davenport, IA-Rock
Scott, IA
Rock Island,
IL

city

Island-Moline,

Dayton, OH SMA=O37 (central
Greene
Montgomery
Decatur,
Macon

IL

Detroit,
Macomb
Oakland
Wayne

MI

IL

SMA=O36

city

identified)

city

identified)

%A=038

Denver, CO .%A=039
Adams *
Arapahoe
Denver (county
city)
Jefferson
Des Moines,
Polk

identified)

IA

(central

%A=040

.%A=041

(central

(central

city
city

identified)

identified)

MN %A=042
St Louis, MN
Douglas, WI - .%A=990
Duluth,

Durham, NC SMA=O43
Durham
El Paso, TX .%A=044
El Paso
Erie,
Erie

PA SMA-045

Evansville,
Vanderburgh

IN

(central

city

identified)

SMA=O46

A.5

Fall River,
Bristol

MA .%A=047

Flint,
MI
Genesee

.%A=048

Fort Wayne, IN
Allen
Fort Worth,
Tarrant
Fresno,
Fresno

(central

%A=049

city

(central

city

identified)

TX SMA=O50 (central

city

identified)

CA SMA=O51 (central

Gadsden, AL
Etowah
Galveston,
Galveston

identified)

TX F&IA=053
MI

%A=054

Green Bay, WI
Brown

.%A=055

Greensboro-High
Guilford

Point,

Greenville,
Greenville

(central

city

identified)

(central

city

NC %A=056

SC sMA=o57

Hamilton-Middletown,
Butler
Harrisburg,
Cmberland
Dauphin

Houston,
Harris

city

WA=990

Grand Rapids,
Kent

Hartford,
Hartford

identified)

OH %A=058

PA .%A=059

CT .%A=060
TX .%A=061

(central
(central

city
city

identified)
identified)

Huntington,
W sMA+O62
Cabell, W
Wayne, WV
Boyd, KY - SMA=990
Lawrence, OH - .%A=990
Indianapolis
Marion
JaCkSOn,

IN
MI

.%A=063

(central

city

identified)

WA=064

Jackson
A.6

identified)

MS SMA=O65

Jackson,
Hinds

FL

Jacksonville,
Duval

~%A=066 (central

Johnstown.
Cambria
Somerset

PA .%A=067

Kalamazoo,
Kahmazoo

MI

TN .%A=071

Lancaster,
Lancaster

PA SMA=O72

Laredo.
Webb

MI

(central

city

identified)

sMA=990

Knoxville,
Anderson
Blount
Knox

Lansing,
Ingham

identified)

SMA=O68

Kansas City, MO-KS SMA=O69
Clay, MO
Jackson, MC
Johnson, KS
Wyandotte, KS
Kenosha, WI
Kenosha

city

SMA=O~~

(central

(central

city

city

identified)

identified)

TX MA=990

Lexington,
Fayette

KY %A=990

Lima. OH SMA=990
Allen
Lincoln,
NE SMA=O78
Lancaster
Little
Rock-North
Pulaski
Lorain-Elyria,
Lorain
Los Angeles,
Los Angeles
Orange
Louisville,
Jefferson,
Clark, IN
Floyd, IN

Little

Rock, AR SMA-079

OH SMA=O80 (central
CA SMA=O81 (central

KY

%A=082

(central

city
city

city

(central

identified)
identified)

identified)

KY
A.7

city

identified)

Lubbock,
Lubbock

TX SMA=O84

Macon, GA SMA=990
Bibb
Houston
Madison,
Dane

WI

Manchester,
Hillsborough

.%A=086

(central

FL

Milwaukee,
Milwaukee

SMA=O89 (central
WI

Minneapolis-St.
Anoka
Dakota
Hennepin
Ramsey
Mobile,
Mobile

identified)
identified)

SMA=O90. (central
Paul,

city

MN %A=091

Montgomery,
Montgomery

AL

Muncie, IN
Delaware

SMA=O94 (central

identified)

(central

city

identified)

city

identified)

city

identified)

%A=093

TN .%A=95

(central

New Haven, CT .%A=098
New Haven
New Orleans,
Jefferson
Orleans
St. Bernard

city
city

AL SMA=O92 (central

Nashville,
Davidson

identified)

NH .%A=087

Memphis, TN sM~=O88 (central
Shelby
Miami,
Dade

city

(central

city
city

identified)
identified)

LA SMA=O99

New York-Northeastern
Bronx, NY
Kings,
NY
Nassau, NY
New York, NY
Queens, NY
Richmond, NY
Rockland, NY
Westchester,
NY
Bergen, NJ

.
New Jersey

SMA=lOO (central

A.8

city

identified)

Essex, NJ
Hudson, NJ
Middlesex,
NJ
Morris, NJ
Passaic, NJ
Somerset, NJ
Suffolk,
NJ
Union, NJ
Norfolk-Portsmouth,
VA SMA=lOl
Norfolk
Norfolk (independent
city)
Portsmouth (independent
city)
Princess Anne
South Norfolk (independent
city)

(central

city

identified)

Ogden, UT .%A=102
Weber
Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma

OK

SMA=103 (central

Omaha, NE .%A=104 (central
Douglas, NE
Sarpy, NE
Pottawattamie,
IA - .%A=990
Orlando,
Orange

city

!?L ~%A=105 (central
SMA=106 (central

Peoria, IL
Peoria
Tazewell

city
city

Philadelphia,
PA SMA=107 (central
Bucks, PA
Chester, PA
Delaware, PA
Montgomery, PA
Philadelphia,
PA
Burlington,
NJ
Camden, NJ
Gloucester,
NJ
Phoenix,
Maricopa

AZ SMA=lO8

PA
Pittsburgh,
Allegheny
Beaver
Washington
Westmoreland

%A=109

Pittsfield,
Berkshire

SMA=llO

Portland,
Cumberland

MA
ME

(central
(central

city

city

identified)

identified)

identified)
identified)

city

identified)

identified)
city

identified)

SMA=lll

A.9

Portland,
OR-WA
Clackamas, OR
Multnomah, OR
Washington, OR
Clark, WA

S~A=112

providence,
Bristol
Kent
Providence

RI

Pueblo,
Pueblo

CC

SMA=114

Racine,
Racine

WI

%A=115

NC

WA=116

Reading,

PA

!%A=117

city

(central

SMA=113

Raleigh,
Wake

(central

(central

identified)

city

city

identified)

identified)

Berks

Richmond, VA %A=118
Chesterfield
Henrico
Richmond (independent
Roanoke, VA %A=119
Roanoke
Roanoke (independent
Rochester,
Monroe

Sacramento,
Sacramento
MI

St. Joseph,
Buchanan

city

city)

s~~=121

(central
(central

CA %A=122

city

identified)

city

(central

identified)

city

identified)

SMA=123
MO sMA=990

St. Louis, MC-IL SMA=125 (central
St. Charles, MC
St. Louis,
MO
MC (independent
city)
St.
Louis,
Madison, IL
St. Clair,
IL
Salt
Salt

identified)

city)

NY ,%A=120

Rockford, IL
Winnebago

Saginaw,
Saginaw

(central

Lake, UT SMA=126 (central
Lake

city

city

identified)

identified)

A. 10

San Angelo,
Tom Green

TX SMA=990

San Antonio,
Bexar

TX .%A=128

San Bernardino,
San Bernardino
San Diego,
San Diego

(central

CA SMA=129 (central

CA SMA=130 (central

San Francisco-Oakland,
Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
San Francisco
San Mate0
Solano

CA

.

identified)
city

city

identified)

identified)
(central

.%A=131

San Jose, CA SMA=132 (central
Santa Clara
Savannah,
Chatham

city

city

city

identified)

GA SMA=133

Scranton, PA .%A=134
Lackawanna
Seattle,
King

WA SMA=135 (central

Shreveport,
Caddo

LA sMA=136

SiOUX City,
Woodbury

IA

Sioux Falls,
Minnehaha

city

identif

ied)

SMA=137

SD SMA=138

South Bend, IN
St. Joseph

SMA=139 (central

Spokane, WA %A=140
Spokane

(central

Springfield,
Sangamon

IL

Springfield,
Greene

MC SMA=990

Springfield,
Clark

OH

city
city

identified)

identified)

s~~=141

.%A=143

A.11

identified)

Springfield-Holyoke,
Hampden
Hampshire
Stockton,
CA
San Joaguin
Syracuse,
Onondaga

MA

.%A=146

NY .%A=147

city

(central

city

identified

(central

city

identified)

WA SMA=148 (central

Tacoma,

(central

%A=144

city

identified)

1

identified)

Pierce
Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Hillsborough
Pinellas
Terre
Vigo

Haute,

Toledo,
Lucas

OH

IN

FL

(central

%A=149

city

.%A=150

MA=151

(central

city

identified)

Topeka, KS SMA=152
Shawnee
NJ s~~=153

Trenton,
Mercer
Tulsa,
Tulsa

OK

(central

SMA=154 (central

city
city

NY SMA=155 (central

identified)
identified)
city

identified)

Washington, DC .%A=157 (central
city
District
of Columbia
Montgomery, MD
Prince Georges,
m
Alexandria,
VA (independent
city)
Arlington,
VA
Fairfax,
VA
Falls
Church, VA (independent
city)

identified)

Utica-Rome,
Herkimer
Oneida
Waco, TX
McLennan

SMA=156

Waterloo,
IA
Black Hawk

.%A=990

wheeling,
W SMA=160
Brocke, W
Hancock, W
Marshall,
W
Ohio, W
Belmont, OH
Jefferson,
OH
A.12

identified)

Wichita,
KS
Sedgwick
Wichita
Wichita

.%A=161

Falls,

TX

%A=162

Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton,
Luzerne

PA MA=163

Wilmington,
DE .%A=164
New Castle, DE
Salem, NJ - .%A=990
Winston-Salem,
Forsyth

NC %A=165

Worcester,
Worcester

SMA=166

York,

PA

MA

(central

(central

city

city

identified)

identified)

FAA=167

York
Youngstown, OH-PA .%A=168
Mahoning, OH
Trumbull,
OH
Merce,
PA
HOnOlUlU, TH*
Honolulu

l

TH - Territory

.%A=169

of Hawaii
A.13

A.14

Appendix ~3: Foreign Country and
Code Foreign Country or Outlying
1
2
3
4
5
6
a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
la
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Alaska
Nawaii
Puerto

Outlying

Area Code8

Area

Rico

Virgin Islands
Panama Canal Zone
Guam
Other
United states possessions
Born abroad (country unknown) or at sea
England (includes Channel Islands)
Scotland
Wales (includes
Anglesey Island)
Northern Ireland
Ireland
(Eire)
Norway
Sweden
Denmark (includes
Faroe Islands)
Netherlands
Belgium
Switzerland
France (includes
Corsica Island)
Germany
Poland

'

Czechoslovakia
Austria
Hwwry
Yugoslavia
Latvia
Estonia
Lithuania
Finland
Romania
Bulgaria
Greece

Dodecanese Islands
Italy
Spain

Portugal
Iceland
Luxembourg
Albania
Europe n.e.c.
Turkey (includes
Lebanon

pArmenia)

Syria
Palestine
India (includes
China (includes
Japan (includes

Burma and Ceylon)
Hong Kong, Mongolia,
Taiwan)

Korea

Philippines
Asia n.e.c.
Union of Soviet

Socialist

Republics
A.15

Tibet,

and Macao)

57
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
89
90
91
92

93
94
95
96
97
98

Ukraine
Canada (French)
Canada (English)
Mexico
'

Guatemala
British Honduras
Honduras
Nicaragua
El Salvador

Costa Rica
Panama
Cuba
Jamaica
British
West Indies
(includes
Bahamas)
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Other West Indies (includes
Dutch West Indies)

Colombia
Venezuela
Ecuador (includes
Galapagos Islands)
Peru
Bolivia
Brazil
Paraguay
Uruguay
Chile
Argentina
South America n.e.c.
Central America n.e.c.
Africa
(entire
continent)
Azores
Atlantic
Islands
(includes
Ascension,
Bermuda, Canary,
Cape Verde, Falklands,
and Greenland)
Australia
New Zealand
Samoa
Pacific
Islands n.e.c.
United states
N.A. (not ascertained)

(‘ .
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Appendix

A4: State Economic Area (SEA)

Codes and County Components

Area 1 MA=999 SEA=001
roTEreT-Lauderdale
Lawrence

Area
-

C (6) WA=093
PromgoaiT

Area

7a St@=999 SEA==010

-xr

E~zY
norgan
FUE
!Z%

Marshall

Area 7b SMA=999 SEA=011
uroClarke
Washington

Area 3 (A) WA=999 SEA3003
-raw.

- sMA3990
cEEziee
Shelb

Area 8 (D).SMA=999 SEA=011

St. C1air
Talladega
Walker

----E=r

Metro Area A (3)

WA=017

Metro Area D (8) %A=092 SEA=013
Be-

%A=004

-rson

Area 4 (B) WA=999 SEA=005
~ChXllfi!Te~
Clay
Cleburne
Coosa
Lee
Randolph
Tallapoosa
Metro firr,” ;
R
1

(4)

&SF=999
ta ga
Bibb

MA=990

AREZONA
Area 1 SkIA=
-xpCoZonino

Area 6 (Cl
mlm-

Metro Area A %A=108 SEA=015
-oFa

SEA=007

MA=999

SEA=014

Mohave
Navajo
Yavapai

SEA=003

Area 2a MA=999 SEA=016
-XnY
Yuma

cEE%
Fayette
Franklin
Lamar
Macon
Marion
Pickens
Tuscaloosa
Winston
-

Butler
Coffee
Conecuh
Covington
CDirhaw
Geneva
Henry
Houston
Monroe
Pike

Area 2 %!A=999 SEA=002
-

SEA=009

Area 2b S&IA=999 SEA=017

-

72tscT

Graham
Greenlee
Pima
Santa Cruz

SEA=008

ARKANSAS

Dallas

Area la SMA=999 SEA-018
EEnT
Washington

GGY:ne
Lowndes
Harengo
Perry
Sumter
Wilcox

-

Area lb MA=999 SEApO19

-BS-

A.17

Lawrence
Monroe
Poinsett
woodruff

Boone
Carroll
Cleburne
FultOn
Izard
Madison
Marion
Newton
Searcy
Stone
Van Buren

Area %=;:99

SEA=027

Lonoke
Prairie
Area giSMA;9z;
SEA=027
tt cl
Lee
Mississippi
Phillips
St. Francis

Area 2 SMA=999 EA=O20
'ZTrawroyd
SZ%
Logan
PO e
Se%astian
Yell

Area 8b sMA=999 SEA=029
-7TKiT
Desha
Jefferson
Lincoln

Area 3 (A) SMA=99.9SEA=021
roiimy
Faulkner
Independence
Randolph
Sharp
White

CALIFORNIA
Area 1 SMA=999 SEA=030
-ITel
Norse
Humboldt
Lake
Mendocino

Metro Area A (3) SMA=O79 SEA=022
pulaslcr$a;MA=g999 SEA=023
.L a
Hot Spring
Montgomery
Perry
Pike
Polk
Saline
Scott
Sevier

Area 2 %A=999
XaV
Sonoma

SEA=031

Metro A&e,",; (B) SM?+=131
A
Contra Costa
Marin
San Francisco
San Mate0
Solano

SEA=032

Metro Area B (A) .%A=132 SEA=033
-sanr;lcnim

Lafa tte
Litt f"e River
Miller
Nevada

Area 3 HA=999 SEA=034
-TTonterey
San Benlto
San Luis Obispo
Santa Cruz

Area 6 .%A=999 SEA=025
Kshley
Bradley
Calhoun
Clark

Area iu4

i%Eand
Drew
Grant
Ouachita
Union
MetrO,“,~~C!&)

Area 7a %A=999 SEA=026
-7Xay
Cralqhead

SMA=999 SEA=035

SMA=l22

SEA=036

Area 5 (D) SMAs999 SEA=037
XeiFES7
Stanislaus

CrosG

Greene
Jackson

A.18

Summit
Teller

Metro Area D (5) SMA=146 SEA=038
-0aquln
Area ieL;)

Area 2a WA=999 SEA=048
TKlta
Dolores
La Plata
Mesa
Montezuma
Montrose
San Miguel

.!%A=999 SEA=039

Kings
Madera
Tulare
Metro Area --E (6) SMA=OSl SEA=040
rresno
Area 7 (F,G,H)
-SamVentura
MetrO
LoSAngeT

Area 2b SMA=999 SEA=048
7-rrmlmasFArchuleta
Conejos
Costilla
Rio Grande
Saguache

sMA=999 SEA=041

Area F (7,G,H)

.%A=081

SEA=042

Orange
:7,F,H)

SMA=l30 SEA=043

Metro Area Ii (7,F,G)
sari LhTnaraino

%A=129 SEA=044

Metro Areai
sanLT

g

Area

Morgan

Sedgwick
Weld
Area

Area 9 WA=999 SEA==046

SEA=051

Kiowa

Kit Carson
Lincoln
Phillips
Washington
Yuma

i%:~osa
Mono
Nevada
Placer
Plumas
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Trinity
Tuolumne

Metro Area A (4) %A=039 SEA=052
AdamS-Arapahoe
Denver
Jefferson
Area 5 .%A=999 SEA=053
-Eav
Bent
Crowley
Custer
Fremont
Huerf ano
Las Animas
Otero
Prowers
Pueblo - MA=114

COLORADO
1 St-m=999
Charree

4 (A) .%A=999
Chmnne

El Paso

z%E
Calaveras
El DoradoInto
Lassen

Area

SEA=050

Larimer
Logan

Area 8 %A=999 SEA=045
-Tmperial
Riverside

-

3 WA=999
PO-

SEA=047

Clear Creek
Eagle
Garfield
zi
Gunnison
Hinsdale
Jackson
Lake
Mineral
Moffat

CONNXTICUT
Area 1 (A) SMA=158
-lXYHiifiela

Ef "k'
Pitkin
Rio Blanc0
Routt
San Juan

Metro Area B (C) %A=098 SEA=056
NeWaVer

Metro

F;aizL;l)
P'1.f

SEA=054
WA=019 SEA=055

Metro Area C (B) %A=060 SEA=057
-OTT

A.19

Area 2 .%A=999 SEA=058
‘Riddlesex
k
New London
Tolland
Windham

Area 4 .%A=999 SEA=066
Xrevard
Flagler
Indian River
St. Lucie
Volusia

DELAWARE

Area ;lgljlsSMA=999
SEA=067
De Soto
Hardee
Hernando
Highlands
Lake
Marion
Orange - %A=105
Osceola
Pasco
Polk
Seminole
Sumter

Area ke;MA=999 SEA=059
t
Sussex
Metro

Area A .%A=164 SEA460
New CaztLe

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
%A=157

SEA=061

-strict

of Columbia

Metro
FLORIDA

Area
-Ta

1 WA=999

Ca1houn
Escambia

KY”

2&AJo;MA=999
a

Area A (1,2)
uuva~

SEA=068

Sarasota

Metro Area C (6) SMA=O89SEA=070

SEA=063

Clay
Dixie
Levy
Nassau
Putnam
St. Johns
Taylor
Metro

WA=149

Area 6 (C) SMA=999 SEA=069
-BfGiEr7
Charlotte
Collier
Glades
Hendry
_
.Lee
Manatee
Martin
Monroe
Okeechobee
Palm Beach

SEA=062

Liberty
Okaloosa
Santa Rosa
Wakulla
Walton
Washington
Area

Area B (5)
Hlllsb=TJh
Pinellas

GEORGIA
Catoosa
Chattooga
Dade
Floyd
Gordon
EfFY
Whitf ield

SMA=O66 SEA=064

Area 3 .%A=999 SEA=065
Alacnua
Baker
::2Ea
Gilchrist
Hamilton
Holmes
Jackson
Jefferson

Metro Area --A
waiKer

(1)

SMA=990

Area 2 SMA=999 SEA=073
-Fawson
Fannin
Gilmer
Habersham
Lumpkin

E:yette
Madison
Swannee
Union

A.20

SEA=072

Glascock
Marion
Taylor
Twiggs
Washington
Wilkinson

Pickens
Rabun
Towns
Union
White
Area zag

%A=999 SEA=074

Metro Area C (5,D) SMA=O32SEA=079
cnattaHoUUFiZ?Z
Muscogee

Barrow
Carroll
Cherokee
Douglas
Forsyth
Franklin
Gwinnett
Hall
Haralson
Heard
Jackson
Madison
Paulding
Stephens

Metro AreaoDnd(5,C)
Rl.Clllll

Area&EMA=999
=-w
Burke
Dodge
Jefferson
Jenkins
Johnson
Lauren8
Screven
Telfair
Treutlen
Wheeler

Metro Area --B (3) SMA=OO8SEA=075
CODD

AreaseA=

;

SEA=077

(C ,D ) MA=999
z.
lDD - -

SEA=083

Ben Hill
Crisp
Decatur
Dooly
Dougherty
Early
Grady
Irwin
Lee
Miller
Mitchell
Pulaski
Seminole
Tift
Turner
z%
Area 8 %A=999 SEA=084
R+lng
Atkinson
Bacon
Berrien
Brooks
Bulloch

rEz::
Area

SEA=081

Area 7a .%A=999 SEA=072
c Anoun
Cllay
Houston - %A=990
MaCOn
Peach
Quitman
Randolph
Schley
Stewart
Sumter
Terre11
Webster

Area 4a .%A=999 SEA=076
Tritv
Clarke
Clayton
Coweta
Elbett
Fayette
Hart
Henry
Lamar
Meriwether
Morgan
Newton
Oconee
Oglethorpe
Pike
Rockdale
Spalding
Troup
Walton
Area &%$A;999
a
Columbia
Greene
Hancock
Harris
Jasper
Jones
Lincoln
MCDUffie
Monroe
Putnam
Talbot
Taliaferro
Upson

SMA=OlO

SEA=072

Crawford

A.21

SEA=080

Colquitt
Cook
Emanuel
Evans
Jeff Davis
Lanier
Lowndes
;;n,z;y.ry
Thomas
Toombs

Jerome
Lincoln
Minidoka
Twin Falls
Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=091
-Pannock
Bear Lake
Bingham
Bonneville
Caribou
Franklin
Fremont
Jefferson
Madison
Oneida
Power
Teton
Yellowstone National

Area 9 (E) %A=999 SEA=085
BrZiELey
Bryan
Camden
Charlton
%o"E2
Effingham
Glynn
Liberty
Long
McIntosh
Pierce
Ware
Wayne

ILLINOIS
Area Uf~;ISMA=999

SEA=092

De Kalb
Jo Daviess

Metro Area --E (9) %A=133 SEA=086
Cnatham

i$e
Stephenson
Whiteside

IDAHO

Area 1 SMA=999 SEA=087
----EC

Park (part)

Boise
Bonner
Boundary
Butte
Camas
Clark
Clear-water

Metro Area A (1,B)
-Ilana

SMA=O36SEA=093

Metro Area --B (1,A)
wlnnebago

%A=121

SEA=094

Area 2 (C) %A=999 SEA=095
-Tom
Mcnenry
Metro Area --C (2) .%A=028 SEA=096
COOK
Du Page
Kane
Lake
Will

2::::
Idaho
Lemhi
Shoshone
Valley

Area

Area 2 sMA=999 SEA=088
genewan
Kootenai
Latah
Lewis
Nez Perce
Area 3a sMA=999 SEA=089
-'Kdi
Canyon
Gem
Owyhee
Payette
Washington

3 %A=999 SEA=097
-urea
Fu1to::
Hancock
Henderson
Henry
Knox
Marshall
McDonough
Mercer
Putnam
Stark
Warren

Area 4 %A=999 SEA=098
Xdams
Brown
Calhoun
Greene
Jersey

Area
3b MA=999 SEA=090
-7Xssla
Gooding

A.22

Macoupin
Montgomery
Morgan
Pike
Schuyler
Scott

Gallatin
Lawrence
Wabash
White
Area 10 %A=999 SEA=108
-FFanlcLln
Jefferson
Perry
Saline
Williamson

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=099
crunay
Kankakee
Kendall
La Salle

Area $leSy=z99
x na r
Hardin
Jackson
,Johnson
Massac
Pope
Pulaski
Union

Area 6a %A=999 SEA=100
mss
Christian
Logan
Macon - SMA=O38
Mason
Menard
Shelby
Metro Area D (6a,E)
'Yeorla
Tazewell

MA=106

SEA=101

Metro Area E (6a,D)
SangamZn

SM?el41

SJ?.A=102

INDIANA
Area 1 (A,B) SMA=999 SEA=110
-mm

Area 6b .%A=999 SEA=103
-EFF

SEA=109

La Porte
Porter

Metro Area --A

(1

,B) SMA=O28 SEA=111

Metro Area B
st.oFer

(1

,A) SMA=139 SEA=112

LaKe

De Witt
Douglas
Edgar
Ford
Iroquois
Livingston
McLean
Moultrie
Piatt
Vermilion
Woodford

Area zoF&

Area 2a .%A=999
-I?Hlton
Jasper
Kosciusko
Marshall
Newton
Pulaski
Starke

SMA=999 SEA=104

Area 2b %A=999 SEA=114
‘WTnCarroll
Cass
Clinton
Fountain
Miami
Montgomery
Parke
Tippecanoe
Vermillion
Wabash
;;;gn

-

Clinton
Effingham
Fayette
Monroe
Randolph
Washington
Metro Area --F (7) %A=999
Macxion
St. Clair

SEA=113

SEA=105

Area 8 %A=999 SEA=106
-may
Cumberland
Hamilton
Jasper
Marion
Richland
Wayne

Area 3 (C) %A=999
-7rimiis

Blackford
De Kalb
Huntington
Jay
gbfry-3e

Area 9 SMA=999 SEA=107
-clCrawford
Edwards

Steuben
Wells
Whitley

A.23

SEA=115

Metro Area --F (8) %A=999 SEA=124
ClarX
Floyd

Metro Area C (3) %A=049 SEA=116
Allen-Area 4 SMA=O94 SEA=117
IIelaware
Fayette
Grant
Henry
Howard
Madison
Randolph
Union
Wayne
Area 5 (D) SM?i=999
~aTTliolomew
Boone
Decatur
Hamilton
Hancock
Hendricks
Johnson
Putnam
Rush
Shelby
Tipton
Metro

Area

Marlon

--D (5)

IOWA
Area

SEA=125

Area lb (A,B) SMA=999 SEA=126
Kdubon
Cass
Crawford
Fremont
Harrison
Mills
Monona
Montgomery
Page
Shelby

SEA=119

Area 6 (e) !%A=999 SEA=120
Xess

Gibson
Greene
Knox
Morgan
Owen
Pike
Posey
Spencer
Sullivan
Vigo Warrick

%A=999

?zrokee
Lyon
O'Brien
PlymOUth
Sac
Sioux

SEA=118

SM?i=O63

la

Biiena vista
Carroll

Metro Area A (lb,B)
wooclmi~y-

SMA=137 SEA=127

Metro Area B (lb,A)
PottawTittamie

%A=990 SEA=128

Area 2a WA=999 SEA=129
may
Dickinson
Emmet
Hancock
Kossuti

SMA=lSO

Osceola
Palo Alto

Metro
Area E (6) !%A=046 SEA=121
vanderT5urgn

Area 2b (C) .%A=999 SEA=130
Bsoiir
Calhoun
Dallas
Franklin
Greene
Hamilton
Hardin
Humboldt
Pocahontas
Story
Webster
Wright

Area 7 SMA=999 SEA=122
grown
Crawford
Dubois
Harrison
Lawrence
Martin
Monroe
Orange
Perry
Washington
Area 8 (F) SMA=999 SEA=123
-lTeXZEorn
Franklin
Jackson
Jefferson
Jennings
Ohio
Ripley
Scott
Switzerland

Metro Area --C (2b) SMA=O40SEA=131
POlK
Area 3a SMA=999 SEA=132
-ABaff-Adams
Guthrie
Madison
Marion
Taylor

A.24

Union
Warren
Area 3b .%A=999 SEA=133
~Wgose
Davis
Decatur
Jefferson
Lucas
Monroe
Ringgold
Van Buren
Wapello
Wayne

.

Area 4 S&IA=999 SEA=128
-Xl.lamakee
Black Hawk - SMA=990
Bremer
Buchanan
Butler
Cerro Gordo
Chickasaw
Clayton
Delaware
Fayette
Floyd
Howard
Mitchell
Winnebago
Winneshiek
Worth

Comanche
Ford
Grant
Gray
Greeley
Hamilton
Haskell
Kearny
Logan
Meade
Morton
Scott
Seward
Stanton
Stevens
Wallace
Wichita

Area 2a %A=999 SEA=139
-EZr%on
Cheyenne
~~~~
Finney
Gove
Graham
Hodgeman
Kiowa
Lane
Ness
Pawnee
Pratt
Rawlins
Rush
Sheridan
Sherman
Stafford
Thomas
Trego

Area 5 S&IA=999 SEA=135
Benton
Grundy
Henry
Iowa
Jas er
KeOkk
Mahaska
Marshall
Poweshiek
Tama
Washington

Area 2a SMA=999 SEA=140
-.'XrllS
Ellsworth
Lincoln
Mitchell
Osborne
Rooks
Russell

Area 6 (D) %A=999 SEA=136
CTe?Eii?
Clinton
Des Moines

Area 3a (A) SMA=999 SEA=141
HXrm
Harvey
Kingman
McPherson
Reno
Rice
Sumner

",z%z
Johnson
Jones
Lee
Linn - SMA=O23
Louisa
Muscatine

Metro Area A (3a)
secqwim

Metro Area --D (6) SMA=O36SEA=137
Scott

%A=161

Area 3b SMA=999 SEA=143
-lZTaY
Cloud
Dickinson
Marion
Ottawa
Saline

KANSAS

Area 1 .%A=999 SEA=138
D
ErY

A.25

SEA=142

Area 2 SMA=999 SEA=151
-Tavless
Henderson
McLean
Union
Webster

Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=140
Jewel1
Marshall
Norton
Phillip
yfp
Washington

Area 3a .%A=999 SEA=152
-Bi7eciunrlage
Butler
Caldwell

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=145
TUT

Chase
Chautauuua

CC!;;X;~en

Grayson
Hancock
Hopkins
Livingston
Lvon
Muhlenberg
Ohio

Geary

Greenwood
Lyon
Morris

Pottawatomie
Riley
W abaunsee
Area

-

Area 6 (B) .%A=999 SEA=446
lEC?iTSV
Brown
EYE
Jac i$ on
Jefferson
Leavenworth
Nemaha
Shawnee - SMA=152
MetroJ;E;ao;

(6)

mm=069

Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=154
-Barren
Christian
Log=
Sim son
Todii
Trigg
warren

SEA=147

Wyandotte

Area 7a&lA=999
n
Anderson
Bourbon
Coffey
Franklin
Linn
Miami
Osage
Woodson

SEA=148

Area geSF=z99

SEA=149

r

3b SMA=999 SEA=153
m11tt
Green
Hardin
Hart
Larue
Meade
Taylor

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=155
7Tdarr
Allen
Casey

Clinton
Cumberland
Lincoln
Metcalfe
Monroe
Pulaski
Rockcastle
Russell
Wayne

ice

&awgyed
Montgomery
Neosho
Wilson

Area

gn~tkE&SMA=999

EWTUCKY

Bath
Boone
Boyle

Area kaSMA;999 SEA=150
II
a

E%?
Flemina
Garrard
Grant
Henry
Madison
Marion

Graves
Hickman
Marshall
McCracken

A.26

SEA=156

LOUISIANA

Mason
Montgomery
Nelson
Nicholas
Oldham
Owen
Pendleton
Robertson
Shelby
Spencer
Trimble
Washington

Area

MetroC;;:;

MetroJtf;zr;o;6,B)

sMA=oa2 SEA=157

Metro Ar;ae&(6,A)
Cdm D
Kenton

sMA=O29 SEA=158

Area

Area 7 %A=999 SEA1159
b
-%%kon
Fayette - SMA=990
Harrison
Jessamine
Mercer
Scott
Woodford
Area :aC&SMA=999

1 (A) .%A=999 SEA=163
73oZSier
Natchitoches
Ra ides
Reii River
--A (1)

2 .%A=999

TIatanoula
Concordia
East Carroll
Franklin
Madison
Morehouse
Omvzg;z;

.%A=136

SEA=164

SEA=165

Tensas
West Carroll
Area

3 %A=999
AJoyelles

SEA=166

4 MA=999

SEA=167

Evangeline
Lafayette
Pointe Coupee
St. Landry

SEA=160

Area

EEt:
Laurel

Lawrence
Lee
Lewis
;eF;~f
Mor an
9
ZeX
Rowan
Wolfe

Hienvrile
Caldwell
Claiborne
Grant
Jackson
La Salle
Lincoln
Union
Webster
Winn

Area 5 (B) S&IA=999 SEA=168
Fast J5at Kouge - .mA=o13
East Fel%ana
Livingston
Plaguemines
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. Tammany
Tangipahoa
Washington
West Feliciana

Metro
Area C (8) %A=990 SEA=159
goyaArea 9 SMA=999 SEA=162
geV
Breathitt
Floyd
Harlan
Johnson
Knott
KnOX
Leslie
*
Letcher
Martin
McCreary

MetroJ~;~r~o~5)
SMA=O99SEA=169
-Orleans
St. Bernard
Area 6 SMA=999 SEA=170
Xscenslon
ygypn
Iberville
Lafourche
St. James

Perry

Pike
Whitley

A.27

St. John the Baptist
St. Martin
St. Mary
Terrebonne
West Baton Rouge

Metro Area --B (A) SMA=157 SEA=181
Montgomery
Prince Georges
Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=182
-'CBlvert
Charles
St. Marys

Area 7 %A=999 SEA=171
Kcaala
Allen
Calcasieu
Cameron
Jefferson
Davis
Vermilion

Area 4a SMA=999 SEA=183
-CHrollne
Cecil

Kent
gfggt~n-

Area 8 SMA=999 SEA=172
-Eeauregard---De Soto
Sabine
Vernon

Area +&2=9:;
n st

s-=184

Somerset

Wicomico
Worcester

MAINE
Area ;rlz=z;9

SEA=173'

t

Area;

MASSACHUSETTS

K

Area

Sy=;z9 SEA=173
faJLL
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Somerset

Area ia;=;

SEA=175

Metro Area B SMA=166 AW=187
worcesTe--

Knox

Lincoln
Waldo
Washington

Metro Area C %A=018 SEA=188
EsseY Middlesex
Norfolk
Suffolk

Area 4 (A) SMA=999 SEA=176
Kn?R?iscoggln
Kennebec
Sagadahoc
York
Area A (4)
cum~erTaTi.ii

SMA=lll

SEA=185

Metro Area -A %A=144 SEA=186
Ha pd
Hgpseh?re

K

Metro

1 SMA=llO

Terkcsnlre
Franklin

-

Area 2 (D,E) sMA=999 SEA=189
'Barnstable
Dukes
Nantucket

SEA=177

Metro

Plymouul

Area D (2,E)

SMA=O20SEA=190

Metro Area E (2,D) SMA=O47SEA=191
nrlstoT

NARYLAND
Area 1 sMA=999 SEA-178
rnw
Garrett

MICHIGAN

Area 2 %A=999 SEA=179
-Cam
Frederick
Harford
Howard
Washington
Metro

XLA~aa$u~SMA=O12

Baltimore
Baltimore

(independent

Area

-Braga

SEA=180

city)

1 .%A=999

SEA=192

Dickinson
Gogebic
Houghton
Iron
Keweenaw
Marquette
Ontonagon

Area 2 FM&=999 SEA=193
*%Jer

Chlppewa

A.28

Delta
Lute
Mackinac
Menominee
Schoolcraft

Area 6b %A=999 SEA=203
-Errlen
Van Buren
Area

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=194
-Benzie
Grand Traverse
Leelanau
Manistee
Mason
Oceana

Jackson

Metro&;:;,:

- WA=064

(7) sm=o48

SEA=205

Metro Area --E (7) .%A=073 SEA=206
Ingn=
Area a (F) %A=999 SEA=207
TfoiiTCe
St. Clair
Washtenaw
Metro Area --F (8)
Macomb
Oakland
Wayne

st4A=O41

SEA=208

Area 9a SMA=999 SEA=209
Xancn
Billsdale
Lenawee

gf;ggd
IOSCO
Montmorency

Area 9b (G) SMA=999 SEA=210

-

::x
Presque Isle
Roscommon

'B;Tr‘r';fCalhoun
Cass
St.

Metro

Gratiot
Isabella
Midland
Montcalm

Joseph

Area --G (9b)
Kalamazoo

WA=068

SEA=211

MINNESOTA
Area 1 %A=999 SEA=212
-2s

Metro Areaa; (5a) SMA=123 SEA=198
-inn
Area 5b SMA=999 SEA=199
-Hiiron
Sanilac
Tuscola
sw4=999

(6a,C)

Metro Area C (6a,B)
muskegVn

Marshall
Norman
Pennington
Polk

Red Lake
Roseau
wilkin

s~A=200

Area 2 (A) SW=999 SEA=213
Xi-n
Beltrami
Carlton
Cass

OttaGa
Metro Area'B
--

SEA=204

Lapeer
Livingston
Shiawassee

Area 4b %A=999 SEA=196
AleAlpena
Arenac
pgYw

;;t,gg)

.%A=999

Eaton
Ionia

Area 4a .%A=999 SEA=195
Aiitrim
Charlevoix
Emmet
Kalkaska
Lake
Mecos ta
Missaukee
Newaygo
Osceola
Otsego
Wexford

Area

7&El,

SMA=O54SEA=201
SMA=999 S-202

:zater
Crow Wing

A.29

Houston
Le Sueur
Mower
Nicollet
Sibley
Waseca

Hubbard
Itasca
Koochiching
Lake
Lake of the Woods
Metro Area A (2) SMA=O42SEA=214
t . LoHiT
Area 3 .%A=999
-

Area a %A=999 SEA=221
iZo-iztonwood

SEA=215

Beater

Lincoln
Lyon
Martin
Murray
Nobles
;;ETtone

Douglas
Mahnomen,

ZY
Ta11
Wadena
Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=216
-Benron

Watonwan

%x
Kanabec
Mille Lacs
Morrison
Pine
Sherburne

Area 1 SMA=999 SEA=222
-Eolivar
Coahoma
Humphreys
Issaguena
Leflore
Quitman
Sharkey
Sunflower
Tallahatchie
Tunica
Washington

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=217
-Hia
stone
Chippewa
Grant
Kandiyohi
Lac Qui Parle
PO e
Re3wood
Renville
Stevens
Swift
Traverse
Yellow Medicine

Area 2 ?&A=999 SEA=223
Benton
Carroll
De Soto
Grenada

Area 6 SMA=999 SEA=218
-Cay
Dodge
Goodhue
McLeod
Meeker
Olmsted
Rice
Scott
Stearns
Steele
Wabasha
Washington
Winona
wright
Metro Area B (6)
-imRz--

%A=091

Holmes

Madison
Marshall
Panola
Tate
Yalobusha
Yazoo
Area

3 2;

.%A=999

SEA=224

Amite
Claiborne
Copiab
Franklin
Jefferson
Lincoln
Pike
Warren
Wilkinson

SMA=219

Dakota
Hennepin
Ramsey

Metro Area --A (3) SMA=O65SEA=225
Hinds

Area 7 SMA=999 SEA=220
-mm
Brown
Fillmore
Freeborn

Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=226
-7-rlr
Calhoun
Itawamba

A.30

Metro Area --A (1) SMA=O69SEA=233
ClaY
Jackson

Lafayette
Pontotoc
Prentiss
Tip ah
Tis Komingo
Union

Area 2a SMA=999 SEA=234
-Aaalr
Caldwell
Chariton

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=227
Chlckasaw
Clay
Lee
Lowndes
Monroe
Noxubee
Oktibbeha

Harrison
Linn
Livingston
Macon
Mercer
Putnam
Schuyler
Sullivan
worth

Area 6a SMA=999 SEA=228
7Xtala
Covington
Jefferson
Davis
Jones
Lawrence
Leake
Marion
fp;~gg-y
'
Rankin
Scott
+Q.Tpzon
Walthall

Area 2b SMA=999 SEA=235
-?iiir
Boone
g$=w

Howard
Knox
Lewis
Lincoln
Marion
Monroe
~gcwmfw
Ralls
Randolph
Scotland
Shelby

Area 6b %A=999 SEA=229
T3Iibctaw
Clarke
Jasper
Kemper
Lauderdale
Newton
Wayne
Webster
Winston

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=236
-Barton
Bates
Cass
Cedar
gD,,oy
Henry
Johnson
Pettis
St. Clair
Vernon

Area 7 SMA=999 SEA=230
FOwtl?stT
George
Greene
Lamar
Pearl River
Perry
Stone
Area 8 .%A=999 SEA=231
Hancock
Harrison
Jackson

Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=.237
-Barry
JasDer
LawGence
McDonald
Newton

MISSOURI

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=238
Zenton
Camden
Crawford
Hickory
Laclede
Maries
Miller
Morgan
Phelps
Pulaski
Washington

Area ;n;l;wSMA=999 SEA=232
Atchison
Buchanan - SMA=990
Carroll
i2ston
Lafayette
z2~:y
Ray
Saline
A.31

Area .lbaSF=zz9 SEA=246
v h cl
Broadwater
Deer Lodge
Gallatin
Granite
Jefferson
I,zi,go;nd
Clark

Area 6 (B) %A=999 SEA=239
HoTIinuer
E,"F~ Girardeau
Franklin
Gasconade
Jefferson
Moniteau
Osage
Perry
Ste. Genevieve
Warren
Metro Area ;rizi
.
EE: z%

Mea her
Par ii
Powell
Silver Bow
Yellowstone National

SMA=125 SEA=240
(independent

Area &SF;999
SEA=247
-ea
Chouteau
Ferg-us
Glacier
Jui7ug,Basin
Teton

city)

Area 7 %A=999 SEA=232
l.t
FX31an

Douglas
Greene - .%A=990
Howell
Ozark
Polk
Stone
Taney
Texas
Webster
wright

Area gas:=999
1
Daniels
Dawson
Fallon
Hill
Liberty
McConePhillips
Prairie
Richland
Roosevelt

Area 8 SMA=999 SEA=242
-caT
Iron
Madison - %A=125
Oregon
Reynolds
Ripley
Shannon
St. Francois
Wayne
Area &SF=999
It
Scott
Stoddard

SEA=248

Efkdan
Valley
Wibaux
Area 3a SMA=999 SEA=249
-Bzg
Horn
Carbon
Stillwater
Yellowstone

SEA=243

Area &SF=999
SEA=249
tr
Custer
Garfield
Golden Valley
Musselshell
Petroleum
Powder River
Rosebud
Sweet Grass
Treasure
Wheatland

Area z;nSMA;999 SEA=244
Ju.
Mississippi
New Madrid
Pemiscot

Area la MA=999 SEA=245
-mabead
Lake
Lincoln
M+neral
g;gEy;t$a
Sanders

NEBRASKA
Area kSMAA999 SEA=251
u-l
Blaine
Brown

A.32

Park (part)

Cla
Fil r more
Hamilton
Jefferson
Polk
Saline
Seward
Tha er
Yor z

Cherry
Dawes
Garden
Garfield
zt
Hooker
Keya Paha
Logan
LOU
McPRerson
Rock
Sheridan
Sioux
Thomas
Wheeler

Area 6 S&IA=999 SEA=257
Eurt
Cedar
Cuming
Dakota
Dixon
Dodge
Thurston
Washington
Wayne

Area 2 %A=999 SEA=251
-Banner
Box Butte
Chase
Cheyenne
Deuel

Area 7 (A,B) SMA=999 SEA=258
-rass

Keith

w3e

Johnson
Nemaha
Otoe
Pawnee
Richardson
Saunders

Kimball
Morrill
Perkins
Scotts Bluff
Area 3a SMA=999 SEA=253
-Xifralo
Custer
Dawson
g;;;ley
Howard
Lincoln
Sherman
Valley

Metro Area A (7,B)
LancdsTe7

SMA=O78SEA=259

Metro Area --B (7,A)
D glas
s2py

%A=104 SEA=260

Area 3b SMA=999 SEA=254

NEVADA

-

Area 1 .%A=999 SEA=261

EEYBo d
Co1fax
Knox
Madison
Merrick
Nance
Pierce
Platte
Stanton

Douglas
Elko
Ezz?da
Humboldt
Lander
Lincoln
Lyon
Mineral
We
Ormsby
Pershing
Storey
Washoe
White Pine

Area 4 %A=999 SEA=251
-2s

Frontier
Furnas
Gosper
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock
Kearney
Nuckolls
Phelps
Red Willow
Webster

Area 2 S$=999
d s
Butler

NEWHAMPSHIRE
Area 1 SMA=999 SEA=262
Eebrl
CarroT?
coos
Grafton
Sullivan

SEA=256

A.33

De Baca
Guadalupe
Harding
MOra

Area 2 (A) %A=999 SEA=263
-?Yh?%Iiire
Merrimack
Rockingham
Strafford

g%evelt
San Miguel
Torrance
Union

Metro Area A (2) .%A=087 SEA=264
~11~slErTiCp

NEN JERSEY
Area 1 (A,B,C)
Hunterdon
Monmouth
Sussex

%A=999 SEA=265

Metro Area A (l,B,C)
warren-

SMA=990 SEA=266

Metro Area B (l,A,C)
BergenEssex
Hudson
Middlesex
Morris
Passaic
Somerset
Union

WA=100 SEA=267

Hetro

.gry3~

Mr

(~,A,B)

NEWYORK
Area 1 (A,B) sMA=999 SEA=277
UrTEEiS
Wayne
s~~=153 s~~=268

Area 2 (D,E,F) shm=999 SEA=269
-rape
Ma
CumberlLd
Ocean
Area D (2,E,F)
BurlznZJton
Camden
Gloucester

SMA=107 SEA=270

Metro Area E (2,D,F)
Atlantic

SMA=OO9SEA=271

Metro Area F (2,D,E)
Salem -

.%A=990 SEA=266

Metro

Metro Area A (1,B)
--Niagara

WA=021 SEA=278

Area B (1,A)
Monroe--

SMA=lZO SEA=279

Metro

Area 2 SW=999 SEA=280
Genesee
Livingston
Ontarlo
Seneca
Wyoming
Yates
Area 3a WA=999 SEA=281
-XCleuanv
Cattaraugus
Chautauqua
Area 3b MA=999 SEA=282
'CKemuns
Schuyler
Steuben
Tioga
Tompkins

NEWMEXICO
Area la .%A=999 SEA=273
-glSrnallllo
- s:MA=UO3
Catron
McKinley
San Juan
Valencia

Area 4 (Cl SMS-999 SEA=283
cama
Cortland
Madison
Oswego

Area lb !%A=999 SEA=274

-T;ETS

Area 3 WA=999 SEA=276
-TJhDona Ana
E-y
Grant
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Luna
Otero
Sierra
Socorro

AlaIf10S

Rio Arriba
Sandoval
Santa Fe
Taos

Metro Area C (4) SMA=147 SEA=284
CJKiiZfaQa-

Area 2 SMA=999 SEA=275
7
TOT
Curry

Area 5 (D) SMA=999 SEA=285
rulton
Hamilton
Montgomery

A.34

Metro Area --D (5) SMA=155 SEA=286
Hki mer
O:zida

Watauga
Yancey
Metro Area (1) SMA=OO7SEA=295
Buncomr

Area 6 (E) SMA=999 SEA=287
ClEiiZngo
Delaware
Otsego
Schoharie

Area &zMAA92;
x a
Burke
Caldwell
McDowell
Wilkes

Metro
Area E (6) SMA=O16SEA=288
BrOOmeBe

SEA=289
-Area &;?+:99
t
Essex
Franklin
Jefferson
Lewis
St. Lawrence

Area 3 (B,C) .%A=999 SEA=296
-7JXSZiEe
Caswell
Durham - %A=043
Granville
Orange
Person
;;-z;ghm
Surry
Vance
Yadkin

Area 8 (F) SMA=999 SEA=290
gamoga
Warren
Washington
Metro Area F (8) SMA=OOZSEA=291

-lBny--

Metro Area B (3,C) SMA=165 SEA=298
ForsymMetro Area C (3,B) SMA=O56 SEA=299

Rensselaer
Schenectady

POT7

Area 9 %A=999 SEA=292
roiumbia
Dutchess

Area 4a .%A=999 SEA=300
CKatiam
Davidson
Davie
Montgomery
Randolph

Greene

Orange
Putnam
Sullivan
Ulster

Area 4b sMA=999 s~~=301
IXbarrus
Catawba
Iredell
Rowan
Stanley

Metro Area G SMA=lOO SEA=293
-rOnxKings
Nassau
New York
Queens
Richmond

Area 5 (D) %A=999 SEA=302
lrnm
Cleveland
Gaston
Lincoln
Polk
Rutherford
Union

::%id
Westchester
NORTHCAROLINA
Area

1

(A)

SM.&=999

SEA=296

Metro Area D (5) .%A=026 SEA=303
BeTburg

SEA=294

Avery
Cherokee
Clay
Graham
Haywood
Henderson
Jackson
Macon
Madison
Mitchell
Swain
Transylvania

Area 6 (E) SMA=999 SEA=304
-FrXXEl7
Harnett
Johnston
Lee
Sampson
Warren
Metro Area --E (6)
wake

A.35

.%A=116

SEA=305

Area 2a SMA=999 SEA=311
Biirrke
Divide
McLean
Mountrail
Williams

Area 7 %A=999 SEA=306
Kertie
Chowan
Gates
Halifax
Hertford
Martin
Northampton
Perquimans
Washington

Area 2b .%A=999 SEA=311
-Biirleign
Emmons
Kidder
Logan
McIntosh
Sheridan

Area 8 .%A=999 SEA=307
muecombe
Greene
Lenoir
Nash
Pitt
Wayne
Wilson

Area 3a SMA=999 SEA=314
BZnson
Bottineau
Cavalier

Area 9 SMA=999 SEA=308
TTumberlanHoke
Moore
Richmond
Robeson
Scotland

EEEY
Pierce
Ramse
Renvi3 le
Rolette
Towner
Ward

Area 10 WA=999 SEA=309
EiTaurort
Camden
Currituck
Dare
Hyde
Pasquotank
Tyrrell
Area

Area 3b %A=999 SEA=315
E?TrV
tidy

Foster
Griggs
LaMOure
Steele
Stutsman
Wells

11 .%A=999 SEA=310
BTaden
Brunswick
Carteret
Columbus
Craven
Duplin
Jones
New Hanover
Onslow

Area 3c %A=999 SEA=315
TFEke y
Ransom
Richland
Sargent
Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=317
-7Tass
Grand Forks
E%ra
Walsh

NORTHDAKOTA

OHIO

Area 1 %A=999 SEA=311
irdam
BillSings
Bowman
Dunn
Golden Valley
Grant
Hettinger
McKenzie
Mercer
Morton
Oliver
Sioux
Slope
Stark

Area 1 (A) %A=999
-neTIZnce
Fulton
Henry
Ottawa
Paulding
Putnam
Sandusky
Van Wert
Williams
wood
Metro Area A
-Lucas--

A.36

(1)

SEA=318

%A=151

SEA=319

Area 6a .%A=999 SEA=332
-TZiriz~elct
Knox
Licking
Morrow

Area 2 SMA=999 SEA=320
Kllen - SMA=YYU
Auglaize
',:::2td
Hardin
Logan
Marion
Mercer

Area ;;r;;iIsMA=999
Coshocton
Guernsey
Harrison
Muskingum
Perry
Tuscarawas

Ez:i
Wyandot
Area

3 (B,c,D)
sMA=999 .~~A=321
ggyrn
- .%A=143
Clinton
Darke
Delaware
Fayette
Madison
Miami
;;EzY
Shelby
Warren

Metro Area B (3,C,D)
FranUrn

SMA=O33SEA=322

Metro Area C (3,B,D)
GreeneMontgomery

SMA=O37SEA=323

Metro Area J (6b) %A=160 SEA=334
BelmonT:
Jefferson
Area ;ogh

Metro Area --K (7) %A=029 SEA=336
Hamilton
Area 8a (L) SMA=999 SEA=337
--flzilm
Hocking
Jackson
Pike
Scioto
Vinton

Area 4a (E) SW=999 SEA=325
EYiiYHuron
Lorain - SMA=O80

Metro --Area L (8a) %A=990 SEA=320
Lawrence
Area 8b SMA=999 SEA=339
-KEhens
Meigs
Monroe
Morgan
Noble
Washington

Metro Area --E (4a) .%A=030 SEA=326
cuyanoga
Lake
Area 4b SMA=999 SEA=327
XZhLano
Holmes
Medina
Richland
Wayne

OKLAHOMA
Area 1 SAA=999
Beaver
Cimarron
Custer

Area 5 (F,G,H) sMA=999 SEA=328
Xshtabula
Columbiana
Geauga
Portage

Metro

Area
--F
s ummlt

(5)

SMA=OOl

SEA=329

Area --G (5) SMA=O22 SEA=330
Area
%A=168

SEA=340

"EYZZ
Harper
Roger Mills
Texas
woods
Woodward

Stark

Metro Area H (5)
-i-y
Trumbull

%A=999 SEA=335

Brown
Clermont
Highland
Ross

Metro Area D (3) SMA=O58'SEA=324
Pr-

Metro

SEA=333

SEA=331

A.37

2 sMA=999

f If
Za?ne"
Canadian

SEA=341

tiuskogee
Oknulgee
Seguoyah
:Jagoner

Garfield
Grant
K ,a'r
Kingfisher
Yaj or
N&l+?
Area

(A) S:&\=999 SEA=342
T35ZTJ
Mayes
Nowata
Osage
Ottawa
Rogers
Washington
3

Metro Area --A (3)
Tulsa
Area

Area

Area Sb SF.A=999 SEA=349

-

St-IA=154

Area 9 F&IA=999 SEA=352
7itoKa
Latimer
Le Flore
McCurtain
Pittsburg
Pushmataha

SEA=343

4 SMA=999 SEA=344
EecMam
Caddc
Comanche
Cotton
Grady
Greer
Harmon
Jackson
Kiowa
Tillman
washita
5

(B)

OREGON
Area la SMA=999 SEA=353
matsop

Columbia
coos
Curry
Lincoln
Tillamook

Area lb SMA=999 SEA=354
lJBiglas
Jackson
Josephine

SMA=999 SEA=345

-C'lmand
Garvin
Lincoln
Logan
,-.-.
_~
_--_..ps~rrnee
Payne
Pottawatomie

Area 2a (A) %A=999 SEA=355

-XoTFiver
,>
-_' T-2
.-..-'U,.
Yamhill

Metro Area -A (2a) %A=112 SEA=356
iLac:;amas
Multnomah
idashington

Metro Area --a (5) SMA=103 SEA=346
OXTZiioma

Area 2b .%.A=999 SEA=357
BZnton
Lane
Linn
Polk

Araa 6 %A=999 SEA=347
-TToal
Creek
Hughes
Okfuskee
Pontotoc
Ca.?lixJle

Area 3 SW=999 SEA=358

-G.~~lan

Morrow

Sherman
Umatilla
Wasco

Area 7a .%A=999 SEA=348
-7Xrter
Jefferson
Johnston
Love
Murray
Stephens

Area 4 %A=999
-Baker
Crook

Deschutes
Grant
Harney
Jefferson
Klamath
Lake

Area 7b Swx=999 SEA=349
-

ma1.r
Cherokee
Delaware

zoc

Marshall

Malheur
Union
Wallowa

Area 8a %A=999 SEA=350
HZs ice11
!tfcIntosh

wheeler

A.38

SEA=358

PENNSYLVANIA

Metro
BTalr

Area la (A,B) --S:XA=999 SEA=360
zTa=zzr
Area A (la,B)
Lrle
--

S>!A=O45 SEA=361

Metro

Area B (la,A)
Mercer-p

%A=168

Area

lb %A=999
zt;;;ong

SEA=362

SEA=363

Metro G (6)
~TizZFiie

McKean

2 (C) SMA=999 SEA=364
BrZTfora
Potter
Susquehanna
Tioga
Wayne
Wyoming

SEA=373

.%A=163 SEA=374

Area 7 (HI %A=999
?a-ziix
Franklin
Lebanon

Venango
Warren
Area

SMA=OO5 SEA=372

Area
6 (G) %A=999
-Carson
Columbia
Monroe
lYontour
Northumberland
Pike
Schuylkill

Lawrence

4!etro

F (5)

SEA=375

Metro

Area H (7)
CumberTaX
Dauphin

Metro

Area J (K) .%A=167 SEA=377
yorlc --

Metro Area C WA=134 SEA=365
LaCKawZnna

Metro Area K (J)
LZfiEZste~

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=366
-Cameron
Clinton
Elk
Forest
Lycoming
Sullivan

Metro

%A=059

SEA=376

%A=072

SEA=378

Area L (M,N)
t3erKs --

sMA=117 SEA=379

Metro Area M (L,N)
7enlgn-Northampton

SMA=OO4 SEA=380

Clearfield
Indiana
Jefferson
Area
Metro
Tzzny

4b (E) s.MA=999 SEA=368
FZyFEe
Greene
Area

RHODE ISLAND
Area 1 (A) %A=113
-??emrY
Washington

D sMA=109 SEA=369

Washington
WestToreland
Metro

Area E (4b)
Cambria.- P
Somerset

Metro
%A=067

SEA=370

Area A (1)
BrrstoTKent
Providence

SEA=382

S~~=113

SEA=382

SOUTH CAROLINA

Area 5 (F) SMA=999 SEA=371
BeFIfSrV
Centre
Fulton
Huntinadon
Juniata
Mifflin
Perry
Snyder
Union

Area
Area

A.39

1 SIG=999

Uconee
Pickens

SEA=384

2 SMA=999 SEA=385
Anaerson
Greenville
- SMA=O57
Greenwood
Laurens
Spartanburg

Area 3 SW!=999 SEA=386
CTeroltee
Chester
Lancaster
Union
?ork

Harding
Jackson
Jones
Lawrence
$2::
MellPtte
Pennington
Perkins
Shannon
Stanley
Todd
Washabaugh
Ziebach

Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=387
Xi3~av1 lie
Edgefield
FaIrfield
McCormick
Newberry
Saluda
Area 5 (A,B) %A=999 SEA=388
#X%VZYffleicl
Kershaw
Lexington

Area 2a SMA=999 SEA=396
mmobeli
Edmcnds
Faulk
Hand
Hughes
Hyde
McPherson
Potter
Sully
Walworth

Metro Area A (5) %A=031 SEA=389
RiifliTaiid-Area 6 MA=999 SEA=390 .
Kllendale
Bamberg
Barnwell
Calhoun
Clarendon
Darlington
Hampton
Lee
Marlboro
Oqangeburq
Sumter
Area

Area 2b .%A=999 SEA=396
I?Zaale
Brown
Clark
Day
Marshall
Spink
Area 3a MA=999 SEA=398
-Xirora
Brule
-.>.; -=.i:z
-UC

7 %A=999 SEA=391
Tillon
-

_..

.-

> ..
.-a._.-

-

>

:icrr;-

Marion
Williamsburg

zxi
Tripp

Area 8 (C) SXA=999 SE?.=392
i3eXiFo?f--Berkeley
Colleton
Dorchester
Georgetown
Jasper

Area 3b sMA=999 SEA=398
B?Yn aomme
Charles Mix
Davison
Douglas
Hanson
Hutchinson
McCook
Miner
Sanborn

Metro Area --C (8) SMA=O24 SEA=393
cnarleston
Metro Area B (5,A,C)
AlKen--

SMA=OlO SEA=394

Area 4a %A=999 SEA=398
-Xooklnas
Coding&
Deuel
Grant
Hamlin

SOUTH DAKOTA
1 SMA=999 SEA=395
--Area Armstronq
Bennett Butte
Corson
Custer
Dewey
Fall River
Haakon

Area 4b .%A=999 SEA=398
-TTTa‘p--Lake
Lincoln
Minnehaha - .%A=138
Moody

A.40

Coffee

Turner
Union
Yankton

Dekalb
Franklin

Jackson
Macon
Overton

TENNESSEE
Area 1 (A) %A=999 SEA=402
TrTF?TeT
Dyer
Fayette
Gibson
Hardeman
Haywood
Lake
Lauderdale
Madison
Obion
Tipton
Metro Area -A (1) SMA=O88
-helby
Area 2 .%A=999 SEA=404
-Benton
Carroll
Chester
Decatur
Hardin
Henderson
Henry
McNairy
Weakley

Pickett

Putnam
Warren
White
Area 7 SMA=999 SEA=410
Elecisoe
Cumberland
Fentress
Grundy
Marion
Morgan
Scott
Sequatchie
Van Buren

SEA=403

Area 8a (C,D) .%A=999 SEA=411
BYam
-wy
McMinn
Meiqs
Monroe
Polk
Rhea
Roane
Sevier

Union

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=405
ITickson
Hictian
Hous ton
3iL;ishrz;J.s

Lawrence
Lewis
Perry

SMA=O27SEA=412

'<etro 223 D !sa,C)
-_--nncerson

SiC>=37! SEX=;::?

Blount
Knox

Stewart

Area 8b SMA=999 SEA=414
Erter
Claiborne
Cocke
Grainqer
Greene
Hamblen
Hancock
Hawkins
Jefferson
Johnson
Sullivan
Unicoi
Washington

Wayne

Area 4 %A=999 SEA=406
-Chea~nam
Montgomery
Robertson
Sumner
Area 5 (B) SMA=999 SEA=407
SeTEr7
Giles
Lincoln

Marshall
Maury
Moore
Rutherford
Smith
Trousdale
Williamson
Wilson

Metro Area C (8a,D)
Hamlit?%-

,

TEXAS

Area la (A) %A=999 SEA=415
73iTeiEEer
Culberson
Hudspeth
Jeff Davis
Loving
Pecos
Presidio

Metro Area B (5) %A=095 SEA=408
I)dVldsOnArea 6 SMA=999 SEA=409
Cainon
Clay

A.41

Lipscomb

Reeves

Moore

Ward
Metro
Area

Area --A (la)
EL Faso
lb WA=999

Eockett

Ochiltree
oldham
Parmer
Potter
- SMA=OO6
Randall
- WA=006
Roberts
Sherman
Swisher

SMA=O44 SEA=416
SEA=415

Edwards
Glasscock
Irion
Kimble

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=421
Andrews
Bailey

EEdy
;EzTan

Cochran
Crane
Crosby

Schleicher

Dawson
Ector
Gaines

Sterling
Sutton
Terre11
Upton
Uvalde
Val Verde

E22:y
Lamb
Lubbock - .%A=084
Lynn
Martin

Area Ga;MAAz99 SEA=418'
d
Blanc0
Coke
Coma1
Conch0
Gillespie
Hays -

Midland
Terr
win d er
Yoakum

Area 6a .%A=999 SEA=422
%Ziylor

Kendall
Kerr
Llano
Mason
McCulloch
Yedina
- _, SciLci
3a..
Ten Green - SXA=990

--Area

3 WA=999
3roocs
Lb';'

Borden

Brown

Childress

Coleman

Collingsworth
,-*
_.- -4-7
c .- _2
Dickens

Donley
Fisher

SEA=418

3oard
Garza
Hall
Hardeman

Jim Hogg
Kenedy
Kleberg
La Salle

Haskell
Jones
Kent
King
Knox

Maverick
McMullen
Starr
Webb - .%A=990

Mitchell
Motley
Nolan

Zapata

Runnels
Scurry
Stonewall
Taylor
wheeler
Wichita - .%A=162
Wilbarger
.

Zavala
Area 4 %A=999 SEA=420
Krms trong
Briscoe
Carson
Castro
Dallam

Area 6b SU=999
XFcber

Deaf Smith
Floyd

Callahan
Clay

OX
Hansford
Hartley
Hemphill

Shackelford
Stephens
Throckmorton
Young

Hutchinson

A.42

SEA=422

Area 7a SMA=999 SEA=425
Xmancne
Eastland

Guadalupe

Lavaca

Washington

“,Sh
Jack

11 (F) %A=999 SEA=435
--Area mansas
Atascosa
Bee
Dewitt
Frio
Goliad
Jim Wells
Karnes
Live Oak
Nueces - .%A=034

Montague
Palo Pinto

Parker
Somervell
Wise

Area 7b (B) SMA=999 SEA=426
T!TO-TGF

Denton
Johnson

Refugio

San Patricia
Wilson

Metro Area B (7b) SMA=OSOSEA=427
Tarran-

Metro Area --F
Bexar

Area 7c %A=999 SEA=428
B?%aue
Burnet
Coryell
Hamilton
Lampasas
Mills
Area 8 (C,D,E)
BeTI--Collin

Cass

sMA=999 SEA=429

Shelby
%ith
Titus

Upshur
Van Zandt
Wood

Metro Area C (8) %A=035 SEA=430
-allas--

Area 13 %A=999 SEA=438
Xiqellna
Hardin
Jasper
Montgomery
Newton

Metro Area --D (8) .%A=156 SEA=431
McLennan
Area aE (8)

Sm=Oll

SEA=432

Polk
Sabine

Area 9 %A=999 SEA=433
Bastrop
Brazos
Burleson
Freestone
Grimes
Lee
Leon
Madison
Robertson
Area

10 .%A=999
Calaweil

SEA=436

Cherokee
Franklin
Gregg
Harrison
Henderson
Hopkins
Houston
Marion
Morris
Nacogdoches
Panola
Rains
Red River
Rusk

Ellis
Falls
Fannin
g;pson
Hunt
Kauf;nan
Lamar
Limestone
Milam
Navarro
Rockwall
Williamson

Travzi

SIG=128

Area 12 SMA=999 SEA=437
Afiaerson
Bowie
Camp

Delta

:letro

(11)

San Augustine
San Jacinto
Trinity
Tyler
Walker
Area 14 (G,H) SMA=999 SEA=439
TTiis-

Brazoria
Calhoun
Chambers
Colorado
Fort Bend
Galveston - %A=053

SEA=434

Fayette
Gonzales

A.43

Area

Jackson
Liberty
Matagorda
Orange
Victoria
Waller
Wharton
Metro Area G (14,H)
narrls--

%A=061 SEA=440

Metroag;~r~o;14,G)

WA=015

Area~~~~=999
n
Hidalgo
Willacy

Windsor

SEA=441

VIRGINIA

SEA=442

Area

UTAH
Area 1 SMA=999
Eox alaer
Cache
Morgan
Rich
Sanpete
Sevier
summit

.%A=999 SEA=444

Utah
Weber - SMA=102
Metro Area $1
salt L

1 WA=999

Eucnanan
Dickenson
Lee
Tazewell
Wise

SEA=449

Area 2 .%A=999 SEA=450
-ElBristol
(independent
city)
Carroll
Grayson
Russell
Scott
Smyth
Washington
Mythe
Area 3 (A) .%A=999 SEA=451
Y
EFan
Botetourt
Buena Vista (independent
city)
Clifton
Forge (independent
city)
Craig

SEA=443

Wasatch
Area ga,

2 SMA=999 SEA=448
pennington
Caledonia
Essex
Lamoille
Orange
Rutland
W,;;ginGton

sMA=126 SEA=445

2%
Highland
pu;;wo--y
Radford (independent
Rockbridge

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=446
Beaver
Carbon
Daggett
Duchesne
Emery

Metro Area A (3)

E;lra2e1d
Iron
Juab
Kane
Millard
Piute
San Juan
Tooele
Ointah
Washington
Wayne

xo

nok

Ro&okT

SMA=119

(independent

city)
SEA=452
city)

Area 4 %A=999 SEA=453
t
%%e"
Frederick
Harrisonburg
(independent
city)
Page
Rockingham
Shenandoah
Staunton (independent
city)
Warren
Waynesboro (independent
city)
Winchester (independent
city)

VERMONT

Area ; SE;;99 SEA=447
da
Chittenden
Franklin
Grand Isle
Orleans

Area $;gB)a;:=999
1
Charlottesville
Culpeper
Fauguier

A.44

SEA=454
(independent

city)

Fredericksburg
Greene
Loudoun
Madison
Orange
Prince William
Rappahannock
W&;,y;;anla

(independent

city)

Westmoreland
;;iiiamsburg

Area LLylaSMA=999

Metro

Area

SEA=456

Amherst
;; ;:;,"ox
2
Buckingham
Campbell
Colonial
Heights (independent
Cumberland
Dinwiddie
Fluvanna
Goochland
Louisa
;s;urg
(independent
city)

Prince

(independent

NorrolF

city)

Area

-

Area 7 .!%A=999 SEA=458
NrunswrcK
Charlotte
;;;~ii;
(independent

city)

(independent

city)

city)

(11)

sMA=lOl

SEA=462

-

11 (D)
7xs5Ezc7

WA=999

SEA=461

Northampton

WASHINGTON

SEA=457

city)

SEA=461

Norfolk (independent
city)
Portsmouth (independent
city)
Princess Anne
South Norfolk (independent
city)

city)

Henrico
Richmond (independent

.%A=999

Metro Area D

Area

Ax-~-~T,~~;~SMA==~~B
cn
t

10

GTeensville
Ho ewe11 (independent
Is fi e of Wight
Nansemond
Prince George
Southampton
Suffolk
(independent
Surry
Sussex

Edward

Halifax
Henry
Lunenburq
Martinsvllle
;e,g;~=&bwLf
Pitts ylvania

city)

Area &izi8zMA=999
SEA=460
tn c t
Hampton (inieYendent
city)
Newport News 'isindependent city)
Warwick

Metro Area B (5) .%A=157 SEA=455
AFnarla(
zndepencient city)
z;;g:g
Falls Church (independent
city)

Nottoway
;zph;gzrg

(independent

-

1 WA=999
‘IllaLma

SEA=464

Grays Harbor
Jefferson
Mason
Pacific
Wahkiakum

Area 2 SMA=999 SEA=465
Tslana
San Juan
Skagit
Snohomish
Whatcom

city)

Area 3 (A,,B) SEA=999 SEA=466
-lciw
Metro Area --A (3,B)
Klw
Metro Area --B (3,A)
nerce

Area 8 (9) .'%A=999 SEA=459
caZZ.ine
Charles city
Essex
Gloucester
Hanover
James City
King and Queen
King George
King William
Lancaster
Mathews
Middlesex
New Kent
NorthUmberland
Richmond

Area ~o~;,MA=999

%A=135 SEA=467
SMA=148 SEA=468
SEA=469

Lewis
Skamania
Thurston
Metro

A.45

Area
clam

--C (4)

%A=112

SEA=470

Area 5aeSM$999
I.
Okanogan

Webster
Wirt

SEA=471

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=482
Barbour
Harrison
Marion
Monongalia
Preston
Taylor

Area 5b %A=999 SEA=471
FSrrv
Pend-Oreille
s tevens
Area 6 %A=999 SEA=473
Benton

Area 4 SMA=999 SEA=483
-goone
Logan
McDowell
Mercer
Ming0
Raleigh
Wyoming

Kittifas

Kli$tat
Area 7a SMA=999 SEA=474
mams
Douglas
Franklin
Grant
Lincoln

Metro

Area 7b (D) SMA=999 SEA=475
ASOtln

Area 5 SMA=999 SEA=485
Grant
Greenbrier
Hampshire
Hardy
Mineral
Monroe
Pendleton
Pocahontas
Randolph
Summers
Tucker

Columbia
Garfield
Walla Walla
Whitman

Metro Area D (7b) SMA=140 SEA=476
vspaKanZ-

WESTVIRGINIA
Area &l~A~a;~=999
t
Tyler
Wetzel
Wood

SEA=477

Area 6 %A=999 SEA=485
BerKeley
Jefferson
Morgan

Metro Area -A (1) %A=160 SEA=478
8rooKe
Hancock
Marshall
Ohio
Area 2&&SMA=999

Area C (4) .?%A=025SEA=484
rayettiFKanawha

WISCONSIN
Area 1 (A) !%A=999 SEA=487
~AsTiIZn~
Bayfield
Burnett
Florence
Forest
Iron
Langlade
Lincoln
Oneida
Price
Rusk
Sawyer
Vilas
Washburn

SEA=479

Lincoln
Mason
Putnam
Metro Area --B (2a) %A=062 SEA=480
cabell
Wayne
Area 2b SMA=999 SEA=481
-mar
Calhoun

Metro Area --A (1) SMA=990 SEA=488
Douglas
Area 2a SMA=999 SEA=489
BZrron
Buffalo
Dunn
Pepin

Lewis
Nicholas
Ritchie
Roane
.Upshur

A.46

Pierce
Polk
St. Croix
Trempealeau

Area 9 (~,B,C) SEA=488
-KenoscSMA
Racine - %A=;15
WYOMING

Area 2b SMA=999 SEA=490
-TX
crosse
Monroe
Richland
Sauk
Vernon

Area 1 .%A=999 SEA=500
b
EiriZ2
Lincoln
Natrona
Sublette
Sweetwater
Teton
Uinta
Yellowstone National

Area 3 SMA=999 SEA=491
-Crawrord
Grant
Green
Iowa
Lafayette

Area 2A SMA=999 SEA=501
-Eig
Born
Fremont
?X;XkSprings

Area 4 .%A=999 SEA=492
Eau Claire
Marathon
Taylor
Wood

Sheridan
Washakie
Area 2b SMA=999 SEA=502
%pbell
Converse
Crook
Goshen
Johnson
Laramie
Niobrara
Platte
Weston

Area 5 .%A=999 SEA=493
Kmm
JackZon
Juneau
Marquette
Portage
Waushara.
Area 6 MA=999 SEA=494
Toor
Kewaunee
Marinette
Oconto
Shawano
Waupaca
Area 7 SMA=999 SEA=495
Trawn -sMA=ux~
Calumet
Fond du Lac
Manitowoc
Outagamie
Sheboygan
Winnebago
Area 8 (B,C,9) %A=999 SEA=496
Columoia
Dodge
Green Lake
Jefferson
Ozaukee
Rock
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Metro Area B (8,C,9)
nxficr-

.%A=086 SEA=497

Metro Area C (8,B,9)
Mllwauxee

%A=090 SEA=498

A.47

Park (part)

Appendix

AS: Industry

Codes

Industry

Code

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHERY
Agriculture
Forestry except
Fishery

001
002
003

logging

MINING
Coal mining
Metal mining
Crude petroleum and natural
gas production
includes natural
gasoline production
Sand and gravel production
Stone quarrying
Miscellaneous
nonmetallic
mining
Not specified
mining

004
005
006
007
008

CONSTRUCTION
Construction

011

MANUFACTURING
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019

.

Food and Kindred Products
Bakery Products
&average industries
Canning and preserving
fruits,
Confectionery
Dairy products
Grain-mill
products
Meat products
Miscellaneous
food industries

vegetables,

and sea food

020

Tobacco manufactures

021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029

Textile-mill
Products
Cotton manufactures
Silk and rayon manufactures
Woolen and worsted manufactures
Knit goods
Dyeing and finishing
textiles
Carpets, rugs, and other floor coverings
Hats except cloth and millinery
Miscellaneous
textile
goods
Not specified
textile
mills

030
031

Products
Apparel, and Other Fabricated Textile
Apparel and accessories
Miscellaneous
fabricated
textile
products

032
033

and Lumber Products
Lumber, Furniture,
mgg in9
Sawmills and planing mills
A.49

034
035

FurniWre
and store fixtures
Xisceilaneotis
wooden goods

036
037
038

Paper and Allied Products
Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills
Paperboard containers
and boxes
Miscellaneous
paper and pulp products

039

Printing,
Printing,

040
041
042

Products
--Chemicals and Allied
and colors
Paints, varnishes,
Rayon and allied
products
Miscellaneous
chemical industries

043
044

Petroleum and Coal Products
?etroleum refining
Miscellaneous
petroleum and coal products

045

Rubber Products
Rubber products

046
047
048

Leather and Leather Products
Leather (tanned, curried,
and finished)
Footwear industries
except rubber
Leather products except footwear

c .:‘;
050

Cut-s=one

051

Glass and glass

052

%ttery

053
054

Structurai
clay products
Miscellaneous
nonmetallic

055
056
057

Iron and Steel and Their Products
Blast furnaces,
steel works, and rolling
Tin cans and other tinware
Miscellaneous
iron and steel industries

Publishing,
publishing,

and stone

and Allied
and allied

Industries
industries

products

products

and related

_nroducts

mineral

products
mills

060

Nonfarrous ifletals and Their Products
Nonferrous metal primary products
and silverware
Clocks, watches, jewelry,
includes metal engraving except for printing
and polishing
plating,
Miscellaneous
nonferrous metal products

061
062
063

Rachinery
Agricultural
machinery and tractors
Electrical
machinery and equipment
Office and store machines, equipment,

065
066
067
068
069

Transportation
Equipment
mmAircraft
and parts
Automobiles and automobile equipment
Ship and boat building
and repairing
Railroad and miscellaneous
transportation
Not specified
metal industries

058
059

A.50

purposes,

and supplies

equipment

070
071

Miscellaneous
Manufacturing
Scientific
and photographic
Miscellaneous
manufacturing

Industries
equipment
industries

072

?dot specified

industries

manufacturing

and supplies
n.e.c

TRAlGSP'3~'l?ATION, COI4MJNICATIO:J, AND OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES

078
079
080
081
082
083

Transportation
Air transportation
petroleum
and gasoline
pipe lines
Railroads
includes
railroad
repair
shops
Railway
express service
Street
railways
and bus lines
includes
suburban
and interurban
railways
Taxicab
service
Trucking
service
Water transportation
Warehousing
and storage
Services
incidental
to transportation
Not specified
-transportation

084
085
086

Communication
Telephone
wire and radio
Telegraph
wire and radio
Radio broadcasting
and television

087
088
089

Utilities
Electric
light
and power
Gas works and steam plants
Water and sanitary
services

073
074
075
076
077

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
090

091
092
093
094
095
036
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

110

xhlasale

trade

Retail
Trade
except dairy
products
Food stores,
Dairy products
stores
and milk retailing
General merchandise
stores
Limited
price
variety
stores
Apparel
and accessories
stores,
except shoes
Shoe stores
Furniture
and housefurnishings
stores
Household
appliance
and radio stores
Motor vehicles
and accessories
retailing
Filling
stations
Drug stores
Eating
and drinking
places
Hardware and farm implement
stores
Lumber and building
material
retailing
Liquor
stores
Retail
florists
Jewelry
stores
Fuel and ice retailing
Miscellaneous
retail
stores
Not specified
retail
trade (may include
some returns
not
specified
as to whether
the workers were in wholesale

or retail

trade)
A.51

INSURANCE, AND FLE.1L ESTATE

FINANCE,
111
112
113

Banking

and other

finance

i;lsur.alC~

Real estate
BUSINESS AXD REPAIR SERVICES

114
115
116
117

Advertising
except advertising
Business services,
Automobile storage,
raental, and repair services
repair services and hand trades
Miscellanedus
PERSONALSERVICES

118
119
120
121

Domestic service
Hotels and lodging places
Laundering,
cleaning,
and dyeing
Hiscellaneous
personal services

services

AMUSEMENT,RECREATION, AND RELATED SERVICES
122
123

Theaters and motion pictures
Miscellaneous
amusement and recreation
PROFESSIONALAND RELATED SERVICES

124
125
, ..
'3
127

128
129
130
131

4‘?is
999

Educational
services
Yedical and other health
Letj

il,

3!l~jjiZl32~12J,

Charitable,

religious,

.inj.

services
.C;::-tlimaa:s

;>C.3fcz:;1:zi:dL

;e:-'ii,~e:;

and membership organizations

Postal service
National
defense
Federal government n.e.c
State and local government
NONCLASSIFIABLE
Usn-lassifisbl

a

Inap. (under 14 years old, not in labor force, institutional
inmate if INDUS, under 14 years old if UINDUS)
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Appendix
Code

A6: Occupation

Codes

Occupation
PROFESSIONAL AND SEHITROFESSIONAL WORKERS

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
0'2
023
024
025
026
027

028
029
030
_.
0 2,
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045

professional
Workers
Artists
and art teachers
Authors
Editors and reporters
Chemists, assayers, and metallurgists
Clergymen
College presidents,
professors,
and instructors
Dentists
Chemical engineers
Civil
engineers
Electrical
engineers
Industrial
engineers
Mechanical engineers
Mining and metallurgical
engineers
Lawyers and judges
Musicians and music teachers
pharmacists
physicians
and surgeons
(excludes college teachers and teachers
Teachers n.e.c.
dancing, mist ., and athletics)
Trained nurses and student nurses
Actors and actresses
Architects

Ccuncy agefits and r.ar.7 ‘it%oLsLZdLofs
Librarians
osteopaths
Social am-i welfare workers
Veterinarians
professional
workers n.e.c.
Semiprofessional
Designers
Draftsmen
Funeral directors

Workers
and embalmers

photographers

Religious
workers
Technicians
and assistants,
laboratory
except laboratory
Technicians,
Athletes
Aviators
Chiropractors
Dancers, dancing teachers, and chorus girls
Healers and medical service workers n.e.c
Optometrists
Radio and wireless operators
Showmen
Sports instructors
and officials
Surveyors
Semiprofessional
workers n.e.c.
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of art,

FARMERSAND FARM MANAGERS
098
099

Farmers owners and tenants
Farm managers
PROPRIETORS, MANAGERS, AND OFFICIALS,

100
102

Advertising
Conductors,

agents
railroad

104
106
108
110

Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Inspectors,
Inspectors,

government
United States
State
city
county and local

112
114
116
118

120
122
124
126
128
130
132
134
136

156

200
210
220
222
224
226
236
240
242
244
246
248
250
252
254
256
258
266

EXCEPT FARM

Public Officials
n.e.c.
United States
Officials,
Officials,
State
officials,
city
county and local
Officials,
Miscellaneous
Proprietors,
Managers, and Officials
Buyers and department heads, store
Country buyers and shippers of livestock
and other
farm products
Credit men
Floormen and floor managers, store
Managers and superintendents,
building
Officers,
pilots,
pursers, and engineers,
ship
Officials,
lodge, society,
union, etc.
Postmasters
Purchasing agents and buyers n.e.c.
(includes
most buyers of commodities
except commission brorters,
buyers for stores,
and country
‘buyers and
shippers of livestock
and other farm products)
Proprietors,
managers, and officials
n.e.c.
Clerical
and Kindred Workers
Agents n.e.c.
Bookkeepers, accountants,
and cashiers
in stores
"Clerks"
Hail carriers
Messengers, errand, and office boys and girls
(deliveryboys
are included in "Deliverymen")
Shipping and receiving
clerks
Stenographers,
typists,
and secretaries
Telegraph operators
Telephone operators
station,
and express agents
Ticket,
Attendants
and assistants,
library
Attendants,
physicians'
and dentists'
offices
Baggagemen, transportation
bill
and account
Collectors,
Express messengers and railway mail clerks
Office machine operators
Telegraph messengers
Clerical
and kindred workers n.e.c.
A.54

270
272
274
276
278
280
282
284
286

298

Salesmen and Saleswomen
Canvassers and solicitors
Hucksters and peddlars
Insurance agents and brokers
Real estate agents and brokers
Traveling
salesmen and sales agents
AuctiOneerS

Demonstrators
Newsboys
Salesmen, finance, brokerage,
and commission
Salesmen and saleswomen n.e.c.

firms

CRAFTSMEN,FOREMEN,AND KINDRED WORKERS
300
302
304
306

308
310
312
314
316
318
320
322
324
326
327
328

330
332
334
336
338
340

Bakers
Blacksmiths,
forgemen, and hammermen
Boilermakers
Brickmasons, stonemasons, and tile setters
Carpenters
Compositors and typesetters
Decorators and window dressers
Electricians
Foremen n.e.c.
Inspectors
n.e.c.
and silversmiths
Jewelers, watchmakers, goldsmiths,
Locomotive
engineers
Locomotive
firemen
Machinists
Millwrights
Tool makers, and die makers and setters
Mechanics
Mechanics

and Repairmen
and repairmen,

airplane

xechanics

and repairmen,

automobile

342
344
346
348
350
352
354

Mechanics and repairmen, railroad
and car shop
Mechanics and repairmen n.e.c.
Molders, metal
construction
and maintenance (includes
painters,
varnishers,
Painters,
lacquerers,
enamelers, building,
shipyard,
railroad,
etc.)
Paperhangers
Pattern and model makers, except paper
Plasterers
Plumbers and gas and steam fitters
Roofers and slaters
Sawyers
Shoemakers and repairers
not in factory

356
358
360
362
364

Stationary
Engineers, Cranemen, Hoistmen, etc.
Stationary
engineers
machinery operators
Cranemen, hoistmen, and construction
Tailors
and tailoresses
and sheet metal workers
coppersmiths,
Tinsmiths,
upholsterers

366
368

Other Craftsmen and Kindred Workers
Cabinetmakers
Cement and concrete finishers
A.55

370
372
37-i
376
378
320
3z-J
334
386
388
390
392
394
396
398

Electrotypers
and stereotypers
Engravers
except photoengravers
furriers
Glaciers
Beat treaters,
annealers,
and temperers
Inspectors,
scalers,
and graders,
log and lumber
Loom fixers
Millers,
grain,
flour,
feed, etc.
Opticians
and lens grinders
and polishers
Photoengravers
and lithographers
Piano and organ tuners
Pressmen and plate printers,
printing
Rollers
and roll
hands, metal
Stonecutters
and stone carvers
metal
workers
Structural
and ornamental
OPERATIVES AND KINDRED WORKERS

400
402
404
406
408
410
412
414
416
418
420

430
432

434
436
438
440
442
444
446
448
450
452
454
456

Carpenters*
apprentices
Electicians'
apprentices
Machinists'
apprentices
apprentices
Plumbers'
Building
and hand trade apprentices
n.e.c.
Apprentices,
printing
trades
specified
trades n.e.c.
Apprentices,
trades not specified
Apprentices,
filling
station,
parking
lot,
garage,
and airport
Attendants,
Brakemen, railroad
Chauffeurs
and drivers,
bus, taxi,
truck,
and tractor
(drivers
of coal
trucks
and oil trucks
are included
in "Chauffeurs
and drivers,
bus,
tr2iok .;i-;ers
(Li:c.~I~~l;;;i
C.i:(l, ';r 1:c ;, , and ;rz-ar - I " .viL;2 clltuLLcu:-s,
helpers
and "jumpers")
and delivery
boys for bakeries,
laundries,
dry
cleaning
establishments,
stores,
and such establishments
as dental
shoe repair
shops, printinq
and engraving
s:'Iops, tailor
1 moratories,
shops, and photographic
studies
are included
in "Deliverymen")
Conductors,
bus and street
railway
Deliverymen
(drivers
of coal trucks
and oil trucks
are included
in
"Chauffeurs
and drivers,
bus, taxi,
truck,
and tractor,"
while
chauffeurs,
truck drivers
(including
helpers
and "jumpers")
and
delivery
boys for bakeries,
laundries,
dry cleaning
establishments,
stores,
and such establishments
as dental
laboratories,
shoe repair
and engraving
shops, tailor
shops, and photographic
shops i;rinting
studies
are included
in "Deliverymen")
Dressmakers
and seamstresses
not in factory
Buffers
and polishers
Filers
Grinders
Firemen,
except locomotive
and fire
department
Furnacemen,
smeltermen,
and pourers
Heaters,
metal
Laundry operatives
and laundresses,
except private
family
Linemen and servicemen,
telegraph,
telephone,
and power
Meat cutters,
except slaughter
and packing
house
Mine operatives
and laborers
(laborers,
extraction
of minerals,
are
included
in "Mine operatives
and laborers,"
in this group)
Motormen,
street,
subway, and elevated
railway
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458

450
462
464

466
468
470
472
474
476
478
480
482
484
486
488

496

except construction
and maintenance
(includes
painters,
Painters,
lacquerers
and enamelers
of factory
products
varnishers,
and those working
in shops)
States NzJy
Sailors
and deck hands, except irnited
Switchmen,
railroad
welders
and flame-cutters
Miscellaneous
Operatives
and Kindred Workers
Asbestos
and insulation
workers
Blasters
and powdermen
and lock keepers
Boatmen, canalmen,
Chainmen,
rodmen, and axmen, surveying
Dyers
Fruit
and vegetable
graders
and packers,
except in cannery
Milliners
not in factory
Motion picture
projectionists
Motormen vehicle,
mine, factory,
logging
camp, etc.
machinery
Oilers,
Photographic
process workers
Power station
operators
Operatives
and kindred
workers
n.e.c.
DOMESTIC SERVICE WORKERS

500
510
520

Housekeepers,
private
family
private
family
Laundresses,
,private
family
Servants,

600

fire
department
Firemen,
and cicorkoepers
vatchnen,
Suards,
Policemen
and detectives,
government
Policemen
and detectives,
except government
and coast guards (excludes
commissioned
Soldiers,
sailors,
marines,
professional
and clerical
workers,
and craftsmen
who are
officers,
classified
with other workers
in their
respective
occupations)
Marshals
and constables
Sheriffs
and bailiffs
:;atchnen,
crossing;
and bridge
tenders

r--T
-JiiL

604
606
608

610
612
614

SERVICE WORKERS, EXCEPT DOMESTIC AND PROTECTIVE
700
710
712
714
720
730
732
740
750
760
770
780

Barbers,
beauticians,
and manicurists
Bartenders
Boarding
house and lodginghouse
keepers
Charwomen and cleaners
Cooks, except private
family
Elevator
operators
Housekeepers,
stewards,
and hostesses,
except
Janitors
and sextons
Porters
Practical
nurses and midwives
except private
family
Servants,
Waiters
and waitresses,
except private
family
A.57

private

family

790
792
794
796
798

Except Domestic and Protective
Miscellaneous
Service
Workers,
hospital
and other
institution
Attendants,
Attendants,
professional
and personal
service
n.e.c.
recreation
and amusement
Attendants,
Bootblacks
amusement place or assembly
Ushers,
FAR?? LABORERS AND FOREMEN

844
866
888

Farm foremen
Farm laborers,
Farm laborers,

wage workers
unpaid family

workers

LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM
900
902
904
906
908
910
988

Fishermen
and oystermen
Garage laborers
and car washers and greasers
Gardeners
except farm and groundskeepers
Longshoremen
and stevedores
Lumbermen, raftsmen,
and woodchoppers
Teamsters
Laborers
n.e.c.
NONCLASSIFIABLE

998

Nonclassifiable

occupation

999

Inap.
(under 14 years old, not in
innate
if 9CC!J?, :mder 14 years

A.58

labor
force,
institutional
old if V-ZCCUP)

Appendix

01
01
01
05
05
06
07
08
08
08
08
08
09
09
09
11
11
11
11
! 1
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
14
14
14
14
16
16
17

Mother

Tongue

American
Gaelic
Irish
*English
scotch
Welsh
Norse
*Norwegian
*Swedish
*Danish
Boer
Hollandish
Frisian
'
Netherlandish
*Dutch
Vlaamsch
Belgian

17
17
17
18
18
18
19
19
19
21
22
22
22
22
22
24
24
24
24
26
26
26
7,s

*Flemish

*French
Norman
Provencal

Breton

'

?IcarZ
Walloon

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
30
30
30
40
41
42
42

*German
Saxon
Swiss
Thuringian

~lattdeutsch
Suabian
Pomeranian
Bavarian
Austrian
Low German
Swiss-German
Prussian
Polak
*Polish
Moravian
*Czech
Bohemian
Mahrish
*Magyar
Hungarian
Carniolan

*Indicates

primary

Codes (1940 Census

Code

Language

Code
01
01
01

A?:

language

category.

A.59

Basis)

Language
*Slovenian

Carinthian
Slavonian
*Russian
Great Russian
White Russian
Litvak
Jmoud
*Lithuanian
*Finnish
Moldavian
*Rumanian
Tsintsar
Kutzo-Vlach
Wallachian
*Greek
Hellenic
Macedonian
Romaic
Genoese
Romansh
Sardinian
;‘-iuli:n
_*
Calabrian
Ligurian
*Italian

Corsican
Ladin

Tuscan
Swiss-Italian
Sicilian
Basque
*Spanish
Mexican

Catalan
Castilian
Valencian
*Portugese
Moorish
Syrian
*Arabic
*Slovak
*Ukrainian
Montenegrin
*Serbian

Code
43
43
43
43
44
44
44
44
44
45
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
- 46
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
47
48
49

Language
*Croatian
Hervat
Dalmatian
Morlak
*Yiddish
Hebrew
Jewish
Judaeo-Spanish
Ladino
*Armenian
Russine
Kurdish
Lettish
Wendish
Ruthenian
Lusatian
Turkish
.
WPSY
Chinese
Russniak
Japanese
Hindu
Bulgarian
Persian
Georgian
Albanian
Icelandic
Little
Russian
Estonian
Indian tribal
language
Egyptian
Korean
Lappish
Language on 1980 census list but not on 1940 census list
"Native"
N.A. (language not ascertained)

* Indicates

primary

language

category.

A.60

Mother Tongue Codes (1940 Census Basis)
Alphabetical
Code
01
46
30
45
12
27
12
09
08
14
11
46
26
17
17
27
27
46
26
43
14
43
07
08
46
01
46
21
09
11
08
26
01
26
46
12
18
24
46
44
24
43
46
08
16

Listing

Code

Language
American
Albanian
*Arabic
*Armenian
Austrian
Basque
Bavarian
Belgian
Boer
Bohemian
Breton
Bulgarian
.
Calabrian
Carinthian
Carniolan
Castilian
Catalan
Chinese
Corsican
*Croatian
*Czech
Dalmatian
*Danish
*Dutch
Egyptian
*English
Estonian
*Finnish
*Flemish
*French
Frisian
Friulian
Gaelic
Genoese
Georgian
*German
Great Russian
*Greek
GYPSY
Hebrew
Hellenic
Hervat
Hindu
Hollandish
Hungarian

*Indicates

primary

of Languages

46
46
01
26
46
44
19
44
46
46
22
26
44
46
46
26
19
46
19
12
46
24
16
14
27
22
42
30
14
43
08
11
05
05
46
11
12
13
13
12
28
11
12
24
26

\

language

category.

A.61

Language
Icelandic
Indian tribal
language
Irish
*Italian
Japanese
Jewish
Jmoud
Judaeo-Spanish
Korean
Kurdish
Kutzo-Vlach
Ladin
Ladino
Lappish
Lettish
Ligurian
*Lithuanian
Little
Russian
Litvak

Low German
Lusatian
Macedonian
*Magyar
Mahrish
Mexican
Moldavian
Montenegrin
Moorish
Moravian
Morlak

Netherlandish
Norman
Norse
*Norwegian
Persian
Picard
Plattdeutsch
Polak
*Polish
Pomeranian
*Portugese
Provencal
Prussian
ROmaiC
Romansh

Language

Code
22
18
46
46
46
26
12
01
42
26
17
40
17
27
12
06
12
12
26
30
12
22
46
26
41
27
09
22
11
01
46
18
44
47
48
49

*Rumanian
*Russian
Russine
Russniak
Ruthenian
Sardinian
Saxon
Scotch
*Serbian
Sicilian
Slavonian
*Slovak
*Slovenian
*Spanish
Suabian
*Swedish
Swiss
Swiss-German
Swiss-Italian
Syrian
Thuringian
Tsintsar
Turkish
Tuscan
'Ukrainian
Valencian
Vlaamsch
Wallachian
Walloon
Welsh
Wendish
white Russian
*Yiddish
Language on 1980 census list but not on
Native
N.A. (language not ascertained)

*Indicates

primary

language

category.

A.62

1940

census list

Appendix

A8: Mother Tongue Codes

(1980

Census Basis)

Major Language Groups
Code

.

010
016
020
030
040
045
060
075
085
088
089
092
112
120
125
135
145
170
181
200
220
237
240
241
244
245
260
265
280
286
295
298
300
302
303
315
320
326
327
331
355
378
381
382
383

Language
English
Gullah
German
Dutch
Afrikaans
Frisian
Danish
Faroese
French
French Creole
Cajun
Catalonian
Bretdn
Greek
Albanian
Bielorussian
Czech
Bulgarian
Croatian
Armenian
Balochi
Bengali
Gujarathi
Bihari
Bhili
Assamese
Finnish
Estonian
Chuvash
Azerbaijani
Caucasian
Basque
Dravidian
Brahui
Gondi
Burushaski
Chinese
Fuchow
Fonnosan
Burmese
Ainu
Buginese
Achinese
Balinese
cham

Code

Language

392
396
398

Bisayan
Bikol
Gorontalo
Carolinian
Chamorro
Gilbertese

401
402
403
445
460
475
480
485
490
532
540
555
800
802
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
816
823
835
836
837
838
847
848
859
861
862
865
870
876
885
886
892
895
896
901

A.63

Fijian

Arabic
Amharic
Berber
Chadic
Cushite
Bantu
Fulani
Efik
Alert
Eskimo
Algonquian
Arapaho
Atsina
Blackfoot
Cheyenne
Cree
Delaware
Fox
French Cree
Abnaki
Clallam
Coeur d'alene
Columbia
Cowlitz
Athapascan
Ahtena
Chasta Costa
Athapaskan-Eyak
Apache
Eyak
Coast Miwok
Foothill
North Yokuts
Achumawi
Atsugewi
Cocomaricopa
Diegueno
Delta River Yuman
Chumash

Code

Language

904
907
908
915
916
921
929
933
934
935
938
943
949
950
956
966
968
973
974
978
979
980
987
997
998
999

Crow
Dakota
Chiwere
Alabama
Choctaw
Che temacha
Cvwa

Cherokee
Arikara
Caddo
Comanche
Chemehuevi
Cahuilla
Cupeno
Aztec
Chinook Jargon
Cakchiquel
Araucanian
Aymara
Cuna
Guarani
Guaymi
Chiricahua
Other language not identified
"Native"
N.A. (language not ascertained)

A.64

Mother Tongue Codes
Alphabetical

.

(1980

Listing

Census Basis)
of Languages

Code

Language

Code

Language

823
381
885
040
848
355
915
125
800
806
475
862
460
807
973
934
200
245
847
861
808
886
974
286
956
382
220
532
298
237
480
244
135
241
396
392
809
302
112
378
170
331
315
935
949
089
968

Abnaki
Achinese
Achumawi
Afrikaans
Ahtena
Ainu
Alabama
Albanian
Aleut
Algonquian
Amharic
Apache
Arabic
Arap&
Araucanian
Arikara
Armenian
Assamese
Athapascan
Athapaskan-Eyak
Atsina
Atsugewi
Aymara
Azerbaijani
Aztec
Balinese
Balochi
Bantu
Basque
Bengali
Berber
Bhili
Bielorussian
Bihari
Bikol
Bisayan
Blackfoot
Brahui
Breton
Buginese
Bulgarian
Burmese
Burushaski
Caddo
Cahuilla
Cajun
Cakchiquel

401
092
295
929
485
383
402
859
943
933

Carolinian
Catalonian
Caucasian
Cayuw
Chadic
cham
Chamorro
Chasta Costa
Chemehuevi
Cherokee
Chetemacha
Cheyenne
Chinese
Chinook Jargon
Chiricahua
Chiwere
Choctaw
Chumash
Chuvash
Clallam
Coast Miwok
Cocomaricopa
Coeur d'alene
Columbia
Comanche
Cowlitz
Cree
Croatian
Crow
Cuna
Cupeno
Cushite
Czech
Dakota
Danish
Delaware
Delta River Yuman
Diegueno
Dravidian
Dutch,
Efik
English

921
810
320
966
987
908
916
901
280
835
870
892
836
837
938
838
811
181
904
978
950
490
145
907
060
812
896
895
300
030
555

010
802
265
865
075
445
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ESkilUO

Estonian
Eyak
Faroese
Fijian

Code

Language

Code

Language

260
876
327
813
085
816
088
045
326
540
020
403
303
398
120
979
980
240
016
545
846
322
849
898
450
013
465
978
905
236
948
324
271
860
070
395
967
380
850
803
964
115
925
975
080
011
345
384
986
333
990

Finnish
Foothill
North Yokuts
Formosan
Fox
French
French Cree
French Creole
Frisian
Fuchow
Fulani
German
Gilbertese
Gondi
Gorontalo
Greek
Guarani
Guaymi .
Gujarathi
Gullah
Gur
Haida
Hakka
Han
Havasupai
Hawaiian
Hawaiian Pidgin
Hebrew
Hichita
Hidatsa
Hindi
Hopi
Hsiang
Hungarian
HUpa
Icelandic
Ilocano
Indian
Indonesian
Ingalit
Inupik
Iowa
Irish Gaelic
Iroquois
Island Carib
Italian
Jamaican Creole
Japanese
Javanese
Jicarilla
Kachin
Kalispel

323
305
910
284
281
332
887
246
150
944
282
924
525
814
863
989
283
880
919
350
851
012
550
852
215
308
404
828
830
093
270
195
190
833
951
155
050
175
385
829
386
387
306
249
969
906
325
535
448
239
446

Ran
Kannada
Kansa
Karachay
Karakalpak
Karen
Karok
Kashmiri
Kashubian
Kawaiisu
Kazakh

A.66

Keres

Khoisan
Kickapoo
Kiowa
Kiowa-Apache
Kirghiz
Klamath
Koasati

Korean
Koyukon
KriO
K.rU
Kuchin
Kurdish
KUrUkh

Kusaiean
Kutenai
Kwakiutl
Ladino
Lam
Lettish
Lithuanian
Lower Chehalis
Luiseno
Lusatian
Luxembourgian
Macedonian
Madurese
Makah
Malagasy
Malay
Malayalam
Maldivian
MallI

Mandan
Mandarin
Mande
Maori
Marathi

Marquesan

Code

Language

Code

Language

405
970
560
420
815
817
342
340
818
400
917
388
981
893
926
406
379
360
290
939
407
867
310
377
920
408
864
247
881
505
520
500
443
873
831
840
941
868
065
510
449
819
841
911
927
928
243
912
230
275
820

Marshallese
Maya
Mbum
Melanesian
Menomini
Miami
Miao
Miao-Yao
Micmac
Micronesian
Mikasuki
Minangkabau
Mixtec
Mohave
Mohawk
Mokilese
Moluccan
Mon-Khmer
Mongolian
Mono
Mortlockese
Mountain Maidu
Munda
Muong
Muskogee
Nauruan
Navajo
Nepali
Nez Perce
Nilo-Hamitic
Nilo-Saharan
Nilotic
Niuean
Nomlaki
Nootka
Nootsack
Northern Paiute
Northwest Maidu
Norwegian
Nubian
NUkUorO
Ojibwa
Okanogan
Omaha
Oneida
Onondaga

094
801
940
409
397
947
394
097
210
821
087
874
936
022
822
205
959
014
954
871
160
440
888
410
913
095
824
086
842
238
914
982
971
972
843
242
447
105
255
100
130
882
515
804
839
441
988
962
235
878
017

Pachuco
Pacific Gulf Yupik
Paiute
Palau
Pampangan
Panamint
Pangasinan
Papia Mentae
Pashto
Passamaquoddy

oriya
0s age
Ossete

Other Uralic
Ottawa

Languages
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Patois

Patwin
Pawnee
Pennsylvania Dutch
Penobscot
Persian
Picuris
Pidgin
Pima
Plains Miwok
Polish
Polynesian
Porno
Ponapean
Ponca
Portuguese
Potawatomi
Provencal
Puget Sound Salish
Panjabi
Quapaw
Quechua
Quekchi
Quiche
Quinalut
Rajasthani
Rarotongan
Rhaeto-Romanic
Romany
Rumanian
Russian
Sahaptian
Saharan
Saint Lawrence Island
Salish
Samoan
San Carlos
Sandia
Sanskrit
Santiam
Saramacca

Yupik

Code

Language

code

Language

117
393
930
182
180
952
889
825
946
872
248
250
879
165
185
869
942
090
991
495
389
530
055
470
877
225
390
307
856
854
855
957
983
304
963
335
330
844
961
866
444
442
902
411
884
953

Scottic Gaelic
Sebuano
Seneca
Serbian
Serbocroatian
Serrano
Shastan
Shawnee
Shoshoni
Sierra Miwok
Sir&ii
Sinhalese
Siuslaw
Slovak
Slovene
Southern Maidu
Southern Paiute
Spanish
Spokane
Sudanic
Sundanese
Swahili
Swedish
Syriac
Tachi
Tadzhik
Tagalog
Tami 1
Tanacross
Tanaina
Tanana
Tarahumara
Tarascan
Telugu
Tewa
Thai
Tibetan
Tillamook
Tiwa
Tlingit
Tokelauan
Tongan
Tonkawa
Trukese
Tsimshian
Tubatulabal

292
984

Tungus
Tupi
Turkish
Turkmen
Tuscarora
Tutchone
Twana
Uighur
Ukrainian
Ulithean
Up River Yuman
Upland Yuman
Upper Chehalis
upper Chinook
Upper Kuskokwim
Upper Tanana
Ute
Vietnamese
Walapai
wappo
Washo
Welsh
Wichita
Winnebago
Wintun
wiyot
Woleai-Ulithi
wu
Wyandot
Yakut
Yapese
Yaqui
Yavapai
Yiddish
Yuchi
Yukagir
Yuki
Yuma
Yupik
Yurok
Zapotec
ZUni
Other language not identified
"Native"
N.A. (language not ascertained)

287
288
931
858
845
285
140
412
891
897
834
883
853
857
945
375
899
923
890
110
937
909
875
826
413
328
932
289
414
955
900
025
903
365
922
894
805
827
985
965
997
998
999
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Chapter

One

I NTROUJCTION

States
Constitution
directs
that
there
be
Article
I,
Section
2, of the United
decennial
censuses
of
the
population
for
the
purpose
of
determining
the
apportionment
of representatives
and direct
taxes.
The first
census taken cnder
and subsequent
censuses
of the population
have
this provision
occurred
in 1790,
been taken every ten years.
The
inquiries
in the
first
census
included
little
beyond
the
Constitutional
The information
provided
by this enumeration
included
the names of
provisions.
the heads of families
and the numbers of persons
in five basic categories:
free
white males,
16 and over;
free white males under 16;
free white females;
all
and slaves.
With the evolution
of the census both the nature
other
free persons;
and detail of the inquiries
have expanded.
In 1800,
the age classification
was expanded
and the location
of family
residence
The.1810
census saw the addition
of inquiries
on manufacturing.
was obtained.
Information
about foreigners
and certain
broad occupational
groups was added in
1820.
The 1840 census saw the addition
of questions
on school attendance
and
Throughout
the remainder
of the
illiteracy,
and a separate
agriculture
schedule.
century
the
inquiries
on the population
schedule
continued
to expand
and new
schedules
were
introduced,
until
by 1880
and 1890 the mlurne
had reached
The censuses
from
1900 through
1930 were
fairly
unmanageable
proportions.
modest,
but with the advent of sampling
in 1940 it was possible
again to broaden
the scope of inquiries
and include
a sizeable
inventory
of characteristics
of the
people and their homes.
The 1940 Census of Population,
the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census,
was taken under
This Act removed
the legislative
authority
of the Census Act of June 18, 1929.
the determination
of specific
inquiries
from Congressional
control,
giving
control
instead
to the Director
of the Census subject
to the approval
of the Secretary
of
The 1929 Act also required
persons enumerated
to provide
complete
Commerce.
and accurate
information
under penalty
of law.
Addit ional ly , Census employees
were discouraged
from making rnauthorized
disclosures
of information
through
the
provision
of substantial
penalties.
The 1940 census was also covered
by an Act
1939,
that provided
for a census of housing to collect
approved
on August 11,
information
on dwelling
units. [l]
E\nolution

of the

Bureau

of the

Census

The organization
responsible
for taking
the census changed
considerably
between
1790 and 1940.
Federal
marshals
acted
as enumerators
for the 1790 census.
The marshals
had the authority
to carry out the enumeration
in their own way and

---------[l]
This information
is based on U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Bureau of the
‘Manual
of Census Bureau
Activities.’
This document
has no author
or
Census
see also,
date,
but was obtained
from the library
of the Census History
Staff;
of the Census
(New York:
Praeger,
1972),
pp.
A.
Ross Eckler , The Bureau
4-13,
42-48,
230-239.
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they
sent the returns
directly
to the President.
Until
1900 the census was
conducted
by a temporary
organization
created
to carry
out the provisions
of the
From 1800 through
1840 this temporary
organization
corresponding
census act.
This
responsibility
was
was under
the direction
of the Secretary
of State.
transferred
from the Secretary
of State to the Secretary
of the newly
created
For the 1880 Census,
a temporary
Department
of Interior
for the 1850 Census.
census office
was created
in the Department
of Interior
and, for the first time,
a
of
the
Census
(later
renamed
Director
of
the
Census)
was
Superintendent
This office
was disbanded
after
each
specifically
appointed
by the President.
census and forced
to reassemble
prior
to the beginning
of enumeration
for the
It was not until
the Permanent
Census Act was adopted
in
following
census.
March,
1902,
that a permanent
census organization
was created.
The
permanent
Bureau
of
the
Census
that
had been
created
.in 1902
was
transferred
from the Department
of the Interior
to the newly created
Department
of Commerce
and Labor in 1903.
The Secretary
of this new department
MS given
legislative
authority
to consolidate
and reorganize
governmental
statistical
work in
The Director
of the Census,
Simon N. D.
North,
was a
the
Department.
proponent
of consolidation,
presumably
under the Bureau of the Census.
However,
pressures
from
the heads of bureaus
involved
in the collection
of statistical
information
combined
with
jurisdictional
disputes
between
the Department
and the
Bureau to prevent
the consolidation
of statistical
work.
Although
Director
North
failed
in his attempt
to get federal
statistical
programs
he did
succeed
in one endeavor
which
left
a
consolidated
into
the
Bureau,
North
considered
the Bureau’s
annual
rental
substantial
mark on the Bureau.
contracts
with
the Tabulating
Machine
Company
to be too expensive.
Herman
Hollerith,
the inventor
of the tabulating
machine
first
used in the 1890 census,
North first
attempted
to renegotiate
the yearly
cant ract
cant rolled this company.
with
Tabulating
Machine.
When those
negotiations
proved
fruitless,
North
from
Congress,
an appropriation
for
1905-06
of
$40,000
for
‘received,
experimental
work in developing
tabulating
machinery.
With this appropriation,
the
Census Machine
Shop was established
under the supervision
of the Chief
of the
In 1907,
the
Bureau
of Standards
and employed
former
Hollerith
employees.
Census Machine
Shop moved into quarters
in the Census Building.
The Bureau did
later
rent machines
from Tabulating
Machine,
which became international
Business
Machines
(IBM)
in 1924.
However,
the Bureau
continued
to use its in-house
Machine
Shop
(renamed
the
Mechanical
equipment
produced
by
the
Census
Laboratory)
until the advent of computers.[2]
There wsre continued
pressures
to consolidate
federal
statistics
within
the Census
consolidation
was further
hampered
by the division
of the
Bureau.
However,
Department
of Commerce
and Labor into separate
departments
in 1913.
Despite
pressures
for the creation
of a central
statisitical
agency
from the American

[ 21 U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census,
The Development
of
Punch Card Tabulation
in the Bureau of the Census,
1890-1940,
prepared
by Leon
1965),
pp.
Truesdell
(Washington,
D.C. : Government
Printing
Office,
E.
119-120,
139-142;
see also, U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Office
of Federal
Revolution
in Government
Statistics,
1926-l 976,
Statistical
Policy and Standards,
prepared
by Joseph
W. Duncan
and William
C.
Shelton
(Washington,
D.C.:
Go~rnment
Printing
Office,
1978),
p. 118.
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Statistical
collection

Association
of federal

and the Federal
Bureau of
statistical
information
remained

Efficiency’s
decentralized.

1922
[3]

report,

the

From 1921-1929,
Herbert
Hoover was Secretary
of Commerce
and, as such, was
A member of the
the Cabinet
member
responsible
for the Bureau of the Census.
American
Statistical
Association
and the International
Statistical
Institute,
Hoover
viewed
the
Census
Bureau
as the
central
statistical
agency
of
the
federal
However,
he did not press for the consolidation
of federal
statistical
government.
Instead,
Hoover
was more
interested
in developing
programs
at the Bureau.
cooperative
relations
between
the Department
and the business
community.
He
statistics
and their
encouraged
the
systematization
of
business
and economic
orientation
towrd
use by business.
Among other activities,
Hoover directed
the
Census Bureau to compile
the various
series of business data and publish
them as
the monthly
Survey of Current
Business.[4]
The Census

Bureau

in the

1930’s

Hoover was elected
President
in 1928 and took office
in March 1929.
In the fall
of that year,
a business
downturn
began that evolved
into the Great Depression.
The resulting
dislocations
to the national
economy and the federal
government
had
an ef feet on the Census Bureau.
Despite Hoover’s
view of the role of the Census
Bureau as the statistical
agency of the federal
government,
the Bureau wes not
This act called
for substantial
reductions
exempt
from the Economy ‘Act of 1932.
in staff
in order to balance the federal
budget.
The Census Bureau was forced to
reduce its staff
drastically
after
completion
of the 1930 census.
‘In 1933,
the
Bureau
had only three
Ph.D.‘s
and only one professional
man ruder
forty-five
years of age.‘[5]
Franklin
Roosevelt
defeated
Hoover
in the 1932 election.
Within
taking
office
in March
1933 he had signed major
legislation
aimed
This legislation
established
new programs
in
recovery
and reform.
including
industry,
agriculture,
welfare,
securities
and exchange,
Corresponding
to this expansion
of government
there
home mortgages.
need
for
statistical
information
to aid
in the administration
of
program.

months
after
at economic
many fields,
banking,
and
developed
a
the
recovery

Roosevelt’s
Secretary
of Labor,
Francis
Perkins,
requested
that Stuart
A. Rice,
President
of the American
Statistical
Association
(ASA),
appoint
an Advisory
With this Committee
as a starting
point,
Committee
to the Secretary
of Labor.
later
talks
between
Rice and Meredith
Civens,
of the Social
Science
Research
expanded
to the Cabinet
level,
including
the Secretaries
of
Council
(SSRC),
Theje
talks
Agriculture
and Interior
and the Assistant
Secretary
of Commerce.
-w--s-----

[3 ] Eckler,
Statistics,
p-

Bureau
11.

[4]
Revolution
Scott,
Census,
York:
Seabury

in Government
Statistics,
Fact Finding for
U.S.A.
:
Press, 1968))
pp. 40-41.

[5]
Eckler,
Bureau
Statistics,
p. 25.

of

of

the

the

Census,

Census,

pp.

p.

19;

15-17;

pp.
the

Revolution

in

Government

IO-II;
American

see also,
Ann
People,
1790-1970

see also,

Rewlution

Herbert
(New

in Government

resulted
in a decision,
Statistics
and Information
ASA and the SSRC. [6]

in June 1933,
to establish
the Committee
on Government
Services
(COCSIS),
urlder the joint sponsorship
of the

COCSIS
was created
to assist
in the
improvement
and expansion
of
federal
This mission
was to be accomplished
by providing
statistical
advisory
statistics.
services
to the Secretaries
of Agriculture,
Commerce,
Interior,
and Labor.
As a
consulting
committee,
COCSIS handled
only those cases brought
before
it by a
The Committee
or its staff
studied the problem
at the agency
part icula r agency.
involved
and advised
the person
responsible
at the agency
of the recommended
Subsequently,
the Gmmittee
specialist
wrote
a memorandum
that was
changes.
submitted
to the agency and COCSIS. [7]
One of the leading objectives
of COSCIS was the ‘firm
establishment
of a central
planning
and coordinating
statistical
agency
within
the Federal
Government.
’ [8]
COGSIS
saw
that
the
recovev
program
could
be
made
the
occasion
of
reorganization
and coordination
of federal
statistical
services.
In a report of July
1933,
COGSIS
recommended
the establishment
of a central
statistical
board.
Later in the same month,
President
Roosevelt
created
the Central
Statistical
Board
(CSB)
by Executive
Order.
COGSIS provided
the initial
staffing
for the CSB.
The legal
authority
for the CSB provided
by the Executive
Order
limited
its
activities
to the recovery
program.
Howlever,
Congress acted in 1935 to establish
the CSB for a 5-year
period
and in 1939 it ms incorporated
into the Bureau of
the Budget.
Although
the
creation
of CSB brought
about
central
coordination
of
federal
statistics
for the first
time,
the recommendations
of the final
report
of COCSIS
urged that the diversity
and decentralization
of statistical
programs
and agencies
within
the federal
government
be maintained.
The report
emphasized
that the
existing
organization
of statistical
programs
had ‘advantages
of a close relation
to
practical
needs. ’
Therefore,
COCSIS
sought
to maintain
a ‘delicate
balance
between
central
planning
and
decentralized
responsibility.
’
Within
this
saw the
central
object.ive
of
the CSB as planning
and
perspective
, COGSIS

[6]

See Revolution

in Government

Statistics,

pp.

26-31.

[7]
Financed
by a grant
from the Rockefeller
Foundation
to the SSRC, COGSIS
operated
from
June
1933
until
December
1934,
in space
provided
in the
Department
of Commerce
building.
COCXIS
wrked
closely
with
the Advix,ry
Committee
to the Secretary
of Labor.
The combined
staff
of these committees
more than
25 of whom
later
took
positions
within
the
nunbered
57 people,
agencies
under
review.
The Census
Bureau
was one of the agencies
which
benefited
from this infusion
of new personnel.
Rice,
who was Acting
Chair of
COCSIS in the summer of 1933,
served as Assistant
Director
of the Bureau from
1933 to 1935,
and Calvert
L. Dedrick,
a former
Research
Fellow at SSRC and a
COCSIS staff
member,
became the Bureau’s
Assistant
Chief
Statistician
in 1937.
See,
Committee
on Government
Statistics
and Information
Services,
Government
Statistics
(New York:
Social Science Research
Council,
1937),
pp. 129-131.
[8]
Meredith
B. Civens,
‘An Experiment
&ernment
Statistics
and
Information
Statistical
Association
29(December
1934)

in Advisory
Services, ’
:396.

Service:
Journal

The Committee
on
of
the
American

5

coordination.
significantly

The
involved

CSB was to remain
an
in direct
research. [ 91

advisory

board

rather

than

being

In addition
to
its concern
with
the
CSB,
COCSIS
was actively
inwAved
in
In January 1934,
the Director
of the Census
consultation
on statistical
questions.
requested
that
COGSIS
survey
the
wrk
of
the
Bureau
in the
fields
of
agriculture
and population.
manufactures,
CCXSIS
and staff
members
from the
CSB cooperated
in the study and the results
of the inquiry
were placed
at the
disposal
of the CSB.[lO]
One of the first
tasks of COGSIS was the examination
of the Bureau’s
tabulating
facilities.
Many of the new projects
initiated
by the Civil
Works Administration
and other
agencies
required
mechanical
tabulating,
and the Committee
sought to
a-id
duplication
of facilities.
As a result
of the CDCSIS study,
arrangements
were made for the 8ureau’s
Division
of Special Tabulations
to provide the services
needed by other agencies.
Since the next decennial
census was still
some time in the future,
the study of
the population
census. was aimed at broad issues of administration
and policy
rather
than at the &tails
of the decennial
census operations?
CDCSIS began by sending
letters
to about thirty
prominent
users of the population
data.
CCXXIS asked for
candid
and confidential
criticisms
of the population
census and suggestions
for
improvements.
On the
basis
of the
replies,
a memorandum
making
broad
suggestions
was prepared
for appraisal
by the Bureau and the CSB.
Recommendations
with
respect
to the population
schedule
were
both broad
and
specific.
It was suggested that questions
need not be asked (or tabulations
made)
simply
because they had been asked (or made) in recent enumerations.
Similarly,
it was recommended
that not every question
had to be asked of the entire
nation,
and that tabulations
of r8riversaIly
asked questions
did not have to be made for the
Specific
questions,
such as those on veterans,
radio owership,
entire
country.
blindness,
attendance,
citizenship,
and
deafness
illiteracy,
school
were
recommended
for discontinuation.
Questions
on mobility,
place of employment,
children
ever born,
length of separation
of married
couples,
religious
affiliations,
and educational
attainment
Hlere recommen ded for inclusion.
[ 111
Several
suggestions
were
made with
regard
to the tabulation
program.
These
included
extension
of tabulations
by census
tracts
in the
larger
cities
and
families,
and
Meant
dwellings.
extensions
of
tabulations
of
occupations,
Recommendations
for
field
operations
included
improving
the
training
and
examination
of supervisors
and enumerators,
making
more extensive
use of squad
in
the
field,
giving
more
‘definite
conducting
sample
check-ups
leaders,
the completeness
of enumeration,
and
instructions
to supervisors
on checking
encouraging
the development
of local groups
interested
in accurate
enumeration.
The memorandum
on the population
census
also suggested
that
the Population
Division
of the Bureau
consider
one of its major
intercensal
tasks
to be the

---------[9]

COCXIS,

Government

Statistics,

pp.

[IO]

COGSIS,

Government

Statistics,

pp.

[ll]

CDCXIS,

Government

Statistics,

p.

3-13.
80-81.
82.
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implementation
of sampling
completeness
of enumeration.
be taken every five years.

studies that would check
It was also suggested

outside
sources
that the census

to
of

gauge the
population

Another
important
memorandum
was produced
on the
intercensal
work
of the
This memorandum
recommended
reducing
the amount of time
Population
Division.
spent by the Division
staff
during the intercensal
period on producing
institutional
Suggestions
were made as to what were
reports
and on miscellaneous
routines.
considered
to be essential
functions
to which
the extra
staff
time
could
be
These
suggestions
included
the completion
of a guide to rnpublished
devoted.
the development
of a sample-based,
annual
reporting
system
census tabulations;
on population
moments;
analysis
of Census techniques
and tests of wtlidity
of
the decennial
enwnerations;
and special
tabulations
for research
in the population
field.
the COCSIS report
noted that detailed
personnel
requirements
in the
In addition,
future
depended
upon the suggested
tasks that were instituted.
It did, however,
make a point of noting
that while
there
existed
invaluable
experience
among the
the
fact
that
many on the staff
were
near
staff
that
was then
employed,
*an inviting
opportunity
for building
for the future
by
retirement
age provided
drawing
in a number of capable
young men with graduate
training
in social science
and statistics,
who can be systematically
prepared
for posts of leadership
in the
Division.‘[l2]
Rice
as Assistant
Director
of
the
Bureau,
the
personnel
With
Stuart
A.
recommendations
of the COCSIS memorandum
were
implemented.
He selected
a
nucleus of academically
trained
statisticians.
Rice vw~s responsible
for Dedrick’s
appointment
as Assistant
Chief Statitistician.
Dadrick
was responsible
for
In turn,
While the formation
of the nucleus
of
starting
Morris
H. Hansen
in sampling.
statisticians
was not rapid,
by 1938 the professional
staff of the Bureau included
42 social scientists.
[13]
At the time preparations
for the 1940 census were beginning,
the Bureau of the
Census
was
a
large
organization
consisting
of
many
functional
divisions:
Business
Census;
Cotton
and Oils;
Current
Business
Statistics;
Agriculture;
Machine
Tabulation;
Manufactures;
Personnel;
Ropulat ion ;
Field;
Ceog raphy ;
Statistical
Publications,
General
Information,
Records,
and Religious
Statistics;
Statistics
of States
and Cities;
Territorial,
Insular,
and Foreign
Research;
and Vital Statistics.
Statistics;
At the head of the Bureau organization
were the offices
of Director,
Assistant
The Director
of the Census
was
and Assistant
to the Director.
Director,
responsible
to the Secretary
of Commerce
for the administration
of the Bureau.
James C. Capt served
William
Lane Austin was the Director
from 1933 to 1941.
The Assistant
Director
served as administrative
as Director
from 1941 to 1949.
and technical
advisor
for those
divisions
involving
economic
statistics,
as the
Bureau’s
liaison
for other
governmental
and private
organizations,
and as the
---m-w----

[12]

COGSIS,

[13]
Eckler,
p. 44.

Government
Bureau

of

Statistics,
the

Census,

p-

93.

p.

19;

Rewrlution

in Government

Statistics,
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The Assistant
to the Director
person
in charge
in the absence of the Director.
was responsible
for administrative
and technical
advice
for those divisions
that
In addition,
there wds an Office
of the
embraced
the field of social
statistics.
responsible
for the Bureau’s
fiscal
operations
(accounting,
payroll,
Chief
Clerk,
for
equipment,
space,
and maintenance;
for
the
mechanical
purchasing)
;
and for printing
preparations.
laboratory;
Of those Bureau divisions
involved
in planning
and carrying
out the 1940 census,
In addition
the activities
of the Personnel
Division
are probably
the most obvious.
to handling
appointments,
promotions,
and separations,
Personnel
ws
responsible
for
administering
civil
service
and departmental
regulations
and public
laws
pertaining
to the &reau
and its employees.
Statistical
Research,
a Division
established
in August
1933,
was formed
by the restructuring
of the Division
of
The Statistical
Research
Division
served as the Bureau’s
Revision
and Results.
representative
to the CSB, prepared
or assisted
in the development
of official
memoranda,
and letters
for the Director’s
office,
and prepared
Census
reports,
Bureau
legislation--activities
previously
handled
by the Chief
Statistician
and his
The Statistical
Research
Division
MS also involved
in the preparation
of
staff.
articles
and monographs
that analyzed
census statistics
and data,
census
repow
and techn iial
problems.
This division
was responsible
for research
and
methods,
coordination
in devising
new schedules,
instructions,
and methods
of diting,
tabulating,
and checking
data.
The Division
of Machine Tabulation
was responsible
for performing
the tabulations
of all census inquiries.
It maintained
an inventory
of rnpunched
cards and had
custody
of all punched cards.
Although
functionally
separate
from the mechanical
laboratory,
which was under the administration
of the Office
of Chief Clerk,
this
division
worked
closely
with
the
laboratory
in the development
of mechanical
The Machine
Tabulation
Division
also participated
in design
tabulating
equipment.
of schedules
and punch cards and the development
of tabulation
programs.
In
addition
to tabulating
operations
within
the
Bureau,
this
division
performed
tabulations
for other
bureaus
of the Department
of Commerce
and for outside
agencies
and organizations.
The Division
of Geography
also played
an important
role in planning
and carrying
Its activities
included
establishing
enumeration
districts,
out the 1940 census.
preparing
all civil and statistical
area records
for coordination
and presentation
of
compiling
all
graphic
materials
for
Bureau
publications
and
census
statistics,
and conducting
research
in geography,
cartography,
and graphics.
exhibits,
These
activities
are described
in greater
detail
in Chapter TM.
The Field Division
of the Bureau directed,
coordinated,
and supervised
all censuses
and special
surveys
conducted
by the various
divisions
within
the Bureau.
The
Field Division
wils created
in December
1922,
to help realize
greater
economies
Prior to
and more efficient
procedures
in the field phase of Bureau operations.
The Field Division
that time each functional
division
had its own field operations.
participated
in planning
inquiries,
cost estimates,
and the field program.
It MS
also responsible
for the administration
of canvasses--including
responsibilities
for
the
receiving
and shipping
of schedules
and forms,
travel
authorizations,
field
These activities
are described
in greater
personnel
and payrolls,
and equipment.
detail
in Chapter Three.
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The Population
Division
was responsible
for compiling
the decennial
population
census and tabulating
its returns;
for collecting
annual and decennial
statistics
on
for
making
intercensal
and post-censal
delinquency
, and prisoners;
crime,
and for making
special
studies
and reports.
This large
population
estimates;
division
was organized
functionally
into a number of sections.
Some of these
sections,
such as correspondence,
population
estimates,
crime
statistics,
and
census of institutions
were fairly
permanent.
Other sections,
which were set up
for the decennial
census,
Hnere only partly
active or Wre entirely
inactive ‘during
intercensal
periods.
For the 1940 Census of Population,
these latter
subdivisions
were quite extensive
and included
subdivisions
for various types of census inquiries
and for the various operations
in the processing
of returns.
Greater
&tail
on the
role of the Population
Division
in the 1940 census is presented
in Chapter TW and
Chapter
Four.
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Chapter
PLANNING

Two

FOR THE

1940

CENSUS

Preparations
for the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census began in 1936,
with an analysis
of
The
for the proper
conduct
of the census. [l ]
legislative
revisions
necessary
Bureau did not undertake
extensive
plans or large-scale
preparatoF/
work until
it
It made its
had received
special
appropriations
and legislative
authorization.
request
for preliminary
funds for the 1940 census during the next Congressional
session.
To aid the Census Bureau in its work,
the American
Statistical
Association
(ASA)
had appointed
the members of a public
Advisory
Committee
to the Bureau.
This
committee
was charged
with the coordination
of the work of the special
advisory
committees
that
ore
established
on specific
topics.
Members
of the ASA
committee
&ring
the preparations
for the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census were Robert
E. Chaddock,
Columbia
University,
chairman;
Murray
R. Benedict,
College
of
Paul T. Cherington,
New York
Agriculture,
University
of California-Berkeley;
Frederick
1.. Dewhurst,
28th Century
Fund, New York City;
William
F.
City ;
Ogburn,
University
of Chicago;
and Willard
C. Thorp,
Dun and Bradst reet,
Inc.,
New York City. [2 ]
The Unemployment

Census

of

1937

In 1937,
Congress
approved
a national
unemployment
census.
This census provided
valuable
experience
which
the Bureau was able to use in planning
the decennial
population
census of 1940.
Despite
statisticians’
advice to the contrary,
Congress
had sought the unemployment
census as a voluntary
registration
of unemployed
and
To direct
the census
of
partly
employed
persons
in the United
States. [3]
President
Roosevelt
established
a temporary
agency,
the Off ice of
unemployment,
the
Administrator
of
the
Census
of
Partial
Employment,
Unemployment,
and
Biggers asked the Director
under the direction
of John D. Biggers.
Occupations,
to provide
staffing
for the operation.
of the Census,
William
Lane Austin,
Austin
then
the
Chief
of
the
Division
of
Statistical
provided
Calvert
L.
Dedrick,
Research,
and several other Bureau personnel
to assist
in management
and machine
tabulation
for the project.

---------Department
June
30,
17.

24th
of Commerce,
1936
(Washington,

Annual
D.C.:

Report
of
Covemment

the Secretary
of
Printing
Office,

[2]
U.S.
Department
Commerce:
June 30,
1939),
po 26.

of Commerce,
27th
1939
(Washington,

Annual
D.C.:

Report
of
Government

the Secretary
of
Printing
Office,

[I]
U.S.
Commerce:
1936),
p.

Office
of
Federal
Statistical
Policy
and
t31
U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
&a&a&,
Revolution
in United
States Government
Statistics,
1926-1976,
prepared
by Joseph W. Duncan
and William
C. Shelton
(Washington
D.C.:
Cove rnment
44-45 ;
Printing
Office,
1978),
pp.
U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
26th
Annual Report of the Secretary
of Commerce:
June 30, 1938 (Washington,
D.C.:
Government
Printing
Office,
1938),
pp.
35-36.
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Dedrick
had opposed
the unemployment
census before
Congress,
arguing
that the
Although
he was unable
manner of collecting
the statistics
wuld
bias the results.
to convince
Congress,
Dedrick
did convince
Biggers of the potential
for substantial
At the urging
of Dedrick,
a check census was designed
to represent
the
bias.
more than 80 percent
of the U.S.
population
that was served by postal
delivery
This sample was the first nationwide
use of probability
and area sampling
routes.
to canvass
a population
for which
lists were not available.
This check census
enabled
more
accurate
estimates
than
the voluntary
census
and thus
allowed
estimates
of the error
in the mluntary
figures.
The unemployment
check census used a household
enumeration
form and sought to
gather
information
on labor force activity
in the week of November
14-20,
1937.
Instructions
were printed
on the back of the form and Post Office
Department
This check census was based upon a 2%
employees
conducted
the field
interviews.
sample of postal
routes in the U.S.,
excluding
a few business delivery
mutes in
large cities.
The Bureau was involved
in editing
and tabulating
the data and the preparation
of
For this work,
the Bureau received
an appropriation
final
tables
for publication.
In addition
to providing
the Bureau with an opportunity
to test its
of 6850,000.
procedures
for examining,
coding,
and preparing
punch cards,
the work on the
census
of unemployment
provided
the first
use of sampling
techniques
for the
This latter
experience
was valuable
in planning
for
national
probability
sample.
the 1940 Census of Population.
Data

Processing

Planning

Throughout
the 1930s the Bureau was engaged in the modernization
of existing
and
used for tabulation
of the census.
building
of additional
mechanical
equipment
Much
of the
equipment
was designed
and built
in the
Bureau’s
Mechanical
Laboratory,
which
had been first
permanently
established
as the Census Machine
Shop in 1917.[4]
Four types of power-driven
machines
had been used in tabulating
the 1930 census:
which
tabulated
single
column
characteristics;
(2)
adding
(1)
unit
counters,
which
summed quantities
punched
on successive
cards ; (3 ) sorters ,
tabulators,
and (4)
gang punches,
which
rapidly
which
arranged
cards
in proper
order;
During the mid-1930’s,
punched
designations
common to many cards in a series.
the unit counters
were rebuilt
in order to accommodate
a change from 24-column
New gang punch heads
cards
used in 1930 to 45-column
cards used in 1940.
Addit iona I Iy , the
also
built
to
accommodate
the
45-column
cards.
were
These equipment
Mechanical
Lab designed
and built
a new adding
tabulator.
several
thousand
dollars
in
changes
were
estimated
to have saved the Bureau
machine
rentals. [ 51

[4]
For a detailed
account
of the history
of census
processing
in the late
including
the development
of tabulation
nineteenth
and early
twentieth
centuries,
The Development
of Punch Card Tabulation
in
equipment,
see Leon E. Truesdell,
the Bureau of the Census,
1890-1940
(Washington,
D.C.:
Government
Printing
Office,
1965).
[5]

U.S.

Department

of

Commerce,

24th

Annual

Report,

p*

29-30.
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The introduction
of commercially
available
equipment
also played an important
role
in the 1940 Census. [6]
The IBM printer-tabulator
was particularly
important.
This machine
summarized
data from consecutive
cards,
added items from different
fields on the same card,
and printed
the results.
Geographical

Planning

Another
ongoing
operation
for the 1940 Census was the geographical
preparation
This division
wes a service
performed
by the Bureau’s
Division
of Geography.
branch
with
responsibility
for
preparing
the
maps
used
as guides
for
the
preparing
the maps and charts
used in Census
enumerators
and their
supervisors,
Bureau
publications,
assisting
in the establishment
of special
measurement
units
(such as metropolitan
districts
and census tracts),
and allocating
the schedules of
persons
not at their
usual
place
of residence
at the time of the population
The Division
of Geography
had 75 people
permanently
employed
as
canvass.
ca rtog raphe rs , and clerical
draftsmen,
help.
IXlring
the preparations
for the
1940
Census,
the
employment
within
the
Division
expanded
to
about
700
persons. [ 71
The largest
preparatory
task involving
the division
was the preparing
of the maps
used by the census enumerators.
This task began by dividing
the states of the
United
States
into supervisors’
districts.
One or more counties
were al lotted to
each supervisor’s
district.
A ‘plan of division
by enumeration
district
(E.D.)
l
was then prepared
for each county.
Enumeration
districts
were designed
to be
clearly
defined
areas-- not including
more than one incorporated
place--that
could
easily
be canvassed by a single enumerator
in about t\ho weeks in urban areas or a
month in rural areas.
The boundaries
of E.D.‘s
were &signed
to follow
either
or minor civil
divisions
(civil
township,
the boundaries
of municipalities,
wards,
elect ion precinct,
school
district,
town,
etc.);
or roads,
election
district,
railways,
public
survey
lines,
and other well-known
lines.
For purposes
streets,
of the 1940 enumeration,
the continental
United
States
was divided
into some
147,000
E.D.‘s,
an increase
of 27,000
over 1930.[8]
In order
to define
E.D.‘s
the Division
of Geography
in incorporated
places,
enumeration
district , and
Division
also had to take
such as states,
counties,
districts,
wdrds,
and tracts

that could be canvassed
in the desired
time periods,
had to take into consideration
the number of inhabitants
the
number
of
farms
and inhabitants
in each
rural
The
the topography
and access
roads in rural areas.
into consideration
the -rious
statistical
reporting
areas
minor civil
divisions,
incorporated
places,
congressional
for which the Bureau published
data.

Rules
formulated
for the plan of division
by enumeration
district
required
that
rural
E .D. ‘s used in 1930 were to be used again in 1940 except
in cases where
the Field Division
had recommended
that the E.D.
be divided,
where changes had

[6]

Truesdell,

[7]
A.
16(July,

The Development

W. von Struve,
1940):275-280.

[8]
Malcolm
J.
Review 30(April,

of

‘Geography

‘The
Proudfoot,
1940):301-303.
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occurred
in the minor
The rules
incorrect.
that population
should
250 farms.

civil
divisions,
or tiere
the description
of the E.D.
was
governing
the establishment
of new rural E.D. ‘s maintained
and that there should not be more than
not exceed 1,500,

Urban
enumeration
districts
used in 1930 were also to be used in 1940 except
where
changes
had occurred
in minor civil
divisions,
assembly
districts,
or Herd
areas that resulted
in a fragmented
E .D. ;
where there was an establishment
or
where the E.D.
description
was incorrect;
where the
revision
of census tracts;
E.D.
had impractical
boundaries;
or where information
on file indicated
that the
population
was too large or too small.
New urban E.D. ‘s established
in 1940
were to meet definite
population
guidelines-1 ;OOO persons on the edge of a city
and 1,400
persons within the built-up
portion
of the city.
Other
rules governing
the plan of division
by enumeration
district,
regardless
of
whether
urban or rural,
included
the requirement
that each minor civil division
or
dependent
incorporated
place
comprise
one or more
E.D. ‘s;
that
dependent
incorporated
places
situated
in tm
or more minor civil
divisions
or incorporated
places
situated
in t\Ni) or more counties
be divided
into at least one E.D.
for each
minor civil
division
or county,
respectively;
that incorporated
places of at least
3,000
persons
that were divided
into wards vvere required
to have at least one
Additionally
, it ws
E.D.
per vvard.
required
that
E.D.
boundaries
not cross
boundaries
of census
tracts,
wards,
assembly
districts,
congressional
districts,
supervisor’s
districts,
incorporated
places,
minor civil divisions,
or counties;
and
that
they
not cut blocks
unless
it was to conform
to the boundaries
of the
districts
just named.
Separate
enumeration
districts
were
constructed
for federal
and state
prisons,
institutions,
and all other
institutions
having more than 100
reformatories
, mental
for
Roman Catholic
institutions
with
25 or more
residents;
for
inmates;
apartment
buildings
with 100 or more apartments
in cities
of 500,000
or more;
and for national
parks,
lighthouses
and lightships,
Coast Guard stations,
Civilian
and areas render military
and naval
Conservation
Corps camps,
veteran’s
hospitals,
The Division
of Geography
was also instructed
to provide
instructions
jurisdiction.
for showing
separately
on population
schedules
(but not making
separate
E.D. ‘s)
non-Roman
Catholic
institutions
having
fear
than 100 inmates;
Roman Catholic
apartment
houses having fewer than
institutions
having
fewer than 25 residents;
un incorporated
100 but more than 49 apartments,
in cities
of 500,000
or more;
and islands and
places
having an estimated
population
of more than 100 persons;
unoccupied
military
reservations.
The Division
of Geography
was responsible
for making the original
maps of these
Over 175,000
such maps were made for the 1940 Census.
enumeration
districts.
The division
did not perform
field mapping operations
itself.
Instead,
the division
compiled
preexisting
geographical
information
from a Mriety
of sources:
(11 a
continually
updated
file containing
several hundred thousand state,
county,
and city
maps prepared
by the civil governments
and requested
for use by the Bureau;
(2)
maps and map data collected
by state
highway
departments
and the Public
Roads
Administration
and contributed
to the Elureau;
(3) aeronautical
charts prepared
by
the Coast and Geodetic
Survey of the Department
of Commerce;
(4) General
Land
Office
maps showing
accurate
township
range and section
boundaries;
and,
(5)
topographical
survey maps prepared
by the Geological
Survey in the Department
of
the Interior.
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In order
to keep these map collections
accurate
and up-to-date,
the Geography
Division
maintained
a large
correspondence
with
state,
county,
and municipal
authorities
on boundary
changes
and other
data.
For example,
during
the 1938
fiscal
year,
ending
on June 30,
1938,
some 1 ,850
letters
were sent to city
engineers
concerning
annexations
and detachments
and over 1,000
city
and county
During the 1939 fiscal
year,
maps were received.
some 2,400
new county maps
were obtained.
[ 91
For the 1940 Census,
base maps vwzre prepared
for 3,071
In addition
to the boundaries
of these counties
and
counties
and 3,000
cities.
the boundaries
of the approximately
52,000
minor civil
divisions
also had
cities,
to be verified
by local officials
before
final preparation
of the maps.
The plans of division
by enumeration
district
prepared
by the Geography
Division
outlined
and described
each enumeration
district
and provided
a map of it.
The
boundary
description
of each E.D.
included
the name or number of each minor
civil
division;
the name of the incorporated
place within
Rich
it was located or
with which it was contiguous;
and sect ion numbers when
and the township,
range,
the E.D.
was so described.
Boundary
descriptions
of incorporated
places
listed
streets
and highways,
rivers,
railroads,
and other distinctive
features
forming
the
district
boundaries.
Boundary
descriptions
of rural
E.D.‘s
included
the roads,
ra i I roads , ‘and similar
streams,
features
used as boundaries.
In cities
with a
1930 population
of 50,000
or more,
all city blocks were numbered
and used as
enumeration
units.
E.D.
descriptions
in such cases included
a numerical
listing
and description
of each block.
The E.D.
maps wre
colored
by hand to mark the district
boundaries.
County
maps were also made for use by district
supervisors
and area managers.
These
mu It i -co lo red
that
distinguished
between
minor
civil
divisions,
were
maps
enumeration
districts,
incorporated
places,
wards,
delimited
unincorporated
places,
national
parks,
and other civil or political
boundaries.
Separate
maps were also
made for each incorporated
place that had a 1930 population
of 2,500
or more.
Copies
of the plans
of division
wzre
made for the Geography
Division,
the
enumerate r , the district
supervisor,
the area supervisor,
the Field Division,
and
the squad leader
(in cities
of 50,000
or more).
Copies of maps wzre provided
to the Geography
Division,
the enumerator,
the district
and area supervisors,
and
squad leade r s .
In addition
to this map making,
the Geography
Division
prepared
the charts
illustrative
maps used in Bureau publications.
The Division
of Geography
was
responsible
for the allocation
of non-resident
and absent
household
schedules
The Division
checked
to make sure that
their
proper
enumeration
districts.
persons
enumerated
an these schedules
were not also enumerated
at their place
Such transient
schedules
numbered
about 500,000
‘for
permanent
residence .
1940 Census. [lo]

and
also
to
the
of
the

The Division
of Geography
During the period
areas.

participated
of planning

in the on-going
development
of tabulation
for the 1940 Census,
this work involved the

[9]
U.S.
Department
Report,
p. 27.

Commerce,

26th

Annual

Report,

in the Census

Bureau,’

p.

[IO]

um

Struve,

of

‘Geography

277.

p.

21;

27th

Annual
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establishment
of
of large cities.

metropolitan

districts

and guidance

in the

layout

of

census

tracts

the
Bureau
had
designated
what
were
considered
the
principal
In
1930,
metropolitan
districts
of the United
States.
These districts
were required
to have
with one or more central
cities
of
an aggregate
population
of 100,000
or more,
In addition
to the central
city,
the metropolitan
district
also
50,000
or more.
included
all contiguous
civil
divisions
with a population
density
of at least 150
inhabitants
per square mile.
The metropolitan
districts
designed
by the Bureau were novel because they showed
a city’s
geographic-economic,
rather
than political,
boundaries.
Business
and
industrial
interests
found these new tabulation
areas to be useful and they sought
in the scope and use of metropolitan
districts
as a basis
for
an expansion
The metropolitan
district
concept
was also of interest
to the cities,
publications.
states,
and the federal
government
in planning
programs
for the cities.
In
the Bureau appointed
a committee
to study a redefinition
of these areas
r-w-=,
and the possible
extension
of their
use as statistical
reporting
areas.
This
committee
was composed
of Paul T. Cherington,
New York City,
who represented
marketing
and advertising
interests;
T. W. Howard,
the Chamber of Commerce
of
the United
States,
who represented
manufacturers;
and, Glenn E. McLaughlin,
Bureau
of Business
Research,
University
of
Pittsburg,
who
represented
other
statistical
groups. [ll]
Based upon the recommendations
made by the committee,
the Division
of Geography
established
140 metropolitan
districts
for the 1940
Census,
according
to the
Metropolitan
districts
then served as a basis of tabulation
criteria
outlined
above.
and publication
of statistics.
The
Division
of
Geography
was
also
involved
in setting
standards
for
the
Unlike
political
units
with
establishment
of census tracts
in the large cities.
boundaries
subject
to change,
the census tracts
were designed
to be relatively
boundaries
within
these cities
that allowed
chronologically
permanent , non-political
The Geography
Division
established
optimum
requirements
consistent
comparisons.
for tract
delineation,
but the actual
tract
boundaries
were recommended
by the
There were
71 cities
that
had established
census tract
localities
in question.
grids as of the 1940 Census of Population.[12]
The data for census tracts
were
not published
but rather
were only available
for each city
upon paying
for the
costs of tabulating
the material
desired
for the tracts.
Preparation

of

Schedules

and lnst ruct ions

The
responsibility
for
development
of
specific
census
inquiries
was
first
transferred
from
Congress
to the Director
of the Census
Bureau,
subject
to
approal
by the Secretary
of Commerce,
by the Census Act of June 18,
1929.
the
legislation
authorizing
each census
had specified
the
Prior
to that
time,
questions
to be included on the census schedules.

[ll]
U.S.
Department
Annual Report,
p. 27.
[12]

van Struve,

of

‘Geography

Commerce,

in the

36th

Census

Annual

Bureau,’

Report,

p.

278.

pp*

31-33;

27th
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In early 1939,
the Director
of the Census asked the chief
statisticians
in charge
of the divisions
within the Bureau to develop a schedule that could be recommended
for the 1940 census.[l3]
A tentative
schedule was first presented
for discussion
at a general
conference
held March
3-4,
1939,
and chaired
by Dr.
Louis I.
Dublin
of the Metropolitan
Life
Insurance
Company.
The proposed
schedule
was
also discussed
at a conference
sponsored
by the National
Bureau
of Economic
Research
on April
21-22,
1939.
In addition
to discussion
of specific
items,
these conferences
discussed
the use of sampling
techniques
in order to incorporate
questions
that had been crowded off the main population
schedule.
Groups
representing
the major departments
and agencies
of the federal
government
and business,
labor,
and other
special
interest
groups
were present
at these
meetings .
The Bureau directly
consulted
more than a thousand
persons
in these
p repa rat ions.
In addition,
the census Advisory
Committee
appointed
a technical
standing
committee
to serve in an advisory
capacity
for six meetings
held between
April
and June,
1939.
Members
of this technical
advisory
committee
included
Frederick
F. Stephan,
American
Statistical
Association,
Chair;
0.
E. Baker,
U.S.
Department
of Agriculture;
Frank Lorimer,
American
University;
P. K.
Central
Statistical
Board;
Whelpton,
and Howard
B. Myers,
Works Progress
Administration.
’
Preliminary
schedules,
instructions,
and other
forms
were tested
in a special
census in Indiana &ring
August 1939.
Based upon an analysis
of the results from
this trial,
final copies of forms and instructions
were drawn.
The final schedule
forms
were
approved
by
the
Central
Statistical
Board,
the
ASA Advisory
the Director
of the Census,
and,
ultimately,
by the Secretary
of
Committee,
Commerce.
[14]
The

Inclusion

of

Employment

and Income

Questions

One of the significant
developments
in the 16th Decennial
Census of Population
was
the added emphasis
on economic
problems
of the national
labor force.[l5]
New
questions
were
ad&d
in recognition
of the need for
data
bearing
upon the
problems
of large-scale
unemployment,
underemployment
and i r regula r incomes.
The 1940 Census provided
the first
complete
classification
of work status for all
persons
fourteen
years and ovlfr based on activity
during a specified
week.
Work
status
was determined
according
to activity
during
the week of March
24-20,
1940.
Persons were broadly
classified
as either
in the labor force or not in the
-a--------

[ 131 For the response of the Chief
Statistician
of the Population
Division,
see
U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census,
‘General
Memorandum
on
Changes Under Consideration
for the 1940 Census of Population,
’ prepared
by Leon
February
1939
(National
Archives,
Record Group 29, NN364-101,
E . Truesdell,
Series C, Box 2).
[14]
U.S.
Report
of
Gowrnment

Department
of
the
Secretary
Printing
Office,

Commerce,
27th Annual
Report,
p. 29;
28th
of Commerce:
June 30,
1940
(Washington,
1940),
pp. 38-39.

1151
A.
‘Employment
and
Ross Eckler,
American
Statistical
Association
36(September,

Income
1941)

Statistics,’
~381-386.

Journal

Annual
D.C.:
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labor force and within
each
activity
of persons--v,orking,
this Im3ek.

category
actively

further
seeking

distinctions
were made
mrk,
attending
school,

based on the
etc.--during

This new concept of labor force status differed
from the 1930 concept of ‘gainful
This
earlier
concept
included
all
persons
who
reported
a gainful
mrkers.’
occupation--one
in which they earned
money or a money equivalent,
or in which
they assisted
in the production
of marketable
goods--as
of the census date and,
One class
also,
those who reported
that they usually pursued gainful
occupations.
of considerable
significance,
new workers,
i.e.,
those looking
for wrk
who have
not
been
previously
employed,
MS
not
included
in the category
of gainful
New workers
were
included
in the
labor
force
category
in 1940.
workers.
Seasonal
workers,
disabled
and retired
mrkers,
and institutional
inmates Here not
included
in the labor force.
The age limits
also affected
the comparability
of gainful
labor force in 1940.
In 1940,
all persons ruder 14 are
in 1930,
persons
aged 10 to 13
labor force;
however,
workers
if they reported
gainful
occupations.
This group
1940
that
the expense
of the additional
enumeration
justified.
[16]

workers
in 1930 and the
classified
as outside
the
were counted
as gainful
had become so small by
and tabulation
was not

The
labor
force
statistics
were
designed
largely
to measure
the mlume
of
unemployment
and the characteristics
of the unemployed.
In an attempt
to
determine
the extent
of underemployment
or part-time
employment,
tm
new
questions
on hours mrked
and wage income were included
in the 1940 Census.
information
on employment
was provided
by a question
on the number of
Also,
weeks worked in 1939.
The 1940 census also utilized
a new classification
scheme for occupations.
This
developed
by
Alba
M.
Edwards,
had
eleven
occupational
groups:
scheme,
professionals
and semi-professionals,
farmers
and farm managers,
proprietors
and
other
(non-farm)
managers,
clerical
wrkers,
craftsmen,
operatives,
domestic
protective
service
workers,
(other)
service
mrkers,
farm
service
workers,
laborers
and
foremen,
and
laborers.
Edwards
had
sought
to
develop
a
classification
scheme based upon ‘social-economic
status,’
vrhich Hould
separate
‘head workers’
from ‘hand workers’
and divide the latter
according
to skill level.
the Social
Security
Administration
was seeking
the separate
At the same time,
employers ,
‘OW
account’
(self-employed)
workers,
and
classification
of
This need led to an increased
importance
for the class. of vorker
employees.
the 1940 census used a new Census Industry
Classification
In addition,
question.
This classification
was based upon the Standard
to classify
workers
by industry.
Industrial
Classification
prepared
by the Central
Statistical
Board betwen
1937
and 1939. [17]
-----ms---

‘The
[16]
Philip
M.
Hauser,
and
Comparability,
Measurement,
1949) :338-355.

’

Labor
Force
and
American
Journal

Gainful
Workers--Concept,
of
Sociology
54(January

‘Occupation
and Industry
Statistics,’
Journal
of the
[17]
Alba
M.
Edwards,
American
Statistical
Association
36 (September
1941):387-392;
and Margo Conk,
1870-1940,
’ Journal of
‘Occupational
Classification
in the United States Census:
Interdisciplinary
History
9 (Summer 1978):111-130.
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At the time the 1940 Census was in the planning
stages,
economists
were seeking
data on income distributions
in order
to explain
the long depression
which
the
country
was experiencing.
In 1936,
the Conference
on Research
in Income and
Wealth sponsored
by the National
Bureau of Economic
Research
suggested
that the
census include
income questions.
[18]
This suggestion
was only one of many that
the Census Bureau received
for including
income questions.
The inclusion
of a wage-income
question
in the 1930 census had been discussed
at
a general
conference
in the summer of 1929.
This conference
also discussed
a
question
on the value of owned homes and the monthly
rental of rented homes.
It
recommended
including
this latter
question
in the 1930 census because it was felt
that
the
‘value
or rental’
question
wuld
be more
readily
answered,
although
sentiment
favored
the income quest ion.
Contrary
to expectations,
little
objection
The data gathered
from this question
to the income questions
was encountered.
came to be used as an index of purchasing
power and economic
status. 1191
During
the 193Os,
requests
for income statistics
continued
to be presented
to the
Bureau from sources outside
of government.
Additionally,
requests
for such data
came from such governmental
agencies
as the Social Security
Board, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics,
the’ Hbrk Projects
Administration,
and the United. States Housing
Authority.
In response
to these
requests,
Dr.
Leon Truesdell,
the ‘Chief
of the Population
Division,
included
tw
questions
on income
in his recommendations
for the 1940
population
schedule.
These two questions
asked (1) the amount of money wages
or salary
received
and (2) if the person made mOre than $50 from sources other
These questions
were included
on the preliminary
schedules
than wages or salary.
discussed
at various conferences
and were subsequently
tested
in the special census
of St. Joseph and Marshall
Counties,
Indiana,
in August,
1939.
The inclusion
of
these
quest ions,
somewhat
modified,
as questions
32 and 33 on the
1940
schedule
was
approved
by the
Technical
population
Advisory
Committee
on
Population,
the ASA Advisory
Committee,
the Director
of the Census,
and the
Secretary
of Commerce.
The Census Bureau had anticipated
objections
from the public
and adopted certain
methods to help obtain the income information.
People were asked to report only
the amount of money wages and salary which they had received
&ring
1939.
An
exact
amount
was not asked
if the person
received
over $5,000
of wage and
salary
income.
For other
types of income,
the question
asked was ‘Did
this
person
receive
income of $50 or more from sources other than money wages or
the Bureau put the income questions
at the end of the
In addition,
salary? ’

---------‘Decennial
Census and Current
Population
Survey Data on
[18]
Edwin D. Goldfield,
39-63
in Conference
on Research
in Income
and Wealth of the
Income,’
pp.
National
Bureau of Economic
Research,
Studies
in Income and Wealth,
Volume 23,
An Appraisal
of the 1950 Census Income Data (Princeton:
Princeton
University
Press, 1958).
[I91
U.S.
Department
of
Wage Income
Question
on
February
1940
Truesdell,
Series C, Box 2).

Commerce,
the 1940
(National

Bureau of the Census,
‘The Origin
of the
Population
Schedule, ’ prepared
by Leon E .
Archiws,
Record
Group
29,
NN364-101,
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schedule
so that
other
information
would
have already
been obtained
if the
respondent
protested
reporting
his or her income and refused
to cooperate
any
A special
procedure
was also developed
for persons
who objected
to
further.
This procedure
giving
the enumerators
the answers
to the income
questions.
The enumerator
filled
in
inwIved
the
use of a confidential
report
form.
identifying
information
on this form and gave it to the person being enumerated,
who then provided
the answers
and mailed the form to Washington.
The
inclusion
of
income
questions
on the population
schedule
sparked
public
including
newspaper
editorials,
cartoons,
and
criticism
and adverse
publicity,
An important
source of resistance
was provided
by United States Senator
articles.
Charles
W. Tobey of New Hampshire,
who appeared
on the floor of the Senate on
to read a letter
to the Secretary
of Gxnmerce.
This letter
January
3, 1940,
denounced
plans to ask income questions
and requested
that the Secretary
eliminate
When the Secretary
refused,
Tobey introduced
a Senate Resolution
the questions.
that
required
deletion
of the income questions
from the population
schedule.
In
February,
Tobey made a nation-wide
radio address and hearings
were held on his
Despite
the support
that
Tobey ’ s resolution
received,
the Senate
resolution.
leadership
failed
to call the resolution
out of committee
for a mte by the full
it was in response
to this public
concern
that the Census
However,
Senate.
Bureau did develop
the confidential
reporting
form for incorne.[20]
Despite
this
the nonresponse
rate for the wage and salary
income question
was 2
publicity,
and only 200,000
confidential
forms
percent
of the wage and salary
wrkers,
were used.
New questions
on fertility,
the 1940 census schedule.

educational

attainment,

and

migration

were

added.

to

The 1940 census gave more attention
to the subject
of human fertility
than any
A question
asking
the number of children
ever born to everprevious
census.
This question
and information
on the number
of
married
women
was added.
children
ruder the age of five in the household provided
measures of fertility.
For the first
time in census history,
a question
was asked to obtain
information
on the highest
grade of school completed
by each individual.
The addition
of this
question
was seen to provide
new possibilities
for the analysis
of the relation
of
education
to other important
ariables.
Another
new question
asked
residence
five years
ago.
this
new question
allowed
migration.
1211

each individual
age five or older
for their
place of
When crosstabulated
with place of residence
in 1940
the computation
of direct
statistics
on population

---------[20]
1972),
Press,

The
See A. Ross Eckler,
Ann H.
pp.
192-195;
1968),
~~-45-46.

Bureau
of the Census
(New
York:
Scott,
Census U. S. A. (New York:

Praege r ,
Seabury

‘New
Features
of the 1940 Population
Census, ’ Journal
[21]
Leon E. Truesdell,
of the
American
Statistical
Association
36 (September
1941):361-368;
Henry
‘General
Population
Statistics,
’ Journal
of the American
Statistical
Shryock,
Jr.,
Association
36 (September
1941) :376-380;
Malcolm
J. Proudfoot,
‘New
Inquiries
of Land and Public Utility
Economics
I6
for the Census of 1940, ’ The Journal
(February
1940) :102-104.
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Sampling

Design

in the
1940
Census
was an innovation
in census
Another
new
development
part
of the complete
sampling
ms
incorporated
as an integral
procedure:
In addition
to the information
obtained
in the complete
count of
enumeration.
informat ion was obtained
from a sample of one in every
‘supplementary’
persons,
The Bureau
felt that the use of sampling
in this manner both
twenty
personsenlarged
the scope of the census and facilitated
tabulations.
[22]
The incorporation
of sampling
techniques
by the Bureau met with some resistance.
Bureau Director
Austin initially
opposed the use of sampling
because he felt that it
In addition,
Leon E. Truesdell,
one of the senior
did not have public. acceptance.
officials
in the Bureau and Chief of the Population
Division,
opposed the use of
Support
for the use of sampling
came from Dedrick
and Vergil
D.
sampling.
Reed,
the Assistant
Director.
With the top officials
at the Bureau divided
over
the incorporation
of sampling
techniques,
the decision
reverted
to the Secretary
of
Commerce,
Harry
Hopkins,
who held ultimate
legal authority.
Hopkins’
Economic
Advisor,
Willard
L. Thorp,
also famred
the use of sampling.
Hopkins decided
in
favor of the use of sampling
in the 1940 Population
Census.[23]
the Assistant
Chief Statistician
of the Population
Division,
and
Philip
M. Hauser,
Dedrick
planned
the implementation
of the sampling
plan,
using the consultative
then Secretary-Treasurer
of the
services
of sampling
expert
Fredrick
F. Stephan,
ASA,
and Morris
H. Hansen,
of the Bureau’s
Statistical
Research
Division.
To
supervise
the development
of the sampling
program,
the Bureau
sought out the
a physicist
and statistician
in the Department
services
of Dr. W. Edwards Deming,
of Agriculture.
[ 241
The requests
of both government
and private
groups
for more information
led the
One of the
Bureau
to consider
additional
questions
in the decennial
census.
benefits
of using sampling
in the census enumeration
was the opportunity
to include
This
was
made
possible
because
the
more
questions
on the
schedule.
supplementary
questions
were only asked 1/2Oth
as often
as the questions
in the
complete
enumeration.
The Census Bureau considered
another
advantage
of sampling
to be
based upon a sample of persons
could be finished
months earlier
These earlier
results
proved to
based upon the complete
count.
providing
information
needed for the emergency
situation
brought
The greatly
reduced
cost of sample
tabulations
was
War II.
allowing
more preparation
and publication
of
addit ional advantage,

that tabulations
than tabulations
be beneficial
in
about by World
considered
an
such tabulations

[22]
U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Bureau
of the Census,
On the Sampling
Methods
in the 1940 Fopulation
Census,
prepared
by Frederick
F. Stephan and W.
for an overview,
see Philip M. Hauser,
‘The Use
Edwards Deming,
March 1941;
Journal
of
the
American
Statistical
Society,
in the
Census, ’
of
Sampling
36(September,
1941) :369-375.
1231

Remlution

in Government

1241 Revolution
in Go\lernment
Punch Card Tabulation,
p. 196.

Statistics,
Statistics,

pp.
p.

45-46.
46;
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than would otherwise
have been possible.
sample
information
on sample
cards
was
storage
of cards from the complete
count.
p reduced as the need arose.

In a similar
light,
the storage
of the
considered
more economical
than the
Thus,
subsequent
tabulations
could be

The
Bureau
acknowledged
that
in response
to the
changes
brought
by the
there
was an increased
demand
for an extensive
body of statistical
Depression,
such
regarding
concerns
as
unemployment,
occupat iona I shifts,
informat ion
migration,
population
growth,
and other population
changes.
Since space on the
schedule
was necessarily
limited,
the adding of supplementary
questions
allowed
the
Bureau to expand its coverage
to meet these needs.
The use of sampling
reduced
the average
time per interview
that would have otherwise
been necessary
to obtain
data,
and substantially
reduced
the
expanded
costs
of editing,
coding,
and
tabulating
the data.
In addition
to being selected
in a manner similar
to the selection
of the items for
full
count on the main schedule,
a consideration
in the selection
of the
supplementary
questions
was the suitability
of the questions
for sampling.
Since a
sample
is not a population
inwzntory,
the items chosen had to elicit
information
needed
for generalizations,
conclusions,
and formation
of policies
for areas such
states,
or geographic
regions.
as large cities,
The supplementary
questions
which
appeared
on the schedules
included
questions
on parents’
nativity,
the language
spoken
in the respondent’s
home in earliest
childhood
(mother
tongue),
veteran
status,
social
security
information,
usual occupation,
usual
industry
and usual
class of worker,
nuptiality,
and fertility.
Most of these questions
had appeared
in earlier
censuses
in one form or another
and their
inclusion
allowed
comparison
with these earlier
censuses.

the

The sampling
was designed to fit with existing
census procedures.
taken
at the
same time
as the
regular
enumeration
and
information
ws
recorded
in a separate
section on the schedule.

the

The sample was
supplementary

The planners
of the sampling
at the Census Bureau felt that the sampling
process
should
be kept as simple
and automatic
as possible.
Since enumerators
were
employed
for short
periods
of time,
it was decided
that
it was impossible
to
provide
enumerators
with
special
training
to conduct
the sample.
In order
to
a\loid
leaving
anything
to the discretion
of the enumerator,
the schedules
vvere
designed
to remind the enumerators
when to ask the supplementary
questions.
The 1940 population
enumeration
form was a ‘line
schedule’
with 40 lines each on
A separate
line was used for each person enumerated.
the front and the back.
The sample was selected
by designating
two of the 40 lines on each side of the
Enumerators
asked the supplementary
schedule
with the symbol,
‘Suppl.
Ques. ’
questions
at the bottom
of the population
schedule
for each person whose name
This line-sampling
procedure
yielded
a sample
fell on a line that %s so marked.
of tW out of 40, or five percent,
of all the lines in each enumeration
district,
producing
a sample that was stratified
for geographic
differences
in population
characteristics.
The choice of a systematic
pattern
of lines within
E.D.s
served,
in effect,
as the sampling
unit.
The
Bureau
would
have
complete
census
listings

preferred
had been

a procedure
of
random
sampling
after
This
approach
MS
impractical
made.

the
for
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It was decided that it HQS not possible
administrative
and financial
reasons. [25]
random
sampling
of households
or persons
within
each enumeration
to pursue
district
simultaneously
with taking
the census without
burdening
enumerators
and
possibly
introducing
additional
bias.
The Bureau made the choice
to sample at
designated
intervals
and determined
that sampling
persons,
i.e.,
schedule
lines,
was preferred
over sampling
households.
This choice was based upon the possible
controls
for line bias that are described
below.
Thus, this procedure
was found
to be the simplest
and most convenient
of all procedures
investigated
from the
standpoint
of
actual
field
experience.
In addition,
the
inclusion
of
the
supplementary
questions
at the bottom
of the population
schedule
facilitated
the
matching
of data on the main schedule
with data on the supplementary
schedule
that occurred
during the processing
of returns.
The Census Bureau determined
that it MS necessary
to overcome
the bias inherent
in the sample
made up of designated
schedule
lines.
Line bias occurs
when
designated
lines
persistently
overstate
or rnderstate
the
frequency
of certain
characteristics
and their
proportions
in the population.
It was determined
at the
Bureau
that
such bias could
arise
from the nature
of the systematic
coverage
provided
by the census :
enumerators
in urban areas commenced
enumeration
at
comer
houses and worked around the block;
in addition,
within
a household,
the
members
were listed
systematically
from head through
wife,
children
in order of
other
relatives,
lodgers
and
their
children,
and
servants
and
their
children.
age,
The first
few lines entered
were thus biased in favor of corner
houses and senior
members
of the household.
Another
source of bias could occur at the end and
middle
of the 80-line
schedule
where
sheets
were turned
over or new sheets
Here a disproportionate
amount of blank lines would appear.
started.
To reduce the possible
effects
of line bias,
five different
styles of the population
schedule
were used in enumeration.
Each style was printed
to show a different
set of designated
sample
lines but was similar
to other
styles
in every other
Four different
styles
( ‘W,’
‘X, ’ ‘Y, ’ and ‘Z’)
were used to give
respect.
direct
representation
to the 16 lines that presented
the greatest
variation
(see
Figure
1),
while
one style
( ‘V’)
sampled
the remaining
4 lines in an mbiased
manner.
Figure
Schedule

Style,

Sampling

Numbers

and their

Propo rt ion

Style
V
W
X
Y
Z
The Bureau
Since
each

Line

1

.80
.05
.05
.05
.05

decided
to
enumeration

Line
14
1
2
3
4

Proportions
Numbers

29
5
6
39
40

55
41
42
44
46

68
75
77
79
80

provide
each enumerator
with only one style of schedule.
district
was canvassed
by a single
enumerator,
the

---------[25]
Frederick
F.
Sampling
Procedure
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Stephan,
W. Edwards
Deming,
and
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Hansen,
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Differences
in
16:l:l:l:l
ratios
wre
thus maintained
by enumeration
district.
the size of enumeration
districts
were considered
to be controlled
by the shuffling
The plan of distribution
of styles
WIS
of the population
by style of schedule.
vvwvvvvxvvvvYvvvvzvv.
rotated
on the following
scheme:
This
rotation
pattern
was made
in the
initial
packaging
and distribution
of
schedules
but could not be fully
implemented.
The rotation
pattern
was repeated
without
breaking
at county or state lines.
county after county,
The

I939

Special

Census

of

St.. Joseph

and Marshall

Counties,

Indiana

By the sunrner
of 1939,
the Bureau
had developed
the preliminary
schedules,
instructions,
and other
forms to be used in the enumeration
of the 1940 census.
These preliminary
procedures
were pretested
in a special
census of St.
Joseph
and Marshall
Counties,
Indiana,
that began on August 14, 1939.
Analysis
of the
results
of this special
census was used in the final decisions
for preparations
for
the 1940 Population
Census.
In addition
to permitting
tests of new forms and instructions,
the trial
census also
provided
an opportunity
to test procedures
for selecting
enumerators
through
the
use of objective
examinations.
Applicants
for enumerator
were given two tests.
One test was based upon the abridged
instructions
to enumerators
and covered
the
the
second
test
was
based
upon
the
instructions
to
population
schedule;
enumerators
and covered
the supplementary
schedule.
The scores from these tests
were then used in the selection
of enumerators.
The 170
An innomtion
in the special
census was the use of ‘field
inspectors.
’
enumerators
hired
for the special
census wre
divided
into groups of 10 to 20
A field
inspector
was assigned
to
supervise
enumerators.
each
group
of
enumerators
to act as the link between
the enumerators
and the supervisor.
In
field
inspectors
wre
required
to be available
the initial
days of the enumeration,
for
enunerators’
questions
and
to
examine
thoroughly
completed
population
Upon completion
of an
schedules
and supplementary
schedules
for accuracy.
enumerator’s
assigned
area,
the field inspector
ws
required
to make a comparison
of addresses
on the population
schedules
with duplicate
maps and descriptions
of
the enumeration
district
in an effort
to ensure complete
coverage.
The special
census utilized
two alternative
forms of population
schedules.
One
form,
the white
schedule,
had 100 lines and followed
the established
practice
of
Additionally
, an experimental
enumerating
individuals
sequentially
by household.
green
schedule
was also utilized.
This was a household
schedule
with space for
Dnly one household
was enumerated
on each green schedule;
12 persons.
Each
form VMS used in approximately
half of the enumeration
districts
in the special
with
only
one
type
of
form
used
in each
enumeration
district.
census,
Enumerators
were also required
to fill out a supplementary
schedule
for each tenth
This
supplementary
schedule
provided
a basis
for a sample
household
visited.
information
not
included
on the
regular
schedules.
Selection
of
study
of
with enumerators
filling
out the supplementary
households
occurred
systematically,
schedule
for every
household
whose visitation
number
on the regular
schedules
ended in the digit
‘5. ’
Information
appearing
on the population
schedules
contained
the address,
structure
household
visitation
number,
farm
residence
structure
type,
visitation
number,
status,
home tenure,
home value or rent,
and the number of rooms in the home.
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Other
information
contained
on the schedules
included
the name of each person
enumerated,
the relationship
of persons to the head of household,
sex,
race,
age
at last birthday,
marital
status,
school attendance,
highest grade corrpleted,
place
Employment
and residence
five
years
previous.
tit izenship
status,
of
birth,
occupation
and industv,
weeks
mrked,
and income
information
also
status,
appeared
on the population
schedules.
included
in format ion on general
The
supplementary
population
schedules
also
utilities
and appliances
in the home, mortgage
indebtedness,
female
identification,
place of birth
and mother
tongue,
usual occupation
and
nuptiality
and fertility,
status,
and veteran’s
status.
industry , social security
The information
obtained
from the special
census was also used to train
office
The
preliminary
editing
and
coding
instructions,
card
forms,
employees.
‘and table
forms
for the final
census
reports
of 1940
were
all
tabulations,
developed
on the basis of the experience
gained from processing
the 1939 special
Several statistical
reports were also published.
census.
The

Inclusion

of

a Census

of

Housing

included
in the
Sixteenth
Decennial
Census
by
A Census
of
Housing
was
This housing
census was the
Congressional
Act approved
on August
11,
1939.
first
nationwide
inventory
of housing ever made.
The act called
for information
and geographical
distribution
of dwelling
structures
on the number,
characteristics,
and units
in the United
States,
Hawaii,
Puerto
Rico,
the Virgin
Islands,
and
Alaska.
The act authorized
58,000,OOO
to cover the costs of such a census.
The housing census was undertaken
as part of the federal
government’s
recognition
of the importance
of improving
housing
conditions
and was designed
to provide
essential
housing facts to guide government
agencies
interested
in housing,
as well
as to aid local public and private
concerns. [26]
The inclusion
of the housing census
required
additional
planning.
Much of this
Warren 1. Vinton,
work
came from a special
housing committee
that
included:
Shirley
K.. Hart,
Housing
Authority,
chairman;
Federal
Housing
U.S.
Federal
Home Loan Bank Board;
Thomas J.
Corwin
A. Fergus,
Administration;
Woofter,
Farm Security
Administration;
Aryness Joy, Department
of Labor;
Samuel
J. Dennis,
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce;
Calvert
L. Dedrick,
Bureau
and Leon E. Truesdell,
Bureau of the Census. [27]
of the Census;

--s-w-----

1261 See Howard
American
Statistical

G. Brunsman,
‘The Housing
Association
36:393-400.

[27]
U.S.
Department
of
Washington
D.C. : Government

Census

of

1940,’

28th
Annual
Report,
Commerce,
Printing
Office,
1938),
p. 43.

Journal

June

30,

of

the

1950
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Chapter
FIELD

Three

ENUMERATION

The enumeration
process
for the 1940 Census of Population
and Housing
was the
This responsibility
included
responsibility
of the Census Bureau’s
Field Division.
organization
and training
of the field staff,
opening of field offices,
execution
of
releases
and pay
and preparation
of
preliminary
population
the
enume rat ion,
A description
of these wrrious
activities
is presented
in this chapter.
vouchers .
The population
and housing schedules
are also described.

THE

STRUCTURE

OF THE

FIELD

ORGANIZATION

The chief of the Field Division
directed
all field activities
of
The United
States
and the territories
and possessions
were
each administered
by an assistant
to the chief
of
regions,
Each assistant
was responsible
for the progress
and quality
of
The chief and the assistants
were headquartered
in Washington.

the 1940 censuses.
divided
into three
the Field Division.
work in his region.

The direct
representatives
of the Bureau
in the field
were 104 area managers
appointed
by the Director
of the Census and located
in cities
designated
by the
The territory
under the supervision
of the area
chief
of the Field
Division.
manager
was divided
into districts,
each headed by a district
supervisor
appointed
by the Director.
Area managers
were responsible
for instructing
the district
supervisors
and other
They were also charged
with providing
assistance
and supervision
in
field
staff.
The 529 district
supervisors
were responsible
all phases of district
operations.
for directing
collection
of statistics
from the start
of the censuses
of business
Candidates
and manufactures
through
the canvass of population
and agriculture.
for area manager
and district
supervisor
were nominated
either
by members
of
Candidates
for area manager were interviewed
Congress
or by the Administration.
and trained
by the permanent
staff
of the Bureau.
These candidates
received
an
The course
covered
eight-week
training
course
during
the
fall
of
1939.
forms,
and
instruct ions.
and
personnel
procedures
schedules,
administrative
Objective
tests were administered
and approved
candidates
received
appointments.
During
December
1939,
the area managers
held one-week
training
courses
for the
Additional
correspondence
training
was also provided
for both
district
supervisors.
area managers
and district
supervisors
between
January
and March 1940 and nine
regional
training
sessions were held during February
and March. [I]
Both the area
and the district
supervisors
were
provided
with
assistants
and were
managers
The area
authorized
to employ
stenographers
and other
clerical
help as needed.
were
informed
by the Field Division
in Washington
of the number
of
managers
office
employees
allowed
in their
respective
area and district
offices.

---e-----s

[l]
A. Ross Eckler,
162;
U.S.
Department
Commerce:
June
30,
1940),
p. 40.

The Bureau of the Census,
New York:
Praeger,
1972,
p.
of Commerce,
28th Annual
Report
of the Secretary
of
1940
(Washington,
D.C.:
Co=rnment
Printing
Office,
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In cities
having populations
of over 50,000,
district
supervisors
were allowed
to
hire squad leaders to assist
in directing
the work of enumerators.
Area managers
were advised by Washington of the number of squad leaders allowed
in the districts
under their
supervision.
In those cities
where squad leaders
were allowed,
they
were
hired
to
direct
approximately
20
enumerators.
Squad
leaders
and
enumerators
were appointed
by district
supervisors,
under the direction
of the area
The
approximate
number
of
enumerators
for
each
district
was
managers.
predetermined
by the amount of work to be completed
in the allotted
time.
There
were approximately
120,000
enumerators
employed
in 1940.
All squad leaders and
supervisors.
enumerators
worked
under
the
supervision
of
district
Di st r ict
supervisors
were encouraged
to find enumerators
who could speak foreign
languages
for use in those enumeration
districts
in which a considerable
number of people
did not speak English.
When such enumerators
could not be found, the supervisors
had to
request
authority
from
the
chief
of the
Field
Division
to appoint
interpreters
to assist enumerators
in those areas.
Area

Off ices

Area
managers
received
training
on the procedure
and technical
aspects
of the
canvass prior
to the opening
of their
field offices.
Once the training
period was
area managers
were
responsible
for arranging
space,
equipment,
and
completed,
teleconxnunicatlons
for their
respective
offices.
The necessary
forms and supplies
for work
in each office
were shipped
from the Field Division.
When additional
supplies
were
needed
the area
managers
were
instructed
to requisition
(Form
F3-40)
them from the chief of Field Division.
Before
the beginning
of the census of business
and manufactures
canvass,
area
brought
together
the district
supervisors
who had been conditionally
managers
assigned
by Washington
for training
programs
and subsequent
examinations.
Upon
the completion
of this program
of training
and evaluation,
the examination
papers
recommendations
were
forwarded
to the
chief
of
Field
and area
managers ’
the Director
informed
the area managers
as to which
Division.
Subsequently,
supervisors
would be appointed
to each district.
Both area managers
and district
supervisors
received
‘Plans
of Division’
(Form
16-3)
showing the division
of territory
into enumeration
districts,
the piece-price
and the number
of persons
and farms
rates
to be paid
enumerators
therein,
Area
managers
were
reported
from
each
district
during
the 1930
census.
instructed
to require
district
supervisors
to ascertain
whether
there had been any
recent
changes
in the boundaries
of minor
civil
divisions
or in other
political
If such changes
were found,
the details
of the changes,
appropriate
divisions.
and other
evidence
provided
by county or local officials
were sent’ to the
maps,
This procedure
MS required
in sufficient
time prior
chief of the Field Division.
to the canvass
in order
that new descriptions
and maps prepared
by the Bureau
would
be available
before
the appointment
of enumerators
for the districts
in
quest ion.
Area managers
were encouraged
to make regular
visits to the headquarters
of each
district
supervisor
to make sure the canvass was being properly
and satisfactorily
They were instructed
to make thorough
checks of of.fice
records
and
conducted.
to examine enumerator
schedules
to be sure proper entries
were being made.
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area managers
were authorized
to subdivide
During
the course
of the canvass,
The procedure
to be followed
established
enumeration
districts
When necessary.
allowed
for the original
enumeration
district
number to be retained
and the parts
Complete
descriptions
of the proposed
new districts
to be marked
‘A, ’ ‘B, ’ etc.
were submitted
to the chief of Field Division
and accompanied
by the reasons for
the changes.
Area
managers
were
responsible
for
the prompt
completion
of Hark
in each
t&on
an investigation
showing
that
work
in the district
supervisor’s
district.
area managers
were authorized
to close
office
had been satisfactorily
completed,
the office
and forward
the office
records
to the chief
of the Field Division.
the area manager
MEU responsible
for any cleanup
mrk
necessary
in
Thereafter,
the district.
District

Offices

The territory
rnder the jurisdiction
of the area manager HBS divided
into districts,
The district
supewisor
was directly
each
headed
by a district
supervisor.
responsible
for the collection
of statistics
in the field.
With the guidance
and
approwl
of the area managers,
the district
supervisors’
appointed
and instructed
all
and other
employees
in the
districts
and
directed
their
wrk
enumerators
throughout
the canvasses.
The headquarters
of each district
supervisor
was located
in a city designated
by
the chief of the Field Division.
In general,
office
space MS utilized
in federal
or local government
buildings.
When such space was not available
and space in a
building
oils not available,
the area manager
MS
local
chamber
of commerce
authorized
to allow the rental of suitable
quarters.
in the
field
were
Although
most
commun ications
supervisors
were responsible
for arranging
telephone
were
also
requested
to make
special
arrangements
All district
correspondence
efficient
mail delivery.
Bureau was required
to be in triplicate.
Schedules,
forms,
and other office
supplies
were
Additional
to the district
supewisor’s
office.
requisitioned
from the area manager’s
office.

conducted
by mail,
district
They
and telegraph
service.
with
local
postmasters
for
with area managers
and the

shipped directly
from Washington
supplies,
When needed,
Were

District
supervisors
were paid a sun of 62,000
to cover the entire
period of both
and
manufactures
census
and the
population,
agriculture,
and
the
business
A part
of this compensation
Was paid at regular
intervals
irrigation
censusesand a part ~las withheld
rmtil area managers
furnished
proof
during
this period,
that work in the district
had been satisfactorily
completed.
In addition,
a bonus
compensation
Was paid upon satisfactory
completion
of the district
supervisor’s
This bonus was based upon the number of schedules
completed
within
the
vurrk.
district.
Both district
and assistant
district
supervisors
were allovlved traveling
expenses
and
subsistence
allowances,
not to exceed $5 per day, during necessary
absences
from
their
headquarters.
Such allowances
were not paid Aen
the employee
traveled
to
the community
in which he normally
lived.
At the time of appointment,
district
supervisors
and their
assistants
wre
required
to submit affidavits
(Form
F2-40)
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to the Director
indicating
their place of permanent
residence.
were also authorized
to incur necessary
miscellaneous
expenses
during
the period
the office
was in operation,
for materials
shipped from Washington,
e.g.,
ink and glue.

District
supervisors
not to exceed $25
that could not be

The district
supervisor
was responsible
for prompt
preparation
of all
‘Instructions
for Accounting
expense
vouchers
in accordance
with
Completed
payrolls
and w>uchers were forwarded
to the area manager
and transmission
to the appropriate
disbursing
office.

GENERAL
Examination

of

Enumeration

payrolls
and
Procedure.
’
for approml

PREPARATIONS

Districts

One of the first
important
duties of the district
supervisor
was to examine the list
of enumeration
districts
outlined
by the Bureau
to make sure that
they were
Enurnerat ion
clearly
defined
and that
all
incorporated
places
where
included.
districts
were to be small enough to allow an enumerator
to finish his or her work
in the time prescribed
(about 2 weeks in urban areas and about 30 days in rural
In cases involving
very small enumeration
districts,
district
supervisors
areas).
were allowed
to assign an enumerator
two or more districts
once the first one had
In such cases,
separate
returns
were made for each enurnerat ion
been completed.
district.
In examining
the list of enumeration
districts,
district
supervisors
were to make
and maps of
the
enumeration
districts
correctly
sure
that
the
descriptions
represented
the civil
subdivisions
of the counties
in their districts.
Similarly,
the
descriptions
of enumeration
districts
in cities
and other
incorporated
places were
to be examined
to ascertain
that
they
represented
actual
boundaries
as they
The district
supervisors
were to consult with county and city officials
to
existed.
verify
the data that the Bureau had obtained.
The detection
of mistakes
in boundaries
as shown on the enumeration
district
descriptions
or the detection
of unclear
descriptions
resulted
in requests
for the
for Revision
of Enumeration
Districts’
necessary
changes,
using the form ‘Request
The original
and two copies
of this form went to the area
( Form 16-387).
Included
with this
request
were a map showing the boundary
changes
manager .
and a statement
from a local official
that could be made available
to Washington.
District
supervisors
were
instructed
not to enumerate
these districts
until
they
The geographer
studied
received
a new set of descriptions
from Washington.
when the descriptions
had been approved
he notified
the area
submitted
changes;
The geographer
provided
the district
supervisor
manager
and district
supervisor.
and enumeration
district
numbers
for these
new
with
new maps,
descriptions,
the district
supervisor
received
an
If the changes were not approved,
districts.
explanation
and new instruct ions.
Other
changes
in enumeration
districts
occurred
when it was necessary
to split an
This occurred
only when it
enumeration
district
after
enumeration
had begun.
became
clear
that the enumeration
district
was too large to be corrpleted
in the
When such divisions
were
necessary,
district
supervisors
were
allotted
time.
required
to
fill
out
‘Split
Enumeration
District
Report’
(Form
16-5)
in
The first
four
copies
were mailed
to the area manager,
who
quintuplicate.
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returned
a signed copy upon approval
as the district
the changes and proceed with enumeration.

supervisor’s

authority

to make

each part of the district
retained
the original
In dividing
an enumeration
district,
enumeration
district
number except
that the letters
‘A’
and ‘B’
were added to
In the
report
filed
by the district
supervisor,
the
identify
the two parts.
boundaries
of each part Here to be described
accurately
and in sufficient
detail
to
prevent
questions
from arising.
District
supervisors
were
instructed
to assume
that their changes had been approved
by the Division
of Geography
unless otherwise
notified.
Receipt

of

Schedules

and Supplies

and other
supplies
were sent to district
supervisors
in
Schedules,
blank
forms,
The population
schedules
and other
supplies
needed
by
packages
as needed.
enumerators
were enclosed
in portfolios.
Each portfolio
contained
the materials
necessary
for
one enumeration
district.
The boxes
of portfolios
and farm
schedules
were numbered
consecutively
in order of shipment.
These boxes were to
be retained
and used in returning
the completed
schedules.
Upon receipt
of the
final shipment
of boxes,
district
supervisors
were instructed
to notify
the chief of
the
Field Division
as to the number
of boxes
received,
the number
of boxes
damaged in transit,
and the number of additional
boxes needed.
As noted above,
a separate
portfolio
was provided
for each enumeration
district.
The portfolio
contained
copies
of the Mrious
census
schedules
and other
blank
forms necessary
to meet the enumeration
requirements
that were estimated
for the
particular
district
by the Census Bureau.
The portfolio
contained
a printed
label
with
the enumeration
district
number
and space for entering
the name of the
the number
of the squad leader’s
district.
enumerator
and,
where
appropriate,
Pasted on the inside of the front cover of the portfolio
were a description
of the
enumeration
district
and a map showing its outlines.
Portfolios
were to be either
mailed or delivered
to the enumerators
after they had
taken the oath of office,
and received
the necessary
instructions.
been appo inted,
Enumerators
were encouraged
to promptly
acknowledge
receipt
of the portfolios,
to
prevent
delays in the work.
Selection

and Training

of

Enumerators

and Squad

Leaders

All applicants
for the position
of enumerator
were required
to fill out application
blanks.
The district
supewisor
was encouraged
to interview
applicants
tienever
possible
in order that the applicants
could speak freely
about their
qualifications.
After
examination
of applications
and interviews,
the district
supervisors
were
instructed
to make a list of those applicants
&ro could be reasonably
expected
to
This list became an eligibility
list for the administration
qualify
as enumerators.
of a screening
examination.
Persons not qualified
for the job,
as indicated
by the screening
process,
were
notified
by
the
district
supervisor
that
they
did
not
have
the
necessary
qualifications.
The following
criteria
were used in eliminating
applicants
from the
eligibility
lists:
their
handwriting
was not sufficiently
legible,
their
applications
indicated
an inability
to follow
written
directions,
they ore
current
or retired
federal
employees,
they
wre
under
18 or over
65,
or they
had been tax
collectors
or assessors
since 1937.
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District
supervisors
wzre
instructed
to give hiring
preference
to the following:
war veterans
and widows
of war veterans
(when equally
qualified
with others);
crop reporters
for the USDA ( if not USDA employees) ;
retired
fa rme rs ;
those
who wre
attending
or had attended
agricultural
colleges;
school teachers;
town
recorders
and other local officials
(where
state laws did not prohibit
their
clerks,
who were at least high school graduates,
and applicants
employment ) , applicants
whose appearance
and manner indicated
that they were suited for public contact.
district
supervisors
selected
a number 50 to
Using this list of qualified
applicants,
100
percent
larger
than
the
number
of
enumerators
required.
The extra
candidates
thus produced
provided
a pool from tiich
substitute
enumerators
could
be drawn
in case an enumerator
was unable
to continue
his or her work.
A
nunber
of training
forms were then mailed
to this group,
with
instructions
to
District
supervisors
made
study
these
materials
in preparation
for
testing.
arrangements
to administer
the tests to the applicants
and informed
the applicants
of these arrangements
in the mailing
of study materials.
Applicants
Here given the examinations
in groups of 25 to 100.
One hour was
allowed
for each test--I
(population)
and A-l
(agriculture).
The tests Here then
graded by the district
supervisors.
Applicants
making the highest
scores on Test I
and Test A-l were selected
to take the enumerators’
training
course.
Applicants
ti
had been
study materials
prior
to
were required
to fill out
supervisors
for evaluation.

tentatively
selected
as enumerators
were sent additional
the beginning
of this training
course.
The applicants
sample training
schedules
and return them to the district

The training
course
began with the applicants
reviewing
the corrections
made by
the district
supervisor
on their
sample training
schedules.
The training
session
then followed
with a question
and answer period centered
on the schedules.
Where
applicants
were
show
several
training
films.
Additionally,
the
time
allowed,
applicants
were given Population
Test II and Agriculture
Test A-II.
The district
supewisors
scored the examinations
and those persons
receiving
the highest passing
scores
were
given
appointments
as enumerators.
Persons
making
bvwzr
(but
passing)
scores were given further
instructions
before
being allowed
to begin as
District
supervisors
VHere instructed
to encourage
the enumerators
to
enumerators.
continue
to study their
instruction
books after the formal training
had ended.
Enumerator
appointments
wre
allowed
without
the prior
approval
of the Director.
The enumerators
received
a letter
of notification
(Form 15-102)
stating
the rate
oath
of
office
(Form
F8-40).
and
containing
a blank
of
compensation
Certificates
of
appointment
were
required
for
each
enumeration
district.
in cases in which an enumerator
had more than one district,
multiple
Therefore,
certificates
of appointment
were required.
The oath had to be signed,
witnessed
by a notary officer,
and received
by the district
supervisor
before the appointment
Di st r ict
supplies
were
forwarded
to the
enumerator.
certificate
and
any
supervisors
were required
to forward
to the area manager at the close of each day
a list of names of enumerators
from whom oaths had been received
and to whom
appointment
certificates
had been sent.
enumerators
were obliged
to perform
their
work
Upon taking
the oath .of office,
according
to the procedures
and subject
to the penalties
of the Census Act.
Among the various
penalties
prescribed
by the Census Act were y, to a 6500 fine
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on a misdemeanor
for neglecting
or refusing
to perform
duties;
up to a $1,000
fine and/or
two years
imprisonment
for publishing
or communicating
unauthorized
information;
and,
up to a $2,000
fine
and/or
five years
imprisonment
for
perjury
or making
false
reports.
Explicit
warnings
were made to avoid disclosing
to any unauthorized
person any information
&rich
they had secured.
Additionally,
enumerators
were warned against
failure
to make an honest effort
at securing
full
returns
for their districts
and against
attempts
to swell the size of their
returns.
If a person declined
to serve as an enumerator
after taking the oath of office
and
receiving
an appointment
but before
rendering
any service,
his or her certificate
Clerical
employees
in the supervisor’s
office
had to submit formal
was cancelled.
resignation
notices
(Form
F7-40)
addressed
to the Director.
Enumerators
who
resigned
or terminated
their
employment
were not required
to submit
resignations
or notices
of termination.
According
to the Census Act,
enumerators
could not
retire
from
their
appointment
without
‘justifiable
cause.’
District
supervisors
were
instructed
to make every attempt
to convince
enumerators
to continue
with
their
work and avoid the penalties
prescribed
by law.
An additional
instruction
to
district
supewiY)rs
required
that they make statements
as to the efficiency
of
each employee
~rkii~g
tmder their
supewision.
These statements
were kept on
file for use in future employment
references.
In those districts
where squad leaders
were used, they were to be mlected
from
the list of enumerator
applicants
on the basis of administrative
experience
and
ability , as well
as competence
in understanding
the schedules
and instructions.
District
supervisors
were encouraged
to select
squad leaders
in advance
of the
training
period
for enumerators
so they could assist in that training
process.
The
training
of squad leaders
folloti
the procedures
outlined
above for enumerators.
Once appointed,
squad leaders
were allowed
to establish
headquarters
in public
buildings
apart
from the district
supervisor’s
office,
so that they could maintain
closer contact
with enumerators.
Public

Relations

Area managers
and district
supervisors
w.?re encouraged
to make every effort
to
disseminate
information
regarding
the needs of the census work.
This effort
HBS
aimed
primarily
at local
newspapers,
radio
stations,
and any other
available
The Bureau also encouraged
area managers
and district
supervisors
to
channels.
establish
contacts
with
local organizations
and officials
in order
to obtain
their
cooperation
in promoting
a complete
and effective
census.
The Bureau’s
desire
was to use organizational
cooperation
to create
public
interest
in the census and
to circulate
information.
While this
cooperation
ws
promoted,
citizens
and
organizations
were
not allowed
to be involved
in any manner
in the actual
receive
census
info nnat ion
enumeration
or
to
except
preliminary
any
announcements.
The Division
of Public Relations
was responsible
for the development
and issuance
of press releases
throughout
the entire
nation during the canvass period.
All area
managers
and district
supervisors
were instructed
to contact
civic organizations
to
secure their
involvement
in circulating
this information
to the press.
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THE

ENUMERATION

PROCESS

According
to law, the enumeration
was to be made as
The
work
of
enumeration
began
on the
1940.
Enumeration
was to be completed
within
2 weeks
in
2,500
inhabitants
or more in 1930,
and within 30 days

of 12:Ol
A.M.,
April
following
day,
April
any incorporated
place
in all other districts.

1,
2.
of

Additionally,
persons
in hotels,
tourist
camps,
trailers,
and flophouses
wre
enumerated
where
they spent the night of April
8th (see below).
It was the
responsibility
of district
supewisors
to arrange
assistance
needed for this canvass.
The district
supervisor
was encouraged
to have clerks
in the office,
as ~11 as
assist
where necessary.
squad leaders,
The names of persons enumerated
as of
the night of April 8th wre
placed on separate
sheets of the population
schedule.
of 50,000
or more,
assisted
in the plans for the
Squad leaders , used in districts
special
enumerations
on the nights of April
8th and 9th,
by obtaining
from their
enumerators
a list of all places
requiring
special
enumeration
procedures
and an
estimate
of the number of persons
likely to be there on those nights.
General

Instructions

.

Enumerators
were
instructed
to begin
their
canvass
completeness
and accuracy
the map and description
which had been furnished
to them.

by carefully
checking
for
of the enumeration
district

Enumerators
were told to visit every house,
building,
tent,
cabin,
hut, or other
place
in which
a person
might
be living
or staying.
All women,
men,
and
children
(including
infants)
whose usual place of residence
was in the enumeration
‘Usual
place of residence’
was specified
as
district
wzre to be enumerated.
meaning tiere
people
‘live’
or have their
‘home.’
This instruction
to enumerate
all persons
included per&%
who wzre temporarily
absent,
persons who were in the
district
at the time of the enumeration
but had no other place of usual residence
at which they wxrld
be enumerated,
and all persons
who moved into the district
Also to be
after
enumeration
had begun but wzre not previously
enumerated.
enumerated
were all inmates of prisons,
homes for orphans,
or similar
institutions
All inmates of a jail,
no matter
how short
located
in an enumeration
district.
their
term of sentence,
were to be enumerated
as residents
of the district.
For
conven ience
in enumeration,
larger
institutions
wzre
made separate
enumeration
districts
and Hlere
enumerated,
in most
cases,
by some
employee
of
the
In addition,
in cities
which had a population
of 500,000
or more in
institution.
1930,
apartment
houses
with
100 or more
apartments
were
made
separate
enumeration
districts.
Enumerators
were instructed
to inquire of every household whether
certain
types of
persons
\Nere members
of the household:
persons
temporarily
absent,
either
in
foreign
countries
or elsewhere
in the United
States;
persons
attending
schools or
persons
in hospitals
or sanitariums;
persons
who were
servants
or
colleges;
persons
employees
and lived in the same household or slept in the same dwelling;
and persons
in the
who wore
boarders
or lodgers
and slept
in the house;
household
who were enrolled
in the Civilian
Conservation
Corps.
Such persons
were to be enumerated
as members of the households
in the enumerator’s
district.
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Similarly,
enumerators
wre
given instructions
as to tiich
persons
they were not
to enumerate,
even though these persons might be present
in the household
at the
Such persons
were considered
to have usual places
of
time
of enumeration.
visitors,
households
residence
other
than
the
household
in question,
e.g.,
temporarily
in the enumeration
district,
transient
boarders
or lodgers,
students
living
with the household
whose home or usual place of residence
was elsewhere,
servants
or other household
employees
who did not sleep in the same dwelling,
and
transient
patients
of
hospitals
and
sanitariums
(these
persons
were
to be
enumerated
as residents
of the household of which they were members).
Persons
living
in certain
types of dwellings--hotels,
tourist
facilities,
flophouses-were
enumerated
on particular
evenings.
On April
8th,
all persons
living
in
tourist
or
trailer
missions,
and
cheap
one-night
lodging
houses
camps *
(flophouses)
in an enumeration
district
were to be enumerated.
Also on April
8th,
enumerators
left a Hotel List (Form P-8)
with the manager
of each hotel.
The manager
ws
instructed
.to provide
the names of all persons
who spent the
night of April
8th in his hotel including
permanent
residents
who vere not in the
hotel
that evening.
Enumerators
also left a supply of Individual
Census Forms
(Form
P-7)
to be filled
out by each guest.
Form P-7 requested
all population
schedule
information
including
supplementary
questions.
On April 9th, enumerators
returned
to collect
these forms and interview
persons on the Hotel List who failed
to return
an Individual
Census Form.
Enumerators
were instructed
to begin new
sheets
of the population
schedule
for the enumeration
of these persons
and to
place
these
new sheets
after
the other
schedules
in the enumeration
district,
nunbering
them in sequence
beginning
with sheet 81.
Additionally,
enumerators
were
instructed
to enter
a ‘T’
in column
3 of the schedule,
rather
than a
visitation
number,
for the fizt
person
enumerated
in each dwelling
on those
Colwnn
3 was to be left blank for subsequent
persons
in those places.
nights.
Enumerators
separated
the Individual
Census Forms into two groups.
One group
contained
the forms of persons who indicated
a usual place of residence
other than
The information
from all other
forms
(those
of permanent
guests,
the hotel.
resident
employees
and transient
guests not reporting
another
place of residence)
was transferred
to the sheets of the population
schedule
reserved
for persons
enumerated
on the night of April 8th.
Enumerators
wre
provided
with Enumerator’s
Record Books (Form P-6))
in which
they were required
to enter five types of situations:
1.
All households
that had
households
in which
members
were not expected
to be
to be revisited;
2.
present
during
the period
of the canvass;
3.
households
temporarily
in the
enumerator’s
district
but which
claimed
residence
elsewhere;
4.
households
and,
5.
refusing
to furnish
required
information;
vacant
city
blocks
in an
Additionally,
enumerators
required
to
record
enumerator’s
district.
were
The enumerator’s
record book
necessary
call-backs
to obtain
housing information.
provided
space
for
address,
household
visitation
number,
structure
visitation
nunber
and unit number within
structure
(housing
census),
spaces reserved
on the
population
or housing schedules,
date of the first visit,
a brief explanation
of the
reason for revisiting
and any appointment
information,
and the date upon which the
information
Ms
finally
obtained.
Upon completion
of enumeration,
the record
book was turned
in to the supervisr
for inspection.
The supervisor
used the
information
to determine
the adequacy of the canvass.
Enumerators
received
special
instructions
for those cases in vchich no member of a
household
was home at the time of a first visit.
When a member of the household
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was expected
to return
during
the period
of the canvass,
the enumerator
was
instructed
to leave a copy of the Preliminary
Population
Schedule
(Form P-11),
assign
a household
visitation
number,
and
record
this
information
in the
enumerator
’ s record book.
The entry in this case contained
the address of the
household
to be revisited
and the
household
visitation
number.
Where
the
enumerator
was able to determine
the number of persons
in the household
to be
revisited,
he or she was instructed
to leave an appropriate
number of lines on the
population
schedule.
If the enumerator
WH unable to find out this information,
the
instructions
were
to proceed
with
the enumeration
of the next
household
without
leaving space on the schedule.
The preliminary
schedule which ems left at households
to be revisited
HBS designed
with
to
provide
enume rat0 rs
required
in fo rmat ion,
including
supplementary
questions,
for each person in the household.
Upon revisiting
such households,
the
enumerators
Wre
instructed
to
check
conpleted
preliminary
schedules
for
questionable
entries
and,
if none wre
found,
to transcribe
the household data
onto
the
population
schedule.
Responses
to
supplementary
questions
were
transcribed
only
for persons
whose names
fell
on the appropriately
designated
lines.
If no preliminary
schedule
had been prepared,
the household
was to be
enumerated
in the usual manner.
Households
and persons
for whom space ws not
reserved
on the population
schedule
were enumerated
on separate
sheets beginning
with sheet number
61.
Also included
on these separate
sheets INere individuals
enumerated
out of order
but who were
members
of households
enumerated
in
For such persons,
regular
order.
the household
visitation
number of his or her
household wds entered
in column 3 of the schedule,
follov~d
by ‘cont’d.’
In cases in tiich
a busehold
was away from its place of residence
for the entire
period
of the canvass,
enumerators
ore
instructed
to attempt
to obtain
the name
of the head of the household
and the address at which he or she MS residing.
This information
was to be entered
in the Enumerator’s
Record Rook and a ‘Report
Card for Absent
Household’
(Form
P-6)
was to be turned
in or mailed
to the
supervisor.
Enumerators
were also given special
instructions
on how to enumerate
those persons
who claimed
that
their
usual place
of residence
was outside
the enumerator’s
Such persons .\~3re
to be enumerated
on the
‘Nonresident
Schedule’
district.
( Form P-10))
which
differed
from the population
schedule
in tm
~ys.
The
nonresident
schedule
inquired
about
both
the
location
of the usual
place
of
residence
and the place of residence
at the time of enumeration.
Additional ly ,
the
nonresident
schedule
included
supplementary
questions
to be asked of all
persons
in the
household.
Entries
wzre
made
in the
record
book of each
household
enumerated
on the
nonresident
schedule
and completed
nonresident
schedules
were mailed to the district
supervisor
at the end of each day’s
canvass
for forwarding
to the appropriate
census office.
In those cases in which a household
refused
to give the information
requested,
enumerators
were instructed
to assign a household visitation
number and record this
nunber,
the household
address,
and the structure
infonation
(if a housing census
was being taken)
in the record book.
The enumerator
was to report
immediately
such cases to the supervisor
or squad leader.
If the enumerator
MS able to
obtain
the names of the persons
in the household,
he or she was to leave an
appropriate
number of spaces on the population
schedule.
If the enumerator
was
unable to obtain
such information,
the squad leader or district
supervisor
was to
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The use of tact and diplomacy
in obtaining
responses
was recommended.
do so.
Reference
to the penalties
provided
for by the Census Act was allowed
in extreme
The Census Act specified
that any person over the age of 18 who refused
casesto answr
census inquiries
was subject
to misdemeanor
prosecution
and a penalty
of up to 6100 and/or
60 days imprisonment.
Additionally
, such a person
h
willfully
provided
false
answers
was subject
to a fine of up to $500 and/or
imprisonment
of one yearIn those
rare cases in which the district
supervisor
was rnable
to .obtain
information,
a detailed
report was sent to the area manager
for action.
Enunerators
were also given special
instructions
for recording
any vacant housing
In urban
enumeration
districts,
the
maps
and descriptions
of
the
units.
enumeration
districts
showed the individual
blocks making
rp each district.
Each
block had a block number.
Enumerators
wre
instructed
to enter
in their
record
book as a -cant
block any one on which there were no residential
structures
of
any kind.
When enumerators
encountered
a vacant dwelling
u-rit (either
a house or
an apartment)
or a vacant room in a lodging house, they ore
required
to leave a
‘Card
for New Occupant. ’ This card was to be mailed
to the supervisor
and
provided
notification
of the need to return to enumerate
the new occupant(s).
Filling

Out the

Population

Schedules

Enunerators
were given certain
general
instructions
about filling
out the population
schedules.[2]
Enumerators
were
instructed
to use a separate
numbered
line for
each
individual
enumerated
and never
to crowd
individuals
into
spaces
not
Ditto
marks wre
not allowed,
although
dashes wzre allowed
in the
nunbered.
sole case of repetition
of a surname.
Enumerators
were requested
to sign every
form.
They were also encouraged
to seek information
from a responsible
adult
member of the household.
a heading,
The population
schedule
had three
distinct
parts:
consisting
of
geographical
and other
identification
information;
‘main
lines, ’ containing
the
and ‘supplementary
lines, ’ including
items asked of all persons;
additional
items
asked of five percent
of those enumerated.
The heading on the population
schedule
was to be filled
out completely
before
any
The first
persons
were enumerated
on the schedule
(see Figure 2, Appendix
I ).
entry
for each enumeration
district
ws to begin on a new sheet of the schedule.
The sheets of the population
schedules
used to enumerate
persons
in regular
order
beginning
with
sheet
number
1.
were
numbered
serially,
5heets
for persons
enumerated
out of
regular
order
were
numbered
serially
beginning
with
sheet
nunber
61.
Those sheets used to enumerate
persons
on the night of April
8th
Vacant
lines were to
were numbered
serially
beginning
with
sheet number
81.
appear only at the end of one of these three groups of schedules.
Once the heading
information
had been filled
out, the enumerator
began recording
information
in the columns of the population
schedule
(see Figure 3, Appendix
I ).
The first
tw
colllmns
recorded
the location
of the household--the
name of the
and the house number.
Enumerators
were asked to mark a
street,
road,
etc.,
heavy line across these tHo columns when they reached the end of any street.
--s-m----s

[2 ] A facsimile

of the

population

schedule

is provided

in Appendix

I,

Figure

1.
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General
busehold
data were recorded
in columns 3 to 6.
These entries
were to
be made only for the first
line of any household,
the one on HAIich the head ws
This
information
included
a household
visitation
number--a
sequential
I isted.
number
for every household
in the enumeration
district.
For census purposes,
a
household
was defined
as ‘a family
or any other group of persons,
whether
or not
related
by
blood
or
marriage,
living
together
with
common
housekeeping
arrangements
in the same living quarters.’
In multiple-unit
buildings
(apartment
houses,
apartment-hotels,
and tenements),
there were as many households
as there
were separately
occupied
apartment
or dwelling
mits.
However,
a btel,
boarding
or institution
constituted
only one household.
house,
lodging
house,
Servants,
hired
hands,
boarders
or lodgers
who slept in the house and had no other
usual
place of residence
Here counted
as members of the household.
Also included
in
the general
lrrusehold
data columns
was information
about whether
the home or
dwelling
unit was owed
by a member of the household
or rented;
the estimated
market
value of an owned home or the actual
monthly
rent paid;
and, whether
the household
lived on a farm.
Column 7 of each schedule was reserved
for the name of each person whose usual
place of residence
HBS with the household.
These names were recorded
surname
first,
followed
by the given
name and initial.
In those cases
in which the
surname
was the same as that of a member of the same household
enumerated
on
the line above,
a long dash was entered
rather
than the surname.
If an entire
household
could not be entered
on one side of the schedule,
the enumerator
was
instructed
to fill out all lines on the side and mark the box labeled
‘Household
In such cases,
continued
on next page’ on the lower left margin of the schedule.
was to written
in columns 1 and 2 of the new page and columns 3 to 6
‘Cont’d.’
were to be left blank.
An ‘X’
with a circle
around it was to be written
after
the name of the person in each household echo furnished
the information.
Colunn
8 of the schedule
recorded
the relationship
of the person in column 7 to
the head of the household.
Lodgers,
hired hands, chauffeurs,
and servants
were
designated
as such in column 8, and their
relatives
were designated
as ‘lodger’s
‘servant’s
daughter,’
etc.
son, ’
Institutional
occupants
were
designated
as
officer,
inmate,
patient,
pupil,
etc.,
except
for prisoners
in penal institutions,
whose prison numbers wre
entered
in column 8.
Personal
descriptions
were entered
in columns 9 to 12.
This information
included
race,
age at last birthday,
and marital
status.
Infants
born between
12: 01
sex,
and 12:Ol
a.m.,
Dzcember
1, 1939,
April
1, 1940,
had ‘Infant
Cards’
a.m.,
filled
out in addition
to the regular
line entry
on the population
schedule.[3]
Colunn
13 was used for response
to the question
of whether
the person
had
except
correspondence
school,
at any time .since March
attended
school or college,
1, 1940.
The last full grade of school or college
completed
by the person wes
entered
in column 14.
Information
on the person’s
place of birth
was recorded
in column 15.
Column
16 was used to enter
citizenship
information
for all foreign-born
persons
and
Four
types
of
citizenship
Here
recorded:
persons
born
at
sea.
(1)

---------[3]
Infant
cards
children
in vital
itself.

wre
completed
statistics,
i.e.,

for a separate
study
birth
registration,

of the coverage
of newborn
programs
and in the census
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‘PA’ --declaration
‘NA’ --naturalized
intention
to
become
citizens,
of
(2)
‘AL’
taken
out,
--alien,
and
naturalized- ’ first
papers’
(3)
(4)
--American
citizen
at birth.
In columns 17 to 20, the place of residence
‘ArKit’
of every person was entered.
on April
1, 1935,
For persons
under 5 years of
age, a dash (--)
was entered.
For persons 14 years old and over,
questions
in columns 21 to 33 requested
labor
Questions
21 to 25 were designed
to classify
all persons
14
force
information.
years
old and over
according
to their
work
status
during
the week of March
These persons were divided
according
to whether
or not they were
24-30,
1940.
Persons who had a job, business,
or profession
in which they
in the labor force.
worked
for pay or profit,
or who were seeking
work,
wzre considered
to be in
Persons in the labor force were categorized
into four groups:
the labor
force.
(1)
persons
at work
in private
work or nonemergency
federal,
state,
or local
government
work;
(2) persons at work on, or assigned to public emergency
project
(3) persons
seeking
work,
not classified
into one of the two categories
wrk;
above;
and,
(4) persons
having jobs, businesses,
or professional
enterprises
from
which they were temporarily
absent during
the week of March
24-30.
Special
instructions
were given to enumerators
in communities
in which there were only a
few dominant
industries.
Here,
enumerators
were
instructed
to indicate
as
‘seeking
work’
those individuals
who may not have been actively
seeking work only
because the industries
were shut down and there were no other possible
jobs to be
sought.
If persons
did not fit into one of the above categories,
they were classified
as
and further
categorized
as:
‘not in the labor force,’
(1) devoting
most of their
time to care of the home and housework;
(2) in school;
(3 ) physical ly lnable
and,
(4)
in a residual
category
including
retired
persons
and people
to work;
choosing not to work.
For persons who were at work in either
private
or nonemergency
government
work,
column
26 was used to record
the number of hours worked
during
the week of
March 24-30,
1940.
Column 27 was used to enter the duration
of memployment,
for all persons seeking work or assigned
as of the week ending March 30, 1940,
to public
emergency
work..
For persons with previous
work experience,
this was
the number of weeks since the last full-time
private
or nonemergency
government
For persons without
previous
work experience
of one month or more,
and for
job.
experienced
persons
who were seeking
work after
a period
of absence
from the
the entry
was the number
of weeks
since the person
last began
labor
force,
Weeks of public
emergency
work,
e.g.,
WPA, CCC, were counted
seeking work.
as weeks of rnemployment
for the purpose of this question.
Colunns
28 to 30 were used to enter occupation,
industry,
and class of worker
information
for those persons
in the labor force.
These columns were left blank
The nature of the duties
performed
in the
for persons
not in the labor force.
person’s
job was recorded
in column
28 (occupation).
For persons
who were
employed
during this period
in more than one occupation,
the information
recorded
concerned
the occupation
at which the most time was spent.
Persons who were
seeking
work
and who had previous
job experience
were
asked
to give
the
occupational
information
from the last job on which
they worked
one month or
including
public emergency
work.
For those who were seeking work and had
more,
no previous
job, the entry
‘new worker’
was made in column 28, and columns 29
and 30 were
left
blank.
Information
on the kind of industry
or establishment
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(factory,
store,
etc.)
column 29 (industry).

in

which

these

duties

wre

performed

was

entered

in

Colunn
30 recorded
the person’s
‘class
of wrker’
:
(1)
‘PW’--a
wage or
‘GW’
for
a private
employer;
salary
worker
who was wrking
--all
(2)
at all
levels,
government
workers,
including
public
emergency
workers;
(3)
‘E ‘--persons
who were conducting
their
OVUI business
and employed
one or more
family
helpers
other
than
unpaid
members
or
domestic
servants;
(4)
‘OA’ --persons
who conducted
their own business or professional
enterprise
but did
not employ
helpers,
i.e.,
persons
working
on their
‘own account;’
and,
(5)
‘NP’ --an
rnpaid
family
worker
who was working
for a related
family
member and
contributing
to family
income (housework
and incidental
chores not included).
For every person age 14 and over,
except most institutional
inmates,
there ws to
be an entry
in column 31 indicating
the number
of full-time
weeks worked
in
This number included weeks on public emergency
wrk
or performing
repaid
1939.
A ‘0’
ws
recorded
for persons who did not wrk
for pay or
family
employment.
The total
profit
during
1939.
amount of money wages or salary paid in cash or
check to each person for work done as an employee
during
1939 was entered
in
column
32.
This amount
included
commissions,
tips,
piece-rate
payments,
and
it also included
work on public
emergency
projects.
This amount did
bonuses;
not include
earnings
by farmers
or those engaged
in business
or the professions
who did not work for Hages or salaries
but rather whose income ws from business
sales of crops,
or fees.
Persons who did not receive
any money Heges
profits,
or salary
in payment
for employment
were given a ‘0’
in this column.
If a
person
made over $5,000
in money ages
or salary,
‘5000+’
was entered
in
column 32.
For each person aged 14 or over,
either
a ‘yes’
or a ‘no’ was entered
in column
33 in response to the question:
‘Did this person receive
income of 650 or more
from sources other than money wages or salary? ’ Included
in these other sources
were
the following:
rents
from
roomers
or boarders,
business
profits,
fees,
interest
or dividends,
rnemployment
benefits,
direct
relief,
and income in
rents,
Not included
as other
sources were lump sum inheritances,
kind paid as wages.
lump sun compensation
benefits,
occasional
gifts,
reimbursements
for travelling
and receipts
from the sale of land or securities.
A ‘no’
was recorded
expenses,
in this column
for persons
not receiving
income amounting
to SSO from one or
more of the allowable
sources.
Those persons who refused to provide
the information
for columns 32 and 33 were
presented
the option of answering
the questions
on a ‘Confidential
Report on Wage
Enumerators
recorded
at the bottom of
or Salary
Income,
1939’
(Form P-16).
the enumeration
district
number,
and the sheet and line
this
form
the state,
nunber
of the population
schedule
on which the person ws
enumerated.
In the
right margin of the schedule,
they entered
a ‘C.--for
confidential
report.
While
the
person
was entitled
to fill
out the
form
in private,
enumerators
were
instructed
to wait for the information
to be placed
in an envelope
(Form C-131)
addressed
to the Director
of the Census,
sealed,
and returned
to the enumerator
Enumerators
were
instructed
to
report
any
refusals
to their
for
mailing.
and to make the necessary
entries
in their
record books.
supervisors,
Column 34 was used to record
household
member who operated
a greenhouse.
e-g-,

the number of the farm
a farm or other place

schedule
requiring

filled
out by any
a farm schedule,
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TWI of these
lines vvere
The population
schedule
had 40 lines on each side.
designated
to obtain
certain
supplementary
information
for the tm
persons
whose
At the bottom of the schedule
there were two lines on
names fell on the lines.
which supplemental
questions
appeared
and here
responses to these questions
wre
to be recorded
(see Appendix
I,
Figure
4).
This was the sample
information
described
in the previous
chapter.
Supplemental
questions
were to be asked only
of the mernher
of the household
whose name appeared
on the designated
line,
Column
35 was used to
regardless
of the relationship
to the household
head.
record
the name of the person
for whom the supplementary
information
was
required.
The place of birth of the person’s
father
was entered
in column 36 and the place
of birth of the person’s
mother was entered
in column 37.
The principal
foreign
language
spoken
in the person’s
home during
earliest
childhood
WIS entered
in
HBS entered
in this column
if no foreign
language
HBS
colurm
38.
‘English’
In column 39 there was entered
either
a ‘yes’
or ‘no
to the following
spoken.
‘Is
this
person
a veteran
of the military
forces
of the United
question :
States--Army,
Navy,
or Marine
Corps--or
a wife,
widow,
or vlder-78year-old
child of a wzteran?”
Column 40 contained
the response
to this question:
‘If a
is wzteran-father
dead? ’ Information
on the tirs
in which the veteran
or
child,
veteran-husband
or veteran-father
served ws entered
in column 41.
Social
security
information
was entered
in columns
42-44.
This
information
included
whether
the person had a federal
social
security
number
(column
42),
whether
deductions
for federal
old-age
insurance
or railroad
retirement
vuzre made
from the person’s
wages or salary
in 7939 (collrmn 43),
and, for those with the
whether
the deductions
Here made from
deductions
named in the previous
question,
(1) all,
(2)
one-half
or more,
or (3) part,
but less than half,
of wages or
In columns
45 to 47,
information
IMU entered
about the
salary
(column
44).
person’s
usual occupation,
industry,
and class of wrk.
This information
ws
entered
in accord with the instructions
for entering
information
in columns 28-30.
the information
in columns
45-47
was not necessarily
the same as that
However,
entered
in the previous
columns.
If the person had never worked
full time for a
was entered
in column 45, and columns
46 and 47 were
month or more,
‘none’
left blank.
For each woman on the supplemental
line who had been married,
widowed,
or
information
alas entered
in columns
48-50.
divorced
(based
on column
12),
Column 48 contained
the response to the question
of whether
the wman
had been
The age of the wman
at her first marriage
was entered
married
more than once.
Finally , the number
of children
ever
born to this vuxnan,
in column
49.
excluding
stillbirths,
was entered
in column 50.
The

Housing

Schedules

The inclusion
of the housing census in the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census MS designed
The housing census used two different
to provide
an inventory
of housing
facts.
schedules
that were filled
in by the enumerators
conducting
the population
census.
Both housing schedules
incorporated
preceded
squares for some inquiries
which,
for
record
allowed
enumerators
to
responses
by checking
the
the
first
time,
appropriate
square.
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The
‘Occupied-Dwelling
Schedule*
(Form
16-254)
was used to enumerate
all
dwelling
units
that were occupied
by a household
enumerated
on the ‘Population
Schedule. ’
Schedule’
(Form
16-486)
was used to obtain
The ‘Vacant-Dwelling
information
on all dwelling
units not occupied
by enumerated
households.
Such
dwelling
units
were
primarily
-cant
and for
sale or
rent
at the time
of
enumeration.
Also,
those units that were being held for the occupancy
of absent
households
were listed on the scant-helling
schedule.
The entries
on the occupied-dwelling
schedules
were arranged
in several
parts.
Part I contained
information
on the location
of the dwelling
unit and household
data.
Specific
items included
the number of the structure
in order of visitation
and the dwelling
unit number within
the structure,
the population
line number of
the head of the household,
the block number
(in cities
of 50,000
or more),
the
race of the head,
the number of persons
in the household,
farm residence,
home
and the Mlue of the home or the amount of monthly
tenure
(owned or rented),
Part II contained
data on the characteristics
of the structure,
such as
rent paid.
number
of dwelling
units,
the presence
of a business
within
the structure,
the
year
and purpose
for which the structure
was originally
built,
and the exterior
Information
on the characteristics
of the
material
and need far major
repairs.
such as the number
of rooms and the equipment
present,
was
dwelling
units,
Part IV consisted
of utility
data,
including
any furniture
contained
in part Ill.
Finally,
financial
data for each owner-occupied
that was included
in the rent.
nonfarm
unit was presented
in part V of the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
This
information
consisted
of the Mlue of the property,
the total
mortgage
debt,
the
first
mortgage
debt,
the regular payments,
the interest
charged,
and the holder of
the first mortgage
or land contract.
The vacant-dwelling
schedules
contained
information
in three parts.
The locat
and general
data in part I included
the visitation
and dwelling
unit numbers,
block number,
farm location,
an occupancy
status,
and the monthly
rental
(or
the characteristics
of the structure,
and part
Ill,
estimate).
Part
II,
characteristics
of the dwelling
unit,
were the same as on the occupied-dwelling
schedule.

ion
the
an
the

The housing census was designed
to be taken along with the census of population.
Enumerators
filled
in responses
on the housing
schedules
as they completed
the
The additional
work of taking
the housing census delayed
the
population
canvass.
Many enumeration
districts
that had been laid out for population
and
enume rat0 rs .
agriculture
censuses
were too large to be canvassed
by one enumerator
when the
some enumeration
districts
were divided
housing census MS added.
As a result,
and in some E. D.‘s
the period
for completion
was extended. [4]
Enumeration

Supervision

It was stressed
to district
supervisors
that
the instruction
of -enumerators
and
their
supervision
&ring
the first
two to three days of the canvass were essential
in assuring
that enumerators
conducted
their
work promptly
and efficiently.
The
concern
of this early
inspection
lay principally
with the form and completeness
of
District
supervisors
vere
entries
and not with the thoroughness
of the canvass.
told
to make
sure
that
either
they
or their
assistants
checked
to see that

[4]

U.S.

Department

of

COmmerce,

28th

Annual

Report.
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enumerators
wre
carrying
out instructions
for filling
out schedules
and making
proper
entries
in their
record books.
In those cities
of 50,000
and over where
each squad leader wds responsible
for inspecting
those
squad leaders
were used,
schedules
filled
out by enumerators.
Squad leaders were instructed
to meet with
the enumerators
at least every other day.
districts,
In
urban
supervisors’
enumerators
were
to
submit
the
schedules
completed
in their
first
day’s
work at the close of the first
day or early
the
The district
supervisor,
assistant
district
supervisor,
or squad leader
second day.
then went over the completed
work with them,
commented
on errors
and omissions,
and gave additional
instructions,
allowing
the enumerators
time to ask questions.
All
enumerators
were
to have their
schedules
examined
and receive
additional
instructions
within the first two days of the canvass.
The same plan was encouraged
in rural supervisors’
districts.
Special
provisions
were
designed
for
those
cases
where
the
necessary
travel
MS
difficult.
rural enumeration
districts
were divided
into four approximately
equal
Additionally,
subdistricts,
which
wzre
canvassed
as independent
wits.
Enumerators
Hlere
instructed
to submit
completed
schedules
for
each
subdistrict
to the district
supervisor
for inspection
and approval
before
beginning
the canvass
of another
The completeness
of enumeration
was particularly
stressed
for rural
subdistrict.
districts.
The method of examining
population
schedules
involved
three steps.
The first
step
required
checking
for complete
heading information
on every schedule that had been
The second step consisted
of a series of tests to assure the u>mpleteness
used.
2-6
for
the head of every
of
entries:
entries
were
required
in columns
in columns 7-15 for every person;
household,
and only for heads of households;
in columns 17 and 20 for
in column 16 for every person born abroad or at sea;
except
under
certain
conditions;
only
certain
eiery
person
age 5 or over,
combinations
of entries
were excepted
in columns
21-27
and only for those 14
entries
were required
in columns 21-33
for every person
years of age or over;
in columns
35-50
for each person enumerated
on a line
14 years
and older;
and an infant
card
MS
required
for every
infant
marked
‘SuppI.
Quest. ’ ;
reported
as O/12,
l/12,
2/12,
or 3/12 years of age in column 11..
Enumerators
if necessary,
by revisiting
the household.
were to supply any missing
information,
The third
step in the examination
of schedules
involved
tests of accuracy:
ditto
use
marks were permitted
only in column 7 to show the repetition
of surnames;
rents and Mlues
entered
in column 5
of unauthorized
symbols was not allowad;
were to be consistent
with the entry in column 4 and with other values and. rentals
proper
relationship
names were to be entered
in proper order;
in the vicinity;
entries
for sex,
relationship
to
to head of household
entries
were to be made;
the entry
for highest grade
head,
age, and marital
status were to be consistent;
occupation
and industry
completed
MS
to be consistent
with
the age entry;
and entries
for social security
in
entries
in columns 28-29
were to be detailed;
Any needed corrections
wre
made by the
colunns
42-44
wre
to be consistent.
enumerator
while the Hark was being inspected.
certain
with
assigned
enumerators
and
charged
the
were
Squad
leaders
responsibility
of
supervising
the
accuracy,
completeness,
and timing
of the
Squad
leaders
were
encouraged
to keep
records
of all
enumerators’
work.
questions
asked by enumerators
that could not be answered.
These questions
were
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referred
to the district
supervisor.
Upon completion
of the enumeration,
this
record of questions
was to be given to the district
supervisor,
who in turn MS to
mail
it along
with
other
office
records
to the chief
of the Field Division
in
Washington.
After
the initial
inspection
of enumerator
entries
had been made, it was no longer
expected
that
all
entries
would
be checked.
However,
squad
leaders
were
encouraged
to continue
to inspect
a ‘good portion’
of the enumerators’
entries
during
regularly
scheduled
meetings
with
the enumerators.
Squad leaders
were
also instructed
to inspect each record book to make sure that the enumerator
had
been using it according
to instructions.
Particular
attention
VMS given to making
the necessary
return visits
to households
where no respondent
was at home at the
time of the enumerator’s
first visit.
Squad
leaders
were
provided
with
duplicate
maps
and descriptions
of
each
enumeration
district
under
their
supervision
in order
to make sure that
each
enumerator
had completely
covered
his or her assignment.
Addit ional ly , squad
leaders
were instructed
to verify
approximately
five percent
of each enumerator’s
wrk
by taking one completed
schedule
from each enumerator
and making sure that
each household
had been contacted
and that no occupied
dwellings
were omitted.
Squad leaders
were further
encouraged
to contact
each household
listed
on the
schedule
to ensure the enuneration
of the household was accurate.
Addit ional ly , the cMQleteness
of an enunerator’s
canvass was monitored
supervisor’s
knowledge
of
the
territory,
the
district
inspect ion
enumerator’s
conpleted
schedules
and record
book,
examination
of rural
and
comparison
with
city
directories,
mting
lists,
assessors’
maps,
telephone
directories,
and earlier
censuses.
When examination
indicated
returns
for any district
were incomplete
or erroneous,
enumerators
were
to make the necessary
corrections
without
delay.
In those extreme
cases
the schedules
of a district
were too faulty
to allow proper
corrections,
supervisors
were required
to make a full report to the chief of the Field
who had authority
to order a reenumeration
of the whole district
or any
was needed to make the returns
satisfactory.
Progress

through
of
the
district
lists,
that the
required
in which
district
Division,
part that

Reporting

The
squad
leaders
were
instructed
to
report
each
morning
to the
district
They were also required
each day to fill out the ‘Squad
supervisor’s
office.
Leader’s
Daily
Report’
(Form F-702).
Although
these instructions
were developed
for use in urban areas
in which squad leaders
were used, the instructions
were
also recommended
for district
supervisors
who did not have squad leaders but who
provided
enumeration
supervision
themselves
or through
an assistant.
District
supervisors
were instructed
that if during the course of the enumeration
it
became evident that work assigned to an enumerator
was not likely
to be completed
within
the allotted
time period,
supervisors
should take measures
to hasten the
completion
of
the
work.
The
measure
recommended
was
to
divide
the
enumerator’s
territory
and assign a part to another
enumerator.
In the event that
an enumerator
resigned or was dismissed,
district
supervisors
were also instructed
to appoint
new enumerators
immediately.
In such cases,
the supervisor
was
instructed
to send a complete
statement
of the facts of the case to the chief of
the Field Division.
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Included
in enumerator
portfolios
MS
a set of
‘Daily
Report
Cards’
(Form
These
cards
ware
filled
out each day and mailed
to either
the
F-100).
enumerator’s
squad leader,
where they were used, or to the district
supervisor.
Before
mailing
these
report
cards,
enumerators
vwre instructed
to post a record
of them on the ‘Enumerator’s
Consolidated
Production
Record’
(Form F-101).
At
the end of this
production
record
was a ‘Certificate
of Completion’
of the
When the enumerator
had completed
his or her distr-ict
this
enumeration
district.
certificate
was to be signed and the consolidated
production
record mailed to the
district
supervisor.
From the enumerator’s
daily
report
cards,
squad leaders made daily reports to the
district
supervisor
informing
him of each enumerator’s
progress.
These reports
were
included
in the squad leader’s
daily
report.
District
supervisors
posted
these
reports
on a summary
form.
If there
were
no squad
leaders
in a
supewisor’s
district,
the
sunmary
sheet
was
completed
directly
from
the
enumerators’
report
cards.
These postings
served as records of progress
in the
enumeration
of supervisors’
districts
and as a check for counting
and verifying
the
The cards were filed
for each enumerator
in order of their
population
schedules.
date and subsequently
formed
a basis
for payment
of enumerators
and for the
‘District
Supervisor’s
Daily
Report
to Area Manager’
(Form F-104).
This latter
form
reported
the total
number
of enumerators
at work and the status
of the
enumeration
in the various
enumeration
districts
under the district
supervisor’s
In those cases in which an enumerator
failed
to send a daily
report
authority.
the squad leader or district
supervisor
was instructed
to send out a card
card,
indicating
the ‘Failure
to receive a daily
report’
(Form 15-122).
Area
managers
were
required
to mail weekly
reports
to the Washington
office.
These
reports
coered
the week
running
from
Thursday
through
the following
and wre
due in Washington
on or before
Monday of the following
Wednesday,
Consolidated
progress
reports
summarizing
the activities
of the entire
Field
week.
Division
for the previous
week were then produced
and distributed
to the area
managers .
Upon the completion
of each county
in a district,
the district
supervisor
sent the
chief
of the Field Division
a certificate
of completion
stating
that all of the
population
and farms in the county had been emumerated
and that the enumeration
was complete.
Preliminary

Population

Counts:

Announcements

and Vouchers

District
supervisors
were instructed
that
upon the completion
of the canvass of
population
and agriculture
in their
districts,
an announcement
Was to be made of
the population
of each city
of 10,000
persons
or more and of each county
in
and the number
of farms
in each county.
their
districts,
Announcement
of
population
figures
for smaller
cities
and minor
civil
divisions
v+ere left
to the
discretion
of the district
supervisors.
These announcements
wre
sent to the chief of the Field Division,
area managers,
and other
interested
organizations,
principal
local
newspapers,
local
officials,
and boards of trade.
such as the chamber of commerce
The letter
of transmittal
that
accompanied
the announcement
(Form
P-116)
invited
these organizations
to
report
the names of persons
in their
organization
Who might
have been omitted
The district
supervisor
w;as authorized
to provide explanations
to
from the census.
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to make necessary
investigations,
any queries,
and to have an enumerator
correct
or complete
his or her enumeration.
Howver,
the consent of the Director
of the
Census
Was necessary
to
reenumerate
any district.
Copies
of all
official
correspondence
concerning
announcements,
conplaints,
and criticisms
were to be
sent to the chief of the Field Division.
The information
necessary
for making
these preliminary
announcements
MS based
a count
made
by the
district
supervisor
for
the
preparation
of the
upon
enume rat0 rs ’ pay muchers.
This count was a total of the number of persons on
the population
schedule,
the number of farm schedules
returned,
and the number
The population
count made by the district
supervisor
from the
of infant
cards.
examination
of
enumerator’s
finished
population
schedules
was
made
on a
‘Population
Count
Slip’
(Form
P-113).
For a given enumeration
district,
this
count slip included
the number of names and either
blank lines or lines containing
notations
other
than names
for every
sheet
used in the enumeration
of that
district.
After
examining
and counting
the schedules
turned
in by the enumerators
and
determining
to their
satisfaction
that the returns
were complete
and the canvass
thorough,
district
supervisors
were to complete
umchers
to pay enumerators.
The
rates
of compensation
for districts
were established
by the Census bureau
in
Washington.
The bases for compensation
were the number of persons enumerated
on the population
and nonresident
schedules,
and the numbers
of infant
cards,
farm schedules,
and any other
schedules
(if any)
returned.
The counts used in
the preparation
of vouchers
were those made in the district
supervisor’s
office,
not the counts in the enumerator’s
daily reports.
Enumerators
were
required
to submit
their
consolidated
production
records,
on
Which the certificate
of completion
statement
appeared,
and all daily
report cards
before
the voucher
was sent to them for their
signature.
District
supervisors
Were required
to check the signature
on the signed w>ucher With the signature
on
the enumerator’s
oath of office
for similarity.
They Were also instructed
to hold
the voucher
for five days after
the preliminary
announcement
of the population
of
the area of Which the enumeration
district
wds part
in order
to be sure there
were no complaints.
In the event of complaints,
the vouchers were held until the
enumerator’s
services
uere
no longer
needed.
Once this
period
ended,
the
district
supervisors
attached
the summary of the enumerator’s
daily Work report,
and both copies of the certificate
of appointment
to
appl icat ion, oath of office,
the wucher
and forwarded
them to Washington
for payment.
Enumerators
Here paid on a piece
rate basis.
These rates wre
shown on the
certificate
of appointment
and vwzre designed
to produce
an average
salary of S4
Factors
taken
into consideration
in determining
rates of pay
to SS per day.
included
population
density,
farm
density,
and transportation
required.
Any
changes
in the rates of pay established
by the Bureau required
the area manager’s
and the Director’s
approval.
Return

of

Schedules

and Final

Reporting

Once the preliminary
announcement
of the population
and number
of farms
was
made
and enumerator’s
pay vouchers
wre
certified,
the district
supervisor’s
office
repacked
the completed
schedules
in the boxes
in Which they had been
originally
shipped.
The returns
of each enumerator
were to be kept together,
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except
in those cases in which there were more than 15 farm schedules.
In this
latter
event,
the farm schedules
Were packed and mailed
separately.
Included
in
the
box were
the
population
schedules
and the
count
slip,
any agriculture
schedules--plantation,
irrigation,
farm,
ranch,
abandoned
or idle farm list--and
the certificate
of completion.
Boxes were shipped
to the Bureau of Census by
registered
mail as they were filled.
District
supewisors
were also
required
to notify
the Bureau
F16-40)
of the
shipment
of boxes
of schedules.
These
the enumeration
district
information
including
the box number,
the schedules
pertained,
and Whether
the box contained
farm
invoices
INere made in quadruplicate
for each day’s
shipment.
sent by mail to Washington,
the second placed
inside one of
the third
copy sent to the area manager,
day ’ s shipment,
retained
by the district
office.

by inmice
(Form
invoices
contained
numbers
to which
schedules.
These
The first copy was
the boxes in the
and the last copy

District
supervisors
were
required
to make a full
report
of the Hark
in their
districts
before
completing
their duties.
This report HBS expected
to include both
a formal
statement
of beginning
and completion
dates of certain
processes
and the
and also a more general
statement
describing
the conditions
nunber
of employees,
and difficulties
encountered,
and assessing
the methods adopted.
This report HBS
to cower all phases of the enumeration
process,
including
division
of the territory
into enumeration
districts,
selection
and instruction
of enumerators,
supervision
of
enumerators’
work,
rates of coqensation,
cooperation,
and publicity.
District
supervisors
were
also encouraged
to make
suggestions
for the improvement
of
census methods.
Special

Situations

In general,
most persons
residing
on federal
lands were enumerated
by the federal
agency or service
with jurisdiction
over the area.
Military
posts,
naval stations,
and Civilian
Conservation
Corps camps were made separate
enumeration
districts
Persons attached
to posts or stations
and enumerated
by the service
in question.
but living outside
post limits
were to be enumerated
as members of the households
which they usually
kept rather
than as members
of the post.
The War and Navy
departments
also provided
census data for officers
and enlisted
men, and civilian
employees
on transports
and naval vessels.
Similarly,
the Coast Guard provided
enumeration
of all officers
and enlisted
men and of all employees
and their
families
living
at their
places
of duty
and working
for the U. 5. Lighthouse
Regular
census enumeration
Was made of the families
of those in the
Service.
Coast Guard at their usual places of residence.
Most Indian
reservations
wtzre enumerated
by employees
of the Ekrreau of Indian
all
persons
having
their
usual
places
of abode
within
the
Affairs.
Also,
boundaries
of national
parks were enumerated
by the National
Park Service.
The
necessary
data for seamen and other
employees
on vessels
who did not maintain
homes on shore were obtained
by the Bureau
of Fisheries
and the Coast and
Geodetic
Survey.
The State Department
enumerated
all employees
and their
family
Finally , special
members
who wre
stationed
abroad.
provision
MS made to
enumerate
the crews of vessels
in foreign
and intercoastal
trade and on the Great
Even though these crew members
had homes on shore they wre
not to be
Lakes.
Each vessel
was enumerated
on a separate
enumerated
in the regular
manner.
loo-entry
standard
population
schedule,
sometimes
by one of the ship’s
officers

.
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who ws appointed
as census taker.
The counts and characteristics
were tabulated
to special
enumeration
districts
set up for this purpose,
and the crew members
were
counted
as part
of the population
of the port
from
which
the vessel
operated.
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Chapter
PROCESSING

Four

AND TABULATION

Following
the completion
of the enumeration
process
and field
checks
of the
the portfolios
which
contained
the
population
and housing
completed
returns,
schedules
were
mailed
to the Census
Eiureau
in Washington,
D.C.
Once the
schedules
had been received
at the Bureau they were processed
and the information
The system data processing
was organized
into
was transformed
into tabular
form.
a number
of distinct
operations
that
produced
a flow
of materials
for
the
This chapter
traces
this flow of processing
operations
from
subsequent
operations.
the initial
receipt
and checking
of schedules
through
the tabulation
of the data.
The numbered operations
are listed below.
Operations

Procedures

Operation

1

Operation

2

5

Operation

6

Ope rat ion
Ope rat ion
Ope rat *on
Operation
Ope rat ion
Operation

7
8
9
10
11
12

Processing

of

the

1940

Censuses

Receipt of Population
and Housing Schedules by Field
Division
Receipt
and examination
of schedules
by Population
Division
Matching
of Population
and Housing Schedules
Hand count of population
and housing (and verification
of matching)
Transcribing
the preliminary
sample data (and
verification
of hand count)
Separation
of Population
Schedules,
Housing Schedules,
and other materials
General
population
coding
Verification
of general
population
coding
Coding Occupation,
Industry,
and Class of Worker
Verifying
Occupation,
Industry,
and Class of Worker
General
housing coding
Verification
of general
housing coding

3
Operation
Ope rat ion 4
Operation

in the

INITIAL

ACTIVITIES

Once the census schedules
had been received
and given a preliminary
examination,
they were passed through
a series of steps that readied them for later coding and
An initial
operation
was the matching
of the population
and housing
tabulation.
In this operation,
all schedules
and auxiliary
forms wre
examined
for
schedules.
Following
this match,
hand counts were made
data consistency
and completeness.
data
from
sample
persons
were
of both the population
and housing
schecfules,
and the schedules
and auxiliary
forms
transcribed
on the preliminary
sample sheet,
This section on initial
activities
were separated
for further
operations
or filing.
includes
a discussion
of the manner in which the Bureau maintained
records on the
flow of work.
Receipt

and Examination

of

Population

Schedules

Portfolios
containing
the completed
schedules
were received
in Washington
by
staff
inspected
each portfolio
Field Division.
In Operation
1, Field Division
the proper number of corrpleted
forms:

the
for
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’ Population
Schedules’
(Forms P-l 6-252),
‘Infant
Cards’
(Form P-4))
‘Occupied-Dwelling
Schedules’
(Form 16-254),
‘Vacant-Dwelling
Schedules’
(Form 16-486))
l Enumerator’s
Record Book’
(Form P-6),
‘Population
Count Slips’
(Form P-113),
‘Housing
Count Slips’
(Form HC-10).
The count of the number
of population
schedule
sheets
had to agree with
the
population
count slip,
the counts on the tw
dwelling
schedule sheets had to agree
with the hosing
count slip.
In addition,
the number of infant cards had to agree
with
the number
recorded
in the ‘Enumerator’s
Consolidated
Production
Record’
(Form F-101).
In the case of missing materials,
the district
supervisor
was sent
a list of missing materials
and the portfolio
was set aside rmtil the materials
were
accounted
for .
The staff
in Dperation
1 inspected
the heading
information
on the first
sheets of
the population
and drclelling
schedules
to see that
it agreed with the description
and map of the enumeration
district
in the portfolio.
Unexplained
discrepancies
were
routed to the Geography
Division
for correction,
as were any ‘Nonresident
Schedules’
(Form P-10)
and ‘Absent
Household
Schedules’
(Form P-710)
needing
assignment
to the proper
enumeration
district.
The contents
of inspected
and
computed
portfolios
rvere listed on receipt
forms and the portfolios
containing
the
schedules
were forwarded
by the Field Division
to the Population
Division
in county
units.
In Operation
2, the population
and housing schedules
were received
and examined
by the Population
Division.
Receipt
clerks
compared
the enumeration
district
(E.D.)
number
of each portfolio
with the E.D.
numbers
listed on the delivery
receipt
for each county.
When these numbers
matched,
the receipt
clerk
signed
the receipt
form and forwarded
it to the control
file
record clerk.
The receipt
clerk
then inspected
the label on each portfolio,
pasted a ‘Portfolio
Memorandum’
(Form P-302)
on the outside of the portfolio,
and delivered
the portfolios
to the
sect ion chief for assignment
to examination
clerks.
Examination
clerks
filled
in identification
information--E.D.
number,
state name,
the name of cities
of 100,000
or more,
or the name of the
county
name,
tit ies
in Virginia--on
the
portfolio
memorandum.
Once
this
independent
information
had been recorded,
the examination
clerks
removed from the portfolio
all
schedules
and forms
except
for the population
schedules
and the dwelling
schedules.
The examination
clerks
examined
the schedules
for
and compared
heading
information
on the population
of the E.D. pasted on the portfolio.

consistency
schedule

of
with

E.D.
numbers
the description

Each ‘Individual
Census Form’
(Form
P-7)
was examined
to determine
that the
enumerator
had transcribed
onto
the
population
schedule
the
information
for
persons
residing
in the E.D.
These schedules
were
then divided
into various
groups
to aid in the identification
of problems.
Forms which
had not been
completely
transcribed
onto population
schedules
were segregated
for completion
in
Dpe rat ion 3.
Forms which had been transcribed
onto schedules
wre
examined
at
a rate of one in ten to determine
that the information
was complete,
although

I
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consistency
examined.

between

the

individual

census

form

and the population

schedule

was not

Population
Schedules’
The ‘Preliminary
(Form P-11)
were also removed
from the
portfolio.
Every fifth
schedule
ws
checked
to see that the information
for the
entire
household
had been transferred
to the population
schedule.
Consistency
Clerks noted whether
the information
on
between
the tm
forms was not required.
the twn forms appeared
to be the same.
If any of the preliminary
population
schedules
thus checked
had not been transferred
onto the population
schedule,
the
clerk
was required
to check all preliminary
population
schedules
in the portfolio
to
see that
all
information
had been transferred.
Those preliminary
population
schedules
which contained
names not transferred
were left in the portfolio,
while
any preliminary
schedules
on which
all the names had been transferred
were
removed
from
the portfolio.
A similar
procedure
was used to compare
the
preliminary
housing schebles
with the housing schedules.
Matching

of

Population

and Housing

Schedules

The matching
of the population
and housing schedules
was carried
out in Operation
3.
This operation
inWIved
four main processes:
(1) population
and housing
schedules
were determined
to be in the proper
portfolio;
(2) when necessary,
information
was transferred
from auxiliary
forms
to the population
and housing
schedules;
(3)
infant
cards
were
matched
with
entries
for
infants
on the
population
schechrle;
and, (4) households
on the population
schedule were matched
with hlling
units on the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
The first
step in the matching
operation
inwIved
determining
if the population
and
housing
schedules
were in the proper
portfolio.
Clerks
were instructed
to check
both
the
‘A’
and
‘B’
sides
of each population
schedule,
occupied-dwelling
and vacant-dwelling
schedule
to be sure that the E.D.
number
agreed
schedule,
with
the E.D.
number
shown on the portfolio
label.
They also examined
the
heading
information
on each
sheet of all
the schedules
for thoroughness
and
consistency
of
completion
and
supplied
any
missing
entries
which
could
be
determined
correctly.
The geographer ’ s map and description
of the enumeration
district
wre
available
on the inside
cover
of the portfolio
for such use.
In
placed the schedules
in numerical
order according
to type of
addit ion, the clerks
scheble .
In the
second
step of meration
3,
informat ion on supplemental
forms
was
transferred
to the population
and housing
schedules.
The supplemental
forms
included
individual
census
forms,
preliminary
population
schedules,
nonresident
Entries on these forms were compared
schedules,
and absent-household
schedules.
with
the entries
on the population
sche&les
to determine
whether
the persons
enumerated
on the supplemental
forms had been enumerated
on the schedules.
If
they had been enumerated,
the forms were cancelled;
if not, the information
on
the auxiliary
forms was transferred
to the population
schedule.
The procedure
sheet and line
the information
been
reseNed
information.

for checking
individual
census forms began with noting
uhether
a
number had been entered
in the space provided
on the form.
If
had been transferred,
the form was set aside.
If the space had
but the
information
not transferred,
the clerk
transferred
the

’
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If the individual
census forms did not contain
these sheet and line numbers,
the
address
at which the person should have been enumerated
was to be listed on the
form.
In this case,
the clerk
found the sheets of the population
schedule
used
for enumeration
of persons cm the same street.
If a house number was reported,
the entries
for persons
living
at that address were examined
to determine
if the
person on the individual
census form was entered
on the schedule.
If the person
was not listed
at that address,
the visitation
number
of the household
at the
address
was compared
with entries
for household
visitation
numbers on the sheets
used for persons enumerated
out of order.
When the entry could not be found on
these sheets,
the entry
for the person was transferred
from the individual
census
form
to the sheets
used for persons
enumerated
out of order,
i.e.,
sheets
nunbered
61 and over.
In cases
in which
there
was little
or no address
information
present
on the
individual
census form,
the clerks
were instructed
to search among the names of
persons
in households
enumerated
on the same street
or,
if that information
was
not available,
among the names of persons
in the same E.D.
in order to find the
appropriate
household.
When the clerks
had transferred
all information
which they
they marked the individual
census forms to show either
that
determined
possible,
the
information
had been transferred,
including
the sheet and line number
of
where
the
informat ion
was
transferred,
or
that
the
informat ion was
not
transferred.
The streets
and house numbers
checked
against
the
population
household
had been enumerated.
initialed
the preliminary
population
number of the population
schedule
the
twn
scheckrles
were
to be
corrections
made.

on all
preliminary
population
schedules
were
schedule
to determine
if all
persons
in the
If all members
had been enumerated,
the clerk
schedule
and indicated
on which sheet and line
the information
could be found.
In such cases,
checked
for
consistency
and any necessary

If only some of the members of the household
had information
appearing
for them
on the population
schedule,
but space had been left for the rest of the household,
the
clerks
were
instructed
to transfer
the
information
for
the
rest of the
household
from the preliminary
population
schedule.
If space was not reserved
for
these additional
household
members,
the information
for them was transferred
to
the first available
line on the sheets used for persons enumerated
out of order and
the household
visitation
number on the population
schedule was marked
‘cont.’
The
sheet and line numbers to wttich the information
was transferred
were marked on
the preliminary
population
schedule.
In those cases in which no space had been reserved on the population
schedule
for
the household
listed on the preliminary
population
schedule,
the clerks
transferred
the
information
to the
first
available
line on the
sheets
used for
persons
enumerated
out of order.
The assignment
of a household
visitation
number was
unnecessary
in such instances.
If the street
and house number were not listed,
the clerks
compared
the names on the preliminary
population
schedule
with
the
names of persons for the entire
E.D.
in order to determine
whether
all or part of
the household
had been reported
on the population
schedules.
When a household
listed
on the preliminary
schedule
could not be found on the population
schedule,
it was entered
on the
first
available
line
on sheets
reserwsd
for
persons
enumerated
out of order.
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The procedures
for transferring
information
from both the nonresident
schedules
and the absent-household
schedules
to the population
schedule
were the same.
These
procedures
relied
upon
using
the
street
and house
numbers
whenever
If these numbers were not available,
the name was used to examine
the
possible.
population
schedules
in order to determine
whether
all or part of a household
had
been reported.
When the clerks
found
entries
on the population
schedule,
they
checked
the
information
with
that
on the
nonresident
or
absent
household
schedule
for
If only part of a household
appeared
on the population
schedule,
discrepancies.
the
information
on the
rest of the members
was transferred
to the reserved
for persons enumerated
out of
spaces,
if any, or to space on the sheets reserved
if none of the members of a household
had been listed on the
Similarly,
order.
their
information
was transferred
to space reserved
for the
population
schedule,
household,
if any, or to space on the sheets for persons enumerated
out of order.
Preliminary
housing schedules
w,ere occasionally
found in the portfolios;
the clerks
were
required
to compare
the entries
on them with the entries
on the occupieddwelling
schedule.
If the information
for the dwelling
unit was not already
entered
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule,
the clerks were to compare the address
on the preliminary
housing
schedule
with
the same address
on the population
If a household
was found
at the same address
on the population
schedule.
schedule
and there was no housing
information
on either
the occupied-dwelling
or
vacant-dwelling
schedules,
the information
was transferred
from the preliminary
housing
schedule
to the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
When there
was not a
household
listed on the. population
schedule,
the clerks
were instructed
to find the
dwelling
unit on the scant-dwelling
schedule
and to add the unit to that schedule
if it appeared
to constitute
an additional
dwelling.
If the information
necessary
to make a determination
was not present,
the clerks
marked
the preliminary
housing schedule
‘not transferred.
’
The third
step in Operation
3 was the matching
of infant
cards with entries
for
infants
on the population
schedule.
Infant
cards were arranged
in order by sheet
and line number
for each portfolio.
The infant
cards wre
then compared
with
the corresponding
sheet and line numbers to see if the name of the child listed on
the card MIS also listed on the population
schedule.
The informat ion in the two
entries
was compared
and corrected,
if necessary,
and a check mark was placed
after
the infant’s
name on the population
schedule,
to indicate
that the infant
The age of the infant
was checked.
card had been checked.
If the age of the
infant
was over three months on the schedule
and did not agree with the age on
the infant
card,
the schedule
was changed to agree with the card rmless the date
of birth on the infant
card ws prior to December
1, 1939.
In this latter
case,
the infant card was cancelled
by marking
a large ‘X’ through
it.
If there
was an infant
card for an infant
population
schedule
but
whose
father
and
information
was transferred
to the population
could
not be found
on the schedule,
the
household.
’

whose name
mother
had
schedule.
infant
card

did not appear
on the
been enumerated,
the
If a mother
or father
was marked
‘no such

After
the infant
cards had been conpared
to the entries
on the population
schedule
and a check mark had been made on the schedule
for each infant who had a card,
the clerks
then checked
the schedule
for all entries
in column 11, the age entry.
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Any entries
of ‘3/12’
or less should have had check marks beside them.
If any
infant cards wre
filled
out for the infant
such entries
did not have check marks,
based on the information
appearing
on the population
schedule.
Once all cards
and entries
on the schedule
had been examined,
the clerks
returned
the infant
cards to the portfolio.
The fourth
and final
step in Operation
3 was the matching
of population
and
The first
sheet of the occupied-dwelling
schedule
was placed
housing
schedules.
OCR the corresponding
sheet of the population
schedule.
Line 1 on sheet 1 of the
population
schedule
should have been filled
out for the head of a household.
For
in column
8 there
were to be entries
in
every
person with an entry
of ‘head’
The population
schedule
line number for the head ws to appear in
columns
3-6.
the space marked
‘Population
Line No.’
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
If the
two numbers corresponded,
the clerks ‘placed
a check mark on the occupieddwelling
schedule.
The clerks
repeated
the process
for each
line on the population
schedule
for which entries
appeared
for a ‘head,’
until every head of household
enumerated
had been checked.
Certain
types of households
were excepted
from
entries
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
These exceptions
were
institutional
households,
hotel
households,
and households
for
which
all
entries
cm the
population
schedule
had been made by the clerk
in the .second step of Operation
3.
There INere households
enumerated
on the population
schedule
for which no dwelling
unit
had been enumerated
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
If such instances
occurred
more frequently
than once per sheet,
they were referred
to the section
Certain
rules were developed
for handling
less frequent
occurrences.
If
chief.
there
were entries
in columns
3-6 of the population
schedule
but the person
in
column 8 was not designated
head, the clerk cancelled
the entries
in columns 3-6
When there were no entries
in columns 3-6 but the entry
in column 8 was
only.
were instructed
to cancel the ‘head’
entry.
Finally,
if there
‘head, ’ the clerks
were
entries
in columns
3-6 and an entry
of ‘head’
in column
8, the clerks
compared
the entry
for number of persons on the occupied-dwelling
schedule
for
the previous
dwelling
unit
with
the number
of persons
listed
in the previous
When the entry
for number of persons
in
household
on the population
schedule.
the previous
dwelling
unit included
the persons
in both the previous
household
and
the household
in question
and the street
address
of the twc households
was the
same,
the entries
in columns 3-6 and column 8 for the ‘head’
of this household
were cancel led.
If either
the addresses
of the tws households
were different
or
the entry of the number of persons
in the previous
dwelling
unit on the occupieddwelling
schedule
did not include
persons
in the questioned
household,
the clerk
was instructed
to assume that the dwelling
unit had not been enumerated
on the
The clerks
then made entries
on this schedule
based
occupied-dwelling
schedule.
upon information
present
on the population
schedule.
The clerks
also checked
to
see if the
information
for the dwelling
unit
appeared
on the vacant-dwelling
schedule
and cancelled
the entries
if they did appear.
The clerks
Hlere also instructed
how to treat
dwelling
rnits
for which no head of
household
had been enumerated
on the population
schedule.
The clerks
first
conpared
the names and addresses
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule
with
the
names
and addresses
on the population
schedule.
If the name and address
appeared
on the population
schedule
but was not designated
‘head’
in column 8,
the clerks
cancelled
the entry
in that
column
and replaced
it with
the entry
*head’
for a person who was 18 years old or over and not the wife of the head.
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the information
was transferred
If columns
3-6 were blank
for these persons,
Clerks
were
from
the occupied-dwelling
schedule
to the population
schedule.
instructed
to check the number of persons
in the previous
and succeeding
dwelling
units and compare
these numbers with those entered
on the population
schedule
in
order
to be sure that any new household
created
had not already
been included
in
If the clerks could not find the name on the occupied-dwelling
another
household.
schedule
or the population
schedule,
or if they found the name but the person was
under 18 or wife of a household
head, they cancelled
the entry on the occupieddwelling
schedule
and transferred
the information
to the vacant-dwelling
schedule.
Such transfers
were not made until
matching
of all households
and dwelling
mits
was completed.
With the completion
of the matching
of every dwelling
rmit on the occupieddwelling
schedule
with a household
on the population
schedule,
the clerk was instructed
to
check the block number entries
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule with the number
on the population
schedule.
Block numbers
appeared
on both schebles
for all
cities
of population
50,000
or greater.
If the block numbers did not agree,
the
clerks
checked
the
street
names
and house
numbers
with
the
map of
the
enumeration
district
and corrected
the wrong entries.
The clerks
also had to check for completeness
the entries
on the occupied-dwelling
schedules
for
which
the
information
could
be obtained
from
the population
If any
information
was missing
on the dwelling
schedule
it was
scheble.
transferred
from
the population
schedule.
Similarly,
the clerks
checked
the
entries
in columns
3-6 of the population
schedule
for each person
designated
‘head’
on column
8.
If any information
was missing
in these entries
it was
transferred
from the occupied-dwelling
schedule to the population
schedule.
An occupied-dwelling
schedule
sheet was required
for every sheet of the population
The
sheet
numbers
of
the
occupied-dwelling
schedules
were
to
schedule.
correspond
to the sheet number of the population
schedule
containing
the line on
which the head of the household
was enumerated.
In cases where there was more
than one sheet of the occupied-dwelling
schedule
for one sheet of the population
schedule,
the extra dwelling
schedule
sheets were lettered.
Any renumbering
done
by the clerks
required
the changing
of the count slip in the portfolio.
%pulation
Operation
matching
housing.
verification

and Housing
4
of

Hand Count

of processing
the schedule
data
inwAved
the verification
of the
population
and housing schedules
and the hand count of population
and
This
operation
consisted
of three
successive
steps
beginning
with
and two hand counts.

the clerks
were
required
to keep a tally
of the
In the wrification
procebre,
schedule
and the number
of
sections
on
nvnber
of
lines
on the population
occupied-dWeIling
and
meant-dwelling
schedules
upon
which
corrections
were
With
the
completion
of
the
verification
step
of
the
matching
necessary.
the clerks
filled
out a ‘Verifier’s
Report
of Errors
Found’
(Form
ope rat ion,
P-305)
based upon the tally of required
corrections.
The clerks
Geographer’s
followed.

checked
the heading
information
to insure
that
it agreed
with
the
description
and to see that the instructions
for Operation
3 had been
The auxiliary
forms and any entries
made on the schedules
in Operation
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3 were then inspected.
This inspection
was designed
to insure that information
had been transferred
when necessary
and that there
were no bplicate
entries.
The clerks
examined
the population
schedules
to be sure that an infant
card had
to 3/12’
in column 11.
been filled
out for every
line with an entry
of ‘O/12
Clerks
were instructed
to supply
missing
infant
cards.
If an infant
card was
determined
to have been inappropriately
cancelled
in the previous
operation,
the
clerks
‘reinstated’
the card;
and if an infant
card could not be found for an
entry
for which
it was required,
the clerk created
a new infant card based upon
the information
on the population
schedule.
The clerks
ware instructed
to pay
particular
attention
to the date of birth
listed on the population
schedule.
The clerks
examined
the entries
for head of household
on the population
schedule
to see that
they
corresponded
with
similar
entries
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
This procedure
was performed
for both sides of all population
and
occupied-dwelling
schedules
in the portfolio.
Missing
information
or discrepancies
between
the hhco schebles
were corrected.
The clerks
also checked
the sheet
nunbers
of both sche&les.
The second step in Operation
4 was the hand count of population.
The clerks
first
began this step by filling
out ‘Population
Count Slips’
(Form P-113a),
using
the heading
information
on sheet 1 of the population
schedule.
One slip was used
The clerks
then placed the population
schedules
in
for each enumeration
district.
numerical
order
and examined
each schedule
to be sure that
only
one name
appeared
on each line.
Once the schedules
had been ordered,
the clerks
began to inspect
names on the
‘supplementary
lines, ’ those lines at the bottom of the schedule that were used to
record
information
in columns 35-50.[1]
If the name appearing
in column 35 did
not match the name on the corresponding
main line,
the portfolio
was referred
to
the section
chief
along with a ‘Problem
Referral
Slip‘
(Form P-365)
indicating
the location
and nature
of the problem.
If the enumerator
had omitted
a name
and the supplementary
information,
the clerk
entered
the name in wlurnn
35 and
if it appeared
that the enumerator
had
left
columns
36-50
blank.
However,
omitted
all or nearly
all of the supplementary
lines,
the portfolio
MS
also
Clerks were
referred
to the section
chief with an attached
problem
referral
slip.
instructed
not
to make
a point
of
inspecting
the
supplementary
lines
for
consistency,
but if they did notice
inconsistencies
they wsre to refer them to the
sect ion chief.
the clerks
wsre required
to examine
the
After
inspecting
the supplementary
lines,
main lines on both sides of the schedule,
line by line, and to cancel line numbers
on the left
side of the schedule
on any line not used to enumerate
a person.
any blank
lines
and lines
used by the enumerator
for
information
or
Thus,
When a main line number marked
‘Suppl.
Cues.’
was
explanation
were cancelled.
cancelled,
the corresponding
supplementary
line number
was also cancelled.
In
supplementary
line
numbers
on blank
sides
of
the
schedules
were
addit ion,

---------[l ] These supplementary
lines corresponded
to two of the ‘main lines’
on the top
part
of the schedule
which were used to record
information
for columns
l-34.
These M
main line were marked
‘Suppl.
Ques., ’ and comprised
a 5% sample of
the population.
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cancelled
were only

although
cancelled

the main lines on such sides
under these tw
circumstances.

were

not.

Supplementary

lines

If the enumerator
had cancelled
a name or otherwise
indicated
that
a person
the clerks
cancelled
the corresponding
line
should
not have been enumerated,
Main lines on Which the person was listed as ‘Ab.’
in wlumn
8 and as
number.
in column
21 were
also cancelled.
If,
in such cases,
the. person
‘Inst.’
information
in columns
3-6
was
cancelled
was
listed
as the
‘Head, ’ the
transferred
to the next person in the household,
who then was marked as ‘Head.’
the entry
on the occupied-dwelling
schedule
for population
In this circumstance,
Any other
questions
about
line
number
of
the
‘Head’
was also
changed.
cancellation
ware referred
to the section chief.
The clerks
next recorded
on the population
count slip the number of uncancelled
main lines and the number of cancelled
main lines on each sheet.
All blank main
lines of a schedule
were counted
as cancelled
lines.
The correct
sum of both
entries
for each sheet
Was always
80.
After
the count of main
lines UAS
the clerk
counted
persons
enumerated
on supplementary
lines.
These
complete,
counts were also entered
on the population
count slip.
However,
there was only
each
for the uncancelled
supplementary
lines and for the cancelled
one entry
supplementary
lines.
The total
of these tm
was equal to twice
the number of
sheets of population
schebles
in the portfolio.
The final
step of Operation
4 was the hand count of housing.
In a manner
similar
to the procedures
for the hand count of population,
the clerks
first
inspected
the occupied-dwelling
and vacant-dwelling
schedules
and cancelled
each
Some of these sections
had been cancelled
in
section
not used by the enumerator.
C&e
all appropriate
sections
had been cancelled,
the clerks
began
Operation
3.
to record on the ‘Housing
Count Slip’
(Form HC-11)
the number of occupied
units
and the number of blanks
listed on each sheet of the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
Next,
the clerks entered
the number of uncancelled
Meant units and the number of
blanks
from the vacant-dwelling
schedule on the housing count slip.
Any problems
With this step,
the mrk
in
Were referred
to the section
chief
for handling.
The clerks
were instructed
to place the materials
Operation
4 Was completed.’
back into the portfolio
in the same order
in Which they had been received
and to
attach
both
count
slips
to the outside
of the portfolio,
enter
the
required
and return
the portfolio
to the section
information
on the portfolio
memorandum,
chief.
Transcription

of

the

Preliminary

Sample

Data

Operation
5 consisted
of both the erification
of the hand count done in Operation
4 and the transcription
of preliminary
sample data.
Two different
types of clerks
First,
comparison
clerks
compared
the hand counts
were
used in Operation
5.
made
in Operation
4 With the hand counts
made in the field,
corrected
any
discrepancies
between
the field
and off ice counts,
totalled
the results
of the
and then transcribed
the preliminary
sample employment
data.
office
hand wunt,
Following
these steps,
verification
clerks
wrified
certain
hand count totals
and the
transcription
of the preliminary
sample employment
data.
Comparison
from the
from the

clerks
Here furnished
with portfolios
field
(Form
P-113)
and office
(Form
field
(Form HC-10)
and office
(Form

containing
population
wunt
slips
P-113a)
and housing wunt
slips
The wmparison
clerks
HC-11).
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first
had to verify
the heading
information
which the clerks
in Operation
4 had
filled
in on the office
population
count slip.
They then verified
the accuracy
of
the counts on these slips and totalled
the results.
The off ice population
count
slip contained
counts of the number of entries
on main lines (i.e.,
the number of
persons
enumerated),
the number
of blank
and cancelled
main
lines,
and the
number
of persons
for whom the supplementary
information
was or should have
been obtained.
These counts were for an entire
enumeration
district.
In wrifying
the accuracy
of these counts,
the cowrison
clerks
were required
to
inspect
each sheet of the population
schedule to see that the clerks
in Operation
4
had made cancellations
only where
required.
If the comparison
clerks
found that
an weration
4 clerk
had failed
to make necessary
cancellations
of main lines,
they ore
to make the cancellations.
Similarly,
if the comparison
clerks
found
main lines cancelled
incorrectly,
they were to circle
the line number.
The office
population
count slip was corrected
in accordance
with any changes made by the
comparison
clerks.
The comparison
clerks
then added the number of entries
and the number of blanks
on the office
count slip.
Each line which did not total
80 was marked with an
‘X.’
Then,
for each sheet of the population
scheble,
the number
of entries
recorded
on the office
count slip was compared
with the number of entries
on the
field
count slip.
Whenever these tm
totals
did not agree,
the comparison
clerks
in the sheet column of the office
wunt
slip.
placed
an ‘X’
The wmparison
clerks
recounted
the number of entries
and the number of blanks on sheets for
which they had marked an ‘X’ and corrected
either
the field or office
count slip.
The number of entries
on the office
count slip was totaled
and posted on the slip
and the number of blanks on the office
count slip was totaled
and posted.
The
sum of these totals
was required
to equal
80 times
the number
of sheets of
population
schedule
used.
If it did not, the comparison
clerks
were required
to
Additionally,
repeat
the procebre.
the totals
on the field
count
slip were
required
to equal the totals
on the office
count slip.
When the tv+o sums agreed,
the figure
was posted at the bottom of the office
population
wunt
slip and on the
portfolio
memorandum.
Verification
of the wunt
of selementary
lines in~lvsd
examining
the name in
column
35 to see that
it was identical
with
the name in column
7 for the
corresponding
main line marked
‘Suppl.
Ques. ’
If there was no correspondence,
the portfolio
was referred
to the section
chief
with
a problem
referral
slip
in addition,
supplementary
lines were checked
to see that they wre
attached.
cancelled
when the corresponding
main line was cancelled.
If such lines had not
been cancelled,
the comparison
clerks
cancelled
them.
The clerks also checked to
be sure that
the only
supplementary
lines
cancelled
ware those
for which
the
corresponding
main line had been cancelled.
If a supplementary
line had been
inappropriately
cancelled,
the comparison
clerks
circled
it to restore
it.
Next,
the comparison
clerks
counted
the number
of uncancelled
supplementary
lines to
see if they agreed with the total on the office
count slip.
The wmparison
clerks
were required
to wrify
the accuracy
of the hand count of
housing
and total
the results.
The clerks
inspected
each line of the office
housing count slip to make sure that the sum of occupied
units and blanks or the
sum of vacant units and blanks totaled
30.
The clerks
then wmpared
each sheet
of the office
count slip with the corresponding
sheet of the field count slip to see
that the number of occupied
units on each agreed.
Whenever the two numbers did
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not agree,
the clerks
recounted
the number of occupied
blank or cancelled
sections on the off ice wunt
slip.

wits

and

the

number

of

The clerks
also verified
the number
of acant
wits
for sale or rent or not
the
number
of
units
held
for
absent
households
or occupied
by
repo rted,
and the number of blanks on each of the meant-dwelling
schedules,
nonresidents,
The numbers on the office
and made necessary
corrections
on either
count slip.
The comparison
clerks
then
count slip ware added and posted on the office
slip.
totaled
the number
of occupied
units
on the office
count
slip and posted
the
Similarly,
the number of blanks appearing
on the occupiednunber
on the slip.
dwelling
schedule
was totaled
and posted on the office
count slip.
Any changes
made on the field count slips were checked
to see that they corresponded
to the
office
count
slips and When they did not agree,
the clerks
made the necessary
when the sums agreed,
corrections.
the clerks
initialed
the count
slips
and
returned
them
to the portfolio.
The comparison
clerks
also
filled
out the
verifier’s
report of errors
found,
entering
the total population
and the number of
errors
Which the clerk
had corrected
on both the office
count slips--housing
and
population.
Once the comparison
clerks
had completed
the verification
of the hand wunt
they
began the transcription
of the preliminary
sample
employment
data.
This step
inmlwzd
transcribing
certain
information
for
each person
enumerated
from
a
population
schedule
main line marked
‘Suppl.
Ques.’
onto a ‘Preliminary
Sample
Transcription
Sheet’
(Form P-316).
This transcription
sheet contained
32 lines,
with each line containing
four sections--one
section
for each person enumerated
on
a line marked
‘Suppl.
Ques.’
on each sheet of the population
schedule.
After
making
sure that the population
schedules
in the portfolio
were in numerical
the clerks
entered
the state,
county,
order,
E.D.
number,
and, when applicable,
the name of the incorporated
place on the transcription
sheet.
The clerks
entered
in the first
column of the transcript
ion sheet the sheet number of the wpulat ion
schedule.
In column
A of the transcription
sheet,
a ‘1’
MS entered
if the
person
for whom the information
was being transcribed
lived on a farm,
and a ‘0’
if that person did not live in a farm.
If the main line marked
‘Suppl.
Ques.’
had been cancelled,
an ‘X’ was entered
in column A and the remaining
columns
in
When all the main lines so marked v,ere left blank it
the section were left blank.
was unnecessary
to fill
a line on the preliminary
sample tranxription
sheet for
that schedule.
The entry
in wlunn
B of the transcription
sheet was ‘1’
if the entry
for sex in
column 9 on the schedule was ‘M,’
and ‘2’
if the entry was ‘F.’
When column
9 was blank,
the comparison
clerk made a determination
of the sex of the person
based upon the name in column
7 and the relationship
in column
8, and then
entered
the proper code.
Column
C of the transcription
sheet was coded for the race of the person.
A
‘1’
was entered
When column 10 of the schedule
had an entry of ‘W’ and a ‘2’
was entered
when column
10 was other than ‘W.’
If column 10 was blank,
the
comparison
clerk
determined
the race of the person by reference
to the entry
in
column
10 for other
persons
in the household.
When this information
MS not
available,
the entry for column C Was made on the basis of the race of the head
of the preceding
household on the schedule.
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The comparison
clerks
transcribed
the age entry
in column 11 of the schedule
to
column D of the transcription
sheet,
except
When it was over 100 or a fraction.
For any age over 99, an entry of ‘99’
was made in column D.
A fractional
age
in column
11 on the schedule
was transcribed
as ‘00.’
When an ‘Un’
(for
Unknown)
appeared
in column 11, the entry transcribed
was ‘W. ’
Entries
in column
E of the transcription
sheet Were for Work status
and Were
based upon the entries
in schedule
columns
21-25,
and upon schedule
wlumn
28
when a ‘yes’
had been entered
in column 23.
The clerks
first
inspected
the
initial
sheets of the population
schedules
to determine
Whether there were errors
that might affect
codes assigned on the transcription
sheet.
Such errors
included
(1) a ‘yes’
in wlumns
21-24
for persons who ware housewives
Harking
in their
own homes
(identified
by an entry
of ‘H’
in column
25 or ‘Housemrk,
own
in wlumns
28-30).
home,’
etc.
In those cases the ‘yes’
entries
in columns
21-24
were canceiled;
(2) entries
of ‘no’ or ‘blank’
in all columns 21-24
for a
person
with an entry
in wlumns
26 or 27,
28, 29, and 30;
(3) entries
of
in more than one of columns 21-24
or of ‘yes’
in one of these columns
*yes’
along with an entry of ‘Ot.’
in column 25;
(4) an entry of ‘yes’
in columns
21 or 24 along with WPA or NYA in columns 28, 29, or 30;
(5) entries
other
than ‘Inst. ’ for inmates of an institution;
and (6) blanks or entries
of ‘Inst.’
for persons
in institutions
other
than certain
types.
If the comparison
clerks
found errors
of types
(2) or (6),
they
referred
the portfolio
to their
section
chief.
The coding

scheme

Schedule
If

If

there was
If ‘Yes’
If ‘Yes’
If ‘Yes’
If ‘Yes’
If ‘Yes’
If ‘Yes’
‘Inst.’

for

column

E can

be summarized

as follows:

Entries
a
in
in
in
in
in
in

Column

‘Yes*
column
wlumn
columns
column
wlumn
wlumn

in column

in columns 21-24:
21
22
21 and 22
23 and not new worker
in column
23 and new Worker in column 28
24

28

21

9

If there was no ‘Yes’
in wlumns
21-24
and
in column 21:
no ‘Inst.’
If ‘H’
in column 25
If ‘S’ in column 25
If ‘U’ in column 25
If ‘Dt’
in wlumn
25
If no ‘H,’
‘S, ’ ‘U,’
or ‘Dt,’
in column 25 and:
If ‘1’ or more in column 26
If ‘1’ or more in column 27
If l l ’ or more in both columns 26 and 27
If blank in both column 26 and 27
When there
Were entries
in columns
27-25
recorded
as 13 years or less, the clerks Were

E Code

for persons
instructed
to

5
6
7
8
1
3
blank
blank
Whose age
leave wlurnn

had been
E blank.
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When
the
wnparison
clerks
had
completed
preparation
of
the
preliminary
transcription
sheet
they
returned
all
materials
to the portfolio,
entered
the
required
information
on the portfolio
memorandum,
clipped
the count
slips and
transcription
sheets to the inside of the portfolio,
and returned
the portfolio
to
the section chief.
clerks
examined
the wrk
done by
In the final
step of Operation
5, verification
the comparison
clerks.
The wrification
clerks
first
compared
the figures
entered
for total
population
on the office
population
wunt
slip with those entered
on the
field
population
wunt
slip.
The verification
clerks
also had to verify
the total
listed
on the office
housing
count
slip
and make any necessary
corrections.
Corrections
IMere also made on the field housing count slip When it did not agree
with the wrified
count.
The verification
clerks
wrified
the entries
on the preliminary
sample transcription
sheet,
and changed any incorrect
entries
on the transcription
sheets.
They filled
out a line on the verifier’s
report
of errors
found When errors
were
found.
replaced
the
materials
Following
this,
they
in the
portfolio,
entered
the
information
required
on the portfolio
memorandum,
and returned
the portfolio
to
the sect*
chief.
Separation

of

Population

and Housing

Schedules

and Other

Materials

Operation
6 was performed
by separation
clerks
and numbering
clerks.
The
separation
clerks
were
responsible
for removing
the housing
schedules
from the
population
portfolios
and preparing
housing portfolios;
removing
the infant
cards
from the population
portfolios
and preparing
them for transmission
to the Division
of Vital
Statistics;
removing
auxiliary
and blank
schedules
from the population
portfolios
and preparing
them for filing,
and removal
and routing
of count slips
and transcription
sheets;
inserting
the ‘Confidential
Reports
on Wage or Salary
Income,
1939’
(Form
P-16)
in the population
portfolios;
and inserting
on
certain
population
portfolio
memoranda
notations
identifying
the E.D. as either
in
need of examination
for location
of industrial
homemrkers
or as ‘urban-1930.’
The numbering
clerks
were
responsible
for entering
the portfolio
number on the
hwsing
portfolios
and \nerifying
the separation
clerks’
entries
on the housing
portfolio
memoranda
and ‘Separation
Sheets’
(Form HC-13).
The population
portfolios
Were arranged
in order
by E.D.
number.
The clerks
checked
to see that the portfolios
were all from the same county or city.
The
occupied-dwelling
and Meant-dwelling
schedules
for four consecutive
E.D.‘s
were
removed
and placed
in a housing
portfolio.
&I a blank. separation
sheet the
separation
clerks
entered
the state
and E.D.
number
of the first
E.D.
in the
The clerks
transcribed
information
from the office
housing count slip onto
group*
the separation
sheet
regarding
the total
cards
to be punched
(the sum of the
nunber
of occupied
wits,
vacant units for sale or rent, and vacant units held for
absent households or occupied
by nonresidents).
This information
Was entered
in a
column
designated
‘Total
number
of dwelling
units.’
The occupied-dwelling
and
vacant-dwelling
schedules
were
then
removed
from the population
portfolio
and
placed With the separation
sheet.
The envelope
containing
the infant
cards
portfolio
and wds set aside for transmittal

was then removed
from the population
to the Division
of Vital Statistics.
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All count slips ware removed from the portfolio
and placed
in a manila envelope.
Count slips
for E.D.‘s
in the county
or city were also placed
in the envellope.
The state
name and the county
symbol
were
entered
on the outside
of this
envelope.
The separation
clerks
then
remowed the preliminary
sample
transcription
sheet.
The name of the state
and cwnty,
or city,
wds entered
on the ‘Jacket
for
Preliminary
Sample Transcription
Sheets’
(Form
P-317).
All preliminary
sample
transcription
sheets for a county or city were placed in one jacket,
except
tien
the county
or city
had more than 50 E.D. ‘s.
In such cases,
more than one
jacket was used and each jacket was marked with the E.D. numbers it contained.
Also
removed
from
preliminary
population
preliminary
schedules,
schedules.
The forms
files.

the

population
portfolio
wre
individual
census
forms,
schedules,
nonresident
schedules,
absent
household
housing
sche&les,
and any blank
population
and dwelling
wre
fastened
together
and set aside for transmittal
to the

The housing portfolios
prepared
by the separation
clerks,
the population
portfolios,
the central
control
card,
the count
slips
for a county
or city of 100,000
or
and the filled
jacket
for preliminary
sample transcription
sheets wre
then
more,
assigned
to a numbering
clerk.
The numbering
clerks
then compared
for each E.D.
the figures
entered
for total
number of dwelling
units on the portfolio
memorandum
with the ‘Total
cards to be
on the office
housing count slip.
punched ’ indicated
The clerks
then totaled
the
‘total
units’
of each E.D.
and posted
this
sum on the portfolio
memorandum.
The entries
on the jacket
for preliminary
sample transcription
sheets were also
They also inspected
each population
portfolio
memorandum
to be certain
verified.
that notations
of ‘Industrial
Hornemrkers’
were made or omitted
according
to the
entry
on the control
card.
They then
returned
the housing
and population
the count slips,
the filled
jacket
for preliminary
sample transcription
portfolios,
sheets,
and the central
control
card to the control
desk.
Control

Room Operations

An important
part of the &Ireau’s
processing
operations
was the maintenance
of
the product ion records.
This function
was performed
in Operation
A.
As clerks
in the processing
operations
completed
work on a portfolio
assigned
to them,
they
entered
the following
information
onto the portfolio
memorandum:
their
sect ion
the hours wrked
on that portfolio,
and the date on which the
number and name,
work on that portfolio
was completed.
This information
was then posted by the
section chief to other production
records.
The section
chiefs
in each process
kept records of the work in their sections
on
the ‘Section
Chief’s
Daily Production
Record’
(Form P-304).
The form contained
information
indicating
the state
and process
on which
wrk
was underway,
the
section
number,
and the date.
The section
chief entered
the name of each clerk
employed
in the section on that date and the E.D. numbers of all E.D.‘s
assigned
to each clerk.
When a clerk
completed
work on an E.D.
and returned
it to the
sect ion chief,
the section
chief
noted on the daily
production
record
form the
completion
of the E.D.,
the population
of the E.D.,
and the hours mrked
in
processing
the E.D.
At the end of each day, the section
chief
prepared
a new
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daily
production
record
for the next day,
entering
the names of the clerks
and
listing
the E.D.‘s
assigned to each clerk.
The original
copy of each day’s
form
was signed and delivered
to the production
records
chief.
A duplicate
copy of
each day’s
form was retained
by the section
chief,
and provided
the information
for the posting of ‘individual
Production
Records’
(Form P-308).
The section
chief
or assistant
section
chief
maintained
the individual
production
records
for al I clerks employed
in a given section.
When clerks
Were transferred
their production
records Were also transferred.
The
from one section to another,
information
shown on the section chief’s
daily production
report was transferred
to
The information
transferred
included
the date,
the individual
product ion record.
number,
E-D.
operation,
state,
E.D.
population,
and
the
hours
Worked.
Additionally,
data Were entered
from the
‘Verifier’s
Report
of Errors
Found’
(Form
P-305).
These data included
the verified
population
and the numbers of
errors
reported.
The central
production
record
section
maintained
for each operations
section
a
‘Section
Probction
Summary’
(Form P-309)
as a continuous
record of the Hark
of the section
&ring
the entire
period
for Which the section
Was engaged on a
specific
operation.
Each day, the clerks
in the central
record section entered on
one line of this record the total
work completed
in a section on that day.
These
totals
were transcribed
from the section
chief’s
daily
production
records
at the
close of each day.
The production
record
section
also prepared
the
‘Daily
Product ion Summary
by
Operation’
(Form
P-311).
From the section
production
summary,
the clerks
added and posted to the daily sunmary
by operation
the number of E.D:‘s
and the
population
processed
that day.
This summary
included
calculations
of the clerk
days wrked
each day and cumulatively
for each operation.
Finally,
the central
record section
maintained
for each state a ‘State
Production
Summary’
(Form
P-310).
The clerks
in the central
record
section
daily
sorted
the section
chief’s
production
records by state and operation
and then summarized
this sort to obtain
state totals
for each operation.
These totals
were posted to
the state product ion sunma ry .
At weekly
intervals,
totals
for the previws
Week
were added to provide
a Weekly measure
of production,
and these weekly
totals
were
added to the cumulative
totals.
These
totals
were
then
used in the
‘Weekly
Production
Report
by State
and %eration’
(Form
preparation
of the
P-312).
In addition
to the maintenance
of production
records on employees
and sections,
records
ware also maintained
in the Central
Control
Room in order to permit
the
location
of any portfolio
and provide
a record of the progress
of mrk.
This
record maintenance
operation
was designated
Dperation
B.
The wit
for recording
purposes
Was the population
portfolio
(Which
included
housing
schedules
through
after
Operation
6, similar
controls
were established
for the housing
Operation
6;
The basic
control
record
was the
‘Central
Control
Card’
(Form
portfolios).
P-301 ).
Before
the portfolios
Were received
from the field,
a series of cards
had been prepared
for each county,
and for each city of 100,000
or more.
As
the portfolios
vvere received
the date of receipt
Was posted on the card for the
and as portfolios
were routed to an operation
the date and section number
county,
were posted on the card wder
the name of the operation.
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The chief of the control
room used a central
peg board as the principal
guide in
directing
the flow of Hark through
the various operations.
This board contained
a
series of individual
pegs, each representing
an operation
for a given state.
Discs
were hung on the pegs to show the number of portfolios
being processed
in each
operation
for each state at a given time.
These discs were moved to correspond
with the actual movement of the portfolios.
Once the population
and housing
schedules
had been received
and examined
in
v,ere forwarded
to the control
room before
going to
Operation
2, the portfolios
Operation
3.
Transfers
of each group of portfolios
from one operation
to another
were recorded
on a ‘Routing
Slip’
(Form P-303)
indicating
the state,
county
(or
city of 100,000
or more),
date,
a listing
of the E.D. numbers of the portfolios
the section
and process
from
and to tiich
the portfolios
were
transferred,
transferred,
and the signatures
of those accountable
for each transfer.
The portfolios
to be transferred
from the control
room to a section
in Operation
3
were designated
by the chief of the control
room and routing
slips were prepared
by the routing
clerk.
The routing
clerk
entered
the state,
county
(or city of
100,000
or more),
and the date on the routing
slip and listed the contents
of the
portfolio
in numerical
order.
A control
room messenger
then took the portfolios
to the control
clerk
in the wing where the matching
process
(Operation
3) was
being
carried
wt.
After
*eration
3,
whenever
portfolios
were
ready
for
transfer
to the next process,
the assistant
section
chief
filled
Out the routing
slips as the routing
clerk
had originally
done.
The rest of the delivery
process
was the same as that described
above and WIS maintained
throughout
the remaining
processing
operations.
The portfolio
movement
indicated
by the routing
slips was recorded
on the peg
board by moving the discs wrresponding
to the portfolios
to the peg representing
the operation
to which the portfolios
had been delivered.
The E.D.‘s
listed on
the routing
slips were also recorded
as transferred
on the central
control
card for
the county by indicating
the date and section number on the control
card under the
column heading of the process
to tiich
the portfolios
ware sent.
Once this entry
had been made on the control
card,
the routing
slip was stamped and sent to the
permanent
file of routing slips,
maintained
by state and date.

CODING

OPERATIONS

In the second phase of the processing
and tabulation
operations,
clerks
coded and
verified
the coding
of both the population
and housing
schedules.
The coding
operations
were essential
steps in which non-numerical
entries
ware translated
into
numerical
codes that could be tabulated
by mechanical
equipment.
Additionally,
certain
items were edited
for consistency
&ring
the coding operations.
Once the
coding
of
schedules
WIS completed,
the codes
which
had been entered
were
subjected
to verification
in order to ensure accuracy.
There were four basic coding and verification
operations.
First,
the population
schedules
Mre
coded.
Second,
these
schedules
were
verified
in a separate
Third,
occupation,
industry , and class
operation.
of
worker
codes
wre
determined
and verified
in the same operation.
Final iy , the housing
schedules
were coded and serif ied in the same operation.
Also,
included
in this section
is
a discussion
of the allocation
of values
for unknown
ages,
an operation
which
occurred
after the general population
coding.
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General

Population

Coding

schedules
was performed
by clerks
in
The general
coding
of the population
These clerks
were provided
with
specific
instructions
on how to
Operation
7.
make cancellations
and corrections
on the population
schedules
(see Appendix
II).
Complete
cancellation
of an item on the schedules
was indicated
by drawing
a
horizontal
line
through
the
entire
column
in which
the
entry
appeared.
Corrections
were also made by drawing
a horizontal
line;
however,
the line was
The correct
entry
was then made to the side or abow
only through
the entry.
in the same column space.
The original
entries
had been made
the original
entry,
in black and the correct ions were made in red.
Special
lettered
columns were provided
on the population
schedule
for must of the
alphabetic
codes which
had to be translated
into numeric
codes.
There were
occasional
columns for which a numeric
code had to be entered
in the same column
for example,
an entry
of ‘M’
in column
12 for
as the enumerator’s
entry.
marital
status
was occasionally
coded
‘7.’
Such coding
was handled
as a
a horizontal
line was drawn through
the original
entry and the correct
correction:
code was written
in the same column space.
The coding
in Operation
7 did not include
coding
of columns
1-5,
7, 28-30,
In addition,
34-35,
or 45-50.
no entries
were made in columns
F, j, or U.
referral
slips
were
attached
to the portfolio.
Occasional Iy , problem
These
contained
additional
instructions
about which columns were not to be coded.
Before
the actual
editing
and coding,
the clerks
checked
to see that the sheet
numbers
on each schedule
were arranged
in consecutive
order.
In addition,
the
confidential
wge
or salary
income forms were arranged
in sheet and line number
The information
on these forms MS then transferred
to the appropriate
order.
person’s
line on the population
schedule.
Column 32 contained
information
about
‘amount
of wages
or salary
received
in 1939, ’ and column
33 reported
the
‘income
of 650 or more from sources
other
than
whether
the person
received
money wages or salary.’
The first
entry that required
coding was the question
on farm residence
in column
to the question
of farm
residence
had been entered
for the
6.
When a ‘yes’
for all other
members
of the
head of household,
the coders
entered
a ‘1’
When the response was ‘no,’
blanks were left for all other household
household.
The coding clerks
were instructed
to make sure that they checked the
members.
sheets for persons
enumerated
out of
person
entries
on sheets
61 and over --the
order--to
see that column 6 had an appropriate
code.
Column 8 contained
the relation
of the person to the head of the household.
An
entry
in this column HBS required
for every person.
If the column was blank,
the
coders
were
required
to determine
the probable
entry
based
upon the name
appearing
in column
7, the sex in column
9, the age in column
11, and the
marital
status
in column
12.
The codes assigned
for the alphabetic
entries
are
shown in Appendix
I I (Operation
7:
lnst ruct ions for General
Population
Coding),
paragraph
19 and its amendments.
The numeric
codes for the relation
question
were recorded
in column A on the population
schedule.
When the
was also

person
listed,

enumerated
the clerks

as the head of a household
was female and a husband
assigned
the head code in column A to the husband,
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and coded the female
as wife
in column 8 were not changed.

of

head.
In such cases,
the enumerator’s
The change was made only in column A.

entries

Special
relation-to-head
codes wzre given for institutions
and hotels.
The person
most
likely
to have been the head of the household
(manager,
superintendent,
was given a code of ‘V’ and all other persons
in the institution
principal
, etc.)
or hotel wre
coded ‘9.’
The exception
to this rule was when an enumerator
had
listed officers
or other employees
and their families
who lived in separate
quarters
as separate
households.
In these cases,
the clerks
coded the household
in the
same manner as households
not living on institutional
grounds.
The coding
scheme also distinguished
between
employees
who performed
personal
services
for the household
and those employees
whose labors contributed
to the
family’s
income.
The entries
in column 8 were checked
for consistency
with the
employment
entries
in columns 21-25
and 28-29.
Relatives
of the employees
were
given a separate
code.
Column 9 recorded
the sex of the person enumerated.
If this column was blank
the clerk
made determination
of the sex of the person based upon the name and
relation
entries.
Obvious errors
were also corrected.
Column IO contained
the
entry
for the race of the person enumerated.
When this column was blank,
the
coding
clerk
entered
the race of the other persons
in the household.
When the
race entries
for entire
household
were blank,
the clerk
entered
the race of the
head of the preceding
household.
No coding was required
for entries
of ‘W’ and
‘Neg.’
Other entries
were coded according
to the list given in paragraph
32,
Appendix
I I, as amended.
An entry
for the age of the person
enumerated
appeared
in column
11 of the
schedule.
When column 11 was left blank or illegible,
or contained
an entry of
were
required
to complete
Form P-306,
‘Persons
of Unknown
‘Un, ’ the clerks
This form was then secured to the outside of the portfolio
at the time the
Age. ’
portfolio
was returned
to the control
desk.
The codes
for these
ages were
assigned
in another
operation
(see the description
below).
The clerks
were also
inst rutted
to pay close attent ion to the enumerator
‘s entries
in column
11 for
children
under one year of age.
These numbers were listed as fractions
and the
clerks
were instructed
to make sure that the entire
fraction
appeared
within
the
column
space.
When the fraction
extended
beyond the column space,
the clerks
cancelled
the enumerator
entry
and entered
the codes shown in paragraph
34,
Appendix
I I.
Column
12 contained
the entry
for marital
status.
An entry
was required
for
If no entry existed,
the clerks
provided
an entry based upon other
euery person.
information
on the schedule--in
particular,
the relation
to head and age entries.
When it was impossible
to determine
a marital
status,
a code of ‘S’ or ‘Single’
was entered
unless
information
on the schedule
indicated
that the person was a
When such a relation
was indicated,
a ‘Wd,’
for widowed,
was entered
parent.
if the person was age 55 or over and a code of ‘7,’
indicating
*married,
spouse
not present, ’ was entered
if the person was under age 55.
The coding clerks
were also instructed
to cancel the ‘M’
in column 12 for any person whose husband
or wife was not enumerated
as a member of the household.
The cancelled
entries
were replaced
with an entry of ‘7. ’
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Education
informat ion appeared
in columns
13 and 14.
The entry in column 13
was either
a ‘yes’
or
‘no’
to the question
of current
school
attendance.
Enumerator
entries
were accepted
without
change.
If column 13 was blank,
the
coding
clerk
wiis instructed
to first
check the entry
in column 25 for an ‘S, ’
indicating
student.
If an ‘S’
occurred
in column 25,
an entry
of ‘yes’
was
made in column 13 when the person was within
the compulsory
school ages of the
state in which he or she resided.
The compulsory
school ages used are shown on
The highest
grade of school completed
was shown
the last page of Appendix
II.
These entries
were translated
into numeric
codes and entered
in
in column 14.
column 6 on the population
schedule.
The numeric
entries
for column B are shown
in Appendix
II, paragraph
38, as amended.
The place of birth
entered
in column 15 of the population
schedule wds coded in
column C of the schedule
according
to the code schemes for states and countries
listed
at the end of Appendix
I I.
A code symbol
in column C was required
for
If an entry
for place
of birth
had been omitted,
the clerk
ewy
person.
attempted
to determine
it from the entries
for other members
of the household.
In such cases,
the clerk
did not write
the name of the place in column 15, but
simply
entered
the code in column C.
If column 15 was blank and a code could
not be determined
from the entries
of the other
household
members,
the clerk
entered
a code for unknown.
The codes used for persons whose place of birth
could not be determined
are shown in Appendix
I I, paragraphs
40-43,
as amended.
Column 16 of the population
schedule contained
entries
on the citizenship
status of
foreign-born
persons.
Appropriate
codes included
‘NA,’
‘PA,’
and AL.‘[2]
Any
entries
of ‘Am.
Cit.’
were cancelled
by the clerks,
as wzre entries
for persons
born in the United
States
and its territories
and possessions.
The clerks
were
instructed
to attempt
to supply missing entries
for column 16 based upon the rules
described
in paragraph
45, Appendix
II.
was recorded
in columns
Information
on place of residence
on April
1, 1935,
Column 17 contained
the city,
town,
or village,
if this
17-20
of the schedule.
place
had more than 2,000
inhabitants.
If the population
was under 2,000,
an
If the person was living
in the same house in 1935 as at the
‘R’
was entered.
time of enumeration,
an entry
of ‘same house’
MS made in column
17.
For
persons
living
in the same city or town but in a different
house,
an entry
of
ws
made in column 17.
In both these instances,
columns
18-20
‘same place’
Column 18 contained
the entry
for the county of residence
in
were left blank.
column
19 contained
the entry
for the state,
territory,
or
1935.
Similarly,
Column 20 indicated.
whether
or not the
foreign
country
of residence
in 1935.
place of residence
was on a farm.
received
detailed
instructions
for
determining
four-digit
The
coding
clerks
migration
codes based upon the information
in columns 17-20.
These instruct ions
The migration
codes
are shown in Appendix
II, paragraphs
47-73,
as amended.
indicated
those persons
who were
living
in the same house or same place,
as
For those persons
who were not living
in the same house or
described
abow.
the codes indicated
the state,
subregion
of the state,
and the type of
place,
rural nonfarm,
rural farm,
rural--farm
residence
unknown,
urban place of
place :
2,500
to 10,000,
urban
place
of 10,000
to 25,000,
urban place
25,000
to

[2]

The meaning

of

these

codes

is discussed

in Chapter

3,

pp.

35-36.
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100,000,
and city
of 100,000
or more.
The
entered
in column
D on the population
schedule.
persons except children
under five.

four-digit
Codes

migration
codes were
were entered
for all

Problems
with enumerator
entries
for the 1935 residence
question
led the bureau
to use special
migration
editors
on both the day and night shifts.
The problems
occurred
when enumerators
did not adequately
distinguish
between
the entries
for
‘same
place,’
‘same house,’
and ‘same
farm.’
In the course of editing
and
coding
enumerator
entries,
regular
coding clerks
were instructed
to refer problem
portfolios
to the special
migration
editors.
Portfolios
from 12,341
enumeration
districts
received
such special editing.
[3]
The entries
in columns
week of March 24-30,
The coding
scheme for
the preliminary
sample
description
of Operation

21-25
pertaining
to the person’s
wrk
status during
the
1940,
were coded in column E of the population
schedule.
column
E was the same as that used to code column E of
transcription
sheet.
This scheme is &tailed
abow
in the
S (see above).

The coding clerks
also inspected
entries
in column 26, the number of hours worked
during
the week of March 24-30.
When ‘Inst.’
had been entered
in column 21,
the clerks
cancelled
any entries
in columns
26 and 27 and entered
a code in
column 26 to indicate
the type of institution.
The institution
codes are presented
in paragraph
77, Appendix
II.
The information
on the type of institution
was to
have been recorded
by the enumerator
on the schedule
heading.
Except in cases
where
institution
codes had been entered,
entries
were cancelled
in column 26 for
any persons other
than those who had receiwd
a code in column E of ‘1. ’ When
column
26 was blank the coders
left
it blank,
and when the entry
was 100 or
o*r,
it wds cancelled
and ‘99’
(the highest
number tabulated)
was entered
in
column 26.
The coding clerks
were also instructed
to cancel
entries
in column 27 except
for
persons
who had been coded as ‘2’
or ‘3’
in column
E.
The clerks
also
cancelled
entries
of ‘100’
or more and replaced
them with the codes described
in
paragraph
79,
Appendix
II.
Columns
28-30
and F were
not coded
in this
operation
(see the description
of meration
9, below).
In column
31,
weeks
wvked
in 1939,
all entries
of more than 52 were cancelled
and replaced
with
‘52. ’
When column 32, money wages or salary
received
in 1939,
contained
a blank,
the
coding
clerks
were instructed
to leave the column blank,
except
for those cases
for which the entry
in column 31 was ‘0.’
In such cases,
the clerks
entered
a
‘0’
in column 32.
The clerks
were also instructed
to cancel any entry of 6,000
or ollt?r in column 32 and write
in ‘5,000+.’
Any amounts entered
in column 33
for other
income were cancelled
and replaced
with a ‘1’
for ‘yes, ’ when the
amount was 550 or more,
or a ‘no,’
when the amount ws under 650.
Blanks in
No coding was done in column 34.
column 33 were left as such.
-B--s-----

[3] Henry S. Shryock,
Jr.,
‘The Quality
of the 1940 Census Data on Migration,’
in T&ald
J.
Bogue,
Henry
S. Shryock,
Jr.,
and Siegfried
A.
pp.
30-36,
Hoermann,
eds.,
Scripps
Foundation
Studies
in Population
Distribution,
Number 5,
Subregional
Migration
in the United
States,
1935-1940,
Volume
I,
Streams
of
Migration,
Oxford,
Ohio: Scripps
Foundation,
1957.
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All mcancelled
supplementary
lines were coded,
even when columns
35-50
were
When columns
35-50
were completely
blank or cancelled,
a
completely
blank.
in column
I on the supplementary
line of the schedule.
code of l 8’ was entered
J, 48-50,
U, and Z, in this
However,
no coding was done in columns 35, 45-47,
ope rat ion.
The places
of birth
of the person’s
father
and mother
appearing
in columns
36
Column G was left blank when
and 37 were coded in column C on. the schedule.
the entries
in columns
36 and 37 indicated
that both parents
were born in the
its territories,
possessions,
at sea,
or in a place
that
could
not be
U.S.,
When the person’s
father
was born in a foreign
country,
the code
Tdete rmined .
for the country
in column ‘36 was entered
in column C, and the mother’s
place of
birth
MIS disregarded.
When the father
was born in the U.S.,
its territories,
at sea, or in a place that could not be determined,
but the person’s
possessions,
the code for the country
given in column
mother
was born in a foreign
country,
37 was entered
in column G.
The codes used to code the foreign
countries
are
given at the end of Appendix
II.
The entry
in column 38 for mother tongue was
coded in column H according
to the codes given at the end of Appendix
II.
When
the Language appearing
in column 38 was ‘English,’
column H was left blank.
The entries
in columns
39-41
pertaining
to veterans’
information
INere coded in
The codes used in column I are given in paragraphs
89-90, Appendix
column
I.
Similarly,
the codes for the social
security
information
appearing
cm the
II.
schedule
in columns 42-44
are given in Appendix
II, paragraph
91, as amended.
A code was entered
in column
K on the supplementary
line for every
person
enumerated
on that line.
This code was based upon the. entry appearing
in column
4 for the head of the household
in which the person was a member.
When an
‘0’
appeared
in column 4 for the head of the household,
it meant that the home
was owned and the code entered
in column K was ‘0. ’ When an ‘R’,
for rented,
Finally , when
appeared
in column 4, a code of ‘1’
was entered
in column K.
the person
enumerated
on the supplementary
line was a lodger,
servant,
hired
or a member of an institutional
household,
the code entered
in column
hand, etc.,
K HQS a ‘2.’
An entry
was made in column
L for each person enumerated
on a supplementary
line for whom an ‘0’
or ‘1’
had been entered
in column K.
This code indicated
The Mlue
the value of an owned home or the monthly
rental of a rented home.
should have appeared
in column
5 on the line for the head of the household.
the coding
clerks
were instructed
to use the Mlue
which appeared
in
However,
The codes used in column L
column 5 for any related
member of the household.
are given in paragraph
95, Appendix
II.
The
coding
clerks
entered
in
column
hi
a
code
corresponding
to
a
crossclassification
of the entries
in column
6, farm
residence,
and column
9,
Blanks in column 6 were treated
as ‘non-farm.’
Column hi MQS coded for
sex.
97-98, Appendix II.
all persons and the codes are summarized
in paragraphs
The code entered
in Column
N on the schedule
was a race and nativity
code
constructed
on the basis of a combination
of entries
for the person
in columns
These codes are listed
in paragraph
99, Appendix
II and
10, C, 36, and 37.
essentially
distinguished
among Whites by place of birth of the person and his or
and distinguished
Negroes and other races*
her parents,
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The age or age code entered
in column 11 was transcribed
by the clerk
in column
When the entry
in column 11 was blank or ‘Un, ’ the clerk
left column 0
0.
blank.
Similarly,
column
P was coded according
to the marital
status
of the
person entered
in column 12 of the schedule.
The codes for column 0 are given
in paragraph
101 in Appendix
I I.
The code appearing
in column B for the person
When column
8 was blank,
column
Q was left
was transcribed
in column
Q.
blank.
The citizenship
status of the person entered
in column 16 was coded in
column R on the schedule.
These codes are shorm in paragraph
103, Appendix
I I.
The code appearing
in column
E was transcribed
to column S.
When column
E
contained
a blank space,
column S was left blank.
When the entry
in column S
was 1, 2, or 3, column T was coded on the basis of the appropriate
entry or
code from
column
26 or 27.
These codes for hours mrked
or duration
of
unemployment
are given in paragraph
105,
Appendix
II.
A code was entered
in
column V for weeks worked
based upon the entry
in column 31 of the schedule.
These codes are shown in paragraph
107, Appendix
I I.
The clerks
ceded column W based upon the entry
for wage and salary
income that
When column 32 ms blank,
column W was left blank.
appeared
in column 32.
When the entry
in column
32 was 1,000
or more,
the first
two digits
of the
entry
were transcribed
in column W.
When the entry
in column 32 was between
digit,
preceded
by a zero,
was transcribed
in column W.
100 and 999, the first
If the entry
in column 32 was between
1 and 99, the clerks
entered
a code of
‘OV’
in column W;
and when a ‘0’
appeared
in column 32, a code of ‘00’
was
entered
in column W.
In column X, the entry in column 33 for other income was
These codes are shown in paragraph
110,
Appendix
II.
Finally,
the
coded.
clerks
transcribed
the relationship
code in column A to column Y.
Once the coding
had been corrpleted
for all schedules
in a portfolio,
made the proper
notations
on the portfolio
memorandum
indicating
that
had been completed,
and returned
the portfolio
to the control
desk.
Allocation

of Unknown

the clerks
the process

Ages

the bureau
developed
and implemented
a
For the 1940
Census of Population,
ages during
the processing
of
returns
[4].
method
for
eliminating
unknown
Although
in the four censuses from 1910 to 1940 the percentage
of unknown ages
had only ranged from a low of 0.08
percent
(1930) to a high of 0.18 percent
the Eureau
felt
that both the use of age distributions
in demographic
(1910),
research
and the expense of the space required
to print and tabulate
unknown ages
justified
the development
of an age allocation
routine.
This routine was developed
under the direction
of W. Edwards Deming,
the Bureau’s
mathematical
adviser,
and
Leon Geoffrey,
who was responsible
for the &tails
and execution
of the method.
Prior to its use in the processing
of schedules
in 1940,
The first test was made bring
two experimental
trials.
the allocation
method and was tried
on 2,000
randomly

the method was tested
in
the initial
development
of
selected
entries
from the

I41
account
of the procedure
for the allocation
of unknown
- - For a more detailed
see
U.S.
Department
of
Commerce,.
Rureau
of
the
Census,
The
Elimination
ages,
of Unknown Ages in the 1940 Census,
prepared
by W. Edwards Deming,
January,

1942.
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1939 Special Census (pretest)
of St. Joseph and Marshall
Counties,
Indiana.
The
out using 2,000 comparisons
from the 1940 schedules.
In
second test was carried
both tests,
the recorded
age was covered and the age estimator
was used to assign
In the first
test,
an age based upon the available
information
on the schedule.
43.6
percent
of the 2,000
ages were estimated
correctly
or within
one year,
while
in the second test
46.2
percent
were estimated
correctly
or within
one
Some 20.5
percent
of the estimated
ages in the first
test were in error
year.
by more than five years,
while the corresponding
figure
for the second test was
17.8 percent.
The bureau
felt
that
results
of these tests
indicated
that the methodology
was
although
it was cautious
about the extent
to which the results could
satisfactory,
be generalized,
since the circumstances
which lead to blank or partial
entries
for
age could also lead to incolrplete
or absent information
needed to estimate
age in
Additionally,
the tests were likely
to have contained
proportionately
the census.
more
children
and family
members,
for whom age al locat ion was easier,
and
proportionately
fewer kxigers,
for whom age allocation
WIS more difficult.
coding
process,
had inwled
both the translation
of
Dpe rat ion 7, the general
certain
non-numeric
entries
into numeric
codes and the editing
of specified
items
for consistency.
The age entry occurred
in column 11 on the population
schedule,
and a whole number
or fraction
was required
in this column
for every
person
enumerated.
In those
cases
in which
column
11 was blank
or illegible
or
contained
an entry
of
Wn,’
for
unknown,
the coders
in Operation
7 were
instructed
to make an entry on the ‘Persons
of Unknown Age’
form.
This form
was fastened
to the outside
of the portfolio
when the portfolio
was returned
to
the control
desk at the end of this operation.
before
the portfolios.
of coded
schedules
went to Operation
8 for verification,
those portfolios
with LnknoHln ages
were
segregated
and sent to the age allocation
operation.
The general
coding
operation
was at its peak between
September
and December,
1940.
In December
coding
approximately
1,342,OOO
there
were
848 coders
working
in two shifts,
There wre
seven age-assigners
at work,
three per shift with
persons
per day.
one assigner
o~rlapping
and instructing.
The maximum
number of ages estimated
by a single assigner
in a I-hour
shift was 450;
however , the avlerage number of
ages assigned
daily
ranged from 245 in the weks
following
training
to 380 near
the end of the operation.
[S]
The age-assigners
received
a month of training
before
they wre
allo4
to m>rk
Persons selected
to be age-assigners
all had college
degrees,
with some
alone.
Several
held masters’
degrees and one had a
statistical
or sociological
training.
The age-assigners
wre
paid at the rate of assistant
section
chiefs,
doctorate.
$1620 per annum.
The general
population
coders worked
in sections
of 20 each and the age-assigners
The age-assigners
worked
on a table
near each
wrked
with
this operation.
section
chief
where the portfolios
containing
unknown ages from that group were
Attached
to each portfolio
was the ‘Persons
of Unknown Age’
form which
placed.
identified
the portfolio
by state
and E-D.,
and indicated
the sheet and line
nunber
of any schedule
requiring
attention.
Estimated
ages mre
entered
on the
---s-----s

[S]

See The

Elimination

of Unknown

Ages,

pp.

23-24.
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schedule
in green
ink,
to distinguish
these
entries
from the black
enumerator
entries
and the red edited entries.
The estimated
ages were also recorded on the
referral
form.
The
various
paraphernalia
for
age-assigning--the
master
indicator,
ages of
compulsory
school attendance
of each state,
ages of husbands and wives,
age from
the various
card decks,
and index of occupations
(for descriptions
school grade,
see below)--were
placed on a hand truck which constituted
a portable
of these,
They traveled
from section
to section,
where there
desk for the age-assigners.
were usually about one to six portfolios
for attention.
There were six types of problems
that occurred
in the process
of general
coding
which
led to referral
to age assignment:
(1) a complete
blank;
(2) a partial
(3) an illegible
entry;
(4) an inconsistency
with other
information
on
entry;
the scheclule;
(5)
an ambiguous
entry,
such as ‘over
21’,
‘21+‘,
‘legal’,
etc.;
and (6) entries
of ‘0’ or ‘under
1’.
In all,
there were 207,211
ages
assigned
for the entire
census.
The most common problem
was blank entries.
that
of partial
entries,
The second
problem,
could
have occurred
when
an
enumerator
was interrupted
or when the informant
did not know the exact age but
The enumerator
was only able to record the age
could place it within
a decade.
within
a decade,
thus
making
an entry
which
left
the
unit
digit
blank.
entries
which were present
in the age column appeared
inconsistent
Occasionally,
There were about 2,000
inconsistencies
that
with
other
data on the schedule.
but only 831 were treated
as unknown
ages.
were
referred
to age assignment,
The remainder
were allowed to stand,
emgo, when a child was shown as older than
the father
or there
were tm
or more children
a few months apart.
In such
situations,
if
the
entries
were
not
impossible
they
were
left
as
unusual
Estimation
of infant ages arising
from a ‘0’ or ‘under 1’ entry was
enumerated.
made with an infant deck.
Two general
principles
were utilized
in the assignment
of ages.
Assignment
MS
to be guided by whatever
age-indicative
information
appeared
on the schedule,
and
the estimated
age could not be inconsistent
with any information
on the schedule
which was considered
to be reliable.
The relationship
between
the age of children
in school
and the highest
grade
completed
was considered
to be very close and was given precedence
over other
info rmat ion.
However,
this basis for age estimation
was applicable
only for a
person designated
in column 13 as ‘in school, ’ and for whom there was an entry
This information
was then
in column
14 for highest
grade of school completed.
used to assign the average
age for the highest grade completed
during the previous
academic
year (see Appendix
II I, Figure 1) .
Employment
information
was also utilized
in this step of the assignment
process.
For those who had completed
either
seventh or eighth grade,
an age of ‘13’
was
assigned
if there was no employment
information
(columns
21-33),
and an age of
‘14’
was assigned
if such information
was present.
When information
on the
relation
between
school
attendance
and highest
grade
the next highest
priority
was given to the age relation
completed
was absent,
between
husband and wife.
If this information
was also absent,
the unknown ages
In this
regard,
a
were
distributed
according
to certain
types
of controls.
Figure
3) was used in the age allocation
‘Master
Indicator’
(see Appendix
Ill,
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scheme
to assist
the age-assigners
in using the data on the schedule.
The
assigner
started
at the top of the master
indicator
and wrked
down along the
appropriate
path
until
he or
she arrived
at an estimated
age which
was
The general
rule operating
in this process
was that the assigner
satisfactory.
should choose the path which led to the quickest
and most definite
allocation
of
Once a temporary
age had been assigned,
the assigner
was required
to
age.
check the estimate
for consistency
with the other information
on the schedule.
In using this allocation
method,
the assigner
MS instructed
to go first
to column
12 on the population
schedule.
This column contained
the marital
status of the
person
in question.
Since this
information
had been coded prior
to the age
assignment
operation,
there were no unknown data in this column.
If column 12
indicated
that the person was married
and the age of the spouse was given on the
schedule,
the assigner
looked up the appropriate
age in a table that provided
the
relationship
between the ages of husbands and wives (see Appendix
I II, Figure 3).
The table of the age relationship
of husbands
and wives was
Spiegelman ‘s Hark on the frequency
distribution
of the ages of
among the native
white
population
of Pennsylvania
in 1930.
operated
u&r
the assumption
that the same age distribution
1940 population
of any other
state,
and for any race.
This
only applicable
if the age of one of the spouses was present
on

based on Mortimer
husbands and wives
The Census Bureau
would hold for the
table
look-up
was
the schedule.

If the spouse WIS not listed or his or her age was unknown,
the age-assigner
was
instructed
to observe
the relationship
to the head listed
in column
8.
If the
person with the unknown age was a parent,
the procedure
was the same for those
married
(age of the spouse unknown),
widowed,
or divorced.
The procedure
for
parents
inv&ed
determining
the sex of the person
from column
9.
Then,
for
the age-assigner
was instructed
to look up the ‘Mother
Deck.’
female
parents,
This deck consisted
of 250 cards,
each stamped with a number representing
an age
and occurring
in proportion
to the number of mothers
having that age at the birth
of their
first
child.
When the age of the oldest child listed on the schedule was
thought
to be that of the oldest
child,
this deck was used by adding the age
shown on the top card of the deck to age of the oldest child shown.
The sum of
these TV
figures
was the estimated
age of the mother.
Once -an age had been
the table providing
the age relation
between
husbands and
assigned
to the mother,
wives was used to estimate
the husband ’ s age.
The cards of’ the Mother
Deck,
along with those of the other decks used in age
were used in a similar
manner.
The cards v,ere first
stamped with an
estimation,
the cards were numbered
serially
from 1 to 250 on
After
being shuffled,
age.
their
reverse
side to provide
an order.
When a deck wils consulted,
the top card
was drawn but only used if the age given on it was consistent
with information
amilable
on the schedule.
If the age given on the card was inconsistent,
the
Cards from which assigned
ages were taken were placed at
next card ws
tried.
the bottom of the deck and when the deck was used once through
the cards were
again placed
in serial
order.
The Census bureau
felt that the advantage
of this
procedure
was that
it ensured
the frequency
distribution
of assigned
ages among
the class of persons
for whom the deck was constructed.
The procedure
also had
the advantage
of placing
each assigned age as close as possible
to the correct
cell
in any table in which age was cross-classified
with some other variable.
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In those cases where the spouse was not listed or the spouse’s
age was unknown
and the entry
in column 8 indicated
that the person was not a parent,
a different
procedure
wds used.
The first
control
used was the person’s
occupation
entry.
It ems assumed by the 8ureau
that within
the 13 broad occupational
groups of
1940
(see
Appendix
Ill,
Figure
4),
the age distribution
of each
sex was
In fact,
the Bureau found that some of the age distributions
of the
homogeneous.
broad groups wre
similar
and could be combined.
Three decks of 250 cards wre
assembled,
with each deck representing
a number of occupations
with the same age
distribution
(Appendix
Ill,
Figure 4).
The number of cards belonging
to any age
class was in proportion
to the frequency
with which that age class occurred
for
the broad occupational
group and sex group
in the 1930 Census of Population.
The procedure
for using the occupation
cards was the same as that for using the
Mother Deck.
For those cases
in which
the person
with
the missing
age was listed
on the
schedule
as married,
divorced,
or widowed,
but the other
information
on the
schedule
was too limited
to provide
for the use of the other
look-ups
thus far
described,
the assigner
WIS instructed
to use Part C of the ‘General
Deck’.
The
General
Deck contained
250 cards that showed ages in proportion
to the combined
male-female
age distribution
of the country
as a whole
in 1930,
except
that
children
aged 5 to 20 attending
school were excluded.
This deck was divided
into
three
parts
based upon the age range
represented
by certain
questions
on the
schedule.
Part A contained
cards in which the age ranged from zero,
i.e.,
less
to no entries
for the questions
on
than one year,
through
4, and corresponded
Part B contained
cards for the age
residence
5 years earlier
in columns 17-20.
range
f tom 5 through
13 and was obtained
from the entry
in column
13 for
The Bureau had no cards in this deck for ages 9 to
current
school attendance.
13 because
it felt
school
attendance
was sufficiently
close
to universal
and
therefore
any assignment
other than in relation
to highest
grade completed
wuld
have over-represented
such children.
Finally,
Part C contained
cards for ages 14
and over,
based upon entries
for employment
and occupation
in columns 21 through
30.
The procedure
for using the General
Deck was the same as for the other
decks.
A somewhat
different
procedure
was used for those
persons
with
missing
ages
whose Mrital
status in column 12 was single.
This procebre
involved determining
the person was a child,
from the entry
in relation-to-head,
column 8, whether
or nephew of the head.
If it could be determined
that the
grandchild,
niece,
person did have such a relation
to the head,
the assigner
sought to determine
if
the person
was 5 or over,
based on the information
on previous
residence
in
An additional
check included
determining
if there was information
on
column 17.
that the person was at least 14
employment
in columns 21 through
34, indicating
years of age.
Those persons determined
to be children,
grandchildren,
nieces,
or nephews of the
head were directed
into one of three allocation
paths depending
upon the entries
The first
path included
those who had no entry
on the previous
noted above.
column 17, or the employment
items,
columns
21-34.
If there
residence
item,
was no entry
for highest
grade completed,
or if the entry
was 0, the assigner
was instructed
to use general
deck A to assign an age.
If the entry
in column
14 was ‘1’
to ‘H-4’,
the assigner
was inst rutted to use the table estimating
age
Finally,
if the entry
in column 14 was
from highest
grade of school completed.
assigners
were to use General
Deck C with the table of age and
above
‘H-4’,
highest grade completed
as minima.
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The second path for this type of mknown
age involved
those persons
for whom
there
were entries
for the employment
questions,
columns 21-34,
whether
or not
there
was an entry
for
the previous
residence
question,
column
17.
This
procedure
inwIved
checking
the school attendance
question
in column 13.
If this
entry
was either
‘No’
or blank,
the assigner
made an estimate
based on either
If there was an entry
in column 13,
the Occupation
Deck or on General
Deck C.
the assigner
next examined
the entry
in column 14 for highest
grade completed.
the age estimate
was made from
the
If there
ws
no entry
in column
14,
If the entry
in column 14 was from
Occupation
Deck or from General
Deck C.
‘7’
to ‘C-4’,
the assigner
MS instructed
to use the table estimate
for the age
related
to highest
grade completed.
Finally,
if there
was any other
entry
in
column 14, the estimate
was made from the Occupation
Deck or General
Deck C.
The final path for this type of single person was for those persons with an entry
in column 17, previous
residence,
but no entries
for the employment
information,
columns
21-34.
The procedure
involved
determining
the entry
for current
school
attendance,
column
13.
If the person was then attending
school,
the assigner
was instructed
to check the entry
in column 14 for highest
grade completed.
If
there
Ws no entry,
the age estimate
wils made from General
Deck B.
If the
entry
in column
14 was from
‘0’
to ‘H-4’,
the estimate
was made from the
table indicating
the average age for highest grade completed.
If the entry
in column 13 indicated
that this person was not currently
attending
the assigner
also next checked
the entry
in column
14,
highest
grade
school,
completed.
If there wds no entry
in column 14, the assigner
was instructed
to
use General
Deck B for the age estimate.
If the entry
in this column was above
‘H-4’,
the estimate
was made from General
Deck C, with the table
for highest
grade completed
used as a minimum.
If the entry
in column 14 was ‘H-l’
to
‘H-4’,
only the table for highest
grade completed
was used.
In those cases in
which
there
was an entry
of ‘0’
to ‘8’
in this column,
special
methods
were
If it appeared
that the enumerator
had failed
to report
school attendance
used.
but it could be assumed that the child was in school,
then the table for highest
If the highest
grade completed
was reported
as ‘0’
grade completed
wds used.
and the entry
for previous
residence
was considered
valid,
the ages of ‘5’
and
‘6’
were assigned
alternately.
When the highest
grade completed
was listed
as
‘0’
but the entry
for previous
residence
was questionable,
the assignment
was
one-third
of the time,
as ‘6’
one-third
of the time,
and from
made as ‘5’
General
Deck A one-third
of the time.
This latter
procedure
was required
by the
fact that there were a large number of portfolios
presented
to the age-allocation
operation
on which the enumerator
had experienced
difficulty
with the question
on
residence
5 years
ago--about
one-third
of the children
under 5 were listed with
residence
5 years ago.
For those single
persons
whose relation
to head did not show them to be child,
grandchild,
niece,
or nephew,
the next step inu>Ivad determining
whether
there
were entries
in columns
21-34
for employment
information.
If this information
the assigner
made the age estimate
based upon the Occupation
Deck
was present,
or General
Deck C.
If there
was no employment
information,
the next step
inwIved
determining
the entry
for previous
residence.
If there was no entry
for
column
17, the estimate,
was made from the General
Deck A.
If there v+as an
entry
in column 17, the estimate
was made from General
Deck B.
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General
Deck A provided
for age allocation
in the range of 0 through
4 years of
Whenever this deck turned
up the age 0, the assigner
age.
was required
to use
the Infant
Deck.
This deck consisted
of eight cards,
used in rotation,
ranging
from 4 months
through
11 months.
Only
rarely
were the cards
for 0 months
This special deck was designed to avoid having to fill out
through
3 months used.
an ‘infant
card’
during
processing.
In 1940,
the infant
card was an innovation
which
enumerators
were asked to fill
out for every
infant
of three
months or
less.
These cards were turned over to the Division
of Vital
Statistics
to allow it
to cross
reference
the completeness
of birth
registrations.
Thus,
these cards
were only used when there was some definite
indication
that the age of the infant
was under
4 months.
As with
the other
decks
used in age assignment,
the
procedure
for using the Infant
Deck was the same as that described
abow for the
Mother Deck.
Chxe
the &tailed
method
for age assignment
had been used to arrive
at an
estimated
age for those persons
with unknown
ages,
the age-assigner
was then
required
to check
the estimate
to see if it was consistent
with other
reliable
information
on the schedule.
In addition,
certain
rides were adopted for checking
consistency
:
(1) the gap between
the age of a child and younger
parent
could
not be less than 14 years;
(2)
the gap betwleen
the age of a child
and a
gram&parent
could not be less than ‘30’
years;
(3) nieces and nephews could not
be older than their
aunts or uncles;
(4) the head of a household
could not be
under ‘18’;
(5) an apprentice
or new wtxker
could not be over ‘25’;
and (6)
the age assigned to a person at work on a WPA, CCC, or NYA project
had to be
within
the regulation
age limits
of those agencies.
If these consistency
checks
were failed,
the age had to be reassigned
taking
into consideration
the information
with
which the estimate
had been inconsistent.
If the consistency
checks were
passed,
the assigned
age was written
on the schedule
in green ink to distinguish
it
from the enumerator’s
entries
which were written
in black ink and from the red
editorial
markings.
Verification

of General

Population

Coding

In order to ensure accuracy,
the wrk
of the coders and the card punchers
was
In the preparation
of data which
were
not
required
by the legal
verified.
it was possible
to introduce
sample
inspection
into the
purposes
on the census,
p recessing .
The object
of sample inspection
was accuracy
in the production
of
statistical
tables,
while
at the same time maintaining
a minimum
cost for the
inspect ion.
It was estimated
that
the total
savings
from the use of sample
verification
in the processing
of returns
in 1940 amounted
to $263,000.
The
following
is a breakdown
of the savings from the use of sample wrification
[6] :

--m-s-----

[6]
For this
and the
punching
below,
see W.
in the
Processing
of
Association
36:351-360.

description
and results
of sample
verification
Edwards Deming and Leon Geoffrey,
‘On Sample
Census
Returns,’
Journal
of
the
American

of card
Inspection
Statistical
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Process

in which

sample

verification

Preliminary
employment
transcription
General
population
coding
Occupation
coding
General
housing coding
Individual
population
card punching
Housing dwelling
card punching
Total

savings

was used

Savings
s 3,000
82,000
68 * 000
15,000
73,000
22 ) 000
52 63,000

It
was
considered
necessary
that
coders
and punchers
have
a history
of
accurate
mrk
Before
sample
verification
took
the
place
of
consistently
loo-percent
verification.
Once performance
records
showd
the work of coders
and punchers
to be accurate
within
control
limits,
small but frequent
samples of
their
work sufficed
for maintaining
control
of the processing.
It was necessary
to keep a record of the production
and errors
of each individual
and to monitor
This record +MS kept on the verifier’s
report
of
this
record
daily and wekly.
The principles
behind
the
sample
verification
of the coding
errors
found.
operations
were
the same as the principles
which
were applied
to the sample
verification
of card punching.
of the general
population
coding
was performed
to
In Operation
8, verification
correct
errors
made by the Operation
7 clerks,
to discover
those cases where the
systematic
coding
errors
indicated
misunderstanding
or misinterpretation
of the
and to determine
whether
the age estimator
made
instruct ions by the coding clerk,
the correct
entries
in columns 13, B, and D.
the clerks
were
required
to become
Before
starting
the verification
process,
to Enumerators’
(Form
PA-1 ), the ‘Instructions
familiar
with
the ‘Instructions
for General
Population
Coding’
(Form P-327a),
and the ‘Instructions
for Punching
Population
Individual
Cards A and B’ (Form P-345),
the last of tiich
indicated
As in other
how the puncher
used the Mrious
code numbers
and corrections.
the
clerks
in the
general
coding
verification
made
all
editing
operations,
Entries
made by enumerators
were
nut erased,
corrections
with
red pencils.
However,
entries
made by the coding clerks
wzre
merely
cancelled
and corrected.
a Ilowed to be erased when necessary.
The clerks
in Operation
8 were required
to fill out a verifier’s
report of errors
found
for each day’s
work
and for each section
verified
when mOre than one
A separate
line was filled
out on
section
number of Operation
7 was examined.
The informat ion
this
form
for every
person
whose wrk
was Being verified.
recorded
on the
form
included
the name of the coder,
the state,
the E.D.
A tally
of the number of entries
or codes changed
nunber,
and the population.
Also recorded on
was kept and entered
in the column
‘Number
of Errors Found.’
the verifier’s
report
of errors
found was an entry
indicating
the types of errors
that appeared
frequently
in the coding.
The amcunt of a coding clerk’s
wrk
which was verified
depended upon the clerk’s
In the initial
stages of coding,
all work of each clerk was verified.
experience.
gained
experience,
the section
chiefs
were allowed
to
HOWWZ r , as the clerks
provide
specific
instructions
to the verifiers
that
adjusted
the amount
of mrk
verified
for particular
clerks,
depending
on the number
of errors
made by the
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coding
clerk.
The criteria
used in determining
which coding
for this sample verification
were the same as those described
on sample wrification
of card punching.

clerks
below

were eligible
in the section

The verification
process
began with the verification
of the transcription
of the
income
forms .
Once
any necessary
confidential
report
of wage
or
salary
corrections
were made,
the clerks
clipped
the forms together,
attached
a slip of
paper
identifying
the forms by state,
E.D.,
and the notation
‘transcribed,’
and
held them for return to the control
clerk when the coding of the entire
portfolio
had been wrified.
The wzrifiers
were instructed
to follow
a procedure
of verifying
column by column
rather
than line by line,
except
in cases where other entries
on a line or cm
other
lines for other members
of the household
had. to be examined
to determine
the accuracy
of a code.
However,
&ring
the later stages of wzrification
when
coders
had become
experienced
and
sampling
had been
int reduced
into
the
the verification
was done line by line.
verification
process,
Schedules
were
verified
one side at a time and the verifiers
were instructed
to keep the general
coding
instructions
in mind as they checked the schedules.
When the wrification
of the coding was completed,
the verifiers
made the proper
notations
on the portfolio
memorandum
and returned
the portfolio
and confidential
report
forms to the control
desk.
At the end of each day’s
work,
the verifiers
turned
in to their
section chiefs
the verifier’s
report of errors
found.
This form
was filled
out in duplicate.
One copy was kept by the verifier’s
section
chief
and the
other
copy
went
to the
section
chief
where
the coding
had been
performed.
Occupation,

Industry,

and Class

of

Worker

Coding

and Verification

Operation
9 consisted
of the coding of occupation,
industry,
and class of worker
entries
on the population
schedule,
columns
28-30,
F, 45-47,
J, and U.
The
Operation
9 instructions
are reproduced
in Appendix
IV.
In the prepa rations
for
this coding an occupation
index was prepared
in two volumes :
a Classified
Index
with Ry)re than 25,000
occupational
designations
arranged
according
to occupation
or occupation
group,
and an Alphabetic
Index of the occupational
designations
indicating
to which of the 451 occupations
and occupation
groups the classification
belonged. [7]
The Alphabetic
Index
also
included
approximately
9,500
industry
designations
and symbols
indicating
to which
of
132 titles
of the
industry
classification
the designations
belonged.
This index was prepared
by Dr. Alba M.
with
assistance
from
Ernest
J . McCormick,
and was based upon the
Edwards,
‘Standard
Industrial
Classification’
dewzloped
under the auspices
of the Central
Statistical
board between 1937 and 1939.
Each occupation
coding clerk was provided
with a copy of the Alphabetic
Index of
Occupations
and Industries
and a large card,
‘List
of Principal
Occupations
and
Industries
with their
Symbols, ’ on which several
of the principal
occupations
and
industries
in the index were printed.
These coding
aids were used to look up

[7]
U.S.
Occupations
Government

Department
of Commerce,
and Industries,
prepared
Printing
Office,
1940).

Bureau of the Census,
by Alba M. Edwards

Alphabetic
(Washington,

Index of
D.C. :
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each entry
of an occupation
(column
28) and of an industry
(column
29).
The
symbols
given
in the Index
for each were entered
in the first
two sections
of
In addit ion, columns 45 and 46 of the ‘Supplementary
column
F of the schedule.
section
of the schedule
were coded according
to the instructions
for
Questions’
coding columns 28 and 29.
Only those persons who were considered
to be in the
labor
force
were given occupation,
industry,
and class of mrker
codes.
Such
persons
were determined
by the codes appearing
in column E (for a description,
Only persons with column E codes of ‘1, ’ ‘2, ’ ‘3, ’ or
see abote,
page 14).
‘4’ were considered
to be in the labor force.
An ‘occupational
designat ion ’ consisted
of a complete
return of an occupation
of
the person and the industry,
business,
or place in which the person worked.
Each
occupational
designation
was represented
in the Alphabetic
Index by a five-digit
The first
three digits
of the code indicated
the occupation
and the
code symbol.
last two digits
represented
the industry.
In cases in which an occupation
occurred
in many industries,
the code for the industry
in the occupational
designat ion was
‘Ind.,
l
indicating
that the code for the particular
industry
listed
in the Industry
Index wes to be used.
The entry
in column 30 of the schedule
were coded in the third space in column
Schedule
Entry

z
E
OA
NP
New wrker

was for class of .norker.
F, according
to the following

These entries
scheme:

Meaning
1
2
3
4
5
6

Wage or salary worker
in private
work
Wage or salary vcorker in government
work
Employer
Working on own account
Unpaid family
worker
Person without
previous
work experience

Coders wre
instructed
to consider
as unpaid family
workers
all children
under 18
years of age and women of any age who were enumerated
with their
family
on a
farm and returned
as farm laborer,
garden
laborer,
or other agricultural
laborer,
indicating
otherwise.
with no entry
for column 30, unless there was information
All other
persons
returned
as farm laborer,
garden
laborer,
or other agricultural
laborer,
with no class of worker
entry
were coded as wage or salary
worker
in
Coders were also instructed
to check the occupation
entries
of
‘private
work.’
laborer’
to see that they were consistent
with the entry
in
*farmer’
and ‘farm
In almost
all cases,
anyone filling
out a
column
34 for farm schedule
number.
whereas
farm laborer
was coded if a farm
farm
schedule
vw~s coded as farmer,
Persons living on farms who were returned
as
schedule
had not been filled
out.
‘Laborer--odd
jobs,’
‘odd jobs,’
or ‘mrking
out,’
were given the code for farm
laborer.
The index was designed
to cover mOst occupational
designations,
but it was not
When an occupational
return
was not found in the Alphabetic
Index,
exhaustive.
to the coding supervisor.
In
or was not covered
by it, the case was referred
addition,
the coders were instructed
that when they encountered
children
under 18
they wre
to provide
codes for alternative
years of age in certain
occupations,
the
following:
apprenticeships.
Examples
included
usua I Iy
occupations,
boilermaker,
brickmason,
cabinetmaker,
ca rpente r ,
blacksmith,
COOper,
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designer,
coppersmith,
draftsman,
dressmaker
(not
in factory),
electrician,
machinist,
mechanic,
milliner,
plumber,
printer,
stonemason,
tailor,
and tinner
were coded blacksmith’s
apprentice,
boilermaker’s
apprentice,
etc.;
cook and
dairy
farmer
and farmer
were coded (dairy)
housekeeper
were coded servant;
and nurse was coded child’s
nurse.
farm laborer;
There were also occupations
for which children
were not deemed to possess the necessary
physical
or mental
requirements--proprietary,
official
, supervisory,
of professional
pursuits.
When
children
under 18 were returned
in such occupations,
the cases were referred
to
the section
chief.
In some cases,
the occupational
codes that were provided
differed
from the schedule entries.[8]
There ids
also a list of ‘peculiar
occupations
for women.’
When a wman
was
returned
as following
such an occupation,
the schedule
was examined
to determine
whether
an error
had been made either
in the occuoation
or in the sex of the
This list included the following
occupations:
person.
Auct ionee r
Baggageman
Blacksmith
Boatman
Boilermaker
Boiler wsher
Bootblack
Brakeman
Butcher
Butler
Cabinetmaker
Captain
Conduct0 r
Cooper
Craneman
Deck hand
Oitche r
Electrician
Engineer
(any)
Engine hostler
Express messenger
Fireman
(any)
Flagman,
rail road
Foreman,
lumber camp
Foreman,
mine/quarry
Foreman
(any construction

Forester
Freight Agent
Fu mace Man
Garbage man or scavenger
Gas or steam fitter
Heater
Hostler
Inspector,
mine/quarry
Ladler or pourer,
metal
Laborer,
coalyard
Laborer,
lumberyard
Laborer,
pipeline
Laborer,
road or street
Locomotive
engineer
Loom fixer
Lumberman
Machinist
Manager,
mine or quarry
Marine
Marshal
Master
Mate
Mechanic
M i I Iwr ight
Miner
industry)

Molder
(any metal)
Motorman
Pilot
Plasterer
Plumber
Pressman,
printing
Puddler
Railroad
official
Railway
mail clerk
Roofer
Sailor
Sawye r
Slater
Smelter
man
Stevedore
Stonecutter
Stonemason
Street cleaner
Structural
iron wrker
Switchman,
rail road
Teamster
Tinsmith
Tool maker
Woodchopper

Persons on or assigned to public emergency
work,
i.e.,
WPA, NYA, CCC, or local
were coded the same as other workers
for their occupation
entries.
relief
work,
For their
industry
entries,
such persons
were also coded the same as workers
in
private
employment
when an industry
was reported.
When the return
merely
----a----m
[S]
For a discussion
of this issue and, in particular,
the issue of coding women
occupations
that
is discussed
below,
see Margo Conk,
‘Accuracy,
in ‘unusual’
Efficiency,
and Bias:
The Interpretation
of Women’s
Work in the U.S.
Census
Methods 14(May
1981) : 65-72.
Statistics
of Occupations,
1890-1940,
’ Historical
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indicated
the
program,
such
as
gave mment . When a person reported

the
‘WPA,’
twu jobs, the

industry
code
was
given
first
return was coded.

as

they first
checked
the portfolio
When the coders
received
portfolios
for coding,
memorandum
to see if the portfolio
was to be examined
for industrial
home
An industrial
home worker
was defined
as one who worked in his or her
workers.
home for a commercial
employer
who furnished
the materials
or products
on which
A proper
return
for an industrial
home worker
included
the
the person worked.
The kind of
following
the occupational
entry
in column
28.
vm rds ‘at home’
business
or factory
by which the person was employed
was entered
in column 29.
The
coders
wre
instructed
to distinguish
carefully
between
industrial
home
workers,
who were mrking
for commercial
employers,
and persons who worked
in
their
own homes for themselves.
Each person
identified
as an industrial
home
‘Industriai
Home Worker
Transcription
worker
was recorded
on a line on the
Sheet’
(Form P-358).
When the coding of a portfolio
was complete,
the coders made the proper
entries
on the portfolio
memorandum
and noted that the data for industrial
home workers,
The portfolios
were returned
to the control
desk.
if any, had been transcribed.
and class of worker
coding MS done by
Verification
of the occupation,
industry,
Not all of the coding
was verified.
Instead,
sample
clerks
in Operation
10.
The proportion
verified
ems determined
by the section
wrificatlon
was used.
As coders
chief,
based upon the experience
and efficiency
of the coding clerks.
the amount of verification
of their
work was determined
by
became experienced,
the percentage
of error
in their previously
verified
work.
When portfolios
were given to the verifiers,
they went over several
sheets and
verified
the accuracy
of the occupation,
industry,
and class of worker
symbols
When an incorrect
symbol
was found,
the verifiers
assigned
by the coders.
changed
it to the correct
symbol
and made an entry
on a ‘Verification
Slip’
This slip entry
included
the sheet and line of the E.D. on which
(Form P-355).
the error
was found and the occupation,
industry,
and,
if involved,
class of
worker
entries
on the schedule,
the symbol the coder assigned,
and the corrected
The clerks
also
Erified
any
symbols
entered
in column
J of the
symbol.
section
of the schedule
and checked
to see that the
‘Supplementary
Questions’
transcription
of symbols from column F to column U had been properly
made.
Coding

and Verification

of the

Housing

Census

The coding of housing schedules
was performed
completion
of
involved
three
main processes:
examination
of specified
items for completeness
code symbols for entries
not preceded.

.

This operation
in Operation
11.
entries
for added dwelling
mits,
and consistency,
and provision
of

The housing
schedules
were
contained
in separate
portfolios
after
The
examination
of
the
housing
schedules
was
made
section
Corrections
were made by cancelling
the original
entry
and writing
entry above or beside the old entry,
or by checking
the correct
box.

operation
6.
by
section.
the correct

Part I
Entries
on the occupied-dwelling
schedules
were arranged
in several parts.
contained
information
on the location
of the dwelling
unit and household
data.
Specific
items included
the number of the structure
in order of visitation
and the
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the population
line number of the head
dwelling
Lnit number within
the structure,
of the household,
the block number
(in cities
of 50,000
or more),
the race of
the head,
the number of persons
in the household,
farm residence,
home tenure
the Mlue of the home or the amount of monthly
rent paid.
(owned or rented),
Part II contained
data on the characteristics
of the structure,
such as number of
the presence
of a business
within
the structure,
the year and
dwelling
wits,
purpose
for which the structure
was originally
built,
and the exterior
material
and
need for major repairs.
Information
on the characteristics
of the dwelling
units,
such as the number of rOOms and the equipment
present,
was contained
in part
Ill.
Part IV consisted
of utility
data,
including
any furniture
that was included
Finally,
financial
data for each owner-occupied
nonfarm
rmit was
in the rent.
present
in part V of the occupied-dwelling
schedule.
This information
consisted
of
the MIue of the property,
the total
mortgage
debt,
the first
mortgage
debt,
the
the interest
charged,
regular
payments,
and the holder of the first
mortgage
or
land contract.
The vacant-&lling
schedules
contained
information
in three parts.
The location
and general
data in part I included
the visitation
and dwelling
unit numbers,
the
block
number,
farm
location,
occupancy
status,
and the monthly
rental
(or an
estimate).
Part
II,
the characteristics
of the structure,
and part
III,
the
characteristics
of the dwelling
tmit,
were the same as on the occupied-dwelling
The &tails
of the coding process
for the housing census are provided
schedule.
in the ‘Coding
Instructions
for Housing Census’
(Form HC-15).
Verification
of the housing census was performed
in Operation
12 according
to the
same
basic
procedures
used to verify
the
general
population
coding.
This
procedure
included
an initial
verification
of all work by each coder.
As the
coders
became experienced
and met established
error
rates,
the verification
of a
coder’s
work
wes done on a sampling
basis.
Throughout
the
verification
clerks
were required
to fill out the verifier’s
report
of errors
found
operation,
for each coder tise
work was checked,
for each day of verification.
When
verification
was finished,
the portfolio
memorandum
wes marked and the portfolio
was returned
to the control
desk.

TABULATION
The first
tabulation
of the census data was the count made in the field
by the
district
supervisor.
This count was made by totaling
the number of persons on the
population
schedule
and served as the basis for both the enumerators’
pay wuchers
and the preliminary
population
announcements.
A similar
process
was performed
by the clerks
in Operation
4.
In this operation,
the clerks produced
a hand count
of the population
by counting
the number of persons and dwelling
units enumerated
on population
schedules.
This hand count served as the official
population
count
used in the apportionment
process
and wds the basis for the first
series of state
bulletins
on population
and the first wrlume of the final population
report.[9]
While
these
counts
were
tabulations
according
to detailed
characteristics

they
were
not classifications
of
of the population.
To present

the
the

data
data

---s----m-

[9]
Leon
E. Truesdell,
Census, ’ Journal of the

‘The
American

Mechanics
Statistical

of the
Society

Tabulation
of the
30 (1935 ) : 89-94.

Ropulation

a0

obtained
from the census schedules
in detailed
form,
the data were transformed
into a format
permitting
machine processing.
The conversion
of the data on punch
cards
into tabular
form
represented
the final
step in the processing
of census
returns.
Card

Punching

and the

Sample

Verification

of

Punch Cards

The use of punch cards
in the processing
of census returns
began in the 1890
Punch cards used in processing
this census were blank and
Census of Population.
required
reading boards in order to show the proper
positions
for making punches.
Throughout
the next 40 years,
substantial
developments
occurred
in the technology
of card punching.[lO]
By 1930,
commercial
key punches had replaced
the reading
boards.
A standardized
punch card of 24 columns had been developed
for use on
the commercial
key punches.
Between
1930 and 1940,
the Bureau
adopted
a
4%column
punch card and altered
its machines
to handle these new cards.
This
change
was
significant
because
it allowed
extra
fields
on which
to punch
information
from the census schedules.
In the processing
of census returns
in 1940,
card punching
MS done by operators
working
in groups of 20.
Each section
of punch operators
was supervised
by a
chief
and
an assistant
section
chief.
sect ion
The
operators
transferred
information
appearing
on the schedules to the cards by punching designated
keys on
hand-operated
punch machines.
Detailed
instructions
explained
the translation
of
schedule
entries
into codes to be punched in designated
columns,
or fields,
on the
Codes and editorial
changes
had been made on the schedules
in
punch cards.
There
were eight
different
types
of cards
punched.
A
previous
operations.
complete
description
of these cards
is given in Appendix
V.
An additional
card
(Card
W) containing
1910 Census fertility
information
was produced
as a WPA
project
and used by the Bureau for comparative
fertility
analysis.
As noted above,
one of the innowttions
in the 1940 processing
of census returns
was the use of sample inspection
in the verification
of different
operations.
The
sample verification
of card punching
was central
to the card punching operation.
Initially,
a verification
clerk examined
all of a card puncher’s
work.
Error rates
of the card punchers
were recorded
on the verifier’s
report of errors
found on a
daily
basis and plotted
on a weekly
basis.
When the work of a puncher
met
the
work
of the
puncher
became
subject
to sample
predetermined
criteria,
To qualify
for sample inspection,
the punchers
had to show for a
verification.
4-week
period
an average
error
rate of not more than one wrong card per 100
cards
punched
and no week of an average
of 2 wrong cards per 100 punched.
four weeks could
include
a portfolio
for which
Additionally
, only one of those
there
were more than 3 wrong cards per 100 cards
punched.
A puncher
was
disqualified
from sample wzrification
when the average
error
rate for any week,
exceeded
3 wrong cards per 100 cards punched,
or
determined
on a sample basis,
if it exceeded
2 wrong cards per 100 cards
punched
for tw
weeks out of a
&week
period.
The sample
percent)
of

verification
lasted
7 months.
the 175,600,OOO
cards punched

During
this period,
Sl,OOO,OOO
(29
were subjected
to sample verification.
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records
were being kept on 1,265
punchers
and 498
During
the peak of activity,
The maximum
number of punchers
who qualified
for sample verification
verifiers.
at any one time was 473 (39 percent).
Only 13 of the punchers
who qualified
for sample verification
were
later
disqualified.
Additional
staff
included
seven
people
in record maintenance,
three
in training
and supervision
of verifiers,
two
doing studies of the error
records and special
problems,
and one supervisor
under
the direction
of the mathematical
advisor
(Dr. Deming).[ll]
The sample verification
operation
in~lved
the selection
of 5 percent
of the cards
in each portfolio
punched by a ‘qualified’
puncher.
This averaged
about one card
per 8 minutes
of work
by the punchers.
The selection
of cards
for sample
verification
was done through
systematic
sampling
of the cards.
A random starting
point
was used and changed
daily
for each verifier.
Any errors
found by the
verifier
in the sample were corrected.
In addition,
the verifier
wes instructed
to
verify
all cards in a portfolio
whenever
the error
rate of the sample exceeded
3
wrong cards per 100.
About 2 percent
of the work of qualified
punchers
was
reverified
in this
manner.
Visual
verification
of certain
columns
was also
performed
by holding
together
cards
for which holes were to be punched
in the
same place
on each card.
An additional
7 percent
of the work of qualified
punchers
was verified
in this manner.
The sorting
and tabulating
machinery
wils
also set to reject cards with certain
inconsistent
punches.
These cards were then
corrected.
Five 5,000-card
samples
of incorrectly
punched
A cards were studied
to learn
about the nature of the errors
made in card punching.[l2]
The study showed that
when sample
verification
was used,
the net effects
of incorrect
punches
were
In many fields,
errors
tended to compensate
for each other.
It
often
negligible.
was also
found that
the units
column
of a field
was more often
incorrectly
punched
than earlier
columns
in the field;
thus,
errors
in numerical
fields
were
As an example,
age was incorrectly
punched on 3,210
mostly of small magnitude.
cards of the sampled
25,000
cards.
Still,
41.8 percent
of these 3,210
cards
were punched within
the correct
S-year
age group and 40 percent
of the remaining
cards
were punched
in adjoining
S-year
age groups.
The study found that the
incorrect
punches
in other
f ie Ids analyzed- -wage
pattern
of
farm
income,
residence,
race,
citizenship,
and marital
status--was
essentially
the same for all.
Errors
tended to compensate
for one another,
i.e.,
the distribution
of the errors
was not greatly
different
from the distribution
without
the errors.
The study
also determined
factors
associated
with
the occurrence
of incorrect
The clustering
of incorrect
punches
on cards
having
more than one
punches.
incorrect
punch was examined.
It was found that 86 percent
of the incorrect
cards had only one error,
while 9 percent
had two errors
and only 5 percent
had
three
or more errors.
An investigation
of the 3,535
cards with two or more
errors
showed that the multiple
incorrect
punches were related,
as when a column
was skipped,
thereby
making the punches for subsequent
columns incorrect.
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1121 The results
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‘Errors
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Tepping , and Leon Geoffrey,
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The distribution
of incorrectly
punched cards according
to the schedule
line number
It was found that there WIS a gradual decrease
in the number
was also examined.
of incorrect
cards
for successive
lines of the population
schedule.
This was
expected
since earlier
lines were
filled
out more often
than later
lines.
In
the number of incorrect
cards for certain
lines was considerably
greater
addition,
than for others.
The four lines designated
for supplementary
questions
and the
first
line of the schedule
showed a prominence
over the other
lines.
The study
concluded
that
source
of the errors
on the,. lines designated
for supplementary
questions
was in the column on the card which indicated
that the schedule
line \hrds
designated
as a supplementary
line.
Lines not so designated
had substantially
fewer
errors
in this column.
The greater
error
rate on the first
line of a
schedule
was attributed
to breaks
in the puncher’s
rhythm caused by the removing
of a completed
schedule
and insertion
of a new in the schedule
holder behind the
In particular,
card punch machine.
it was found that the longer interval
before
the first
line of the first
sheet of a portfolio
was associated
with the greater
nunber
of incorrect
punches.
The

frequency

of certain
codes in relation
to incorrect
punches \~as also analyzed.
that for certain
fields of the A card,
there occurred
punches which
were
far more frequent
than any other
punch in the field.
For instance,
the
punch of ‘Native’
in the citizenship
field HBS far more frequent
than any other of
the possible
punches in the field.

It WQS found

Machine

Processing

Central
to the processing
of census data has been the incorporation
of changes in
machine
technology.
These changes were designed
to increase
both the’ efficiency
and the accuracy
with which the data from individual
returns
could be tabulated.
By 1940,
the Census Bureau was using census-built
sorting
machines,
unit counters
with
60-column
recording
sheets,
and reproducers--used
to transfer
punched
items
on one to any position
on another
card. [13]
The sorting
a column on
multicolumn
complicated

machine was
the cards.
sorter
was
sort required

used to sort punch cards according
the xxlues punched
in
The sorters
could only sort on one column at a time.
A
not developed
in the Eureau
until
1947.
Thus,
any
several passes through
the sorter.

After
preliminary
sorting,
punch cards were passed through
a unit counter.
The
unit counter
kept counts of the number of individuals
with specific
characteristics.
This machine
ws
capable
of counting
up to 7 separate
fields,
or columns,
on
Through
a system of relays
these columns
could be combined,
thus
each card.
The number of separate
characteristics
eliminating
some preliminaw
card sorting.
that could be counted
was limited
when the codes for characteristics
occupied
more than one field
on a card.
The results
of a run through
the urit
counter
were printed
on 60-column
recording
sheet or result slip.
Runs through
the unit counter
wre
made for relatively
small areas.
In order to
obtain
county
or state
totals,
the
figures
for these
small
areas
had to be
To do this,
consolidation
data from the mit
counter
result
slips
conso I idated.
were first
transferred
to summary cards through
the use of manually
operated
key

[13]
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punches.
These summary
cards were 45-column
cards onto which wre
punched
the
small-area
totals.
Then
printer-tabulator
machines
developed
by
IBM
accumulated
information
from consecutive
summary
cards.
These machines
could
also add items punched
in different
fields
of the same card to provide
needed
totals
and subtotals.
The results
were then printed
approximately
as they were
needed for publication.
This machine
replaced
an earlier
process
of copying
the
unit-counter
result slips onto consolidation
sheets,
from which totals
and subtotals
were obtained
by using manually
operated
adding machines.
An initial
count was made from the tabulation
of the ‘Preliminary
Sample Cards’
These cards had been punched
from information
on the preliminary
(S cards).
sample transcript
ion sheet.
The information
on these sheets had been obtained
in
Operation
5 for those persons
whose
line entry
on the population
schedule
had
fallen
in the S-percent
sample,
i.e.,
on a line marked
‘Suppl.
Ques. ’
Both the
transcription
sheet and the S card contained
information
on an individual’s
work
status,
age, race,
sex, and place of residence.
There was space on each S card
for information
on all four sample individuals
on a particular
population
schedule.
Tabulations
of these
cards
yielded
the number
of persons
in each work
status
classified
by race,
sex,
farm
residence,
and several
age intervals.
For each
state,
tabulations
were made separately
for (1) the rural farm and rural nonfarm
areas,
( 2 ) towns and cities
bet-en
2,500
and 100,000
persons,
and (3 ) each
city of 0-r
100,000
persons.
In order to rapidly obtain statistics
on employment
and unemployment,
the punching
and tabulating
of S cards occurred
before
the schedules
had been edited.
The
tabulations
made from the S cards were,
therefore,
preliminary
releases
and were
adjusted
to the hand count
of the total
population
for the areas
for which
tabulations
were made. [14]
The results
of these tabulations
were released
almost
one year ahead of the tabulations
based upon the other punch cards.
All cards other
than the preliminary
sample card were punched after
editing
had
been performed.
Statistics
based on the remaining
punch cards differed
from the
statistics
based upon the S card.
The magnitudes
of changes
in statistics
after
editing
usually
were not great.
However,
for state tables
with small cell sizes
preliminary
figures
were sometimes
changed by 20 to 25 percent.
The tabulations
from the later
sample cards had closer
controls
since they were adjusted
to the
totals
of Mrious
population
classes,
such as age,
sex, or employment
status,
counted
in the complete
enumeration.
The first
through
seventh counts were made from tabulations’of
‘Individual
Cards’
a card punched
for each
individual
enumerated
on the population
(A cards),
The A card included
personal
characteristics,
educational
information,
schedule.
birth
and residence
data,
and data on labor force participation
and income
(see
Appendix
IV).
The first
count was a tabulation
by each enumeration
district.
sixth counts wre
tabulated
by different
geographical
areas:
census tracts;
by each ward in untracted
cities
of 100,000

(141
U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Methods
in the 1940 Population
Census,
Edwards Deming,
March 1941.

The second through
for tracted
cities
by
or more;
by each

Bureau
of the Census,
On the Sampling
prepared
by Frederick
F. Stephan and W.

city of 2,500
to 100,000;
by that part of the balance of each county which ws
and by that
included
in a metropolitan
district,
divided
by farm and nonfarm;
part
of the balance
of each county
which
was not in a metropolitan
district,
divided
by farm and nonfarm.
The characteristics
of the population
that were tabulated
varied
from count to
The first
count tabulated
farm residence,
race and nativity
by sex, and
count.
The second count tabulated
age and school attendance,
education,
age by sex.
The third count tabulated
foreignbom
and work status by sex, race, and nativity.
Whites
by country of birth
and citizenship
by sex and age.
The fourth
count
tabulated
for foreignborn
Negroes,
citizenship
by sex and age,
and for ‘minor
races, ’ race by nativity , age, and sex.
The fifth count of employed
wrkers
MS
broad occupation
and industry
group
by sex and race for those states
where a
significant
proportion
of the population
was not White.
The sixth count was the
marital
status,
and
citizenship
of
the
institutionalized
population
that was 14
age n
years of age and over,
and education
for persons
25 years and over,
by color,
sex and type of institution.
Finally,
the seventh count was for internal
migration
and consisted
of two parts.
Part one was the migrant’s
place of residence,
April
1940,
by the place of residence,
April
1, 1935.
Part two consisted
of
1,
migrant
characteristics
of Hlork status,
relationship
to household
head, education,
citizenship,
broad occupation
group,
age and color,
crosstabulated
with sex.
The tabulations
produced
by the first
through
fifth
counts wre
published
initially
as the Second,
Third,
and Fourth
Series
of State
and United
States
Summary
Bulletins.
These series bulletins
were later edited,
assembled,
and bound together
as sections
of published
wlumes.
The tabulations
from the sixth count served as
the basis for a special
report on the institutional
population.
Similarly,,
a series
of reports on migration
wre
issued based upon the seventh count tabulations.
[15]
In addition
to the S card there
were several
other
punch cards made from the
The ‘Supplementary
Individual
Card’
(B card)
was prepared
5 -percent
sample.
for each individual
in the sample.
This card included the coded responses
for the
as well as a number of items from the complete
supplementary
( sample)
items,
The ‘Fertility
enumeration
for that person.
Card’
(C card)
was completed
for
The C card contained
items from the B Card
ever married
women in the sample.
pertaining
specifically
to the woman
(such as age at first
marriage,
number of
children
ever born,
number of children
living
in the household,
etc.),
and also
items
pertaining
to the woman’s
husband
(age,
education,
and employment
and
A ‘Sample
Family
Card’
(D card)
was prepared
for
occupational
information
).
each household
for which the head fell on a sample
line.
The items on card D
included
some items’
reprobced
from
card
B for
the head and other
items
pertaining
to other members of the family
and to the entire
family.
The
results
of sample
tabulations
wre
presented
in a manner
similar
to the
Additionally,
each sample
presentation
of results
based on regular
tabulations.
frequency
was multiplied
by an adjustment
factor
based upon know
class totals of
This
adjustment
factor
vvas close
to the
reciprocal
of the
the
population.
sampling
ratio,
but varied somewhat due to the differential
presence
of blank lines
Almost
all tabulations
of the sample v.ere published
in a
among classifications.
series of special
reports.
--m-----w-
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There
ems a similar
program
for tabulation
of the housing census.
Tabulations
were
made from the three
housing
cards--cards
E, F, and G.
The ‘Dwelling
Card’
(card E) included
information
on the persons
living
in the dwelling
unit,
in
addition
to information
on the occupancy
status of the dwelling.
The F card,
called
the ‘Household
Card, ’ included
information
on household
items
from the
population
schedule
in addition
to information
from the housing schedule.
Finally,
the G card,
or ‘Mortgage
Card,’
had information
on the nature
of the dwelling
structure
and on the mortgage
debt.
Due to other demands for available
funds,
few of these data were tabulated
or published.
[16]
Since there
was widespread
interest
in the economic
situation
in the country,
extensive
tabulations
were made of the labor force and income data.
The 1940
tabulation
also increased
the enphasis
on metropolitan
districts
as the areal unit.
The metropolitan
district
was deemed a more significant
unit of analysis
than the
central
city
for the purpose
of labor market
analyses,
since the larger
area of
the metropolitan
district
was seen as a more appropriate
delineation
of the labor
market .

THE

EFFECT

OF WORLD WAR II ON THE

1940

CENSUS

The entry of the United
States
into World War II had a substantial
impact on the
operations
of the Bureau of the Census and its work on the 1940 Census.
Prior
to the War, the Eureau was inwIved
in the compilation
of the census data and the
preparation
of final
reports.
All schedules
had been edited
and coded,
punching
of cards for population
and housing was substantially
completed,
tabulations
were
and preliminary
reports
for all major fields
had been issued.
Figure
under way,
1 in Appendix
VI reports the cowletion
dates of the major processing
steps.
The Bureau had already
begun activities
in the area of national
defense.
A new
Assistant
Director
had been appointed
with
the
responsibility
of planning
and
facilitating
the defense
activities
of the bureau.
These activities
centered
around
the preparation
of information
needed by agencies
engaged
in national
defense
Priority
was given to tabulations
of 1940 Census data most needed by
projects.
these agencies
and a number of special tabulations
were also prepared.
[17]
With U.S.
entry
into the War, the preparation
of needed statistics
for defense and
war agencies
became the chief
function
of the Bureau.
The Bureau was converted
to a war program
by the Second War Powers Act of 1942.
This act authorized
the Secretary
of Commerce
to make information
on census schedules
for individual
to defer
or dispense
with
any regular
respondents
available
to war agencies,
census
or statistical
work
of the Commerce
Department,
and to make needed
investigations
and reports
of census
or statistical
matters
that
were
special
necessary
for the conduct of the War.

[16]
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Since most of the information
collected
the essential
aspect
of war planning,
However,
the census were retained.
abandoned.

in the 1940 Census was needed for some
features
of the program
for completion
of
certain
aspects
of the program
had to be

A list of titles
and tentative
outlines
of contemplated
analytic
studies
had been
The
responses
of
these
circulated
among
conslltlers
of
census
materials.
consumers
had been reviewed,
but this program
of special
reports
had to be
The publication
of a statistical
atlas
was
curtailed
with the outbreak
of war.
The program
for the compilation
of certain
population
statistics
also abandoned.
was also modified.
For example,
family
data were tabulated
only on a sample
basis instead of on a complete
count basis as originally
planned.
The results of tabulations
of the population
data were made available
as quickly
as
possible
through
the use of sample tabulations
and advance
reports.
War agencies
particularly
labor
force
data,
in advance
of publication.
received
info rmat ion,
Advance
releases
were issued on foreign-born
Germans
and Italians
in the United
States and on Japanese
in the U.S.
and Hawaii.
Special
releases
were prepared
on the potential
labor
supply
in the nation,
the
reserve
labor
supply
among
the
education
level
of
men
of
military
age,
and
the
estimated
number
of
mm,
males
required
to register
under the Selective
Service
System.
Data from the
housing census were used to measure the fuel requirements
of the country
and the
supply and characteristics
of housing in critical
defense areas.[lS]
The additional
demands
made upon the 8ureau
by the War led the end of the
Sixteenth
Decennial
Census period to be extended
from December
31, 1942 to June
30, 1943.
By this latter
date,
most of the final
reports
had been printed.
The
costs of the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census are presented
in Appendix
VI, Figure 2.
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Chapter
PUBLICATIONS

Five

FROM THE

1940

CENSUS

The publication
program
for the results
of the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census was
organized
with tabulations
first
published
as series of preliminary
bulletins,
many
of which
later
became incorporated
into final
reports.
This procedure
was used
both for the Population
Census and for the Housing Census.
The War led to the curtailment
of original
plans
for the distribution
of 1940
Some 150,000
groups and individuals
had requested
inclusion
Census publications.
on mailing
lists for census bulletins.
These lists were discontinued
during the War
and free bulletins
were sent only when deemed justified.
Pressures to curtail
the
shortages
of printing
and processing
capacity,
and the increased
use of paper,
To make information
costs of materials
and labor made such actions
necessary.
more readily
available,
some 1,600
libraries
throughout
the nation were designated
as depository
centers
for Census publications.
[l]
The preliminary
population
results
were
first
published
in a series
of state
bulletins
(including
the District
of Columbia),
entitled
‘Sixteenth
Census of the
1940,
bpulation,
First Series,
Number of Inhabitants.’
A United
United
States:
States
Summary
Bulletin
and separate
bulletins
for the territories
and possessions
These bulletins
were completed
between
August
1940 and
were
also published.
April
1941.
They provided
population
counts by counties
and minor civil divisions
(such as townships,
districts,
and precincts),
with separate
figures’
for cities,
towns,
villages,
and other
incorporated
places,
for mrds
of incorporated
places
of 5,000
or more persons,
and for metropolitan
districts
and census tracts.
The
bulletins
were later
edited
and assembled
together
in a bound wlume,
Sixteenth
Census of the United States:
1940,
Population,
Volume l--Number
of Inhabitants,
which was published
in 1942 and constituted
a final
report of the 1940 Census of
Population.
series
of
population
bulletins,
‘Population,
Second
Series,
second
The
betwen
September
1941 and
Characteristics
of the Population,
’ wds produced
Similar
to the first
series bulletins,
the second series of bulletins
April
1942.
was composed
of separate
bulletins
for each state and the summary
bulletin
for
These second series
bulletins
were also edited
and assembled
the United
States.
in a bound \rolume
for publication.
Published
in 1943,
this
final
report
was
bpulation,
Volume
II--Characteristics
of the
entitled
Sixteenth
Census.
. .
Fbpulat ion and it was composed
of seven parts,
one part
devoted
to a U.S.
sunmary
and the other
six parts
presenting
data on states.
Included
in this
volume
were
statistics
for each state,
by counties
and,
in varying
degrees
of
for other
areas
such as incorporated
places
with
1,000
inhabitants
or
detail,
more,
townships
or minor civil divisions,
mrds
of cities
of 50,000
or more,
and
metropolitan
districts.
The characteristics
reported
included
residence
(urban,
rural-nonfarm,
and rural-farm),
sex, age,
race,
nativity,
citizenship,
country
of
birth,
school attendance,
highest
grade
completed,
employment
status,
class of
wrker,
major occupation
group,
and industry
group.

[l]
U.S.
Department
Commerce,
June 30,
1942),
po 27.

of Commerce,
30th
1942
(Washington,

Annual
D.C.:

Report
of
Government

the Secretary
of
Printing
Office,

the third
series
population
bulletins,
‘Population,
Third
In a similar
manner,
were completed
between July and November
1942.
This
Series,
The Labor Force,’
series
was edited,
assembled
and published
as Sixteenth
Census . . . Population,
Volume Ill--The
Labor Force,
in .1943.
This mlume was composed of 5 parts,
of
summary
and the remaining
parts
which
one part
was demoted to the U.S.
The data in both the bulletins
and the final
report
presented
data by state.
included
employment
status,
class of wrker,
occupation,
industry,
wage or salary
income
in 1939,
burs
mrked
in the census week of March 24 to 30,
1940,
months
mrked
in
1939,
duration
of
unemployment,
and
certain
personal
characteristics
(age,
sex, race, and marital
status).
Finally,
there
wes a fourth
series
of population
bulletins,
‘Population,
Fourth
whith
was prepared
in the period
from December
Series,
Characteristics
by Age,’
1942 to April
1943.
This ,series was aJso assembled
and published
in 1943,
as
Sixteenth
Census
. . . Ropulation,
Wume
IV--Characteristics
by Age.
This
volume ws
composed of one part devoted
to the U.S.
summary
and three parts
The data presented
were general
characteristics
of the population:
of state data.
citizenship,
marital
status,
relationship
to
the
head
of
household,
school
attendance,
highest
grade of school
completed,
and employment
status.
Each
population
characteristic
was cross-classified
by age.
The data %ere presented
residence
(urban,
rural-nonfarm,
rural-farm)
within
states,
and urban
for states,
places of 50,000
persons or more.
The results of the Census of l-busing
mre
published
in a manner corresponding
to
the publication
of population
results.
The first
series of housing tabulations
MS
completed
between
June 1941
and June 1942,
and was published
as a U.S.
summary
bulletin
and a series of state bulletins,
entitled
‘Housing,
First Series,
Data
for Small Areas. ’
These bulletins
were
edited,
bound and published
in
1943,
as Sixteenth
Census of the United
States: 1940,
Housing,
Volume
I--Data
There were two parts to this mlurne--one
part
for the U.S.
for Small Areas.,
sunmary
and several
states and the other
part for the remainder
of the states.
This volume presented
data for the U.S.,
regions of the U.S.,
each state,
and
states
for
residence
(urban,
rural-nonfarm,
rural-farm),
counties,
within
incorporated
of 1,000
inhabitants
or more,
for wards of cities
of 10,000
or
for
minor
civil
divisions,
and
for
metropolitan
districts.
The data
more,
presented
Here total number of dwelling
units classified
by occupancy
and tenure,
number of urits
having more than 1 .S persons per room, state
race of occupants,
Also,
for urban and rural-nonfarm
areas
and plumbing
equipment.
of repair,
information
was presented
on number
of residential
structures,
average
monthly
and mortgage
status
of owner-occupied
rent or rental
value of cfwelling
units,
Additional
data presented
for rural-farm
areas related
to electric
nonfarm
units.
running water,
and toilet
facilities.
lighting,
Also published
in 1943 was Sixteenth
Census . . . Housing,
Volume
II--General
Like the other published
wlumes,
it INIS an edited compilation
of
Characteristics.
summary bulletin,
in particular,
‘Housing,
a series of state bulletins
and a U.S.
Second Series,
General
Characteristics.
’ The reports
in the second series had been
compiled
betwen
January
and November
1942.
This
plume
contained
a part
sunmary
and four additional
parts containing
data for states.
d-ted
to a U.S.
The data presented
in this plume
encompassed
most of the subjects
for which
information
wils taken
in the housing
census.
The published
subjects
included
value of home or monthly
rent,
size of busehold
occupancy
and tenure
status,
and race of head,
type of structure,
exterior
material,
year built,
conversion,
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number of rooms,
housing facilities
and equipment,
and mortgage
state of repair,
status.
These general
characteristics
wre
presented
for states;
within
states
for
area
(urban,
rural-nonfarm,
rural-farm),
cities
of 50,000
inhabitants
or
metropolitan
districts,
and counties;
and within
counties
for urban places
more,
and rural areas.
The third
series
of housing bulletins,
‘Housing,
Third Series,
Characteristics
by
Monthly
Rent or Value, ’ was completed
between
October
1942 and March 1943.
After
editing
and assembling,
the series
was released
in 1943,
as Sixteenth
Census
. . . Housing,
Volume
Ill--Characteristics
by Monthly
Rent or Value,
consisting
of 3 parts--a
U.S.
sunmary
and two parts
devoted
to state data.
The statistics
presented
in this clcolmne were cross-classifications
of monthly
rent
or value of homes by type and age of structure,
state of repair,
number
of
size of household
and race of head,
persons per room,
housing facilities
rooms,
and mortgage
status.
and equipment,
The data were presented
for states
and
within
states
by area
(urban,
rural-nonfarm,
rural-farm),
cities
of 50,000
or
more inhabitants,
and larger metropolitan
districts.
The
final
series
of
housing
data,
‘Housing,
Fourth
Series,
Mortgages
on
Owner-Occupied
Nonfarm
Homes, ’ WQS also cwrpleted
between
October
1942 and
March
1943.
Under
the title,
Sixteenth
Census
.
Housing,
%lume
IV--Mortgages
on Owner-Occupied
Nonfarm
Homes,
this seras ‘WS also edited and
pllblished
in 1943.
It also consisted
of three oarts.
a U.S.
summarv and two
parts
of data
by state.
Also
included
in ‘the -published
volume
‘wre
tm
supplements
to the fourth
series
of bulletins :
‘Supplement
A, Homes &lilt
in
1935-1940,’
and,
‘Supplement
B, Homes Occupied
by Nonwhite
Owners.’
The
data presented
on first mortgages
included
the amount of outstanding
indebtedness,
type of payment,
frequency
and amount of payment,
interest
rate,
and holder of
data on all mortgages
included
value of the property,
estimated
rental
mortgage;
value,
year built,
and race of occupants.
Also shown are data on properties
with
junior
mortgages
and the outstanding
indebtedness
on first
and junior
mortgages.
The data are presented
for the United
States,
each state,
and within
states
for
cities
of 50,000
inhabitants
or more and large metropolitan
districts.
In addition
to these bulletins
which were .incorporated
into the final reports,
there
was a bulletin
which was not incorporated
into the final
reports,
‘Population
and
for Census Tracts.’
Housing , Statistics
This bulletin
consisted
of 58 pamphlets,
issued
between
1941
and 1943,
which
covered
60 tracted
cities.
The data
presented
in this
bulletin
included
such population
data
as sex,
age,
race,
nativity , citizenship,
country
of birth,
education,
employment
status,
class of
and major occupational
group;
worker,
housing
data included
occupancy
status,
type of structure,
state of repair
and plumbing
equipment,
tenure , value or rent,
size of household,
race of household
head, persons per room, radio,
refrigeration
equipment,
and heating
fuel by type of heating equipment.
The Census Bureau also published
census data in several
series of
releases
were later
incorporated
are lists of (1) those preliminary

the results of the first tabulations
of the 1940
preliminary
releases.
Most of these preliminary
into bulletins
and final
reports.
Provided
below
releases
for which the data ws not presented
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in other
Housing,

reports,
and (2)
final
reports
other than the wlumes
described

of the 1940
above.[2]

Censuses

of

Population

and

-w--s-----

[2] These lists were conpiled
from U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Bureau of the
Census,
Catalog
of
Publications
1790-1972
(Washington,
Government
Printing
Office,
1974),
pp. 84-113,
125-126.
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Preliminary

Sixteenth

Census

of the United

No.
23.
territories

States:

Population.
and possessions.

Releases

1940.

Series

Japanese
population
of the
December
9, 1941.
3 p.

No.
24.
Fbpulat ion.
Japanese
selected
cities
in the United States:

:

States

and

its

or citizenship
1941.
1 p.

in

in the Pacific
Coast States by
1940.
Oecember
11, 1941.

P-9:

No.
1.
Ropu lat ion.
of the United States.
No.
4.
selected

Foreign-born
December
12,

R&at
ion.
Citizenship
cities of the United States.

No. 5.
Japanese population
States by sex and nativity
or

Germans
and
1941.
2 p.
of

No.
9.
Territory

of

in selected
citizenship:

Characteristics
Pbpulat ion.
Hawaii:
1940.
February
2,

No. 11.
Ropulation.
in agriculture:
engaged

Trends
in the
1820 to 1940.

No.
13.
Population.
States.
May 11, 1942.

Reserve
4 p.

Italians

in selected

cities

the foreign-born
white
population
December
16, 1941.
3 p.

No. 8.
Pbpulat ion.
Preliminary
figures
and industry
for the Japanese population
February
2, 1942.
3 p.

. . .Series

United

population
by nativity
1940.
December
10,

No.
25.
Japanese population
Fbpulation.
sex and nativity
or citizenship,
by counties
5 P*

. . .Series

P-3 :

counties
and cities
of the
1940.
December
19, 1941.
on employment
of the Territory

labor

supply

among

United
49 p.

status,
occupation,
of Hawaii:
1940.

of the Japanese
1942.
3 p.
proportion
of the
March 28, 1942.

in

population

nation’s
2 p.
-men

of

bbor

in

the

the

force

United

P-10:

No. 20.
bpulat ion.
of the United
States,
14, 1942.
6 p.

Racial composition
of
by regions,
divisions,

the urban and rural
and States:
1940.

population
November

No. 21.
Population.
Age, color,
and sex composition
of the population
in
urban places
classified
by size and in rural areas,
for the United
States,
by regions:
1940. March 5, 1943.
8 p.

. . .Series

P-14:

No.
13.
occupation
10 p.

Ropulat ion.
and industry,

All
experienced
for the United

persons
in
States:
1940.

the
labor
force
by
October
29,
1943.
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. . .Series

P-15:

Population.
No.
5.
1940.
September
30,

. . .Series
No.
May

Foreign
white
1942.
6 p.

stock

German

and

Italian

origin:

H-3 :
Urban Mcancy
Housing.
1941.
1 p.
and map.

2.
23,

Housing.
Housing
No.
3.
place,
for the United States
1941.
4 p.

in the

Characteristics

States

of

the

1940.

by county:

classified
by size
1940.
September

of
8,

Reports

1940.
Sixteenth
Census of the United
States :
persons
not in the labor force,
14 years
household
relationship,
months worked
in
group.
1943.
vi, 117 p.

. . . Ropulat ion.

United

figures
for urban places
and geographic
divisions:

Final
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of

Population.
Characteristics
of
old and over.
Age,
sex, color,
1939,
and usual major occupation

nonwhite

population

by

race.

1943.

vi,

p-

. . . Population.

Comparative
occupation
statistics
for the United
States,
1870
to 1940.
A comparison
of the 1930
and 1940
census
occupation
and
industry
classifications
and statistics;
a comparable
series
of occupation
1870
to 1930;
and a social-economic
grouping
of the
labor
statistics,
force,
1910 to 1940,
by Dr. Alba M. Edwards.
1943.
xii,
206 p.

.

.

. Fbpulat ion.

Differential

fertility,

1940

and

The reports
in this series are based
census returns
for 1940 and 1910.

1910.

.

.

on tabulations

1943-1947.
of

samples

5 v.
of

the

based
upon
tabulations
from
the
Fertility
by
duration
of
marriage,
1940 and 1910.
Sixteenth
and Thirteenth
Censuses
of the United
States:
338 p.
(Running
title,
Sixteenth
Census of the United
States:
1947.
vi,
1940,
omitted.
)
Fertility

for

States

and

large

cities.

1943.

vii,

281 p.

Standardized
fertility
rates and reproduction
rates.
A
report
designated
Fertility
for States and large cities.
Women by number

of

Women

of children

by number

. . .R>pulation.

Education

Educational
attainment
upon tabulations
from

children

.

.

ever
under

born.

5 years

. 1943-1947.

by economic
the Sixteenth

1945.
old.

ix,

410

1945.

supplement
1944.
vi,

to the
40 p.

p.
ix,

265 p.

3 v.

characteristics
Census of

the

and marital
status
United
States:

based
1940.
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1947.
1940,

vi,
226 p.
omitted.
)

Educational
50 p.

(Running

attainment

of

title,

Sixteenth

children

by

Census

rental

value

of

of

the

United

home.

States:

1945.

iv,

occupation
and household
relationship
of males
18 to 44 years
Education,
old.
Prepared
by the Division
of Population,
Bureau of the Census,
of the
Department
of Commerce,
in cooperation
with the Special
Services
Division
of the War Department.
1943.
vi, 23 p.

. . . Ropulation.
United

States,

. . . Ropulat ion.
Age of
Color

Estimates
of labor force,
1940 and 1930.
1944.

employment,
vi, 18 p.

Internal

to 1940

migrants.

1946.

and sex of

Economic
Social

migration,
iv,

characteristics

. . .Fbpulation.

The

labor

The reports
1940 census

in this
returns.

and family

Employment

and personal

Usual

Wage or

. . . Ropuiation.

salary

iv,

series

are

1943-1946.

vi,

223 p.

270 p.

based

of

.

. 1943.

on tabulations

women.
vi,

vi,

6
of

v.
samples

of

the

212 p.

177 p.

256 p.

63 p.
in 1939.

vi,

194 p.

and parentage

General
characteristics,
large cities.
iv, 279 p.

age,

by nativity,
cities.
v,58

of the white

series
of the

Country
of origin
of the foreign
value or rent of home, for States

tongue,
and large

. 4 v.

174 p.
vi,

The
reports
in this
tabulations
of samples

Mother
States

v,

statistics).

characteristics.
iv,

income
Nativity

1946.

(sample

characteristics.

occupation.

.

490 p.
1946.

characteristics

characteristics.

Occupational

viii,

migrants.

force

Employment

industrial

1943.
of migrants.

of

.

in the

382 p.

migrants.

characteristics

1935

and u-remployment

population

are
based
in whole
population
returns
of

stock by nativity,
and large cities.

marital

parentage,
p.

status,

and

country

iv,

.

.

.1943.

or
in part
on
the 1940 census.

citizenship,
122 p.

education,

for

of

and

origin,

3 v.

age,

and

States

and

age,

for
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. . .Fbpulation.

Special
report
on institutional
owr,
characteristics
of
inmates
in penal
for the delinquent,
defective,
and dependent.

. . .l%pulation.

State

of

birth

of

. . .Rqulation.

Unincorporated
population
of unincorporated
which separate
figures
could

. . .RopuJation.

Families

Employment
110 p.
Family
more.

status;

wage
1943,

. . . Rqxrlation
Regions

.

regions

regions

and cities

of

in 1939;

head ;

and

1 ,OOO,OOO or

regions

regions

cities

and housing.
of 100,000
or more,
vi, 332 p.

1944.

viii,

78 p.

States.
Total
inhabitants
for

4 v.

of

more.

and cities

and cities

of

l,OOO,OOO

Families.
and housing.
Characteristics
and divisions.
1943.
iv, 82 p.

. . . Rqnrlation
cities
1943.

population.

United
States,
by
having 500 or more
1943.
iv, 32 p.

. 1943-1944.

and age of
p.

families;

native

communities,
communities
be compiled.

or salary
income
iv, 156 p.

Size of family
1944.
iv, 727
Types of
221 p.

.

the

population
14 years
old and
institutions
and in institutions
1943 iv, 361 p.

of

1943.

v,

1 ,OOO,OOO or

1 ,OOO,OOO or more.

or

of

more.

rural-farm

Families.
General
characteristics.
and metropolitan
districts
of 200,000

1943.

vi,

families.

or

States,
more.

. . . f%pulation

Families.
and housing.
Income and rent.
cities
of
Regions,
l,OOO,OOO
or more,
and metropolitan
districts
of l,OOO,OOO
or more.
1943.
v, 237 p.
(Subtitle
should read :
For regions and for metropolitan
districts
of 1 ,OOO,OOO or more . . .-Slip
attached
to title
page. )

. . .FQxrlation
1 ,OOO,OOO
iv, 141 p.

Families.
and housing.
or more,
and metropolitan

Territories

and

The following
final
reports
were
volume entitled
‘Sixteenth
Census
and Possessions, ’ but such volume

Tenure
districts

and
of

rent.
500,000

Regions,
cities
of
or more.
1943.

Possessions
to have been published
of the United States:
was never issued.

in a single
bound
1940.
Territories

Alaska

. . .F@ulatIon.
housing).

Characteristics
Alaska.
1943.
iv,

of
20 p.

the

population

(with

limited

data

on
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Hawaii
. .

. Pbpulat ion.
Second
1943.
iv, 35 p.

. . .Housing.

General

American

Samoa

. . *American

Samoa.

series.

Characteristics

characteristics.

Hawaii.

Population,

agriculture.

of

the

1943.

v,

1941.

iv,12

population.

Hawaii.

27 p.

p.

Guam

. . &ram.

Population,

Panama

. . .Panama

Canal

Zone

Canal

Zone.

Puerto

Rico

. . .Pkrerto

Rico.

.

.

. .

*Puerto

Rico.

Virgin

Islands

(U.S.

United

1941.

Population.

Population.

.

. . . Ibpulat ion

agriculture.

Bulletin

Housing.

iv,

1941.

iv,

no.

l-4.

General

18 p.

28 p.

1942-1946.

characteristics.

4 pts.
1943.

vii,

121 p.

)

and housing .
States.
1943.
iv,

General
22 p.

characteristics.

Virgin

Islands

of

the
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Chapter
EVALUATION

Available
evaluation
Population
procedures,
information
Analysis

Six

OF THE

1940

CENSUS

documents
indicate
that
the Census
Bureau
conducted
a post-census
of the questions
and procedures
used in conducting
the 1940 Censuses of
and Housing. [l]
While the evaluation
covered
the entire
schedule
and
the
available
documents
emphasize
the
questions
which
obtained
on labor force participation
and income.
of

Employment

Status

Questions

The
evaluation
documents
noted
a
‘considerable
amount
of
error’
in the
Due to this error,
employment
status quest ions.
coding clerks
had been required
to check
schedules
for
consistency
among
the employment
status
items.
In
addition,
the Census Bureau hired a special group of editors
to check the returns.
Based upon analysis
of the 1940 procedures,
it was recommended
that
future
censuses
have fewer
and more
simple
questions,
with
correspondingly
shorter
inst ruct ions.
Recommendations
were also made to improw
the data presented
in
tabulations.
A common error
was found to be the failure
of enumerators
to record employment
status
answrs
for scattered
individuals
within
an enumeration
district
(E. D.).
a code of ‘employment
status not reported’
was assigned.
In these cases,
Cost
considerations
prevented
the imputation
of such missing
data.
However,
when
there
ware entries
omitted
for
large
groups
of persons,
the specially
trained
editors
provided
imputed
codes.
The final
count
for the category
‘employment
status
not reported’
was 1,987,140.
The evaluation
noted that the Bureau had
come under criticism
for this large number.
Critics
suggested
that
it included
The evaluation
provided
some suggestions
for reducing
many unemployed
persons.
the size of the unknown group,
including
extending
the imputation
procedure
to the
scattered
instances
of omissions
and making a category
to the effect
of *presumed
to be in the labor force,
but particular
category
unknot.’
Among particular
items,
there
was large-scale
misreporting
of public
emergency
The
number
of
these
v+orkers
reported
on census
returns
was
wrkers.
2,400,000,
while
the number
indicated
by records
of emergency
work agencies
was 3,500,OOO.
It was found that many public
emergency
wrkers
rrclere reported
wrk,
or
in school.
Special
coders
as having
nonemergency
dark , seeking
raising
the final
census total
of public
emergency
reexamined
the data returns,
workers
to 2,529,606.
This corrected
figure
still
represented
a large undercount
These errors
of misclassification
caused
when conpared
with the agency figures.
error
in the total
number of employed
and unemployed
mrkers
for each area and
in the
relation
between
employment
status
and other
characteristics.
errors

---------[1] U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census,
‘A Critical
Analysis
of
the Questions
Used in the Sixteenth
Decennial
Census of Population
and Housing.’
mOst of which are unsigned,
wre
obtained
from the library
of
These documents,
the Census History
Staff.
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Corrected
published

data on employment
in a final report.[2]

status

by

age

and

sex

based

upon

estimates

wre

Additional
errors
were
found
in the
reports
of seasonal
workers,
who were
reported
as not in the labor
force
if they were not at work or seeking
m>rk
during
the census
week.
It was recommended
that
future
censuses
make
it
possible
to identify
such wrkers.
There were also difficulties
in obtaining
correct
reports of rnpaid
family
workers
due
to
discrepancies
in enumerator
interpretations.
These
problems
were
considered
to be particularly
acute
in rural areas where there was a lack of any
clear
distinction
in the typical
farm
household
between
workers
in the family
enterprise
and homemakers
or dependents.
Coding difficulties
wre
also found in the returns of persons who had jobs but who
the census week.
were not at work bring
Persons in this category
could have
been temporarily
out of work for up to four weeks and still
have been considered
to be in the labor
force.
A large
number
of the persons
returned
in this
category
had in fact
been out of Hlork for a longer
period
of time.
About
300,000
persons
wre
reassigned
by the special
coders
into other
categories,
producing
a corrected
total for the category
of 1,120,OOO.
Another
problem
identified
in the evaluation
of the employment
status questions
was the status of those persons
identified
as ‘not in the labor force. ’
Persons
in this category
were determined
by successive
elimination
on the basis of answers
to the employment
status
questions
(see Appendix
I,
questions
21-26
on the
The evaluation
argued
that
this
procedure
introduced
population
schedule) .
uncertainty
into the determination
of the
‘not
in the labor
force’
category.
included
enumerators
returning
children
who
Difficulties
with
this
category
performed
chores
at home and housewives
as ‘at
work.’
In addition,
the
evaluation
found that the some of the codes used to classify
those not in the labor
Recommendations
were
made to eliminate
ambiguity
in
force
were ambiguous.
future
censuses.
of institutions’
also provided
difficulties.
The category
of ‘inmates
It was found
for
institutional
inmates
were
not reliable.
that
enumerators
’ entries
Many
enumerators
failed
to distinguish
between
employees
of
institutions
and their
and residents
of institutions,
on the other
hand.
families,
on the one hand,
institutions
were often
not identified
and frequently
quasi-households,
such as
were identified
as institutions.
It was
monasteries,
conwznts,
and other
homes,
also found that there
was inconsistency
in the exclusion
of inmates
of Mrious
Several
recommendat ions w re made to
types of institutions
from the labor force.
correct
these problems.

e--w------

12] U.S.
Department
of Commerce,
6ureau
RyJulation.
Estimates
United
States.
United
States,
Unemployment
,
in
the
D.C. :Gowzrnment
Printing
Office,
1944.

of the Census,
16th Census of the
of
Labor
Force,
Employment,
and
1940
and
1930.
Washington,
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Analysis

of Class

of Worker

Question

While class of v.orker
data had been collected
since 1910,
the first
attempt
at
Efforts
were made to improve the 1940
publishing
these data was made in 1940.
data by giving
more extensive
instructions
to enumerators
and spending more time
One of the central
reasons for collecting
these data was to be
editing
the data.
own-account
employers,
able
to distinguish
among
wage
or
salary
mrkers,
and unpaid family
vorkers.
Unfortunately,
the evaluation
indicated
that
workers,
Recommendat ions
most enumerators
had not clearly
understood
these distinctions.
were
made to change
the terminology
used on the schedules
and to instruct
enumerators.
Qther
problems
found
in the
class
of worker
data
included
the
failure
of
enumerators
to distinguish
clearly
between
government
and private
vorkers.
There
was
also
confusion
over
the
distinction
between
employers
and own-account
resulting
in a combination
of these categories
in the published
reports.
workers,
Omitted
entries
were also a problem
for the class of worker question.
In a large
nunber
of E. D. ‘s, no reports
were made for this question.
Moreover,
in many
E. D.‘s,
the column had been left blank for a large proportion
of wrkers.
Such
entirely
of one or
omissions
were
most common
in E. D. ‘s made up almost
another
class of worker
groups.
In these cases,
the enumerators
apparently
only
filled
in the class of worker
column
for the exceptional
groups.
In cases for
which the class of worker
data were missing,
coders were instructed
to determine
entry on the basis of the occupation
and industry
codes,
the
the most probable
wage or salary
income entry,
and personal
characteristics.
When no &finite
indication
ws
obtainable,
coders
were instructed
to classify
the person
‘private
wage or salary
mrker.
l
011~ in cases in which neither
occupation
nor industry
was reported
was the category
‘class
of worker
not reported’
entered
in the
column.
Analysis

of

Occupation

and Industry

Questions

Based upon the problems
which
occurred
in the coding
of 1940
returns,
the
eAuat
ion made various
recommendat ions related
to occupation
and industry
coding.
These suggestions
included
specific
recommendations
for developing
the alphabetical
for providing
instructions
to enumerators,
for
index of occupations
and industries,
operating
the research
center,
for special coding problems,
and for occupation
and
industry
classification.
The suggestions
for developing
the alphabetical
index of occupations
and industries
were oriented
toward
obtaining
maximum
consistency
betw.een the two indices
and
obtaining
in advance
information
necessary
for specific
codes,
in particular
codes
for
Marious
types
of governmental
activities.
The suggestions
for providing
instructions
to enumerators
largely
concerned
specific
distinctions
the enumerators
needed
to make in coding
and occupations
and industries
which
needed special
instructions
to the enumerators.
The research
center
contained
directories
and other
materials
used in the editing
Six clerks
from the coding operations
and coding of occupations
and industries.
worked
in the research
center,
with
one acting
as the section
chief.
These
clerks
were responsible
for obtaining
the information
necessary
to resolve problems
The evaluation
made suggestions
about directories,
lists,
in editing
and coding.
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and other
center.

materials

that

MuId

be

useful

in

future

operations

of

the

research

Suggestions
for
the
occupation
and
indust ty
classifications
generally
were
specific
that
items
be
given
more
attention.
recornmendat ions
These
recommendatMns
usually
attempted
to reduce
the ambiguity
of categories.
In
addition,
one
general
recommendat ion
was
made
that
there
should
be
a
determination
of the characteristics
(age,
sex,
education,
income,
etc.)
to be
used in the elimination
of persons
from certain
occupations.
It was argued that
the
criteria
for
restriction
be made
on the
basis
of
information
on the
requirements
in effect
at that time for an individual
occupation.
[ 31
Analysis

of

Income

Questions

In 1940,
the first
atterrpt
was made to obtain
income data in the population
Difficulties
in obtaining
this information
were anticipated,
and attempts
census.
One
were
made to reduce
these
difficulties
and minimize
any opposition.
[4]
concession
which had been made in order to minimize
opposition
had been to ask
only
if the amount
of income
from
sources
other
than wages
or salary
had
exceeded
$50 rather
than asking
the exact
amount.
The evaluation
noted that
failure
to obtain
the amount of other
income limited
the value of the census data
as an indicator
of economic
well-being.
It was further
argued that this lack of
information
limited
the analysis
of the relationship
between
economic
status
and
personal
characteristics.
As a result,
the evaluation
maintained
that the data on
value or rental of home provided
a better
indication
of economic
status than did
It MS
recommended
that
future
income
inquiries
should be
the
income
data.
directed
toward
obtaining
data cm total
income
rather
than just wage and salary
income.
Despite
concerns
over
public
reluctance
to report
income
data,
the evaluation
indicated
a general
completeness
in reporting
for those groups
for whom wage or
salary
income was most significant.
C&I the wage or salary
income question,
the
incidence
of no report
among wage and salary workers
was 2.3 percent;
among
other
persons
in the labor
force,
14.1
percent
failed
to report;
and, among
17.9
percent
failed
to report.
On the ‘other
persons
not in the labor force,
the only
category
for
which
the
evaluation
was able
to
income’
quest ion,
determine
the incidence
of no report
was wage or salary workers,
of whom 2.1
percent
had no report.
In the coding operations,
no attempt
was made to determine
the proper entries
for
persons
with missing
income data.
However,
in the transcription
of family
income
data,
certain
missing
income
reports
were eliminated
in order to a\roid having a

[3]
It is possible
that this is a reference
to the problems
encountered
in coding
children
and women
in ‘unusual’
occupations;
see above,
p. 77,
and Margo
*Accuracy,
Efficiency,
and Bias:
The Interpretation
of Women’s
Work in
Conk,
Census
Statistics
of Occupations,
1890-1940,
l
Historical
Methods
the
U.S.
14(May
1981) :65-72.
[4]
Problems
Census
Bureau
17-l 8.

with
the inclusion
of
to owzrcome
opposition

income questions
and the
are described
more fully

attempts
above,

by the
see pp.
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family
income
listed
as unknov+n when members
who were housewives
or students
Families
were only classified
as wage or salary
income
failed
to report
income.
not reported
if a report
on wage or salary
income eras missing
for one or more
members who were in the labor force and classified
as a wage or salary mrker
or
who wzre not in the labor
force
but worked
one or more weeks in 1939.
In
cases
in which
the question
on wage or salary
income
was not answered
for
own-account
workers,
unpaid family
wrkers,
new workers,
or persons
employers,
not in the labor force
(except
housewives
and students),
the coders assumed the
The evaluation
maintained
that
many
person
had no wage or salary
income.
enumerators
had assumed that the question
was inappropriate
or the answer
wu
left the wge
or salary
income column
obvious
for such persons
and, therefore,
blank.
Errors
in the income data ware often difficult
to detect.
Howver,
recurrent
and could be readily
detected
and eliminated
by the group
The evaluation
provided
three examples
of such easily detected
editors.

sane were
of special
errors:

(1) There
frequently
occurred
a combination
of entries
of a report of wge
or
salary
income and %o’
in the other
income column for the majority
of employers
and m-account
workers
in particular
E. D. ‘s.
The presumption
MS made that
the enumerators
had considered
profits
as wage income
in these cases.
Some
240,885
such combinations
were cancelled
in special editing.
(2)
There
were
returns
for which
there
~l;as a consistent
‘yes’
in the other
income
column
for unpaid
family
workers,
housewives,
and students
living
at
In these
cases
it was assumed
that
the enumerator
or
respondent
home.
considered
housing and board supplied
to the family
member by the head as other
The special editors
cancelled
73,807
such entries.
income.
(3) In institutional
households,
such as convents,
monasteries,
labor camps,
etc.,
there
was often
a failure
on the part of wrkers
to report nonwage
income.
It
was assumed
that
enumerators
or respondents
did not
regard
room and board
In 5,247
cases,
the other
income
furnished
to employees
as other
income.
column was edited to ‘yes. ‘
The evaluation
made some recommendations
with
regard
to the tabulations
of the
First , on the assunption
that the income questions
remained
the
income
data.
it recommended
that counts of persons with no report of
same in future
censuses,
‘other
income’
be made separately
for all groups
in the labor
force
and for
The 1940 tabulation
program
had only made such
persons
not in the labor force.
Second,
it MIS recommended
a count for the category
of wage or salary workers.
It was argued that
that a special
code be assigned
to persons
with no income.
such a code would
facilitate
tabulations
and the presentation
of data on such
it ws
urged that future
censuses
utilize
common intervals
in
Third,
persons.
income tabulations
for all subdivisions
of the population
in order to facilitate
the
Finally,
it was urged that future censuses tabulate
presentation
of sunmary
data.
family
income distributions
for areas as small as possible,
i.e.,
if not individual
at least city-size
groups.
Such tabulations
had been planned
for 1940.
cities,
However,
a shortage
of funds restricted
the family
tabulations
to the five-percent
sample and, thus, made it impossible
to provide
data for small areas.
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Analysis

of Other

Labor

Force

Questions

The evaluation
indicated
that
the question
concerning
number
of hours worked
during
the week prior to the census provided
little
difficulty,
except
for nonwage
mrkers
who did. not follow
regular
schedules.
However,
it was noted that the
instructions
for
such
workers
seemed
clear
and
concise
and
required
no
modifications.
It was suggested
that these data might have been put to greater
use in distinguishing
part-time
mrkers
from both the fully
employed
and those
completely
idle.
There
were
greater
problems
with
the
question
concerning
the duration
of
unenployrnent.
Responses to this question
wzre frequently
not reported,
especially
for emergency
wrkers,
new vvorkers,
and persons
seeking work who had last been
employed
as nonwage
workers.
The non-response
rate was also significant
for
wage or salary
vborkers.
Furthermore,
the evaluation
suggested
that the reports
were
largely
approximations
and that
the duration
of unemployment
was often
exaggerated.
Despite
these weaknesses,
the evaluation
concluded
that the data on &ration
of
unemployment
wre
valuable
when
related
to characteristics
that
allowed
the
determination
of differences
in the severity
of unemployment
by various
types of
workers.
the evaluation
urged
inclusion
of the question
in any future
Thus,
censuses
taken
at times
when unemployment
presented
serious
problems.
The
evaluation
further
argued that a sample question
would probably
be sufficient
for
the purposes.
It was also recommended
that
in the future
the instructions
to
enumerators
be shortened
and simplified.
An additional
problem
with the data on duration
of unemployment
was also shared
by the data on number of weeks worked
in 1939.
There was a marked tendency
for returns
to concentrate
on multiples
of four weeks.
The evaluation
felt that
this concentration
indicated
that enumerators
had determined
the number of months
The use of four,
rather than four
unemployed
or vorked
and nultiplied
by four.
and one-third,
weeks per month introduced
a bias for which an allowance
had to
In the published
tables,
the data ware presented
in terms of mxlths
be made.
The evaluation
recommended
that in the future these questions
rather
than weeks.
be asked in terms of months rather than weeks.
There were also difficulties
with non-response
for the question
on weeks mrked.
Of about lO,OOO,OOO persons not in the labor force,
over 20 percent
of the class
Of those who did report,
only 2,600,OOO
failed
to report
on this question.
indicated
that they had worked one week or more in 1939.
The evaluation
argued
that
there
was evidence
which
indicated
this
latter
number
should
have been
Among those persons
in the labor force,
reliable
data was
considerably
larger.
obtained
only on wage or salary workers
and detailed
statistics
were tabulated
on
The evaluation
recommended
that this
a loo-percent
basis only for this group.
question
be asked in the future
only if the mge
or salary
income question
were
also asked,
since the main purpose of the weeks vuxked
question
was to provide
data
for cross-classification
for wage or salary
income.
If the question
were
it vwrs recommended
that
it be changed
to months worked
and that the
asked,
instructions
to enumerators
be simplified.
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Analysis

of General

Population

Questions

The document
pertaining
to the evaluation
of the general
population
questions
did
not review
all the questions
on the population
schedule.
Questions
which
had
appeared
consistently
on the schedule
in past censuses do not appear to have been
Whether
these
were
deliberate
omissions
rather
than a result
of
evaluated.
different
criteria
for evaluation
is impossible
to determine.
The evaluation
indicated
that
there
w,ere problems
with
age bias
in the 1940
It was suggested
that there had been a ‘large
returns.
scale owzr-statement
of
age by persons
55 to 64 years old,
particularly
Negroes
and Southern
whites.’
Details
of this over-statement
were not provided
in the evaluation
document.
It
was suggested
that the problem
of age bias be made the subject
of a complete
It was also
recommended
that
future
censuses
supplement
the
investigation.
question
on age at last birthday
with a question
on date of birth.
The
evaluation
only
briefly
examined
the
question
of
country
of
birth.
Recommendations
were
made with
regard
to a few coding
difficulties,
and a
classification
used in publication.
The evaluation
also noted
that
the results
obtained
for the mother
tongue
questions
were
not the same for the second
generation
in 1940 as they had been for that generation
in 1920 and 1910.
In
many
native
white
persons
of
foreign
or mixed
parentage
the
1940
census,
reported
their
mother tongue to be English.
It was thought
that many persons of
foreign
mother
tongue
were being missed.
Coding procedures
used in 1920 and
1910
had assigned
the mother
tongue
of the parents
to the children.
The
evaluation
stressed
that
this method
probably
over-stated
the existence
of some
foreign
mother
tongues.
The evaluation
thought
it was necessary
to resolve the
discrepancy
between the earlier
procebre
and the 1940 responses and recommended
in future censuses.
that suggestions
be solicited
on the proper
system to use
With regard
to the 1935 place of residence
questions,
the evaluation
maintained
had been confusing
to the enumerators.
In particular,
that the term ‘same place’
it had been confused
with
‘same house’
and ‘same farm. l As a result,
problems
of distinguishing
among
the various
types
of non-migrants--same
house,
same
in the special
editing
operation.
It was suggested
farm,
and same county --arose
that
if these questions
were used in the next census,
the term
‘same city or
town’
be substituted
for ‘same place.’
As an
The evaluation
also indicated
that there was bias in the migration
data.
it was maintained
that the number of out-migrants
was always too large
example,
It was also argued
that
there
were
some
for urban
areas
and for cities.
The evaluation
difficulties
with
reports
on urban or rural
residence
of origin.
maintained
that while
the absolute
numbers on origin
were not right,
there would
still
be a correlation
with
Mrious
characteristics,
making
some generalizations
It was suggested
that in order to obtain
a good classification
on the
worthwhile.
it would
be necessary
for the enumerator
to return
the exact
place
question,
where the informant
was found or to have precisely
worded questions
which stress
the
limits
of
incorporated
places.
An alternative
raised
by the evaluation
suggested
that if there was only need to know the county of origin,
there would
be no need to ask for the city of origin,
and the problems
with classifying
the
place of origin
would be reduced.
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Recommendations
on the organization
of special editing
for the migration
questions
These suggestions
concerned
the use of roving editors
to assist
were also made.
It was also suggested
that migration
coding be arranged
so
the editing
process.
that
sorting
could be done on the basis of a single column
rather
than the two
colunns
required
in 1940.
The 1940 census had included
a question
cm the sample line asking each person 14
years of age and over questions
about social
security
coverage.
Comparison
of
the tabulations
on these questions
with estimates
of the total
number of persons
living
with account
numbers
indicated
that the census reports
for social
security
account
number holders
were seriously
deficient.
Social Security
Board estimates
indicated
that
there
were
about
47,000,OOO
persons
with
social
security
or
railroad
retirement
numbers
at
the
time
of
the
census.
However,
only
33,500,OOO
persons
were reported
in’ the census as having account
numbers.
In
about
20,000,OOO
persons
failed
to
report
cm the
questions.
addition,
Enumerators
were reported
to have had difficulty
obtaining
accurate
reports
from
persons
no longer
in the labor
force
and from those who had received
account
nunbers
at one time but were no longer engaged
in employment
covered
by the
social
security
law.
The serious deficiencies
in the data prohibited
publication
of
the tabulations
on social
security
status,
except
for persons
not in the labor
force--cases
for
which
the presence
of an account
number
was used as an
indication
of previous
labor market
participation.
The evaluation
concluded
that it
-Id
be mwise
to attempt
a similar
inquiry
in future censuses.
Underenumerat

ion

The
evaluation
document
indicated
that
attempts
were
made
to
estimate
underenuneration
by using the preliminary
sample data (S-card).
These estimates
were made for the total
population
by age.
However,
the results
ware called
and wre
not reported.
’ rather
approximate’
A suggestion
was made that the
along
with
a closely
related
problem
of age bias,
be given thorough
subject,
It was also suggested
that particular
attention
should be given to
examination.
underenumeration
of children
under 5 years of age.
One attempt
to estimate
the extent
of underenumeration
in 1940 was made by
Daniel 0. Price.[S]
He compared
adjusted
1940 census figures
with records from
Selective
Service
registration
to obtain
the underenumeration
estimate.
The
Selective
Service
Registration
figures
of June 30,
1941,
showed the number of
Price assumed that this registration
males 21-35 years old on October
16, 1940.
had been 100 percent
complete.
For comparison,
he adjusted
the census figures
by ‘aging’
the population
by 6.5 months and by eliminating
the number of deaths
Comparisons
were then made for both the total population
and the
in the period.
Negro population
in the age-sex
group.
Price found that census figures
for the total population
in the age-sex
group had
an undercount
of 2.8 percent.
This figure
rose slightly,
to 3.1 percent,
when
adjusted
for those in the armed forces
(who were not subject
to the compulsory
registration).
He maintained
that
this
figure
did not cause
‘great
concern.’
However,
the figures
for the Negro age-sex
group indicated
an adjusted
estimate
---s-----B

[S)
Price,
Sociological

‘A Check
on
Review,
12(1947)

Underenumeration
:44-49.

in

the

1940

Census,’

American
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for
underenumeration
of 13 percent,
a number
which
was cause
for
concern.
Additionally,
he noted that there wre
significant
wriations
in cnderenumeration
of
Negroes
by state*
While his analysis
indicated
that migration
betwen
the Census
date and the Selective
Service date accounted
for much of the variation
by state,
this cause could not be separated
from an assumption
that Negroes
in urban areas
were less completely
enumerated
than wre
Negroes
in rural areas.
In
addition
to
these
estimates
of
underenumeration,
Price
also
calculated
correlations
between
the discrepancies
and population
characteristics,
such as
percent
urban,
education,
and telephones
per 1,000
population.
He
density,
reported
that the correlation
between
the discrepancies
and education
was on the
However,
borderline
of significance.
statistically
significant
correlations
were
found betwen
the discrepancies
and net male migration,
1935-1940
(R=.SO),
and
betwxn
the
discrepancies
and the
percentage
population
change,
1940-l 941
(R=.59).
Price concluded
that the variations
by state in the discrepancies
for
the
total
population
were
made
of
two
components:
(1)
the
actual
unde renumerat ion,
and (2)
migration
between
the tw
periods.
However,
since
these
effects
could
not be separated,
it was not possible
to obtain
accurate
estimates
of tmderenumeration
by states.
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Appendix

II

ORIGINAL
INSTRUCT IaVS PND ALDENI%
FOR GENERAL FOFULATION CODING
(OPERATION
7)

I(erIS20 il)fTIC!~
JULY 31, 19LO

INSTWJCTIOXS YOR CEWRAL POFJUTTOR CODI':S

'1.
translate

The purpose of the geacral aadiag of the Population
Schedules 1s tuo-fold:
(1) to
specilied
non-BUBerical
entries
on the Population
Sc!~cdules into nuabcr codes, and (2)
spcclrled
ltcas rar consistency.
to &it
Although a careful
exeslaation
Of entries
for iadirldualpersans
or households nay reveal a aunbsr ot laconsIrtancIes,
you are not to spend tlme
In eittier iladlng
or correcting
any IBeoasFsteBeIes
other than those speclilad
In the fastruaOther lnconslstenclea
can be corrected
more accuretely
and efflclentlp
la
tloaa that rouow.
later aechenIcal
operations.

2. Before you begin the work oi coding the schedules, study careiully
the question teadings
aBd the synbals and orplanatpry
Botas
that are printed
la the bottom nargln of the schedule,
arsd
read CArefUlly
th0 "bStNCti0B.d
t0 %UXIerat~8, * with particular
attcntlon
to pars.
tl3 to 627,
whfch will lndlcatm
hew the schedules should hare been rllled
out.
Note, hovever,
that you are
mot to correct any ai the zlstakea
the emaerator
SUIT ham rinda becausm ha did not follow
the
except those aDeCiilmd
below.
printed and oral iBStNCtioBS,
Read also the qIastruotlanr
for funchins Populatioa
Individual
Cards A aBd B,e vhlch
show how the puncher will use the rarloua code nuaburs an& corrections
that you are to place

3.

will

au the Ached&lo.
I.

Kakm 6l.l

oarrectlans

and'codo

fIgurea

with

red pencil.

Wham it lo necessary to cancel cocplctely
any Item on ths schedule,
5. Cancclstlons.
a slngls horizontal
line through It, coatiailng
the line for epproxitatelp
the full width
of the colua~ in which the entry appears.
Ea careful not to erbad any line further than
Superrluour
ztarkIBg of the schedules Is to be avoided.
For example, ii the emmaacessAry.
orator has mitten
“Naa” in col. 16 for a pernan reported
In col. 15 as born In the Unlted
Statms.
draw a line through thm nKa.r
Cal. 16 will
then be read as blank by the puncher.
draw

6.
Corrections.
Where a coRmctioB
is required
In sap coluna. first
draw a stagls
horentry.
placing the line soaewhat bplcr'the
center or the
lzontal
line through the orlgl~al
space betueen the lfnea on the schedule,
and Ggke the correct entry In the upper part or this
will always be -de
In red, it uay. in part, be vrlttsn
8pacm. Since the correction
over chs
origins1
entry made In black.
Uake the new entry
as legible
~a possible
for the puncher.
These corrections
uust be crude tithin
the space between the liBCs, since the schedule holder
used by the puncher pamlta only one line to be vlslblc
at a time.

7. WBmrmany entry is, at rlrst
rmvrlte
It, as indicated
above.' For
rirst ~.IABc~ It ml&t be read elthek

glance, Ille.glble
or difficult
to IcAd, cross It out and
exszple,
it the age In col. 11 Is wrltten
so poorly that at
“33” or “35.” cancel
the entry and rewrite
It.

8. Codes In colu.31~3with entries.
Special colwans hare been provided ior uost or the coda
numbers required,
but occaslonally
It Is necessary to vrito
a code Bubsr
in the ssma column aa
status)
Is sozatlmm to
the eauwrator~s
entry.
For example.
thm entry 'z1* In col. 12 ('Zarltal
that IS. first
draw A harlzantal
1fBm
bo coded l 7.m Handle all these cases AS correctlocs.
-t&ou&
the orIgina
entry and thCB vritm the code ri&Urm IB the 8Ue.Ep~C0,
At one sldo Or the
otherwlso
above or brlow It.
original
entv
If posslblo.
.

99 BefOr* b%lBnlW
the editing
And coding. check the sheet number In the upper right-hand
OONCr Or each schadulo to make sure that the shecto are ARAnged 10 cocsecutLve order ati that
the "A" side or tach sheat

la up.

Thcrs MY be four

series

or ebest

nuabsrs:

-2-.
in regular ardor.
a. NOD. 1, 2, 3, eta. ior households enuooratad
b. Noa. 51, 52, eto. ror sheaLe orl~inally
nrubarod 100 or oore,
Opmratloll y,
o. Nos. 61, 62. eta. for houoeholdo and persona (exaept transients)
regular
order.
-. d. Non. 81, 82, eto.

ior

translonta

enumerated

a8

of thm night

ohanqcd

but

la

not enumerated

of Aprll

in

8.

10,' Wlthlp caoh of theae series therm should be no ahest nunbars ultted.
Thero must bo
or
no ahmets kahered 100 or oormc It you rind a sheet number missing in any arm of tho oarlea,
8 iheot numhared 100 or more, refer the portiollo
to your Section Chief.
On aame shesta you map
&id that the mnumerator's entry ror shest number hae been ahanged in green or red pencil by the
Accept
suoh changes aa aorrsot.
Do not ohange any sheet
Population
and Houalng matobfng
olerk.
numbora.
ll.. 110 oodhg l'i to bim&i"af<hs
piesent t&n& on cola. 1 to 5; 7; 28 'to jo, 31, 35, or
In coda 001s. Pr J, and IJ. *In aoae cases a Problem
45 to 50. You brm to oaks no sntrisa
~Reierral
Slip will
bara beon attached
to tha portfolio
and will contain sddltional
lnstruetlons
Follow the instructions
given on thts Referral
Slip.'
'on rhioh solarm not to be coded.

12. Xach llsa of’wtrima
t&t has not boma cancalad must be aodsd in the aolunns specified,
and In acoordancs
with
the lnmtruotlona
which follow.
Cencalad lines are those on which the
+%zaanumber in the l xtrsma
hit-Land
colwnn of the schedule has been canceled in elthsr red or
gaan pencil.
31 a llns has been ~ncorzec~ly
canceled and then restored,
the line number till
be l nkircled:
l uchllaea
are to bs ocdod an ii they rare uncanceled.
'men a whole slda or a
cola. 36 to t4, even though
~01.3. 1 to 34 ~e.not
to be coded. *However,
pohsdula la blsak,
blhk,
ara alwmya to be coded and the pmper cedes entered In ccdo ~01s. K to T and V to ?
nnleaa the supplementary line has actually
been canceled.
Any uncanceled line whfch you find
. it impossible
to code, such aa one bearing ths hotatfon
VIers ends block
,* should be
.W
to Section Chid .'
.Report on Xaaqe or Salary Incoxo.
aerorr prooaedlng uith the general
.
13. Confidential
coding oi the Population Schedulto,
arrange the Coaildentlal
Reports on Usge or Salary Incams
the lnrormstlon
to aol. 32 (wAmount or
(Form P-16) ln sheet and line nuobsr order.. and traosrcr
'manef nag~s or salsry racslred*)
ahd 001. 33 ("Did this person reoolrs Income of $50 or norm
frrrn wxroar other than money uagea or ralary?w).
These reports ~111 be in the portrollo.
If the anoud ia over $5,000. enter "500Wm 1x1 001. 32 on the
anr dollar alga8 an6 cmnts.
. Mt
U the answer to question 33 1s "Its, w or aaa anouat equal to or greater
rohmdulb.
than $50,
antar l &w In 001. 33 on tha Population
Schedule; if the answer to qucstlon 33 1s '%o,~ or an
amount 1~88 than $50, enter l O"; If question 33 is unanswered, leave 001. 33 blank.
..

. CODING OF COU!!IS 6
Fun

TO

33

Residence

l&
Col. 6..Does this household live on a farm? Wlerm the enumerator has entered
“Yea*
in 001. 6 ror the head, to indicate
that the household lives on a farm, enter "1' lo this
'oolumm for all other msabrra or the household, since fm
residence muat be punched on the
0-s'
for aZ members of the household (not merely on the oard torthc
head). Do not chanqo a
in tpis oolumn for membdrs oi howeholds whore the
'CTmr* to 81.. Da not make any entries
l nummrator*s entry ror the head la "No,* as blank8 in this column will be punched as “No.”

. .

uhere tha ernmerator
has made a rtatement on the
15. In tha oasm of a city dlatrlat
aphedulo 'that there are no farms.ln
the district.
ha should hare made no entries
in col. 6,
If thmn are n&a, do no oodlng In col. 6; but If the enumerator has mada the general statament that thercl arm no rarm and has then entered
*Yea* in col. 6 for one or more households,
disregard
the general
etaterent
hnd code the oolwa aa dirooted
in par. 11.
. 16. If tha mnumarator has made no entries whatever la col. 6 ror a household nor lndl;ated
therm
are no lams in hls*dlstrlot,
write *la ln col. 6 ror eaoh nember or the household ii e+ iarm schedule nuober (1nr)loatlngthat
a farm schedule 1paa filled
out) appears in col. .
- j& ior zmmber
or the household.
Othsrwiaa learn 001. 6 blank.
. .
-.
.
17. If - the euumerator has entered either aYesa or “No* In col. 6 for the head oi a housshold, you ara -not to ohango hla entry, rogardlsaa
of what may be bntored in col. 30.

-3oc
rhon you arm ccdlng sol. 6 lor pereoos enuwrstrd
by the enun?rator
for howeholdn
and persons
ecursrotcd out or order.)
If 001. 6 has been lert blank for a porcon enworsted
out of order, ,OU
nuat rofor
(by means oi the household vloltstlon
number ohown in 001. 3) to the entry ln col. 6
the parson
la a ¶cmber to detcrmlne wbether you sbouId
for the head or the heuashold of tilch
-Yes* or *No” opposite tb0 fm3e
*ito
-1" in col. 6. But lt the enumerator hue entered elthur
of a perwn
8nunersted out of order,
you need not refer
to the entry for the heud of tha houseWbeo a whole household la enumerated
out or order,
001. 6 dhould, of burse,
be coded ar
hold.
if the household had been onunersted in regular
order.

mumt be partloularlr

l

you
beeti’kmbersd

61,

62,

*LO.

oararul

(Tkeue

wore

ucod

Rslatlonshle
of this Derson to the head of the household.
Them should be an
19. col. 8. Relation
his relatlonshlp
to the head ot the houreMtm %B this COlUEdI
rOr eTery person. deslgnatlng
Ii the entry has been omitted, determine the probable relatIoaahlp
oa the baa18 of the
hold.
status ln 001.
entry or the name lo col. 7, thm aox ln 001. 9, the ago in col. 11, and the aarltal
mlatlonahip
as follows:
12. Pltmr In 001. A ths code symbol ior.tbe

Code ror ‘cd.

RelatlonshiJ
Gad,

#lie

either
(or

ChiU

msle or ismale,

(&ther

lnstltutlon,

0

etc................

1

son or daughter.
including
strpohlld,
but not including
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*
or daughter-la-law)

2

Parent (lncludlag

rather-in-law;

nothsr-in-law,

stepfather,

and .step3other)..........

3
4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~......................................................
. .

Crnndchild

Other relative
nieoo,
ugsi,

head at a hotel+

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L........*~.)~.............

head)

son-ln-law

l xchpt

of head (lacluding
son-in-law,
brother-in-law,
naphaw,
brother,
slater,
uncle,
‘aunt,
grandparent,
etc.).........................

5

%oarder,
or partner,
(wlid, son, or daughter of a lodger,
eto. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

w,

bcrcler,

6

.

Servant,

nald,

cbauiteur,

butler,

housekeeper.

ato...................................

7

Servant’8 wlra,

son, daughter; hired hand’s rife,
aon, daughter;
any other
or anl other person not oorared
by.
emplo~ee~s wife, son, or daughter;
other codes.....................................................................

Hired

hand or other

a domestic servant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

employee who 1s e

8
x

Resident. in a hotal,
lodgers.

institution.
prison.
school. household with 11 or mom
(except an erciloyse and the mmbers 0r his idly
who occupy
house or structure
and am returned
as a separate household in
with par. &27, Instructions
to &saratora)
:

eta.

a detached

accordance

Bead (that 18, manager, orricer,
~natitution,

oto.--usually

mperlnteadsnt,
the ilret

hay other pemon In a hotel,~lnstltutIon.
20.

8 P;srlous

You will

/F-Y

or warden)

of hotel,
listed.........................

l to...................................

casas

wham the mlationshlp

entry

V
9

ln col. 8 hcs bema edited In
oods the person and all
lo the household as menbem oi the preoedlnq household, detemlnlng
thslr
the head of the preoealng household as besi you can on the basis or the
7. 9. 10, 11, and 12. If the entry in col. 8 has been canceled and -Headin either rsd or green penoll,
code *O* in 001. 4 on the line on whloh the
.
encounter

operation.

following
persons
relationship
to
entrle6
in 001s.
ha8 been entered

person

Ii an entry or *Head* has been canceled,

A

-4-

ahanGs hna bsea mad4, and ao4a tba ra=olnlng

persona in the new houoshold (i. o., the housaholb
basic of the ontrlos
in 001s. 7. 9, 10, 11, aad
the rulationship
has boon odttod, refer
to the series of uohedulss
ahoot nunber 61, and ocdo tho relationshIp
for eaoh person of the household that
by rho editor's
oI~~npa, borore
you prooooa with the oodlng or ocher oolua.

oroat
by the editor’s
Whonoror you find,
12.

.

beglnalngrith
lw 4rrootra

satry
that

of

Wmul*)

on the

2X Uhen~er It la naceasaq for you to detoxalna the rslatlonahip
ooda for col. A on the
baa14 or entrlaa other thoa thoeo in 001. 8, do not oanosl or oorreot the entry In 001. 8.
'9lm94
ontar the propor oods in 001. A.
If the paraon enumerated aa the head or a household 14 4 female whose husband Is enuar 4 mabee of tha ma household, again do not change the anusorator
antrios,
but
oado the husband as the head (code 0). and his wife (whom the enumerator
has ontorsd as "Head*)
.22.

muatd

48 wit0 (ocde .A). Note that
(a.. par. 23 below).

thl8

prooadura

lr-not

to be followed

In hotel4

and Iastltutlona

in lnatltutfoaa
aad hotalr for wham the enusrrator
has nade antrlos
in col.
23. ?or persons
8 in l ooordaaoe with th4 lnatruotioaa
lo par..
449 and L50 of tha Inatruotlons
to Eawarators,
the ood4 WV* 14 to bo antsred ln 001. A for th4 psrron who 14 moat probably the head of the
_ howehold-(manager,
suparlntandant,
prlnolpal,
sto.) and the ood4 "9. 14 to be entered for all
_
other peraoaa, uhothrr thal bo irimata8,
fnplopeem, or guests, of the~lnatltutlon
or hotel.
.2&

Alaa atxtmr tha ooda "Vm la 001. A for

c of -4
lodgers, Asalga the oode "9" to all
_ are related to the head or not.

the htmd or any hourohold ln wElo& there are
other nanbars
of auoh a household rhother they

.

Enumorstora wera Instruoted
to return‘ aa a separate houssho1.b an orrlcor
or erployee
25.
and members or hla fatill,
if any, who live in separate quarter8 (in a Urtaohsd horns or atnmtura, aontaIning
w incatea)
on the grounda Ot an lnatltutlon.
(Soa par. L27 ln Instructions
_ to Eaumarntors.)
!Rm nanbtrs of households l o ratumsd
rhould be oodsd ln the mme zanner as
the menbera of householda not ll~lcg
oa Institution
grounda.
If all or the resident
ezployeea
and are ratumed
au aaparata households, you aust
oi an iuatltutloo
live In aoperata quartet.
assign to aom Irr=atr of the instltutlon
(usually
the first
lnxts
enuntratod)
tha coda "7,' and
Llkoulse,
If a household contains 11 or more
.to all of the ottsr inmatea, the ood4 "9..
code the
lodger T and all of the
lodgers and allmxabsrr
oi the household arq lodgsrs,
othu lodgers wp.w

first

26: Note that the oode 7" (afcvsnt) lu to
rdrrlosa
for tha household or som of its ne?lbsrs,
be used for ceployocs whose labore contribute
in
~hll4~s auruu should be oodsd “7’ since her,dutles
op4ratlon
or the fanlly
buslnass or agricultural
helpar)
should bo coded aXg alnoe his duties
are
the hn.lly farm.

ba used for enployses who psrtom
parson41
and the cods *I? (hire; hand, etc.) 1s to
ooze nannu to the faally
lnco~e.
'Xus. a
are not psrformod ln.conneotlon
with the
enterprise;
a iarz ban4 (a hired hand, or ram
Psrromsd
in ooansotlon with the operation of

27. Parson4 who hare the entry of mstrmmt,m whousokeepor,* or other doaestlo servant in
001. .8 or the Population
Schedule should h+oe an entry of 70s. In col. 21 or 20. If 6 poraon
with auah a relationship
has tks entry of "No, No. Nd, No, H* in cola. 21to 25, code -1" In
*servant,”
whouse. bol. 2. Ii tbms era no entries In cola. 28 aad 29, enter the occupation
ianfly"
In 001. 29.
Xeaper,m
do.. 4s the case may be. in col. 28, and "private
28.

Note alao that

persons returned

as relatlrso

(wife,

son, daughter,

sto.)

of ssrvantg,

hired hands, or of other tmployeos of the head are to be coded "8" In 001. A. although the
domeatlo aerrant thoaselrea
am'to be oodsd "7" and the hlrsd ha1144 are to bs ocdod *XL.*
?i

29. .monerer JOU oode "6" or
n&bar ol lodgers in the houaehold.

1n

001. A for 4 lodger, you must detersins
the total
there ara 5 or uore lodgara:
a. Inspeot
001. 33 and Ii there 14 no entry ot 70s" la thla aolunn for ao=e related
member or the houaehol&. onncol the entry In col. 33 and entor aYoan ror the head
or th. bou4ohold.
v

It

~01s. 28 and 29 and if no relatod omaber of tto houoohold Is roportod
na
or hbusekoepar:
-1" In col. I, and ‘Xodglnghouse keeper” and “Lodzlnghousa*
ln 001s.
28 and 29, respectively,
for that one related member, if any, for whoa -No* appeara.
In 001s. 21 to 2k and "Hw has beenztsred
in eol. 25.
persona ror rhoa there I; "NO" in ~01s. 21
(2) If there am two or more related
to 2L and *W hns baea written In col. 25, enter "1" in col. E, "LodgInghouse keeper”
la 001. 28, and w'Lodglnghousaw In col. 29, for the related peraoa who, It apgsars, has
'
the m4Jor howake4plng
reapon4lbllIty
In the lodginghouse.
(3) If there is no related
meaber of the household rot whom "Non h4a been
entered la aol4. 21 to 21 and ior whom 'H* lus been written in 001. 25, make no entries
in 0018. E, 28, nor 29.

b.
4 lodgl~houae

Inspaat

proprlctor
(1) Enter

Person41 Dtscrlptlon
In 001. 9 thera.must ha au entry of Yw for ortry m4le parson enumar*Fr for every female person emuaerated.
If col. 9 h4a been left blank
DeternIna the 801: of the person from tho naue in
for any peraoa, aa entry must k supplied.
Watch for possible
lnoonsfst001. 7 and th4 relationship
lo ~01. 8, and cake the proper entry.
enafss In the onuaeratorga return4 for 44x. If ha haa l atered %* for both John SEpith and hi4
rifr,
Mary, the second entry la obvIo+y
wrong and should be corrected.

30. Col. 9. Sex.
and an entry

atad,

of

.
31. Cal. 10. Color or race. Thus must be a0 en& in col. 10 for 4rery person enomerIi no entry b4s been m4ds for a person,
4eterJlna the race from the entrIe4 mad4 for
*ted.
If col. 10 la blank for a whole household,
enter
for every
other.ptrsozu
In the sane household.
parson the color abbretlatlon
of the head of tho preceding household.

32. No coding of the entry
l ntrlea

in 001. 10 will be required when it
in 001. 10 are to be Panoqlsd
and a code entered
AD follows:
Entry

¶n Co>.

10

is T4* or "Neg.*

Any other

Code

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 (white)
Co1 or C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 (Negro)
Ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Yer

Chl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Jp or J.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Pi1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '6'
Hln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I.........................
7
Kor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8Any other entry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Rorer to Section

Chief

There should ha an entry of a wttole nunbar or a fraction
In eel. 11 for
If col. 11 has bean l&t
blank or is llleglble,
or If it contains an enoi Porn p-306 (Persons
of Unknown .
m&e the required entries
try or wn,* you must immediately
This forp nust be securely
fastened
la tbe upper right-hand coraor on the outside of the
As.).
portrollo,
rhea you return lt'to
the control
desk.
No COdiBg in naaaasary, In this operation,
ror parsons who are 100 years old or aver.
area-y

33. Col. 11. X&a.
parson snunornted.

16. Pay partloula;
attention
to the l nueorator*e
entries
In col. 11 for chlldran
under one
am fractions
(twelfths
of a year; sea footuct8 on schedule) 4nd
year or age. Th1?s8 entries
must be wrltteewlthln
the space between the lines.
There should be no possibility
that the
puncher will sea only the nunerator or dtnanlnator
of the fraction
and, for example, punch *lln
(Should this happen, the infant who wan actually-only
11 montha old would
ih4ab
0r -~/12.If you find any iractloq
flint Is not wlthlm the space
bo oaunted as aa ll-year-old
person.)
betuaaa
>ho lines,
canoe1 the rraotlon,
and coda as follows:

-6?raatlon
o/12
l/12
2/12
etc.,
g/12
lo/l2
11/12
you.ars

Hota'ttmt
doe8

not

appear

Code
...........
...........
...........
to:
...........
...........
...........

vo
Yl
Y2
.
vg
vx
w

to oode the age8 of.lnfants
under one year of sgebon4 when thb.:ifnotlon
rltbln
the mpaao between the lime
in 001. 11.

35. Col. 12. Uarltal
status.
There must be an (rata-y 1x1 col. 12 for ovary person enunereted.
If no entry haa bean wide, supply ths abbrsviatlod
ior carltal
status (ACCOrdiDg to the
on the schedule,
heablng of aol. 12 of the acheduls),
on the bade or tha other lnroraatlon
.epmAell~
001. 6 (Relationship)
and 001. 11 (Age).
It it is kaposslble
to deterdins
what the
marital coda should b,e, enter %" .tor wSl~gla.*

36.

ovary person whom marital
rtatua
10 reported
as TPJ (ror
wifa wan not enwmratad as a m-bar
of thm household,-cancel
. ooda VW to lndloate
Tdnrrled,
husband oi wlie not present.'
husbind

married) but whose
ths mdw in 001. 12 and

For

or

Education

If "Yes* or Mom has been entered la col. 13 by the enu37. Col. 13. Attended school.
aerator,
you are to accept
that entry a8 correct.
If the enuaerator has left col. 13 blank,
is entered la col. 25, enter *Yes" la col. 13. Ii
ilrat
inspect col. 25. If TP (Student)
the age given In col. 11 and enter *Yes" in
there 1s not en entry
or FP in 001. 25, lnspact
col. 13 iI the person is within the conpulsor~ school ages of the State in question,
and *Ilow
The coapulrory
school ages in the various
for persons outside the compulsory school ages.
Stape nret ahum at thn end or these instructiqns.

38b Col. 14. Highest
001.'~

credo

of school

completed.

The entry

In col.

14 1s to be coded ln

as r0u0ws:
Hatry

In col.

14

Code 1; col.

0 or wNona* .............................
1 .........................................
2 .........................................

3 . ..i...........................e

leave

..........

4 .........................................
.. ..i ....................................

i .........................................
..i ........................
7 ..............
8 ..... . ...................................
H-l or 9 .......................................
x-2 or 10 ......................................
H-3 or 11 ......................................
H-b or 12 ......................................
C-l or 13 ..<....................................
C-2 or lb ......................................
C-3 or 15 ......................................
C-b or 16 ......................................
C-5 or over, 'or 17 or over.....................6
BlankorUn:For o parron undor 6 years or age .....
For a person 6 yes:;i old or over............9

blank
1
2

3
a

5
6
7
8
9
10
20

30
40
50
60
70
0
loare.bLank
0

B

Plaae or Birth

and Cltltan~hle

Col. 1s. Plaoe of blrth.
The plaoa or blrth entered in 001. 15 ir to be coded In sol.
to the ood. 8chcmes for State8 and countries
given on the ettechod
pager.
When
the LIAI~Oot l rorriga aountry 18 entered in 001. 15 and “Am Cit. 18 entered In 001. 16, enter
born abroad)
in 001. C, rather
than the cc40 for thr rorelgn oountrr.
-X0* (Amerlaan oltlren
39.

C, aooordlag

muat bo a coda symbol ontered
in col. C ror ever7 person.
It the plao. br blrth
ior 8-a member oi a houashold, deteraim
it, if porslble,
fro3 the mtrloe ror other
member. or the name household.
(Do BOt wrlto the mm8 or the place ot birth in 001. 15 in such
oa...;
rimpl7 enter the cod8 in col. C.). 1.t th. enumerator oa~L6 not find out with oertalnty
in which country 8 poraon*s birthplace
weI located on January 1, 1937, ho wao iB8trUCted to enter
the nbma or ths provlnoe, rtet8,
or city in whloh the person m8 born.
In case., therefore,
where 8uab place mui88 are entered
in the “Country or birth* oolun,
refer to pages 18rr on nhloh
~8 listed foreign provlnaes,
cities, end atet.88 with the oorrect code. If 001. 15 1. blank,
for other members or thb household, proceed as
ana the coda can not be datennlned Irom entries

b0.

There

18 omitted

rolluimr
If the sntrp la 001. 16 (Cltlzenship)
1. ‘Aer Clt* or 18 blank, coda .g$* (rqr
States, State, Territory,
or poaaes8lon tmknom);
b.
Ir *We,* .Pa," or “Al* ia writtena in col. 16 (Citizenship),
cods “P8” (ror
rcrelgn born; country or.blrth.tuUwwn).
A.

United

&l.

oode.li

Sf the entry

with the smbol

42.

(Citi~enrhlp)

“Indian TsrrltorJ*
appears
ror Oklehcaa (86).

on’hchedule.

ror Oklehok

end adjacent

For A p8raon born at rea (“At sea. entered fn 801. 15). if the entry la col.
1. *ti Clt,.
or if this colrnn 1. blank, code X9 in col. C; ii the entry

16 1. l Na,’ or “Al,*

cale~~

in c+.

43. Ths codes for persons
8.a. C~U b0 8umbrlzed
e8 r0iiw8:
Cal. 12
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
.Blank

At

sea

8ee
At aea
At 8ea
At sea

At

col.

*

16

Blank
Am c1t
NA
Pa

16
ln col.

C.

of’unknorm

Or undeterminabls

Code r0r

.

States

.

Al
menk

Am tit
Ne
pa
Al

col.

99
99
YS
vs
.w
19
19

c

lkmlnq

‘.,

(United

birthplace

and for persons

born at

or Ccda

(United State.,
States,

unknown)
State unkmm)

Stats

(?orsign born, country
(Foreign born, country
(Foreign born, country
(Born at see, &erican

unkno-m)
unknown)
unknown)
citizen)

(Born at sea, American cltlzen)
(Born at see. roreign)
(Born et noa, roreignl
(Born at 88~. rorelgn)

VP
p9
VP’.

44. Cal. 16. Cltlzenshlp
ot the rorelun barn.
There ehould be an entry or WNa,waPa,* wAl,w
country.
All entrle.
of “Am Cltw are
-AM Clt* in eol. 16 ror ovary peraon born la 8 foreign
per8on8. refer the schedule
to b. psnoeled, but 1I *Am. Cit. . appear8 frequent17 for iorelgn-born
to 7our Seotlon Chief.

.or

Cheak the oorreotnono
of the autrles in 001. 16, end. it possible,
suppl7 the nlaslng
The tuo followlag
rules will assist you in both of these procaress:
a. Por all rorelgn-born
ohildren under the ags ot 18 both or uhose parents either
are alien (Al) or hare their rlr8t papers (Pa), the entry rhould be *Al* (ror Alien).
b. ?o? all rorelgn-born
children under the age of 21. one or whose parent. ha. been
naturallr8d
(Na), thm 8ntx-y dhpuld bo “Nan (ior Naturalized).
55.

entrlee.

If 7ou are unabl. to 8uppl7 a mlrslng
(The coda “6. rbould a
In 001. 16.
as born

lta

“At

aan,*

see par.

entrf

for a foreign-born
per8on, enter *I’ (ror unknown)
in 001. 16 ror a person reported
la 001. 15

be entered

k3 above.)

If an entry h.8 been mado ln 001. 16 iOr a person born in the United Stats. or one of
16.
terrltorle.
or possesslone (ooded in oaf. C rron 50 to 99 or from Xl to X9), canoe1 th. entry.

-sInotmctlons
Cole.

For

17-20.

Codlnq

Rosldonce

ElKration

April

1. 1935

lo 001s. 17-20 met be given a rour-Qlglt
code
Every combln8tlon or entries
the rollovlag:
a. An entry or "Sane house,* whloh Is not to be coded.
b. A dash In 001. 17 for a child under 5 years old ror which a dash (-1 is to bs
.
ontorod in 001. D.
Ea4h of the four-dlglt
codes repressnta
a sPeolrltally
named place of resldenos 10 1935 except *
for the goner81 oodes that era aaslgnad 0e following
classes of persons:
a. Thoao h.v.ring an acceptable el;t.rf of *Sam place," which 1s coded X0X0.
Thoss who lived in ths same county ln 1935 4s ln 19LO but not in ths same house or
b.
the SW pleas.
Entries for such Persona,ualess
they lnvolvs a city ot 100,000 or moro,are
00d.d XOV ror the rlrst
3 digits and given a fourth digit
indicating
th8 population
group,
suah a. *rural fana* ot *city or 10,000 to 25,000.*
Persona with accaptablr
ontrier
or the aategorlss listed
above are classified
as'nomigraats.
Tb. condltlons
under which such sntrles
am acospted are given in peregreph8 49 to 57. Codes ror
8p4cirlcally
named piecer or resldencs ln 1935 are gloen in code lists
1-7.
These codes hare
been construated
on the follo*riBS
general prlnciplss:
a. For cltlea or 100,000 or mot4 them la a rlnpls roux-dlglt
cod., always beginning
. -.
with b. and ending with 7 as Ut7 for Clnclnneti.
In all other codes, ths first
2 digits
represent the State, the third digit the
b.
.aubreglon within
th,? State, and th. rourth digit
the population
group wlthla the subreglon.
P4rsmm.n.a WIJW a_ccqpta&entrles
lndlc&e
a 6po~lflcally
nened placa of residence in 1935 are
called nIgrants+
Tb!t le. if cities
Or 100,OCO or z!wrs dnd independent
cltles
are considered
a. equlralent
to oountias,
nigrants
are all persons'who ar4 now living
in a dllfeient
*County*
from that in which they lived In 1935.
t7.

General.

in 001. D except

e

IO'what tollows
it Is assuned that eitrles
are aads in the propsr order’on the.
4%
Wbsrs there ere transpositions
(such es State in col. 18 and county In col. 19), bs
_ schedule.
governed by the netur4 or the entry and not by the nrlrber of the schedule colu&
Vhen the
pleco ln col. 17 is not 1ocatLd in the county in col. 18 or the county la col. 18 la not
located In the State.ln col. 19, you are to call the case to ths attention
of your Section
Do not correct
t!xs enuneretor’s
entries
in ~01s. 17-20 unless directed
to do so by your
chibr.
Section Chief.
69.

~Saae house.

Leave 001. D blank

Ior

all

entries

of *Sezs houio.*

.

For children
&kr
5 years old thara~ahould bs a dash
50. Children under 5 years old.
in col. 17 and ~01s. 18-20 should be blauk.
If thsro are only blszks or dashes in ~01s. 1720, check the age or tpa person as entered in co1. 11:
_
a. If the person 1s reported es under 5. ontsr a dash (-1 4h cdl. Di
If
the
person
1s
reported
as
5
years
old
or
over,
dstemlns
ln.accordancs
with
b.
ths'lnstruatlons
in paragraph 70 whether ho should be given the same cods es the head or
should ie coded xX09 iOr "unknown."
.
..
il.

~Btrf48

of "Same u1ace" in col.

12.

"Same plaoe*

l.8 to-be

accepted

whose rssldencs in 19fQ was ln an incorporated
plsoe. ’ 10, anwratlon
district
ot incorporated and partly
df unincorporated
territory.
You nasd lnsp4ot~the
place has bsxa entered.
tb4.rlr9t
sheet to SO. ir th. name or an~lncorporatod
a. It it ban, wiito~xoxo
ror all entrfes
or *Smb phcb.*
b. it it ha8 BOt,
In col. 17 wlth en entry
m prooedure ior wdlng
of *Sam4 phkco* tieU tb4
the bohedul4.

treat

dl

Ontrios

Or "s8014~pl1~4"

aa ii

ohy

for persons

oonslsts partly
heading

they rspresanted

of on17

an 'R"

OS the saw oounty in 001. 18 as in the heading OZ the schedule.
1. glvan below In paragraph.
55 to 57. Do not aocept entries
,
nnmo of an UninCorD~ated place ls.entered
inhe
heading of

52. A few minor oltil
divisions
wore oldssIiled
se urban in 19% under a speolel tie.
Bororo you rsoelvs porttollob
rnxn
such areas, they will be stamped "Urban--1930:
Note In
oodlng 0018." 17-20" on 11114 16 of the Portfolio
Ymorandum.
Ii the portrollo
you are coding
bear8 t&is notation,
disregard
the lnstmctiona
in paragraph 51 an$ Code all entries or
"Sluio phco' x0x0.

"Zeatc pluoe, " he WY occaelonally
have entered
51. hhere the eauzerotor ehould have mitten
Thorefore you should keep in aln4 the mm or the place
tom, or vlllege.
tbe n.ue ot the olty,
in whloh the rnumuratlon diotrlct
on which you l re work$ng la locate4 and aods X0X0 any ce.vee
rhero thla lncorporsted
place 16 reporCe4 la 001. 17.
.
Resia0nc0

la Sane County in 1935 00 in 19LO

5b: Entries that ore not to be coded q me aounty.
An iodlaated
in &graph
l.7, cities
or
100,000 or aoro are considered as dlstlnct
from countlea.
Tbereiora
persona who now live la a
olty of 100,000 or PLO?@
mat nwer be coded XOV ror %eme oouaty.*
Llkrwlse,
persons who in 1935
lire4
in a oity
or 100,000 or more must never be co404 x0V ror cshae county.m
(xi the person
of coumo,
bo given
the
11~04 la the mame city oi 100,000 or Wr6 Ia 19l.O a8 In 193S, ho ~uld,
aade fox0 for 5axe pleae.*)
Citicm
Or 100,000 or nor8 aro eham In List I.
Procedure for coding sane countx.
Whoa col. 17 contalne aa entry other than “Sane
or other than an acceptable ontry of Veae place*, ‘oozapars the county and State reported
la cola. 18 and 19 with the county and State shown la the heading of the schedule, that Is, the
oouaty In which the eauaoratlon dlstrlct
On whlah you are working Is located.
xi the caty
or
19j5 rerideaoo
le the eene ea the county. oi 19&O realdenco, eater XOV ror the rlrst
three digits
or
the e040 la OOL. D. Noio that, aa stated In paragraph 51. an eaery or Y3mo placea ror a
:
pereonnot
aou llolng la an Incorporated
place
is to be treated
as if there wero en "R* la col.
17-a& tbe eene county ln 001. lg.
20
.
$6.
Deternine the fourth 4Igit a8 rollowe:
Ii e'piace
that ( appears.lo
the Ust ot Urban
‘.P&o~
(urt
l), le entered In 001. 17 dinregard the entry la col.keq4
eater aa the iourth
'digit or the code, tho tourth digIt of the co4s for *at place ae gltea In this list.
Hence the
oaxplete coda will be XOVL, xOV5, or ~0~6.
For mple,
ii ths place Ia col. 17 were Redsrick,
Redarlck county, Usylend,
It would be eeea from the List or Urban Placer that the usual cede
Therelore,
li the ear;msratlon dletrlct
on which you ere working Is ea area
would be 72i5.
elsewhere In Rederlck
County, Naryhmd,
You nuet write X005 for a person living
la Frederick
55.

house-

oity

Ill.1935.
.

.IZ tEs.eatry
la 'co,l. 17 Is *Re or a place not in the List of Vrban Places (that 1s.
a place that l&d n population
oi lose than 2.500 la 19301, the fourth digit
of t&o oo4b
.
rhould be detemlned by the entry In col. 20 ae folIws:
sr ylog In 001. 20. iode 1 (Cal
nonfarm)
.
.
If -Yes* In col. 20, code 2 (rural rad
If 001. 20 lr blank:.
aoa.fer=l) Ii an incorporated
place oi less than 2,500 In 1930 la
a. Code "1" (rural
rater+
.Fn col. 17, duet as li *No" were enterod la col. 20. Rural Incorporated
plccea
or l,O?O-2,500 Iahtbltaats
in 1930 ere glren in list
2, and those ot loss thaa 1,000 are
&,ea In State table S, of Population,
Volume I. 1930.
iann residence uaknowa1 lr the entry in col. 17 Is -Re or a
b. Cod? -3" (rural,
plaoo aot on any of the lists
or Incorporated placer,
The oomplrte'oo4e
will then be XOVl, XOVZ, or-XW3.
57.

Procedure

for liarante

Cenerel procedure.
-The above last&loam
cover eatrles
r&reseatlag
nonmlgrente
persona who.noved simply from one location
to another wlthla the eemecocinty].
gsographio locations
The rezel?lng entrlee In oolr. 17-20 are to bo glrea oodee representing
two dlglte.
whlah represent
the State, are usuelly
tho sene
a~ lndloated balow.' The’flrrt
ee the acdos ror aol. 1S (place ot birth).
The tblr4
digit
representa
the subregion oi the
'Theee eubregloas are conposed Of groups or couatlee whoee populatloae
bad rlmllar
stata.
chare4oterI8tiae
In 1930. When there are mor8 then 9 subregioa~ la a State, en ad4ltIonel
Steto po40 In used with tho l str8 8ubregIone.
lor example, the llrat
tm dIgIta for a locellty in Oneida County, Nor York, outside Utfca city (which was a city of 100,000 or more)
nie not 56 but SV. The proper Stat0 Code la given in coaaeotloa with thb aubreglon
aods
SIL
(Iaoludlng

ror

0a0h 00unty

in

the u5t

0r count!er

(List

31.

-

-LOin the Llat of Urban Plscee
59. If the city br other place shown in 001. 17 appeura
11, disregard the entry In col. 20 and caLor tho cede .:lven in rho llst except that lr the
city reported la col. 17 bcppen5 to be the city In which t2c prraoa now 11~3s. es shown in the
heading or the schedule. the code should be X0X0 for *‘SB=e ?l~cr.~
(San paragraph
53 above.)
Thus, a return or 1935 residence ss yrederlck,
Prederlck County. .Ssryland, round ln any enu-'
mtratlon dlstrlot
outside Frederick County, nould rccal-re tho ctie shown for Frederick
la List 1.
(See paragraph 56 above ror ths exceptional
procedure of usfng only the last figure
or the ctty's
‘code in coding movo8 iron a city to other parts
of the county In which the city 18 located.)

(ilst

.

60. I'r the entry In col. 17 18 ?R* or a place aot la the IAt
rir8t
tbreo
digit-8 ot iho oo48 irom the County Ll8t and 8upply *he
th8 antries
Ia eel. 20 a8 follows:
If "Noa la col. 20. code 1 (rural non2sx-m)
It 7eew In col. 20, cods 2 (rural iann)
Ii col. 20 18 blaak:
s. Cod8 "1. irural
nonram) if an incorporated
place of
entered la col. 17, Just a8 ii nNo* wsre eatere4 In col. 20.
l,OOO-2,500 Iahshltantr
In 1930 are glvea in List 2, and those
In State tab18 5. of Populstion.
Vol=e I. 1930.
b. Code "3" (rural, farm resldsace uakncwa) It the eat&
.
place not oa 8x1~ of tha list8 oi incorporated
places.

or Urban Places, get the
fourth digit
oa the bssi8 or

lees than 2,500 in 1930 18
Rural Incorporsted
place5 of
or less then 1,000 cue given
In col.

17 I8 "RW or s

61. Cltles of 100.000 or nore. Cities of 100,000 or more id 1930 hsro codas which
s.lw0y8 begin with I, and end with 7 and hsaoe are In a dltferer- . . series irao those rbr other
are given alptabetIcslly
la a special 118t iLIst b) as
places in the saw State. Suoh cltles
well 08 In the complete list of urban plscee.
For a person living
In one ot the8p cItIes
In
1935, winply write the ccd8 ror the alty.
Disregard
the entry la col. 20..
62. The Independent oltles
In Vlrglnla,
&ran botS. ln the County LIbt and in the L&t or
The eauaerator,
Urban Plsco8, sre not a part of say county.
Ccwever,
occasionally
nay hsta
. entered In col. 18 the asmo of the county thst surrouhded tko hidependent city.
Regard s mope
betwaea an lndependeat city and a county that surrounds it as a chsqe oi residence tram oae
oounty
to another.
Hence, follow the procedure
la paragraph8
56 to 60 above end not the procedure in paragraphs 55 to 57.

.

63. &ces
In ho Stbtes or-in two or xorc counties.
,Sore plsccm are located partly
la
one State or county and partly la another.
The code lists
show a.separate
code for each part
The oode to be aup9lle4 will theroiore
be based on the &try
ror the State or
or 5uch places.
county as well as the'a8ne of the place.
The part5 or plscer locate4 in Go- or nore aress will
be tollove4
by a single altorisk
I*) or s double asterisk
(**I.
I,C tts ldentifyinq
infor=ation
on State or County 18 nissing.
Wit.0 the ocrde for the yart z.sr:<ed tith s double ssterlsk.
("1.
Thin pert laoluded a plurality
of the population
of the place la i9jO.'
The procedure Just
described affect8 not only the detezalastlon
of State or subregloa but also the dstex?+ia8tloa
.
of whether or not the person lived la the %me aounty la 1935 is la 19LO. Ii the place
and la sa adjacent
oounty
sntere4 in col. 17 1s locate4 both 3.a the county oi 19l.O resldezce
and if aol. 16 18 blmk.
you must make use of the 4wAble aaterlsk
(ee) designation
to
determine
the county oi residence in 1935. Ir the double asterisk
(**I la4lcate8
that a.
plurality
of the populstloa
of the place In col. 17 lived la the county ot the pereon'
19I.O
re8ld8aci.you
must adopt the procedure
oi paragraph8 55 to 57. If, hwever,
the double
asteri8k
(++) in4icates
that a plurslity
Df the population
of this place lived in tha
adjacent county,
you must adopt the procedure
of paragraphs
58 to 60.

If the person lived
61. 1935 residence ih rorelm countries
or outlyiat
possesstons.
in 1935 in a forelm country or an outlying; poeesseloa oi tho United Stete8, there should be
sn entry.ol
the none or the country
or ~ossessloa
la col. 19. Dl5regsrd l ntrle8 in other.
oolumns, refer to the Code List for Forelga Countries
and Outlying Poseeamlona (Llrt 5). and
enter the oo4e gIvea there for the country or possesalon reported.

.

-lb
Inoa2lp14te EntrIes
,
65. X? 8 plaoe of less than 2,500 in 1930 (and hence one not In the List of Urban Pisces)
Ia entered
in col. 17 and thsro is no county siren in col. 16, rou ma7 find the oounty with the
to the Llat of Incorporate4
Pl4044 6? 1,000 to 2,500
first three dlgfto o? the 0040 by rnrsrring
rerer the oase to your Seotlon Chief.
For a 1935
(x+st 2). I? the place 18 not In this list,
plaoe but a minor
.resldsaca
In a Naw England State, the name a? a town (not an lnoorporatcd
cfril
dl~lslon)
play bs entsred In 001. 17.
xi the county is not eot4rsd
In 001. 16, determine
the tbst three dlgltr
of thn code ?rofa the List o? Nar England Towua not Claeai?lad
44 Urban
entered In 001. 17, the rourth dfglt o? the 0040
ul~t
71. With such a minor 01~11 4IrI.eloa
muat always be one for a rural population
group, n414~ &. 5, or 6.
66.

I? tha

oouaty

ia& of the rchedula
.

ie not such a county

but

not

the Stata

Is &ran,

I? there is a county O? this
in the.State,

refer

aasum
that the State 14 the on4 la ths head(See County UEt.)
I? there
name ln the Stata,

the cane to your Sootloa

Chle?.

the
67. k only the county aad Stats are glren rlth no eat& In 001. 17 or 20, datenniao
To 4eteraIne
the iourth digit.
eae ii
first
tluee dlglts
bf reference
to the County Code Uat.
im aarkad with an asterisk la the County Code Uet.
Countleo 80 aarked contained no
thm oouay
(I. I?., was purely rural),
you
urban places in 1930. I? the county containad no urban placas
*.rill
kacu that the entry in 001. 17 should have been Tl*.
Ia such a oaae, write *3* for the
fourt> djgit
to indioats
rural,
rana resideBC0 unkam.
I? the oouaty wae not purely rural,
write -8* for the rourth 41&t.
I? the oounty In 001. le la the enno 80 t&t In the heading of
the schedule aad the county was purely rural,
co40 XOVJ. X? the county was not purely rurnl,
code xod.

66. pera col. 17 is blank, with county an4 State,. State alone, or county alone given, and
(regardless
of whethar the
ia an entry or "Yes * in co&- 20 write "2" tor the fourth digit
For a "No" In 001. 20 with the oourrty given In col. 18, -mite
county I8 purely rural or not).
(See paragraph
-1. ?dr the fourth digit
only I? the county is round to hATE been purely rural.
67.)
Otherwise.
write *a* for the rourth digit,
just as I? 001. 20 were hlaak.

thue

If there 18 no county In col. 18, an *Rm in col. 17, and a State in col. 19, deternine
two digits
o? the code from the State,00446
given for Cal. 15 (Place of blrthl'and
[Aa entry of "0" Zor the third dlglt
Indlcate~ that the sub-ita
l om ?or Uie third digit.
region is untamm.)
Write 1, 2. or f for the fourth
digit
according
to the entry in 001. 20.
If 001. 17 is b&nk and there la an entry in col. 20,-deteralne
ths ?ou&h digit
according to
'the proendure
in paragraph 68. I? col. 17 and col. 20 ara both blank, write *SW for the rourth
69.
the ?Iret

bIgIt,
le?t blanks or entered da&ace la cole. 17-20 rur
: 70. Sam enumratora syeteaatloaU~
. me&or8 o? the household other than the head I? their 1935 residence was ths ewe as that o?
tha head. Give these persona the sane code as the head. Whed these colunne are only occaslonpersons
ally ldft blank, give only relate4
paraona
the aaae oode as the head . and for unrelated
I? the entries
for a relate4
parson are only partially
ccaplete and
rrit0
~09 ror m.hom.those for the head are aore couplets an4 if au the entries
made by the amaerator
for the rebtad person agree with those for the bead, give the eboe code to the entries ?or the other
Mber
of the tanlly
ae wee glrcn to the head.
73. CC& IX09 Ir thqrs is no iafonzatioo whateoar in 001s. 17-20 ror a pareon 5 yaare
pl& or over and the oode cannot be detannlned on the bash o? the entrlc8 nade for the head o?
to deternrfne tram the
the household (paragraph 701.. Also write XX09 l? It la inposslble
entries
thi S&at4 la which the person vma llring.

.
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72.

Illustratlre

OOdinR

0s

cox. 17
R

Cal. 18

Clnyton

Barhour

tnoomplots

entries.

Barbour

Blue Springs
W-B
-we
---a
-a-m-w
w-e
R
R
R
R

Alabaua

Barbour

Nabsna

Auteuga

Nebama

Berbour

.

Barbour
me

Nebaue
Alabama

Auteuga

Alebaim
Alaberm

Barbour

Alabama

--

Alabama

Alabama
Alebeaa
Nabema
Nebece
-

a--

Cal. 20
a----

Code
8271
a271

Parsqraph

60
60
60
67
67
68
68
68
68
68
69
69
69
69
71

6271
8233

-Me

m-e
-we

8 278
6272
8202
8231
a278
8208
8208
8201
8202
8203

Yes
YM
NO

No
No
-se
No
Ye0
-Ye8

PO9

73. Summery or Nlsretlon Cods. Scans of the more Inportant parts of ths Migration
ad rouws:
sohema may be suaarlzed
.
Blank Sane house
SW Chlldraa uader 5
x0x0
Ssmo place
XOV First three digits ot the 0060 for *Sane 0ouaty.r
No entry
xx09
Fourth
digit
indicates
population group, thus;
Rural non?ar!a
Rural term
Rural, farm residence unknown
Urban

place

of

2,500

to

code

10.000

Urban place of 10,000 to 25,000
Urban place of 25,000 to 100,000
City of 100,000 or more
Inconplste entries:
foreign
country

or outlying

possession

No entry

XIGRATION CCDELLSTB
List

1.

ust
List
List

2.
3.
b.

ust
List
List

5.
6.
7.

Urban places In 1930.
.
Incorporated places of l,OOO-2,500 In 1930.
Counties.
Cltlea~or
100,000 or more In 1930.
Poreign
oountrlea asd outlying posseaslons.
(Cities
of 100,000
or more have separate oodes.
States.
New England towns not &aasi?led as urban In 1930.

See List

6.)

-13hployncnt

SL3tu3

The entries
in cola. 21-25 are to be
woek hlorch Z&JO.
7L. Colo. 21 Co 25. X’ork Status.
oodea In col. E. ff thore is I "'Yes* Ln cols. 21-Z& the cods for col. E will be the last bigit
or the number of the colw
tn which Lhe first
“Yes* appears jthat
le. "1" for col. 21, -2' for
When there 1s a mYc3* in both colt.
21 and 22,
401. 22, etc.) rlth
the following
oxccptlon:
. alsrcgord
the *Y43* in 001. 21. and code "2" In col. E for the *Yes" in col. 22. It the entry
*Inat.*
appeara ln col. 2l, dlsragard
all other entries
In 0013. 21-25, an4 cod4 the entry “9”
Ii "Yes" doss not ap?car in cola. 21-2~. the cods for ool. E 1s to bo baa& on the
in 001. t.
intry In col. 25 in accordaaoe with the cods achsmo below.
If wY43* has nbt.bosn entsred in
00h
2x-25, and 001. 25 is blank, oOdo as r0110wm:
a.
Ii thorn ,I8 a nabor In col. 26, and no rntry of 1 .or more in col. 27, oodo
-1. In 001. E.
.
b.
Xf there la an entry of 1 or more in 001. 27, and no entry of l'or mom in
001. 26, COCIO
-3" IA ~01. E.
c. Ii them Is no entry in elthcr
001. 26 or col. 27, or if there 14 an entry
or 1 or more ln both columns, loare cod4 col. 2 blLa&.
If a ao4e has been entered
in col.
mooopt the entry aa correot.
75.

E ior

a porsbn

enumoratod

The 01ad4 acherae rOr ~01. E can bo suua~~lze4
Schedule
' If

on a,llns

marked

as rollows:

Entries

Code ror Col. t

there
Ir
Ir
If
xr
xi

1s an3 "Yes" in
the "YeP 1s in
the “Yea”- 14 in
"Yes" occurs in
the rlrst
"Yes"
the rlrst
*Yes*

t

*Inst.*

is catsred

If

thers 1s no "Yes* in cola. il-2L an4 no *Inst.*
la col. 21, an4:
It "W' occurs in col. 25 ..................................
5
xr
*.s*
occus
in
~01.
25 ..................................
6
Ir y* occurs in col. 25 ..................................
7
fi “OL” OCCUra
iA
COl.
25 ......................
.. 8
..=........<
Ii no -8." *s,* *II,* or "Ot" occurs In col. 25, and:
Ii -1" or more In 001. 26 ............................
1
If -1" or noro in col. 27. ............................
3
If "1" or nor4 in both ~01s. 26 an4 27 ..............
. blank
If blank in both ~01s. 26 and 27 ..... ..i .............
blank

76. All ncn reported .&
mergericy iYork, an4 therefore
or a Vcs* has been entered in
~(~44 of 4ny uoncn. relet the

~01% 21-24:
col. 21 ................................
col. 22 ................................
col. 21 an4 ~01. 22 both ................
1s In col. 23 ..........................
la In col. & ..........................

in col.

Quart.*,

"Suppl.

1
2
2

.

3
4

2l ...............................

'9

rcsldlng
in CCC Canps should bo rdturnsd
as engaged In Public
are to bs coded '2" In col. E, oven though ~014. 21-20 4r4 blank
a coluaa other th4n 22. If an E.D. ror a CCC Camp contains ths
portrollo
to your Section Cblar.
.

1s sntorc4,ln
col. 211,
77. Bsroro you entsr thi cod4 "9" in col. E ('that is, xpen "Inst."
the household
oeo whrther you haoo coded the head of the household *VW in col. A; lf not, refor
If you enter the &do *9* ln col. E, you must taneel any entries
that
to your soct1on Chfar.
appsar in 001s. 26 and 27 an4 enter a cods in col. 26 to idantlry
tha typo or lnstltutlon,
ao

rduiw4 :
Stat4 prlmon,

TYPO ot fnstltutlon
pcnitcnclary.
prlsoa ranti

.

Cod4 in Col.

* or camp, reronzatory
......................................
Lwal Jall. wmkhoum, house of correction,
county
ponal farm or camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l!cntal lnstlturlon
(lnstltutlon,
home or colony
.
for mentally dlseasad or dofoctlve
or epllcptlc)
. .. .. . .. ..
Homo for the aged, lnflm,
or noady (including
orphanago
..
Other and unknorvn (refer to Soctlon Chief) . . . . . . . ..-........

26

01
02
03
OL
05

..

- IL -

Tho cnuzcrntoro

wcro luutruetcd to ld%.ltlfy
Lhc type or Institution
In ths he*ldIne or Lha ~c!;rdu:z,
to entor clLhcr hla prison nuzbcr, or “prlf,an4 In the 6434 or on ~nmato of a pcnrrl Institution
to Enunerators.)
Rcrcr to your Section
onor,* In col. 6. (see purl. I.10 and hl.9, 1n;tructIon.s
Chief eases where the type of lnstltutlon
1s 1ndcClnlta
or unknown.
78.

.

Col.

25, Houra -vcr4e3.

It

thq code ln col..E
la not "1," mncel any entry in 001. 25
with par. 77. If col. 26 1s blank, lenre lt blank.
111 col. 26 1s 100 or pore, cancel the entry In col. 26

other
ttan the entry you :mda in accbrdmcc
If tho cod4 la col. E 1s *L* and the sntry
all4 wr1t4 “99.“-

79.

Col. 27. Duration or unenployoent.
If tha code in col. E Is neither
“2” nor “3” and
Is an entry In col. 27, cancel the entry In col. 27. If oql.’ 27 1s blank, leave It blank.
If the cod4 in col. E is *2* or *3* and ths entry In col. 27 Is 100 or OTC*, cancel eha ontry
an4 cule aeoordlng to the following
schamo:
there

Entry ln col.

27

X00-12bwseka ..............

YO

125-ll.9

Vl

waeks ..............

153-199 weeks..............

‘I2
v3

ZOO-2l,9 wcsks ..............
250 weeks or more ..........

80.
this

COlS. 23, 29. JO. and col.

P.

cols.

Vb

.

28, 29, 30, an4 col.

tina.

P arc not to bc code4

at

-

31. Keeks worked.
81.
cancsl and write "52."
Cal.

If

there

is an entry

in thls

colrun

of more than 52 weeks,

.

Ii col. 32 la blank.
l&e
it blank, ualbss the cntrl
Cal. 32. !:oaty wqes or salary.
91 a dollar kas
in col. 31 Is “0,” In r.iIch cosc YOU must enter -0” in eol. 32. Ii a fraction
Ii the entry in col. 32 1s 6000 or over, cancel
been entered In col. 32, cancel the fraction.
the entry and write “5OOOf.”

a2.

II an amount has been antered
in col. 33, cancel the mount
83. Cal. 33. Other incccc.
an4 enter “1” (for *Yes”) lf Lhe amount Is :'5O or care,
or
enter
*O* (ror *::o*) li the ecount
the colum
blank.
If tCs enutcraIs less than $50. Iii no entry has been rade in col. 33, lcrva
tor k43 conslstsntly
entered To” in col: 33 ror persona returned as residing
in a CCC Caap or
on an Ii% resident
project,
you should cross out the reply Or *Hog and enter “1” (for *Ycsw)
:evcn or norc weeks or ezployc?ent in 1939.
for all persona reportlq

84. ‘Cal.

34. Mzbcr

of Farm Schedule.

No coding

Supolancntary
85.

Uncanceled

suppleaet.Lary

llncs

la to ba done in col.

Qxestlons

are to be code4 in accordant%

34.

.
with

ths lnstructlons.ln

mtcr
the code symbol *8* in
pars. 86 to 111. eve3 when ~01s. 35 to 50 ore eonpletcly
b&.nk.
col. I it cola. 36-p for that parson are cowletcly
blank. or hav4 bcqn coPplstsly,cancele4.

86.

Cal.

35. Ktlzle. Ho coding is to be done in this

coluaa.

; .

. 87.
~01~. 36 and 37, Pl.tca uf birth
of fnthcr
and eothrr.
The place or blrth
or rather
s and mother arc Lo bs coded In COl. G. ?/hen ~013. 36 and 37 are blnnk, It zzay bo tknt either or
or thr suppleurntary
person wore cnunerattd
on tha main schcdulo,
In which
both or the parents
in the
case the cod4 for col. G imy bo ~bLorOkcd
rrOQ COl. 15. It 1s not necessary to ill1
.
entries
ror 001s. 36 and 37. Select t3e country or birth to be oodcd, a4 shown below. an4
supply
Lha symbol from the list or countrleo
on the attacked pages.
a. Lenve col. C blcnk li the cntrics
ln ~01s. 36 an4 37 Indicate
that both porsnts
al tho pernon.wcre born in Chu Unltad States,
its terrltorles.
possasslons,
at soa, or
In a place Lhat cunnot be dat6k!UlnOd.
that the person’s rather ~43 born in n foreign
b. If tho entry in col. 36 Indlcutrs
country,
ontcr In col. c the coda for tho country spccltled
ln col. 36. and dlsrcgord
the
entry for tho mothor.

- 15 0. If the entrlss
in aola. 36 and 37 lndicote
that the person’6 father MU born In
the United Statea, Itr terrltorles,
possesslonn,
at son, or in a place that cannot be
datermlnod.
and that hlo notkcr was born In a forolgn country,
enter IO col. C the code
for the country of birth of the zother.
118. Cal. 38. Mother ton4uc for native
lsnuufwe~.
Code the sntrlas
in col. 38 In code
001. H in accordaace with the aynbola for mother tongue on the coding schena attached.
Ii
,tha entry in col. 38 1s Eqllsh.
leave code 001. II blank.
If col. 38 18 blank code I.9 in
001. 8.

89.

39. la. aed 11. Veterans.
Cola. 39 to Ll are to-be coded In eel. I according
It xl11 be noticed t&at when ?3 ,” "R,* or wOta 1s cntercd
acheme shown below.
la
It la not necessary
to Inspeot cols. 39 and &Q.
a. It the entry In col. Irl is %P code -3" In col. I.
b. Ii the entry la col. Ll 1s "Rw code -5” la col. I.
o. If the entry in col. 61 1s "Ot* cods "6" In col. 1.
a. Ii the entry la 001. W Is Ww lnspact col. 40:
(1) u tbo entry in col. LO la So* or lr this colvzm Is blank,
code ~1” in
001. f.
(2) Ir'the'entrg
ln aol. LO 1s "Ye5" code "2" In bol. I.
l .
IS the entry In 001. I.1 Is WUR lnspeot
col. LO:
11) Ii the entry in col. LO is "NO" or if this colw
1s blank,
cohe “f,’ in
.
00x. I.
(2). If the entry in col. LO-is "Yes* cod& "2* la col. I.
t.
If aoi. hl Is blank Inspect col. 39:
(11 If the entry In col. 39 Im mYes,m code *7* la col. I.
(2). If the entry
in col.
39 la “No” or if this coluaa 1s blank,
leave col. I blank.
Cols.

to 'the c&e

001. &l,

90.

The code for aol.
. Cal.

.

32

I can be smarlzed

COl. LO

Disregard
Dlsiegard
Disregard
Diaregati
Disregard
Disregard
Ye0
No or blank

Cal.

Disregard
Disregard
Disregard
No or blank
pr .
No or blank
Dlrregard
Disregard

as follous:‘

41

Code for

3'
R
ot

Col.
3
5
6
1.
2
t

-'

W
W or SW

SW

I

.-

Slank

7

Blank

Lcnve Blank

lfeanim? or Code
Spanish hzmrlcan
Regular Establls~nent
Other Veteran
World War
Child-?Iorld-Father
dead
Spanish and World
Veteran-Service
Unknom
Not roteran

Cola. Lt. L3, and /,I.. Social Security.
IP "Yes* Is entered In both ~01s. h2 and L3
"2," or “3” Is entered ln col. I&, no coding of these qucstlons will be necessary.
For
bther coabinstlons
of entries in cola. l.2, 63. and L&, the intry in col. U, if there is one,
must be canceled and the combination coded in accordance with the rollowing
scheme:
91.

and "1,"

.

I.8
Y*a

No or’blank
NO
Ye8

Ye0

Blank

HO

.
'
Cola.

Col.

Cal. 42

COl. 02

Anr other

I,&

Code ror

None or blank
Blank
El&
-

oaiblnitlona

Col. L1 Lfean1n.q of Code

0
4
5

Blank

6
Leave

blank

Does not hare S.S.No.
58 S.S.No.
No beductlons
5s S.S.No., amount of deductlens
unknowa
Has S.S.No., unkaowa whether
deductions
Unknown S.S. rtatus

Industry,
92. Cols. &5, ~6, l.7. and code 001. J, Usual occupation.
&5, ~6, and 1.7, and oods~col. J, arc not to be coded at this tine.

93. Cola. f,8, &p. and 50. ?or all
50 are not to be aode at thls tlme.

women who are or have’bson

mrrled.

and clam

Cols.

of worker.

LS, L9, and

-1694.

Cal,

K.

hen.

(41.

Cods ln 001. K for

eaah pereon

onumrated

on a supplrzntary

line

ar r0ii0w0:
.
l .
CO~O -0"
household or which
3, 4, or 5 la col.
code -1.
b.
hounshold of which

for owned, ii *On appears in col. 4 on the line ror rho head or the
the person on the supplementary
line is a related
member (cods 0, 1, 2,
A).

if "R* appears In col. 4 on the line for the head of the
oa the supplementary
line is a related nenber.
0. Coda “2” IS the person on the supplementary
line 1s a lodger, servant,
hired
household (code 6, 7, 8, 9, r, or X in
hand, eta., or la a member of aa lnstftutlonal
001. A).
for rented,
the person

The value ot an owned home (wOm In ool..K]
or..the monthly rental
95. Cal. L, V-R ffi;
or m ronted home ("1" In col. K) must be coded in col. L for each person anuaerated on a supplamsntary llna aocordlng to the tollowlng
cchemm:
Value

Rental
under $5

Undar $500
$500 to. $999

$5 to $9

$1,000 to $1.499
#1,500 to $1,999

$2,000
$3,000
t4.000
tsmo
w.500

to
to
to
to
to

$2,999
$3,999
$1,999
$7,L99
$9,999

$10,000 or more

$lO.t.O al.4
$15 to $19.
$20 to $29

#30
$40
$50
#75

to
to
to
t?

$39
(09
$74
$99

$100 or more
unknowa

Code ror Col.
0
1
2
.3
b

L

i

7
8
9
Lehve blank

96. The value or rental of the home should appear In 001. 5 on the line for the head of
but if It appears in col. 5 for mne related
the household of which the person is a aenber,
member or the household other than the head, It nap still
be med.
Ii col. 5 Is blanlc or
WL” ior all related
menbers of the household Includlag
the head, leave col. L blenk, reqardless of what map be entered
In aol. 5 for any unrelated
nenber of tha,household.
Leave col.
L blank for a person who has been coded "2" In col. lC (that In, all those coded 6, 7, 8, 9,
Y,arXlncol.A).
The entry for col.‘Y
Is to be supplied on the
6 and 9 ror t&Is person.
Ii there is (I "XI*
as male (%* In col. 91, enter "1" In col.
Y. If them 1s a *No* or blank in col. 6 and the person la reported as female (“Pa In ~01.
9), oode "2" In 001. Y. If there la a wYesw or a "1. la 001. 6 and an "Ha in col. 9, code
9 ror this person.
"3" la 001. Y. If there IS a *Yeaa or "1" In col. 6 and an Tr ln'ool.
oode -4" la col. Y. Never leave 001. Y blank.

97.

Col. M. FE. res.

and Sex (6 and 91.

basis
of a cablnation
of the entries
in ~01s.
or a blank in sol. 6 and the parson la reported

* 98.

The cods8 for

col. 6
Gblank
*
Ho or blank,.
TM or 1
Yes or 1

col.

Y tea be summarized

Cal.
Y

p

Code tor

Col.
1

F
Y
t

as rollon:

:
b

Y

Usanlns or Code
Nonram male
Nonfarm female
rarm ma10
?arm remah

99. Col. N. Color and Nativity.
(10. C. 36. and 17).
The acds ior sol. N Ir to be
supplied from 8 oozblnatlon
of the entries for tha person in 001s. 10, C, 36, and 37.
Supply the code for 001. N in eccordanae with the following
aaheme:

-17digit
of a040 In
Cal. c
LSm6.7.
8, or 9

col. 36
A atate,

A rtate,

territory
or
poamanton
of the U.S.,
or blank

terrltor]r
or
possasslon
or
the U.S.,
or blink

X.5.6.7.
8, or 9

A rord~
aountry

li rOrbigLt
oouatrt

x567
* . * ,
8. or 9

A rorelgn

A state,

aountry

terrltorr

that

Cal.

10
N or 1

T or 1

W-1

Cal.

cod0
for
Cal. H
Lear*

3p

El&&

1

Yeenlng or Code
Natlra white, both
parent8 natlra

Natlro white, both
parent8

rorelgn

born

2

Natlre willto,
rorelga born

rather

3

Native *hita,

mother

or

pomers1on
or
tha U.S.,
or blank .

l&r. 1

A hat.,
territory
or
posiaI3~loo
or tlw U.S.,
or blank
-

T or 1
..

A rorslgn

aouatrr

.

.

r0dgn

born

-

.

..

~.0,1,2,

'Dlsmgrrd

Disregard

I

rorelgn-born

white

of3

Nw

Disregard

'Dlaregard

Dlaregard
. .

5

Negro

3-9

Dieregard

Dlsragard

Dlaregard

6

Other race

100. Cal. 0, Age (111. !lkanaorIbo the age (or the cede for age it age has been coded) for
the person fros col. 11 to col. 0.. Ir.col.
ll is blank or contains aa entry or *OO.~ leave col.
b blaak;
the tact that the age Is u&mm
I8 already
recorded
on the Persoaa of Unknown Age iom.
fSee par. 33 abort.)
101. Col. P, Mar. st. (121. Enter a oode In col.
aacordlag
to the satry In Cal. 12 as follows:

P ror tie narital

EntrT la Cal.

12
Cods in Col.
S ................ 1
Y ................ 2

ua .‘.............

3

atatus

of the person

ir

.

D ......... ...... . 0
7 ........ ........ 7

102. Cd- Q, Cr. aam. iB1. -Transcribe
001. Q.

103.

l aoordlag

If aol.

B is blank,.leavo

Col. R, Cit.

(161.

001. Q
Fator

the code wtich

blank.

appears In aol.

a aodo In 001; R ror the altlzanshlp

to the entry in 001. 16 am rollwa:
Lntry In Cal.
Ii

blank

16
Code In Col.
or aanaaled....Learo
blank

Ha................
1
Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

............... 3
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r,

Al

R

B for
atatum

the person to
or

a person

Cal. S, wk. at.
1oi.
8. Ir 001. B 10 bl.sik,

001.

(El.
Traaocrlbe
the oafa Lcat appoara
hare aol. S blank.

~01. T. ma. ma. or mu. Cn. (26 or 271
In 001. 9 18 1, 2, or 3. When them la a&
Code the eatrlas
in 001s.
blank)
leovo 001. T blank.
entry
In cola.
aahmam. Note that where the orlglaal
ooded, sod the aodo for aol. T la baaed oa t:.ls oodm
105.

tha aatrf

Ii 1 in col. s
in coi. 26
Code for

mt&

0 to 13 ..............
Lb, to 29 ..............
30 to Jr, ..............
35 to 39 ..............

or canoeled

Col. 0, Occupation,
106.
601. IJ at this tine.
107. Col. V. 'xks wkd.
the person a8 r0u0n:

...

Industry.

(3 11.

Enter

Eatry

C lot

tha pernon

to

An entry 1s to ba nado in 0.01. T only when
other satrr (i.e.,
S, 5, 6. 7. 8, 9. 0, or
26 aad 27 In accordance with the rollowIng
26 or 27 wan 100 or more, the entv
hno been
aad not the original
entry.

fr 2 0r 3 in col.
Col.
0
1
2
3

IO ..............
i
Al to 44 ..............
5
f
c5 to &7 .............................
k8
b9 to 59 ..............
8
60 to 69 ..............
9
70 to 99 ; .............
v

Blaak

in col.

T.

in Col.

Entry

8~
Code for,Col.

27

Under 3 ...........
3 to 6 .............
7 to 10 ...........
ll to 14 ...........
15 to 23 ...........
2lB to 35 ...........
36 to 09 ...........
50 to 99 ...........
vu, n .............
Y2, n .............
Yb .................

.

bara blank
and Class.or

Blank or aancelefl
Worker

(FL.

No entry

a sod* in col. V according
In Col. 31
code ln Cal.
0 ................ 0
I to 6 . . . . . . . . . . . 1

T

0

1
2
3
0
5
6
7

8
...

9
v
hare

blank

is to be eade in

to tha uatry

in aol.

31 f0r

v

7 to 10 . . . . . . . . . . 2
11to 10 . . . . . . . . . 3
15 to 23 . . . . . . . . . C

2b to
32 to
36 fo
18 to
50 to
Blank

31 . . . . . . . . . 5
35 . . . . . . ..i 6
k7 . . . . . . . ...7
t9 . . . . . . . . . 8
52 . . . . . . . . . 9
. . . . . . . . Lear. blank

32

c01. x. Wa,qes (321. It ~01. 32 18 blank (or ii the entry ln ~01. 32 has been cmthe person,
lean 001. W blank.
If there Is an entry of 1000 or more In co?. 32 ror
person, transaribe
the rlrst
two dlglts
of the entry to aol. 1. Ii there Is an aatry of
number from 100 to 999 traadsarlbe
the rlrst
digit
or the nurabsr and precede by aa 0 fs col.
XS any number tro.a 1 to 99 Is entered in col. 32 code OV in col. 1. If the entry In 001.
1s *or write
-0ow in sol. 1.

a8

roilas:

108.

oaled)

the
any

W.

for

109.

col.

X. Of. inc.

(33).

Transcrlba

the entry ror the person tram 001. 33 to col.

X

.

Entry ln Col. 33
Coda In Col. X
. Blank ............
Leave blaak
Ye8 or 1 ..............
1
No or 0 ...............
0
110.
Ill.
the propor

Cal. 1.

Traascrlbe

the aodo for the relationship

nh~n you have oo~pletsd

notntion
.
.

ontored

In 001. A.

the codlne ror all or UIO sohedules ln that portfolio,
yrke
lonorundul
to lndlcato that
on line 6 “Ccnornl coding* of the Portiolto
---........A
r-4 -~*IWI r.hm oortlollo
to the aonrrol desk.

-4,.

:I-

-

CPCCRI\MlIC.U CO;: I.Z?T FCR STATfS
Code

NZN ~OLUID:
Ynlno ......................
New tbxapshlro ..............
pamant ....................
Massaohuzmttn ..............
Rhoa0 blnnd ...............
Connootlout ................
NIDDIZATLARTIC:
-New York ...................
Now forsay .................
Penn8ylvanl8 ...............

SO

Doluwaro ...................

51

llarylnad

52
53
5L
55

Dlstrlct
or Columbl8 .......
Vlrglnla ...................
West Ylrglnla ..............
North Carolina .............
South Carolha .............
Georgia .....................
Florida ....................

56'
57
58

J&T NORTRCEil'RAi:
Ohio..................'.....
Iadlaaa .....................
Iuinois
...................
. Ylchlgan ...................
NisaoMin; .................

59
'60
61
62
63

nCST NORTii ClUTRALr
Mhaeaota..................
. .. ... ... ..... ..... .. ..
Yissourl...............~...
Narth Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South llakota.i...~.........
Nebraska...........,.,.....

Xaasaa...;.........i.......

be
ks
66
67
68
69
70

Code

O0de

LlCUNTAW (Cint'd.]

SOUTH ATLANTIC I

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

...................

EAST SOUTHCE;TRAtz
Xmtucky ...................
T~UXl~SD~~..................
Alatama ....................
Yls8ls8lppl................
u&ST SOCTRCalzALr
Arkansas ...................
IPuIaIlln8 ..................
cklahom8 ...................
Texas .........
..-........
YuuNT~r
Montana ....................

Idaho ......................
. .......
NYomLns............
Cqlorado ...................

80
8L
82
83

...

84
85
86
87
8.8
89
90
91

Now Moxlco ..................
Arizona ....................
Utah .......................
Norada ..; ..................

92
93
94
95

PACPIC:

Washington .................
Oregon .....................
caliroda
.................
..
gnltad Stntri,
Stat0 aat
reported ...................
Americaa altlzcn
barn abroad
(b.oit.
in 001. 16j ...... .
outlying poiseasIoa8:
NUkD ...................
..
.........
Hawall............~
Puerto iUa0 ................
Phillpplae
Island8 .........

96 97
9s
.
99
.

x0
P
X2
X3 ...
XL

Vfrgin
Islanda .............
Puama Canal 20~ ..........
ouam .......................
smoa (hericaal...........

x5
x6
n.,
x8

At 8ea [blank pr Am. olt.
.........
. in COL 16)......:

x9

AUYABETICAL COD3 LIST FCR STAm
IIncludes
outlylag possession81

Nabama..i.. ................
‘Naska ........
..T ...........
Arizona ......................

Code
.82
hlarylaad ....................
Idassacitusetts ...............
P

Code

I3
93 Ylchlgao ....................
62
.(l...
Arkansas ..............
8b. bllnnesota ...................
6r
98 MlsslsslPPl........~
........
California ..................
63.
91 Yls8ourl....................
66
Colorado ....................
55 Yoataaa ....................
. 88
CoM.atIcut .................
Delamre ....................
71 Nubrarka ....................
69
... 95
. DlrtrloO'or
Colu=bid ........
73 .Nevada..................;
Now l-&mpshlr8 ...............
............
79
florlti........;
51
.... 78 Naw Jersey ..................
Caorgla................c
57
N&T !&x100 ..........
A;...;.
x7
~uaa.. ..............
. . ......
92
x2' New York .. ..*...............
Hawall ......................
56
.............
69 North Carolina ..............
Idaho.........;
76
~~IcAo~s......;..............~
1 North Dakota .................
67
60
Oh10........................
Indian8 .....................
59
Iowa ........................
Olclahama....................
86
65
hn..¶.....................'.
70
Oregon .................
. .... $7
80
Xantuoky ....................
Panam Canal Zone ...........
X6
buI8l8na ................
. .. 85 Pmnsylvanla ..............
.:5 8
UmIn8 ........................
Inland8 ..........
Xb
50 Phlllpplne
Puerto Rioo .................
'x3
w

Code
Rhode Island....;..........=

Samoa (Amsrlcan). ...........
Soiah Cuollna ..............
South Dakqta ................
Tennmsaao ...................
Texas .......................
utah ........................
Yernont ......................
Ylrg~la ....................
YIrgI~ 1818ads ..............
..........
Nashlagton.;.....;
Nest Vliglnla ...............
Wlraon8la ...................
Nyomlag .....................

X8
77
68 .
81
07
PC
32
72
X5
96
75
63
90

United Stairs,
Stat l not ra-’
ported .....................
99
Ammarloan oltlzen
born abroad’
(&. alt. in sol. 16) ......
40
At aa
(blank
or Am. olt.
in 001. 16) ................
rp

.

.

Comtry

Country
Cod0

liOd0
NORlTtMS~

EElROPE:

&aglMd ....................

00

s0otlarld ...................
wales......2.....;
.........
Northern Geland ...........
Irl8h Proa St&s (tlra) ....
uommy .....................
Sweden.....................

01
02
03
OS
OS

Powark............;
IaOluld ....................
Uotharlands (Holland)

.......

...

tuxemburg..................
Switxer~d

ov
08

......

mgium;...-............,

09

ox
10

................

Pram* ......................

u

Connan .. ..<........r
:Polana .....................
DMZ~ .....................
Croahoslorakla.......~
Au&r18 ....................

......
.....

Rungarr ....................
Tugosl~ri~ .................

lbrkay In lhuopa.......,
S-N

12
13
1V
I.4
15

16
17

Mrlaa .......................
Albania' ..... .........
..a. ....
&la taot speoliled)..~~~
...
~Australle ...................
Awtri a.....................

. Azores ....... ..r ............
Bolglua .....................
. B-aria ....................
. Canada-Pmnoh ...............
Oairada-Engllsh.....~..~
.....
. .4httai
Aiuerloa .............
ChfW ...... . ................
Cubn ........................
.. Czeohoslo.akla........r
.....

Danzig...........;

..........

Denwrk.s
...................
agland ......................

xstbRl8.~ ...................
I!u~ope (not l peairl.d)...r.
mllMd

.....................

rranoa .........................
Oenamly .....................
If"

18

19
u:
20
21
22
23

..; 2V

EUROPE:

Qreeoe .....................
Albaal& ....................
ftnly.......;
..............

2.4
2s

v2
2s

3X
n

Turkey.ln..4@la .............
CUM ......................

2x
29
to

Puerto Blco aEd Vlrgln

Code
zc
.

fIoll+ad .....................
aungery.. .................
Ioelead...............,.

08
h.2. 16
.... ov

.......................

1s
V&
09
23
34

Latvia ......................

3v
04
26
33
IX

35
v0

Llthwola ...................
k\xembur&.r ................

19
ox

32
38

Nexloo...........;

U

ZY
07
00
20

P
2l
u
12

India

Stnta (Elm) .....
1tEly .......................
Japan .......................
Fme

...........

Netherlands .................
Newioundland ................
Northern Ireland ............
Norpray..............;...;
Palertim ...................
Poland ......................
Portugal ....................
Rumnnla.......i
.............
Ruaela ......................
s00tlaQd ....................

Jcpan ......................
33
IRdh ......................
3Y
Other Asia ........
. ... ..i .. 3x
Amanx:
Canada-French

... ..;.........3
Canadn-English .............
Rwfoundland ...............
~brlao .....................
Cuba ........................
Other West Iadieu.........
Cmtml America ............
South Aimrio& ..............

Australia ..................
Araror .....................
Other Atlantlo
islands

Pacific
31.
32

Gresoa .....................

Irish

1

26
27' ALL orH%:
21
Alrlca .....................

.
ZUROPR(not specirle~~ .......
.
ASIA: .....
Pnlestlne ..................
Syria ......................

d2sxt ep poereaslons or the Walted State83

coae
ASIA (CorLt'd.)

Spain ......................
Portugnl.....*.............

....

GmmAL EOROPZ:
.

06
07

us=
EUROPE:
Russia (Soviet Republla
U.S.S.R.1 .................
Ltthuenla ..................
Iate* ......................
tston14 ....................
nnlma ....................
Elunmlln ....................
Bulgaria ...................

37
08

Islands

L
35
36
37
38
9
VO
Yl
Y2
y)
YC

.....

............

not speairied (Ba,
Pa. or ~1 ln col. 16) .....
At sea (Na, Pa. or Al 1n
001. 16) ...................

YS

~6

Country

~8
-i'g

Islnnds.

South kaerlca

...............
Spain .......................

S'uaden ......................
Stitzerlend
.................
Syria .......................
Turkey ln Asia ..............
Turkey la lurope ............
u. s. 3. fl ...........
. .....
Wales .......................
Nest Indies (except Cuba,
Puerto Rloo, end Virgin
Islandsl...................
Yu&osl8vla ..................

Cods
Vl

27
06
10

30
31
2v
. 16
02

39
17

36
...

03
OS

29
13
26

22
18
01

Islands (eraapt
Azores, Icrlend,
end
West Indle8) ...............
Pwrlo
xe1~1~d.s.............
Country
not epeolflod (Na,
Pa, or AL la co1. 161......
At ~188 (Nq Pa. or Al in
Atlantfo

001. 16) ...................

VS
v6

YB
Y9

. ‘.

,

(ml0 table la based oa both the owpulaory aahool. attandanoa 1~s and thm,ohlld
pedttlng
rxaaptiona
for e;lployeenf)
.

19*

Stab
.
Ilab-

. . . . ..a..........

7.to

&lrann

. ..... .. .... ....

d to $3

13

.

statm

4.
.(botb

years

8tata

InoluslYe~

Uulnlana:
.
Orleam Pnrlnh........
Bal. or state....;...;

6 to 13
7 to 13

7 to 13’

Ohio ...................

6 to 1;
. to 13

NUylWld . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 to 13

Oragoa..

~nsaohuemttm..........

7 to 15

FwlasylTMtll.......,...:8'~

Canlle8tloUt........)...

7 to 15

Nlohlgm ...............

7 to U

Rhodo Island.......8
- .

llelwlua....;..........

7 to l3. . Uaaasota .....

8 to 13

Dlst.

7 t'o 13

South Camlla~.~ .......
_'
south Dakota ...........

Columblcr..~;.,..;..

Roridn .:..........;

... 7 to u

Georgia ............

..i.

6 to 13

NiLtsSl~ldppi ......

..m., ..7 to 11

lussotii.............;.

7 to l3

YIontu.. ... ‘..; i.. ..... 8 to iS
.i

years

North Dakota...........

Okhiicum ... . ............

..f ......

w

lnaluslro~

Naiae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 to lb

. . . .’ . ., . . . . . . . . .

laws

(both

7 to 13
..
c+lfoMia . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 t? U
.
Oolnrado.....,.........
8 to 1)

Ark-a8

.

(both yvarr
lnclusirs)

labor

... i.. ......

i ..

7-13.
0 1s

...

7 to 1S
7 to 1S

8 to 13

. .
TOUWSlO@
..............

7 to ;;.

Terlu........,;

7 to u

.........

LidshO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 to I.3 . Nepraska...; i.. ........

7 to 13

Utah.........;......;

IlllROlB......~........

7 to l3

m330e ................

6 to i3

New Sampshire ..........

8 to I.3

Vlrglnh

7 to 13

New Jerrsy ..............

7 to 13. Washla&n.....'........

8 to 13

rnasas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 to 13

New mexioo .............

6 to u

West Vlrglnla

7 to 15

IImtuckl...............

New York...;

7 to 1S

Wlraowln ..............

7 to 15

7 to li

Wycml~ ................

7 -- No
mininrnn

Iadlnua

,.

7,to l3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . it0

- Ion...................

13

7‘to U

7 to 13.

.Nersda.&

...
North CsrolUa

...........

...........
.........

... 8 to 1s

...............

..........

i’O.?ULiTIW
zon

P-327A-1

Those aoli. are to br aditod ably ior there
llno 'Boo paragraph 22, Opera~lon 7,
Immn you coda ao head l porron
other than the oam
.ulatioo
CodingI.
not tranafor
the household data appearing la aols. L and 5.troi
the
the l ouorator)
to the pn.0.t
b.4.
.
1.

Cola.

housaholds

i sod r:

bar appears on a aupplaaantary

2.. m noni.ana
dlatrlota
(*Now in ool. 61 antrio.
rmforred
ior l paolal
are aaoaptabli
and should nofba
or 1~ the puson ha m occupation usually oawandfng
001.

in whlcb ~oao ma-

Inrtruotlona

o,zlgln~
orlgbal

for

Cerrsl

Pop-

re,turned as head da
head (as aB:ered bt

ln'Co1. 5 oi $100 or nom
for rrntod h.aes
l dltlng
lr the antla 001. 32 le $S,COCk
a high lnoaa and has an ontry or nYeam in

33.
‘3.

+-a

Vnlura

of

homoa in the same nngm
baitins.

omed

for ~eoiil

aa the rentals

ior

l

Im

diatriat

should

bm

.
I

*

If thm enuwrator h+a entud
*Tea* or -Noa for each nebor
ot
the howeho&
the l eooo4 an4 oonaeoutlro
entries
should not boqoenoolaU*or-oode4.
*o- in 002.
eatrred
in col. 3L
6 .I# not to bo C&B@
to “Tee l wan thou& therm laf be a ?arnr So&dub
If
*ie5* ~3 “NO= h4ta born ontore
for
manbua or the aam* idif
rarar the rou0,to
your Section
chlmfi,
L

:

col.

s.

6.

.Parapph

lb-

.

.

ror
Cal. 8. Paragraph 19. Red carstuLLI para&aph 20 or tha Caneral Inatruotloaa
the word ‘head. has beon c.nc.104 fn JB l nrller
oprratlon.
r0u0r
the lnatruotloM
Operation 7 7.
ooaatltutea
8 sapua‘ta
&Ii
In patagraph 20. If there ia a group of pusona nhich you be&we
household but r0r which there liino entry or *head ," consult pour Sootion Chief to aeo Met&et the
r&at person nha.ld ba aoded whmlm and the household rarksd ?a- in thb mt-hna
umrgfn or the
._
rahbdulm.
*a ,
6. Codinq ~datlonshlu
of Parsons Snuasrstrd
Out of Orclu.
The rollting
typos of situ&lone
ivr persons
in howeholds l nunbrated out or ordbr.
MI bo amountsred
on sheets 61. 62. eta., rrreried

r0r thm

pr0~0ba IIJ r0umm:

(a) If .a entire
household la .nuPsratod on the
thm uausl ray as instructed
in paragraph
19-29.

out of

order

shoots,

ooda

the entrlra

in

(b)
ior who0 the nunber of the houaahold of rbiah
For a person l nwaratod
qut of Order.
speclflad,
code the relationship
oi the pe,raon to the head in.
he i? a ‘menbar has bepn alaarly
acoonlanae with the instructions
la paragraphs 19-29.

ha8 boeq rpecltled,
aa4
(a) For l person epuarrated out or order, ior wham B? rmlationshlp
for rhon the household vlsftation
number
is-not given. try to rind a household at the same ad-&IBJS, ud 1s ose la f,ound, oodo tha paiaonas rdlatlonship
to the head or’the nouseh6ld +t that
k&baa
irr aoaordanoe with the hatructlon8
in pungraphs 19-29.

(a) If there are l numbu of persons enuuereted 08 sheet 61 with the ammo adbrese but
the first
puaon in Zhe group should bo code4 as hoed en4 the
xith ao relationship
apecifled.
pusona
aa nrmberr
ot the same houaehol4 in aaoordancr tith the inatruatloru
in
r=ioSng
paragapha

19-29.

(0) If t&e
tie a nunbar or pusona llata4 cooiecutlrely
for whom neither the relatlonship nor ttie address ii apaolfle4,
co40 tbo ilrrt
puson in the group a. head an4 the renalnlng
perroar
aa nanbara
ot the 8.~0 houarhold 18 ?ccordaaoe
with the lnatructlona
ln.paragra>he
19-29.

.

-29
(r)
If
sheet 61 contains =LE~CS ot a amber or peraccs sot aecnsarlLy
lla:+d
3rtsecut~~efy ror whoa ao rslatioasklp
end no addram has been spcifled,
bu: each or w3o.t baa beea
-,ark& (~a head or sn .NX housdaold, cane01 the aatrle8 of “head’ and *.XI* for all bx: the first
such person and coda the r-alnlag
persons as nanbers of tbs ante household la accc,-dance irith
the iastructtonr
in puasrapha
19-29.

“9,’

7.
Households lnwhlch
include
thr iolk7dng:

A hourehold

to

Seation

pur

(6)

lncludlng

chi0r6

'Lkrtus

(r).

Institutional

(a)

(b)

A head.with

1

iaoluU0

of,one-rsllglous

aoro lnmtea.

or

aad his femlly with
And a housekeeper. r

rorkmr

aad his ianily,

a aazmoa law

Iistaactts
“6”
nnd

a prfrst

The aotaon law wire

tir0.

or

or

xlthout

should bm uudsd -I.-

on a boat or ~eeeal, suah as a ‘&to llriag

llring

the

the ilrrt

*F

theta

ue

persona

succesdlng

alona

la the household 18 iimp
to k aoded -0"
11 or mom persons.
in which cam the r;rmt

“9-T

to Persons

Or a

consisting

qirson

tieso

is to be assimad

.

Persona

(a)

Persona llling
code

+

ln

construotion

(b)

IS

(a) waitrarser
hold or the proprietor.

other

than the head in the follovi~~

secants,

grOUp.Or

suoh as a butler,

cases:

housekeepat,

aid,

fo

caps.

la prlrato

coaralkrceat

.

in rertausrnts,

A aurso br attendaat

(a)

Parrona

lo

instltutloaal

teallp,
that

or guagr aitendahtm

&retaria8,

l

or

dOCtOr’s

in husk housea (usually

be coded as ant hourohold;

hamma.

be assizaed to Persons other thaa the head In case6 like the rolloring:

(b)

.An

lighthowen;

eta.

@p

10.

tn

.

Ii~~~daol~s

dmurew,

.

keepers

instanaer
thy head oC tha ho&Col. A. In the roll-a
suoosedlag potron
la accordlrraa
with tblr
rolatloniibp

group or persona

up the routing
. 9.
and the suacaedlng phrsons
puson
will
bm coded. T

(a)

aonsiew

such aa a ninistet

me oode 6~

which

ror CcdLna
-O*, urd the

A hotuahold

(c) ~~relateU
or with urn ramiw.

unrelated

uors

maa;

Eourfhal48

5016 ;a dwaya
to thm hoad:

sennntu,

2 or

parsons

.

arma or

ti

Other Instructions
to bo u.yad.

8.

parson la always to be coded “VW ai%d the s~cceedlq

the tlrrt

deatlst'a

the

head

OrrlCB who lb08

found on sharp and cattle

e~ca though the iostltutLou
1s.

should

b8 coded

*ho Ure in the hour+

consists
“v* and all

la hla hour&olQ.’

ranchos);

of eereraldor,ltorle~,
fnaates or cc~lopsea

should
not

oaprlrlng
pr;rato

a raparata
household hu

household

hold 0, 1. 2, ae4. !.

ll.

should be coded ‘9’

la col.

Tallow

A.

basn snuso~atad b&wean tw grolpr of Umte:,

this

(codlag

Xle evea :bsu;b a
the pzlyarr bouso-

.

To ph-aqraph 19 add the rollowlq:’

2elationshlp

to head:

Adopted ohlid

Coda Ln col.

..................................................

2

................................................
Step-~andchfld
Croat-graadahllb
-..;........................................~
.Orphan. wuq, foster child .....................................
A diroroed spouse flrlng
in tha ioureho1d with the head ........
A Yhstm
(paguest) .......................................
A guduer ......................................................
Compnioa:
It worldng in the hocuehoid .................................
XS aot wrkbg
in tha household .............................
Rioad .........................................................
Qcdron,
Codsother, Tostu l&that ...............................
??elpero* (rho era not ,hrlpers irr domestlo rmlar.
golpen
la domnstio
samlao should bo aodad V.‘)
..........
.
A @oQo

hs entr7 of tw wl+m8ls to ba aaaaptad,

U.

Parngraph 27.

nrah a ralatlonshfp
aally

........................................................

l2.

The raaand smtanoe’ot

haa aa entry

ot&rr

e&ah

o 3a

L
.. 5

6
6
6
7
7
8
6

d
X
I

to be aodod .Lw

rlra

this paragraph

tharr 70s

A

,aols.

2l

should

mad: *If a person rith

or

oodr

U,

*l*

in 001. E.

Lb. Pamgraph 29. Mwri the rirat parson ia a household ot lL or aore lod&ers vu orlgillstod a8 IL lodger. pua&raph 29 or the kutruotlom
ror Oporatlan 7 doe? not apply.
15.

cqr. 2.

Pusgraph 300 An

I b*kaal tb ZLnru.
l6.

the aat17:

Cal. 10. Paragraph
and soda V2.*
Pdragraph

31.

(written

through

the line]

must bo char&

to a oapltal

ti

Uhrrm

TX,

l

V, * or 9”

intrndrd

tot

Vem*

appsarr. aaaoel

If t&o aatry la Eavmilan, Yalaf, Slacum* (Thlan), or Sanoaa. ass*
If the ram ontry 1s other than tharr (and other than those rpwl321, ruqet thm portrolio
to ths Asrlstsnt
Cparatlons Chlrrs.
.
32:

thm oode "9" ln 001. 10.
rlod,iz#

pakamph

18. Sona and Uaugbtrrr oi a Negro hoed or #b-o tia
muut be edited ?Jog~;reir
ii the7
born’ l nummratod as “ww for white.
Sons anb 4aughtus
of all mixed whit8 end oolored ara
to bo rditod &cooto tps oolor or raoo of thr nonwhite puet
except ln thr cam ot
Ihdla.
Aa entry or *II” rof rona’nnd daughtus of Indian-whfta parents i8 aacsptablr,
and

ham

should not bo ahnngad.

190 CoL l& Paragraph 33’. Ir lge is piran Fn nontbs
. 80mmat it to tbo last tuu you.

.

rot

person8 OTOT 011sysu old.

2or zr M mew or -3,. 90/12,* *I/U, l 92/l&* or *3/129 your is dtscoorred In ~01. fi
ior a perroa’after
whom naaa tbro*irr
00 red or gsan chock or ?, * en Intant Cud &ould be
fill.6
out for thmt parson aad in the ‘Cat. or birth” rpaoo rhould
be writtan l MO ,reportod
w
0. O/lZ, l/lZ,
2/U, or 3/l2 years,* as the case mar be. *itar
rru*
out tha Infant Card, .
oatrr a red T attar thm aam or thm ohU4.
Ths Infant
Cud8 ahould the8 be dOliTUed
to your
Uootion Chlrf, rho 'U 'me that they uo rrturamd to Operatloa 6 rot trammlsrloa to the
Dlrirlan
oi Vlial Statirth
/rnf

21.
*V-l,*
22.
coding

If ag 1s ~lvea
"P-2,' eta.

Cal. 12. Parqrrph
35. KImi "i?" appearr
accaptabla
la this ccltun.

21.
antrio

Be sure to check the out-dt-order

Than

35 yiiis

26.

Cal.

cootalnlng

la

12.

001.

csnael

the

9.

to 7."

the entry
antr7

sa3 coda

and write

Xd.

changlrrg

before

Paragraph

to

37.

l cceptablr fn thfa coluna.
As8latant
Operatlonr chior8.
27. If
the l ntrl.8.

sheets

numerous entries

12 arr

btriis

rolio~

not

this

ln

mst

cola

oontaining

be either

for all

wYw

70s"

or

parsons Aould

Puapaph
38.
sprolal l dlting.

ithan

nunbrous

or "E-6,.
-x-7,;
-K-8,‘29, pi aatrim
H-5 should ba.coded
aodo aaaordlm.

300 U'"F

appius

blndugartan)

eatrim

of

“No,*

q-9 ,- “H-lo,"30.'

blanks.

Coding

aoaapt

appear.

or Uashs

appear.

10

to the

dlstrlot,

or q-l2w

-S-U,-

"No."

bm reterred

.
wNowhu bean ontorod la 001. 13 for all parson8 in thi'onusaratlon
mltl~
or 001. 13 I8 td be done only rhea it 1s blank.

COl. 1t.
21.
the portrouo
ror

ti=

for rldowsd,

cancel

or )narrled”
with
spouao absent
(7) md without
be reterred
to your Soctlor,
Chief.,
.
that he 1s a
in sol. 8 lndlcatas
col.
12 la blank for a person whose rolatlonshlp
If tha narltal
autus canaot ba Qeteninad
on th8 basis
or tha
enter
TV in ~01. 12.
on thm ra&edula,
epqdr n. “wd’ far &pauo&
55 jeatq
Of age Or over; for a parson
‘of aga, e’ntu tha aoda “7..

Portiollos
or Tvd-

parai~*do not
other l&omtloa

Bnnd

or a year.

16 not

23*

bddi

ocher than ‘.rewits

in fractions

refer

.

aiaragard

thm

la col. II, laaro colulm B bLank.

'MUi aa entry or *H-Cw'appoars. regard

th8

ratry

aa "C-1" and code . l -&Ow la tel.

If the enuscrator has occasionally
entered “8” in col.
3t
oodr the entry “9n’for
q-l.*Cod0 an entry of *Cw in ~01. U.

8.

1L instead or "H-l,w'"B-2,w
wlO* r0r wC-l.g

eta.,

born irr terrltorles
or posaaaslcms of
33. Cols. 15 and 16. Paragraphs 39-46. All pusons
the Unftsd States, lncludln~ Naska,
hwlcan
Smoa. Guam, Hawaiian Ialan+,
Bnana Candl Zona,
Philllpplna
Is&nds,
Puerto Rioo, an8 tha Vlrgln Islands of tlis Ualiud State8 btm to bo regarded
an6 eeriea
or *J+~
-N8,. etc. rot paoplo
born in thmo territories
or poscleemions
as citi2anm.
are to oe canceled.

3~ Portioflos
;ontalnlng
blanks
In sol. 16 tot foreign-born
persons or consistent
entries
OS
"Na,* wPa,w “Al,”
*An tit,*
dto.. urn to bo rrrerrsd
fo the Assistant
Optkatioa Chlai, who will
elthar advisa you of th? aannu in rhlch those cases are,to be handled,
or rmter the folio to your
sactlon
chid
for special
editing.

rtrika

35. on page 26 or tha lndst
through Uu entry

or

roroiga

oountrlem, prorlnoer,

oltles,

Santa cruz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~................................
fr the only Mtrp 10 001. 15 18 S6Bt4 Cm, rarer
ho may obtafa a rpeclal ruUag
oa the, oode numbat
J6.

W~M the en-

-37.

when the entry or

eruotloni

to

0040 ror

of wXrmlandw appears,
-Turksyw

Turkey

appearr,

lo Ruop.)

39.1.

tha portfolio
to

codm for

aodo for

-key

vrlth aado

ntibors,

fnd.

to your Swtlon Chief ln order that
coda aoluaa C.

be entered

Irish

l to.

la

?rrm

la

Steto.

Aala.

(Thlm caaaols

earlier

ln-

-i38.

chid3

r0r

39.

you xay rind mtrlrs
10 these casea.

0~011~1on;lly
ia8truotlona

When the matry

of wCanadaL

of ihkota

appesra,

or Cardlna.

As2 em A.3rlata~t

Operatlcna

for Cmada anjllsh.

code

wPa.w *Na,* ato.,
LO. JU entry or *N.rot a person born in tba United States Jr one or its
tmrrltorlsa
or possesalons,
evea though 3arrled to a roralgn-born
parson, uust be CaMelad.
Thus,
or posse+
~01. 16 aunt bo blank ror Perrona born in the United S'dC.ss or any oi lts.terrltorlsa
s1oaa.
Ll.

Parcrgraph

&9.

Treat

or %aas Inatltutloaw

an ratry

la col.

17 a8 lf

lt were aa antry

of'

-saaa ~oUao.=

L2. COl¶. 1%20. Paragaph 51. Thmrsirrrnoa
to *incorporated plaaeaw la tha first
seatanc.
of paragraph Slnsaaa
pkoar
that Yero incorgorat8d
on April 1, 19LO. SOne-iaCOrpOratbd
place,,
hare been inoorporatad
slnoo 1930, and soma 1ncOrporated places la 1930 hare slaoe bean dlsincorporat
If rho entry ln the headlag at thm-aahrdulo birragraea with tha Caa~aphmr*s descrlptloa,
rarer the
dlacropanay
to the Bs8dlng Roria
Seotioa.
~ .
.
0.
Puasrauh 70. ‘“Related Paraormg tar whom the.aaue mlgratlin
oodo e+ould’bo gl+sp
u is turlgnad
thm head do not iaaluda
the fol.lowlrrg
classes ot prrhonsi
..
,
-I
. i;
ot age*

&u&tern-in-l&

w$raa,

sons-ln-lax who
I

2.

Wlros, daughtarr-la-law,. - and sass-in-law

3.

Blood r*latlrs8

of parsons
'

la Classes

are without

chllArea

whom oldart
lanb

child

an4 under 30 years

la undar'5.

2.

- .
by
U.
Xn order to asauaa that the blanks or dashes ln cola.' 17-23 wara used systceatlaally
_
the eaunorator ror ditto uarks. tha iollo‘ahould
contain.
ior parsoas other that the head, occapersona
aloqal
aatrloa
that arm dlffermt
rrol
tha entrlss for the haad. In noat aa?%s usrelated
and the rolatad parsons llated
above should hate a dlffareat
entry li the entry for the head wa
If 1% tpus appears that blanks or dashes were used rtrlatly
to lndlcato rspatltlon,
*sane haus*;*
Hmrr+er. If the enumrator
has left
deildta
eatrlrm say bo exsan$rd wea to unrelated persons.
oolr, &pZO bUalC fraquent;y
and at radon,
if ho haa nowar or raraly over mada antrloa orcapt ror
thm head, or +f ha hna aada antrim
oply tortho
first
pereon on th 'sheet, refer the iotio to tha
spscfti

ZUltars

0r

nlg~tlcm.

la 001s.
en&es
in col. 17'19.
Whoa the rntrlsa
To follow Paraqtaph 71. Inaonsfatsnt
LS*
to retsr
the aaaa to your Seotloa Chlaf [paragraph
If-19 ~a lncoaslstent,
you bate been lnstructad
f,S). .Ha my use tha <oIlawIng nrlk~ la decldlq
what you are to code. Then, .la nls jud~ent,
these Nea result la an unrsarorsable dealsion,
he JUX~rsrrr
thr oaao to the'Statlrtlclan
for Ia.ternaL Ml&ration or his reprsrsaUtiT0.
4

ti.

Ih the usurl dlaagrcrurnt.

oouoty

40 not a&
: . .

the entry rot

county 1s soat

to be

likely

and both are in the Stat0 la ~01. 19, asrum

that

wrou.

the place

Whao plaoo
entry 1s correot.

whoa satries ia tuo of the ~01s. 17-19 agrro and thm ent'ky la the third column disagrees
entry 18 wrong. fi the wrong entry la a place. lo
both of thi othara. assuxo that tha third
ool:l7,
aqsro~o that the.ratry
la col. 17 ia "ELr
l.7.

vlth

a;

Mmn'thera

a

Ii

plrloa

arm antrier
and,oounty

la each ol 001s. 17-19 and no two agree, accept
dlaagrem

and Stab

la not given.

acaept

the State.

the 91aca.

and aemma that tha
50. If plan* and St8to dlaagtro
and aounty 1s not given, acdept the Stab,
l ntw in sol. 17 1s *R." -.unless not rmr rrop the arm or present rssldanco there is a plaaa or-this
nfuw lo aa aajacmnt Stata.
.

51.
as

Ii

nnd State

county

dlsagrsr

52. Xtma there 1s 8n occasional
representing the rival put
Of

frequent

aiscrepaaolee

53a

Zdlt

St,.

AI+,

be'rowa

in

OoWty

caturo,

iB

thb

rrrsr

eL1 laooasisteat

poacll

red

*R* la col.
the

aot coataln

17 does

17 acd
whleh

ac:apt

the Stare,

place la 001. lit,

treat the
R3ea there

3loea place

the

1s located.
editing.

for aprcial

r0q0

ratrlee

M urban

e ;):scI,

to lrdloato

the

Navy. CCC. OtO. UTmre a spectrlo
amy p&t lm given.
Postal
Guide la the Ilrt
beglonlne 00 Page 911.

the

in

of this

and CoL

Interpretation

made.

the geogra?hlc

location

entry
are

ze7

Tonet Guard,”
55. Whoa thora 1s aa entry or wArmy,a *Navy, * the aue of a ship, T!srioar,*
of -ccc* together with cone speciria
gropaphla
moreion.
coda only the speowc
gaopaphlo
II.wm,m
wMerlnee.w wCoaet Guard,’
or *CCC* 1s .tho oa3y entry, code xX09.
If
la~omatlon.
-Xa.tp or tha anas or a ship la the only entry, aodo V908.
of

Paiagraph 7t.
The soda IoF.ool.
E ie to bo datemined
only on the baele
la peragraphe 7L to 76 ai the Iaetruotloae
tar Ckaeral Population
Coding.
The
h 0ol.e. 28-30 arm not to br ueal ln.the
doteminitloa
ot the coda ror ool. E (eaplaymeat
The eroopttone
to this geaerel rule are clearly
egatrd la paragraphs 27, 29-b, and

56. Cob.

2.l-25.

lrutructlom

the

aatfiae

Eutw).

7b76.
Occaeianally
~pu will
find hena ror the a@ ar Laoapaaitatad
operated by prlrete
orgaaor ladlrlduale
or beating 8 notation lnqioatlng
that the7 are lsaeed frum a qorsrmsatal
The lauatas oi't?ere laetltutloae
era to bo oodmd I9” la 001. X.

57.

lzatiaae
agency.
If

58. star
maab*ra
l ad emplo7eae or iaetltutloae
or
MJ
type are
the
tha mumewmtor*e eatry ie athar thaxt “Yee * to 001. 21, refer

not

to

be

oodd

-9”

in

001.

x.

to the Assisteat

portrouo

Operatlane chi0re..

59. xr thm
leara

aol.

kumwatar

has

*O* ln'ool.

entered

26 wlth.ao

entries

in col~._U'

to 25 nor col.

27

E blank.

60. Parasraah

76. T&l8 perayaph applise only to mea enumerated as melding la the CCC’Ceape
the eeme or the Can0 he8 barn entered ln the huedlag or the schedule).
This paragraph
after
does
not apply
to a man who 18 eauasreted,
with hle ramily, wea tJaou& aa “Abw ~7 bo written
hi8 nma ln 001. 7.
(tbt

le,

26. Parhraph 78. Ra entry
in 001. E.
I
heatioae
of hour6 worked should

61.

COL

of *O” in col.

26'1s aaieptable

when the eodo “1. her

entered

beeo

62.

63. Ii tha
elclen,

l

l

roldlrr,

66. Cole.

unerator has entered
l tUrpLaf in a jail.

31 and 12;

X t&a entry
001. 32.

Paragraph

la col.

bmcenaeled.
“168 hours*
at 100 or mare. lacludla~
canoe1 the entry end code ‘99..

any tlgur8
efo.,
82.

Add the:lollowing

32 in “Nq* Or "Zfaam, * aaacrl

eenteace

to tide

for

a ph7-

paragraph:

the wUaw~or. wNoaem and eater

“0”

la

or an7 eatr7 other thii a rlsuri
la there aole. should bo oeaorisd.
It the entry
65. -u-min col. 31 18 won*-haU time,* *on+querter tfme,* ato., refer th8 toll0 to your Sectioa C&if.
a.

E dol;lar

sire

..
appear in 001. 32, oancrl

67. -Cm (coafidoatielreport)
battax

waqm

report

hee

not

la aal.
boon received.

the dollar

81&e.

32 should be caeoeleh

aed col.

32 left

blank

lr a coefi-

-7.

68.

82.

fa

la sol.

Il.

Psra~raa3

therm 1s a rrrp

l try

a

0r

la

rigwa

32 rhould

aol.

3&m br cmcelad,

bv*a

though

Puscraph 12.

Ii
t&r l aumrstor
nado’eatrler
or wsges
la col. 32 ar4 a wPesw or *No* la
for km fair UYO 8 Coefldsattel
Report
on ra3ee (?om P-16). accept tho.laReport ii it lo dlrterrat
iros t&e cnuasrator~e ratry.
Eke cutala.
on the Coafldentlal
that t&o COpilaMtiAl
Report in Zor the proper parson.

69.
001. 33
forrsltloa
howvor.

a person

rot

applloe onl7 to &a rasldlng lo t&a CCCC&pr. that
70. Col. 33. Paragraph 63. ThIe puagraph
rho ame ot the Camphas b&n YJerti
la the haadlrg ot t&a rchedulr.
This paragraph dare not
apply
to l a~'tio
Ie l abmerated with hle.teul4,
oven though.ee *Ab* mrky bo wrlttre
after hle none
la oal. 7.
is,

71;.

82. Add t&r followleg

parlsaph

(b)

If

oole.

32

eeateaaee

or 33 la bleek,

72.

If

the toll0

rarer

booa oon?ieteatl7
entired la col.
or ior persona ln the lAbOr iorco in reltgloue

Assistant

tn.,the

la 001, 33 in aot l eqI4

the l ntw

paragraph:

or u’ TfPhae

persons-la the e~plox of my lgatftution.
etitutlona,

to taie

33 for

in-

Operatlone Chief.

r-d.

coda the ant-.

If the entrims
on theeo llaer dittu
troln the lnllormeiloa
73.
Cole. 36 and 37. Paragraph
67.
on the mela linen or tha eehedulm, the eatrlee on the nefn Uare ari to bo aaaepted.
If the matry
le either aol. 36 or 37 1s ror a pu8at
wlth en accepteblo eatr7 of *iumrlcM cltizsu born abroab,”
aster nXQ* abow the pleco oi bl.rth and regard
that parent an haylog beea born ia t&a Ualtad
Stetee.
Uothu TOIICUO. If
Cal. ‘3s. .Peragraph.88.
hlaak, ead oodo “L9” la 001. H.

7L

leave

lt
75.

-Austrian*

i6.

*Penw~1vanln-Duiah*

or

76.

79.
80.

Ir

both

l

ln

bo oodea

001.

lmguego

idreign

leuguegee,

blink by

the

eaumuator,

*Gornm~*

38 rlmuld

be ceded

*Came&*

COl. I.

mtu

Cale.'3~-50

(b)
Cole. jb-50
l oqueatly beaa’eatucd

(0)
sole.

(d)

Cole.
36-38.

Cole.

appear ia col.

and %igUsh*

spokea

the country

la

of

36-50

(U
I,?-50

*6-ekr

eolrun

38'. oode the

laawge;

foreign

if

,

coda the flret.

mtrlae
ot *Swlee* or *Relgieam
deterslaatlon
of the aodm.

(e)

la

3s should

left

rAt+et

two foralga
Chieie:or

001.

38 has baan

t&a not&or toigmarrtorod
in ooL'38 dlrrere
rrom that USUA&
Or mother, l aeept thm antr7 an it apmere.

77. -If
al&h

ip

col.

h Cal.
I

err completely

ii:

38 arm to be

rsiured

to

the Assistant

Operations

.

blask.

except

poeelbl~

ror a wNow~ln col.

though eoae leforsetloa
hare bsea colplet8ly
canoeled, evea
.
la red pea011 bf spaclel rdltore.
_
hevi been left
eatrloe ue in

blank

by

the enunerator

red ink or black lalc,

hem been cenceled

and

th.a

hen eub-

and red pea011 eatrlee

da not

aeso la aol.

.

39;’

aode

*8.*)

35 bee boon

appear

anlf

.
changed 'la

tad

pencil.

-a-

Jst do 3s enzer
col.
41; dastard

-3" In 0~1. f li there 18 a *Ycs* la oil.
19 or LO, or ir war 3ervice 1s rbawn la
(21 othu
words
eater ia COL I the code tor theam ~018. la the rc&ilsr
aaaaer.
~01. I la to bo coded ln the regular aannu lr this persoi 10 a veteran, wife. widow, or cllld of
l

Lr
l

veteran,

regardless

or what

other

su)plema:arr

=ay be alssln~

lnfor=rioa

..

there la &it oase to whloh aoao or these ruler applies,
or lr
~16, refer tha roiio
to the Sectloa Chlsr, who wlu bring it

his

or cea~elad.)

there la any doubt

to

the

attratlon

about spplplag

3r. Jesl~

or

or

repr8SMtAtiYa.

aautloa should be exuolaed
la the Inter-.
89. Rtresm
al. Colr. 39. LO. azd f.1. ?arpgraph
pratatloa or lacoa~~ste or irreb&ar
entries lrr QQ&~, Jg-41 (veterans).
Cheolclrg the asa or the
pusaa la 001. 11 to dstenlae
whether thr.psrroi
ip e Yerid Qr veteran
1s not always
e?ough laror-atloa,
since the puroa xay hard baea la a rggw$ar establla~eat.
Walers t&o 1eZOxetloo availeble

1s certain,

use the aode "7" rather

UZ. It throughout tha portiolla
partrollo
for epeofel editing:

than a spralel

la thepe aalnne

the eatrlee

'

oode.
appear

coatredlotory.

refer

t&e

83. Cole. Lz. 43. cad U. Sooial SeourlW,
O&o& ppregeph 91, and eubetltko
tha rollorrllg:
TEo ratrlee
lp oole. 42, 43, and 44 are to ba oodo&la 001. 44. For omrtala conblnrSloer
of entries
the eauaeratorDe
entry
la 001. 44 1s thwoode;
Ln these oases, you need not make en~r entry.
For
othar aonblaetloas
oi satrlae
the l armrerator~e ontry :a aol. 44 must bo canoeled; eoootinee a code
in then to be entered in col. &, ,and at other tlme no aaas will
bo required.
uo

Yen

Cal.
43
Yen or
blank
Yen or

Yen

blank
Yea or

TM

bunk
YCCl

YOS

Yen

NO

No or

Cd.
42
Yen

ar'oods+bi)

l auPerhtoi*e

84. The l atrlee
(either
rwlzed
belaur
Cal.
441

code

ror col.

t&t

ehould appear in 001. u

b!OaBiBKOr aoda

4

No aodlng to

bo done

Ibe 9.9. No.

Deduatfoae Cram aU

2 '

No aodlag

be dono

Han S.S. No.

Daduatloae-rram oaehalf or more

3

No coding to be don.

Han S.S. No.

Deduotloae

to

Yen

Ceaael *Yearn ead
aode *).*

a.

Blank

.

oode w5.g

Hai S.S. No.

Amount

Ccdo

*O,r

94.

rot

Cormtot

owned,

lr

(A)-to

rrr&

(oode

0,

*la la
fn the
IF0 deductloan
Unbmwm whether
deductions

Vnknmn 9.5. statue

an rolkzwe:

;O* appears la sol. 4 oq the line

for

to the heed] of the household of which the person on'the
nember

deduotloru

Does a&t here S. S. No.

cod. .‘O.W

Ca~+el entry la ~01.44
ir there 18 one, aaa
lraro
blaak.

L. Paraurauh

or

Cancel "None* ead

Noam or
. blenk

aoablaetloae.

related
18 a related

pertoa

less

&out or dmluotloae
unkcomn

18 an entry of Wow ln 001. 42,'7ee*
la oal. 43. and
col. 44, and the psrsoa 1s deilnltsly
workinq
at 8.u ocou?atloa
rallwap industry,
do not oancrl the entry
la col. U.
No
codm '4.W
Blank
Has- 5.3. No.
code *6.*'
Bleak
Biaak
Han S.S. No.

05. kol.

rrcx

Han S.S. Ro.

If thus

Aay other

coding,

taanbau

blank

Tee
Y.S

artu

the heed (or ior a
eupplsneatery
line

1, 2, 3. 4. or 5 la ~01. A).

b. Leave col.‘K blank ii there 1s no satr7 la uol. 4 ror the head or my related rezber
ai the household and no uarelated
mcsber of-the household bar ea entry or -Co* la col. 4.

.

86.
of crop”

87.

L

bla*

Cal. L.
-1sav.
etc.,

Pa:sgra?h

col.

PeraProsh

96.

evea thou&i

a

II

35. ff.th
L blank.
ccl.

antry

L has bean left

tlguro nay sppeer in

38. CJl. n. Paragraph
abroad, consider the pamon

ia col.

99. If
s natlvr.

blank

5 artectlne

for

all

the person to be codnd in col.
all

previous

56; Line 2 "~01s 17" should

(3) &i en:ry or %ang Island. New York’
t&o oodo IvI for Nassau County, New York.
List

1, paw

bf

hourehol~,

the

N Is en &+a-ican

addenCa to the fnatruqtlona,

leave

reed *col.

citizen

born

IOXA

no county

with

Valley

Junatloa

ror

General.

20.

or

city

17-20 are lacking
for a child,
or ii the titter
1s not l meabet;
ptoa

mentioned

Polk *855t”

N&mm ohwaged

to

(51

uat

1, Pa&'U

LOKrISuHn'

New Oilran

Crle~~~85W~should

(6)

List

1, page 62

PKNNSTZVANIA

'VJorrlstown"

should

read

(8)

Urt

2. page 83

NkRJitusR

Rirerslde

Bergen

l S7Q Uanu Wanged to

read

2. peg.

91

Tzwas

lndfna

D@VfnS

*LS&?*

lorrlrtawn~

River

ust

-870‘akauld

read

E&g8
*8n*

(lo)
List J,.pagw 100, iootnoto Coextensive with New Orleans otty, *Coda M&7* Should reed
'Coda U&7.Ust 3. - Ceorcla.
'Xllton end Carxpbell Counties
were annexed to ?ulton
County in 1932.
It the nam or OIN or thoso two aountter
appears la aol. 18. code 787, for ?uLtorr.
(ll)

Llat 5. paga ill

aCaneda-Renah
~C~nada-En~i*

(12)

uat

7, P&w =5

una

Delete

Cader

(13)

urt

7, pegm 217

rJldis&CNUSKTrS "9rlniielh*

stould

read

m9rinilelCw

should

read

*Croydoz*

read Qaudon”

3tOV
3508"

(15)

Ll8t

.vTx,UUpsIGLt

%mtenw

should

(16)

Ust 7. pago 120 XZWlWEZfIRE

woriordn

. ehould

read

CL

7z+----

7, pago 120

Kennebeo

morior&*

ARDrored:

Chief
Novasbar

12, 19&O.

Statlstlalan

-

be given

should

Des Uolalnea

Imrt

(9)

col.

PO3 CODIXC YICFATION

(2) Zaregraph 70a. If any or all or the l ntrlem In aolr.
l ss 5-13 lnhmioo,
glra the child the 8am oodo as its notbar,
or tbm household,
8s it8 rather.

(L)

of

is -1;~

5.

001.

CORBZCTfONSAND ADDITIONS TO INSF!KTIOXS
.Paragaph

zecbero

Llae

l

89. This rUCsndun (No. 1) l uperreder
Po~ulatlon
Coding - Operu:loo
7. *

(1)

the supqlecentsry

for

Populatloa

502

.

SnlmaTIi
czxsus
~POPULATION

Fors P-327A - 2

A.DDEXDU!d
NO. 2 TO O?S.iEION 7
.

R-m.SED RWEWCTIOYSiOR GOkR.ULPOiWLATIOHCODING
Eereaiter,
all ooders whose work is ellglble
for senple oerl~laatioa,
that is,
those coderb who have been iutnrated
to mite the letter IQ* in the right hand
Pargin of the line ioAgensral
population oodingon
the Portfolio
Ye;rornadum,
are td
aode ooluma by colum (in some cases , a group or oolumas) rather
General rules to be followed are:

thsallne

by

line.

1. Follow the ,lnstruot$oas tar Operation 7 ns now written, m&lag only
those checks for consistency between colons specirled in the instructions,
*.
2. Colplata the "A" side Or the sohedulr barore beginning the %* side,
.

.

Rotieed as rollowr'rot
.
1. Code cblupo 6

.

the ooding or the speoFilo ooli+s:
ia

aooordnncr

w&h

the

instructioas

ia

Paragraphs

2. Cods la Column A the entries in Column 8 in aooordsnoe with
.
-st&aotlbn.s in Paragraphs 19-29.
3. Check Column 9 to be sure there is an entry ot M br. F for
and that this is oonslateut with the nems end relatlonshlp.
4. Cods the entries,la
anoa with the lnstruotions

5. Check the ehtrles
Paragraphs 33-34.

eta.

.

Coluau 10 end supply ano missJ&
in Paregraphs 31-32. .

lf,-;8.

the Inevery

person

entrbas ln aocord-

in Column U In aoo+dence. with. the instructions

In

6. hocped

la like nnnne'r to code the eqtries
iir CO&U 12 in aceordence
the lnstnictlons
in Paragraphs 35 nnd 36; the entries
in Column
13 in
accordance
with the instructions
in Paragraph 37; the entries in Column 14 in
ln Paragraph 38; thd entries in Column 15
accordance with the iastruotions
in accordance with the instructions
in Paragraphs 39-43; and the entries in
Column 16 in accordance with the Instructions
in Paragraphs ~-46.

with

7. Colums 17-20 till
be treated as oae seation cud the code for Column D
supplied on ths‘basls or the entries In these colymns in accordance with the
Instructions
ln Paragraphs 47-730
.8. Columns U-25 should*'also be treated as a unit and the entries In these
with the lnstruotlo&
ia Psragraphs 74-n.
coltu?4us ooded in Column E In aacordmoe
9. Rdceed to aode Columns 26,‘27,

31, 32 and 33 column by'column.

10. Code the supplementary llaes, line by line
with the instructions
IA Paragraphs
85-110.

as

heretorots;

ia accordanae

Approved:
November 14, 19400
<be17

.

Chief Statistician

for Population.
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Appendix

III

TABLES

USED

Figure

1:

Age-Education

Figure

2:

Husband-Wife

Figure

3:

Flow

Figure

4:

Age-Occupation

Chart

IN 1940

Relationship
Age
of

Relationship

Age-Allocation
Relationship

CENSUS.

Table
Table
Process
Table

*Source:
U.S.
Department
of Conmerce,
Bureau
of the Census,
The
Elimination
of Unkncmn Ages in the 1940 Census,
prepared
byW.Edwards
Deming,
January
1942.
Figure
1: p. 11; Figure
2: p. 12; Figure
3:
p. 8; Figure
4: pp. 13, 15.

5mTION
OPACP FROa(HIGl3ST
CRADSOF SCROOLco!dPpLzm
Ill&test grade of
school corqleted

Age to

FIGURE 1

I

be asrfgmd
6

7
8
9
10
ll
6
7
7
9
10

12
or 8
or 8
(H-1)
(H-2)

l 13
l 14

1S
16

ll (H-3)
12 (H-4)
one year of college (C-11
'Ike yeears "
a
(6-21
Three "
".
=
(C-3)
Four
l
(C-41

To tlnd

FIGURE
RKUTIONSHIP
ON l%S BASIS

age of husband
Wffe’s
ass
53

Husband’s
age

2x
61
62

68
69
s,"
72
73
74
75
;:

74
7s
76
77
70

AM)

To rf2

Husband'
age

Wire’
age

22
23
24
2s
:76
28
29
30
31

E
17
18
19
20
21
2232

Husband’s
ai3a

57
58
59
60
61
t:
64
65
66

5:
25
26
27
;"J

i:
34
35

33

:9
38
39

z
35
36

3'5
76
77
78
79
if
E

as
45
46
47
48
49

885
86
84
85

J"L
E
54
55

T

2
56
37
58

z

i::
40
41
42

2

m
THS A(;ES OF HUS&WDS
OF SP=-'s
?I-3

14

63
66
67

:s
36
37
38

.

17
. 18
19
20
21
22
. ._. -.

I

‘IS
WlT?S,

22
22
23
24
25
26
27
?a

+ Grades 7 and 8 indicate age 13 if the emntrator
gave no infomatlon
on emgloyzent
'or
o=opation,
end age 14 if he did give inlormatloo
on
aqiop0nt
or
occupation
(in which
Case th.
employztent and occupation entrlss
woad ahaw the person to be in school).

e9

30

:8
88
89
90
90

42
43
43
44
45
46

z

89

t ,"
92
93
44
35
$3

,FIGURE 3
THE KASTER INDICATOR

I

:
‘L

cot. e

1

I
PARtNt

I

COI. 9

YALE
olcc,l
IhIM’
*#I DIllI
00, born
YOlhll
DlCk,
mtr
YIO
Table IO

L
Ill

.o, OR
NO ENlRY ’
Y-GOvwrrl

LJ Dbck
IIU

A

1

NON.PARtHI
u11 octup.
COl4l
0)

Glltrol

F1GU.W 4

THE 13 BROADOCCUPATIONALGROUPS AND FREQUEBCYDISTSIBUTIONS OF EACl-i GROUP (BY SEX)
e

Occupation
Pmrssoiorlal
end sezLlprofessioneIuo*ers
a, a0rwii0nd
worlcarr
b. Sdprofessionel
workers
Farmers
and fam
nsnagers
Proprietors,
managers,
and otticlals,
ex0ept
ra
.
Clerical,
sales,
and kfndred
workers
a. Clerical
and kindred
workers
b. Salassco
and saleswomen
Craltseen,
ioremn,
and kindzed
workers

and kindred workers
service workers
protectlre
service workers
Service
workers,
except damstic
pmtec tire
FM
laborers and forauen
Laborers, except
rars

1. rsle
1. ied

14 and 01.E
2:::::
16
17:::::::'
1%lg.....

Operatirss

Donestic

20-u.....
2s29.....

and

30-34....,

s-99

.-..a

4Q-44.....
4349.....
So-54 . . ..I
s-59
I....
60-64.....
6%69...
.,
70-?4.....
73 sod ova

- .
Yale Lsbcmra.
except
“ala Opemtl7s* (!d4)

Fan

hbomrs

Pan

[I3

an4

ISX or
28,

trbomm

(

..’
..I...
....
....
....
..*.
.
*.
.I.
..lr
?

Il.1
9.2
7.7
s.7
4.1
2.4

1.a

0.7

0
1
1
2
b

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
2.1

0
0
0
0
5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.6

0
0
0
0
2

0.1
0.6
1.6
2.6
7.9

0
2
4
6
LB

29
37
36
99

10.0
12.6
19.2
14.1

a
92
33
33

ls
P
31
98

19.8
15.5
12.7
10.7

50
39
32
27

2a
23
19
14

12.8
11.0
8.7
6.4

32
28
22
16

5.0
9.3
12.5
ls.1
14.3
12.7
10.8
8.0

36
92
27
20

8.1
6.5
5.3
a.9

10
6
3
2

4.5
2.6
1.2

3.7
3.4
1.6
0.8

14
8
4
2

2.8
1.5
0.7
0.3

20
16
19
10
7
4
2
- 0
-

E

F9)

1

L group

br0

0, rale

rail

Cods cucbsr

of b-ad

v,rs=rh
a,

NO.

14 . . . . . ..I la........16 ..* I... -.

~i~:X:

100.0

.w.o

230

a0

.oo.o

2so

100.0

7
9
14
16
xl

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0
0
0
0
2

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.9

0
0

4.7

12

19.0

32

27.7

69

93.0

19.1
12.3

4a
31

10.3

26

3
5
14

0.1
0.4
1.6
9.0
9.0

0
1
4
a
23

2.6
3.5
5-s
6.6
19.1

49

55
aB
18
U

5.9
8.6
9.9
IL9

1s
21
a
30
29
90
29
u

0.2’
0.4

0
2

1.3
2.0
5.7

-24
.I....
2%29......
SOdI......
3%39......

ls.8
Xi.9
Il.7
Il.8

10
35
29
29

19.5
19.0
11.3
11.7

2a
29

22.0
lL.2
7.1
6.1

40-U . ..I..
u-49 . . . . . .
‘C-34......
5549......

10.0

a

9.9
8.0
5.7
3.4

a
aD
14
- 9

4.9
4.s
3.9
0.0

I.2
u
10
8

IL.7
11.8
U.4
9.4

1.e
0.9
0.3
0.1

4

2-S

6
4

7.6
5.4
3.4
2.q.

a.7

22

6.8
4.9

17
I.2

66a......
U-69......

3.4
2.1

9
3

7%74......
72 02 0.s:
e--c

0.9
0. 4

2
1

39

f
0

1.8
1.1
0.7

a
1

4,

kr:*nt

or
:snt Cud!

0-w..

occurtloul

1.
1

fad

**
14 w3

Z

19
13
I3
5:
.-_

a0

100.0

7.0

20

6.1
4.9
3.2

15
12
0

2.0
1.0
0.4
0.2
-.A-

s
2
1
0

2%

0.0

0.2
1.2
a.2

:
3
0

to0.a

firnu~

ratio
Bo.
Of
:3Iddr
a0

1
3

0.4
1.3

.w.o

230

0.1

0
1
2
3

10

2:
IL.5

li
29

0.3
0.7
1.2
a.7

lB.7
la.0
7.7

89
47
28
19

20.9
12.7
9.6

52
a2
d
24

IL.8
12.3
ll.8
12.1

29
31
30
30

4.9
3.2
1.9
1.0

12
8
5
2

7.7
6.1
4.s
3.0

19
xi
ll
0

10-S
9.3
8.1
6.3

26
23
xl
16

0.5
0.2
0.1

1
1
0

2.0

5

1.1
0.5
0.2
--

3

s.2
3.6
2.0
0.9
-

I3
9
5
2

9.8

-

1
0

,
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Appendix

IV

INSTRUXtCNS
FOR CDDING CXcUPATl04,
AND CLASS OF HORKER (OPERATICN

INIXSTRY,
9)

JNiIFIUCTIONS ?Oif CDDD:O OCCUPATICN. IXDUSTFIY. AI.3 CWS

O? WOlKW

1. la prsporatlon
for coding the oooupatlos,
lndurtrr,
and olaso of wrker retunu la
28, 29, ami JO or the Population Schedule. cm ooaupatlon iudet was prepcued. The OQOUand alphabetfoal --and a mparate roluzne Is
pation
Indsr IO printed In two tom --olnsslfled
devoted to raoh r0nn.
Ia the Classlflrd
Index, the 25,000 or more oooupatloaul
dsrlgnations
of
wblah the Index 1s oompoaed are arrongcd In olssslrled
tom, with each deslgnatlon
under lta
proper ocoupatlon or oooupatlon group, and with each oocupatloa or occupation group prsosded by
Index, the occupational
drslgnatloas
are arraqsd alphabetlits oodo symbol. In the Alphabetical
tally,
and raah designation 19 followed by a syabol indicating
to vhfch of tho L51 oooupatlons
aad occupation groups or the olassirieatloa
It belongs.
The Alphabetlaal
Index also laaludas
approrieatsly
9,500 Industry designations.
are arranged alphnbstioally
and.
Thcso derignatlons
l aoh 1s rollowed by a symbol lndlcatlng
to which or the 132 titles
ot the oenmus industry olassiiloatlon
It belongs.
colu.

hoh oocupatlon coding clerk vlll ham a aopy it the Uphabetlcal
Index or Ocoupatlons
and a large aard entitled
'2ist
or Principal
Occupations and Industries
tith thsir
SyPcbol#* on ublch a number of the principal
occupatlom
and a number ot the prlnclpal
Lndustrisr
oontalaed la the iader luvo barn printad.
In the aaae of each return of an occupation in 001. 28
md an industIn 001. 29, look up the sam occupation and industry In tha iBdeX aad enter IB the
iiret tw reatlom of ool. ? or the rohaduls the symbol given in the index.
2.

and Induatrlea

3. Following the lastructlons
nlating
to the class of worker, printed on pa8ea 7 and 8 or
ihe Alphabetioal
Index, and tha mupplrmentary iastmotIon8
oa this topic (sea psra.grapEn 13 to
15 heroor), enter ln the la& roctloa or col. F the correct code for the olass of worker
returaid ln col.

30.

4. Cods the ocoupatlon, industry,
and class or xorhr entries In ~01s. 45, L6, and 47 ot
thm -suppiementatJ auastiord
asctlon of the schedule la accordance with the instruotloaa
ior
coding the oorraspondiag satrles in. cols. 28, 29, and 30 of the r&a part of the rchadula.
In
ease there 18 ao entry la cola. 45. 46, uad L7, or la cam Wona * har bean entered in 001. 45,
enter t&a rlgiuo 7 la tha third motion of col. J.
5.
ear,

Copy in 001. U of the "Supplementary

entersd

for

the amto porsoa

in 001.

Questions.

I or the nain

reatlon
part

or the schedule

the

codaa.

If

or the sohedulo.

6. OB recslring
a portfolio
for coding, consult
the po~follo
menorandum on the rrOBt
comr to see whether or not the portfolio
Is to be axmlned (according to paragraphs 16 tu 23)
for Industrial homa vorksrr.
the coding, check the aheat number In the upper right-hand
7. Before be&iBiq
th# rchrdulr to make sure that the aheats are arranged In oo~eoutlre
order and that
mid@ of rach shoot Is up. There may be tour norUs of sheet Bmbers:
a. Nod. 1, 2, 3, ato.

ror

househoLds aauasratod

b. blo8. 51, 52, rto. for sheets
Opsratloa 3.
o. Uou. 61, 62, eta. for
la regular order.

orI8Iaally

hcuseholds

6. Has. 81, 82, ato. ror transients
lOl9l

Ln regular

OOI%~?

the

“A*

order.

nuaberrd 100 or Eore, but changed la

and persona (except t~anslcats)
enumerated cm o? the night

not enumerated

of April

8.

Or

Within eaoh oi thee0 eerlse
numbered 100 or more.
Ir you
shoot nvabsred 100 or more, rerer the
find that the enuaerator*s
entry for
Population
and Housing matohlng
olerk.
nuzrbers.
6.

rhestr

9.

ZMer

all

aodee

wlth

should be no aheot alubers oxltted.
There aunt be no
a eheet nmber niozlng In my one 0r the ~oriee,
or a
portfolio
to your Seotlon Chior.
Oa some sheets you may
sheet number has been choacsd la green or red pencil by the
Acaapt euab chan6oe as correct.
Do not ahange any sheet
there

rind

red penoU.

10. lloet or tha epaalrlo
InstruotIone
for coding occupation,
Industry,
end alass of worker
returns
are containea in tha Alpbabetloal
Index of Occupations,
under the title
mInetructloas
(pp. 6-151, undar the title
*Instructions
tor Using the Indueior Using the Occupatfon Iadern
try Index*
(pp. 16 end 171, and under ths.titls
Tiwtructions for Using the List of Principal
there are the tollowOocupatlone and Industries*
(p. 18).
In addition
to these Instructions,
ing aupplemeatary
instructions:
Coding

*Not Speclflsd*

Industry

Returns

L1. County data bara been prepared on the number or ostabllsbments
or Waga eara~rs In the
selected ladustrles or types or work lletea below. These data are to be used as aide (1) in
claeslrylng
epscitioally
oertain
types of "not epeolrledw
industry
returns that otherwIee would
ha& to be olasslriea
in *not 8p8cmaa*
induetriee,
end (2) in distinguishing
brtwacn returns
ior certain types oi ostabllrhrnents
or industries
which are dlitlcult
to difierentlate.
consult
your Section Chlar barore assigning
oodes to lnderinita
returns or the Industries
covered by
the80 data.
From these data your Ssctlon Chief may be able to suggest the codes that are most
like17 to be correct.

12.

?ol.lowIng are tke industries,

type8

or

eatablIsh=reats

, or tygse

or

work

rOr Which

oountp data here bcan.prepered:
Antmobile raotoriea
Blast furnaces, steel works, aad rolling
mills
glooe
end leather
Cloth glopa raotories,
knitted glove ractories,
Gtono
and stone products (manuracturinq)
end stone guarrylng
?ur goods factories
Eat m
tactoriee

ana far
and hat

dressing
trimLirrq

and dyeinq
nllllnery

arrd

Iron and steel toundrles mad nonferrous
Gted
outemmer (mnnufactarfng)

rns

tactcries
factories
rouadrles
(copper,

Leather tamerles
snd leather
product ractorles
Iamber industries
(8eieet8al
Mlaing lnduetrlse
Nary yards
Noafrrrow netal pr’imaq produats and dscellansous
nonferrous
Oil and petrkeua
Industries
Papei and pull, till8
Paver bag ractories
ana bag factories
other
than paper

m

oar bulldinq

Textile
mills
Unbarwear laattinq
W.P.A. projeotr
Wire 81Ille
Wrought pips tills

10395

brass,

metal

etc.)

Industries

box raotorlee

and wooden box ractorie5
shops and repair
shops operated
Rapon ohemlcal iaotorlee end rayon textile
mills
Rubber boot qnrl shoe iaotoriee
Railroad

factories

mill+

and w

andsmaer

ractdrias

by steam or street

rhllroads

Cbeckim aad Codln~ •Cfae~ of Worksr” Entrios

la Cal. 30

urn aupplsssatary
to the baslo lnstmotlona
Sor oheaklng and ooding
ia 001. 30 of the Population Sohsdule, whfoh are presented on pages 7 and 8 of ths
l Nphabetloal
Index of Oocupatloas and Industries..
YOU
shocld baoome thoroughly familiar
with
the baslo lnatntotlons.
You should also rertew paragrapha
569-575 or wInatructLons
to &meretorll,w
vhloh explain the ontries
in 001. IO or, tho sohedule. The r0110rring
supplementary inrtruotiona
deal vlth (a) rules ior coding wola8a ot worker* when the enumerator
has odttod
the
l olaal) of workera entry in 001. 30 of the sohedulee; and lb) ruloo for deteoting
lnoorrect
entries
in 001. 30 and for supplying the oorreot codes for such entries.
Note Aat in case or
mfaslng or lnoorreat entries in 001. 30, you are not to make entries or aorrections in that
oolumn--suersly enter the proper oodea in the third apace in 001. F.
I_
Tlmss laatruotloas

13.

the l atry

11.

Rules

for

codins

whioh does not appear

"Class

of

to be aorered

when there is no entry
by one or the rollowing
~103,

Worker*

a. Code aa “2” (W) any person ooded -2” (publio
b. Code as “2” (CW) any person
jfederal

‘97’

(industry)

government

a.e.o.1,

in 001. 30.

(For any case

oonsult

Section

your

Chief.)

emergenap worker) in col. IL

coded *95* (Postal service),
‘96”
or w98a. (State or local government)

(Matlonal dslenss),
in the second

apaoe in col. F.

o. Code as *2"

in 401s. 28 and.29,
olpal, eta.).
d. A ifuzser ror

(CW) any other

is.employed

turned should bs “4”

rho,

according

to

the occupation-industry

State,

entry

county, munl-

wEoma.Farm Schedule Is returned (a number in 001. 34) should be
that he Is the head o5 the household or releted to the head

as “3” (X), provided
oi the household (0, 1, 2,
or the household (6, 7, 8,
1s reported
as VW; if no
borer reported
as VYP the

.ooded

person

by any governmental agency (Federal,

3, 4, or 5 ia coda col. A] and there is m unrelated
member
or X in cods col. .4) who is a fa&n worker or ram laborer
and
unrelated
aenber
of the household is a fam horker or faxa laoods ior t&e related
person ror whon a Farm Schedule was re-

tOA).

l . A iam
worker
or iam! laborer
ior when a Fars Schedule was not returned
(no entry
in 001. 34) should be coded as *I" (PN); except tbat a related
member of the hmsehold,
other than the head (1, 2, 3, l,; or 5 in code col.
A) with an entry ot “1” or =oore in
001. 31 (weeks worked) a
sOR or blenic in col. 32 (wages) should be coded ‘5” (I=) if
the head or another related-nember is a tamer.

f. Coda as a3" (E) the proarletor
or ommr of any establfsbzent
wua.Lly requires
the assistance
OS employees (e.g.,
factory,
sill,

or enter@ss
which
newsPaPer, etc.).

or any establishmeat
or enterprise
about
g. Code as WC* (OA) the proprietor
or
doubt as to whether it reqJiras
the assistance
Or erplOyaes
retail
grocery
ators,
gas ill..Ling
station,
physician
or lawyer with prfvate
prac(e.g.,
etc.).

vhich there is oonsiderable

tice,

h. Cods as *l*
mental

establishzsnt

(FW) an officer,
or

enterprise

supenlsor
or any other ezployse
which Is entered as *corporation"

29 includes
-at
16 Aay person for
whom the lndust'ry
entry in ccl.
is oo.indicatfon
that the person Is employed by an outside cczmercfal
bs ooded 7'
(OA) if aa adult,
and “5” (NP) lt a child under 13 years

1. Code as ‘1” (PVf) all
to the contrary.
--

/oa 9r

other persons

ror

whom there is no evidence

df any non-govemin col. 29.
hone" (when there
enployer)
should
old.

in the schedule

.

15. Ruloo
--

for

detoctlan

“inconslstoatW
alass of vmrksr
satrlso
In 001. 30.
in paragraph 14 tor oodlng olass of worker when the
entry in 001. 30 has boen omitted are repeated below, while othora ere not.
DO not uso any 0r
*hioh are not listed below to make oorrootlons
in entries
ln 001. 30. II any
the above nrles
oase or appareat
lnooasistency
arlsss
to whloh the followlly
nrlos do not apply, oonsult your

(Note that OOPIOof tho rules

.300ti0n

and coalnu
lirted

above

chior).

Jaoonslstent

‘95”

a. Any entry other
(Poatal servlcet,

(Federal
government)

government

aitrles

in Col.

Correot
-try

30

Cotriot
(in
3rd

code
space

0r00i.F)

YW rot a person oodod
*96C.(Natlonel aeronoe), “97”
n.e.0.).
or *98*‘(Stata
or looal
than

la the seooaU.(lnduatryl

spaos in 001, I . . . . . . ..a

2

b. Any entry

other thaa WW ior any other person
aocording
to the occupation-industry
entry ln
ools.2s
andzg,is
employed by MY governmsntal
agency
eto.)....................~
(Federal,
Stats,
couaty, muni~lpal,

*o.

0. An entry of *OAR for a farmer who 1s the head,
to the head, of a household (0, 1, 2, 3,
4, or 5 fn oods 001. A) and for whom a Fars Schedule
was returned
(a number.ln
col. 32) it there 1s 8 rann
laborer
or farm worker in the household
ror whom the
entry
in cods col. A is V -and who la reported
as
WP In col. 30 . . . . . . . . . ..z..................................
or

2

related

E

3

‘RR

1

e. Any entry other
than *Pff” ror an orricer,
supervisor
or other employee of any non-govsrnzent
establlshnent
or enterprise
whlzh la entered aa
*corporation*
fn col. 29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ay

1

i. An entry of VW* or Ww ror the proprietor
or owner or any establishment
or enterprise
which
typically
requires
the assistance
or employees
(e.g..
ractory,
till,
newspaper, etc.)....;..................

3

d. An entry or *OA* ror a person working
in his
own hom for a comsrofal
employer (see paragraphs
16 to 19 below) . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..............................a.

g. An entry or VW* or WP for the proorfetor
or omer
of any establishment
or enterprise
about
whi=ere
is coaslderable
doubt as to *&ether
it
requires
the asslstance
of employees (e.g.,
retail
grocery
store,
gas rilling
station,
etc.)....................OA

h. An entry

of %TR for a clergyzxm,

pastor,

i. An entry ot VP* for the head of the’household or for sn unrelated
member of the household
(0, 6, 7, 8, 9. or X in code col. A).........................

etc..........PN

B

c

1

(Cods according
to other
evidence on the schedule, especially
occupation entries.1

-_

._

--

IJWl’lWCTICX3yaR ~INDUS1RIALHOILEWORKPB PUNSCRIFTIOH SIElZ
are to bs examlard
for --m
lndustrlel
hone workers, and oertaln lnrorratlon
16. Som porttolloa
for such persons 1s to be traasarlbad from the rchodulos to a speolal l Industrlel
HomoWorkor
Tran~erlptlon Shot”
(lorm P-3581.
Each portfolio
to be examined is ldontlrled
on the portrollo
memorandum. here must bo a Traneorlptlon
Sheet ror eaoh a: those portrollos.
II no industrial
home worker 18 round la an Z.D., ill1 out the headlag or the Transorlptloa
Shoot md writs *Nono*
l orocks the r.300 or the sheet.
Identlrylmz

Industrial

HomeWorkora

An lndustrlal
hose warkor 1s one who works in his or her own hozaefor a
employor who, in turn, furnishes the mntorlals or products on whloh the porson works.
The amployor usually 1s a manufaoturlng concorn.
17.

Dailnltloni

oonmeroial

18. Roper r0m or rstums.
A proper return for an industrial
ham wrkrr
should include
homaRin the occupation column or the roheduls. r0u0wing
the oocupation title,
the words
and should atate, In the Industry column, the kind or buslnsas or laotory by which t&e person
raa employed (see Instructions
to Enumerators,
paragraph 5611. Pamples follow:

*at

Oaoupatlon

Sowar

Industry

28

29

at homa

Dmsr taotory

Button carder at hams

Hutton ractory

Iaoe maker at home

Lace4raotory

,
between
Industrial.
home workers and other workers at home. Care must be
19. Dlstlnctlon
rrerzised la dlstingulshlag
between industrial
home wurkora, who work for oonzlercfal wploysrs,
and persons w30 work la their
own hones for themselves,
other ncnbers of their ramllles,
or for
individual
custoaers
(see Instructions
to Eaunerators, paragraphs 56L and 565). For som industrial home workers the words ‘at home* may be entered in error in the industry
coluznn lasteed of
.Industrlal
hone workers should hare been rsturned only as wage workers
UI industry drslgnatlon.
(PN) or as unpaid tanlly worke,rs (KP), whereas hone workers not working for cozaerclal employers
‘usually should have been returnod as working on their own account (OA) or es unpaid fanlly workThe rollowlng
proaedures should bs followed ln dirtlnguishlng
between industrial
home
l m
(NP).
nmrkers aad other persons working in their own hories:

a. Any person working in his own haze, ror whomthe class of worker returned is WYR,
should be considered as an industrial
home workor if there 1s evidence that the person is
working for a comarrefal eaployer and 1s not merely working in some homa enter’?rlse (as a
store, dressmaking saop, or rlUlng
station).

b. Any person working in his om haze, rot whomthe class or woricor returned is *OA”
should not
bo considered as an industrial
hone worker unless the occupation or industry
return indicates that the person 1s working
for a oomrorcial
enployar. .
o. Any person reported
as an un)ald imlly
worker (NP] should be oonsidorad as an in-'
dustrlal home worker only lf another rela’.od molber of the sme household--particularly
as an lna paront-- 1s engaged ln the same kind ot work end 1s returned or is classlrled
dustrlal hone worker.
fdZ9Z

-6.

list,
presentod
a3 an aid
hmo work. The following
20. Most cozen tmes ot lndustrlal
home
In ldontlrylng
industrial
hono workera, lnoludes mnae of tho owzaon type& of Industrial
Induatrlal
haae workers will be lounp la othor lines or work,
but the list suggests tho
work.
typos of returns
for whloh to watoh:
Bunching safety

pins

Carding bobby pins
Carding buttow
Crocheting
Cutting embroidery
Cutting laoe
Drnwlng threada rrom laoe
Finbroidering
’

Hemming hendlcerchlers

Kn1ttlIlg
Making artiriciai
rlowers
Making bedspreads
?llllnu
21. Par each person

trial

or

other

collars
doll dresses
gloves
ILaklng handbags and pursos
and chil&king infants

dren'a wear
Making lamp ohades
mking
aainples or art
needlework
Sewing gaments
Stringing
greeting
cards
Strln&ng
tags

Sheet (Foru P-3581

as en lndustrlal
hope worker,
fill
out a lfno ou the IndusSheet (Fono P-358). being careful to record each cods symbol,
for which provision
13 made 011the sheet.

ldentliled

Rome Worker Transcription

abbreviation,

out Transcr~ptlon

Mnklng
Making
wing

entry

22. All entries
on the !fransorlption
Sheet, except the third,
are to be transcribed
dlreotly from the sohedules.
For tha thlrd
entry,
Wmber in householdrR
enter “1’ for the rirst
(or only) person in a household ongagod in industrial
hone work, enter *2* for the second persoa in the same household so-engaged, antnr “3” ror the third person,
eta. With tha exception
of schedules on which the sheet nubera
are 61; 62, eto. the senbsrs
of a household can be
ldentiried
by tha ooden.ln 001. A. Ia this co9mu, the code *O* for head will reprcsont
the
or l household and the codes l-6 or I till
appear tor.the
other rmnbers oi tLls housebeeinning
If you rlnd any industrial
haze worker
for when either
hold on the lzzedlately
follcwlng
lines.
the portfolio
to your Section Chler.
V or 9 la entered in 001. A. refer

home workers nay appear on oao of the sheets nuubered 61. 62, etc.
In such
23. Industrial
ca8e8, rarer, by means of the household vlsitatfon
nunbor
entered
in col. 3, to the entries
for
the other members of the howehold on the preceding sheets, la order to detexmlne the proper entry ior the ‘Uunber in householda column on the TTanscrlption
Sheet.
SIGNING THE PORTFOLIO LD.ZOFUNMM

coding a portrollo,
make the proper entrfes
on the portrollo
2L. When you have conplated
maoranduza on the tmnt
cover to show that you have done the coding end that,
if celled
ror,
of data relating
to industrial
hoxe workers.
you have made the transcription

June 7. 1940
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Appendix

USED

V

DESCRIPT l(3N OF RJ’l0-l CARDS (A-S)
IN 1940 CENSUSES OF KWULATICN
AI’D HOUSI~

POPuu?IC!::'

1040

Porn P-471

Bureau of the Cenoua

PUXCB CARDSUSED IX TEE 1340 cxlfSu!ss
OP POPDIGIDX ADD BCiDSIxO

The various punchcard* being uaad ia the Populatlan
The required
presented and described below.
lrtiag these cards’on aachi~e;
bbich are operated
holes dB the cards.
ue

statfstica
thraryh

Cemus

aad

Boualng

Cauaua of 1940

are obtained by sorting
nnd tabuc
elcctriceJ. contacts uada throw
the

of theso cuds rye of the 45-colunm type.
In geaeral,
this tse of card la
the uait
(person. household, Emily.
or dwelling
unit) that +Uxecard represeats.
a greater
tuber
of lards
nlth 45 CO~UOBS. rather
t!mn fever
cuds
vith zore coluzaa,

All

adequate
The

use

for
of

makes possible
greater flexfbi;ity
iu the tabulation
progm%
Mao, special CeBNS
aachiaea celled “unit tabulntoro~
have been developed that raake possible very rapid
reyresested
by the y.aches
ia the card.
the chuactarlatlcs

tabulating
counts of

In general, the nuaber of the schedule or transcription
sheet coluuus froo vhlch the
lnforuotloa
la taken. are prfated across the top of the card, sad the card colrm aasbers aud
infomatlaz
to
description
of the fnfomntion across the bottom of +he card. *here additional
this
is arfoted on the card elthaz in ltallce.
or is underscored.
The syxbol.8, such
helpful.
aa %X6* for “IieadG, are printed OB the cud rather than the number of the loaition
OB the card
vhlch rbpreaents
thzit cbaracterlstic.

yach cards sre dercrl5ed in nor8 detail

The following

oa the pages that

iacbddd
in the $
Cud S. This cud la pmched for Lndlvfduala
that is, esch person oxserated oa the line Yyked “Su-1. Quest: of tie ?oNatisa
Each card protides
apace for the entry of laforaatfoa for 4 sach oersoas.
Cud
tiOB

Schedule.

that

to,

A.

his

card

la

pachad

lor each individual

follow.

ample,
Schedule.

emnerated on the ?oJull~

-

Card B.
each person

Thio

enrnerated
Cud C.

included In the 5’s s,z~le,
card IS puuched for each iaditiduel
xarksd sSuppl. keot.’
of tha ?opula:ion
Schedule.

OB t!~e line

This card

is

cched

Zor each vonaa. 15 years of age or over,

lacladed in the 5$ saqle.
Cud D. This cord la puachod
that is, l ech household whose head vas enumerated
latloa
Schedule.
Occupied Dvelling

Card F.

eauseratod

December 18, 1940

each household included la the $ smple.
oar!:eb “Suupl. hest.8 of the PO-~-

a liae

for
Cud E. This card la --mnched
__
- _ ezch
_ dvelllzg
Schedule or the 7acaut IWelllug ScheGule.

Isfomatlon
Schedule.
the Occupied Dvelllng

proper&

for
OB

This

rcg.erdlug
Schedule.

unit

enmerated

01 the

cud is Fchcd
for l azh household cnmerated
03 the ?o;ulatfon
the dvelling
uolt occupied by the houoehold is obtained from

Card 0. This cnrd la punched for each mortgaccd
on the Occupied Pwelllng Schedule.

ovum-occupied

nonfam

PopulJtisn:~ ml0
Fona P-Z71-A
Popilation Indlvlduol Caatl 1940
A cud A, llh

the we shcwnbelow,

ia ;*urchsd for each indf~ldual

I
A VIV
VIV elv
elv DIF
DIF w
v
,..C, I’““.*
,..C,
I’““.* ,
x x;xp;x,c!’
x;xp;x,c!’
6 Iru
““1: 1:;
*bea
*bea
0 0’0
0’0 o;u;,o
o;u;,o 0 0 0 0 nttr
n
I a 1 1ir;r
1ir;r
2 2i2

2'2:2
I

3 3i3

3 3;3

3 33,3I 3 3

4 414 4 I 4:4

414 4
4 4i4

t14

s' SjS 5 5:s

5 514 Si

crs

8 8!8
9 9

.

.. .

ColLeLlG3.
ward or ccnaus trtct,

s*pu6ta

rc3

33

000000

1:m 11111t
2kv 222222
333333

4;or 444444

cl666

,6 6 6 6 6;6

6:~

6

666

Itr7 77
1.
Il s 8 I9 8

;7 7 7 7 7:7

7:

7

777

8

Ia

8 8 8 8 8:s

0;

8

888

9

I
.c

jt:.,

9 9 9 9 9:9
.

9:

9

4
5s

9 9

Jil

5;11 5 5 5 3 S'S

I

999

Llnr fnt-.. h
.

Caq mch:
3erwtrB
and emzcrauan dirtri.cL

opuntlon.

Colu?ls 7 and 6.

..

I'Ill 2 2 2

:l 1 1 1 lil
Ha0
2 2 2 2 2:2

Schedule.

r& 3 3 3 3:3
'3
~ !s
4 4 4 4 4;r
"&
i&5 5 5 5 5:s

i

8 8.8 6'8:6
Ia* X5949
9 9;s 9'9,9

.

1%
r.

,I6 Si
6 I 6:6 6 616
.
I
7 717 7 717 7.

7 7:7

l a

0 0 0 0 oio 0:

1 1 11 1 kWHM
1
2 2 12 2

6 6.6

on the Poprlrtion

enwnratsd

Stat@,COUltp, ~t~FOl&XJ
Dir

CoCe 15 wchd~dlJ

re+l,

City ,iz.;

puXhad bit0 oil

c.tt7

or &or

civil

m.rdS far en e~~~a3rAlu:

titislon,
district

.

Sheet m&r.

Coluxm 9 end 10. Lk.0 nrzbar.

Tha shwt

md

line number on rf?ich tkka indfvldxal.

na l nwawated.

Eolum 11. PLII residence.

7iho2w living

00

l

fam.

Includln~ head; rife; child+ pamnt; grandcirild; ot.'.sr
Colum 12. Rslat1~V-i
to tb.e 3U: of t%* hmss~
hra& of fnrtituticns
or otksr
rslativr; lcdqw; asmane; ot%r uzmlatsd ~rscrm; tired hand; othw ezplopse (L parltion);
quul-hcusshold# (V positfon))
lnmate# d hrtitutix.a
aad othrr wabers af quaai-household&
. .

ColuEnl(.CpZot

era

Colwms I.5 and 18. .&.
109 or Pyle.
aaahd,

71Nta, Negro, I@diaa, Cl&tow, Japwso, Fi.lipLno,

lilndu, Korean,

By mmths for ~rsonr wider1 year of qa and for othera by sin&

scar.

Colum 17. !%-itnl stetur, Single; aarAed. qzcuko enumr#tod aa a ma&u af the hcusehoW, ddowad;
spouse not wumoratad as a mubar of th how&old.
Colum lB.. Hu this wrsw

attended khwl

sFncs Xarch 1. 19407 B8

Fol-

21 md 22.

B?rtholnes,

Stok or camby

divorcei;

or No.

made of school sucerssftllLv completed, Sin&o ~adm from t!m fkst
Eoluans 19 and 20.
0s coUeg8, flua ydua of coUem or wre.
Himcst

yeur

o:her

years from 1 to lcB,

throu<h four

of birth.

Eplunn 25. CItizensNo OS the fo rg&m-born,,, Natumllzed,

first

papers, alien, unkwm.

Colums 24-27. Xkrstion,
Phc:e of rasidenco on AprQ 1, 19%. For nonmigrantsr :&I house or dfffarent
house
of place, u *City of lCC,Mxl or mare,m "Urb~.
but sbm pllss.
For mi~ronts: State, mbreclon of State, o.rd classFffc&tion
25,o3e1OO,o(u,*
*Wrbnn, lO,C0&2S,CCO,* Wrbm, Z,SOO-lO,OCO.~gWurpL nonfarm,* “Rural fun, a mviiurd fura rssldcnse w&nom."

Pqulation~ 1940
Fom P-471-A (cont.)

-o-

hnmo

At-work

ln thDl&or

force:

pzleai@din anrrgency nurk

Staling work
Nfth 8 Job
h?J‘MJ
not in thJ labor

fOU~X

HaIatulnJ
StUd~tJ

unJbl0 to rark
Not in WIJ l&or fora for other roaaem
Ot JpJ&iJd bJthlLtiOSU

hEtt,JJ

thhO”lB.“Oti

JhtUJ

Colums 29 md $0.

uork or eng~@ ln
-mr=nL
the
v

in&~&

urgtnq

Tim.
uork,

For portion8 ht work, nuzbor of

~OlumJ !GY.L Otcooatlcn. lndustm.
9s mhlch
th 0ccupJtlon
b
&SiUJUurdi

uorkor,

oun-mcam

omplopr,

t

rorkul

hours

morkor,

and class of worker.
the

uapa5.d

fw

C&J

d
xorkar,
workor, nor

h0

sn-ci.

t?tO

Ukttllt

of l!arch 2440, For prsons so&fag
or ncmormr~
gwo~t

Of

VJ

Or

JdJq

UJJfTJd

curing

OCCUpdiOnil glWUp;

WOX’

that

la,

uork~r,

~oluula n and SB. The nucb~r of full-tCm rsskJ worked Mna1959.
CO-

mk

auab~t d robu J.&CO tho last full-t&-m fob In prlvd~

13%

mgJ
or

uda~wn.

worker

in

pAvJt43

t&J

JpJCuiO

l aplopmat,

OJeU~tiOn;
~rsnt

A Can3 3, 1ikJ thJ on. shownbeloa, ia punched far mch lndivilupl
“Suppl. Cucst.”

included tl the five parCent aqle,

each parJon JrmmarJtJd an a line wkod

vvvv
XGXli”x

that lJ,

v v;v vi
x:x

x;

K
V. IA

0 010 0 0000
8.. 0 0 oio
I
1 1 1 1 w 1, l 1

0:

0 0

2222*ort222'22ca
.

1 kl
2%

Ocruprk :

4 414 4

5 5;s 5
'6 6i6

6;6:6

6 6i6

6

7 7j7

7

8 8j8
818 8

d

cOh”‘iJ
14. Ganq punch.
Or CCnSUJ tad, urd Sheraton

u a

upante

11J

COlurslJ ll
Colu&a

Sheet mm&w.

ad 12.

caxtp,

ZJtraputJn

This cads is c~ctmnic~

region,
city size, city or &nor civil divlsizn,
,.xnched into all cqis for an srnraration dlstrlct

13 and 14.

Fa

which

the

vetaraa

Colons 9 dnd 10. Lins nuker,

Parents’ birtholzce.

foreign-born

Foluax 15. Vetcrsn,
JUW~C~

state,

dirtrkt.

opntlon.

cOlft,mJ 7 and 6.
swmratcd.

carntw of b3st.h of tha

of

DsJf+tJJ

tither

ton.%s.

l’be language spoken fa thm person’ J hoa during his childhmd.

Vsterannl, and ~VJJ,
participated,

as

cJhblis.harat
uu
or semlcs
or strrlco
tinfcmn.

Colu.. 16. Social Security.
R~llroad Rstimwmat dwine. 1959:
No S0CiJ.l

For a MtiW-bOm ptrson, OM or uhoas p;lmntJ uaas &n Jtro~d, the
thy cowtzy 0: birth of the father.

IL t&h parents were fo~fgdom,

Re&~r
Nu

SeCUrlty

~&wJ,

&dUCtiOnS
HJJ Sochl

fmm
laJJ
SocWity

Aas Social
IIAJ Social

Scmwitf
SmA,ty

and under l&year-old

clamified

bf the

war

vstcmn

(peasa-tkat wrrice

orilp)

Part of JJ@J and srl~rp from *hfch deduct&am were uda for Old Age Insuranca or
JCCOUnt
thnn

OflJ-u
but

W-J
d
m#UJ
tleduCtiOtIJ

or

Jtiry
Or StiW

ucouat
no
account
but amount of doductlons utiown
account, unkmm u.hetiar deductions mde.

COlmJ 1742. Usual._occumtion
tn4 cln3a of *ork*r.
_.. -1---j-.. fm~lotrf.
-.-.
-Uon ln which tlm pcrzon is uwJlLy %*.y:aJ; l!!ir in&%ry ln v.huchtr.a~ol
in private

shi&lmm of veterans

fo~ows:

Deductiona fmn 31 raflJ or salary
DoduetianJ f’rpm one-hJlf or mars of

that is, *am m*sr
uorker, or unknom.

on which the Lrdivi&~l

parent.

Vforld Xar
ChAld of deemsad World Tiar
Spani:h and Gorld 7ar
S@sh-Amrlcur
Ear
Other

The shaat aud line nutar

mplojmnt,

pvurnarnt

rnbw *orhor,

smq~loyer,

The mJor occupnttarul croup; the spoctric
occuraoccupstlan 1s pursued; tha usu.tl cl~~agof markor.
own-account ~arkdr,

unpaid fcxQ

wrkar,

nc*

P@mll:tlm:

1940

Fora Pd71-3 (SW'..)
-2-

Colucn 23.

Tenurn.

Nom omed or rented.

COlucm 24.

Vnlue

nanthl.v

or

rent.

$lS-$lO. s3-$29. sSG:3, tt0-349, SSG74,
under wlo, ssx-$399, $1mO-31499, ate.
.
ColEn

ebltm, fbthr

28.

forelm;

If tha hemsim rentsd,
$75-839, $lcO or mm.
Not Uvlng

on b fun:

the rental 1s muen as: Under )S, )S-$9, $10+14,
If the horn is orned. th. value of tha horn is sbom &s:
males, fader;

Uvw

on

lam:

nabs,

fenrles.

Color and natlvltY. Native whit., both pbrent~ nativr; native wbito, both parents fomi&a; =tiv.
nbtiro white, mther foreign; foreign-born vdtlte; Negro; other rbcee.

COrm¶ponding
Q&l-d A COlUTq

rblp

15-16

AN- ..........................................................
ur1tb.L etbtub ...............................................
WgirOSt gnde
Of dlCd
SUCCeSbf~
COI?#tlbt.d
...............
Cithamhip

of the

fore&dmrn

The number of full-tFr

rmla

17
m-20

..............................

Nork status during the urek o2 Srch 24-.30 ...................
Tkp (ended) .................................................
OccuprClon, lndustzy,and class of worker ....................

marked during 1339 (co&d)

.....

The wt
of wqea or alazy received duriq X959.. .........
other lncor .................................................
BelbtionJhlp u the had or th bous*hold ....................

. .

l

2
29-50
31-36
57-S
3slo
ii

CEFAItT!!IT

OF coIzics

burau of the Census
Ybshlngton
mm

a-9

c

PoFallation-f:ertiliLy

.

canl

1940

A Cati C, 1Fko the one shorn below, la punched for each mxaa 15 ~carr of a&s .md over l mnrroted
ltcm
%lppl. qu*st." Item in colums l-20 md 45 arm zmchanlcal~ rqraduccd
frm Card B. The I-Crdd.n&
the FsrtUfty
TranocriptLon Sheet prepared from the Pcpulation :ckmduLs.

on a lfna a~rkrd
am mched

fmm

.
C
xxx

s..V

Y v

F H

x

E c

III0

000

-

0

0 c

lwllll

.2

‘i

2222
3333

r3-

:. 4 *..: 4 4 4 4

'. 5 :.' 5 5 5 5

666666

6

777777

7

6 ata 6 6 T- 6lv.rl6
II
7
77:a?r7777

888888
I8* 107510

8

8

blor.

616 6
I-

88~'8018888
9 9l*.r**-.9

9

9

The itam presented kr CO~.IUEW
l-20 M !m&bnically
&ml c eolurq

the various colunr of Card B as kdicated

mproducad’fna

Nopmdumd rro‘o3L
Car4 B colun

ItM
Gang punch ...............................................

LS
14-15
l6
17-u
19-20
45 (P-J

Sheet

Line
Fam

nudwr
nuabsr

fmn

the FartUit.~

Colum 25.
Spanish,

Ruasirn,

other.

Kother

Transcription

ton,ye.

24
26
27-26
SC-31
4s
7-o
S10
2s

.............................................

..............................................
rasidenc* and sex .........................

The item presented ln coluzts 2l45 and the categories krclrded
panchsd

14
1612
23

Parents' birthplace ......................................
Tenum ...................................................
Value or nonthly rent ....................................
Color and nrtivitl
..........................
. ............
......................................................
f$hest @ad* of school succesaflly coqletsd ...........
Relationship to t!m head of the hcuschold ................
. .........
for

each itrn

are

lndkat&

below.

me

it-

Shoot.

&Ml&,

Sandinavian,

Fromh,

Carman,

Polish,

Ylddlrh,

Sarthcut

Slovak,

it&b,

we

-2-

eo1w. s4. :lork statue and acwatb~
Not in

the labor

of

this

wcmnt

fore.

&qloyed et hone
EDplayed awy from ham:
Prderrlonal or sePtprc~crsionsl
Clerk, salwmmn, etc.
crdtslun, opetetive, ate.
SewIco
wrker,
axc*pt protectlwa

Other occupatfon
Q, publle ewrgwcy
wrk
Seek&g wrk, with experlenee
Seeking wrk, new wrker.

The ltauu presantad in eolume S-2
Terlws ccluwe cf cud A, aa roncrar

refer

$ald c ccluEq*

3%

%Ez
39
40
41
42
barehold

Colum 4s. tuil.7
and rho azu date*?0

tc the husband cf the wan

and sorreapcnd

A@ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Highest grade of school nwcessfullr conplehd . . . . . . . . . . .

13-U
19-20
28
31
37-s
3940

Occup&icn, kdustxy,and class ot mr::er . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The mmter of ML-tka
woka wor!ed during 1939 (coded) .
The encuctof ws
or saby
received dur& 1939 (coded)
wgee meaired

pmrenrcd Ln

Cormrponding
card A colusn

Xork status during the %eck of Xarch 24-30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Re . The t&al
the astan.

to the iteae

in lSS9 ty perecna who were

emaerated

l

e mbera

of the

,

~oluzm 44. Other in a1 ‘&ether the husband, or F( not the husband, ahathar soz~ otbsr ca.bar OK the household
mcelved &ICOP, aaunting tc 8: or mare fmm swmee other than naps or salary la 1939.
1 r- net ivlty
~hutm 45 . C00

of the husband or the wean.

Iativa white, ~omfg~-born

mhlte,

Negro, other.

RXCH
Sacple

A Card D, lilm the one reprbduced
l sum,x. cu0st.m .Itcm~ presented in c01um0
fcr

the bad

ot tha Ktilp.

fma the Poprlatlon Schedule.

3;3

The reminine

55

55

66

66

6:6 os ':no6 01 6 I

77

77

717
:

7

1cI

6

66 8!8
1. 70; 569
99 9;s

Tim itch

below, L punched for arch :.xzUy Aoro-ahead is mumated on a 1lr.e rkcked
l-Xl’ax! ;rcrt of i01uns
19 and 35 are mchanlcally P2FrPtuCcd
fmn
t.35
Card
iters
am puncimd fron. tha Suplo P&.?J CrYucrigtLon Sheet.. crNch L prepared

.6

9

i

9 !

presented in column l-2,

19 (part),

I
f0
Xl-l2
l3

35 (put

Colum 19 (rmt).
2 &Las

lfenalouldnoarles;

1

bring

Crrd 9 ae FnCiu:ed balm.

Reproducedfroa
card a c0lu.m

I:el

;ork ttatm

17-u
19 (Pfi
presented

am reproduced frontbe

22
la
24
26
I-23
33
35
7-9
?-10
29 .
23

Age ...............................................

14
IS-16

The itea

md 35 (put)

Cane punch ........................................
. .............
Vetemn .............................
Social ;ecurity ...................................
Value or zcnthJ~ rent .............................
Color
;nd nati-rlty ................................

l-6

the xek o-CBrcb X-30 ........
.........

Occupctfon,
irdustry,
ar.d cLxsr of xorkcr
Sheet nurber .......................................
Line nurkor
.......................................
zarlrill
status
....................................
TeZlUlV ............................................

in colum 19 (part) and colunns ZC-4.5, and tho coLepries included

for

each iLea,

are lmiisated

Persons 65 years or 3-e md over. No persons;
1 mle and 1 femle.; 1 nle and no forales;
and no Sewles;
2 femles and no .ties;
3 or core persons re,Ydlerr of sex.

Colum 20. Ill;ttest Tare covltit?d by t!~s !IC+ or the
cf hl& school; Z3 years of hlCh school; 4 px;c of hi,* xhcol;
collage;

1)

7'

Cani D colum

L-.--

D
cad-1940

I II 3 "cl'3 i

4j4 SWV" 4 iw 4 i
I
5:5 R *us et*5 !

44

ix’3

Fmuy

hou:e!ml&

ihte;

1 year of college;

l-4 flader;
2-3 years

56 pales;

71) p.afics; 1 ;car

of college;

4 or ~a-3 yews

ufdc-.

Column 21 and 22. Am of the wife of the ticad of the hatsehold.
Colwm

23.

::ork status

end occwation

of tho :rLfe

ol tho head of tho bxsohold.

(Sam

ae

Co1u.n 24. !:unbar of chtldrca under 10 years of rice mlated to the head of the household.
Colwn 25.

I:unbw

of Irlsted

~Lnrrlo childron w&r

U p.+

of *~a.

colum 54 oC.%rd C.)

o,C

Popllotion:

Fon P-i713

Lwl
(cont.)

-2~olucn 26. Nun&r of

14-17 and whether in th labor

ehildmn

No children14 to 17 yeerr of .ge
On0 or ncm chUcken 14 to 1s. but no chlldmn 15 to 17:
One or mold in labor forno
l0n LnlJbor force
No children 14 to 15, hrt aru or &xo chUdmn l6 to l7r
One or mom in labor
None in labor force

force

Qe ormxa
cblldronl4tolf
end one orzmore chlldren16 tol7:
Qo or,,mtr
14 tc 15 and one or ncre lfl to 17 in labor force
Cna or wre 14 ta 15, but none 16 to 17 in labor fonx
Non14to15,butono
ormom l6 to 17 kr labor force
13cneIn labcr force.
.
Coltvn 27. The least duration of Wuloyzm nt.of mlated wrken.
ltm waUeetnurxber
of weka dncs the last
hru-tin
job reported by ary wrker related to tb bead i:, coded in hia eolcm la the fcllowing groups No workwe on
emrgancy wurk or 8eeMagwcrk (cr no &rat&a repeated), der 3 weeka, S-6, 7-10, ll-14, 15-25, 2455, 3649, S&99,
lCG.149, lS0 or ever.
23. Cl-a

Cola

ffo

of wrker

ecupcsitlon

of

mlated wrkere.

w*exy

lormre

v

rrorkenx

AUngewrkemoralleagvaadnniorkonr

Heed wrker
Bead act a wage wrker
Sew wage where ad wan wrkerr

other clsse cf wrker

Head rgm worker
Red net a wrkor
No nga woorkmr
1 or mom employers,
mu account wrkere,
wrkera, cdtb or dthcut new wrkerr
UT

new

workers and/or

-anlcncrm claes

unplid
fe
*uakmu
of wrker.

or

wrken

Coluaa 29. lleeks wrkod by rolatad oamers.
x0 eunsn
Bead earner, 50 mcks or c~ru:
Evev

caner

SO weeks or zkxe

Eveq

l amer

SO weeks

Sam eamue SOwekr oracre, ad mm under SOorunlmom
Head *amar, S6-49 woka:
Sar mxm~ 543rrskr or norm, end soca undsr SOor uiWmm
Every eamer less than SOreeks or unkzom
Head earner, 2cJS melts:
Somecamere SO wekr or mre, aud ma under 50 or uukncan
Brery eemer less Lhan So meks or un.knoxn
Head earner, 1~s than 24 rc+ks or unkmmn:
Sow eamere SOwcks or.-J)ro, ani sow under 50 orunhoan
hery earner less Wan SOracks or untiom
Head not earner, but so= other euncrs in tlm fadt:
or

xu-0

Sow aimera 50 rake or aom, end som under SOor un!mam
Every iamer lees tbra SC weeks or tmkmm.
in loJO t

Coluene SOend 51. Xacer of rirst
earner. The ecount mportsd in hundrodr of dollars of mgos or selexy received
the heed cf tb household or, if he wu no*- a me e-err
ty tbo tie or first poraccnUsted whc was a wge earner.
CJolume 52 end 33. Ascunt of mney wepcs or salav

mteived

by

rec0r.d earner.

Colum 34. Ntmtor of mlrted earners,
Colum 35 (p\rt).
Rollatlonship of c-cm.
No earners;
l ebner; nerd end wife both earners; nAther head nor rdfe caner.
lncc~~d

Colunzl xx.
fSOormre

Colt
hcusehold).

.

head eammr,

tie

net au

earner;

d.fe earner, heed not an

Ottwr minted mrsons* ott?sr incona. ;5hother the head or som other maber of the f&xlly had an
fmmsourcee
otherthanwageeor
Sal-.

37. Lod~ra and sub-famlllea

(a curried

If0 lodgers:
No mbfamillse
leub-fnlnlly:
Father es subhead
Son .e sub-had
Other Nlative
ee UL-hoed
2 or store rut--Ia.d.Lles

couple rrfth or

dthout

childran not lnc1udl.n~ the hoed of the .

Populrrtlon: 1940
Form P-4714 (cont.)

-s-

Colu!m s?.

Lul~en

and sutwfnnflfa,

(cont.).

1 or mom lod@nr
No mlb-r&asa
l*ubf~r
Father or aon aa ad-head
otkar mlative aa dJ-had
l&pr aa cub-head
2 or mm
1 ribtad

sub-hrduerr

subhead

2 or mom mlatad sub-had~
AU lodpr
sub-hoada

Colum 58.

Ku&w

Cohn

Humtor of

SO.

of related
related

pweons.
=orkers.

- Colum 40. 'thb@r of xwlated mrlan

Daoazbr

Colsl

4l.

folua

42.

LB, I.940

at work or

rltb

a

W.-ahr of related workers an azermey work,
.
f31As~ of related workers aeeldn~work,

job

dur-

the week of &rch 24-30.

PWCHCI.PDE
HolL9klg-lhLLbl~ card
A Cud E, llka the oae shown bolor, ir punched for each of t!! droll&
sdmduh end on t!u vecmt-mmulng schedule.

vvavo

-rf 1

I ,r I*7-l4 X;E E(I

74oboool‘d

11

oc
-iii1

2 2 ’ 2j2:2

221 I

3 3 3 3*3:3
I
4 4 4 4 4I4
s 5 5 5~5:s
I

3 3i3

6 6 6 6 I SiS

5 616

7 7 7 7/7:7

7 A

b 4'4
5 s,s!

368 I
8 8 8 818'i
l0.K 7( id58

unltr cnu=eratad on t!m Occupied-bmlllag

-_

.- ..__. . -. .---. .

PoPor.Anox: 1943
?Orn P-471-K
PYS 2

ColrvnnM-20. . Value or rent.

24.

of ho00 la t.lal

Estlnatrxi or LOSS rent.
9tlrat4d
for nonfan renter0 An 61 lntcrrda.

Columl 21-23.
costs)

.rwnt plus utility

Cohn

v&l.

lnbrrala
lonthlg

for omcrsy

rroathlp rcot

ror aanrsra omlwr;

rent

la $1 !ntarvd.#

grosr Ipntblp

Tlrpa of atructum:

I-faally

detached

l-haLly
attached
2-family slda-by-alo
2-ram4
other
S-Caadly, no bwfnsss
I-fcday,
ua bmh?ss
l-Ifanily,rrLt.h
business
s-9 fanily. with or rltbout bwioesa
U-19 family, with or without business
20-lcdly
or sow, with or 8ltbout buaiaesa
Other duolllng
place

Colusa 25 (part).

Typw of other &mll?3q

Btarlor

Colus

26.

C&m

27 (part).

ziatarihlr

Qod, brick, stucco. otbu.

Structuw in need of cujor repair?

Coluna Z? (put).

Skta

Mot owdine

of repair

color

Nith prlwte
tIlth printa

n~alr

and ?lbinq

Water

52.

Toilet

unit

1950-1940 by single

1 room, 2 moss, etc., b 10

years;

lS49 or before.

moss,

ll

facflltlcsr

exclwiw

Flush toilet

shad

19 stru&sc,

!loflush tdktfnstrscturm
Out&do toilet or prfty
or privy
Ho toll&

us.

Colum 5s. Bathtub or shower with running seer in struetumr
collmls4.

PrLnclp:cl ll~ktlnr

Colum 55.

Rlncip~d rcfricor~tion

c01um s7. Ilentlnl:

mom.

in dmXl.lnp unit
drreUag unit
within SO feat
tithtn 50 feet
rlthLn 50 red

Flush to~letlnn.structure,

c01um TB. NIxI

or aore

supply:

Running water
Nand punp ia
Ibmdng water
Otbr supply
no water m*
colum

a~ulpcntr

flush taLlat and x-unnin( waoU
cd nzninq rata-, no prirata bath
ap prlwb
flush t&let

built:

Xe8.r orlriadlg

Colun 30. Numberof rook:
Colum 51.

Yea, No.

bath, prlwta
flush toilat

IUth nmnirrp water,
Ko numbg
nster In dt;aLUng
Hccdinz alor repair

Co&m 28-29.

Bat crrd.

placa.

b uffmntr

Elaatridty,

l oulp.mtr

In drellln~: r-nit? Yes, x0.
saulpsent:

Stem or hot rntur sjotd
Plpcd anro *tr s:Yfm

fxelusiw

U.,

shard,

gel, !ccroame or gasolJne,

lochbnical,

lea, other,

nooe.

non..

other.

rent

root renterr.
(unfeniahcd

---

.__--

.- _- -.- ..-..--

.-.

.-

PoPu-LAr10x* 1340
’ Fon
Pd71-E

Pag* s

Colurn S&J. Wnncl~al

Am1

wed for heating:

-Tar

Cal-

40-M.

Ooha

U.

Totat mu-

Em C’umLtun

cost of utillt1ss
Included in red?

Noafam

Rcntsrr

ud flmL

xa doJ.Lr* md cent&

Yes, No.
Tor Nodum Chnwcq

Colua 4042. Value ol propar*.
tilwm4S.

Nu&sr ofdr.llinq~ta

Colua U.

Xortgago am peoportJt

In 5lOO ~~~wwIs.

hcluded ia T&U.

_

Xes, No.
tar All Dwelllug Daib

ColusIS;

Cmtrwlpmch.

CodoIiopmchmd

M ~coatrolofpmcting.and

tabulation.

PEPATEZT OF C%uXCE
Bureau of the censw
UM.~gtJn
PVICH CA?90F
Howshnld cud

A Cud I, 1Iko Tao ON ehoan beloa, 13 punched far each housrhold snwratud

on t% Po;rulutlon Schcdti.

l&a& to the drs1U.n~ unit occ@cd by the !wusc~old, as cnxzcrared on em occu:>led-hdling
fron Card E. The m=ainInr Item.

rwroduced

rel;tfri.:

f
2L2222c
c
3.1033

to

SchitLe,

I:NA I*-

enI :ec:.L-Acally

0
3 3s

4.5144443
5.76

5 5 5 5

6m66663;
7 I.117 7 7 7
8ma8881
9c.99

9

kl hl Sk
lin
;
Da I, ta P *o 23 I

The Item

the ruiow

psented

In cokes

1 to 23. and parts of COW

colucns 0s card E, a0 iadicoted

&g

f&a-d P Colwl

.

22 end 45 of Card F M ~8chaaIc~l7

f
i.i b-t)
ll (psr+d
l2
U-E
17 (wt)
17 (part)

H-19
Wl

22 pnrt)
45 I part1
45 (put)

l-6

ti Itena ~resantod ln cblums 23-45 uuJ puts of col=s 22 and 45 OZ Cud F, and the
tbs. itms am lndlct~t.4 below. 'hoar eolwu ue pmchod froa krforaatlon truwe:lbcd
E-on
the housebold transcription r!m*t for oath household.
22 (Put).

2l-23

31

Kate supply (fun onl7)
Toilet fectiitics
(faz only)
Typ or structure
Strztum
in nced of r&r
m&r?
State of rs;eIr rrd ;rl-ding
cquii.xmnt~
Xumkr of mow
How emlra
Vnlw or rent
Live on e fsrc?
Persons par mom
Sheet nuuber
Population line nwber
Rinclgal
li&tfa,- cqtigmt
lbrnitum ixlu.ied in rent? (non&n renters only)
Xortgc.;o on .rropcrty! (nafarn omcr only)

of

tihuer

frta

Nepmduced fma
Cud s C¶~~

Ghngpunch
EsWkd or gross rent (nonZen only)

$Z

rcyaiucd

bdnr.

32
$
27
E
u-2.u
t6”
1zL
54
44
44
cotogorirs
Inclti~d for
the PopAaIon
SAcdulc

easti
b

Sex of hrnd of houwhold,

lly sfnnl;ls yeara to 108, 109 or mm.
a amber

d

t:m !:Jusakold;

POF%T.A?XON:
1940

FOm P-k7l-F
Pa;* 2

Colurn 27. Citizeruhiu
Natlm born
Foreign born,
Foreign born,
rorelgn born,
Poreiq born,

of hsad of hmsehold~
naturalized citizen
hating first papers
+l.len
unknowncitltrnshlp
DasQnatar place of reeldemo on AprU 1, IS955eaa

Sam hous. - .
sua caunty, dlrrrrent bmlsm
Outside sane eountyt
i&ml-nonfum
mxml-fhrm
.hual-lam

residence

unknom

Urban, 2,550 to Lo,000
.urban, lo,wJo to 25,ooo
urbn,25,ocOtoloo,ax
Urban, 100,000 or mom

PopiLtion

B

gmup u&nom3 or foreign

29. Uork et&as dwlna the week of Eareh 24 to 33 of %eador hatehold;
At work in prlTatA lndueg or nonatmrganey gomn-nunt no*
At ror* in pubuc mrgency work

S.dclng m*
Not at nurk buttith
Worv housork
In school
m8ble to~lwlc

. job

Other

u&n-

Colnan SD. bempation +wnm of heed of hcuseholdc
or red-professional work
lamer or frr~ auger
Pmprietor,
rai-qer, or offlclal, except fumr
Clarfsal, sales, or kindred worker
Craftsan, fomrr, or kl.Ared mrker
Operatim or Wrdred worker
Dmestlc serrlce worker
PmfeasLonal

Protective

serrrice worker

Seniee worker, except dc;east.lc or pm?.ectire
Fum laborer or foreian
Laborer, arcapt fans
unkxoml

Colum Sl-x?.
hold.)

hll-tir

weeks rorkcd durlw 1939 by head of household.

Colum SS. Lcd;ers and su~failles

(a rarried couple dth or&that

Nolodgersa

No mab-fellles
18ub-family:

ekildren,

notlncludlr.3

the head cf the hmsc

.

Father or farther-in-law u sobbed
Son or sowin-&SW as sub-head

Other relative

w nab-head

2 or corn subfarllles

1 or wm lcdprsr
No sub-fsAlllos
1 iub-fnilyr

2

F&her, bti.er-in-law,
son or son-in-law as sub-head
Other relative as suMed
Lodger as subhend
or aore sub-familiar:
1 trl~tad

subhead

2 or aore related sut-hedr
All lodger sub-lwads

ColumnS4. Total
Column ss.

prsons

In houtohold.

Nwber OC related

persona.

1 parson. 2 persons, l tu., to ll
1 person, 2 persate,

Colwn Sb. NxA?or of relrtsd chlldzvn unior 21 pars of a:e.
9 or mre children.

etc.,

to ll

persona,

petsone,

12 or unre persons.
l2 er

mm

pemonr.

No children, 1 child, 2 ckildmn,

etc.,

to

E chlldrcn,

_-

COlum ST. Ibnbst of related worken.
c01wn

2 arkon,

58.

ate.,

mro

to 8 worker,,

COlun 40.

:tiber
3 or wre
:Ambsr

wnrkars,

1 worker,

2 workers,

etc.,

to

9 rarkera,

of related mxken emloved in private or nonez!ergenCy nowrrnent rork.

to 8 workers,

ColuNl 59.
etc.,

kzber

No

9 or more wrke&Y.
a

or mlatad

workers

employed in mzereenw ZoMrrrmt

rorkcm

ssekinq

m*.

No workan,

9 or

rorkers.

=om

No workers, 1 worker,
1 rorkar,

2

workers,

workers
of

related

mrk%

No workan,

l.wrker,

2 mrlnn,.*tr.,

t4

8

wrkers,

9 or

workerr.

Cmpoaltlon sf related n&mm.

Colwn 41. Class of rorker.

No mxken
1 or rme wge mI4fersr
All nqe workers or all waga and new oorken
*
Sam mp~ uorksrs urd sam no*rrs of other dus
No rage rcrkers:
lormnro
eqloysn,
own rccountror*rra,
orunpaid
All

COlwn 42-4s.
or over.

Mm

W&tars

Related nersons

Pra*nted in .X.93 intemala.

of

me

class

inemo.

or

c01wrl 44. Related ocnons other incom.
fmz sourc*s 0vLer than ages or salary, 20

'Suppl.

@est.’

Colum 45. Suu3lerenty
uri

hence Lr.cl.uhd

question.
in

the

5

of

rotal

sxp.le

nr;a

rhetier

fti~mrlrets

uriknam

and s&m

nlretb*r

Indicates

percent

mrkrra

lncare

ln Las9 of related

tc.8 head of

14 j-ears

had

or not my of the

for nhaa additional

pa-so?s

the household

rru

inforation

uu

l nurar8tad
obtalnd.

on a line

urked

old

-,.

A Cud G, llkc the crs s!\onn ',eLoa, ia ;Nnc:cd for each.L.art;L:d,
cxcr-ccc.picd
*:CRfiln. ~rr,?erty rit'xt
~usi?css
not .-ore tJ.an four ~~.wll.ir+yurJts. Itorrs relatin,: to the c:.5rx:tiristLcs of ho3 ’ ort;l:a fi:::zs are obt?incL,
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9999
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9999
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3 3 31
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;QJ or Leforc.
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.
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llcn.

oLtt.~nLb-33. t?nI
In IJO lntc-.-oh.
Ctlu.zt 21-D.
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-art-r-e

debt.
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~:.ort.:we

debt.
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%.CG intcra.LJ.

=ort;<e
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or o(;.cr

.:xC:or

Fan4 0 Colwn
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s!Ls?

43
41
424.3
44
46
DeoeTbor ln, 1940

.

mm

Color or rue of head of houso.:old
htitrtod
.mnt
Str;ctam
in naed of :a.jor repair?
stat0 0: rcprir ad iA.ultbi~ equip=cnt
f.tlnbS?or roozs
occupation gql of haad of housi:0ld
Total ~nonr in how&old
Sal&cd p.ersow' mqe incme
.Watod persons* other irsoa
Lod;ers md ¶ub-fr=ili*s

k.cnrccixad

frox

Cad

lz
so
34

4243
44
55

B

Co?2-n

RJEH
Poprzation-Pmll.-sturf

cA3D s
SsqLs

card

1?40

0 0 91
lb-1 la

I
2 2,'J: 2 2 2'2 2 2 2
I
3 3;3 3 3 313 3 3 3

CII 2 2 I*1
3 3 su

4 +:4

4 4 4!4

4 4 4

5 5;s

5 5 5/s

5 5 s

55n

6 6f6
.
7 7;7
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6 6 6

66s

7 7 'I!

7 7 7

77c

I 4 4?ba

8 809
9 9 !a,
I .A"

The itcM

p~~mted
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various

cohas
four

@or colacms WJS, the column in 8a.A of Ld-n
Colu.nsland

ihrai,

urban 2,SCC-99,999, each.cfty

clty~0unt.y.

44.

Columr 7-10.

dfatdct

Znu~ration

Colocmsll md 12. Sheet

nuz!mr,

nwbor.

Colums lS, 19.9,25. and 31. Live on a farm? Yes or lo.
Columa Ii.

20. 26. and 52.

Coluams 15. zt, 27, and 53.
Color

Sex.
Color.

M-11. 2%25, Zb23, S&Xi.

;;hlte.

colored.

Ap.

Colvmu Id, 24, SO, SB. Xork scatus.
fn

the

lnbor
loree:
Soolby:
wo*,
t-m3 m*er
work

At

Emr~ncy work
SmWsg work, l xpcrfsnced
‘;lth . Job
Not in tha labor fores
HOW hatseemrk
Student

Umbla to bark
Uot in tlm lrl~or
Innrto of qwlflod

Daeabar la, 1940
Law

for ee,% it-

2. .Sbts.

, Colum 5. Ama.
cohms

of Card S and tSe categoor’-ar included
sections
arc listed in or&r.)

Ion0 I'or other rca:ons
Lnslltutlon.

of lCXJ,ooOor CIOI-W
septratab.

am Ld&~t+d
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PRCCRE SS REPORT PND COSTS OF THE 1940

Figure

1:

General
Progress
Report
Population
and Housing
Major
Process

Figure

2:

Sixteenth
Decennial
1940 through
1943

CENSUS

of the 1940
Census
by

Census

Figure

1

GENERALPROGRESSREPORTOF THE 1940 POPULATIONAND HOUSINGCENSUSBY MAJORPROCESS
(Cumulative

Month
1940
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
1941
January
February
March
April
WY
June
July
August

11128147

Receipt
of
Schedules

3.2
48.7
89.6
99.3
100.0

Percentage

Matching of
Housing and
Population
Schedules

Hand Count
and Sample
Transcrptn

Separationof
Population
and Housing
Schedules

6.2
20.8
57.1
81.8
99.4
100.0

3.9
18.8
53.2
77.9
98.7
100.0

0.3
3.9
18.8
35.1
72.7
100.0

Completion)

General
Population
Coding

Occupation
and
Industry
Coding

Housing
Coding

Individual
Population
(A) Cards
Punched

Housing
(E) Cards
Punched

1.3
9.7
18.8
27.9
41.6
59.1

0.6
3.2
7.8
18.8
28.6
40.9

0.6
6.5
18.2
27.2
38.9
62.9

0.1
0.5
3.4
8.7
13.7
19.6

0.1
0.6
4.6
11.5
19.0
28.5

75.3
80.7
85.1
89.6
98.7
100.0

54.6
72.7
81.2
89.6
96.1
99.3
100.0

76.6
85.7
90.9
94.8
97.4
100.0

27.5
35.9
47.4
61.8
75.0
87.4
97.0
100.0

39.9
49.4
59.7
67.8
74.9
82.3
95.2
100.0

General
Sample
(S) Cards
Punched

0.1
0.1
0.3
32.4
100.0

Figure 2
SIXTEENTH DECENNIALCENSUSCOSTS
1940 THROUGH1943

Project

Total

16th Decennial

$48,671,533

Census total

Administrationl

Division

3,627,209

14,541,270

Field

Geography

Machine
Tabulation

20,448,620

1,427,441

8,626,993

Cost2

Population
Housing
Vital Statistics
(Other)
Marriage and Divorce

i7,798,022
7,206,310
284,788
165,307

1,052,314
248,612
69,202
19,144

4,873,517
i,983,509
213,525
70,523

6,905,718
3,339,891
10
48,205

991,865
52,234
---

3,974,606
1,582,062
2,052
27,432

Agriculture
Irrigation
Drainage

10,164,544
260,054
202,042

712,571
40,392
31,283

2,672,750
180,669
140,003

4,395,322
-2,510

272,030
17,824
12,697

2,lii,a72
21,168
15,548

2,721,444

449,435

1,249,703

829,779

21,434

171,092

470,798

149,807

275,508

12,362

8,047,406

732,661

1,725,452

Territories
and
Possessions
Publicity

591,883
173,177

36,565
85,223

484,338
86,064

National

585,768

--

585,709

Manufactures
Mineral

Industries

Business

Defense

-Administration,
2

Includes

general

planning,

SOURCE: Administrative

research,

editing,
Records,

coding,

and housekeeping
analysis,

functions

and the writing

U.S. Bureau of the Census

4,904,945

including

9,828
50

33,119
51,322
8,000
35

633,026
53,152
1,805
59

printing.

of the report.
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INDEX

Advisory
Committee
asa census,
9, 15, 17
housing census,
23
to the secretary
of labor,
3, 4
Age
allocation
of missing entries,
61-63,
67-73
at first marriage
of wwnen,
schedule
item,
38
tabulations,
84
coding,
57, 63, 67-73
evaluation
of item,
102-103
schedule
item,
1, 23, 35
tabulations,
83-84,
87-89,
93-94
Agriculture
census of, 26, 39, 42
Department
of,
Secretary
of, 3-4
American
Statistical
Association
(ASA),
2-4,
9
Area manager,
13, 24-27,
29-30,
34, 42-44
Bureau of the Census
director,
l-2,
5-7,
9, 14-15,
17, 19, 24-25,
27, 29-30,
37, 43
division
of geography,
6-7,
11-14,
28, 47
division
of machine tabulation,
6-7
division
of public
relations,
30
division
of statistical
research,
6-7,
9, 19
division
of vital statistics,
58,
73
field division,
6-7,
11, 13,
24-26,
28, 41-43,
46-47
mechanical
laboratory,
2, 7, 10
personnel
division,
6-7
population
division,
5-6,
8, 15,
17, 19, 46-47
Canvass

of population
and housing,
IO-II,
21, 24-26,
30-34,
39-43
Census Act, l-2,
14, 29-30,
34
Census tract,
5, 11-12,
14, 83,
87, 89

Central

Statistical
Board (CSB),
4-5,
7, IS-16
Children
ever born
schedule
item,
5, 38
tabulations,
84, 92
Citizenship
status
coding,
64, 67
schedule
item,
5, 23, 35-36
tabulations,
81-82,
84, 87-89,
91, 93
Class of worker
coding,
75-78
evaluation
of item,
98
schedule
item,
36-37
tabulations,
87-89
Commerce
and Labor,
Department
of, 2
Cnmmerce,
Department
of, 12
Secretary
of, 1, 3-4,
6, 14-15,
17-19
Committee
on Government
Statistics
and Information
Services
(COGSIS),
4-6
Compensation,
rates of, 26, 29,
43-44,
68
Constitution,
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procedures,
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